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Introduction

The principal aim of this work is to provide an alternative algebraic frame-
work for Arakelov geometry, and to demonstrate its usefulness by presenting
several simple applications. This framework, called theory of generalized
rings and schemes, appears to be useful beyond the scope of Arakelov ge-
ometry, providing a uniform description of classical scheme-theoretical alge-
braic geometry (“schemes over SpecZ”), Arakelov geometry (“schemes over

Spec Z! and !Spec Z”), tropical geometry (“schemes over Spec T and Spec N”)
and the geometry over the so-called field with one element (“schemes over
Spec F1”). Therefore, we develop this theory a bit further than it is strictly
necessary for Arakelov geometry.

The approach to Arakelov geometry developed in this work is completely
algebraic, in the sense that it doesn’t require the combination of scheme-
theoretical algebraic geometry and complex di!erential geometry, tradition-
ally used in Arakelov geometry since the works of Arakelov himself.

However, we show that our models X̄ / !Spec Z of algebraic varieties X/Q
define both a model X / SpecZ in the usual sense and a (possibly singular)
Banach (co)metric on (the smooth locus of) the complex analytic variety
X(C). This metric cannot be chosen arbitrarily; however, some classical
metrics like the Fubini–Study metric on Pn do arise in this way. It is in-
teresting to note that “good” models from the algebraic point of view (e.g.
finitely presented) usually give rise to not very nice metrics on X(C), and
conversely, nice smooth metrics like Fubini–Study correspond to models with
“bad” algebraic properties (e.g. not finitely presented).

Our algebraic approach has some obvious advantages over the classical
one. For example, we never need to require X to be smooth or proper, and
we can deal with singular metrics.

In order to achieve this goal we construct a theory of generalized rings,
commutative or not, which include classical rings (always supposed to be
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2 Introduction

associative with unity), then define spectra of such (commutative) generalized
rings, and construct generalized schemes by patching together spectra of
generalized rings. Of course, these generalized schemes are generalized ringed
spaces, i.e. topological spaces, endowed with a sheaf of generalized rings.
Then the “compactified” SpecZ, denoted by !Spec Z, is constructed as a

(pro-)generalized scheme, and our models X̄ / !Spec Z are (pro-)generalized
schemes as well.

All the “generalized” notions we discuss are indeed generalizations of
corresponding “classical” notions. More precisely, “classical” objects (e.g.
commutative rings) always constitute a full subcategory of the category of
corresponding “generalized” objects (e.g. commutative generalized rings). In
this way we can always treat for example a classical scheme as a generalized
scheme, since no new morphisms between classical schemes arise in the larger
category of generalized schemes.

In particular, the category of (commutative) generalized rings contains
all classical (commutative) rings like Z, Q, R, C, Zp, . . . , as well as some
new objects, such as Z! (the “archimedian valuation ring” of R, similar to p-
adic integers Zp ! Qp), Z(!) (the “non-completed localization at "”, or the
“archimedian valuation ring” of Q), Z̄! (“the integral closure of Z! in C”).
Furthermore, once these “archimedian valuation rings” are constructed, we
can define some other generalized rings, such as F±1 := Z! #Z, or the “field
with one element” F1. Tropical numbers T and other semirings are also
generalized rings, thus fitting nicely into this picture as well.

In this way we obtain not only a “compact model” !Spec Z of Q (called

also “compactification of Spec Z”), and models X $ !Spec Z of algebraic
varieties X/Q, but a geometry over “the field with one element” as well. For

example, !Spec Z itself is a pro-generalized scheme over F1 and F±1.
In other words, we obtain rigorous definitions both of the “archimedian

local ring” Z! and of the “field with one element” F1. They have been
discussed in mathematical folklore for quite a long time, but usually only in
a very informal fashion.

We would like to say a few words here about some applications of the
theory of generalized rings and schemes presented in this work. Apart from
defining generalized rings, their spectra, and generalized schemes, we discuss
some basic properties of generalized schemes, essentially transferring some
results of EGA I and II to our case. For example, we discuss projective
(generalized) schemes and morphisms, study line and vector bundles, define
Picard groups and so on.

Afterwards we do some homological (actually homotopic) algebra over
generalized rings and schemes, define perfect simplicial objects and cofibra-
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tions (which replace perfect complexes in this theory), define K0 of per-
fect simplicial objects and vector bundles, briefly discuss higher algebraic
K-theory (Waldhausen’s construction seems to be well-adapted to our sit-
uation), and construct Chow rings and Chern classes using the !-filtration
on K0, in the way essentially known since Grothendieck’s proof of Riemann–
Roch theorem.

We apply the above notions to Arakelov geometry as well. For example,
we compute Picard group, Chow ring and Chern classes of vector bundles over
!Spec Z, and construct the moduli space of such vector bundles. In particular,
we obtain the notion of (arithmetic) degree deg E % log Q"

+ of a vector bundle

E over !Spec Z; it induces an isomorphism deg : Pic( !Spec Z) $ log Q"
+. We

also prove that any a"ne or projective algebraic variety X over Q admits

a finitely presented model X over !Spec Z, and show (under some natural
conditions) that rational points P % X(Q) extend to uniquely determined

sections "P : !Spec Z $ X . We show that when X is a closed subvariety
of the projective space Pn

Q, and its model X is chosen accordingly (e.g. X

is the “scheme-theoretical closure” of X in Pn
!Spec Z

), then the (arithmetic)

degree of the pullback "#P (OX (1)) of the ample line bundle of X equals the
logarithmic height of point P % X(Q) ! Pn(Q).

There are several reasons to believe that our “algebraic” Arakelov geom-
etry can be related to its more classical variants, based on Kähler metrics,
di!erential forms and Green currents, as developed first by Arakelov himself,
and then in the series of works of H. Gillet, C. Soulé and their collobora-
tors. The simplest reason is that our “algebraic” models give rise to some
(co)metrics, and classical metrics like the Fubini–Study do appear in this way.
More sophisticated arguments involve comparison with the non-archimedian
variant of classical Arakelov geometry, developed in [BGS] and [GS]. This
non-archimedian Arakelov geometry is quite similar to (classical) archime-
dian Arakelov geometry, and at the same time admits a natural interpretation
in terms of models of algebraic varieties over discrete valuation rings. An-
alytic torsion corresponds in this picture to torsion in the special fiber (i.e.
lack of flatness).

Therefore, one might hope to transfer eventually the results of these two
works to archimedian context, using our theory of generalized schemes, thus
establishing a direct connection between our “algebraic” and classical “ana-
lytic” variant of Arakelov geometry.
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Overview

We would like to start with a brief overview of the rest of this work, discussing
chapter after chapter. Purely technical definitions and statements will be
omitted or just briefly mentioned, while those notions and results, which we
consider crucial for the understanding of the remainder of this work, will be
explained at some length.

0.1. (Motivation.) Chapter 1 is purely motivational. Here we discuss proper
smooth models both of functional and number fields, and indicate why non-
proper models (e.g. the a"ne line A1

k as a model of k(t), or Spec Z as a
model of Q) are not su"cient for some interesting applications. We also in-

troduce some notations. For example, !Spec Z denotes the “compactification”
of Spec Z. Its closed points must correspond to all valuations of Q, archime-

dian or not, i.e. we expect !Spec Z = Spec Z'{"} as a set, where " denotes
a new “archimedian point”. We denote by Z! ! Q! := R and Z(!) ! Q
the completed and non-completed local rings of !Spec Z at ", analogous to
classical notations Zp ! Qp and Z(p) ! Q.

0.1.1. It is important to notice here that !Spec Z, Z! and Z(!) are not defined
in this chapter. Instead, they are used in an informal way to describe the
properties we would expect these objects to have. In this way we are even
able to explain the classical approach to Arakelov geometry, which insists on
defining an Arakelov model X̄ of a smooth projective algebraic variety X/Q
as a flat proper model X $ Spec Z together with a metric on X(C) subject
to certain restrictions (e.g. being a Kähler metric).

0.1.2. Another thing discussed in this chapter is that the problem of con-
structing models over !Spec Z can be essentially reduced to the problem of
constructing Z(!)-models of algebraic varieties X/Q, or Z!-models of alge-
braic varieties X/R. In other words, we need a notion of a Z!-structure on
an algebraic variety X over R; if X = Spec A is a"ne, this is the same thing
as a Z!-structure on an R-algebra A. So we see that a proper understand-
ing of “compactified” models of algebraic varieties over Q must include an
understanding of Z!-structures on R-algebras and vector spaces.

0.2. (Z!-structures.) Chapter 2 is dedicated to a detailed study of Z!-
structures on real vector spaces and algebras. We start from the simplest
cases and extend our definitions step by step, arriving at the end to the
“correct” definition of Z!-Mod, the category of Z!-modules. In this way
we learn what the Z!-modules are, without still having a definition of Z!
itself.
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The main method employed here to obtain “correct” definitions is the
comparison with the p-adic case.

0.2.1. (Z!-lattices: classical description.) The first step is to describe Z!-
structures on a finite-dimensional real vector space E, i.e. Z!-lattices A ! E.

The classical solution is this. In the p-adic case a Zp-lattice A in a
finite-dimensional Qp-vector space E defines a maximal compact subgroup
KA := AutZp(A) (= GL(n, Zp) in locally compact group G := AutQp(E) (=
GL(n, Qp), all maximal compact subgroups of G arise in this way, and
KA = KA! i! A$ and A are similar, i.e. A$ = #A for some # % Q"

p .
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect similarity classes of Z!-lattices inside

real vector space E to be in one-to-one correspondence with maximal compact
subgroups K of locally compact group G := AutR(E) (= GL(n, R). Such
maximal compact subgroups are exactly the orthogonal subgroups KQ

(=
O(n, R), defined by positive definite quadratic forms Q on E, and KQ = KQ!

i! Q and Q$ are proportional, i.e. Q$ = #Q for some # > 0.
In this way the classical answer is that a Z!-structure on a finite di-

mensional real space E is just a positive definite quadratic form on E, and
similarly, a Z̄!-structure on a finite dimensional complex vector space is a
positive definite hermitian form. This point of view, if developed further, ex-
plains why classical Arakelov geometry insists on equipping (complex points
of) all varieties and vector bundles involved with hermitian metrics.

0.2.2. (Z!-structures on finite R-algebras.) Now suppose that E is a finite
R-algebra. We would like to describe Z!-structures on this algebra, i.e. Z!-
lattices A ! E, compatible with the multiplication and unit of E. In the
p-adic case this would actually mean 1 % A and A · A ! A, but if we want
to obtain “correct” definitions in the archimedian case, we must re-write
these conditions for A in terms of corresponding maximal compact subgroup
KA ! G.

And here a certain problem arises. These compatibility conditions cannot
be easily expressed in terms of maximal compact subgroups of automorphism
groups even in the p-adic case. However, if we consider maximal compact
submonoids of endomorphism monoids instead, this problem disappears.

0.2.3. (Maximal compact submonoids: p-adic case.) Thus we are induced to
describe Z!-lattices A in a finite-dimensional real space E in terms of max-
imal compact submonoids MA of locally compact monoid M := EndR(E) (=
M(n, R). When we study the corresponding p-adic problem, we see that all
maximal compact submonoids of EndQp(E) are of form MA := {$ : $(A) !
A} (= EndZp(A) (= M(n, Zp) for a Zp-lattice A ! E, and that MA = MA! i!
A and A$ are similar, i.e. in the p-adic case maximal compact submonoids of
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End(E) are classified by similarity classes of lattices A ! E, exactly in the
same way as maximal compact subgroups of Aut(E).

0.2.4. (Maximal compact submonoids: archimedian case.) However, in the
archimedian case there are much more maximal compact submonoids MA

inside M := EndR(E) than positive definite quadratic forms. Namely, we
can take any symmetric compact convex body A ! E (a convex body is
always required to be absorbent, i.e. E = R · A), and put MA := {$ %
EndR(E) : $(A) ! A}. Any such MA is a maximal compact submonoid in
M = EndR(E), all maximal compact submonoids in M arise in this way, and
MA = MA! i! A$ = #A for some # % R".

0.2.5. (Z!-lattices.) This leads us to define a Z!-lattice A in a finite-
dimensional real space E as a symmetric compact convex body A. It is
well-known that any such A is the unit ball with respect to some Banach
norm )·) on E; in other words, a Z!-structure on E is essentially a Banach
norm on E.

Next, we can define the category Z!-Lat of Z!-lattices as follows. Ob-
jects of Z!-Lat are couples A = (AZ", AR), where AR is a finite-dimensional
real vector space, and AZ" ! AR is a symmetric compact convex body in AR.
Morphisms f : A $ B are couples (fZ", fR), where fR : AR $ BR is an R-
linear map, and fZ" : AZ" $ BZ" is its restriction.

Of course, this definition is again motivated by the p-adic case. Notice,
however, that in the p-adic case we might define the category of Zp-lattices
without any reference to ambient Qp-vector spaces, while we are still not able
to describe Z!-lattices without reference to a real vector space.

Another interesting observation is that Z!-Lat is essentially the category
of finite-dimensional Banach vector spaces, with R-linear maps of norm * 1
as morphisms. While this description establishes a connection to Banach
norms, we don’t insist on using it too much, since the p-adic case suggests
that we should concentrate our attention on AZ" , not on ambient space AR.

0.2.6. (Z!-structures on finite R-algebras.) Now we are able to define a
Z!-structure A on a finite R-algebra E, i.e. a Z!-lattice A ! E, compatible
with the multiplication and unit of E. The key idea here is to express this
compatibility in terms of corresponding maximal compact submonoid MA !
End(E) first in the p-adic case, and then to transfer the conditions on MA

thus obtained to the archimedian case.
The final result is that we must consider symmetric compact convex bod-

ies A ! E, such that 1 % %A and A · A ! A. In the language of Banach
norms this means )1) = 1 and )xy) * )x) · )y), i.e. we recover the notion
of a finite-dimensional real Banach algebra.
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0.2.7. (From lattices to torsion-free modules.) Next step is to embed Z!-Lat
into a larger category of torsion-free Z!-modules Z!-Fl.Mod. Comparing
to the p-adic case, we see that Z!-Fl.Mod might be constructed as the cat-
egory Ind(Z!-Lat) of ind-objects over Z!-Lat (cf. SGA 4 I). This cate-
gory consists of “formal” inductive limits “lim+$” M! of Z!-lattices, taken
along filtered ordered sets or small categories, with morphisms given by
Hom(“lim+$”M!, “lim+$” N") = lim,+!

lim+$"
Hom(M!, N").

0.2.8. (Direct description of Z!-Fl.Mod.) However, the category Z!-Fl.Mod
of torsion-free Z! admits a more direct description, similar to 0.2.5. Namely,
one can define it as the category of couples (AZ", AR), where AR is a real
vector space (not required more to be finite-dimensional), and AZ" ! AR is
a symmetric convex body (not required to be compact, but still required to
be absorbent: AR = R ·AZ"). Morphisms are defined in the same way as for
Z!-lattices, and it is immediate from this construction that Z!-Lat is a full
subcategory of Z!-Fl.Mod.

0.2.9. (Inductive and projective limits in Z!-Fl.Mod.) We show that ar-
bitrary inductive and projective limits exist in Z!-Fl.Mod. For example,
product A - B equals (AZ" - BZ" , AR - BR), and the direct sum (i.e. co-
product) A . B can be computed as (conv(AZ" ' BZ"), AR . BR), where
conv(S) denotes the convex hull of a subset S in a real vector space.

0.2.10. (Tensor structure on Z!-Fl.Mod.) We define an ACU &-structure on
Z!-Fl.Mod and Z!-Lat, having the following property. An algebra (A, µ, &)
in Z!-Lat is the same thing as a couple (AZ" , AR), consisting of a finite
dimensional R-algebra AR, and a Z!-lattice AZ" ! AR, compatible with the
algebra structure of AR in the sense of 0.2.6.

This tensor structure is extremely natural in several other respects. For
example, when translated into the language of (semi)norms on real vec-
tor spaces, it corresponds to Grothendieck’s projective tensor product of
(semi)norms.

The unit object for this tensor structure is Z! := ([+1, 1], R). One should
think of this Z! as “Z!, considered as a left module over itself”, not as “the
ring Z!”.

0.2.11. (Underlying set of a torsion-free Z!-module.) Once we have a unit
object Z!, we can define the “forgetful functor” $ : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets,
A /$ Hom(Z!, A). It is natural to say that $(A) is the underlying set
of A. Direct computation shows that $(A) = AZ" for A = (AZ" , AR),
thus suggesting that we ought to concentrate our attention on AZ", not on
auxiliary vector space AR.
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0.2.12. (Free Z!-modules. Octahedral combinations.) Since arbitrary direct

sums exist in Z!-Fl.Mod, we can construct free Z!-modules Z(S)
! , by taking

the direct sum of S copies of Z!. It is immediate that LZ" : S /$ Z(S)
!

is a left adjoint to $ = $Z" : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets. One can describe this
Z(S)
! = (#!(S), R(S)) explicitly. Its vector space component is simply R-

vector space R(S) freely generated by S. Its standard basis elements will be
denoted by {s}, s % S. Then the symmetric convex subset #!(S) ! R(S)

consists of all octahedral (linear) combinations of these basis vectors:

#!(S) = conv
"
±{s} : s % S

#
(0.2.12.1)

=
$%

s

#s{s} :
%

s

|#s| * 1, almost all #s = 0
&

(0.2.12.2)

In other words, #!(S) is the standard octahedron in R(S).

0.2.13. (Notation: finite sets and basis elements.) We would like to mention
here some notation, used throughout this work. If M is a free “object”,
generated by a set S (e.g. M = R(S) for some ring R), we denote by {s} the
“basis element” of M corresponding to s % S. Thus s /$ {s} is the natural
embedding S $ M .

Another notation: we denote by n the standard finite set {1, 2, . . . , n},
where n 0 0 is any integer. For example, 0 = ", and 2 = {1, 2}. Further-
more, whenever we have a functor # defined on the category of sets, we write
#(n) instead of #(n), for any n 0 0. In this way R(n) = Rn is the standard
n-dimensional real vector space, with standard basis {k}, 1 * k * n, and
#!(n) ! Rn is the standard n-dimensional octahedron.

0.2.14. (From Z!-Fl.Mod to Z!-Mod.) Our next step is to recover the cat-
egory Z!-Mod of all Z!-modules, starting from the category Z!-Fl.Mod of
torsion-free Z!-modules. We use adjoint functors LZ" : Sets ! Z!-Fl.Mod :
$ for this. Namely, we observe that this pair of adjoint functors defines a
monad structure (#!, µ, &) on endofunctor #! := $LZ" : Sets $ Sets.
However, functor $ happens not to be monadic, i.e. the arising “comparison
functor” I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets!" from Z!-Fl.Mod into the category of #!-
algebras in Sets (which we prefer to call #!-modules) is not an equivalence
of categories, but just a fully faithful functor.

The p-adic analogy suggests to define Z!-Mod := Sets!". Then category
Z!-Fl.Mod can be identified with a full subcategory of Z!-Mod with the aid
of functor I, and the forgetful functor $Z" : Z!-Mod $ Sets is now monadic
by construction, similarly to the forgetful functor on any category defined by
an algebraic system (e.g. category R-Mod of modules over an associative
ring R).
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0.2.15. (Explicit description of Z!-modules.) We can obtain a more explicit
description of Z!-modules, i.e. of objects M = (M,') % Ob Z!-Mod =
ObSets!". Indeed, by definition M = (M,') consists of a set M , together
with a “Z!-structure”, i.e. a map ' : #!(M) $ M , subject to certain con-
ditions. Since #!(M) consists of formal octahedral combinations

'
x #x{x},'

x |#x| * 1, of elements of M , such a map ' should be thought of as a way of
evaluating such formal octahedral combinations. Thus we write

'
x #xx in-

stead of '(
'

x{x}). We use this notation for finite sums as well, e.g. #x+µy
actually means '(#{x} + µ{y}), for any x, y % M , #, µ % R, |#| + |µ| * 1.
Notice, however, that the + sign in expression #x + µy is completely formal:
in general we don’t get any addition operation on M .

As to the conditions for ', they are exactly all the usual relations satisfied
by octahedral combinations of elements of real vector spaces. For example,
((#x + µy) = (# · x + (µ · y.

In this way we see that a Z!-module is nothing else than a set M , together
with a way of evaluating octahedral combinations of its elements, in such a
way that all usual relations hold in M .

0.2.16. (Torsion modules.) Category Z!-Mod is strictly larger than the cat-
egory Z!-Fl.Mod of torsion-free Z!-modules. In fact, it contains objects like
F! := Coker(m! " Z!), where m! = ((+1, 1), R) in Z!-Fl.Mod, and the
two morphisms m! $ Z! are the natural inclusion and the zero morphism.
Notice that this cokernel is zero in Z!-Fl.Mod, but not in Z!-Mod: in fact,
this F! is a three-element set with a certain Z!-module structure. This
gives an example of a non-trivial torsion Z!-module.

0.2.17. (Arakelov a"ne line.) Among other things discussed in Chapter 2,
we would like to mention the study of “Arakelov a"ne line” Spec Z![T ], car-
ried both from the point of view of (co)metrics and from that of (generalized)
schemes.

When we compute the naturally arising cometric on A1
R or A1

C, coming
from this Z!-structure Z![T ] on R[T ], it turns out to be identically zero
outside unit disk {# : |#| < 1}, i.e. all points outside this disk are at infinite
distance from each other. Inside the disk we obtain a continuous piecewise
smooth cometric, very similar to Poincaré model of hyperbolic plane in the
unit disk.

On the other hand, we can use the &-structure defined on Z!-Fl.Mod
(and actually on all of Z!-Mod) to define Z!-algebras A, modules over them,
ideals and prime ideals inside them and so on, thus obtaining a definition of
prime spectrum Spec A. For example, topological space SpecZ! looks like
the spectrum of a DVR. When we study the “Arakelov a"ne line” Spec Z![T ]
from this point of view, we observe some unexpected phenomena, e.g. Krull
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dimension of this topological space turns out to be infinite.

0.3. (&-categories, algebras and monads.) Chapter 3 collects some general
definitions and constructions, related to &-categories, algebras and mon-
ads. It is quite technical, but nevertheless quite important for the next
two chapters. Most results collected here are well-known and can be found
in [MacLane]; however, we want to fix the terminology, and discuss the gen-
eralization to the topos case.

0.3.1. (AU &-categories and &-actions.) We discuss AU &-categories, i.e.
categories A, equipped with a tensor product functor & : A - A $ A
and a unit object 1 % ObA, together with some associativity constraint
'X,Y,Z : (X&Y )&Z (= X&(Y &Z) and unit constraints 1&X (= X (= X&1,
subject to certain axioms (e.g. the pentagon axiom). Roughly speaking, these
axioms ensure that multiple tensor products X1 & X2 & · · · & Xn are well-
defined and have all the usual properties of multiple tensor products, apart
from commutativity.

After that we discuss external (left) &-actions ! : A - B $ B of an
AU &-category A on a category B. Here we have to impose some external
associativity and unit constraints (X&Y )!M (= X !(Y !M) and 1!M (=
M , subject to similar relations.

Of course, any AU &-category A = (A,&) admits a natural &-action on
itself, given by ! := &.

0.3.2. (Algebras and modules.) Whenever we have an AU &-category A, we
can consider algebras A = (A, µ, &), A % ObA, µ : A & A $ A, & : 1 $ A,
always supposed to be associative with unity (but not commutative – in
fact, commutativity doesn’t make sense without a commutativity constraint
on A). Thus we obtain a category of algebras in A, denoted by Alg(A).

Next, if ! : A - B $ B is an external &-action, and A is an algebra
in A, we denote by A-Mod or BA the category of A-modules in B, consisting
of couples (M,'), M % ObB, ' : A ! M $ M , subject to classical relations
' 1 (& ! 1M) = 1M and ' 1 (1A ! ') = ' 1 (µ ! 1M).

0.3.3. (Monads over a category C.) Now if C is an arbitrary category, the
category of endofunctors A := Endof (C) = Funct(C, C) admits a natural AU
&-structure, given by composition of functors: F &G := F 1G. Furthermore,
there is a natural &-action of A on C, defined by F ! X := F (X).

Then a monad # = (#, µ, &) over a category C is simply an algebra in this
category of endofunctors A, i.e. # : C $ C is an endofunctor and µ : #2 $ #,
& : IdC $ # are natural transformations, subject to associativity and unit
relations: µ 1 (# ) µ) = µ 1 (µ ) #) and µ 1 (& ) #) = id! = µ 1 (# ) &), or
equivalently, µX 1 #(µX) = µX 1 µ!(X) : #3(X) $ #(X), and µX 1 &!(X) =
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id!(X) = µX 1 #(&X), for any X % Ob C.
Similarly, the category C! of #-modules (in C) is defined as the category

of #-modules in C with respect to the external &-action of A on C just
discussed. In this way C! consists of couples M = (M,'), with M % Ob C,
' : #(M) $ M , such that '1#(') = '1µM : #2(M) $ M , and '1&M = idM .

0.3.4. (Monads and adjoint functors.) Whenever we have a monad # over
a category C, we get a forgetful functor $! : C! $ C, (M,') /$ M , which
admits a left adjoint L! : C $ C!, S /$ (#(S), µS), such that $! 1 L! = #.
Conversely, given any two adjoint functors L : C ! D : $, we obtain a canon-
ical monad structure on # := $ 1 L : C $ C, together with a “comparison
functor” I : D $ C!, such that $ = $! 1 I. Functor $ is said to be monadic
if I is an equivalence of categories.

0.3.5. (Examples: R-modules, Z!-modules. . . ) For example, if C = Sets,
D = R-Mod is the category of left modules over a ring R (always supposed
to be associative with unity), then the forgetful functor $ : R-Mod $ Sets
turns out to be monadic. The corresponding monad #R : Sets $ Sets
transforms a set S into the underlying set of free R-module R(S) generated
by S, i.e. into the set of all formal R-linear combinations of basis elements
{s}, s % S. In this way an R-module M is just a set M together with a
method ' : #R(M) $ M of evaluating formal R-linear combinations of its
elements, subject to some natural conditions.

Similarly, Z!-Mod was defined to be Sets!" for a certain monad #!
over Sets, so the set #!(S) of formal octahedral combinations of elements
of S should be thought of as the set of all formal Z!-linear combinations of
elements of S, or as the underlying set of free Z!-module Z(S)

! . This was the
way we’ve defined #! in the first place.

This analogy between R-Mod = Sets!R and Z!-Mod = Sets!" suggests
that our category of generalized rings, which is expected to contain all classi-
cal rings R as well as exotic objects like Z!, might be constructed as a certain
full subcategory of the category of monads over Sets. Then we might put
#-Mod := Sets! for any monad # from this full subcategory, thus obtaining
a reasonable definition of #-modules without any special considerations.

0.3.6. (Topos case: inner endofunctors and inner monads.) Apart from
the things just discussed, Chapter 3 contains some technical definitions and
statements, related to inner endofunctors and inner monads over a topos E .
These notions are used later to transfer the definitions of generalized rings
and modules over them from the category of sets into arbitrary topoi, e.g.
categories of sheaves of sets over a topological space X. This is necessary
to obtain a monadic interpretation of sheaves of generalized rings and of
modules over them. Without such notions we wouldn’t be able to discuss
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generalized ringed spaces and in particular generalized schemes. However,
we suggest to the reader to skip these technical topos-related pages during
the first reading.

0.4. (Algebraic monads as non-commutative generalized rings.) Chapter 4

is dedicated to the study of algebraic endofunctors and monads over Sets
(and algebraic inner endofunctors and monads over a topos E as well). This
notion of algebraicity is actually the first condition we need to impose on
monads over Sets in order to define the category of generalized rings. In
fact, algebraic monads are non-commutative generalized rings. For example,
any monad #R defined by a classical ring R (as usual, associative with unity)
is algebraic, as well as monad #!, used to define Z!-Mod.

0.4.1. (Algebraic monads vs. algebraic systems.) Another important remark
is that an algebraic monad over Sets is essentially the same thing as an alge-
braic system. We discuss this correspondence in more detail below. In some
sense algebraic systems are something like presentations (by a system of gen-
erators and relations) of algebraic monads. Thus di!erent (but equivalent)
algebraic systems may correspond to isomorphic algebraic monads, and al-
gebraic monads provide an invariant way of describing algebraic systems. In
this way the study of algebraic monads might be thought of as the study of
algebraic systems from a categorical point of view, i.e. a categorical approach
to universal algebra.

0.4.2. (Algebraic endofunctors over Sets.) We say that an endofunctor
# : Sets $ Sets is algebraic if it commutes with filtered inductive limits:
#(lim+$!

S!) (= lim+$!
#(S!). Since any set is a filtered inductive limit of its finite

subsets, we obtain #(S) = lim+$(n
!%S)&N/S

#(n), where N = {0, 1, . . . ,n, . . .}n'0

denotes the category of standard finite sets, considered as a full subcategory
of Sets. Therefore, any algebraic endofunctor # : Sets $ Sets is completely
determined by its restriction #|N : N $ Sets. In fact, this restriction functor
# /$ #|N induces an equivalence between the category of algebraic endofunc-
tors Aalg ! A = Endof (Sets) and Funct(N, Sets) = SetsN. This means that
an algebraic endofunctor # is essentially the same thing as a countable col-
lection of sets {#(n)}n'0, together with maps #($) : #(n) $ #(m), defined
for any $ : n $ m, such that #(* 1 $) = #(*) 1 #($) and #(idn) = id!(n).

0.4.3. (Algebraic monads.) On the other hand, if two endofunctors # and #$

commute with filtered inductive limits, the same is true for their composition
#&#$ = #1#$, i.e. Aalg

(= SetsN is a full &-subcategory of A = Endof (Sets).
Therefore, we can define an algebraic monad # = (#, µ, &) as an algebra in
Aalg. Of course, an algebraic monad is just a monad, such that its underlying
endofunctor commutes with filtered inductive limits.
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0.4.4. (Why algebraic?) Notice that monads #R defined by an associative
ring R are algebraic, i.e. #R(S) =

(
finite I ( S #R(I), just because any element

of #R(S) = R(S), i.e. any formal R-linear combination of elements of S,
involves only finitely many elements of S, hence comes from #R(I) for some
finite subset I ! S. Similarly, #! is algebraic, because any octahedral
combination

'
s&S #s{s} % #!(S) has only finitely many #s 2= 0.

We can express this by saying that we consider only “operations” de-
pending on finitely many arguments. For example, we might remove the
requirement “#s 2= 0 only for finitely many s % S” and consider “infinite
octahedral combinations”

'
#s{s}, with the only requirement

'
s |#s| * 1.

In this way we obtain a larger monad #̂! 3 #!, which coincides with #!
on finite sets, but is di!erent on larger sets. A #̂!-structure on a set M
is essentially a way of computing such “infinite octahedral combinations” of
elements of M . This is definitely not an algebraic operation, and #̂! is not
an algebraic monad.

Therefore, word “algebraic” means here something like “expressible in
terms of operations involving only finitely many arguments”.

0.4.5. (Algebraic monads and operations.) Now let # be an algebraic end-
ofunctor (over Sets), M be a set, ' : #(M) $ M be any map of sets. For
example, we might take an algebraic monad # and a #-module M .

Let t % #(n) for some integer n. Take any n-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xn) % Mn

of elements of M . It can be considered as a map x̃ : n $ M , k /$ xk, hence
we get a map #(x̃) : #(n) $ #(M). Now we can apply ' 1 #(x̃) to t, thus
obtaining an element of M :

t(x1, . . . , xn) = [t]M(x1, . . . , xn) := (' 1 #(x̃))(t) (0.4.5.1)

In this way any t % #(n) defines an n-ary operation [t]M : Mn $ M on M .
That’s why we say that #(n) is the set of n-ary operations of #, and call its
elements n-ary operations of #. Furthermore, we say that [t]M : Mn $ M
is the value of operation t on M . Of course, when n = 0, we speak about
constants and their values (any constant c % #(0) has a value [c]M % M),
and when n = 1, 2, 3, . . . we obtain unary, binary, ternary, . . . operations.

One can show that giving a map ' : #(M) $ M is actually equivalent to
giving a family of “evaluation maps” '(n) : #(n)-Mn $ M , (t, x1, . . . , xn) /$
[t]M(x1, . . . , xn), n 0 0, satisfying natural compatibility relations, which can
be written as

[$#(t)]M(x1, . . . , xn) = [t]M(x#(1), . . . , x#(m)), 4t % #(m),$ : m $ n

(0.4.5.2)
Here $# is a shorthand for #($).
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0.4.6. (Elementary description of algebraic monads.) The above description
is applicable to maps µn : #(#(n)) $ #(n). We see that such a map is
completely determined by a sequence of “evaluation” or “substitution” maps
µ(k)

n : #(k) - #(n)k $ #(n), (t, t1, . . . , tk) /$ t(t1, . . . , tk) = [t]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk).
In this way we obtain an “elementary” description of an algebraic monad #,
consisting of a sequence of sets {#(n)}n'0, transition maps #($) : #(m) $
#(n), defined for all $ : m $ n, evaluation maps µ(k)

n : #(k)-#(n)k $ #(n),
and a “unit element” e := &1(1) % #(1).

In fact, this collection completely determines the algebraic monad #, and
conversely, if we start from such a collection, satisfying some natural com-
patibility conditions (certain “associativity” and “unit” axioms), we obtain
a uniquely determined algebraic monad #.

Of course, #-modules M = (M,') also admit such an “elementary”
description, consisting of a set M , and a collection of “evaluation maps”
'(n) : #(n) - Mn $ M , subject to certain compatibility, associativity and
unit conditions (e.g. [e]M = idM).

Therefore, we might have defined algebraic monads and modules over
them in such an “elementary” fashion. We didn’t do this just because arising
definitions and especially relations seem to be quite complicated and not too
enlightening, unless one knows that they come from the definition of algebraic
monads, i.e. they are the algebra relations in Aalg, written in explicit form.

0.4.7. (Unit and basis elements.) Notice that the unit element e = &1(1) %
#(1) actually completely determines the unit & : IdSets $ #, since &X(x) =
(#(ix))(e) for any x % X, where ix : 1 $ X is the map 1 /$ x.

Recall that we denote by {k}n or simply by {k} the “basis element”
&n(k) % #(n), 1 * k * n. For example, e = {1}1. These basis elements
have some natural properties, e.g. $#{k}m = {$(k)}n, for any $ : m $ n,
1 * k * m. More interesting properties come from the unit axioms for # and
#-modules. For example, µ 1 (# ) &) = id implies (and actually is equivalent
to)

t({1}, {2}, . . . , {n}) = [t]!(n)({1}n, . . . , {n}n) = t, 4t % #(n). (0.4.7.1)

The other unit axiom µ 1 (& ) #) = id is actually equivalent to e(t) = t for
all n 0 0, t % #(n).

Unit axiom for a #-module M is equivalent to [{k}n]M = prk : Mn $ M ,
or just to [e]M = idM .

0.4.8. (Special notation for unary operations.) If u % #(1) is a unary opera-
tion, and t % #(n) is an n-ary operation, we usually write ut or u · t instead
of [u]!(n)(t) % #(n), and similarly ux := [u]M(x) for any #-module M and
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any x % M . This notation is unambiguous because of associativity relations
(ut)(x1, . . . , xn) = u · t(x1, . . . , xn) for any u % #(1), t % #(n), xi % M or
#(m).

In this way we obtain on set |#| := #(1) a monoid structure with iden-
tity e, and a monoid action of |#| on the underlying set of any #-module M .

0.4.9. (Special notation for binary operations.) Of course, when we have a
binary operation, denoted by a sign like +, 5, . . . , usually written in infix
form, we write x + y, x 5 y etc. instead of [+](x, y), [5](x, y) etc.

Since t = t({1}, . . . , {n}) for any t % #(n), we can write [+] = {1}+{2} %
#(2) when we want to point out the corresponding element of #(2).

0.4.10. (Free modules.) Notice that L!(n) = (#(n), µn) is the free #-module
of rank n, i.e. Hom!(L!(n), M) (= Mn for any #-module M . Of course, the
map Hom!(L!(n), M) $ Mn is given by evaluating f : L!(n) $ M on basis
elements {k}n. We also denote L!(n) simply by #(n), when no confusion
can arise.

0.4.11. (Set of unary operations.) For any algebraic monad # the set |#| :=
#(1) has two natural structures: that of a monoid, and that of a #-module
(free of rank one). If # = #R for a classical associative ring R, then |#| is
the underlying set of R, its monoid structure is given by the multiplication
of R, and its module structure is the natural left R-module structure on R.

In this way |#| plays the role of the underlying set of algebraic monad #.
Notice that it is always a monoid under multiplication, but in general it
doesn’t have any addition, i.e. multiplication is in some sense more funda-
mental than addition.

Another interesting observation is that, while the addition of a classical
ring R indeed corresponds to a binary operation [+] = (1, 1) % #R(2) =
R2, the multiplication of R doesn’t correspond to any element of #R(n).

Instead, it is built in the “composition maps” µ(k)
n , i.e. it is part of the more

fundamental structure of algebraic monad.

0.4.12. (Matrix description. Comparison to Shai Haran’s approach.) Since
Hom!(#(n), #(m)) (= #(m)n, we define the set of m- n-matrices over # by
M(m, n; #) := #(m)n. Composition of morphisms defines maps M(n, k; #)-
M(k, m; #) $ M(n, m; #), i.e. we obtain a well-defined product of matrices.
Putting here m = 1, we get maps #(n)k - #(k) $ #(n), which are nothing

else than the “structural maps” µ(k)
n of #, up to a permutation of the two

arguments. This matrix language is often quite convenient. For example,
the “associativity relations” for maps µ(k)

n are essentially equivalent to asso-
ciativity of matrix products, and the “unit relations” actually mean that the
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identity matrix In := ({1}n, . . . , {n}n) % M(n, n; #) is indeed left and right
identity with respect to matrix multiplication.

One might actually try to describe generalized rings in terms of collec-
tions of “matrix sets” {M(m, n; #)}m,n'0, together with composition (i.e.
matrix multiplication) maps as above, and direct sum maps M(m, n; #) -
M(m$, n$; #) $ M(m+m$, n+n$; #), (u, v) /$ u.v. Pursuing this path one
essentially recovers Shai Haran’s notion of an F-algebra (or rather its non-
commutative counterpart, since we don’t say anything about tensor products
at this point), defined in [ShaiHaran]. Furthermore, this notion of F-algebra
is more general than our notion of generalized ring, since Shai Haran never
requires M(m, n; #) = M(1, n; #)m.

In fact, once we impose this condition (which is quite natural if we want
to have #(m) . #(n) = #(m + n) for directs sums, i.e. coproducts of free
modules) on (non-commutative) F-algebras, we recover our notion of gener-
alized ring. However, Shai Haran doesn’t impose such restrictions. Actually,
he doesn’t define a module over an F-algebra A as a set Q with some ad-
ditional structure (in fact, any algebraic structure on a set is described by
some algebraic monad, so our theory of generalized rings is the largest al-
gebraic theory of ring-like objects, which admit a notion of module over
them), but considers infinite collections {M(m, n; Q)}m,n'0 instead, thought
of as “m - n-matrices with entries in Q”. This more complicated notion of
module roughly corresponds to our “#-bimodules in Aalg”, i.e. to algebraic
endofunctors, equipped with compatible left and right actions of #.

It is not clear whether one might transfer more sophisticated constructions
of our work to Shai Haran’s more general case, since these constructions
involve forgetful functors $ : #-Mod $ Sets, i.e. expect #-modules to be sets
with additional structure, and heavily rely on formulas like #(m) . #(n) =
#(m + n) for categorial coproducts.

Unfortunately, we cannot say much more about this right now, since we
haven’t found any publications of Shai Haran on this topic apart from his
original preprint [ShaiHaran], which deals only with the basic definitions of
his theory.

0.4.13. (Initial and final algebraic monads.) Notice that the category of
algebraic monads has an initial object F", given by the only monad structure
on IdSets, as well as a final object 1, given by the constant functor with
value 1, equipped with its only monad structure.

This initial algebraic monad F" has the property F"(n) = n, i.e. a free
F"-module of rank n consists only of basis elements {k}n, 1 * k * n.
Furthermore, any set admits a unique F"-module structure, i.e. F"-Mod =
Sets.
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As to 1-Mod, the only sets which admit a 1-module structure are the
one-element sets, hence 1-Mod is equivalent to the “final category” 1.

0.4.14. (Projective limits of algebraic monads. Submonads.) Projective
limits of algebraic monads can be computed componentwise: (lim,+!

#!)(n) =
lim,+!

#!(n), for any n 0 0. For example, (# - #$)(n) = #(n) - #$(n). An
immediate consequence is that an algebraic monad homomorphism f : #$ $
# is a monomorphism i! all maps fn : #$(n) $ #(n) are injective. (Notice
that injectivity of f1 = |f | : |#$| $ |#| does not su"ce.) Therefore, #$ is an
(algebraic) submonad of # i! #$(n) ! #(n) for all n 0 0, e!! = e!, and the

“composition maps” µ(k)
n of #$ are restrictions of those of #.

We can easily compute intersections of algebraic submonads inside an
algebraic monad. For example, we can intersect Z! ! R and Q ! R (here
we denote by Z! the algebraic monad previously denoted by #!, and identify
classical associative rings R with corresponding algebraic monads #R), thus
obtaining the “non-completed local ring at "”:

Z(!) := Z! # Q (0.4.14.1)

0.4.15. (Classical associative rings as algebraic monads.) In fact, the functor
R /$ #R, transforming a classical ring into corresponding algebraic monad,
is fully faithful, and we have R-Mod = #R-Mod. Therefore, we can safely
identify R with #R and treat classical associative rings as algebraic monads,
i.e. (non-commutative) generalized rings.

0.4.16. (Underlying set of an algebraic monad.) We denote by )#) the
“total” or “graded” underlying set of an algebraic monad #, given by

)#) :=
)

n'0

#(n) (0.4.16.1)

This is a N0-graded set, i.e. a set together with a fixed decomposition into
a disjoint union indexed by N0, or equivalently, a set )#) together with a
“degree map” r : )#) $ N0. In our case we say that r is the arity map of #.

0.4.17. (Free algebraic monads.) The underlying set functor # /$ )#) from
the category of algebraic monads into the category Sets/N0 of N0-graded sets
admits a left adjoint, called the free algebraic monad functor and denoted by
S /$ 6S7 or S /$ F"6S7. If S is a finite set {f1, . . . , fn}, consisting of elements

fi of “degrees” or “arities” ri = r(fi), we also write F"6f [r1]
1 , . . . , f [rn]

n 7 or just

6f [r1]
1 , . . . , f [rn]

n 7.
This # = F"6S7 is something like an algebra of polynomials over F" in

non-commuting indeterminates from S. Notice, however, that the structure
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of # depends on the choice of arities of indeterminates from S: if all of them
are unary, the result is indeed very much like an algebra of polynomials
in non-commuting variables, while non-unary free algebraic monads often
exhibit more complicated behaviour.

Existence of free algebraic monads # = F"6S7 is shown as follows. We
explicitly define #(X) as the set of all terms, constructed from free variables
{x}, x % X, with the aid of “formal operations” f % S. In other words, #(X)
is the set of all terms over X, defined by structural induction as follows:

• Any {x}, x % X, is a term.

• If f % S is a formal generator of arity r, and t1, . . . , tr are terms, then
f t1 . . . tr is also a term.

Of course, this is just the formal construction of free algebraic systems, bor-
rowed from mathematical logic. When we don’t want to be too formal, we
write f(t1, . . . , tn) instead of f t1 . . . tn, and t1 5 t2 instead of 5 t1 t2, if 5 is a
binary operation, traditionally written in infix form.

0.4.18. (Generators of an algebraic monad.) Given any (graded) subset
S ! )#), we can always find the smallest algebraic submonad #$ ! #,
containing S (i.e. such that )#$) 3 S), for example by taking the intersection
of all such algebraic submonads. Another description: #$ is the image of the
natural homomorphism F"6S7 $ # from the free algebraic monad generated
by S into #, induced by the embedding S $ )#). Therefore, #$(n) consists
of all operations which can be obtained by applying operations from S to the
basis elements {k}n finitely many times.

If #$ = #, i.e. if F"6S7 $ # is surjective, we say that S generates #.

0.4.19. (Relations and strict quotients of algebraic monads.) Notice that
epimorphisms of algebraic monads needn’t be surjective, as illustrated by
epimorphism Z $ Q. However, an algebraic monad homomorphism f : # $
#$ is a strict epimorphism (i.e. coincides with the cokernel of its kernel pair) i!
all components fn : #(n) $ #$(n) are surjective. Therefore, strict quotients
# # #$ of # are in one-to-one correspondence with compatible (algebraic)
equivalence relations R ! #-#. Any such equivalence relation is completely
determined by )R) ! )# -#), i.e. by the collection of equivalence relations
R(n) ! #(n) - #(n). Compatibility of such a family of equivalence relations
with the algebraic monad structure of # essentially means compatibility with
all maps #($) : #(n) $ #(m) and µ(k)

n : #(k) - #(n)k $ #(n).
Given any “system of equations” E ! )# - #), we can construct the

smallest compatible algebraic equivalence relation R = 6E7 ! #-# contain-
ing E, e.g. by taking the intersection of all such equivalence relations. The
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corresponding strict quotient # # #/6E7 is universal among all homomor-

phisms #
f$ #$, such that all relations from f(E) are satisfied in #$.

0.4.20. (Presentations of algebraic monads.) This is applicable in particular
to subsets E ! )F"6S7 - F"6S7), where S

r$ N0 is any N0-graded set.
Corresponding strict quotient F"6S7/6E7 will be denoted by F"6S |E7 or
6S |E7, and called the free algebraic monad generated by S modulo relations
from E. When S or E are finite sets, we can replace S or E in 6S |E7 by an
explicit list of generators (with arities) or relations. Furthermore, when we
write relations from E, we often replace standard “free variables” {1}, {2},
. . . , by lowercase letters like x, y, . . . , thus writing for example F±1 = 60[0],
+[1] | + 0 = 0, +(+x) = x7.

Whenever # (= 6S |E7, we say that (S, E) is a presentation of algebraic
monad #. Clearly, any algebraic monad # admits a presentation: we just
have to choose any system of generators S ! )#) (e.g. )#) itself), and take
any system of equations E generating the kernel R ! F"6S7 - F"6S7 of the
canonical surjection F"6S7 # # (e.g. E = R). If both S and E can be chosen
to be finite, we say that # is finitely presented (absolutely, i.e. over F").

0.4.21. (Inductive limits of algebraic monads.) Presentations of algebraic
monads are very handy when we need to compute inductive limits of alge-
braic monads. For example, the coproduct # $ #$ of two algebraic monads
# = 6S |E7 and #$ = 6S $ |E $7 can be computed as 6S, S |E, E$7. Since the
cokernel of a couple of morphisms can be computed as a strict quotient mod-
ulo a suitable compatible algebraic equivalence relation, and filtered induc-
tive limits of algebraic monads can be computed componentwise, similarly to
the projective limits, we can conclude that arbitrary inductive and projective
limits exist in the category of algebraic monads.

0.4.22. (Endomorphism monad of a set.) Let X be any set. We de-
note by END(X) its endomorphism monad, constructed as follows. We
put (END(X))(n) := HomSets(Xn, X), e := idX % (END(X))(1), and de-

fine µ(k)
n : Hom(Xk, X) - Hom(Xn, X)k = Hom(Xk, X) - Hom(Xn, Xk) $

Hom(Xn, X) to be the composition of maps: (f, g) /$ g 1 f . It is easy to
check that this indeed defines an algebraic monad END(X), which acts on X
in a canonical way. Furthermore, giving an action of an algebraic monad #
on set X turns out to be the same thing as giving algebraic monad homo-
morphism # $ END(X), since a #-action on X is essentially a rule that
transforms “formal operations” t % #(n) into their “values” [t]X : Xn $ X.

We transfer some classical terminology to our case. For example, a #-
module X is said to be exact or faithful if corresponding homomorphism
# $ END(X) is injective.
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0.4.23. (Presentations of algebraic monads and algebraic systems.) Let # =
6S |E7 be a presentation of an algebraic monad #. Clearly, algebraic monad
homomorphisms # $ #$ are in one-to-one correspondence to graded maps
$ : S $ )#$), such that the images under $ of the relations from E hold
in #$. Applying this to #$ = END(X), we see that a #-module structure on
a set X is the same thing as assignment of a map [f ]X : Xr $ X to each
generator f % S of arity r = r(f), in such a way that all relations from E
hold. Since S is a set of operations with some arities, and E is a set of relations
between expressions involving operations from S and free variables, we see
that (S, E) is an algebraic system, and a #-module is just an “algebra” for
this algebraic system (S, E). In other words, “algebras” under an algebraic
system (S, E) are exactly the 6S |E7-modules. Since any algebraic monad
admits a presentation, the converse is also true: the category of modules over
an algebraic monad can be described as the category of “algebras” for some
algebraic system.

In this way we see that algebraic systems are nothing else than presenta-
tions of algebraic monads, and algebraic monads are just a convenient cat-
egorical way of describing algebraic systems, i.e. theory of algebraic monads
is a category-theoretic exposition of universal algebra.

The reader might think that algebraic monads are not so useful, because
they are just algebraic systems in another guise. If this be the case, and the
reader is still not convinced of the convenience of using algebraic monads, we
suggest to do following two exercises:

• Describe the intersection of two algebraic submonads of an algebraic
monads in terms of their presentations.

• Find a presentation of END(X), and prove the correspondence between
homomorphisms # $ END(X) and #-module structures on X, in
terms of presentations of these algebraic monads.

0.4.24. (Examples: Z and F1.) For example, we can write

Z = 60[0],+[1], +[2] | 0 + x = x, (x + y) + z = x + (y + z),

x + y = y + x, x + (+x) = 07 (0.4.24.1)

Strictly speaking, we should write + + {1}{2}{3} = +{1} + {2}{3} instead
of (x + y) + z = x + (y + z),. . .

In any case the above equality actually means that the category Z-Mod
consists of sets X, endowed by a constant 0X , a unary operation +X : X $
X, and a binary operation +X : X2 $ X, satisfying the above relations, i.e.
abelian groups.
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On the other hand, this algebraic monad Z = #Z can be described ex-
plicitly, since Z(n) = #Z(n) = Zn is the free Z-module of rank n.

Of course, we can remove the commutativity relation from the above
presentation of Z, and add relations x + 0 = x and (+x) + x = 0 instead,
thus obtaining an algebraic monad G, such that G-Mod is the category of
groups. Sets G(n) are free groups in n generators {1}, . . . , {n}, and we have
a natural homomorphism G $ Z. We’ll see later that algebraic monad Z is
commutative, while G is not.

Another example: the “field with one element” F1 can be defined by

F1 = F"60[0]7 , (0.4.24.2)

i.e. it is the free algebraic monad generated by one constant. We see that
F1-Mod is the category of sets X with one pointed element 0X % X, and
F1-homomorphisms are just maps of pointed sets, i.e. maps f : X $ Y , such
that f(0X) = 0Y .

On the other hand, we can describe sets F1(n) explicitly: any such set
consists of n + 1 elements, namely, n basis elements {k}n, and a constant 0.

We hope that these examples illustrate how algebraic systems and alge-
braic monads are related to each other.

0.4.25. (Modules over algebraic monads.) After discussing the properties
of algebraic monads themselves, and their relation to algebraic systems, we
consider some properties of the category #-Mod of modules over an alge-
braic monad #. These are actually properties of “algebras” under a fixed
algebraic system; we prefer to prove these properties again, using the theory
of algebraic monads, instead of referring to well-known properties of such
“algebras”, partly because we want to illustrate how the theory of modules
over algebraic monads works. Anyway, our proofs are quite short, compared
to those classical proofs given in terms of algebraic systems.

For example, we show that arbitrary projective and filtered inductive
limits of #-modules exist and can be computed on the level of underly-
ing sets. (Notice that the statement about filtered inductive limits uses
algebraicity of monad # in an essential way.) Furthermore, arbitrary in-
ductive limits of #-modules exist. Monomorphisms of #-modules are just
injective #-homomorphisms, and strict epimorphisms are the surjective #-
homomorphisms. Since we have a notion of free #-modules and free #-
modules, we have reasonable notions of a system of generators and of a pre-
sentation of #-module M , and we can define finitely generated and finitely
presented #-modules as the #-modules isomorphic to a strict quotient of
some free module #(n), resp. to cokernel of a couple of homomorphisms
#(m) " #(n).
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These notions seem to have all the usual properties we expect from them,
e.g. most of the properties of left modules over a classical associative ring,
with some notable exceptions:

• Not all epimorphisms are strict, i.e. surjective;

• Direct sums (i.e. coproducts) M.N are not isomorphic to direct prod-
ucts M - N ;

• Direct sum of two monomorphisms needn’t be a monomorphism.

0.4.26. (Scalar restriction and scalar extension.) Given any algebraic monad
homomorphism + : # $ %, we obtain a scalar restriction functor +# :
%-Mod $ #-Mod, such that $! 1 +# = $", where $! and $" are the for-
getful functors into the category of sets. Conversely (cf. 3.3.21), any functor
H : %-Mod $ #-Mod, such that $! 1 H = $", equals +# for some algebraic
monad homomorphism + : # $ %. For example, the forgetful functor from
the category Z-Mod of abelian groups into the category G-Mod of groups
is the scalar restriction functor with respect to canonical homomorphism
G $ Z.

Furthermore, scalar restriction functor +# admits a left adjoint +#, called
the scalar extension or base change functor. When no confusion can arise,
we denote it by % &! +, + &! % or +("), even if it is not immediately
related to any tensor product. For example, if G is a group, then Z &G G =
Gab = G/[G, G]. Another example: R &Z" + transforms a torsion-free Z!-
module A = (AZ", AR) into real vector space A(R) = AR. Finally, scalar
extension functor with respect to F" $ # is just the free #-module functor
L! : Sets $ #-Mod.

0.4.27. (Flatness and unarity.) Of course, these scalar restriction and exten-
sion functors retain almost all their classical properties, e.g. scalar restriction
commutes with arbitrary projective limits (hence is left exact), and scalar
extension commutes with arbitrary inductive limits (hence is right exact).
Notice, however, that scalar restriction +# : %-Mod $ #-Mod needn’t pre-
serve direct sums (i.e. coproducts), as illustrated by the case + : F" $ Z. In
fact, +# commutes with finite direct sums i! +# is right exact i! + is unary.
This notion of unarity is fundamental for the theory of generalized rings, but
completely absent from the classical theory of rings, since all homomorphisms
of classical rings are unary.

Similarly, we say that + is flat, or that % is flat over #, if +# is (left) exact.

0.4.28. (Algebraic monads over topoi.) Chapter 4 treats the topos case as
well. There is a natural approach to algebraic monads over a topos E , based
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on algebraic inner endofunctors. However, the category of algebraic inner
endofunctors turns out to be canonically equivalent to EN = Funct(N, E),
i.e. an algebraic inner endofunctor # over E can be described as a sequence
{#(n)}n'0 of objects of E together with some transition morphisms #($) :
#(n) $ #(m), defined for each $ : n $ m. Furthermore, the “elementary”
description of algebraic monads recalled in 0.4.6 transfers verbatim to topos
case, if we replace all sets by objects of topos E .

Applying this to the topos E of sheaves of sets over a site S or a topological
space X, we obtain a notion of a “sheaf of algebraic monads” over S or X: it is
a collection of sheaves of sets {#(n)}n'0, together with maps #($) : #(n) $
#(n), a unit section e % $(X, #(1)) and “evaluation maps” µ(k)

n : #(k) -
#(n)k $ #(n), such that for any open subset U ! X (or any object U %
ObS) $(U, #) becomes an algebraic monad (over Sets). Sheaves of modules
over such # are defined similarly. We can also define generalized ringed
spaces (ringed spaces with a sheaf of generalized rings), their morphisms and
so on.

0.5. (Commutativity.) Chapter 5 is dedicated to another fundamental prop-
erty we require from our generalized rings, namely, commutativity. In fact, we
define a (commutative) generalized ring as a commutative algebraic monad.
A classical ring is commutative as an algebraic monad i! it is commutative
in the classical sense, so our terminology extends the classical one.

0.5.1. (Definition of commutativity.) Given an algebraic monad #, two
operations t % #(n), t$ % #(m), a #-module X, and a matrix (xij)1)i)m,1)j)n,
xij % X, we can consider two elements x$, x$$ % X, defined as follows. Let
xi. := t(xi1, . . . , xin) be the element of X, obtained by applying t to i-th row
of (xij), and x.j := t$(x1j , . . . , xmj) be the element, obtained by applying t$

to j-th column of (xij). Then x$ := t$(x1., . . . , xm.), and x$$ := t(x.1, . . . , x.n).
Now we say that t and t$ commute on X if x$ = x$$ for any choice of xij % X.
We say that t and t$ commute (in #) if they commute on any #-module X.

Notice that t and t$ commute i! the commutativity relation is fulfilled
for the “universal matrix” xij := {(i + 1)n + j} in X = #(nm). In this way
commutativity of t and t$ is equivalent to one equation x$ = x$$ in #(nm),
which will be denoted by [t, t$].

Given any subset S ! )#), we can consider its commutant S $ ! )#), i.e.
the set of all operations of # commuting with all operations from S. This
subset S $ ! )#) turns out to be the underlying set of an algebraic submonad
of #, which will be also denoted by S $. We have some classical formulas like
S $$$ = S $, S $$ 3 S and so on.

Finally, the center of an algebraic monad # is the commutant of )#)
itself, i.e. the set of all operations commuting with each operation of #.
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We say that # is commutative, or a generalized ring, if it coincides with its
center, i.e. if any two operations of # commute. If S ! )#) is any system of
generators of #, it su"ces to require that any t, t$ % S commute.

0.5.2. (Why this definition of commutativity?) We would like to present
some argument in favour of the above definition of commutativity. Let
# be an algebraic monad, M and N be two #-modules. Then the set
Hom(M, N) = HomSets(M, N) = NM of all maps $ : M $ N admits a
natural #-module structure, namely, the product #-structure on NM . We
can describe this structure by saying that operations t % #(n) act on maps
$ : M $ N pointwise:

t($1, . . . ,$n) : x /$ t
"
$1(x), . . . ,$n(x)

#
(0.5.2.1)

So far we have used only #-module structure on N , but M might be just
an arbitrary set. Now if M is a #-module, we get a subset Hom!(M, N) !
Hom(M, N) = NM , and we might ask whether this subset is a #-submodule.

Looking at the case of modules over classical associative ring R, we see
that HomR(M, N) ! Hom(M, N) = NM is an R-submodule for all R-
modules M and N if and only if R is commutative, and in this case the
induced R-module structure on HomR(M, N) is its usual R-module struc-
ture, known from commutative algebra.

Therefore, it makes sense to say that an algebraic monad # is commuta-
tive i! Hom!(M, N) ! Hom(M, N) = NM is a #-submodule for all choices
of #-modules M and N . When we express this condition in terms of opera-
tions of #, taking (0.5.2.1) into account, we obtain exactly the definition of
commutativity given above in 0.5.1.

0.5.3. (Consequences: bilinear maps, tensor products and inner Homs.)
Whenever M and N are two modules over a generalized ring (i.e. com-
mutative algebraic monad) #, we denote by Hom!(M, N), or simply by
Hom!(M, N), the set Hom!(M, N), considered as a #-module with respect
to the structure induced from Hom(M, N) = NM .

Looking at the case of classical commutative rings, we see that we might
expect formulas like

Hom!(M &! N, P ) (= Bilin!(M, N ; P ) (= Hom!(M,Hom!(N, P ))
(0.5.3.1)

This expectation turns out to be correct, i.e. there is a tensor product functor
&! on #-Mod with the above property, as well as a notion of #-bilinear maps
& : M - N $ P , fitting into the above formula.

This notion of #-bilinear map is very much like the classical one: a map
& : M-N $ P is said to be bilinear if the map s#(x) : N $ P , y /$ &(x, y),
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is #-linear (i.e. a #-homomorphism) for each x % M , and d#(y) : M $ P ,
x /$ &(x, y), is #-linear for each y % N . Multilinear maps are defined
similarly.

In this way we obtain an ACU &-structure on #-Mod, which admits
inner Homs Hom!. The unit object with respect to this tensor product is
|#| = L!(1), the free #-module of rank one.

When we apply these definitions to a classical commutative ring R, we
recover classical notions of R-bilinear maps, tensor product of R-modules and
so on. On the other hand, when we apply them to Z!-Mod, we recover the
definitions of Chapter 2, originally based on properties of maximal compact
submonoids and symmetric compact convex sets. This shows that the tensor
product we consider is indeed a very natural one.

0.5.4. (Algebras over a generalized ring.) Let ' be a generalized ring. We
can define a (non-commutative) '-algebra as a generalized ring # together
with a central homomorphism f : ' $ # (i.e. all operations from the image
of f must lie in the center of #). Of course, if # is commutative, all homo-
morphisms ' $ # are central, i.e. a (commutative) '-algebra is a generalized
ring # with a homomorphism ' $ #.

0.5.5. (Variants of free algebras.) We have several notions of a free algebra,
depending on whether we impose some commutativity relations or not:

• Let ' be an algebraic monad, and consider the category of '-monads,
i.e. algebraic monad homomorphisms ' $ # with source '. We have a
(graded) underlying set functor # $ )#), which admits a left adjoint
S /$ '6S7. Indeed, if ' = 6T |E7 is any presentation of ', then '6S7
can be constructed as 6S, T |E7. Notice that this '6S7 is something like
a “very non-commutative” polynomial algebra over S: not only the in-
determinates from S are not required to commute between themselves,
they are even not required to commute with operations from '!

• Let ' be a generalized ring, i.e. a commutative algebraic monad, and
consider the category of all '-algebras, commutative or not, i.e. central
homomorphisms ' $ #. The graded underlying set functor # /$ )#)
still admits a left adjoint, which will be denoted by S /$ '{S}. If
' = 6T |E7, then '{S} = 6T, S |E, [S, T ]7, where [S, T ] denotes the
set of all commutativity relations [s, t], s % S, t % T . In other words,
now the indeterminates from S still don’t commute among themselves,
but at least commute with operations from '.

• Finally, we can consider the category of commutative algebras ' $ #
over a generalized ring ', and repeat the above reasoning. We ob-
tain free commutative algebras '[S] = 6T, S |E, [S, T ], [S, S]7, which
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are quite similar to classical polynomial algebras, especially when all
indeterminates from S are unary.

0.5.6. (Presentations of '-algebras.) In any of the three cases listed above
we can impose some relations on free algebras, thus obtaining the notion of
a presentation of a '-algebra. Consider for example the case of commutative
'-algebras, with ' = 6T |E7 any generalized ring. Then, given any N0-
graded set S and any set of relations R ! )'[S] - '[S]), we can construct
the strict quotient

'[S |R] = '[S]/6R7 = 6T, S |E, [S, T ], [S, S], R7 (0.5.6.1)

This strict quotient is easily seen to be a commutative '-algebra, and when-
ever we are given a '-algebra isomorphism # (= '[S |R], we say that (S, R)
is a presentation of (commutative) '-algebra #.

0.5.7. (Finitely generated/presented algebras.) If S can be chosen to be
finite, we say that # is a finitely generated '-algebra, or a '-algebra of finite
type, and if both S and R can be chosen to be finite, we speak about finitely
presented '-algebras. These notions are quite similar to their classical coun-
terparts.

0.5.8. (Pre-unary and unary algebras.) Apart from notions of finite gen-
eration and presentation, which have well-known counterparts in classical
commutative algebra, we obtain notions of pre-unary and unary '-algebras.
Namely, we say that a '-algebra # is pre-unary if it admits a system of
unary generators, and unary if it admits a presentation # = '[S |R], con-
sisting only of unary generators (i.e. S ! |#| = #(1)) and unary relations
(i.e. R ! |'[S] - '[S]|).

These notions are very important for the theory of generalized rings, but
they don’t have non-trivial counterparts in classical algebra, since any algebra
over a classical ring is automatically unary.

0.5.9. (Tensor products, i.e. coproducts of '-algebras.) Since any commu-
tative '-algebra #i admits some presentation '[Si |Ei] over ', we can easily
construct coproducts in the category of commutative '-algebras, called also
tensor products of '-algebras, by

#1 &$ #2 = '[S1, S2 |E1, E2] (0.5.9.1)

Using existence of filtered inductive limits and arbitrary projective limits of
generalized rings, which actually coincide with those computed in the cate-
gory of algebraic monads, we conclude that arbitrary inductive and projective
limits exist in the category of generalized rings.
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0.5.10. (Unary algebras as algebras in &-category '-Mod.) Notice that we
might try to generalize another classical definition of a '-algebra and say that
a '-algebra A is just an algebra in ACU &-category '-Mod, with respect to
our tensor product & = &$, and define A-modules accordingly.

However, the category of such algebras in '-Mod turns out to be equiv-
alent to the category of unary '-algebras, and we obtain same categories of
modules under this correspondence.

This allows us to construct for example tensor, symmetric or exterior
algebras of a '-module M first by applying the classical constructions in-
side &-category '-Mod, and then taking corresponding unary '-algebras.
Monoid and group algebras can be also constructed in this way; in particu-
lar, they are unary.

Unary algebras have some other equivalent descriptions, which correspond
to some properties always fulfilled in the classical case. For example, # is
a (commutative) unary '-algebra i! the scalar restriction functor +# with
respect to '

$$ # commutes with finite direct sums i! it is exact i! it admits
a right adjoint +! i! the “projection formula” +#(M &! +#N) (= +#M &$ N
holds.

0.5.11. (“A"ne base change” theorem.) Another important result of Chap-
ter 5, called by us the a"ne base change theorem (cf. 5.4.2), essentially
asserts the following. Suppose we are given two commutative '-algebras '$

and #, and put #$ := '$ &$ #. Then we can start from a #-module M ,
compute its scalar restriction to ', and afterwards extend scalars to '$. On
the other hand, we can first extend scalars to #$, and then restrict them
to '$. The a"ne base change theorem claims that the two '$-modules thus
obtained are canonically isomorphic, provided either # is unary or '$ is flat
over '.

We also consider an example, which shows that the statement is not true
without additional assumptions on # or '$.

0.5.12. We have discussed at some length some consequences of commutativ-
ity for categories of modules and algebras over a generalized ring #. Now we
would like to discuss the commutativity relations themselves. At first glance
commutativity of two operations of arity 0 2 seems to be not too useful. We
are going to demonstrate that in fact such commutativity relations are very
powerful, and that they actually imply classical associativity, commutativity
and distributivity laws, thus providing a common generalization of all such
laws.

0.5.13. (Commutativity for operations of low arity.) Let’s start with some
simple cases. Here # is some fixed algebraic monad.
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• Two constants c, c$ % #(0) commute i! c = c$. In particular, a gener-
alized ring contains at most one constant.

• Two unary operations u, u$ % |#| = #(1) commute i! uu${1} = u$u{1},
i.e. uu$ = u$u in monoid |#|. This is classical commutativity of multi-
plication.

• An n-ary operation t commutes with a constant c i! t(c, c, . . . , c) = c.
For example, a constant c and a unary operation u commute i! uc = c
in #(0). A binary operation 5 and constant c commute i! c 5 c = c.

• An n-ary operation t commutes with unary u i! u · t({1}, . . . , {n}) =
t(u{1}, . . . , u{2}). For example, if t is a binary operation 5, this means
u({1} 5{ 2}) = u{1} 5u{2}, or u(x5 y) = ux5uy, i.e. classical distribu-
tivity relation.

• Two binary operations + and 5 commute i! (x+y)5(z+w) = (x5z)+
(y 5 w). Notice that, while any operation of arity * 1 automatically
commutes with itself, this is not true even for a binary operation 5,
since (x5y)5(z 5w) = (x5z)5(y 5w) is already a non-trivial condition.

0.5.14. (Zero.) We say that a zero of an algebraic monad # is just a central
constant 0 % #(0). Since it commutes with any other constant c, we must
have c = 0, i.e. a zero is automatically the only constant of #. Furthermore,
we have u0 = 0 for any unary u, 050 = 0 for any binary 5, and t(0, . . . , 0) = 0
for an n-ary t, i.e. all operations fix the zero.

Of course, a generalized ring either doesn’t have any constants (then we
say that it is a generalized ring without zero), or it has a zero (and then it
is a generalized ring with zero). We have a universal generalized ring with
zero F1 = F"[0[0]] = F"60[0]7 = 60[0]7, called the field with one element.
Furthermore, F1-algebras are exactly the algebraic monads with a central
constant, i.e. with zero.

0.5.15. (Addition.) Let # be an algebraic monad with zero 0. We say that a
binary operation +[2] % #(2) is a pseudoaddition i! {1}+0 = {1} = 0+ {1}.
This can be also written as e + 0 = e = 0 + e or x + 0 = x = 0 + x. An
addition is simply a central pseudoaddition. If # admits an addition +, any
other pseudoaddition 5 must coincide with +: indeed, we can put y = z = 0
in commutativity relation (x + y) 5 (z + w) = (x 5 z) + (y 5 z), and obtain
x 5 w = (x + 0) 5 (0 + w) = (x 5 0) + (0 5 w) = x + w.

So let # be an algebraic monad with zero 0 and addition +. Commu-
tativity of + and unary operations u % |#| means u(x + y) = ux + uy, i.e.
distributivity. Now consider the commutativity condition for + and itself:
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(x + y) + (z + w) = (x + z) + (y + w). Putting here x = w = 0, we obtain
y + z = z + y, i.e. classical commutativity of addition. Next, if we put z = 0,
we get (x + y) + w = x + (y + w), i.e. classical associativity of addition.
Therefore, classical commutativity, associativity and distributivity laws are
just consequences of our “generalized” commutativity law.

0.5.16. (Semirings.) Given any (classical) semiring R, we can consider cor-
responding algebraic monad #R, which will be an algebraic monad with ad-
dition (hence also with zero). Conversely, whenever # is an algebraic monad
with addition +, we get an addition + on monoid |#| = #(1), commuting
with the action of all unary operations, i.e. R := |#| is a semiring. One can
check that # = #R, i.e. classical semirings correspond exactly to algebraic
monads with addition. For example, semirings N0 and tropical numbers T
can be treated as generalized rings. This reasoning also shows that any (gen-
eralized) algebra # over a semiring ' is also an algebraic monad with addition
(since ' $ # is central, it maps the zero and addition of ' into zero and
addition of #), i.e. is also given by a classical semiring. Furthermore, any
such '-algebra # is automatically unary.

Of course, we have a universal algebraic monad with addition, namely,

N0 =F1[+
[2] | e + 0 = e = 0 + e] (0.5.16.1)

=F"[0[0], +[2] | e + 0 = e = 0 + e] (0.5.16.2)

=60[0], +[2] | [+, +], e + 0 = e = 0 + e7 (0.5.16.3)

0.5.17. (Symmetry.) A symmetry in an algebraic monad # is simply a cen-
tral unary operation +, such that +2 = e in monoid |#|, i.e. +(+e) =
e, or +(+x) = x. Centrality of + actually means +t({1}, . . . , {n}) =
t(+{1}, . . . ,+{n}) for any n-ary operation t. In particular, +c = c for any
constant c.

We have a universal algebraic monad with zero and symmetry, namely,

F±1 = F1[+[1] | + (+e) = e] = Z! # Z (0.5.17.1)

Using the notion of symmetry, we obtain a finite presentation of Z:

Z =F±1[+
[2] | x + 0 = x = 0 + x, x + (+x) = 0] (0.5.17.2)

=F"[0[0],+[1], +[2] | x + 0 = x = 0 + x, x + (+x) = 0] (0.5.17.3)

Reasoning as in the case of semirings, we see that classical rings can be
described as algebraic monads with addition + and symmetry +, compatible
in the sense that x + (+x) = 0. For example, if ' is a classical commutative
ring, and # is a generalized '-algebra, then algebraic monad # admits a zero,
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a symmetry and an addition (equal to the images of those of '), compatible
in the above sense, hence # is a classical ring, i.e. a classical '-algebra. In
other words, we cannot obtain any “new” generalized algebras over a classical
commutative ring.

0.5.18. (Examples of generalized rings.) Let’s list some generalized rings.

• Classical commutative rings, e.g. Z, Q, R, C,. . .

• Classical commutative semirings: N0, R'0, T,. . .

• Algebraic submonads of generalized rings, e.g. Z! ! R, Z(!) ! Q, or
AN := Z(!) # Z[1/N ] ! Q.

• Archimedian valuation rings V ! K, defined as follows. Let K be a
classical field, equipped with an archimedian valuation |·|. Then

V (n) = {(#1, . . . ,#n) % Kn :
%

i

|#i| * 1} (0.5.18.1)

For example, Z(!) ! Q and Z! ! R are special cases of this construc-
tion.

• Strict quotients of generalized rings. Consider for example the three-
point Z!-module Q, obtained by identifying all inner points of segment
|Z!| = [+1, 1] (we’ve denoted this Q by F! in 0.2.16), and denote by
F! the image of induced homomorphism Z! $ END(Q). Then F!
is commutative, i.e. a generalized ring, being a strict quotient of Z!.
Furthermore, it is generated over F±1 by one binary operation 5, the
image of (1/2){1} + (1/2){2} % Z!(2):

F! = F±1[5[2] | x5(+x) = 0, x5x = x, x5y = y5x, (x5y)5z = x5(y5z)]
(0.5.18.2)

• Cyclotomic extensions of F1:

F1n = F1[,
[1] | ,n = e] (0.5.18.3)

Modules over F1n are sets X with a marked element 0X and a permu-
tation ,X : X $ X, such that ,n

X = idX and ,X(0X) = 0X . This is
applicable to F±1 = F12 .

• A"ne generalized rings A!R ! R: take any classical commutative
(semi)ring R, and put A!R(n) := {#1{1}+ · · ·+#n{n} % Rn |

'
i #i =

1}. Then A!R-Mod is just the category of a"ne R-modules.
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• Generalized ring ( := A!R #R'0 ! R. Set ((n) is the standard
simplex in Rn, and (-Mod consists of abstract convex sets.

0.5.19. (Some interesting tensor products.) We compute some interesting
tensor products of generalized rings: Z & Z = Z, and similarly Z & Z! = R,
Z & Z(!) = Q, if the tensor products are computed over F±1, F1 or F".
Furthermore, F! &F±1 F! = F! and Z(!) &F±1 Z(!) = Z(!).

0.5.20. (Tensor and symmetric powers.) Given any module M over any gen-
eralized ring ', we can consider its tensor and symmetric powers T n(M) =
M*n and Sn(M) = T n(M)/Sn. They seem to retain all their usual proper-
ties, e.g. they commute with scalar extension, and a symmetric power of a
free '-module M is again free, with appropriate products of base elements
of M as a basis.

0.5.21. (Exterior powers, alternating generalized rings and determinants.)
On the other hand, exterior powers 8n(M) are more tricky to define. First
of all, M has to be a module over a commutative F±1-algebra #, i.e. gen-
eralized ring # must admit a zero and a symmetry. Even if this condition
is fulfilled, these exterior powers 8n(M) don’t retain some of their classical
properties, e.g. exterior powers of a free module are not necessarily free, and
in particular 8nL!(n) 2(= |#|. In order to deal with these problems we in-
troduce and study alternating generalized rings. Over them exterior powers
of a free module are still free with the “correct” basis, e.g. if M is free with
basis e1, . . . , en, then 8n(M) is freely generated by e1 8 . . .8 en, so we write
det M := 8n(M), and use it to define determinants det u % |#| of endomor-
phisms u % End!(M). Then det(uv) = det(u) det(v), det(idM) = e, so any
automorphism has invertible determinant. However, invertibility of det(u)
doesn’t imply bijectivity of u in general case. We need to introduce some
additional conditions (DET ), which assure that invertibility det(u) indeed
implies invertibility of u.

Our general impression of this theory of exterior powers and determinants
is that one should avoid using exterior powers in the generalized ring context,
and use symmetric powers instead whenever possible. Then we don’t have
to impose any complicated conditions on the base generalized ring '.

0.5.22. (Topos case.) Of course, definitions of commutativity and alterna-
tivity of algebraic monads can be transferred to the topos case, so we have a
reasonable notion of a sheaf of generalized rings over a topological space X
or a site S. Furthermore, usually we consider only generalized commuta-
tively ringed spaces or sites, i.e. require the structural sheaf O of algebraic
monads to be commutative. Then we get a tensor product &O of (sheaves
of) O-modules, inner Homs HomO(F , G ), functors i!, i#, i#, related to an
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open immersion i : U $ X, and even the classical description of the category
of O-modules over X in terms of categories of modules over an open subset
U ! X and its closed complement Y = X + U .

0.6. (Localization and generalized schemes.) Chapter 6 is dedicated to unary
localization, localization theories, spectra of generalized rings and generalized
schemes. We transfer some of results of EGA I and II to our situation,
e.g. notions of morphisms of finite presentation or of finite type, a"ne and
projective morphisms, and show existence of fibered products of generalized
schemes. We discuss some examples, e.g. projective spaces and projective
bundles.

While this “generalized algebraic geometry”, i.e. theory of generalized
schemes, seems to be quite similar to its classical counterpart, there is a
considerable distinction related to closed subschemes. Namely, a strict epi-
morphism (i.e. surjective homomorphism) of generalized rings f : A $ B
doesn’t define a closed map af : Spec B $ Spec A. In fact, even the diago-
nal of A1

F1
= Spec F1[T [1]] over Spec F1 is not closed.

We partially avoid this problem by defining a “closed” immersion as an
a"ne morphism i : Y $ X, such that OX $ i#OY is a strict epimorphism,
a “closed” (generalized) subscheme as a subobject in the category of gener-
alized schemes, given by a “closed” immersion, and a “separated” morphism
X $ S by requiring (X/S : X $ X -S X to be a “closed” immersion. In
this way a"ne and projective spaces over F1 are “separated”, even if their
diagonals are not topologically closed.

0.6.1. (Multiplicative systems and unary localizations.) Let A be a general-
ized ring, M be an A-module. Recall that |A| has a natural (commutative)
monoid structure, and the underlying set of M admits a canonical monoid
action of |A|. Now a multiplicative system S in A is simply a submonoid of
|A|. Given any subset S ! |A|, we can consider the multiplicative system (i.e.
submonoid) 6S7 ! |A|, generated by S. Next, we can define the localization
A[S+1] of A as the universal commutative A-algebra iSA : A $ A[S+1], such
that all elements from S become invertible in A[S+1]. Similarly, we define the
localization M [S+1] of A-module M by considering the universal A-module
homomorphism iSM : M $ M [S+1], such that all s % S act on M [S+1] by
bijections.

When S is a multiplicative system, we write S+1A and S+1M instead of
A[S+1] and M [S+1]. We can construct S+1M in the classical fashion, as the
set of couples (x, s) % M - S, modulo equivalence relation (x, s) ( (y, t) i!
utx = usy for some u % S. Sets (S+1A)(n) = S+1(A(n)) admit a similar
description. Next, if S is not a multiplicative system, we can always replace
S by 6S7, and apply the above constructions.
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In this way (unary) localizations always exist and have almost all of the
classical properties. For example, M [S+1] admits a natural A[S+1]-module
structure, and coincides with the scalar extension M&AA[S+1]. Furthermore,
A[S+1] is always a flat A-algebra, i.e. M /$ M [S+1] is exact, and A[S+1]-Mod
is identified by the scalar restriction functor with the full subcategory of
A-Mod, consisting of all A-modules N , such that all [s]N : N $ N , s % S,
are bijections.

The reason why (unary) localization theory extends so nicely to the gen-
eralized ring context is that almost all constructions and proofs in this theory
are “multiplicative”, i.e. involve only the multiplication of |A| and the action
of |A| on M .

0.6.2. (Ideals.) Now consider the ideals a of A, i.e. the A-submodules a !
|A|. They constitute a lattice with respect to inclusion, with inf(a, b) given by
the intersection a#b, and sup(a, b) equal to a+b = (a, b) = Im(a.b $ |A|).
The largest element of this lattice is the unit ideal (1) = (e) = |A|, and the
smallest element is the initial ideal "A = LA(0) ! LA(1) = |A|. If A admits
a zero 0, then "A = (0) is called the zero ideal; if not, we say that "A is the
empty ideal.

We have also a notion of principal ideal (a) = a|A| ! |A|, for any a % |A|,
and of product of ideals ab, defined for example as Im(a &A b $ A); this is
the ideal generated by all products ab, a % a, b % b.

So far ideals in A have all their properties known from commutative
algebra. However, when we try to compute strict quotients A/a (for example
first as algebras in A-Mod, and then as unary algebras over A), the picture
is not so nice any longer. For example, if A admits a zero (this is actually
a prerequisite for defining A/a), then the preimage of zero under A $ A/a
might be strictly larger that a, i.e. quotient algebras and modules lose some
of their classical properties.

0.6.3. (Prime spectra.) Next, we define a prime ideal p ! |A| as an ideal,
such that |A|+p is a multiplicative system. We denote by SpecA or Specp A
the prime spectrum of A, defined as the set of all prime ideals in |A|. For
any subset S ! |A| we denote by V (S) the set of prime ideals p 3 S.
Clearly, V (S) = V (a), where a = (S) is the ideal generated by S, and one
can show that V ((1)) = ", V (") = Spec A, V (

(
! S!) =

*
! V (S!) and

V (ab) = V (a#b) = V (a)'V (b). This means that these V (S) are the closed
sets for some topology on SpecA, called the Zariski topology. Principal open
subsets D(f) := SpecA+ V ({f}) = {p : p 29 f} constitute a base of Zariski
topology on Spec A, and any A-module M defines a sheaf M̃ on Spec A,
characterized by $(D(f), M) = Mf = S+1

f M , where Sf is the multiplicative
system {1, f, f 2, . . .}.
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Furthermore, Ã(n) = #A(n) also turn out to be sheaves, and their collec-
tion defines a sheaf of generalized rings Ã = OSpec A, and all M̃ are OSpec A-
modules. In this way SpecA becomes a generalized ringed space, and any
A-module M defines a sheaf of modules M̃ over SpecA; such sheaves of
modules are called quasicoherent.

This construction is contravariant in A in the usual manner, i.e. any ho-
momorphism $ : A $ B defines a continuous map a$ : Spec B $ Spec A,
given by p /$ $+1(p). This map naturally extends to a morphism of general-
ized ringed spaces, having all the elementary properties of EGA I, e.g. direct
images of quasicoherent sheaves correspond to scalar restriction with respect
to $, and pullbacks of quasicoherent sheaves are given by scalar extension.

In this way we obtain a theory of prime spectra of generalized rings, i.e.
a"ne generalized schemes, having almost all elementary properties of EGA I.
Of course, when we apply our theory to a classical ring A, we recover classical
prime spectra SpecA.

0.6.4. (Drawbacks of prime spectra.) Despite all their advantages and simi-
larity to classical case, prime spectra don’t behave very nicely when applied
to generalized rings without su"ciently many unary operations. For example,
|A!Z | = {e}, and the only prime ideal of A!Z is the initial ideal "A%Z , i.e.
Spec A!Z is a one-element set. On the other hand, one would rather expect
Spec A!Z to be similar to Spec Z, but with a di!erent (smaller) structural
sheaf.

0.6.5. (Solution: open pseudolocalizations and localization theories.) We
try to deal with this problem as follows. We say that a generalized ring
homomorphism + : A $ A$ is a pseudolocalization if A$ is flat over A, and
+# : A$-Mod $ A-Mod is fully faithful. For example, A $ S+1A is a pseu-
dolocalization for any multiplicative system S. Next, we say that + : A $ A$

is an open pseudolocalization if it is a finitely presented pseudolocalization.
For example, A $ Af = A[f+1] is an open pseudolocalization for any f % |A|.
There might be more open pseudolocalizations even in the classical case; no-
tice that A!Z $ A!Z[f#1] is an open pseudolocalization for any f % Z.

After that, we define a localization theory T ? as follows. For any gener-
alized ring A we must have a collection T ?

A of open pseudolocalizations of A,
considered as a full subcategory of the category of A-algebras. We require
all unary open localizations A $ Af to be contained in T ?

A , and we impose
some natural restrictions, e.g. stability of open pseudolocalizations from T ?

under composition and base change.
We have a minimal localization theory, namely, the unary localization

theory T u, consisting only of unary localizations A $ Af . We have a maxi-
mal localization theory, called the total localization theory T t, which contains
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all open pseudolocalizations. Any other localization theory is somewhere in
between: T u ! T ? ! T t.

0.6.6. (Spectra with respect to a localization theory.) Once we fix a localiza-
tion theory T ?, we can construct the T ?-spectrum Spec? A of a generalized
ring A as follows. We denote by S?

A the category, opposite to the category
T ?

A of open pseudolocalizations A $ A$ from T ? with source A. Since all
pseudolocalizations are epimorphisms of generalized rings, all morphisms in
S?

A are monomorphisms, and there is at most one morphism between any two
objects of S?

A. In other words, S?
A is equivalent to category defined by an

ordered set.
For example, if we choose the unary localization theory T u, then S?

A can
be thought of as the ordered set of principal open subsets D(f) ! Spec A,
since A $ Ag factorizes through A $ Af i! D(g) ! D(f). In this way
objects of S?

A are something like “abstract principal open subsets” of Spec? A.
For any A-module M we define a presheaf of sets M̃ : (S?

A)0 $ Sets, given
by M̃ : (A $ A$) /$ M(A!). Furthermore, we have a “structural presheaf”
of generalized rings O : (A $ A$) /$ A$, and M̃ admits a natural O-module
structure.

Since T ? is closed under pushouts and composition, S?
A has fibered prod-

ucts, which can be thought of as “intersections of abstract principal open
subsets”. We introduce on S?

A the finest Grothendieck topology, such that
all M̃ become sheaves. In other words, a family of morphisms (U! $ U) is
a cover in S?

A i! the following diagram

M̃(U) +$
+

!

M̃(U!) "
+

!,"

M̃(U! # U") (0.6.6.1)

is left exact for any A-module M .
For example, if we work with T u, then {D(f!) $ D(f)}! is a cover

in Su
A (where D(f) denotes the object of Su

A corresponding to A $ Af ) i!
D(f) =

(
D(f!) in Specp A.

In general we obtain a Grothendieck topology on S?
A, and define the strong

spectrum Spec?
s A as the corresponding topos, i.e. the category of sheaves of

sets on S?
A. It is a generalized ringed topos with structural sheaf O , and all

M̃ are (sheaves of) O-modules.

0.6.7. (Finite spectra.) In fact, it turns out to be more convenient to use fi-
nite spectra Spec? A = Spec?

f A, defined by the Grothendieck topology on S?
A,

generated by all finite covers {U! $ U} with the same property as above.
For example, these finite spectra Spec? A are always quasicompact, as well
as their “abstract principal open subsets” (i.e. objects of S?

A), hence they
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are coherent, and in particular admit enough points by a general result of
SGA 4. Since they are obviously generated by open objects (i.e. subobjects
of the final object), namely, by the objects U % ObS?

A, identified with corre-
sponding representable sheaves hU : U $ /$ Hom(U $, U), we can conclude that
topos Spec? A is given by a uniquely determined topological space, which will
be denoted by Spec? A as well.

In this way we obtain a generalized ringed space Spec? A, and can forget
about sites and topoi, used during its construction. Unary spectrum Specu A
always coincides with the prime spectrum Specp A constructed before, so this
notion of T ?-spectra indeed generalizes that of prime spectra.

Notice that, while classical rings A sometimes admit open pseudolocaliza-
tions not of the form A $ Af (in fact, A $ A$ is an open pseudolocalization
of classical rings i! SpecA$ $ Spec A is an open embedding of classical
schemes), i.e. categories S?

A might be distinct from Su
A, arising topoi Spec? A

are always equivalent, and corresponding topological spaces are canonically
homeomorphic, i.e. we can write Spec? A = Specu A = Spec A for a classical
ring A, regardless of the localization theory chosen.

This property is due to the fact that Specu A$ $ Specu A is an open
map for any open pseudolocalization of classical rings A $ A$, since open
pseudolocalizations are flat and finitely presented. Furthermore, if we have
some localization theory T ?, such that Spec? A$ $ Spec? A is open for any
open pseudolocalization A $ A$, then generalized ringed space Spec? A is
automatically isomorphic to Spect A. In this way, any “reasonable” localiza-
tion theory T ?, having the property that Spec? B $ Spec? A is an open map
for any finitely presented flat A-algebra B, yields the same spectra as the
total localization theory, i.e. the total localization theory T t is a very natural
candidate for constructing “correct” spectra.

0.6.8. (Unary spectra vs. total spectra.) We see that unary spectra SpecuA =
SpecpA have the advantage of admitting a direct description in terms of
prime ideals, similar to the classical case, while total spectra Spect A can be
expected to have better properties for non-classical generalized rings, yielding
the same results for classical rings. For example, Spect Z = Specu Z = Spec Z,
Specu A!Z consists only of one point, but Spect A!Z must be much larger,
since it contains “abstract principal open subsets” corresponding to open
pseudolocalizations A!Z $ A!Z[f#1].

Nevertheless, we lack a direct description of points of the total spectrum
Spect A, so the reader might find more convenient to consider only unary
spectra Specu, and skip remarks concerning other localization theories while
reading Chapter 6 for the first time.

0.6.9. (Generalized schemes.) Once we have a notion of spectra SpecA =
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Spec? A (for some fixed localization theory T ?), we can define an a"ne gen-
eralized scheme as a generalized ringed space isomorphic to some SpecA, and
a generalized scheme as a generalized ringed space (X, OX), which admits an
open cover by a"ne generalized schemes.

Morphisms of generalized schemes can be defined either as local mor-
phisms of generalized locally ringed spaces (notice that the notions of local
generalized rings, and local homomorphisms of such, depend on the choice
of T ?), or as generalized ringed space morphisms f = (f, -) : (Y, OY ) $
(X, OX), such that for any open a"ne Spec B = V ! Y and SpecA =
U ! X, such that f(V ) ! U , the restriction f |V : V $ U is induced by a
generalized ring homomorphism A $ B.

0.6.10. (Basic properties of generalized schemes.) We show that most basic
properties of schemes and sheaves of modules over schemes, known from
EGA I, transfer to our case without much modifications. For example,
fibered products of generalized schemes exist and can be constructed in
the classical fashion, by considering appropriate a"ne covers and putting
Spec A -Spec C Spec B := Spec(A&C B) for a"ne generalized schemes. Qua-
sicoherent sheaves (of OX-modules) constitute a full subcategory of OX-Mod,
closed under finite projective and arbitrary inductive limits. Quasicoherence
is a local property (this is not so trivial as it might seem). Sheaves of OX-
modules of finite type and of finite presentation can be defined in a natural
way, and have some reasonable properties, e.g. any finitely presented F is
quasicoherent, and a quasicoherent F is finitely presented i! for any open
a"ne U ! X the $(U, O)-module $(U, F ) is finitely presented i! this con-
dition holds for all U from an a"ne open cover of X.

We also have some classical filtered inductive limit properties, for exam-
ple, HomOX (F ,+) commutes with filtered inductive limits of quasicoherent
OX-modules, provided F is a finitely presented OX-module, and X is qua-
sicompact and quasiseparated.

Now let us mention some notable distinctions from the classical case.

0.6.11. (Quasicoherent OX-algebras, a"ne morphisms, unarity.) We have a
notion of a quasicoherent OX-algebra A . It is more tricky than one might
expect: A has to be a sheaf of generalized rings on X, equipped with a
homomorphism OX $ A , such that all components A (n) are quasicoherent
OX-modules. Then we can construct relative spectra Spec A $ X, and
define a"ne morphisms accordingly. We obtain a notion of unary a"ne
morphisms, corresponding to unary quasicoherent algebras. This notion has
no counterpart in classical algebraic geometry, where all a"ne morphisms
are unary.

0.6.12. (“Closed” immersions are not closed.) Another distinction is that
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generalized scheme morphisms SpecB $ Spec A, induced by strict epimor-
phisms (i.e. surjective generalized ring homomorphisms) A # B are not
necessarily closed. Roughly speaking, if A admits a zero 0, and B is ob-
tained from A by imposing several relations of the form fi = 0, fi % |A|,
then SpecB can be identified with the closed subset V (f1, . . . , fn) of Spec A,
the complement of the union of principal open subsets D(fi). However, in
general B is obtained by imposing relations fi = gi, and we cannot replace
such relations with fi + gi = 0, in contrast with the classical case.

We cope with this problem by defining “closed” immersions i : Y $ X
as a"ne morphisms, defined by quasicoherent strict quotients of OX , and
“closed” subschemes Y ! X as subobjects of X in the category of gener-
alized schemes, defined by a “closed” immersion. We say that X $ S is
“separated” if (X/S : X $ X -S X is “closed”. Surprisingly, these notions
retain some of their classical properties, e.g. any a"ne or projective mor-
phism is automatically “separated”, even if its diagonal is not closed in the
topological sense.

0.6.13. (Absence of residue fields, and non-injective monomorphisms.) An-
other notable distinction is the absence of a reasonable theory of “generalized
residue fields” .(x) of points x % X of a generalized scheme X. Even when
such “residue fields” can be constructed (e.g. F! is a natural candidate for
the residue field of Spec Z(!) at "), they lack their usual properties, and
cannot be used to transfer classical proofs to our situation.

For example, one of the classical application of residue fields is the state-
ment about surjectivity of |X -S Y | $ |X| -|S| |Y |, where X and Y are S-
schemes, and |Z| denotes the underlying set of Z. In particular, a monomor-
phism of classical schemes is always injective on underlying sets.

These properties fail for generalized schemes. For example, Spec Z $
Spec F1 is a monomorphism of generalized schemes (since Z &F1 Z = Z,
i.e. Spec Z -Spec F1 Spec Z = Spec Z), but it is obviously not injective, since
Specp F1 consists of one point.

0.6.14. (Classical schemes as generalized schemes.) This statement about
monomorphicity of Spec Z $ Spec F1 and Spec Z $ Spec F", while discard-
ing all hopes to obtain a non-trivial “square of SpecZ”, has some benign
consequences as well. Namely, the category of classical schemes, which can
be also described as generalized schemes over SpecZ, turns out to constitute
a full subcategory of the category of all generalized schemes. In this way
we can safely treat classical schemes as generalized schemes, since no new
morphisms arise. Furthermore, product of two classical schemes X and Y ,
computed over Spec F1 or Spec F", coincides with their product over SpecZ,
so we can write X - Y without any risk of confusion.
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0.6.15. (Projective geometry and graded generalized rings.) A considerable
part of Chapter 6 is dedicated to the study of graded generalized rings and
modules, (relative) projective spectra, and related notions, i.e. to “generalized
projective geometry”. We don’t want to explain this theory in any detail
right now, since it is quite parallel to its classical counterpart, with the usual
exception of notions of unarity and pre-unarity. We would like, however, to
present a motivation for our definition of a graded generalized ring.

Suppose we are given a generalized scheme X, a commutative monoid (,
and a homomorphism $ : ( $ Pic(X). Let’s denote by O [#] the line bundle
corresponding to # % (, and suppose we have some canonical isomorphisms
O [# + /] = O [#] &OX O [/]. For example, we might start from one “ample”
line bundle L on X, and put ( = Z, O [n] := L *n.

In the classical situation we would define a (-graded ring R# = $#(X,$)
simply by putting R% := $(X, O [#]), using isomorphisms O [#] & O [/] $
O [#+/] to define multiplication on R# :=

,
R%. In the generalized situation

we should care about operations of higher arities as well.
Thus we put R%(n) := $(X, LOX (n) &OX O [#]), where LOX (n) = O

(n)
X =

OX(n) is the free OX-module of rank n. Twisting the “composition maps”
OX(k)-OX(n)k $ OX(n) with the aid of O [#] and O [µ], and taking global
sections, we arrive to some “graded composition maps” R%(k) - Rµ(n)k $
R%+µ(n).

In this way a (-graded algebraic monad R may be defined as a collection
of sets R%(n), n 0 0, # % (, together with some transition maps R%($) :
R%(n) $ R%(m), defining an algebraic endofunctor R%, a “unit element”

e % R0(1), and some “graded composition maps” µ(k,%)
n,µ : R%(k) - Rµ(n)k $

R%+µ(n), satisfying some natural “graded” analogues of the axioms of an
algebraic monad. Of course, commutativity also has its graded counterpart,
so we can speak about commutative graded algebraic monads, i.e. graded
generalized rings.

Informally, R%(n) should be thought of as “the degree # part of the free
R-module of rank n”.

0.6.16. (Sections of projective bundles.) Once this “generalized projective
geometry” is constructed, we apply it to symmetric algebras SOS(F ) of qua-
sicoherent sheaves F (e.g. locally free OS-modules, i.e. vector bundles) on a
generalized scheme S, thus defining projective bundles PS(F ) = Proj SOS(F )
over S.

These projective bundles seem to retain most of their classical properties.
For example, sections of PS(F ) over S are in one-to-one correspondence to
those strict quotients of F , which are line bundles over S. We can apply
this to compute A-valued points of Pn = Pn

F"
= Proj F"[T [1]

0 , . . . , T [1]
n ] over
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any generalized ring A with Pic(A) = 0: elements of Pn(A) correspond to
surjective homomorphisms from free A-module A(n + 1) into |A| = A(1),
considered modulo multiplication by elements from |A|". Since HomA(A(n+
1), |A|) (= |A|n+1, we see that Pn(A) consists of (n + 1)-tuples (X0 : X1 :
. . . : Xn) of elements of |A|, generating together the unit ideal of |A| (i.e.
“coprime”), modulo multiplication by invertible elements from |A|", exactly
as in the classical case.

For example, Pn(F1) consists of 2n+1+1 points (X0 : . . . : Xn), with Xi %
{0, 1}, and not all Xi = 0. In particular, P1(F1) = {(0 : 1), (1 : 1), (1 : 0)} =
{0, 1,"}. On the other hand, the underlying topological space of P1

F1
=

Proj F1[X, Y ] consists also of three points: two closed points, corresponding
to graded ideals (X) and (Y ), and one generic point 0, corresponding to (0).

It is interesting to note that F1-points 0 and " are supported at the closed
points of P1

F1
, while 1 = (1 : 1) is supported at the generic point 0 % P1

F1
. This

is possible only because P1
F1

is “separated” over Spec F1, but not separated
in the classical sense: otherwise any section would have been a closed map.

0.7. (Applications to Arakelov geometry.) Chapter 7 deals with the applica-
tions of the theory of generalized rings and schemes to Arakelov geometry. In
particular, we construct the “compact model” !Spec Z of Q, show that any al-

gebraic variety X/Q admits a finitely presented model X over !Spec Z, prove
an “archimedian valuative criterion of properness”, use it to extend rational
points P % X(Q) to uniquely determined sections "P of a model X / !Spec Z,
provided X and X are projective, and finally relate the arithmetic degree
of the pullback "#P OX (1) of the ample line bundle on X to the logarithmic
height of point P .

Notice, however, that the development of an intersection theory and a
theory of Chern classes is postponed until Chapter 10.

0.7.1. (Construction of !Spec Z(N)
.) Fix any integer N > 1, and consider

generalized rings BN := Z[N+1] ! Q, AN := BN # Z(!). One can show that
1/N % |AN |, and that AN [(1/N)+1] = BN , i.e. SpecBN is isomorphic to prin-
cipal open subsets both of Spec Z and of Spec AN . Therefore, we can patch
together Spec Z and Spec AN along their principal open subsets isomorphic

to Spec BN , and obtain a generalized scheme, denoted by !Spec Z(N)
.

0.7.2. (Structure of !Spec Z(N)
.) One can use any localization theory T ? to

construct !Spec Z(N)
. Let’s describe the structure of !Spec Z(N)

, constructed

with the aid of unary localization theory T u. Then !Spec Z(N)
= Spec Z'{"}

as a set. The topology on !Spec Z(N)
is such that the generic point 0 of Spec Z

is still generic, " is a closed point, as well as all points p with p | N , while
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points p with p $ N are not closed. Their closure consists of p and ".

Furthermore, while the local rings of !Spec Z(N)
at points p are equal to Z(p)

as expected, the local ring at " equals AN , not Z(!) as one expects from
the “true” compactification of SpecZ.

In this way !Spec Z(N)
is just a crude approximation of !Spec Z, which

depends on the choice of N > 1 to a considerable extent.

0.7.3. (Morphisms fNM
N : !Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)

.) Given any integers N >
1 and M 0 1, we construct a natural generalized scheme morphism fNM

N :
!Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)

, which is an isomorphism on the open subschemes

of !Spec Z
(N)

and !Spec Z
(NM)

, isomorphic to Spec Z. In other words, fNM
N

changes something only over the archimedian point ", and we see later that
fNM

N is projective, i.e. it behaves like a sort of blow-up over the archimedian

point " of !Spec Z(N)
. Notice that fNM

N is bijective, i.e. this is something like
a blow-up of a cusp-like singularity on a projective curve.

0.7.4. (Compactification !Spec Z.) Since these fNM
N are “transitive” in an

obvious sense, we get a projective system of generalized schemes !Spec Z(N)

over the filtered set of integers N > 1, ordered by division. It is very natural

to define the “true” compactification !Spec Z as “lim,+” !Spec Z(N)
.

Unfortunately, this projective limit doesn’t exist in the category of gen-
eralized schemes. However, we can compute it either in the category of pro-
generalized schemes, or in the category of generalized ringed spaces. When
we are concerned only with finitely presented objects (sheaves, schemes,. . . )

over !Spec Z, these two approaches tend to yield equivalent answers, so we
can freely choose the most convenient approach in each particular situation.

0.7.5. ( !Spec Z as a generalized ringed space.) When we consider !Spec Z as a
generalized ringed space, we obtain something very similar to one’s idea of the
“smooth” compactification of SpecZ. For example, !Spec Z = Spec Z' {"},
but now all points except the generic one 0 are closed, and the local ring at
" is indeed equal to Z(!), as one would expect. Therefore, we can say that

our !Spec Z is the “true” compactification of SpecZ.

0.7.6. (Finitely presented sheaves on !Spec Z.) Notice that we have an open

embedding i : Spec Z $ !Spec Z, and natural morphisms 0̂ : Spec Q $ !Spec Z
(“generic point”) and 1̂ : Spec Z(!) $ !Spec Z) (“archimedian point”), both
in the pro-generalized scheme and in the generalized ringed space descriptions

of !Spec Z. Therefore, if we start with a finitely presented O !Spec Z-module F ,
compute its pullbacks with respect to these three maps, and take their global
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sections, we obtain a finitely presented Z-module FZ, a finite-dimensional Q-
vector space FQ, and a finitely presented Z(!)-module F!. Furthermore,

since 0̂ factorizes through both i and 1̂, we get FZ &Z Q (= FQ
(= F!&Z(")

Q.
In this way we obtain a functor from the category of finitely presented

O !Spec Z-modules into the category C of triples (MZ, M!, -), consisting of a
finitely generated Z-module MZ, a finitely presented Z(!)-module M!, and
an isomorphism - : MZ &Z Z ,$ M! &Z(")

Q between their scalar exten-
sions to Q. In fact, this functor is an equivalence of categories. Furthermore,
other categories of finitely presented objects over !Spec Z, e.g. finitely pre-
sented schemes or finitely presented sheaves on finitely presented schemes,
admit a similar description in terms of corresponding objects over Spec Z,
Spec Z(!), and isomorphisms between their base change to Spec Q.

0.7.7. (Implication for finitely presented models.) An immediate implication

is that constructing a finitely presented model X̄ / !Spec Z of an algebraic
variety X/Q is equivalent to constructing finitely presented models X /Z
and X!/Z(!) of this X. Since existence and properties of models over Z
have been intensively studied for quite a long time, we have to concentrate
our e!orts on models over Z(!).

Before studying models of algebraic varieties, we discuss some further

properties of !Spec Z and !Spec Z(N)
:

0.7.8. (Finite presentation of !Spec Z(N)
.) Generalized scheme !Spec Z(N)

is
finitely presented over F±1 = F1[+[1] |+(+e) = e], hence also over F1 and F".

Indeed, since !Spec Z(N)
= Spec Z ' Spec AN and Z = F±1[+[2] | x + 0 =

x = 0 + x, x + (+x) = 0], all we have to check is that AN is a finitely
presented F±1-algebra. We show this by presenting an explicit presentation
of AN over F±1. Namely, AN is generated over F±1 by (s[p]

p )p|N , where p
runs through all prime divisors of N , and sn denotes the averaging operation
sn := (1/n){1}+ · · ·+(1/n){n}, subject to following idempotency, symmetry
and cancellation relations:

sn({1}, {1}, . . . , {1}) = {1} (0.7.8.1)

sn({1}, {2}, . . . , {n}) = sn

"
{"(1)}, . . . , {"(n)}

#
, 4" % Sn (0.7.8.2)

sn({1}, . . . , {n + 1},+{n + 1}) = sn({1}, . . . , {n + 2}, 0, 0) (0.7.8.3)

For example, A2 = F±1[5[2] | x 5 x = x, x 5 y = y 5 x, x 5 (+x) = 0] is
generated by one binary operation 5 := s2, similarly to Z and F!. There are
some interesting matrices over A2, which satisfy the braid relations; cf. 7.1.32

for more details.
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0.7.9. (Line bundles over !Spec Z(N)
.) Another interesting result is that

Pic(SpecAN) = 0; since Pic(Spec Z) = 0, we see that Pic( !Spec Z(N)
) =

Z"\B"
N/|AN |" = B"

N/{±1} = B"
N,+. We prefer to write this group of posi-

tive invertible elements of BN = Z[N+1] in additive form:

Pic( !Spec Z(N)
) = log B"

N,+ =
-

p|N

Z · log p (0.7.9.1)

For any # % B"
N,+ we denote by O(log #) the line bundle on !Spec Z(N)

cor-
responding to log # under this isomorphism. In this way O(0) = O and
O(log # + log µ) = O(log #) &O O(log µ).

We see that Pic( !Spec Z(N)
) is a free abelian group of rank r, generated

by O(log pi), where p1, . . . , pr are the distinct prime divisors of N . In

this respect !Spec Z(N)
is somewhat similar to P r := (P1)r, which also has

Pic (= Zr. Notice, however, that Aut(P r) acts transitively on the canoni-
cal basis of Pic(P r), i.e. all standard generators of Pic(P r) have the same

properties, while Aut( !Spec Z(N)
) = 1 acts trivially on generators O(log pi) of

Pic( !Spec Z(N)
).

Another interesting consequence is that we can compute Pic( !Spec Z) =

Pic(“lim,+” !Spec Z(N)
) = lim+$N>1

log B"
N,+ = log Q"

+. We see that Pic( !Spec Z)

is a free abelian group with a countable system of generators O(log p), p % P.
If L (= O(log #), we say that log # is the (arithmetic) degree of line bundle

L over !Spec Z.

0.7.10. (Ampleness of O(log N) on !Spec Z(N)
.) Comparison with (P1)r

leads us to believe that O(log N), being the tensor product of the stan-

dard generators of the Picard group of !Spec Z(N)
, must be an ample line

bundle. In order to check this we have to compute graded generalized ring

R# := $( !Spec Z(N)
, O(log N)), as explained in 0.6.15, and check whether

Proj R# is isomorphic to !Spec Z(N)
. This turns out to be the case, i.e.

!Spec Z(N)
is a projective generalized scheme (absolutely, i.e. over Spec F",

as well as over Spec F1 and Spec F±1).

0.7.11. ( !Spec Z as an infinite resolution of singularities.) In this way we

arrive to the following picture. Each !Spec Z(N)
is a projective finitely pre-

sented scheme over F±1, containing Spec Z as an open subscheme. All fNM
N :

!Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)
are projective finitely presented morphisms of gen-

eralized schemes as well, identical on open subsets isomorphic to Spec Z. We
have already discussed that each individual fNM

N looks like a blow-up of a
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complicated cusp-like singularity at ". Therefore, one might consider the
“true” or “smooth” compactification !Spec Z as the result of an infinite reso-

lution of singularities of any “non-smooth” compactification !Spec Z(N)
. Some

further discussion may be found in 7.1.48.

0.7.12. (Existence of models.) After discussing properties of !Spec Z and
!Spec Z(N)

, we show existence of finitely presented models over !Spec Z or
Z(!) of a"ne or projective algebraic varieties X/Q. Since a finitely presented

model X̄ / !Spec Z of X/Q is essentially the same thing as finitely presented
models X /Z and X!/Z(!), we need to consider only models over Z(!).
Then we have two basic ways of constructing models:

• If X = Spec Q[T1, . . . , Tn]/(f1, . . . , fm) for some polynomicals fi 2= 0,
we may multiply fi by some non-zero rational numbers so as to have
fi % |Z(!)[T

[1]
1 , . . . , T [1]

n ]|, and put X! := Spec Z(!)[T
[1]
1 , . . . , T [1]

n | f1 =
0, . . . , fm = 0]. This is obviously a finitely presented Z(!)-model of X,
and the case of a projective X is dealt with similarly, writing X =
Proj Q[T1, . . . , Tn]/(F1, . . . , Fm) for some homogeneous polynomials Fi.

• If X is a closed subvariety of some algebraic variety P , known to admit a
Z(!)-model P! (e.g. An or Pn), then we can take for X! the “scheme-
theoretical closure” of X ! P ! P! in P!.

The first of these two approaches always produces finitely presented mod-
els, which, however, usually have some Z(!)-torsion, i.e. “torsion in the archi-
median fiber”, which may be thought of some sort of “embedded analytic
torsion”. On the other hand, the second approach always produces models
without Z(!)-torsion, but they are usually not finitely presented, but only of
finite type. In particular, such models cannot be immediately extended to
models over !Spec Z.

All we can do is represent such a model as a projective limit of finitely
presented models X

(!)
! , extend each of them to a finitely presented model

X̄ (!) over !Spec Z, and compute the projective limit X̄ := “lim,+” X̄ (!) in
the category of pro-generalized schemes. In this way we can always obtain
a torsion-free pro-finitely presented model X̄ / !Spec Z in the category of pro-

generalized schemes over !Spec Z.
This construction is quite similar to “non-archimedian Arakelov theory”

constructions of [BGS] and [GS], where the projective system of all models
of a fixed variety X/K is considered, instead of choosing fixed models of
algebraic varieties X, Y , . . . , which might be poorly adapted to interesting
morphisms f : X $ Y .
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0.7.13. (Application: heights of points on projective varieties.) We give an
interesting application of the above constructions. Namely, let X ! Pn

Q be a
projective variety over Q, embedded into Pn

Q as a closed subvariety. Denote
by X the “scheme-theoretical closure” of X in Pn

!Spec Z
; it is a torsion-free

model of X of finite type, but in general not of finite presentation. Next, let
OX (1) be the natural ample line bundle on X , i.e. the pullback of the Serre
line bundle on P := Pn

!Spec Z
with respect to “closed” embedding X $ P.

We show that any rational point P % X(Q) extends to a unique sec-

tion "P : !Spec Z $ X , using an “archimedian valuative criterion” for this.
Furthermore, we compute the arithmetic degree of line bundle "#P OX (1)

over !Spec Z: it turns out to be equal to the logarithmic height of point
P % X(Q) ! Pn(Q), defined by the classical formula

h(P ) = log
+

v&P-{!}

max
"
|X0|v, |X1|v, . . . , |Xn|v

#
(0.7.13.1)

If we choose homogeneous coordinates P = (X0 : X1 : · · · : Xn) of P to be
coprime integers, then h(P ) = log max(|X0|, . . . , |Xn|).

This theorem seems to be a nice counterpart of the classical theorem of
Arakelov geometry, relating heights of rational points to arithmetic degrees
of pullbacks of Serre bundles.

0.8. (Homological and homotopic algebra.) Chapter 8 opens the “homolog-
ical”, or rather “homotopic” part of this work, consisting of the three last
chapters. It begins with a detailed introduction or “plan” (cf. 8.0) for this
chapter, and for the remaining “homotopic” chapters as well. Therefore, we
won’t repeat that introduction here; instead, we would like to explain how
homotopic algebra replaces homological algebra, for non-additive categories
like #-Mod, where # is some generalized ring. This is especially useful be-
cause homotopic algebra is not widely known among specialists in arithmetic
geometry.

0.8.1. (Model categories.) One of the most fundamental notions of homo-
topic algebra is that of a model category, due to Quillen (cf. [Quillen]; cf. also
[DwyerSpalinski] for a short introduction to model categories). A model cat-
egory C is simply a category C, with arbitrary inductive and projective limits
(actually Quillen originally required only existence of finite limits), together
with three distinguished classes of morphisms, called fibrations, cofibrations
and weak equivalences. Furthermore, if a morphism is both a weak equiva-
lence and a fibration (resp. cofibration), it is said to be an acyclic fibration
(resp. acyclic cofibration).
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These three distinguished classes of morphisms are subject to certain ax-
ioms. For example, each of them is stable under composition and retracts,
and weak equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 axiom: “if two of g 1 f , f and g
are weak equivalences, so is the third”. Furthermore, there is an important
factorization axiom, which claims that any morphism f can be factorized
into a cofibration, followed by an acyclic fibration, as well as into an acycloc
cofibation, followed by a fibration (usually one can even choose such factor-
izations functorially in f). This axiom is especially useful for constructions
in model categories, e.g. for constructing derived functors.

Finally, the last important model category axiom says that acyclic cofi-
brations have the LLP (left lifting property) with respect to fibrations, or
equivalently, fibrations have the RLP (right lifting property) with respect
to acyclic cofibrations, and that cofibrations have the LLP with respect to
acyclic fibrations. Recall that a morphism i : A $ B is said to have the LLP
with respect to p : X $ Y , or equivalently, p is said to have the RLP with
respect to i, if for any two morphisms u : A $ X and v : B $ Y , such that
pu = vi, one can find a “lifting” h : B $ X, such that hi = u and ph = v:

A

i
!!

u ""!!! X

p

!!
B

v ""!!!

.h

##

Y

(0.8.1.1)

0.8.2. (Example: non-negative chain complexes.) Let us make an exam-
ple to illustrate the above definition. Let A be any abelian category with
su"ciently many projective objects, e.g. A = R-Mod for a classical ring R.

Then the category C := Ch(A) of non-negative chain complexes K = (· · · &$
K1

&$ K0 $ 0) admits a natural model category structure. Weak equiva-
lences for this model category structure are just the quasi-isomorphisms, i.e.
chain maps f : K $ L, such that all Hn(f) : Hn(K) $ Hn(L) are isomor-
phisms in A. A chain map f : K $ L is a fibration i! all its components
fn : Kn $ Ln with n > 0 are epimorphisms (surjective R-linear maps, if
A = R-Mod). Finally, f : K $ L is a cofibration i! all its components
fn : Kn $ Ln are monomorphisms with projective cokernels.

Then the lifting axiom becomes a reformulation of a well-known statement
from homological algebra about chain maps from complexes of projective
modules into acyclic complexes.

0.8.3. (Fibrant and cofibrant objects and replacements.) Let C be a model
category, and denote by "C and eC its initial and final objects. An object
X % Ob C is said to be cofibrant if "C $ X is a cofibration, and fibrant if
X $ eC is a fibration. We denote by Cc (resp. Cf , Ccf ) full subcategories of C,
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consisting of cofibrant (resp. fibrant, resp. fibrant and cofibrant) objects. Fi-
nally, a cofibrant replacement of an object X % Ob C is a weak equivalence
P $ X with P % Ob Cc (sometimes we consider strong cofibrant replace-
ments, i.e. require P $ X to be an acyclic fibration), and similarly a fibrant
replacement is a weak equivalence X $ Q with fibrant target. Factorization
axiom of model categories, when applied to "C $ X and X $ eC, shows
existence of (co)fibrant replacements.

For example, if C = Ch(A) is the category of non-negatively graded chain
complexes as above, then Cf = C, but Cc consists of complexes of projec-
tive objects, and a cofibrant replacement P $ X is a quasi-isomorphism
from a complex P consisting of projective objects to given complex X, i.e. a
projective resolution.

This explains how cofibrant replacements are used in general: under some
additional restrictions, we can construct left derived functor LF of a functor
F : C $ D between model categories by putting LF (X) := F (P ), where
P $ X is any cofibrant replacement of X.

One can also say that fibrations and cofibrations, and the factorization
axiom are used for constructions in model categories.

0.8.4. (Homotopic categories and derived functors.) Whenever we have a
model category C, or just any category C with a distinguished class of weak
equivalences, we denote by Ho C the homotopic category of C, equal by def-
inition to the localization of C with respect to the set of weak equivalences.
Canonical functor C $ Ho C is denoted by !C or simply by !. One of its
fundamental properties is that f is a weak equivalence in model category C
i! !(f) is an isomorphism in Ho C.

Given a functor F : C $ D between two model categories, we define
its left derived functor LF : Ho C $ HoD as the functor, which is as close
from the left to making the obvious diagram commutative as possible. More
precisely, we must have a natural transformation 0 : LF 1 !C $ !D 1 F ,
such that for any functor H : Ho C $ HoD and any natural transformation
1 : H 1 !C $ !D 1 F there is a unique natural transformation , : H $ LF ,
such that 1 = 0 1 (, ) !C).

For example, if we have a functor F : A $ B between abelian cate-
gories with enough projectives, and denote by the same letter F its exten-
sion F : Ch(A) $ Ch(B) to non-negative chain complexes, then Ho Ch(A)
is equivalent to full subcategory D)0(A) of the derived category of A, and
similarly for Ho Ch(B), and then LF corresponds to a left derived functor in
the sense of Verdier.

We see that the homotopic category HoC plays the role of the derived
category (or at least of its non-positive part). It depends only on weak
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equivalences of C, hence the same is true for derived functors as well. In fact,
one can have di!erent model structures on the same category C, having the
same weak equivalences; in such situations we get same HoC and LF .

However, the correct choice of (co)fibrations is crucial for showing exis-
tence of derived functors, because of the following statement, due to Quillen:
if a functor F : C $ D between two model categories transforms acyclic cofi-
brations between cofibrant objects into weak equivalences, then LF : Ho C $
HoD exists and can be computed with the aid of cofibrant replacements, i.e.
(LF )(!X) (= !F (P ) for any cofibrant replacement P $ X.

This corresponds to the classical computation of derived functors via
projective resolutions.

0.8.5. (Simplicial objects and Dold–Kan correspondence.) We see that in
order to obtain “homological algebra” over a generalized ring # we have to
do two things: (a) construct a counterpart of Ch(#-Mod); this is necessary
since the “non-negative chain complex” description makes sense only over
abelian categories, and (b) introduce a reasonable model category structure
on this replacement for Ch(#-Mod); we need this to be able to define and
construct homotopic categories and derived functors.

Of course, the principal requirement for these constructions is that we
should recover Ch(#-Mod) with its model category structure explained above
whenever # is a classical ring.

It turns out that the natural replacement for Ch(A) for a non-abelian
category A (e.g. A = #-Mod) is the category sA = Funct(!0,A) of sim-
plicial objects over A. This is due to the following fact: whenever A is an
abelian category, there are natural equivalences K : Ch(A) ! sA : N be-
tween the category of non-negative chain complexes over A and the category
of simplicial objects over A. This correspondence between chain complexes
and simplicial objects is called Dold–Kan correspondence.

0.8.6. (Simplicial objects.) Since the simplicial objects play a fundamental
role in the homotopic algebra parts of our work, we would like to fix some
notations, mostly consistent with those of [GZ].

We denote by [n] the standard finite ordered set {0, 1, . . . , n}, endowed
with its natural linear order. Notice that [n] is an n +1-element ordered set,
while n = {1, 2, . . . , n} is an n-element unordered set. One shouldn’t confuse
these two notations.

Next, we denote by ! the category of all standard finite ordered sets
[n], n 0 0, considered as a full subcategory of the category of ordered sets
(i.e. morphisms $ : [n] $ [m] are the non-decreasing maps). We denote by
%i

n : [n + 1] $ [n], 0 * i * n > 0, the i-th face map, defined as increasing
injection not taking value i, and by "i

n : [n + 1] $ [n], 0 * i * n, the i-th
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degeneracy map, i.e. the non-decreasing surjection, which takes value i twice.
Now a simplicial object over a category A is simply a contravariant functor

X : !0 $ A. We usually write Xn instead of X([n]), n 0 0, and put dn,X
i :=

X(%i
n) : Xn $ Xn+1, sn,X

i := X("i
n) : Xn $ Xn+1. Since any morphism in !

can be written as a product of face and degeneracy maps, a simplicial object
can be described in terms of a sequence of objects (Xn)n'0 and a collection
of face and degeneracy morphisms dn,X

i : Xn $ Xn+1, sn,X
i : Xn $ Xn+1,

0 * i * n, subject to certain relations.

0.8.7. (Simplicial sets.) Our next step is to introduce a model category
structure on s#-Mod, compatible via Dold–Kan correspondence with one
we had on Ch(#-Mod) whenever # is a classical ring. We consider first
the “basic” case # = F", i.e. we need a model structure on the category
sF"-Mod = sSets of simplicial sets.

This category has indeed a classical model category structure, which
can be described as follows. Denote by ((n) % Ob sSets the “standard
n-dimensional simplex”, i.e. the contravariant functor !0 $ Sets, [k] /$
Hom!([k], [n]), represented by [n]. We denote by (̇(n) ! ((n) the “bound-
ary” of ((n); actually (̇(n)k can be described as the set of all non-decreasing
non-surjective maps $ : [k] $ [n].

We denote by 'k(n) ! (̇(n), 0 * k * n, the simplicial set, obtained from
(̇(n) by removing its k-th (n + 1)-dimensional face. Set 'k(n)m consists of
all order-preserving maps $ : [m] $ [n], such that [n] + $([m]) is distinct
from both " and {k}.

Now consider the set of standard cofibrations I := {(̇(n) $ ((n)}n'0

and the set of standard acyclic cofibrations J := {'k(n) $ ((n)}0)k)n>0.
We define acyclic fibrations in sSets as the set of morphisms, which have the
RLP with respect to all standard cofibrations from I, and fibrations as the
set of morphisms having the RLP with respect to J . After that cofibrations
(resp. acyclic cofibrations) are defined as morphisms having the LLP with
respect to all acyclic fibrations (resp. fibrations). In particular, all morphisms
from I (resp. J) are indeed cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations). Finally,
we define weak equivalences in sSets as morphisms, which can be decomposed
into an acyclic cofibration, followed by an acyclic fibration.

It is a theorem of Quillen that the cofibrations, fibrations and weak
equivalences thus defined do satisfy the model category axioms, so we ob-
tain a natural model category structure on sSets. This model category
structure admits a “topological” description: if |X| denotes the geomet-
ric realization of simplicial set X, then f : X $ Y is a weak equivalence
i! |f | : |X| $ |Y | is a weak equivalence in topological sense, i.e. i! all
2n(|f |, x) : 2n(|X|; x) $ 2n(|Y |; f(x)) are bijective, for all n 0 0 and all
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choices of base point x % |X|.
Furthermore, cofibrations in sSets admit a very simple description: f :

X $ Y is a cofibration of simplicial sets i! f is a monomorphism, i.e. i!
all fn : Xn $ Yn are injective.

0.8.8. (Model category structure on s#-Mod.) Now we are ready to de-
scribe our model category structure on s#-Mod, for any algebraic monad #.
First of all, notice that we have adjoint free #-module and forgetful functors
L! : sSets ! s#-Mod : $!, equal to simplicial extensions of corresponding
functors Sets ! #-Mod. It is extremely natural to expect that L! preserves
cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, especially if we hope to construct a left
derived LL! afterwards. In particular, we can apply L! to “standard gener-
ators” I and J of the model structure on sSets: we see that all morphisms
from L!(I) (resp. L!(J)) must be cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations) in
s#-Mod.

A natural next step is to consider the model structure on s#-Mod, gener-
ated by these sets L!(I) and L!(J) in the same way as the model category
structure on sSets was generated by I and J . This means that we define
fibrations in s#-Mod as morphisms with the RLP with respect to all mor-
phisms from L!(J), and so on.

We apply a theorem of Quillen ([Quillen, 2.4], th. 4) to show that we
indeed obtain a model category structure on s#-Mod in this way. Adjointness
of L! and $! shows that f : X $ Y is a fibration (resp. acyclic fibration)
in s#-Mod i! $!(f) is one in sSets. Furthermore, it turns our that f :
X $ Y is a weak equivalence in s#-Mod i! $!(f) is one in sSets. Since
cofibrations are characterized by their LLP with respect to acyclic fibrations,
this completely determines the model category structure of s#-Mod.

0.8.9. (Derived category of '-modules.) One can check that the model cat-
egory structure just defined on s'-Mod indeed corresponds to the natural
model category structure on Ch('-Mod) under Dold–Kan correspondence
whenever ' is a classical ring. Therefore, it is extremely natural to put
D)0(') = D)0('-Mod) := Ho s'-Mod. If ' admits a zero (i.e. is an F1-
algebra), then we have a natural suspension functor # : s'-Mod $ s'-Mod,
which has a left derived functor # = L# : D)0(') $ D)0('). This suspen-
sion functor is actually a generalization of the degree translation functor T on
Ch('). Therefore, it is natural to define D+(') as the stable homotopic cat-
egory of s'-Mod, obtained by formally inverting functor L# on Ho s'-Mod.

0.8.10. (Derived category of F1-modules.) It is interesting to note that
sF1-Mod is exactly the category of pointed simplicial sets, with its model cat-
egory structure extensively used in algebraic topology. Therefore, D)0(F1) =
Ho sF1-Mod is the topologists’ homotopic category, and D+(F1) is the stable
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homotopic category. In this way a lot of statements in algebraic topology
become statements about homological algebra over F1.

0.8.11. (Derived scalar extension.) Given any algebraic monad homomor-
phism + : # $ %, we have a scalar extension functor +# = %&!+ : #-Mod $
%-Mod, which can be extended componentwise to a functor +# = s+# :
s#-Mod $ s%-Mod. This functor happens to transform generating cofi-
brations L!(I) of s#-Mod into cofibrations L"(I) in s%-Mod, and similarly
for L!(J). Starting from this fact, we show that +# preserves cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations, hence by Quillen’s theorem it admits a left derived
L+# : D)0(#) $ D)0(%), which can be computed with the aid of cofibrant
replacements: L+#X = +#P for any cofibrant replacement P $ X. If #
and % are classical rings, this L+# corresponds to the usual left derived func-
tor, since P $ X corresponds via Dold–Kan to a projective resolution of a
chain complex of #-modules. On the other hand, if # (hence also %) is an
algebraic monad with zero, L+# commutes with suspension functors, hence
it induces a “stable left derived functor” L+# : D+(#) $ D+(%), which also
corresponds via Dold–Kan to the classical left derived functor whenever #
and % are classical rings.

0.8.12. (Derived tensor product.) Now let ' be a generalized ring, i.e. a
commutative algebraic monad. Then we have a tensor product & = &$ :
'-Mod-'-Mod $ '-Mod, and we want to construct a derived tensor product
& : D)0(') - D)0(') $ D)0('). We show that such a derived tensor
product exists, and can be computed as follows. We extend & to simplicial
'-modules by putting (X &$ Y )n := Xn &$ Yn for all n 0 0. After that we
define X&Y := P &$ Q, where P $ X and Q $ Y are arbitrary cofibrant
replacements.

If ' is a classical commutative ring, this construction yields the usual
derived product, because of Eilenberg–Zilber theorem, which says that taking
the diagonal of a bisimplicial object over an abelian category corresponds via
Dold–Kan (up to a homotopy equivalence) to computing the total complex
of a bicomplex. Notice, however, that in the classical situation it is enough
to replace one of the arguments X and Y by any its projective resolution,
while in the generalized context this usually does not su"ce: we must take
cofibrant replacements of both X and Y .

If ' admits a zero, this derived tensor product & commutes with sus-
pension in each variable, hence it extends to the stable homotopic category,
yielding a functor & : D+(') -D+(') $ D+(').

An important remark is that & defines an ACU &-structure on D)0(')

(or on D+('), when ' admits a zero), which has inner Homs R Hom; these
inner Homs are indeed constructed as some right derived functors.
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0.9. (Homotopic algebra over topoi.) The aim of Chapter 9 is to transfer
the previous results to the case of modules over a generalized ringed topos
E = (E , O), e.g. topos of sheaves of sets over a site S or a topological space X.
In particular, results of this chapter are applicable to generalized ringed
spaces, e.g. generalized schemes.

0.9.1. (Stacks.) We start by recalling some general properties of stacks,
which can be found for example in [Giraud]. Let us explain here why we
need to use stacks at all. The main idea is that a stack (over a site or a
topos) is the “correct” counterpart of a sheaf of categories.

Consider the following example. Let S be a site with fibered products
(e.g. the category of open subsets U ! X of a topological space U .) Then
a presheaf of sets F over S is simply a contravariant functor S0 $ Sets,
i.e. for any U % ObS we have a set F (U), and for any V $ U we have
a “restriction map” +V

U : F (U) $ F (V ), often denoted by x /$ x|V . Of
course, these restriction maps must be “transitive”.

Now the sheaf condition for F can be expressed as follows. Suppose we
have a property P of sections of F (i.e. for any U and any x % F (U) we can
determine whether x has this property). Suppose that P is compatible with
restrictions (i.e. if x has P , then so has any x|V ), that a section x % F (U)
with property P is uniquely determined (i.e. if both x and x$ % F (U) have
property P for some U , then x = x$), and finally that a section x with
property P exists “locally” over some U , i.e. there is some cover (U! $
U) in S, such that in each F (U!) there is a (necessarily unique) element
x! with property P . The sheaf condition then says that there is a unique
element x % F (U), restricting to x! on each U!. In other words, the sheaf
condition means that from local existence and uniqueness of a section with
some property we can deduce global existence and uniqueness.

Let’s try to generalize this to “sheaves of categories”. First of all, a
“presheaf of categories” C over S must be a collection of categories CU =
C(U), defined for each U % ObS, together with some “pullback” or “restric-
tion” functors $# : C(U) $ C(V ), defined for each V

#$ U (we usually denote
$#X by X|V ). However, these pullback functors are usually defined only up
to a canonical isomorphism, hence ($ 1 *)# might be not equal to *# 1 $#,
but must be canonically isomorphic to it. Of course, these isomorphisms
($ 1 *)# (= *# 1 $# must be compatible on triple compositions 3 1 $ 1 *.

There is a better equivalent way of describing “presheaves of categories”,
which doesn’t require to fix choices of all pullback functors $#. Namely, one
considers the category C, with objects given by Ob C :=

.
U&ObS(C(U)), and

morphisms given by HomC((V, Y ), (U, X)) :=
.

#&HomS(V,U) HomC(V )(Y,$#X),
together with the natural projection functor p : C $ S. This S-category
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C p$ S turns out to contain all data we need, e.g. C(U) = CU is the pre-image
of U ! ObS, considered as a point subcategory of S, but determines $# only
up to isomorphism, i.e. we don’t have to fix any choice of $#. Transitivity
conditions for $# translate into some conditions for C p$ S, and when these
conditions hold, we say that C is a fibered category over S. (cf. SGA 1 or
[Giraud] for more details). However, we often use the “näıve” description in
terms of categories C(U) and pullback functors $#, just to convey the main
ideas of the constructions we perform.

Next step is to define “sheaves of categories”. Let C be a “presheaf of cat-
egories”, i.e. a fibered category C $ S. Let P be a property of objects of C,
compatible with restrictions, and determining an object of fiber C(U) = CU

uniquely up to a unique isomorphism. Notice that we cannot expect objects
of categories to be singled out by some category-theoretic property, since
any isomorphic object must have the same property; anyway, the restric-
tion functors are always defined up to isomorphism, so compatibility with
restrictions makes sense only for such properties. Now suppose that objects
with property P exist “locally” over some U % ObS, i.e. one can find a
cover (U! $ U) in S, and objects X! % Ob C(U!), having property P . How-
ever, uniqueness up to isomorphism doesn’t imply that the restrictions of X!

and X" to U!" := U! -U U" (i.e. to U! # U" , if we work with open subsets
of a topological space) coincide; they rather imply existence of isomorphisms
-!" between these two restrictions, and uniqueness of these isomorphisms
translates into “transitivity” -!' = -"' 1 -!" for the restrictions of these
isomorphisms to U!"' .

In this way we obtain a descent datum for C over U! $ U . We expect it to
be e"cient, i.e. to determine an object X % Ob C(U), unique up to a unique
isomorphism, such that X|U"

(= X!. Replacing “presheaves of categories”
with technically more convenient “fibered categories over S”, we arrive to
the correct definition: a stack over a site S is a fibered category C p$ S, such
that any descent datum for C over any cover of S is e"cient (cf. [Giraud]).

0.9.2. (Kripke–Joyal semantics.) After discussing some basic properties of
stacks, we outline a variant of the so-called Kripke–Joyal semantics, adapted
for proving statements about stacks. The key idea is that one can transfer
classical proofs of statements about sets, maps and categories to the topos
case (i.e. to the case of sheaves over a site S), by replacing in a regular
fashion sets by sheaves of sets, i.e. objects of corresponding topos E = S̃,
maps of sets by morphisms in E , categories by stacks over S, and functors
between categories by cartesian functors between stacks. However, there is
one important restriction: the proof being transferred must be intuitionistic,
i.e. it cannot involve the logical law of excluded middle, and any methods of
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proofs such as reductio ad absurdum, based on this logical law.
For example, most of elementary algebra (ring and module theory) is

intuitionistic, and that’s the reason why most statements about rings and
modules can be generalized to statements about sheaves of rings and sheaves
of modules over them.

0.9.3. (Model stacks.) Then we use Kripke–Joyal semantics to transfer model
category axioms to the topos case, thus obtaining an interesting notion of
a model stack C over a site S or a topos E . It is interesting to note that
individual fibers C(U) of a model stack C are not necessarily model categories,
since the lifting properties hold in C only locally (i.e. after passing to a
suitable cover).

We study this new notion of model stack, and prove some counterparts
of Quillen’s results about model categories.

0.9.4. (Pseudomodel stacks.) However, when we try to construct a model

structure on stack sSETS, given by (sSETS)(U) := s/S/U (simplicial sheaves
of sets over U), we fail to transfer Quillen’s proof. The problem is that in
the case of model categories we knew that arbitrary direct sums (coproducts)
of (acyclic) cofibrations are (acyclic) cofibrations again, since they could be
characterized by the LLP with respect to acyclic or all fibrations. However,
in model stacks cofibrations are characterized by local LLP with respect to
acyclic fibrations. This is su"cient to conclude only that finite direct sums
of cofibrations are cofibrations. On the other hand, Quillen’s “small object
argument”, used to prove the factorization axiom in sSets, expects the class
of cofibrations to be closed under arbitrary direct sums, (possibly infinite)
sequential compositions and retracts. Therefore, we are unable to prove the
factorization axiom for sSETS.

The only way to deal with this problem is to weaken either the factoriza-
tion or the lifting axiom of model stacks. We decided to weaken the lifting
axiom, which is used to obtain “homotopic” description of derived (i.e. homo-
topic) categories, but preserve the factorization axiom, because it is crucial
for proving existence of derived functors.

In this way we arrive to the axioms of a pseudomodel stack. We construct
a very natural structure of pseudomodel stack on sSETS. Fibrations and
acyclic fibrations are still characterized by their local RLP with respect to
“standard generators” J and I (considered here as maps of constant simplicial
sheaves over S), while cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations are defined as the
smallest local classes of morphisms, containing I (resp. J) and stable under
arbitrary direct sums, pushouts, sequential composition and retracts.

This notion of pseudomodel stack seems to be su"cient for our purpose.
At least, it leads to a reasonable definition of derived categories and de-
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rived functors, and we are able to transfer and apply Quillen’s results about
existence of derived functors.

0.9.5. (Pseudomodel category structure on sO-MOD.) Now let E = (E , O)
be a generalized ringed topos. Consider the stack C := sO-MOD, char-
acterized by C(U) := sO |U -Mod. We manage to construct a pseudomodel
category structure on this stack, generated by LO(I) and LO(J) in a similar
way to what we did for sSETS.

If topos E has enough points (e.g. it is given by some topological space X),
then f : X $ Y is a fibration (resp. acyclic fibration, weak equivalence) in
C(U) = sO |U -Mod i! fp : Xp $ Yp has this property in sOp-Mod for any
point p of E/U . We can define pointwise cofibrations and pointwise acyclic
cofibrations in a similar fashion. Any cofibration is a pointwise cofibration,
but not the other way around. However, we can use these pointwise (acyclic)
cofibrations, together with the above (pointwise) fibrations, acyclic fibrations
and weak equivalences to define another pseudomodel structure on stack C,
called the pointwise pseudomodel structure.

Since the weak equivalences are the same, these two pseudomodel struc-
tures lead to the same derived categories and derived functors.

0.9.6. (Derived categories and functors.) If C is a pseudomodel stack, we
have a class of weak equivalences in its “fiber category” C(eE) over the final
object of E (if E is given by a topological space X, this corresponds to taking
C(X) = CX). Therefore, we can define homotopic categories Ho C(eE) as the
localization of C(eE) with respect to weak equivalences, and define left or
right derived functors accordingly.

For example, if C = sO-MOD, then C(eE) = sO-Mod is the category
of simplicial sheaves of O-modules. Using the pointwise description of weak
equivalences, we see that for a classical sheaf of rings O our weak equivalences
in sO-Mod still correspond to quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes, hence
we can still write D)0(O) := Ho C(eE). If O admits a zero, we obtain a
“stable” homotopic category D+(O) as well.

0.9.7. (Derived pullbacks and tensor products.) We manage to generalize
our results on existence of derived scalar extensions and tensor products to
the topos case, thus proving existence of left derived pullbacks with respect
to morphisms of generalized ringed spaces, and of derived tensor products.
When sheaves of generalized rings involved are classical, we recover Verdier’s
derived pullbacks and derived tensor products.

0.9.8. (Derived symmetric powers.) The last very important thing done in
Chapter 9 is the proof of existence of derived symmetric powers LSn

O , which
turn out to admit a description in terms of cofibrant replacements, as usual.
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The proof is quite long and technical. (It would be complicated even in the
classical situation, since Sn

O
are non-additive functors even then.) In order

to avoid some topos-related technicalities (such as defining a constructible
pseudomodel structure on sO-MOD), we give a complete proof only for
the pointwise pseudomodel structure, thus assuming the base topos to have
enough points.

Nevertheless, this result is very important for the next chapter, and it
seems to be new even for classical rings. Notice that we obtain only functors
LSn

O : D)0(O) $ D)0(O), but no “stable” versions D+(O) $ D+(O). This
is su"cient for our applications.

0.10. (Perfect cofibrations and intersection theory.) In the final Chapter 10

we combine the previous results to obtain a reasonable notion of perfect
simplicial sheaf of modules and perfect cofibrations, then construct K0 of
perfect cofibrations (and briefly discuss higher K-theory), and finally transfer
Grothendieck’s construction of Chow rings and Chern classes to our case.

This chapter (and also this work) ends with an application of this inter-

section theory to the “compactified !Spec Z”, constructed in Chapter 7. We
manage to construct the moduli spaces of vector bundles on !Spec Z, com-
pute K0 of vector bundles and perfect cofibrations, and use these results to
compute the Chow ring of !Spec Z.

0.10.1. (Cofibrations as presentations of their cokernels.) Recall that in the
classical case of modules over a classical ring ' cofibrations in s'-Mod (=
Ch('-Mod) correspond to monomorphisms of non-negative chain complexes
u : A $ B, with P = Coker u a complex of projective modules. Therefore,
one might think of u : A $ B as a “presentation” of this complex P .

This language is quite convenient. For example, if u$ is a pushout of u,
then Coker u$ (= Coker u, i.e. “u$ and u represent the same complex P”. This
suggests that we might use u as a representative of P in some K0-group,
and require [u$] = [u] for any pushout u$ of u. Any composable sequence
of cofibrations A

u$ B
v$ C defines a short exact sequence 0 $ Coker v $

Coker vu $ Coker u $ 0, i.e. composition of cofibrations corresponds to
short exact sequences. Therefore, we might expect to have [vu] = [u] + [v]
in some K0-group. Similarly, longer finite composable sequences of cofibra-
tions correspond to finite filtrations on the quotient complex, and sequential
compositions of cofibrations correspond to (infinite) discrete exhausitive fil-
trations.

It is convenient to extend this way of thinking about cofibrations to the
case of cofibrations u : A $ B of simplicial modules over any generalized
ring (or even algebraic monad) '. Actually this is already helpful in the
two previous chapters. For example, for any two morphisms i : K $ L and
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u : A $ B in s'-Mod we construct a new morphism u " i : ? $ B & L,
such that Coker u " i = Coker u & Coker i in classical situation. In this way
this “box product” of morphisms may be thought of as corresponding to the
tensor product of their “virtual cokernels”.

The proof of existence of derived tensor products, given in Chapter 8,
actually involves the following statement: u " i is a cofibration whenever
u and i are cofibrations; if at least one of u or i is acyclic, then u " i is
also acyclic. Similarly, our proof of existence of derived symmetric powers
in Chapter 9 involves some “symmetric powers” +n(u) :? $ Sn(B), having
property Coker +n(u) (= Sn(Coker(u)) in classical situation.

0.10.2. (Perfect cofibrations.) Let E = (E , O) be any generalized ringed
topos. Recall that we’ve defined in Chapter 9 the cofibrations in sO-Mod
as the smallest local class of morphisms, containing “standard generators”
from LO(I), and closed under some operations, such as pushouts, retracts
and finite or infinite sequential compositions.

This leads us to define perfect cofibrations as the set of morphisms u :
A $ B in sO-Mod, which can be locally obtained from morphisms of LO(I)
by means of pushouts, finite compositions and retracts. In classical situation
perfect cofibrations u correspond to injective maps of complexes with perfect
cokernel.

Next, we say that X is a perfect simplicial object if " $ X is a perfect
cofibration. This is again compatible with classical terminology.

0.10.3. (K0 of perfect cofibrations.) After that we define K0 of perfect
cofibrations between perfect objects as the free abelian group, generated by
such cofibrations [u], modulo certain relations. Namely, we impose relations
[idA] = 0, [u$] = [u] for any pushout u$ of u, and [vu] = [u] + [v] for any com-
posable u and v. Another important relation is [u$] = [u] if u$ is isomorphic
to u in the derived category D)0(E , O).

We denote by [A] the class of [" $ A] in K0. Since [u] = [B] + [A] for
any perfect cofibration u : A $ B between perfect simplicial objects, our K0

is generated by classes [A] of perfect simplicial objects.
Under some restrictions (such as quasicompactness of E) we are able to

show that K0 is already generated by constant perfect simplicial objects, i.e.
by vector bundles, similarly to the classical case.

The last important remark is that operations " and +n preserve perfect
cofibrations and perfect cofibrations between perfect objects, and are com-
patible with the relations of K0 (notice that we have to apply here our results
on existence of derived tensor products and symmetric powers). In this way
we obtain a multiplication on K0, given by [u] · [v] = [u " v], or equivalently,
[A] · [B] = [A & B], and symmetric power operations sn : [u] /$ [+n(u)],
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[A] /$ [Sn(A)]. This multiplication and symmetric power operations deter-
mine a pre-#-ring structure on K0, since the generating function #t(x) :='

n'0 #n(x)tn for the “external power operations” #n can be expressed in
terms of symmetric powers by #t(x) := s+t(x)+1.

Notice that we never need to require O to be an alternating sheaf of F±1-
algebras, since we use symmetric powers to define #-structure on K0, which
always have good properties, even when O doesn’t have symmetry or zero.

0.10.4. (Waldhausen’s construction.) Our construction of K0 turns out to
be a modification of Waldhausen’s construction of K0, adapted to the case
of categories with cofibrations and weak equivalences, but without a zero
object. Since Waldhausen’s construction yields a definition of higher K-
groups as well, we can expect higher algebraic K-theory of generalized rings
to admit a description in terms of a suitable modification of Waldhausen’s
construction as well.

0.10.5. (Chow rings and Chern classes.) Once we obtain a pre-#-ring K0 =
K0(E , O), we can apply Grothendieck’s reasoning: construct !-operations
and !-filtration, define the Chow ring CH(E)Q as the associated graded of
K0

Q with respect to the !-filtration, and define Chern classes of elements of
K0 (and in particular, of vector bundles) with the aid of !-operations again.

The only complication here is that we don’t prove that pre-#-ring K0 =
K0(E , O) is a #-ring. Instead, we replace K0 by its largest quotient K0

%,
which is a #-ring.

0.10.6. (Intersection theory of !Spec Z.) Chapter 10, hence also this work,

ends with the application of the above constructions to !Spec Z, already con-
structed in Chapter 7. We show that any finitely generated projective Z(!)-
module is free, and use this result to classify vector bundles and constant
perfect cofibrations between vector bundles over !Spec Z. We use this classi-
fication to compute K0 = K0( !Spec Z), and the Chow ring CH( !Spec Z, Q).

The answer is that K0( !Spec Z) = Z . log Q#
+. The isomorphism is given

here by E /$ (rankE , deg E ), where rankE denotes the rank of a vector

bundle E , and deg E = deg det(E ) is its “arithmetic degree” in Pic( !Spec Z) (=
log Q#

+. The Chow ring CH( !Spec Z), i.e. the associated graded of K0( !Spec Z)
with respect to !-filtration, also turns out to be Z . log Q#

+, with graded

components CH0( !Spec Z) = Z and CH1( !Spec Z) = log Q#
+ = Pic( !Spec Z).

The only non-trivial Chern class c1 : K0 $ CH1( !Spec Z) turns out to be the
arithmetic degree map.

This result illustrates that the intersection theory we constructed yields
very natural results when applied to the simplest “Arakelov variety” !Spec Z,
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leading us to believe that it will work equally well in other situations, related
to Arakelov geometry or not.
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1 Motivation: Looking for a compactification

of Spec Z

1.1. (Original motivation.) Arakelov geometry appeared as an attempt
to transfer some proofs valid for algebraic varieties (especially curves and
abelian varieties) over a functional base field K to the number field case. For
example, people wanted to prove statements like the Shafarevich conjecture
or the Mordell conjecture.

1.1.1. Suppose we are given some functional field K. This means that K is
finitely generated of transcendence degree one over some base field k, usually
assumed to be either finite or algebraically closed. Then there is a unique
smooth projective curve C over k such that K = k(C); in other words,
Spec K is the generic point 0 of C.

1.1.2. Given an algebraic variety X/K (usually supposed to be smooth and
projective), one might look for models X $ C of X: by definition, these
are flat projective schemes with generic fiber X( isomorphic to X. Now,
X is a (projective) algebraic variety over k. For example, if X/K is a
curve, X /k will be a projective surface. Now we can use intersection theory
on X to obtain some interesting bounds and estimates. For example, any
rational point P % X(K) lifts to a section "P : C $ X by the valuative
criterion of properness. Hence for any two rational points P , Q % X(K) of a
projective curve X/K one can compute the intersection numbers (P · Q) =
("P (C) ·"Q(C)) and systematically use them, e.g. to obtain some bounds for
the total number of rational points of X/K.

1.1.3. Observe that for such reasoning we need X to be proper over k, so
the properness of our model C of K over k is very important. If we replace
C by an a"ne curve C/ ! C, no argument of this sort will be possible.

1.1.4. Note that any functional field K contains a subfield K $ = k(t) isomor-
phic to the field of rational functions over k, and K/K $ is a finite extension.
Hence, once a smooth proper model C $ of K $/k is constructed, one can take
the normalization of C $ in K as a smooth proper model of K. This means
that it is su"cient to consider functional fields of form K = k(T ) to learn
how to construct smooth proper models of all functional fields.

Similarly, any number field K is by definition a finite extension of K $ = Q,
so it should be su"cient to construct (in some sense) a “smooth proper model
of Q”. Such a model is usually thought of as a “compactification of Spec Z”.

1.1.5. Consider first the functional case, i.e. K = k(T ). The first candidate
for a model C of K over k is the a"ne line A1

k = Spec k[T ]: it is a smooth
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(hence regular) curve (i.e. one-dimensional scheme), and has the field of ra-
tional functions equal to K = k(T ). However, it is not proper, so one has to
consider the projective line C := P1

k. The a"ne line A1
k is an open subscheme

of P1
k; its complement is exactly one point – the point at infinity ".
One sees that each closed point p of C = P1

k defines a discrete valuation
vp : K $ Z'{+"} with the valuation ring equal to the local ring OC,p. This
also defines a norm |·|p on the field K by the rule |x|p := ++vp(x) where + is any
real number greater than one (one can take + = e or + = e[)(p):k]). Conversely,
all norms on K which are trivial on k (condition automatically fulfilled when
k is algebraic over a finite field) come from points of P1

k, and this correspon-
dence is one-to-one provided we identify equivalent norms (i.e. norms such
that |·|1 = |·|!2 for some positive ').

If we consider just the a"ne line A1
k = C/ ! C, we do not have any point

corresponding to the valuation | · |! given by |f(T )/g(T )|! = +deg f+deg g,
that corresponds to the infinite point on the projective line. Note that it is
the only valuation | · | of K trivial on k, for which |T |! > 1. For all other
valuations we have |f |p * 1 for any polynomial f % k[T ].

Another way to see that C/ is not complete (= proper over k) is this. On
a complete curve C the degree of the divisor div(f) of a non-zero rational
function f % k(C) = K is zero. In other words, we have

%

P&C,P 0=(

vp(f) · [k(P ) : k] = 0 (1.1.5.1)

After elevating some + > 1 into this power we obtain the “product formula”:
+

P&C,P 0=(

|f |P = 1 (1.1.5.2)

Of course, once we omit the point ", both these formulas cease to be
true.

1.1.6. The first obvious candidate for a smooth model of Q is Spec Z. Indeed,
this is a one-dimensional regular scheme with the field of rational functions
equal to Q. However, C/ = Spec Z is the counterpart of the a"ne line
A1

k = Spec k[T ], not of the projective line P1
k. For example, both Spec Z

and A1
k = Spec k[T ] are a"ne, spectra of principal ideal domains. Closed

points of A1
k correspond to irreducible unitary polynomials 2 % k[T ], and

those of Spec Z – to prime numbers p % Z. In both cases these closed
points correspond to all valuations of the field of rational functions but one.
For A1

k the omitted valuation is the valuation | · |! given by the degrees of
polynomials. For Spec Z it is the only archimedian valuation |·|! defined by
the usual absolute value of rational (or real) numbers.
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If we normalize the p-adic norms on Q by requiring |p|p = p+1, we have a
product formula for any f % Q#, provided we take into account the remaining
archimedian norm |·|!:

|f |! ·
+

(p)&Spec Z,(p)0=(0)

|f |p = 1 (1.1.6.1)

All this means that C/ = Spec Z is a counterpart of A1
k, not of P1

k, and
to construct the “compactification” C of Spec Z one has to take into account
the archimedian valuation |·|!, which should be thought of as corresponding
to some “point at infinity” ", which is the complement of C/ in C.

1.1.7. Up to now this picture has been just a fancy way of describing the
essential ideas of Arakelov geometry. In one of subsequent sections we will

indeed construct the compactification !Spec Z of Spec Z as a “generalized
scheme”. It happens to be a topological space with a local sheaf of “general-
ized rings”. We shall assign precise mathematical meaning to these

notions in the remaining part of this work.

1.2. Let’s describe now how one could describe a smooth projective curve
C (say, C = P1

k) in terms of the complement C/ of a point " in C and the
valuation |·|! on K = k(C) corresponding to the omitted point.

1.2.1. Let’s treat the functional field case first. Then |·|! is non-archimedian,
so we can reconstruct the local ring OC,! = {f % K : |f |! * 1} as well as
its maximal ideal mC,! = {f % K : |f |! < 1}. Then one observes that
C/ $ C and C! := SpecOC,! $ C form a covering for the flat topology
(fpqc). Indeed, they are flat and cover the whole of C.

So we can apply faithfully flat descent here: We assign to an object X

(say, a quasi-projective scheme, or a vector bundle, or a quasi-coherent sheaf
on such a scheme) over C a triple (X /, X!, "), where X / and X! are
objects of the same sort over C/ and C!, respectively (the pullbacks of X ),
and " : X /

(K)
,$ (X!)(K) is an isomorphism of the pullbacks of these objects

onto C/ -C C! = Spec K (this is the canonical isomorphism for a triple
constructed from some X over C).

Then faithfully flat descent assures us that for some kinds of objects
(e.g. quasi-projective schemes or quasi-coherent sheaves on such schemes)
the functor thus constructed from the category of objects of this kind on C
into the category of triples described above is an equivalence of categories.

1.2.2. So, for example, to describe a quasi-projective scheme X over C
we can use a quasi-projective scheme X / over C/ together with a “OC,!-
structure” on its generic fiber X := X /

( = X /
(K), i.e. a quasi-projective
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scheme X! over OC,! equipped by an isomorphism of K-schemes " : X
,$

(X!)(K).
Similarly, a vector bundle E on C is essentially the same thing as a vector

bundle E / on C/ equipped by a OC,!-structure on its generic fiber E(, which
is a finite-dimensional K-vector space.

1.2.3. Note that we have used here the fact that C/-C C/ (= C/ and C!-C

C! (= C!: otherwise we would also need some descent data on these fibered
products as well.

1.2.4. Geometrically, C/ is C without one closed point ", C! = Spec OC,!
consists of two points {", 0}, and their fibered product over C is Spec K =
{0}. So we just glue C/ and C! by their generic points to reconstruct C:

Spec K = {0} ""

!!

C! = {0,"}

!!
C/ = C + {"} "" C

(1.2.4.1)

1.3. Sometimes it is more convenient to work with the completions Ĉ! =
Spec ÔC,! and C/ -C Ĉ! = Spec K̂, where K̂ = ÔC,! &OC," K is the com-
pletion of K with respect to |·|!. In this case two morphisms C/ $ C and
Ĉ! $ C form a faithfully flat family, so we might have used faithfully flat
descent here. However, Ĉ -C Ĉ = Spec ÔC,! &OC," ÔC,! is not isomorphic

to Ĉ, so in this case our descent data would include an isomorphism of the
two pullbacks to this scheme of the object X̂! defined over Ĉ!.

1.3.1. Since this scheme usually is not noetherian and not too much can be
said about its structure, people usually proceed in the näıve way. They map
an object X over C into a triple (X /, X̂!, "), where X / is an object of the
same sort over C/, X̂! is over Ĉ!, and " is an isomorphism of the pullbacks
of these two objects on C/-C Ĉ! = Spec K̂. In other words, some of descent
data is omitted.

1.3.2. So the functor that maps an object X over C into a triple as above is
not necessarily an equivalence of categories now. However, it is still faithful,
and it often turns out to be fully faithful or even an equivalence of categories,
when restricted to objects X with some additional finiteness or flatness
conditions over the infinite point ".

1.3.3. Let’s show how this works for vector bundles E over C. We map such a
vector bundle into a vector bundle E / over C/ together a ÔC,!-structure Ê!

on the finite dimensional K̂-vector space Ê := E /
(K̂)

= E&KK̂, where E := E /
(

is the generic fiber of E /. Now observe that the corresponding OC,!-structure
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E! on E is completely determined by this data since E! = Ê! #E ! Ê, so
we get some descent datum for C/, C! $ C, that uniquely determines the
original vector bundle E .

Note that any choice of a ÔC,!-structure Ê! on Ê corresponds to a
unique OC,!-structure on E since the intersection Ê! # E necessarily has a
rank equal to dimK E. The real reason behind this is that, apart from general
faithfully flat descent theory, in this case we also have OC,! = ÔC,!#K ! K̂.
In other words, the following square is cartesian, hence bicartesian in the
category of rings:

OC,! ""

!!

K

!!

ÔC,!
"" ÔC,! &OC," K = K̂

(1.3.3.1)

This means that our functor is still an equivalence of categories, at least
for the categories of vector bundles. In other words, any choice of a ÔC,!-
structure on the completed generic fiber of E is algebraic.

1.4. Let’s try to transport these arguments to the case K = Q, C/ = Spec Z.
So, a flat quasi-projective scheme X over the compactification C = !Spec Z
should correspond to a flat quasi-projective scheme X / over C/ = Spec Z
together with a “Z!-structure” on its completed generic fiber XR := X(&QR,
which is an algebraic scheme over the completed field of rational functions
K̂ = Q! = R. In other words, to construct a model over !Spec Z of some
(flat) variety X/Q we need to construct its model X / over Spec Z, and to
construct a Z!-model X̂! of XR := X(R).

Since there is not much mystery about models over SpecZ (they are just
some schemes in the usual sense), we will be mostly concerned with describing
models over Z!.

1.4.1. Here we denote by Z! ! Q! = R the conjectural counterpart of the
completed localization ÔC,!, and by Z(!) = Z! #Q ! Q the counterpart of

the (non-completed) localization OC,!. Maybe Ẑ! and Z! would be a better
choice of notation; our choice is motivated by the p-adic analogy: Zp ! Qp

is the completed localization of Z at a prime p, while the usual localization
Zp # Q is denoted by Z(p).

Of course, for now Z! and Z(!) are just some formal symbols that we

use in our considerations. On the contrary, our analogue of K̂ is Z!&Z Q =
Q! = R, so it has a well-known mathematical meaning. So we will try to
describe di!erent objects over Z! as corresponding objects over its “fraction
field” R together with some additional structure.
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1.4.2. Actually it would be better to study the non-completed localization
Z(!) instead, since it should give a theory capable of handling objects with
“torsion over "”, and without any additional “algebraicity” restrictions (i.e.
any descent datum would be e"cient).

We will return to this question later.

1.4.3. We introduce some more fancy notation: we denote by Z̄! the “alge-
braic closure of Z! in C”. Then, by Galois descent a Z!-structure on, say,
some algebraic variety XR over R should be essentially the same thing as a
Z̄!-structure on its complexification XC, invariant under complex conjuga-
tion.

1.5. (Vector bundles over !Spec Z.) Let’s discuss first how a vector bundle E

over !Spec Z looks like. Firstly, we need some vector bundle E / over Spec Z.
Vector bundles over Z correspond simply to free Z-modules of finite rank;
so E / corresponds to some EZ, that can be identified with a lattice in E :=
EZ&Q (= E(. Secondly, we need to define a “Z!-structure” or a “Z!-lattice”
in the real vector space ER = E(R). So we have to discuss what this might
mean.

1.5.1. This question is usually answered as follows. A Z!-lattice (resp.
Z̄!-lattice) in some finite-dimensional real (resp. complex) vector space E is
just a positive-definite quadratic (resp. hermitian) form on this space. Our
approach will be slightly di!erent, but let’s adopt this point of view for now.

1.5.2. Here are some reasons for such a definition. Given a finite-dimensional
Qp-vector space, any Zp-lattice ' ! E defines a maximal compact (for the
p-adic topology) subgroup G$ := GLZp(') = {g % GL(E) : g(') = '}
in the locally compact group GL(E) = GLQp(E). Conversely, all maximal
compact subgroups in GL(E) are of this form, and G$ = G$! i! ' and '$ are
similar, i.e. '$ = c' for some c % Q#

p. This means that Zp-lattices considered
up to similitude are in one-to-one correspondence with maximal compact
subgroups of GL(E).

Now, if E is a real vector space, GL(E) is again a locally compact group,
and its maximal compact subgroups are the orthogonal groups GQ := O(Q),
where Q is any positive-definite quadratic form on E. Again, GQ = GQ! i!
Q$ = cQ for some c > 0, so it seems quite natural to assume that Z!-lattices
in E correspond to positive-definite quadratic forms.

Similarly, if E is a (finite-dimensional) complex vector space, the maximal
compact subgroups of GL(E) = GLC(E) are the unitary groups of positive-
definite hermitian forms, so Z̄!-lattices in E should correspond to positive-
definite hermitian forms.
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1.5.3. Hence a vector bundle E over !Spec Z corresponds to a free Z-module
EZ of finite rank, together with a positive definite quadratic form on the
real vector space ER := EZ & R. Vector bundles over Ĉ!, i.e. free Z!-
modules of finite rank, correspond to quadratic real vector spaces. Note that
these categories are not additive (they don’t have neither direct products nor
coproducts), for any reasonable choice of morphisms.

1.6. (Usual description of Arakelov varieties.) Now let’s try to describe more
complicated objects. Suppose we start with a complete (i.e. proper over C)
algebraic variety X/C, and we are given some proper model X /Z̄!, whatever
this might mean. Now we would like to describe a vector bundle E on X .

1.6.1. First of all, the generic fiber E = E( = E(C) of E is just a vector bundle
on X, and we know what this means. Next, if we believe that Z̄! is something
like a valuation ring, then “by the valuative criterion of properness” any C-
point P % X(C) should lift to a unique section "P : Spec Z̄! $ X , so we
can consider the pullback EP := "#P (E ). This is a vector bundle on Spec Z̄!
with generic fiber EP &C (= EP , i.e. we get a Z̄!-lattice in each fiber EP . By
our convention this means that we have a hermitian form on each EP , and
it is quite natural to assume that these metrics depend continuously or even
smoothly on the point P .

In this way we see that a vector bundle E on our model X gives rise to
an (algebraic) vector bundle E on X equipped by a smooth hermitian metric,
when considered as a holomorphic vector bundle over the complex analytic
variety X(C).

1.6.2. If we start with a complete algebraic variety X/R and a vector bundle
E on its proper model X /Z!, we can extend these data to an algebraic
variety X(C) over C together with a vector bundle E(Z̄") on its proper model
X(Z̄"). Then, after reasoning as above, we end up with an (algebraic) vector
bundle E on X and a hermitian metric hE on the corresponding holomorphic
vector bundle on complex analytic variety X(C), compatible with complex
conjugation on X(C).

1.6.3. If we are lucky, it may turn out that this collection of data completely
determines the original vector bundle E . Of course, we cannot expect any
such pair (E, hE) to be “algebraic”, i.e. to correspond to a vector bundle E

on X . The metrics expected to be algebraic are usually called admissible.

1.6.4. Suppose that X/R is complete and smooth, and that it has a proper
and smooth model X /Z!. Then the sheaf of relative Kähler di!erentials
)1

X /Z"
is locally free, i.e. it is a vector bundle. Hence the above arguments

can be applied to E = )1
X /Z"

. The generic fiber E of E in this case is )1
X/R,

i.e. it is the cotangent bundle T #X of X.
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In this way a smooth proper model X of a complete smooth algebraic
variety X/R gives us a hermitian metric on T #X(C), invariant under complex
conjugation, i.e. a cometric on X(C). Since this cometric is supposed to be
non-degenerate, it corresponds by duality to a hermitian metric on X(C) (i.e.
on TX(C)), compatible with complex conjugation.

1.6.5. Note that in this reasoning it is important that not only X is supposed
to be smooth, but X as well. One might expect an X with some singularities
in the special fiber to give a singular (co)metric on X(C).

1.6.6. Again, we can hope that this data (X plus a hermitian metric hX on
X(C), compatible with complex conjugation) completely determines X . At
least, this is what people usually assume while doing Arakelov geometry.

So an arithmetic (or Arakelov) variety over SpecZ is usually defined to be
a flat proper scheme X /Z with smooth generic fiber X = X(/Q, equipped
by a conjugation-invariant hermitian metric hX on X(C). Some additional
“admissibility” requirements are usually imposed on hX , the most common
of them being the requirement to be a Kähler metric.

1.6.7. Of course, such an approach cannot work for arithmetic varieties not
supposed to be generically smooth and proper. We are going to provide a
more direct approach and define an arithmetic variety X as some “general-
ized scheme”. In particular, it will be a topological space, so the “fiber over
infinity” will receive a very concrete meaning, and the informal considerations
of this chapter will get a rigorous interpretation.
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2 Z"-Lattices and flat Z"-modules

In this chapter we are going to study in more detail Z!-lattices and Z!-
structures on real vector spaces. At first we restrict ourselves to Z!-lattices
in finite-dimensional vector spaces. We resume the considerations of 1.5.1

and 1.5.2, and try to extend them so as to obtain a notion of a Z!-structure
on a finite R-algebra A. This leads to a considerable change of point of view
with respect to one recalled in 1.5.1.

2.1. (Lattices stable under multiplication.) Recall that our currently adopted
approach consists in describing sublattices A of a finite-dimensional (real or
p-adic) vector space E in terms of maximal compact subgroups GA = {g :
g(A) = A} of GL(E); cf. 1.5.2.

Suppose we are given an algebra structure on E; we want to describe
Zp-structures on E, i.e. those sublattices A of E which are stable under
multiplication of E. Of course, we would like to obtain a description in
terms of corresponding subgroups GA.

2.1.1. Let’s try the p-adic case first. So E is a finite Qp-algebra, and we are
looking for finite flat Zp-algebras A, such that A(Qp)

(= E; in other words, A
must be a sublattice of E stable under multiplication: A · A = A.

2.1.2. From the abstract point of view, a Zp-algebra A is a Zp-module A
equipped by two morphisms 1A : Zp $ A (the unit) and µA : A&A $ A (the
multiplication), subject to some conditions. If A(Qp)

(= E as a Qp-algebra,
then we must have (1A)(Qp) = 1E and similarly for the multiplication. Hence,
if we start from several automorphisms !1, . . . , !n % GL(E) that preserve A,
and construct from them some new element ! of GL(E) using only tensor
products and maps µE and 1E , the resulting element must also preserve A,
since the same construction can be done first in the category of Zp-modules,
yielding some !$ : A $ A, and then ! = !$(Qp) will preserve A.

2.1.3. Proceeding in this way, for any two !1, !2 : E $ E we define two new
maps !1%!2 and !1&!2 from E to E:

!1%!2 : E
1E**E "" E & E

'1*'2 "" E & E
µE "" E (2.1.3.1)

!1&!2 : E
*E*1E "" E & E

'1*'2 "" E & E
µE "" E (2.1.3.2)

In other words, (!1%!2)(x) = !1(x) · !2(1) and (!1&!2)(x) = !1(1) · !2(x).

2.1.4. Clearly, these are examples of constructions considered in 2.1.2, i.e.
if both !1 and !2 preserve some Zp-subalgebra A ! E, the same is true for
!1%!2 and !1&!2.
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So we are tempted to describe sublattices A ! E that are Zp-subalgebras
by requiring !1%!2, !1&!2 % GA for all !1, !2 % GA.

However, these two new elements need not be invertible, i.e. in some cases
they are not in G = GL(E). Even when they lie in G, all we can say about
them is that (!1%!2)(A) ! A and similarly for !1&!2, condition insu"cient
to conclude !1%!2 % GA.

Observe that we can avoid both these problems by considering from the
very beginning the compact submonoids MA := {g % End(E) : g(A) ! A} (=
EndZp(A) of End(E).

Then conditions !1, !2 % MA imply !1%!2, !1&!2 % MA whenever the
sublattice A ! E is a Zp-algebra.

2.2. Before proceeding further we would like to check whether these MA

still determine sublattices A ! E up to similitude, and whether they can be
described as maximal compact submonoids of End(E). The answer to both
these questions is positive, so the situation is completely similar to one we
had before when we considered maximal compact subgroups of GL(E):

Theorem. Let E be a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space. For any Zp-
sublattice A ! E denote by MA the submonoid of End(E) consisting of
endomorphisms of E that preserve A, i.e. MA = {g % End(E) : g(A) ! A}.
Then:

a) The MA are maximal compact submonoids in End(E) (with respect to
the p-adic topology);

b) All maximal compact submonoids of End(E) are of this form;

c) MA = MA! i! A and A$ are similar, i.e. i! A$ = c · A for some c % Q#
p.

2.2.1. Let us check first that any compact submonoid M ! End(E) stabilizes
some lattice A in E, i.e. that M ! MA. For this take any sublattice A0 ! E
and consider the Zp-submodule A of E generated by S := M · A0 = {g(x) :
g % M, x % A0}. Note that both M and A0 are compact, hence S is compact,
hence S and A are contained in a compact sublattice p+nA0 for some n > 0,
hence the closure Ā is a compact Zp-submodule of E. On the other hand,
it contains A0, hence it is open, and all open compact Zp-submodules in E
are lattices. So we have constructed a sublattice Ā in E, stable under all
elements g % M , since gS = gM ·A0 ! M ·A0 = S. In other words, we have
M ! MĀ.

2.2.2. Clearly, if A and A$ are similar, then MA = MA!. Let us prove that
MA ! MA! implies that A and A$ are similar, hence MA = MA! ; this will
complete the proof of the theorem.
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So suppose that MA ! MA! . Case E = 0 is trivial, so assume E 2= 0.
After rescaling A$, we can assume that A$ is contained in A, but not in pA.
Choose any element u % A$ + pA ! A + pA. According to Lemma 2.2.3

below, for any element v % A we can find g % MA, for which g(u) = v. Then,
since u % A$ and g % MA ! MA! , we have v = g(u) % A$. So we have proved
A ! A$, hence A = A$.

Lemma 2.2.3 If A is a sublattice in E, then for any u % A + pA, v % A
there is an element g % MA

(= EndZp(A), such that g(u) = v. In other words,
for any u % A + pA we have A = MA · u = {g(u) : g % MA}.

Proof. Indeed, A is a free Zp-module of finite rank, so u % A + pA implies
that we can complete u to some base e1 = u, e2, . . . , en of A. Then we
can define an element g % EndZp(A) with required properties by putting
g(e1) := v, g(ek) := 0 for k > 1.

2.2.4. Now we would like to check whether the conditions !1%!2, !1&!2 % MA

for all !1, !2 % MA, necessary for a sublattice A in a finite-dimensional Qp-
algebra E to be a Zp-subalgebra, are in fact su"cient.

The answer is again positive, modulo some rescaling:

Theorem. Let A be a Zp-sublattice in a finite-dimensional Qp-algebra E.
Suppose that 1 % A+ pA (any lattice is similar to exactly one lattice of this
sort). The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) A is a Zp-subalgebra in E;

(ii) For any !1 and !2 in MA the elements !1%!2 and !1&!2 defined in 2.1.3

also belong to MA;

(iii) For any ! % MA we have 1E%! % MA, where 1E denotes the identity of
End(E).

Proof. (i):(ii) has been explained in 2.1.4, and (ii):(iii) is evident since
1E % MA. Let’s prove (iii):(i). Let u and v be two elements of A; we
want to prove that uv % A. According to Lemma 2.2.3, we can find an
element ! % MA, such that !(1) = v. By assumption 1E%! % MA, hence
uv = 1E(u) · !(1) = (1E%!)(u) belongs to A, q.e.d.

2.3. (Maximal compact submonoids of End(E).) Now it is natural to dis-
cuss the archimedian case. Let E be a finite-dimensional real vector space.
Any positive-definite quadratic form Q on E defines a maximal compact
submonoid MQ := {g % End(E) : 4x, Q(g(x)) * Q(x)}. Is it true that all
maximal compact submonoids of End(E) are of this form?
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Contrary to what we might have expected after looking to the p-adic case,
the answer is negative. There are many other maximal compact submonoids
of End(E). Now we are going to describe them.

2.3.1. Recall that a subset A of a (not necessarily finite-dimensional) real
vector space E is said to be convex , if #x1 + (1 + #)x2 % A whenever x1,
x2 % A and 0 * # * 1. This condition is equivalent to A being closed under
baricentric combinations of its points, i.e. #1x1 + · · · + #nxn % A whenever
x1, . . . , xn % A, all #k 0 0 and

'
k #k = 1.

For any subset S ! E there is a smallest convex subset conv(S) ! E,
containing S. This subset is called the convex hull of S; note that it can be
described as the set of all baricentric combinations of elements of S.

We say that A is (central) symmetric, if A = +A, i.e. if it is stable under
multiplication by +1.

Finally, we say that A is a convex body, if it is convex, and if its a"ne
span (i.e. the smallest a"ne subspace of E containing A) is equal to E. For
finite-dimensional E this is equivalent to the non-emptiness of the interior
of A.

A symmetric convex set A is a convex body i! its linear span R · A =(
%'0 #A is equal to the whole of E. Subsets A ! E with the latter property

are also called absorbent. In the finite-dimensional case this is equivalent to
0 being an interior point of A, i.e. to A being a neighborhood of the origin.

In the infinite-dimensional case a similar description of convex bodies can
be obtained, provided we equip E with its “algebraic” topology, i.e. with its
finest locally convex topology (cf. [EVT], ch. II, §4, n. 2).

2.3.2. Note that compact symmetric convex bodies A in a finite-dimensional
real space E are in one-to-one correspondence with norms on E, i.e. maps
)·) : E $ R'0 satisfying following conditions:

1. )#x) = |#| · )x) for any # % R, x % E;

2. )x + y) * )x) + )y) for any x, y % E;

3. )x) = 0 i! x = 0.

Indeed, any such norm defines a compact symmetric convex body, namely
A1·1 := {x % E : )x) * 1}. Conversely, any such body A defines a norm )·)A,
namely )x)A := inf{# > 0 : #+1x % A}.

Recall that this is a one-to-one correspondence, and that all these norms
define the same topology on E, hence all of them are continuous.

Now we are in position to state an analogue of Theorem 2.2:
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Theorem 2.3.3 Let E be a finite-dimensional real vector space. For any
symmetric compact convex body A ! E we denote by MA the compact
submonoid of End(E) defined by MA := {g % End(E) : g(A) ! A}. Then:

a) The MA are maximal compact submonoids of End(E) (with respect to
the real topology);

b) All maximal compact submonoids of End(E) are of this form;

c) MA = MA! i! A and A$ are similar, i.e. i! A$ = c · A for some c % R#.

2.3.4. Let us check that any compact submonoid M ! End(E) stabilizes
some symmetric compact convex body A, i.e. that M ! MA. For this take
any such body A0 ! E (e.g. the closed unit ball with respect to some metric
on E) and consider the convex hull A of the set S := M · A0 = {g(x) : g %
M, x % A0}. Note that S is compact since both M and A0 are compact,
hence S is bounded, hence the same is true for its convex hull A. Now
Ā is a compact convex subset; it is symmetric since S = +S, and it is a
neighborhood of the origin since Ā 3 A0. So we have constructed a symmetric
compact convex body Ā, clearly stable under M since gS = gMA0 ! MA0 =
S for any g % M .

2.3.5. Clearly, if A and A$ are similar, then MA = MA! . Let us prove that
MA ! MA! implies that A and A$ are similar, hence MA = MA! ; this will
complete the proof of the theorem.

So suppose that MA ! MA! . Case E = 0 is trivial, so we assume E 2= 0.
Put # := supx&A! )x)A. Since A$ is compact and ) · )A continuous, this
supremum is actually achieved at some point u % A$, hence # = )u)A is
finite and > 0. After rescaling A$, we can assume # = 1, i.e. A$ ! A, and
)u)A = # = 1. Now, according to Lemma 2.3.6 below, for any element
v % A we can find some g % MA, for which g(u) = v. Then, since u % A$ and
g % MA ! MA! , we have v = g(u) % A$. So we obtain A ! A$, hence A = A$.

Lemma 2.3.6 If A is a symmetric convex body in E, then for any two u,
v % A, such that )u)A = 1, there is an endomorphism g % MA ! End(E),
such that g(u) = v.

Proof. Indeed, our condition for u means that u belongs to the boundary
%A of A, i.e. that it doesn’t belong to the interior A0 of A. Hence by Hahn–
Banach theorem (cf. [EVT], ch. II, §3, cor. 2 of th. 1) there is a linear form
$ : E $ R, such that $(x) * )x)A for all x % E and $(u) = )u)A = 1,
hence +1 * $(A) * 1 = $(u). We can define our endomorphism g by
g(x) := $(x) · v. The image of A under g is [+1, 1] · v ! A, hence g % MA,
and by construction g(u) = v.
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2.4. (Category of Z!-lattices.) Thus we are led to define a Z!-lattice in a
finite-dimensional real vector space E as a symmetric compact convex body
A in E:

Definition 2.4.1 We define the category of Z!-lattices Z!-Lat as follows.
Its objects are pairs A = (AZ" , AR), consisting of a finite-dimensional real
vector space AR and a compact symmetric convex body AZ" ! AR; when no
confusion can arise, we denote AZ" by the same letter A as the whole pair.

The morphisms from A = (AZ" , AR) to B = (BZ" , BR) are pairs f =
(fZ", fR), where fR : AR $ BR is an R-linear map, and fZ" : AZ" $ BZ"

is required to coincide with the restriction of fR to AZ". When no confusion
can arise, we denote fZ" simply by f .

Composition of morphisms is defined in the natural way.

Note that a morphism f = (fZ" , fR) is determined by any of its compo-
nents, since fZ" is the restriction of fR to AZ"; on the other hand, AZ" is
absorbent, i.e. any element of AR is of form #x for some # > 0, x % AZ",
hence fR(#x) = #fZ"(x).

We could also describe HomZ"-Lat(A, B) as the set of R-linear maps f :
AR $ BR, such that f(A) ! B. Another possible description is this: Z!-Lat
is the category of finite-dimensional normed real spaces, and the morphisms
f : A $ B are the R-linear maps AR $ BR of norm * 1, i.e. we require
)f(x))B * )x)A for all x % AR.

This choice of morphisms is motivated by the p-adic case, in which we
had MA

(= EndZp(A) for any Zp-lattice A in a Qp-vector space. In our case
we also have EndZ"-Lat(A) (= MA, where MA is the corresponding maximal
compact submonoid in End(AR) (cf. 2.3.3).

2.4.2. We are going to embed Z!-Lat into the category of “flat Z!-modules”
Z!-Fl.Mod as a full subcategory, and later we will embed this latter into the
category of (all) Z!-modules Z!-Mod, again as a full subcategory. That’s
why we will say that morphisms f : A $ B of Z!-Lat are Z!-linear
maps or Z!-homomorphisms, and will denote HomZ"-Lat(A, B) simply by
HomZ"(A, B).

2.4.3. Note that Z!-Lat is already a nicer category than the category of
quadratic vector spaces. At least, it has finite inductive and projective limits,
and in particular finite direct sums (i.e. coproducts) and products. For exam-
ple, the product A-B is equal to (AZ" -BZ" , AR-BR), and the direct sum
A.B is given by (conv(AZ"'BZ"), AR.BR). Note that both R-vector spaces
(A-B)R and (A.B)R can be identified with AR.BR, while the correspond-
ing convex subsets are di!erent: all we can say is (A.B)Z" ! (A-B)Z" , i.e.
we have a canonical monomorphism A.B $ A-B. The fact that this is a
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monomorphism will be explained later as a manifestation of hypoadditivity of
Z!. Note that in an additive category it would have been an isomorphism,
hence Z!-Lat is not additive.

In the language of normed vector spaces the direct sum corresponds to
norm )x + y)A2B = )x)A + )y)B, and the direct product to norm )x +
y)A"B = sup()x)A, )y)B) on the same vector space AR .BR, where we take
x % AR, y % BR.

2.5. Before proceeding further let us study the Z!-lattices A which are stable
under multiplication in a given finite-dimensional real algebra E. This should
give us an understanding of finite flat Z!-algebras. Here is an analogue of
Theorem 2.2.4:

Theorem. Let A be a Z!-sublattice in a finite-dimensional R-algebra E,
i.e. A ! E is a symmetric compact convex body. Suppose that 1 % %A, i.e.
)1)A = 1 (any Z!-lattice in E is similar to exactly one Z!-lattice of this
sort). The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) A is closed under multiplication of E, i.e. µE(A-A) ! A, or, in other
words, A is a multiplicative submonoid of E;

(ii) For any !1 and !2 in MA the elements !1%!2 and !1&!2 defined in 2.1.3

also belong to MA;

(iii) For any ! % MA we have 1E%! % MA, where 1E denotes the identity of
End(E).

(iv) E is a Banach algebra with respect to )·)A, i.e. )1)A = 1 and )xy)A *
)x)A · )y)A for all x, y % E.

Proof. (i):(ii): Clear from definitions (cf. 2.1.3); note that we use 1 % A
here. (ii):(iii): Evident since 1E % MA. (iii):(i): Same as in the proof
of 2.2.4, with Lemma 2.2.3 replaced by 2.3.6. (iv):(i): Follows from
A = {x : )x)A * 1}. (i):(iv): If one of x and y is zero, the statement is
trivial; assume x 2= 0, y 2= 0. Put x$ := x/)x)A, y$ := y/)y)A. Then )x$)A =
)y$)A = 1, hence x$, y$ % A, so by (i) we get x$y$ % A, i.e. )x$y$)A * 1, hence
)xy)A = )x)A · )y)A · )x$y$)A * )x)A · )y)A.

In other words, the Z!-lattices A of E, which are at the same time “fi-
nite Z!-subalgebras”, are exactly the symmetric compact convex absorbent
(multiplicative) submonoids of E.

2.5.1. In particular, R contains exactly one such “Z!-subalgebra”, namely,
Z! := ([+1, 1], R). This is our first definition of Z! itself; later it will be
improved.
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2.5.2. Note that multiplicative submonoids appeared again in the statement
of 2.5. This suggests some connection to maximal compact submonoids MA

considered in 2.3.3. Indeed, for any Z!-lattice A in E, the corresponding
maximal compact submonoid MA is easily seen to be symmetric and convex,
hence it satisfies the conditions of 2.5 for End(E), i.e. MA

(= EndZ"(A) is a
“finite Z!-subalgebra” of End(E), as one might have expected.

2.5.3. If the finite-dimensional R-algebra E is commutative and semisimple,
all the “finite Z!-subalgebras” in E are contained in a maximal one Amax;
it is natural to call this Amax the integral closure of Z! in E. To construct
this “integral closure” consider all embeddings "i : E $ C; then Amax =
{x % E : 4i, |"i(x)| * 1}. Indeed, Amax is a closed symmetric convex body,
stable under multiplication; it is compact since

*
i Ker "i = 0, so it is a “finite

Z!-subalgebra” of E. If A is another one, then by compactness of A, there
is some C > 0, such that |"i(x)| * C for all x % A and i. Since A is closed
under multiplication, we get |"i(xn)| = |"i(x)|n * C for any n 0 1, hence
|"i(x)| * 1 for each i, i.e. A ! Amax.

2.5.4. In particular, we can apply this to E = C. The integral closure of Z!
in C will be denoted by Z̄! (cf. 1.4.3). So we have Z̄! = ({z % C : |z| *
1}, C), with the multiplication induced by that of C.

2.5.5. Any commutative semisimple R-algebra E is isomorphic to Rr - Cs

for some r, s 0 0. The considerations of 2.5.3 show that the integral closure
of Z! in E coincides with Zr

! - Z̄s
!, as one might have expected.

2.5.6. Resuming the considerations of 1.5.3 in our new context, we see that
a vector bundle E on !Spec Z corresponds to a free Z-module EZ of finite
rank, together with a Z!-lattice, i.e. a symmetric compact convex body A,
in ER := EZ & R. In other words, we are given both a Z-lattice EZ and a
symmetric convex body A in the same real vector space ER. The “global
sections” of E correspond to the intersection EZ #A; this is a finite set (“an
F1-module”), and there are a lot of interesting theorems o!ering bounds for
the number of lattice points inside a convex set, starting with Minkowski
theorem. So one might think of these theorems as some “Riemann–Roch
theorems” for !Spec Z.

2.5.7. In particular, we have the trivial line bundle O !Spec Z, defined by Z and
Z! in R. If K/Q is a number field, we can consider the normalization of
!Spec Z in K; as a vector bundle over !Spec Z, it will be given by the integral
closure OK of Z in K, and by the integral closure OK,! of Z! in K&Q R. We
have a description of OK,! in 2.5.3; when we compute the “global sections”

of our vector bundle over !Spec Z, we get OK # OK,! = {x % OK : |"(x)| * 1
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for any " : K $ C}. By classical algebraic number theory this set is known
to be the union of zero and the subgroup of roots of unity in OK , which is a
finite cyclic group.

2.5.8. What about a complex analogue of 2.3.3? In other words, what are
the maximal compact submonoids of EndC(E), when E is a finite-dimensional
C-vector space? One can check that an analogue of 2.3.3 still holds, provided
we consider balanced compact convex bodies A ! E, i.e. we require #A ! A
for any # % C with |#| * 1. In other words, Z̄! · A ! A, i.e. A is a “Z̄!-
module”.

Note that balanced compact convex bodies A ! E are in one-to-one
correspondence with the complex norms )·) on E, i.e. norms on E, such that
)#x) = |#| · )x) for any # % C, x % E.

Then we define MA := {g % EndC(E) : g(A) ! A} as before, and these
are precisely the maximal compact submonoids of EndC(E). The proof is
essentially that of 2.3.3, but we have to apply complex Hahn–Banach in the
lemma (cf. [EVT], ch. II, §8, n. 3, cor. 1 of th. 1).

We do not develop this point of view further since these “Z̄!-lattices”
will be later described as Z!-lattices equipped with a Z̄!-module structure,
hence their theory will be a particular case of the theory of modules over a
Z!-algebra.

2.5.9. We have already observed (cf. 2.5.3), that any commutative semisim-
ple R-algebra E contains a unique maximal compact submonoid (note that
it automatically will be symmetric and convex, otherwise we would replace it
by the closure of its symmetric convex hull). What about non-commutative
semisimple R-algebras? Clearly, it is enough to consider the case of a simple
R-algebra E, and there are three kinds of these. If E = M(n, R) = EndR(Rn),
its maximal compact submonoids correspond to Z!-lattices in Rn (cf. 2.3.3),
and the maximal compact submonoids of E = M(n, C) = EndC(Cn) corre-
spond to Z̄!-lattices in Cn (cf. 2.5.8).

So only the quaternionic case E = M(n, H) remains. Note that there is
the largest compact submonoid (hence a Z!-subalgebra) ZH

! := {q % H :
|q| * 1} in H, where |q| :=

;
qq̄ is the quaternionic absolute value. Then

it seems quite plausible that maximal compact submonoids of M(n, H) (=
EndH(Hn) are exactly the stabilizers MA of those Z!-lattices A ! Hn which
are ZH

!-submodules, i.e. ZH
! · A ! A. In the language of norms they corre-

spond to quaternionic norms )·) on Hn, i.e. we require )#x) = |#| · )x) for
any # % H, x % Hn. Actually the proof of 2.3.3 still works, provided we
have a quaternionic Hahn–Banach theorem.

2.6. When A is a Zp-lattice in a finite-dimensional Qp-algebra E, stable
under multiplication µE : E -E $ E of E, then A is a Zp-algebra, with the
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multiplication µA : A - A $ A induced by that of E. Note that µA, being
the restriction of µE, is automatically a Zp-bilinear map. Conversely, if we
are given a Zp-bilinear map µA : A - A $ A on some Zp-lattice A, subject
to some additional conditions, we obtain a Zp-algebra structure on A.

In other words, a finite flat Zp-algebra can be roughly described as a
Zp-lattice A equipped by a Zp-bilinear map µA. We would like to obtain
a similar description of finite flat Z!-algebras. For this we have to define
Z!-bilinear maps as follows:

Definition 2.6.1 Let M , N , P be three Z!-lattices (i.e. three objects of
Z!-Lat). A Z!-bilinear map M - N $ P is by definition a pair & =
(&Z" , &R), consisting of an R-bilinear map &R : MR -NR $ PR, and a map
of sets &Z" : MZ" - NZ" $ PZ", required to coincide with the restriction
of &R. When no confusion can arise, we denote &Z" by the same letter &.
We denote by BilinZ"(M, N ; P ) the set of all Z!-bilinear maps M-N $ P .

2.6.2. One can make for Z!-bilinear map remarks similar to those made
for Z!-linear maps (i.e. morphisms of Z!-Lat) after 2.4.1. In particular,
& = (&Z" , &R) is completely determined by either of its components. It can
be described as an R-linear map &R : MR -NR $ PR, such that &R(MZ" -
NZ") ! PZ". In the language of normed vector spaces this means that we
consider R-bilinear maps of norm * 1, i.e. )&R(x, y))P * )x)M · )y)N for all
x % MR, y % NR.

Note that, similar to what we have for modules over a commutative ring,
a Z!-bilinear form can be described as a map & : M - N $ P (i.e. MZ" -
NZ" $ PZ"), such that for any x % M the map s#(x) : y /$ &(x, y) is
Z!-linear (i.e. extends to a morphism N $ P in Z!-Lat), as well as the
map d#(y) : x /$ &(x, y) for any y % N .

Proposition 2.6.3 (Existence of tensor products.) For any two Z!-lattices
M and N the functor BilinZ"(M, N ;+) is representable by some Z!-lattice
M&Z"N , i.e. we have BilinZ"(M, N ; P ) (= HomZ"(M&Z"N, P ), functorially
in P . In other words, we have a universal Z!-bilinear map &0 : M - N $
M &Z" N , such that for any other Z!-bilinear map * : M - N $ P there
is a unique Z!-linear map * : M &Z" N $ P satisfying * = * 1 &0.

Proof. We define our tensor product M & N in Z!-Lat by (M & M)R :=
MR&R NR, (M &N)Z" := conv(S), where S := {x&y : x % MZ", y % NZ"}.
Clearly, (M &N)Z" is a symmetric convex body in (M &N)R; it is compact,
since it is the convex hull of a compact subset S of a finite-dimensional
real vector space (this is a simple corollary of the Carathéodory theorem,
which asserts that each point of conv(S) can be written as a baricentric
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combination of at most dim(M & N)R + 1 points of S). Now the required
universal property follows immediately from that of MR -NR $ (M &N)R,
and from the definition of (M & N)Z" .

2.6.4. Sets of Z!-polylinear maps PolylinZ"
(M1, M2, . . . , Mn; P ) and multi-

ple tensor products M1&M2&· · ·&Mn are defined essentially in the same way.
The universal property of multiple tensor products gives us immediately a
chain of isomorphisms M1& (M2 &M3) (= M1&M2 &M3

(= (M1&M2)&M3,
i.e. we have an associativity constraint for our tensor product. It clearly
satisfies the pentagon axiom, since all vertices of the pentagon diagram
are canonically isomorphic to a quadruple tensor product. Similarly, the
natural commutativity isomorphisms M1 & M2

(= M2 & M1 obviously sat-
isfy the hexagon axiom. Finally, Z! is a unit for this tensor product, i.e.
Z! & M (= M : this can be seen either from the explicit construction of
Z!&M given in 2.6.3, or from its universal property: one has then to check
BilinZ"(Z!, M ; N) (= HomZ"(M, N).

Therefore, Z!-Lat is an ACU (associative, commutative, with unity) &-
category with respect to the tensor product introduced above. We could
proceed and define Z!-algebras and modules over these algebras in terms
of this &-structure; however, it will be more convenient to do this after
extending Z!-Lat to a larger category. It will be su"cient for now to remark
that this definition of algebras in Z!-Lat is equivalent to one we had in 2.5.

2.6.5. Note that inner Homs exist in Z!-Lat. In other words, for any two
Z!-lattices N and P the functor HomZ"(+ & N, P ) (= BilinZ"(+, N ; P ) is
representable by some Z!-lattice HomZ"(N, P ). This “inner Hom” H :=
HomZ"(N, P ) can be constructed as follows. We put HR := HomR(NR, PR)
and HZ" := {$ : NR $ PR : $(NZ") ! PZ"}. The corresponding norm )·)H

on HR is defined by the usual rule for norms of linear maps between normed
vector spaces: )$)H = sup1x1N)1 )$(x))P . Since HZ" = {$ : )$)H * 1},
this also shows that HZ" is a compact symmetric convex body in HR, i.e.
H = (HZ", HR) is indeed an object of Z!-Lat. Now the verification of the
required property for Hom(N, P ) is straightforward.

2.6.6. This gives us a lot of canonical morphisms and isomorphisms, valid
in any ACU &-category with inner Homs. For example,

Hom(M,Hom(N, P )) (= Hom(M & N, P ) (= Hom(N,Hom(M, P ))
(2.6.6.1)

$(Hom(M, N)) (= HomZ"(M, N), Hom(Z!, M) (= M (2.6.6.2)

Here we denote by $ = $Z" the “functor of global sections” in Z!-Lat, given
by $(+) := Hom(Z!,+). Note that in our situation $(M) = MZ" for any
M = (MZ" , MR) in Z!-Lat.
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2.6.7. We can define “inner Bilins” as well: Bilin(M, N ; P ) := Hom(M &
N, P ). Clearly, $(Bilin(M, N ; P )) = Bilin(M, N ; P ). In the language of
normed vector spaces B := Bilin(M, N ; P ) corresponds to the space BR of
R-bilinear maps & : MR - NR $ PR, equipped by the usual norm: )&)B =
sup1x1M)1, 1y1N)1 )&(x, y))P .

2.6.8. Once we have the unit object and inner Homs, we can define dual
objects by M# := HomZ"(M, Z!). In our situation we get the dual convex
body M#

Z"
to MZ" inside the dual space (M#)R = (MR)#. This corresponds

to the usual norm )$)M$ = sup1x1M)1 |$(x)| on the space of linear functionals
M#

R.
We also have canonical Z!-homomorphisms M $ M##, which in our

situation turn out to be isomorphisms, i.e. all Z!-lattices are reflexive. In
fact, this is an immediate consequence of the Hahn–Banach theorem, which
says that the dual to the dual norm is the original one.

2.6.9. Is the &-category Z!-Lat rigid? It already has inner Homs, and all its
objects are reflexive. However, the remaining property fails: the map M# &
N $ Hom(M, N) is a monomorphism, but usually not an isomorphism. To
see this take M = N = Z! . Z!; then the element 1M % Hom(M, M) =
$(Hom(M, M)) doesn’t come from any element of $(M# &M), since any f
from the image of this set has | tr f | * 1.

2.6.10. We are going to embed Z!-Lat into larger categories. However,
Z!-Lat can be always retrieved as the full subcategory consisting of the
reflexive objects of any of these larger categories, subject to some additional
finiteness conditions.

2.7. (Torsion-free Z!-modules.) Now we want to construct the category of
“flat” or “torsion-free” Z!-modules Z!-Fl.Mod, which will contain Z!-Lat
as a full subcategory.

2.7.1. As usual, we consider the p-adic case first. How can one recon-
struct the category of flat Zp-modules Zp-Fl.Mod, starting from its full
subcategory of Zp-lattices (i.e. free modules of finite rank) Zp-Lat? Ob-
serve that Zp-Fl.Mod has arbitrary inductive limits, hence the inclusion
Zp-Lat $ Zp-Fl.Mod induces a functor Ind(Zp-Lat) $ Zp-Fl.Mod from the
category of ind-objects over Zp-Lat (i.e. the category of filtered inductive
systems of objects of Zp-Lat; we refer to SGA 4 I for a more detailed discus-
sion of ind-objects) to Zp-Fl.Mod. This functor is essentially surjective, since
any torsion-free Zp-module can be represented as a filtered inductive limit
of its finitely generated submodules, which are automatically Zp-lattices. It
is quite easy to check that it is in fact an equivalence of categories, i.e.
Zp-Fl.Mod (= Ind(Zp-Lat).
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2.7.2. So we are tempted to construct Z!-Fl.Mod as Ind(Z!-Lat). However,
we would like to have a more explicit description of this category, so we give
a direct definition of a category Z!-Fl.Mod that contains Z!-Lat as a full
subcategory and is closed under arbitrary inductive limits. This will give a
functor Ind(Z!-Lat) $ Z!-Fl.Mod. The reader is invited to check later, if so
inclined, that this functor is indeed an equivalence of categories, to convince
himself that the definition of Z!-Fl.Mod given below is the “correct” one.

Definition 2.7.3 We define the category of flat (or torsion-free) Z!-modules
Z!-Fl.Mod as follows. Its objects are pairs A = (AZ", AR), consisting of a
real vector space AR and a symmetric convex body AZ" ! AR (in particular,
AZ" is required to be absorbent; cf. 2.3.1). When no confusion can arise,
we denote AZ" by the same letter A as the whole pair.

The morphisms f = (fZ", fR) of Z!-Fl.Mod and their composition are
defined in the same way as in 2.4.1.

2.7.4. In contrast with 2.4.1, now we do not require AR to be finite-dimen-
sional, and we do not require AZ" to be compact or even closed (with respect
to the “algebraic topology” on AR in the infinite-dimensional case).

2.7.5. Any flat Z!-module A defines a seminorm ) ·)A : AR $ R'0 by
the same formula as before: )x)A = inf{# > 0 : #+1x % AZ"}. However,
in general this will be just a seminorm, i.e. it has only properties 1. and
2. of 2.3.2. This seminorm is still continuous with respect to the algebraic
topology on AR. However, it doesn’t determine AZ" uniquely, unless we know
AZ" to be closed: all we can say is {x : )x)A < 1} ! AZ" ! {x : )x)A * 1}
(cf. [EVT], ch. II, §2, prop. 22).

2.8. Arbitrary projective limits exist in Z!-Fl.Mod. Indeed, any such limit
L = lim,+ !&IF! can be computed as follows. (Here we consider generalized
projective limits, i.e. limits in the sense of [MacLane]; so I is actually a
small category, and F : ' /$ F! is a functor I $ Z!-Fl.Mod; however,
for simplicity we write generalized projective limits in the same way as the
“classical” projective limits along an ordered set.) First of all, compute
V := lim,+ !F!,R in the category R-Vect of R-vector spaces, and denote by
2! : V $ F!,R the canonical projections. Then put LZ" :=

*
! 2+1

! (F!,Z").
This is clearly a symmetric convex subset in V . It need not be absorbent,
so we take LR := R · LZ" ! V and put L := (LZ", LR). The projections
2$! : L $ F! are given by the restrictions of 2! onto LR; they are well-
defined (i.e. they define morphisms in Z!-Fl.Mod) since by construction
2!(LZ") ! F!,Z" .

We have to check that L with {2$! : L $ F!} have the universal property
required for projective limits. So suppose {+! : M $ F!} is any compatible
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system of morphisms from some object M into our projective system. By
definition of V we have a unique R-linear map $ : MR $ V , such that 2!1$ =
+!,R for all '. Since +!,R(MZ") ! F!,Z" , we see that $(MZ") is contained
in each 2+1

! (F!,Z"), hence in their intersection LZ" . Now MR = R · MZ",
hence $(MR) ! R · LZ" = LR ! V . This gives us a Z!-homomorphism
$$ : M $ L, such that 2$! 1 $$ = +! for all '; its uniqueness is immediate.

This construction can be expressed in the language of norms, at least if all
F!,Z" are closed, as follows. We introduce on the projective limit V of given
normed vector spaces the sup-norm by )x)sup := sup! )2!(x))F"

. Then we
consider the subspace LR := {x % V : )x)sup < +"} of elements with finite
sup-norm. Then LR is a normed vector space with respect to the restriction
of the sup-norm, and LZ" = {x : )x)sup * 1}.
2.8.1. Note that, if I is finite, then LR = V in the above notations. In other
words, functor +# : X /$ XR commutes with finite projective limits, i.e. it
is left exact. To show this take any x % V and observe that its sup-norm
is finite (being the supremum of a finite set of real numbers), hence we can
find some # > )x)sup. Now it follows from definitions that 2!(#+1x) belongs
to F!,Z" for each ', hence #+1x % LZ" and x % R · LZ" = LR.

2.8.2. In particular, finite products in Z!-Fl.Mod are computed componen-
twise: A - B = (AZ" - BZ" , AR - BR); cf. 2.4.3.

2.8.3. Another consequence is this: a morphism f = (fZ", fR) is a monomor-
phism (in Z!-Fl.Mod) i! fR is injective i! fZ" is injective. Indeed, we have
just seen that X /$ XR is left exact, hence transforms monomorphisms into
monomorphisms. So if f is monic, then fR is monic in R-Vect, i.e. injective.
Since fZ" is a restriction of fR, injectivity of fR implies injectivity of fZ".
Finally, this last injectivity clearly implies that f is monic.

2.8.4. This means that subobjects M = (MZ" , MR) of a fixed object L can
be characterized by requiring MR to be an R-linear subspace of LR, and MZ"

to be contained in LZ" .
For example, the subobjects (i.e. “ideals”) of Z! = ([+1, 1], R) are 0 =

(0, 0), #Z! = ([+#,#], R) and #m! = ((+#,#), R) for 0 < # * 1. Of these 0
and #Z! lie in Z!-Lat, and #m! does not, since the open interval (+#,#)
is not compact in R. Note that among all ideals 2= Z! there is a maximal
one, namely, m!, so Z! is something like a local ring.

2.9. Arbitrary inductive limits exist in Z!-Fl.Mod. Let us compute such
a limit L = lim+$ !F!. First of all, put LR := lim+$ !F!,R in R-Vect. Denote
by "!,R : F!,R $ LR the canonical maps into the inductive limit, and put
LZ" := conv

"(
! "!,R(F!,Z")

#
. Clearly, LZ" is a symmetric and convex

subset of LR. To check that it is absorbent observe that LR is generated as
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an R-vector space by the union of "!,R(F!,R), and each F!,R is generated by
F!,Z" . Hence the union of "!,R(F!,Z") generates LR; a fortiori this is true
for LZ" .

In this way we get an object L = (LZ" , LR) of Z!-Fl.Mod. Clearly,
"!,R(F!,Z") ! LZ" , so we get a compatible system of morphisms "! : F! $
L. Let’s check the universal property of this system. If 4! : F! $ M
is another compatible system of morphisms, we get a unique R-linear map
$R : LR $ MR, such that 4!,R = $R 1 "!,R, since LR is an inductive limit
of F!,R. Now 4!,R(F!,Z") is contained in MZ" , hence each "!,R(F!,Z") is
contained in the convex set $+1

R (MZ"), therefore, the convex hull LZ" of
their union is contained in this convex set as well. This means that $R does
indeed induce a morphism $ : L $ M in Z!-Fl.Mod, such that 4! = $ 1 "!,
and this $ is clearly unique, q.e.d.

2.9.1. Note that filtered inductive limits of Z!-Fl.Mod can be computed
componentwise in the category of sets, i.e. in this case we have LZ" =
lim+$F!,Z" and LR = lim+$F!,R in the category of sets. This can be either
checked directly (define L := (LZ", LR) and check that it lies in Z!-Fl.Mod),
or deduced from the description given in 2.9.

2.9.2. (Infinite direct sums and norms.) In particular, arbitrary (not neces-
sarily finite) direct sums (i.e. coproducts) L =

,
! F! exist in Z!-Fl.Mod.

We see that LR =
,

! F!,R, and LZ" = conv
"(

! F!,Z"

#
, where the union

and the convex hull are computed inside LR. This convex hull can be
clearly described as the set of “octahedral” combinations

'
! #!x!, where

all x! % F!,Z" , almost all #! % R are equal to zero and
'

! |#!| * 1. (Actu-
ally, baricentric combinations would su"ce here.) The corresponding norm
)·)L is the “L1-norm” )

'
! x!)L

=
'

! )x!)F"
. One checks that if all F! are

closed (i.e. each F!,Z" is closed in F!,R with respect to the algebraic topol-
ogy) and do not contain any non-trivial real vector spaces (i.e. each F!,Z" is
given by a norm on F!,R, and not just a seminorm), then the same is true
for L, hence LZ" = {x : )x)L * 1}.

2.9.3. (Right exactness of X /$ XR.) Our construction of inductive limits
shows that the functor +# : X /$ XR commutes with arbitrary inductive
limits, and, in particular, it is right exact, hence exact (cf. 2.8.1). This leads
us to believe that it might have a right adjoint +# : R-Vect $ Z!-Fl.Mod.
This adjoint indeed exists and can be defined by +#(V ) := (V, V ) for any
R-vector space V , i.e. any R-vector space can be considered as a flat Z!-
module. Note that +# is fully faithful, so R-Vect can be identified with a
full subcategory of Z!-Fl.Mod. It is also interesting to remark that in the
language of (semi)norms +#V corresponds to V together with the seminorm
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which is identically zero; i.e. we equip V with its coarsest (non-separated)
topology.

2.9.4. (Strict epimorphisms and quotients.) Another immediate consequence
is this: a morphism f = (fZ" , fR) : M $ P is a strict epimorphism i! both
fZ" and fR are subjective i! fR : MR $ PR is surjective and PZ" = fR(MZ").
By definition, f is a strict epimorphism i! it is a cokernel of its kernel pair
M-P M " M . The construction of inductive limits given above implies that
if f : M $ P is cokernel of a pair of morphisms, then PR is the corresponding
quotient in R-Vect, and PZ" = conv

"
f(MZ")

#
= f(MZ"). Conversely, if this

is the case, then clearly f is the cokernel of its kernel pair.
Thus we see that strict quotients P of a fixed object M are in one-to-one

correspondence with quotients 2R : MR $ PR of the corresponding R-vector
space MR. For each of these strict quotients we have PZ" = 2R(MZ").

In the language of (semi)norms strict quotients correspond to quotient
norms: )y)P = infx&+#1

R (y) )x)M .

2.9.5. (Strict monomorphisms and subobjects.) Dually, f : N $ M is a
strict monomorphism, if it is the kernel of some pair of morphisms, and then
it is the kernel of its cokernel pair. The description of projective limits given
in 2.8 shows immediately that f : N $ M is a strict monomorphism i!
fR is injective and NZ" = f+1

R (MZ"). Hence strict subobjects of M are
given by N = (NZ", NR), where NR ! MR is an R-linear subspace, and
NZ" = MZ" # NR. We see that strict subobjects of M are in one-to-one
correspondence with R-subspaces of MR. In the language of (semi)norms
this means that we consider the restriction of )·)M to NR ! MR.

2.9.6. (Coimages.) We see that any morphism f : M $ N decomposes
uniquely into a strict epimorphism 2 : M $ Q (namely, the cokernel of the
kernel pair M -N M " M of f), followed by a monomorphism i : Q $ N .
Uniqueness of such a decomposition is a general fact. To show existence one
has to check that the morphism i : Q $ N induced by f is a monomorphism.
We know that injectivity of iR su"ces for this; now we apply exact functor +#

and see that iR : Coim fR $ NR is indeed a monomorphism in R-Vect. We
will say that Q is the image of M in N under f (even if it would be more
accurate to say that it is the coimage of f).

2.9.7. (Inductive limits in Z!-Mod are di!erent.) We are going to embed
Z!-Fl.Mod into a larger category Z!-Mod later. This inclusion functor will
have a left adjoint; hence it commutes with arbitrary projective limits, i.e.
the projective limits computed in 2.8 will remain such when considered in
Z!-Mod. This is in general not true for arbitrary inductive limits, even
if we consider only finite inductive limits. For example, if we compute the
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cokernel of the inclusion and of the zero morphisms m! " Z!, we obtain 0
in Z!-Fl.Mod, but in Z!-Mod this cokernel “Z!/m!” will be a non-trivial
torsion Z!-module (cf. 2.14.13).

However, filtered inductive limits will be the same in Z!-Mod and in
Z!-Fl.Mod, because in both categories they can be described as in 2.9.1.

2.9.8. (Zero object.) Our category Z!-Fl.Mod has a zero object 0 := (0, 0),
i.e. an object that is both initial and final at the same time. Hence we have
a pointed element in each set of morphisms HomZ"(M, N), namely, the zero
morphism 0MN : M $ 0 $ N . Note that 0 lies actually in Z!-Lat, so the
same is true in this smaller category.

2.10. (Multilinear algebra.) Bilinear and polylinear Z!-maps between ob-
jects of Z!-Fl.Mod are defined exactly in the same way as it has been done
in 2.6.1 and 2.6.4, once we replace “Z!-lattices” with “flat Z!-modules” in
these definitions. Moreover, double and multiple tensor products can be still
constructed in the same way as in 2.6.3. For example, M&N = M&Z" N is
defined to be L = (LZ", LR), where LR = MR &R NR, and LZ" is the convex
hull of the set of all products {x & y : x % MZ" , y % NZ"}. Clearly, LZ"

generates LR as an R-vector space, so this is indeed an object of Z!-Fl.Mod.

2.10.0. (Relation to Grothendieck’s tensor product of seminorms.) Notice
that the tensor product L = M & N just discussed (cf. also 2.6.3) admits
a direct description in terms of seminorms on LR = MR & NR, MR and NR.
Namely, if )·), )·)1 and )·)2 denote the seminorms defined by L, M and N ,
respectively, then

)z) = inf
z=

Pn
i=1 xi*yi

n%

i=1

)xi)1 · )yi)2, for any z % LR. (2.10.0.1)

This is nothing else than the projective tensor product of seminorms defined
by Grothendieck in [Gr0]. However, this doesn’t describe our tensor product
completely since LZ" isn’t completely determined by )·).
2.10.1. (ACU &-structure on Z!-Fl.Mod.) In this way we get an ACU &-
structure on Z!-Fl.Mod, compatible with one introduced on Z!-Lat before.
In particular, Z! is the unit object with respect to this tensor product, so
we still have a “global sections functor” $ = HomZ"(Z!,+) : Z!-Fl.Mod $
Sets, that maps a flat Z!-module M = (MZ" , MR) into its “underlying set”
MZ"

(= HomZ"(Z!, M). This terminology is again motivated by the p-adic
case, where HomZp(Zp,+) maps a flat Zp-module M into its underlying set.

2.10.2. Inner Homs HomZ"(N, P ) exist in Z!-Fl.Mod. We construct such
an inner Hom H = Hom(N, P ) as follows. Put H $ := HomR(NR, PR), then
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HZ" := {f % H $ : f(NZ") ! PZ"}, HR := R · HZ" and H := (HZ", HR).
Clearly, HZ" is a symmetric convex subset of H $, hence it is a symmetric
convex body in the real vector subspace HR ! H $, so H is indeed an ob-
ject of Z!-Fl.Mod. Required universal property Hom(M, H) (= Hom(M &
N, P ) (= Bilin(M, N ; P ) can be deduced now from the similar property of H $

in R-Vect in the same manner as it has been done for projective limits in 2.8.

2.10.3. Existence of inner Homs implies that tensor products in Z!-Fl.Mod
commute with arbitrary inductive limits in each variable. In particular, (M $.
M $$) & N (= (M $ & N) . (M $$ & N).

2.10.4. Note that $(HomZ"(N, P )) (= HomZ"(N, P ), as one expects for
general reasons. Another interesting observation is this: For any M =
(MZ", MR) we have M &Z" R = (MR, MR) = MR, if we identify R-Vect
with a full subcategory of Z!-Fl.Mod as in 2.9.3. So we can write M &Z" R
or M(R) instead of +#M or MR. This leads us to believe that +# : R-Vect $
Z!-Fl.Mod must have a right adjoint +! : Z!-Fl.Mod $ R-Vect, given by
+!(M) := HomZ"(R, M), and this is indeed the case. This R-vector space
+!M can be described more explicitly as the largest R-vector subspace of MR

contained in MZ" .

2.10.5. (Duals.) Of course, we define the dual M# of some flat Z!-module M
by M# := HomZ"(M, Z!). We have a lot of canonical maps like M#&N $
Hom(M, N) and M $ M##, coming from the general theory of &-categories.
One can check that M is reflexive, i.e. M $ M## is an isomorphism i! MR

is a Banach space with respect to )·)M , and MZ" is closed, i.e. MZ" = {x :
)x)M * 1}. For any M its double dual M## is something like the completion
of M : (M##)R is the completion of MR with respect to )·)M , and (M##)Z"

is the closure of the image of MZ" in this completed space.
One should be careful with these definitions. For example, Z##! = Z!,

but R## = 0.

2.10.6. (Hilbert spaces.) We have seen that Banach spaces have an interior
characterization in Z!-Fl.Mod. Hilbert spaces have such a characterization
as well: they correspond to flat Z!-modules H equipped by a perfect sym-
metric pairing $ : H-H $ Z!, i.e. $ is a symmetric Z!-bilinear form, such
that the induced map $̃ : H $ H# is an isomorphism. Actually, to obtain
Hilbert spaces we must also require $ to be positive definite, otherwise +$
would also do.

2.10.7. (Free Z!-modules.) For any flat Z!-module M and any set S we
can consider the product MS and the direct sum M (S) of the constant family
with value M and index set S. If S is a standard finite set n = {1, 2, . . . , n},
n 0 0, we write M (n) and Mn instead of M (n) and Mn. Note that we have a
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canonical monomorphism M (S) $ MS , which usually is not an isomorphism,
even for a finite S. By definition, we have

HomZ"(N, MS) (= HomZ"(N, M)S (= HomSets

"
S, HomZ"(N, M)

#

(2.10.7.1)

HomZ"(M (S), N) (= HomZ"(M, N)S (= HomSets

"
S, HomZ"(M, N)

#

(2.10.7.2)

From these formulas we deduce a lot of other canonical isomorphisms, for ex-
ample, P &Z" M (S) (= (P &Z" M)(S), HomZ"(M (S), N) (= HomZ"(M, N)S,
(M (S))# (= (M#)S and so on. We can specialize these constructions to

the case M = Z!. We obtain M (S) (= Z(S)
! & M , Z(S)

! & Z(T )
! (= Z(S"T )

! ,
MS (= Hom(Z(S)

! , M), (Z(S)
! )# (= ZS

!, and in particular

HomZ"(Z(S)
! , M) (= $(M)S (= HomSets(S, $(M)) (2.10.7.3)

This last equality means that the “forgetful functor” $ : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets
has a left adjoint LZ" : Sets $ Z!-Fl.Mod, given by S /$ Z(S)

! . That’s the
reason why we say that any (flat) Z!-module M , isomorphic to some Z(S)

! ,
is a free Z!-module (of rank card S). The existence of this left adjoint to $
will be crucial for our definition of Z!-Mod.

2.10.8. Since free Z!-modules Z(S)
! will be very important to us later, let’s

describe them more explicitly. According to 2.9.2, Z(S)
! = (#!(S), R(S)),

where #!(S) is the convex hull of all ±{s}, s % S. Here we denote by {s}
the basis element of R(S) corresponding to some s % S. Hence R(S) is the set
of formal linear combinations

'
s #s{s} of elements of S (i.e. all but finitely

many #s % R are equal to zero), and #!(S) can be described as the set of
all formal octahedral combinations

'
s #s{s} of elements of S, i.e. we require

in addition that
'

s |#s| * 1. This means that #!(S) is closed in R(S), and
the corresponding norm is the L1-norm:

00'
s #s{s}

00 =
'

s |#s|.
If S is infinite, R(S) is not complete with respect to this norm, hence Z(S)

!
is not reflexive. On the other hand, if S is finite, e.g. S = n = {1, 2, . . . , n},
then Z(n)

! = (#!(n), Rn) lies in Z!-Lat, hence is reflexive. In this case #!(n)
is the convex hull of ±ei, where {ei}n

i=1 is the standard base of Rn. In other
words, #!(n) is the standard n-dimensional octahedron with vertices ±ei.

2.10.9. (Finitely generated modules.) We say that a flat Z!-module M
is finitely generated, or is of finite type, if it is a strict quotient of some
free Z!-module Z(n)

! of finite rank. The description of strict quotients given
in 2.9.4 combined with the description of Z(n)

! given in 2.10.8, yields the
following characterization of finitely generated flat Z!-modules: M is finitely
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generated i! MR is finite-dimensional, and MZ" is the convex hull of a finite
number of vectors ±xi in MR. In other words, MZ" has to be a symmetric
convex polyhedron in a finite-dimensional real vector space MR. This implies
that all flat Z!-modules of finite type are Z!-lattices, but not conversely.
In particular, Z̄! is a Z!-lattice, but it is not finitely generated. However,
any Z!-lattice, as well as any flat Z!-module, is a filtered inductive limit of
its finitely generated submodules.

2.11. (Category of torsion-free algebras and modules.) Our ACU &-structure
on category Z!-Fl.Mod allows us to define flat Z!-algebras and (Z!-flat)
modules over these algebras as algebras and modules for this &-structure.

2.11.1. For example, an (associative) algebra A in Z!-Fl.Mod is a flat Z!-
module A, together with multiplication µ = µA : A &Z" A $ A and unit
1 = 1A : Z! $ A, subject to associativity and unit relations: µ 1 (µ& 1A) =
µ 1 (1A & µ), µ 1 (1 & 1A) = 1A = µ 1 (1A & 1).

We can give an alternative description of this structure. Observe for this
that µA corresponds to a Z!-bilinear map µ$ = µ$A : A - A $ A, and
1A % HomZ"(Z!, A) = $(A) (= AZ" corresponds to some element 1$ = 1$A %
AZ" ! AR. Then µ$R defines on AR the structure of an R-algebra with unity
1$, and AZ" ! AR is a symmetric convex absorbent multiplicative submonoid
of AR, containing the unity 1$. Clearly, this is an equivalent description of
flat Z!-algebras; for Z!-lattices it coincides with one we had in 2.5.

2.11.2. For example, Z!, Z̄!, R, C and Zn
! are Z!-algebras; this is not the

case for Z(n)
! ! Zn

!, since it does not contain the unity. Note that the tensor
product of two flat Z!-algebras is an Z!-algebra again. In particular, for
any flat Z!-algebra A we obtain that A&Z" R = A(R)

(= AR is a Z!-algebra,
and even an R-algebra; we have already seen this before.

2.11.3. Another example of a (non-commutative) flat Z!-algebra is given
by the “inner Ends” A := EndZ"(M) := HomZ"(M, M), with the multipli-
cation given by composition of endomorphisms; more formally, we consider
canonical morphism Hom(M $, M $$)&Hom(M, M $) $ Hom(M, M $$), exist-
ing in any ACU &-category with inner Homs, for M $$ = M $ = M .

2.11.4. A (left) A-module structure on a flat Z!-module M is by definition
a morphism ' = 'M : A & M $ M , such that ' 1 (1A & ') = ' 1 (µ & 1M)
and ' 1 (1 & 1M) = 1M . Of course, ' corresponds to a Z!-bilinear map
'$ : A - M $ M . It induces an AR-module structure '$R on the real vector
space MR, such that AZ" ·MZ" = MZ". In other words, MZ" is a symmetric
convex body in the AR-module MR, stable under action of AZ" ! AR. Note
that in this way we obtain an action of monoid AZ" on the set MZ" .
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2.11.5. Both these descriptions of A-modules are useful. For example, the
first of them, combined with 2.10.3, shows us that the direct sum of two A-
modules is again an A-module, while the second one shows that the product
of two A-modules is an A-module.

2.11.6. Another possible description of an A-module is this. Note that
'M : A & M $ M corresponds by adjointness to some ! : A $ End(M),
and 'M is an A-module structure on M i! ! is a Z!-algebra homomorphism
with respect to the Z!-structure on End(M) considered in 2.11.3.

2.11.7. Of course, (left) A-module homomorphisms, or A-linear maps f :
M = (M,'M) $ N = (N,'N) are defined to be Z!-linear maps f : M $
N , such that 'N 1 (1A & f) = f 1 'M . In our situation this means that
fR : MR $ NR is an AR-linear map, and fR(MZ") ! NZ" .

Now we can define the category A-Fl.Mod of (left) A-modules which are
flat over Z!. Any Z!-algebra homomorphism f : A $ B gives us a “scalar
restriction” functor f# : B-Fl.Mod $ A-Fl.Mod, which turns out to have
both left and right adjoints f #, f ! : A-Fl.Mod $ B-Fl.Mod. If A is com-
mutative, we obtain a natural notion of A-bilinear maps, hence of tensor
products &A and inner Homs HomA. We do not develop these notions here,
because we would like to remove the Z!-flatness restriction first. We will
return to these questions later, in the context of generalized rings.

2.11.8. Given any flat Z!-module M , we can construct its tensor algebra
T (M) in the usual way. Namely, we consider the tensor powers T n(M) =
T n

Z"
(M) := M & M & · · ·& M (tensor product of n copies of M ; T 1(M) =

M and T 0(M) = Z!), and put T (M) :=
,

n'0 T n(M). Canonical maps
T n(M) & Tm(M) $ T n+m(M) induce the multiplication on T (M); thus
T (M) becomes a graded associative flat Z!-algebra. We have a canonical
embedding M $ T (M) that maps M into T 1(M) (= M . The tensor algebra
together with this embedding have the usual universal property with respect
to Z!-linear maps $ : M $ A from M into associative flat Z!-algebras A:
any such map lifts to a unique homomorphism of Z!-algebras $, : T (M) $
A.

Note that tensor products of free modules are free, so, if M is a free
Z!-module, then all T n(M) and T (M) are also free.

2.11.9. The symmetric algebra S(M) can be defined by its universal prop-
erty with respect to Z!-linear maps of M into commutative algebras: any
such map $ : M $ A should lift to a unique Z!-algebra homomorphism
$, : S(M) $ A. This symmetric algebra does exist, and it is a com-
mutative graded Z!-algebra: S(M) =

,
n'0 Sn(M). We have a canon-

ical Z!-algebra map 2 : T (M) $ S(M). It is a strict epimorphism in
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Z!-Fl.Mod, and it respects the grading; the induced maps 2n : T n(M) $
Sn(M) are also strict epimorphisms. The symmetric powers Sn(M) have the
usual universal property with respect to symmetric polylinear maps from
Mn into a variable Z!-module N . They can be constructed as the image
of T n

Z"
(M) ! T n

R (MR) under the canonical surjection 2n,R : T n
R (MR) $

Sn
R(MR), i.e. Sn(M) = (Sn(M)Z" , Sn(M)R), where Sn(M)R = Sn

R(MR), and
Sn(M)Z" = 2n,R(T n(M)Z") (recall the description of strict quotients given
in 2.9.4).

2.11.10. The exterior algebra '(M) is defined similarly, but we consider Z!-
linear maps $ : M $ A into associative algebras A, subject to additional con-
dition $(x)2 = 0 for any x in MZ" (or in MR). Again, '(M) =

,
n'0 'n(M)

is graded supercommutative, and it is a strict quotient of T (M), and any
individual graded component 'n(M) is strict quotient of T n(M); together
with property ('n(M))R = 'n

R(MR) these conditions determine 'n(M) and
'(M) uniquely. Finally, all the 'n(M) have the usual universal property with
respect to alternating polylinear maps from Mn to a variable Z!-module N .

2.11.11. Monoid algebras give us another example of Z!-algebras. Given
any monoid M with unity e, we define the monoid algebra Z![M ] to be the

free Z!-module Z(M)
! , with unity {e} and multiplication induced by that

of M by means of the canonical isomorphism Z(M)
! & Z(M)

! (= Z(M"M)
! . In

other words, Z![M ] consists of formal octahedral combinations of its basis
elements {m}, and the multiplication is defined by the usual requirement
{m} · {m$} = {mm$}. According to 2.10.8, we have Z![M ]R = R[M ], and
the corresponding symmetric convex body in R[M ] is given by the L1-norm00'

m #m{m}
00 =

'
m |#m|.

Note that Z![M ] has the usual universal property of monoid algebras,
namely, Z!-algebra homomorphisms f : Z![M ] $ A are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with monoid homomorphisms f - : M $ A", where A" denotes
AZ", considered as a monoid under multiplication.

2.11.12. Now we can combine together several of the above constructions
and construct the polynomial algebras. Given any set X, we define the poly-
nomial algebra Z![X] in variables from X to be a commutative algebra, such
that HomSets(X, $(A)) (= HomZ"+alg(Z![X], A) for any commutative (flat)
Z!-algebra A. If X is finite, say X = n = {1, 2, . . . , n}, we denote the cor-
responding elements of Z![X] by Ti, and write Z![T1, T2, . . . , Tn] instead of
Z![n].

We have two ways of constructing polynomial algebras:
a) We can construct Z![X] as the symmetric algebra of the free module Z(X)

! .

Indeed, for any commutative Z!-algebra we have HomZ"+alg(S(Z(X)
! ), A) (=
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HomZ"(Z(X)
! , A) (= HomSets(X, $(A)) = $(A)X . In particular, we obtain a

grading on Z![X].
b) We can construct first the free commutative monoid N(X) generated
by X, i.e. the set of monomials in X, and then define Z![X] to be the
monoid algebra Z![N(X)]. Indeed, for any commutative algebra A we have
HomZ"+alg(Z![N(X)], A) (= HomMon(N(X), A") (= HomSets(X, $(A)) =
$(A)X . In this way we see that Z![X] is free as a Z!-module, i.e. the
symmetric algebra of a free module is free. This is actually true for any in-
dividual symmetric power Sn(Z(X)

! ), since it admits the set Nn(X) ! N(X)
of all monomials of degree n as a basis.

The corresponding norm on Z![X]R = R[X] is again the L1-norm with
respect to the basis given by the monomials N(X).

2.12. (Arakelov a"ne line.) We would like to consider an interesting example
– namely, the Arakelov a"ne line A1

Z"
. Of course, A1

Z"
= Spec Z![T ].

However, we haven’t yet developed the theory of “generalized rings” like Z!
and Z![T ] and their spectra, so we will try to study this a"ne line in terms
of Z!-sections and norms, as described in 1.6.

2.12.1. First of all, let’s take some R-rational point P% in the generic fiber
A1

R = Spec R[T ] = Spec Z![T ](R). It is given by some real number #, and
the corresponding section "$% : Spec R $ Spec R[T ] is given by the evaluation
at # map 2% : R[T ] $ R, F (T ) /$ F (#). Now we want to compute the
scheme-theoretic closure of {P%} in A1

Z"
. The p-adic case tells us that we

have to consider Spec C% for this, where C% is the image of Z![T ] in R under
2%. Since Z![T ] is the convex hull of ±T k in R[T ], we see that C% = (C%, R)
is given by C% = conv{±#k : k 0 0}. If |#| > 1, we get C% = R, i.e. P% is
closed in A1

Z"
. If |#| * 1, then C% = Z!, so P% lifts to a Z!-section "% of

A1
Z"

, in perfect accordance with the p-adic case.

2.12.2. Now we would like to extract some infinitesimal data at P% when P%

lifts to a Z!-section, i.e. when |#| * 1. More precisely, we want to obtain
some cometric at these points.

In the usual situation we would have "#%()
1) (= p%/p2

%, where p% is the
ideal defining the image of this section, i.e. the kernel of Z![T ] $ C% = Z!.
Clearly, we must have (p%)(R) = p$% = Ker2% = (T + #) · R[T ], so let’s
take p% := Z![T ] # p$%, and let’s assume that p% $ E = p%/p2

% is a strict
epimorphism, and that ER = p$%/p

$
%
2 (= R, where the isomorphism between

ER and R maps the class of T +# into 1. Note that T +# usually corresponds
to dT , evaluated at P%, so we have chosen the value of dT at P% as our basis
for ER = "#%)1

A1/R.

2.12.3. Let’s compute the induced Z!-structure. Roughly speaking, we
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have to compute the quotient norm )·)% of the restriction of the L1-norm of
R[T ] onto hyperplane p$% = {F : F (#) = 0}, and the quotient is computed
with respect to the map p$% $ ER = R given by F /$ F $(#). We are
actually interested in the value of our cometric on (dT )% % ER, which has
been identified with 1 % R.

2.12.4. The result of this computation is the following. For each n 0 1
denote by 'n the only positive root of polynomial #n+1 + (n + 1)# + n, i.e.
the only positive # for which #n = n#+1 + (n + 1), and put '0 := 0. Then
we have 0 = '0 < '1 < '2 < · · · < 'n < · · · < 1. The claim is that for
'n+1 * # * 'n we have )dT)% = (1 + #n)/(n#n+1) = infk'1(1 + #k)/(k#k+1)
and E = (n#n+1)/(1 + #n) · Z!. For +1 < # * 0 we have )·)+% = )·)%, and
for |#| 0 1 we have )·)% = 0.

2.12.5. Let’s check first the properties of 'n that have been implicitly stated
above. For any integer n 0 1 put Gn(#) := #n+1 + (n + 1)# + n. Since
Gn(0) = +n < 0 and Gn(1) = 2 > 0, this polynomial has a root 'n between
0 and 1. On the other hand, G$

n(#) > 0 for # > 0, so 'n is the only positive
root of Gn. We have just seen that 0 < 'n < 1; let’s check 'n+1 < 'n for
n 0 2. For this note that #Gn+1(#)+Gn(#) = n#2+(n+1)#+(n+1)#+n =
n(# + 1)2 > 0 for # < 1. Apply this for # = 'n+1 < 1: then Gn+1(#) = 0, so
we obtain Gn('n+1) < 0. Since Gn is strictly increasing, we get 'n+1 < 'n.

We have shown that 0 = '0 < '1 < '2 < · · · < 'n < · · · < 1. Put
$k(#) := (1 + #k)/(k#k+1) for any # > 0 and any integer k 0 1, and put
$(#) := infk'1 $k(#). It has been implicitly stated that for any 0 < # < 1 we
can find an integer n 0 1, for which 'n+1 * # * 'n, and then $(#) = $n(#),
i.e. $k(#) 0 $n(#) for all k 0 1.

To show existence of n we have to check that supn 'n = 1. Let’s prove
that n/(n+2) < 'n < 1. We know that Gn(1) = 2 > 0, and for # = n/(n+2)
we have Gn(#) = (n + 1 + #n)# + n < (n + 2)# + n = 0, hence 'n is indeed
between n/(n + 2) and 1.

Finally, let’s show that for 0 < # * 'n we have $n(#) * $n+1(#), and for
# 0 'n we have $n(#) 0 $n+1(#). Then for 'n+1 * # * 'n we deduce by
induction $n(#) * $n+1(#) * $n+2(#) * · · · and $n(#) * $n+1(#) * · · · *
$1(#), hence $k(#) 0 $n(#) for any integer k 0 1 and $(#) = $n(#).

Let’s compute $n(#) + $n+1(#) = 1+%n

n%n#1 + 1+%n+1

(n+1)%n =
"
n(n + 1)#n

#+1 ·
"
(n + 1)#(1 + #n) + n(1 + #n+1)

#
=
"
n(n + 1)#n

#+1 · Gn(#), so the sign of
this expression coincides with that of Gn(#), and Gn is strictly increasing for
# > 0. This proves our inequality.

2.12.6. Recall that we have to restrict the L1-norm of R[T ] onto p$%, and
compute the quotient norm of this restriction with respect to p$% $ p$%/p

$
%
2 =
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ER
(= R. Instead of doing this, we can first compute the quotient norm on

R[T ]/p$%
2 (= R2, and then restrict it to ER. This is clear in the language of

norms; since they do not define completely the corresponding Z!-structure,
we would like to prove this statement directly for Z!-modules.

Lemma 2.12.7 Let i : N $ M be a strict monomorphism and 2 : M $ M $

be a strict epimorphism in Z!-Fl.Mod. Suppose we are given a decompo-

sition 2 1 i : N
.$ N $ j$ M $ of 2 1 i into an epimorphism ", followed

by a monomorphism j (cf. 2.9.6, where existence of such decompositions
with a strict " is shown). Suppose that the square, obtained by applying
+# : Z!-Fl.Mod $ R-Vect to the commutative square (2.12.7.1) below, is bi-
cartesian in R-Vect (since the vertical arrows are epic and horizontal arrows
are monic, this condition is equivalent to Im iR 3 Ker 2R):

N
i ""

.
!!

M

+
!!

N $ j "" M $

(2.12.7.1)

Then j : N $ $ M $ is a strict monomorphism, " : N $ N $ is a strict epi-
morphism, and this square is bicartesian in Z!-Fl.Mod. The decomposition
j 1 " of 2 1 i with the above properties is unique.

Proof. a) Let’s check that the square is cartesian. The explicit construction
of projective limits given in 2.8 shows that this is equivalent to proving that
it becomes cartesian after applying +#, something that we know already, and
that NZ" = i+1

R (MZ") # "+1
R (N $

Z"
). This is clear, since "+1

R (N $
Z"

) contains
NZ" (this is true for any morphism), and i+1

R (MZ") = NZ" since i is a strict
monomorphism (cf. 2.9.5).

b) Let’s check that the square is cocartesian. Since we know already
that it becomes cocartesian after applying +#, this amounts to check M $

Z"
=

conv
"
jR(N $

Z"
)'2R(MZ")

#
. Again, jR(N $

Z"
) ! M $

Z"
for general reasons, and

2R(MZ") = M $
Z"

because 2 is a strict epimorphism (cf. 2.9.4).
c) By assumption, j is a monomorphism, i.e. jR is injective. We have

to show that j is a strict monomorphism, i.e. that j+1
R (M $

Z"
) ! N $

Z"
, the

opposite inclusion being evident. So let’s take some y$ % N $
R, such that

x$ := jR(y$) % M $
Z"

. Since 2 is a strict epimorphism, 2R(MZ") = M $
Z"

,
so we can find some x % MZ" , such that 2R(x) = x$. We know that after
application of +# our square becomes cartesian in R-Vect, hence in Sets, so
NR

(= MR -M !
R

N $
R, and, since x and y$ have same image in M $

R, we can find
some element y % NR, such that iR(y) = x and "R(y) = y$. Since i is a
strict monomorphism and iR(y) = x % MZ", we see that y % NZ" . Since
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"R(NZ") ! N $
Z"

, we see that y$ = "R(y) % "R(NZ") ! N $
Z"

. This reasoning
is valid for any y$ % j+1

R (M $
Z"

) 3 N $
Z"

, so we see that both j+1
R (M $

Z"
) and

"R(NZ") coincide with N $
Z"

, i.e. j is a strict monomorphism, and " is a strict
epimorphism, q.e.d.

2.12.8. An immediate consequence of this lemma is that a Z!-structure
VZ" on an R-vector space V induces a canonical Z!-structure on any its
subquotient V $/V $$, V $$ ! V $ ! V , which can be defined either by first
restricting the original Z!-structure to V $ (V $

Z"
:= VZ" # V $), and then

taking its quotient ((V $/V $$)Z" := Im(V $
Z"

$ V $/V $$)), or by taking first the
quotient V/V $$, and then restricting the quotient Z!-structure to V $/V $$ !
V/V $$. To see this one has just to apply the lemma for N = V $, M = V ,
N $ = V $/V $$, M $ = V/V $$ with the induced Z!-structures described above;
for V $/V $$ we take the quotient of that of V $, and obtain that V $/V $$ $ V/V $$

is strict, i.e. this Z!-structure of V $/V $$ coincides with that induced from
V/V $$.

2.12.9. In our situation we apply this lemma for M = Z![T ], N = p% =
p$% #Z![T ], N $ = p%/p2

% = E and M $ = D := Z![T ]/p2
%. The latter notation

is understood as the strict quotient D of Z![T ], such that DR = R[T ]/p$%
2.

Note that DR can be identified with R2, and the projection 2R : R[T ] $ DR

with the map F (T ) /$ (F (#), F $(#)). Then ER = R is identified with the
coordinate axis 0 - R in DR.

Now we have to compute the strict quotient Z!-structure on DR, given
by DZ" = 2R(Z![T ]). Since Z![T ] = conv({±T n}n'0), we see that

DZ" = conv
"
{±(1, 0)} ' {±(#n, n#n+1)}n'1

#
. (2.12.9.1)

After computing this convex hull we will have EZ" = DZ"#ER, since D $ E
is a strict monomorphism according to the above lemma.

The following theorem is quite helpful for computing infinite convex hulls
like (2.12.9.1):

Theorem 2.12.10 (“octahedral Carathéodory theorem”) Let S be a subset
of an n-dimensional real vector space V . Denote by M the Z!-submodule
of V , generated by S, i.e. the smallest Z!-submodule containing S (i.e.
such that S ! MZ"); in other words, M = (MZ" , MR), where MZ" =
conv(S ' +S) is the symmetric convex hull of S and MR = R · MZ" is the
R-span of S.

Then any point x % MZ" can be written as an octahedral combination
of at most dim MR * dim V = n linearly independent elements of S:

x =
k%

i=1

#ixi, xi % S,
k%

i=1

|#i| * 1. (2.12.10.1)
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Proof. Clearly, any x % MZ" can be written as an octahedral combination
of a finite subset of S, i.e. it has a representation (2.12.10.1) for some k 0
0. Fix some x and choose such a representation with minimal k. We are
going to show that the xi in such a minimal representation must be linearly
independent; since they lie in MR, this will imply that k * dim MR * n.
Indeed, suppose we have a non-trivial linear relation

'k
i=1 µixi = 0. After

renumbering the xi, #i and µi, we can assume that #i > 0 for 1 * i * r
and #i < 0 for r + 1 * i * k for some 0 * r * k (note that #i = 0 would
contradict minimality of k). Changing the signs of all µi if necessary, we can
assume that

'r
i=1 µi 0

'k
i=r+1 µi.

Observe that this choice of signs guarantees that the set of indices i for
which #iµi > 0 is not empty: otherwise we would have µi * 0 for i * r and
µi 0 0 for i > r, hence

'r
i=1 µi * 0 *

'k
i=r+1 µi; together with the opposite

inequality this implies µi = 0 for all i. This contradicts the non-triviality of
chosen linear relation between the xi.

Now put + := min%iµi>0 #i/µi. We have just checked that this minimum
is computed along a non-empty set, hence + is well-defined; clearly, + > 0.
Put #$i := #i + +µi. Then x =

'k
i=1 #$ixi, and at least one of #$i is zero by

the choice of +. Let’s check that this combination is still octahedral, i.e.'k
i=1 |#$i| * 1; this will give a contradiction with the choice of k, and thus it

will prove linear independence of xi.
From the choice of + we see that all #$i, if non-zero, have the same signs as

#i: #$i 0 0 for i * r and #$i * 0 for i > r. Hence
'

i |#$i| =
'

i)r #$i+
'

i>r #$i ='
i |#i| + +/, where / :=

'
i)r µi +

'
i>r µi 0 0 according to our choice of

signs of µi. We also have + > 0; hence
'

i |#$i| *
'

i |#i| * 1, i.e. our new
expression x =

'
i #

$
ixi is an octahedral combination with smaller number of

non-zero terms, q.e.d.

2.12.11. This theorem has an obvious p-adic counterpart. Namely, if M is
the Zp-submodule generated by an arbitrary subset S of a finite-dimensional
Qp-vector space V , then any element of M can be written as a Zp-linear
combination of several Qp-linearly independent elements of S; hence the total
number of these elements doesn’t exceed dimQp M(Qp) * dimQp V .

2.12.12. Let’s apply this theorem to compute DZ" = conv(±(#n, n#n+1)) !
DR = R2. We see that DZ" =

(
k,l'0 Akl, where Akl := conv

"
±(#k, k#k+1),

±(#l, l#l+1)
#

is the Z!-sublattice generated by these two generators of DZ" .
Therefore, EZ" = DZ" # (0-R) =

(
k,l'0 Bkl, where Bkl := Akl# (0-R) is a

compact symmetric convex subset of 0-R (= R, hence Bkl = 0- [+bkl, +bkl]
for some real number bkl 0 0.

2.12.13. If # = 0, then DZ" = conv((±1, 0), (0,±1)) = Z(2)
! is the standard
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two-dimensional octahedron, and EZ" = Z! as stated in 2.12.4. Case
# < 0 is reduced to # > 0 by means of the automorphism T /$ +T of R[T ]
that preserves Z![T ], maps # into +# and dT into +dT , hence )dT)% =
) + dT)+% = )dT)+%. So we can assume # > 0.

2.12.14. Let’s compute the numbers bkl 0 0, always assuming # > 0. Clearly,
bkk = 0 for any k 0 0 and bkl = blk, so we can assume k > l 0 0. Now,
y % Bkl is equivalent to (0, y) % Akl, i.e. to the existence of u, v % R with
|u|+ |v| * 1, such that (0, y) = u(#k, k#k+1)+ v(#l, l#l+1). This is equivalent
to #ku+#lv = 0 and y = k#k+1u+ l#l+1v. Since both #k and #l are non-zero,
the first of these conditions is equivalent to u = w#l, v = +w#k for some
real w. Then |u| + |v| * 1 can be rewritten as |w| * (#k + #l)+1, and our
equation for y becomes y = (k + l)#k+l+1w, so the maximal possible value
of y is bkl = (k + l)#k+l+1/(#k + #l) = (k + l)#k+1/(#k+l + 1).

2.12.15. If # 0 1, then for l = 1 and k < 1 we have bk1 > k/3, hence
EZ", being the union of all [+bkl, bkl], coincides with the whole R; the cor-
responding seminorm on ER = R is identically zero, as stated in 2.12.4. So
we restrict ourselves to the case 0 < # < 1.

In this case bkl = (k + l)#k+1/(1 + #k+l) * bk0 = k#k+1/(1 + #k) =
$k(#)+1 for any 0 * l < k, hence EZ" is equal to the union of [+bk0, bk0] =
[+$k(#)+1,$k(#)+1] for all integer k 0 1. We know that for any 0 < # < 1 the
sequence $k(#) has a minimal element $(#) = $n(#), where n is determined
by 'n+1 * # * 'n (cf. 2.12.5). Therefore, EZ" = [+$(#)+1,$(#)+1] =
$(#)+1 · Z!, and )dT)% = )1)E = $(#). This finishes the proof of 2.12.4.

2.12.16. Thus we have obtained a singular cometric )·)% on the real a"ne
line, given by )dT)% = $(|#|) for |#| < 1 and )·)% = 0 for |#| 0 1. We see
that this cometric is continuous and piecewise smooth for |#| < 1; we want
to study its asymptotic behavior as # $ 1+. We will show that )dT)% =
$(#) = e)(1+#)+O((1+#)2) as # $ 1+, for some positive constant . > 0.
This will imply the continuity of )·)% at all # % R.

Denote by . the only real solution of . = 1 + e+). Numerically, . =
1, 2784645 . . .. We will need the asymptotic behavior of 'n as n $ +".
Notice for this that for any # > 0 we have G$

n+1(#) = n#n+1 + n > n, hence
by the mean value theorem we get |#+ 'n+1| * n+1|Gn+1(#)| for any # > 0.
Now put # := 1+./n; then n log # = +.+O(n+1), hence #n = e+) +O(n+1)
and Gn+1(#) = #n +n#+(n+1) = e+) +O(n+1)+(n+.)+(n+1) = O(n+1)
according to the choice of ., hence

11(1+ ./n)+'n+1

11 = O(n+2) and 'n+1 =
1+./n+O(n+2). Replacing n by n+1, we get 'n = 1+./n+O(n+2) as well,
so 'n+1 * # * 'n implies # = 1+./n+O(n+2), hence n = .(1+#)+1+O(1).

Now let’s estimate $(#) = $n(#) = (1 + #n)/(n#n+1) = (#/n)(1 + #+n).
We know that # = 1 + ./n + O(n+2), hence #n = e+) + O(n+1) as before,
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hence $(#) = n+1(1+e) +O(n+1)) = (1+e))n+1 +O(n+2). Now we combine
this with 1 + e) = .e) and with the asymptotic expression for n. We get
$(#) = e)(1 + #) + O((1 + #)2) for # $ 1+, as claimed above.

2.12.17. (Complex Arakelov a"ne line.) Of course, we can consider the
complex Arakelov a"ne line A1

Z̄"
= A1

Z"
&Z" Z̄! = Spec Z̄![T ], where

Z̄![T ] = Z̄! &Z" Z![T ] is the polynomial algebra over Z̄! in one variable
T , easily seen to satisfy the usual universal property in the category of Z̄!-
algebras with one pointed element.

Then we might ask about the induced cometrics )·)% for all # % A1(C) =
C. However, the answer remains essentially the same as before: )dT)% =
$(|#|) for |#| < 1, and )dT)% = 0 for |#| 0 1. To prove this we reduce first to
the case # 0 0, by observing that for any complex & with |&| = 1 (e.g. |#|/#)
the map T /$ &T induces an automorphism of Z̄![T ], hence of A1

Z̄"
, so we

must have )dT)% = )& dT)/% = )dT)/% = )dT)|%| if we take & := |#|/#.
Now we want to say that our previous computations for a real # and the

corresponding point P% % A1(R) remain valid after extending everything to
C (or, more precisely, to Z̄!). To prove this we consider again the strict
epimorphism Z![T ] $ F = Z![T ]/p2

% and the strict monomorphism E =
p%/p2

% $ F , and apply our complexification functor Z̄! &Z" + to them.
Clearly, this functor preserves strict epimorphisms (i.e. cokernels of pairs of
morphisms), being right exact. If we check that E(Z̄") $ F(Z̄") remains a
strict monomorphism, we’ll obtain that the subquotient Z̄!-structure on EC

coincides with E(Z̄"); since EZ" = $(#)+1 · Z!, we get EZ̄"
= $(#)+1 · Z̄!

and )z dT)% = |z| · $(|#|) as claimed above.
So we want to check that j : E $ F remains a strict monomorphism

after tensor multiplication with Z̄!. For this we show that j admits a left
inverse p : F $ E. Recall that ER

(= R and that EZ" is closed, hence E (= R
or E (= Z!. In the first case existence of a left inverse is evident; in the
second we apply Hahn–Banach theorem to linear form 1E : ER $ ER = R
and extend it to a linear form p : FR $ R = ER with norm * 1, i.e.
to a morphism p : F $ E. Once existence of p is proved, we observe
that j & 1P also admits a left inverse p & 1P for any P (e.g. P = Z̄!),
hence it is a strict monomorphism, being the kernel of the pair 1E*P and
(jp) & 1P : E & P " E & P .

2.12.18. (Projective line.) Of course, now we can take two copies of A1
Z"

and
glue them along open subsets Gm,Z" = Spec Z![T, T+1] by means of the map
given by T /$ T+1 into an Arakelov projective line P1

Z"
. The corresponding

cometric ) ·)% for |#| < 1 will be the same, since these points lift to Z!-
sections already in A1

Z"
. For |#| > 1 we observe that T /$ T+1 defines

an automorphism of P1, hence )dT)% = )d(T+1))%#1 = |#|2 · )dT)%#1 =
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|#|2$(|#|+1). In particular, for # $ 1+ we have )dT)% = e)(#+ 1) + O((#+
1)2). We cannot make a detailed analysis for |#| = 1 now, but it seems
natural to assume “by continuity” that )dT)% = 0 for |#| = 1.

So we have obtained a continuous singular cometric on P1(C) with singu-
larities along the unit circle. The corresponding metric will have a “simple
pole” along this circle. Note that the singular locus is not Zariski closed in
this situation; it is actually Zariski dense.

2.12.19. (Hyperbolic plane?) Once we have a metric on C, we can define
the length l(!) of a piecewise C1-curve ! : [a, b] $ C by the usual formula

l(!) =
2 b

a )!$(t))'(t)dt. Then we can define the distance between two points
of C as the infimum of lengths of curves connecting these two points, thus
obtaining a metric space structure on C and on P1(C). Note that the unit
circle is at infinite distance from any point either inside or outside this circle.
When # $ 1+, the distance between 0 and # is +(0,#) = e+) log(1+#)+O(1).
In this respect the interior of the unit circle, equipped with this metric,
behaves like the usual Poincaré model of the hyperbolic plane inside the unit
circle. Of course, our metric is only piecewise smooth.

2.12.20. (Origin of singularities.) Let’s give some indications why Arakelov
a"ne and projective lines constructed here turned out to have singular met-
rics. Later we will construct projective spaces PZ"(V ) = ProjSZ"(V ) for any
Z!-lattice V , and in particular we will get some (co)metrics on the complex
points of P(VR).

The Z!-sections of P(V ) will correspond to strict quotients of V , isomor-
phic to Z!, i.e. to strict epimorphisms V $ Z! modulo ±1. By duality,
they correspond to strict monomorphisms Z! $ V # modulo sign, i.e. to the
boundary points %V # = V # + m!V #, again modulo sign.

Now, the projective line constructed in this section corresponds to V =
Z(2)
! , hence V # = Z2

! is the square with vertices (±1,±1). Its boundary is
smooth outside these vertices, which correspond exactly to # = ±1. So we
can think of singularity of our cometric at these points as a consequence of
non-smoothness of %V # at corresponding points. Our other critical points
'n, where the (co)metric is not smooth, condense at |#| = 1, so they could
be thought of as “echoes” of this singularity.

So we are inclined to think that if V # has a smooth boundary, then the
corresponding (co)metric on the projective space will be everywhere smooth
and non-singular. Some evidence to this is given by the quadratic and hermi-
tian V ’s (i.e. VZ" = {x : Q(x) * 1}, where Q is a positive definite quadratic
or hermitian form on VR or VC), which will be shown later to give rise to
Fubiny–Study metrics on corresponding projective spaces.

2.13. (Spectra of flat Z!-algebras.) We will obtain later the theory of spectra
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of (arbitrary) Z!-algebras as a part of theory of spectra of generalized rings.
For several reasons this seems to be a more natural approach than to develop
the theory only for one special case. However, we would like to show the
impatient reader a glimpse of this special case of the theory. The exposition
will be somewhat sketchy here, since we are going to give the rigorous proofs
later in a more general context.

2.13.1. It will be more convenient to think of some object M = (MZ" , MR)
of Z!-Fl.Mod as a set M = MZ" , equipped by a flat Z!-module structure.
By definition, a (flat) Z!-module structure on some set M is simply an
embedding jM : M $ MR of M into some real vector space MR, such that
jM(M) becomes a symmetric convex body in MR. We say that a map of sets
f : M $ N is compatible with given Z!-structures on them if f extends to
a R-linear map fR : MR $ NR, necessarily unique.

Of course, this is just another description of Z!-Fl.Mod; we have only
switched our focus of interest to MZ" . In particular, a (commutative flat)
Z!-algebra A can be now described as a (commutative) monoid, equipped by
a flat Z!-module structure, with respect to which the multiplication becomes
Z!-bilinear.

2.13.2. The notions of a multiplicative system S ! A and an invertible
element s % A involve only the multiplicative (i.e. monoid) structure of A,
hence they are well-defined in our situation.

2.13.3. (Ideals.) An ideal of A is by definition an A-submodule a ! A,
i.e. a Z!-submodule, stable under the multiplication of A: A · a ! A. The
intersection of two ideals a # b is understood in the usual way. The sum
a + b = (a, b) is understood as the ideal generated by a ' b, i.e. the smallest
ideal containing both a and b; it consists of all octahedral combinations of
elements of a and b, i.e. a + b = {#x + µy : |#| + |µ| * 1, x % a, y % b}.
Finally, the product ab is by definition the ideal generated by all products
xy, x % a, y % b. It can be also described as the image of a &Z" b $ A.

An ideal p in A is prime if its complement is a multiplicative system, i.e.
if 1 2% p, and s, t 2% p implies st 2% p. We say that m is a maximal ideal if it
2= A and if it is not contained in any ideal 2= m and 2= A. Finally, we say
that A is local if it has exactly one maximal ideal.

Note that any maximal ideal m is prime. Indeed, if s, t 2% m, then (m, s) =
(m, t) = A by maximality, hence (m, st) 3 (m2, sm, tm, st) = (m, s)(m, t) = A
and st 2% m.

Also note that the Krull theorem still holds: Any ideal a 2= A is contained
in some maximal ideal m. For this we apply the Zorn lemma to the set of
ideals of A, containing a and distinct from A, and observe that filtered unions
of ideals are ideals.
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Some corollaries of these theorems also hold. For example, the union of
all maximal ideals of A coincides with the complement of the set of invertible
elements of A.

Another interesting statement is that ab ! p i! a ! p or b ! p, for a
prime ideal p.

2.13.4. (Localization.) Given a multiplicative subset S ! A and an A-
module M , we can construct their localizations S+1A and S+1M as follows.
As a set, S+1M = M - S/ (, where (x, s) ( (y, t) i! utx = usy for some
u % S, and similarly for S+1A, so this is the usual definition of localizations.
The multiplication of S+1A and the action of S+1A on S+1M are defined
in the usual way. To obtain Z!-structures on S+1M and S+1A, we write
them down as filtered inductive limits: S+1M = lim+$s&S

M[s]. Here the index

category S is defined as follows: ObS = S, and morphisms [s] $ [s$] are
given by elements t % S, such that s$ = ts. Our inductive system is given
by M[s] = M for all s, and the transition maps M[s] $ M[st] are given by
multiplication by t. They are clearly Z!-linear, and filtered inductive limits
in Z!-Fl.Mod coincide with those computed in Sets (cf. 2.9.1), so we indeed
get a flat Z!-structure on S+1M and S+1A.

Then S+1A becomes a Z!-algebra and even an A-algebra, and S+1M
is an S+1A-module; from their inductive limit description one can obtain
their usual universal properties: S+1A is the universal A-algebra in which all
elements of S become invertible, and M $ S+1M is the universal A-linear
map of M into a module, on which all elements of S act bijectively.

Of course, we introduce the usual notations Mp and Mf if S is the com-
plement of a prime ideal p, resp. if S = Sf = {1, f, f 2, . . .}. If g divides some
power of f , we get canonical homomorphisms Mg $ Mf .

In short, this notion of localization seems to possess all usual properties
of localizations of commutative rings and modules over them.

2.13.5. (Definition of Spec A.) Now we define the (prime) spectrum Spec A
to be the set of all prime ideals of A. For any M ! A we define V (M) !
Spec A by V (M) := {p : p 3 M}. We have the usual properties: V (0) =
Spec A, V (1) = ", V (

(
M!) =

*
V (M!), V (M) = V (6M7), where 6M7 is

the ideal generated by M , and finally V (ab) = V (a#b) = V (a)'V (b). These
properties show that the {V (M)} are the closed subsets of X := Spec A for
some topology on X, called the Zariski topology. Clearly, the principal open
subsets D(f) := X + V ({f}) = {p : f 2% p} form a base of this topology.
Note that

(
D(f!) = X i! the f! generate the unit ideal A, hence X is

quasicompact.
Any Z!-algebra homomorphism $ : A $ B induces a continuous map

a$ : Spec B $ Spec A by the usual rule p /$ $+1(p). If B = S+1A, Spec B
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can be identified by means of this map with the subset {p : S #p = "} ! X,
equipped with the induced topology. In particular, SpecAf is homeomorphic
to D(f) ! X.

2.13.6. (Quasicoherent sheaves.) Any A-module M defines a presheaf of

Z!-modules 3M on X = Spec A with respect to the base {D(f)}, given by

$(D(f), 3M) := Mf . These presheaves are actually sheaves, something that
will be checked later in a more general context. In particular, we get the
structure sheaf OX := 4A. It is a sheaf of Z!-algebras, and each 3M is a sheaf
of OX-modules. Of course, we have the usual functoriality with respect to
Z!-algebra homomorphisms $ : A $ B; for quasicoherent sheaves (i.e. those

isomorphic to some 3M) this functoriality involves tensor products over A
which haven’t been explained in detail yet (cf. 2.11.7).

2.13.7. (Flat Z!-schemes.) Now we define flat Z!-schemes to be topological
spaces equipped with a sheaf of Z!-algebras, each point of which has a
neighborhood isomorphic to SpecA for some flat Z!-algebra A. Flat Z!-
schemes, isomorphic to some SpecA, are called a"ne. Morphisms of flat
Z!-schemes are just local morphisms of topological spaces equipped by local
sheaves of flat Z!-algebras. As usual, morphisms X $ Spec A are in one-to-
one correspondence with Z!-algebra homomorphisms A $ $(X, OX). Note
that the category of flat Z!-schemes has fibered products, the existence
of which is shown in the same way as in EGA I, once we have the tensor
products &A.

2.13.8. (Schemes over Spec R.) Any R-algebra A has a natural flat Z!-
algebra structure; Spec A in this case coincides with the usual spectrum of
an a"ne ring. In other words, the category of R-schemes can be identified
with a full subcategory of the category of flat Z!-schemes.

2.13.9. For example, S := Spec Z! = {0, m!}, and the only non-trivial open
subset is {0}, so Spec Z! looks exactly like Spec Zp. The structural sheaf is
given by $(S, OS) = Z!, $({0}, OS) = R and $(", OS) = 0. Spectrum of
Z̄! gives the same topological space, but of course with a di!erent structure
sheaf.

For any flat Z!-algebra A we have a canonical homomorphism Z! $ A,
hence there is a unique morphism from any flat Z!-scheme X into Spec Z!,
i.e. Spec Z! is the final object of this category. The generic fiber X( =
XR, i.e. the pullback of the open subset {0} (= Spec R with respect to this
morphism X $ Spec Z!, is an R-scheme in the usual sense. For example,
the generic (or open) fiber of SpecA is Spec AR. Not so much can be said
about the closed fiber.
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2.13.10. In this way we see that any prime ideal p of A falls into one of two
subcategories:

a) Ideals over 0, i.e. p#Z! = 0. These are in one-to-one correspondence
with (usual) prime ideals p$ in the R-algebra A. This correspondence is given
by p /$ pR, p$ /$ p$ # A; in other words, we consider on p$ the Z!-structure
induced from AR, i.e. p is the strict subobject of A, corresponding to p$ ! AR.

b) Ideals over m!, i.e. p # Z! = m!, hence p 3 m! and p 3 m!A. In
general we cannot say too much about these ideals. One of the reasons is
that we cannot describe them as prime ideals in A/m!A, since this quotient
is zero in Z!-Fl.Mod, and is Z!-torsion in the category Z!-Mod that will
be constructed later.

2.13.11. Let’s consider X = Spec A for A = Z2
! = Z! - Z!. Contrary

to what one might expect, X 2= Spec Z! = Spec Z!, because we can have
prime ideals that contain both idempotents e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1). In our
case the open fiber consists of two points (closed in this fiber), given by ideals
0-Z! and Z!-0. However, the closed fiber consists of three points 0-m!,
m!-0 and m := A+{(±1,±1)}. The latter is the only maximal ideal of A,
i.e. A is local, and m defines the only closed point of X. The complement of
this closed point is an open subscheme, isomorphic to SpecZ! = Spec Z!.
We’ll give an explanation for this phenomenon in 5.3.14.

2.13.12. Now we would like to consider the a"ne line A1
Z"

= Spec Z![T ]
from this point of view. The prime ideals p in the open fiber are in one-to-one
correspondence with p$ % Spec R[T ], so we obtain immediately their complete
description: there is the zero ideal (0), ideals p% := Z![T ] # (T + #)R[T ] =
{F (T ) % Z![T ] : F (#) = 0} for each real # % R, and pz := Z![T ] # (T +
z)(T + z̄)R[T ] = {F (T ) % Z![T ] : F (z) = 0} for each complex z with
Im z > 0. All these ideals are closed in this fiber, with the only exception of
the zero ideal.

The closed fiber, i.e. prime ideals p ! Z![T ] containing m! ·Z![T ], seem
to be more complicated to describe. Here are some examples of them:

• The only maximal ideal m := Z![T ] + {±1}; i.e. Z![T ] is local.

• Prime ideal q := Z![T ] + {±T k}k'0.

• Prime ideals qn := {F (T ) % Z![T ] : |F (,n)| < 1}, where ,n is a
primitive root of unity of degree n. In particular, we have q+ := q1 =
{F (T ) : |F (1)| < 1} and q+ := q2. Note that m can be defined in
the same way with ,0 := 0. For odd n the complement of qn can be
described as the set of polynomials F (T ) =

'
k akT k with aqn+r 2= 0

only for at most one value of remainder 0 * r < n, and with all aqn+r
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of same sign and of sum equal to ±1. When n is even, the description
is slightly more complicated: we require aqn/2+r 2= 0 for at most one
value of 0 * r < n/2, and all (+1)qaqn/2+r of same sign and of sum
equal to ±1 for this value of r.

Note that qn ! qnn! for all integer n and odd n$. This means that the
minimal between these ideals are the q2k for k 0 0; so they should correspond
to irreducible components of the special fiber, if we admit that this list of
prime ideals exhausts the whole of SpecZ![T ]. Note that the closed fiber
has infinite Krull dimension in any case.

2.13.13. (Projective Z!-schemes.) We can also define graded flat Z!-
algebras A =

,
n'0 An, either in terms of such direct sum decompositions,

understood as in 2.9.2, subject to usual conditions An · Am ! An+m and
1 % A0, or in terms of sequences (An)n'0 of flat Z!-modules and Z!-bilinear
multiplication maps µnm : An - Am $ An+m, subject to usual associativity
and commutativity relations. Both descriptions are easily seen to be equiva-
lent, and graded Z!-flat A-modules M can be described in a similar way. If
S ! A is a multiplicative system, consisting only of homogeneous elements,
we can define a natural grading on S+1A and S+1M , and consider their degree
zero part. Another possible construction of (S+1M)0 is by means of the in-
ductive limit lim+$s&S

M[s], where this time we take M[s] := Mdeg s (cf. 2.13.4).
If f % A is homogeneous of positive degree, we denote the degree zero part
of Mf by M(f), and similarly for Af .

Now we can define the projective spectrum Proj A to be the set of homo-
geneous prime ideals p ! A, not containing the ideal A+ :=

,
n>0 An, with

the topology induced by that of SpecA 3 Proj A. Next, the reasoning of
EGA II 2 shows us that the open subsets D+(f) := D(f) # Proj A for ho-
mogeneous f % A+ form a base of topology on Proj A, and that each D+(f)
is homeomorphic to SpecA(f). Modulo some compatibility issues, checked in
the same way as in loc. cit., we obtain in this way a flat Z!-scheme structure
on ProjA.

2.13.14. (Projective spaces.) In particular, for any Z!-lattice V we consider
the projective space PZ"(V ) := Proj SZ"(V ), and similarly over Z̄!. Note
that the Z! or Z̄!-structure of these projective spaces give rise to metrics
on their complex-valued points in the same way as in 2.12.2, at least if we
believe in the “valuative criterion of properness” in our situation. Locally
this means considering the subquotient Z!-structure on mP /m2

P , where mP

is the maximal ideal corresponding to some closed point of the open fiber.
If we start with a hermitian Z̄!-module V , we end up with a metric on

the complex projective space P(V(C)) (= Pn+1(C), clearly equivariant under
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the action of AutZ̄"
(V ) = U(n). There is only one such metric, up to

multiplication by a positive constant, namely, the Fubini–Study metric on
the projective space.

We will use similar arguments later to show that any smooth projective
variety with Kähler metric induced by the Fubini–Study metric on an ambient
projective space admits a description in terms of flat Z!-schemes.

2.13.15. However, for several reasons we do not want to develop further the
theory of (flat) Z!-schemes right now. We are going to develop the theory of
generalized rings first, and then we shall construct a theory of their spectra
and generalized schemes, which will contain the theory sketched above as a
special case. We would like to list some reasons for this.

• Up to now we have considered only flat Z!-modules and flat Z!-
schemes. However, even if we are interested only in (Z!-flat) models of
algebraic varieties over R, their closed subschemes, required for exam-
ple to construct a reasonable intersection theory, in general need not
be Z!-flat. On the other hand, the theory of (abstract) Z!-modules
and Z!-schemes doesn’t seem to be more simple than that of modules
and schemes over an arbitrary (hypoadditive) generalized ring, so we
don’t lose much if we do all constructions in the more general setting.

• The reader may have observed that the localization theory of flat Z!-
algebras and modules seems to enjoy almost all the usual properties
known from commutative algebra. However, this is not the case with
the other important construction of commutative algebra, namely, the
theory of quotient modules and rings. Even if we consider the category
of all (abstract) Z!-modules, we get Q := Z!/1

2Z! (= Z!/m!, so the
kernel of Z! $ Q is equal to m!, and not to 1

2Z! (cf. 2.14.13); an-
other similar phenomenon is given by R/Z!, which is equal to zero even
in Z!-Mod. However, if we consider strict quotients of a Z!-algebra
in the larger category of generalized rings, the situation becomes more
natural. In this way we are led to consider closed (generalized) sub-
schemes of a flat Z!-scheme that are not flat themselves.

• If we develop separately the theory of Z!-schemes and the usual theory
of (Grothendieck) schemes, we will still be forced to describe objects

(say, schemes) over !Spec Z as corresponding objects over SpecZ and
Spec Z!, the pullbacks of which to Spec R agree (cf. 1.4). On the
other hand, the theory of generalized rings and schemes enables us to
construct !Spec Z and, say, models X $ !Spec Z as generalized schemes,
since both the theory of commutative rings and the theory of Z!-
algebras are special cases of this general theory.
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• Furthermore, we will be able to consider X as a generalized scheme
over F±1 := $( !Spec Z, O !Spec Z) = Z#Z! := Z-R Z!, where this inter-
section (i.e. fibered product) is computed in the category of generalized
rings. Among other things, this will lead to a reasonable construction
of intersection theory on X , with F±1 for the base ring.

2.14. (Abstract Z!-modules.) Now we are going to use our knowledge of
the category Z!-Fl.Mod of flat (or torsion-free) Z!-modules to construct
the category Z!-Mod of all (abstract) Z!-modules. We shall also need for
this the definition and some basic properties of monads; they can be found
either in the next chapter or in [MacLane].

2.14.1. Recall that we have constructed a pair of adjoint functors: the for-
getful functor $Z" : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets, A /$ AZ"

(= HomZ"(Z!, A), and

its left adjoint LZ" : Sets $ Z!-Fl.Mod, S /$ Z(S)
! (cf. 2.10.7). Denote by

0 : IdSets $ $Z"LZ" and 1 : LZ"$Z" $ IdZ"-Fl.Mod the natural transforma-
tions defining adjointness between LZ" and $Z" .

By general theory of monads this pair of adjoint functors gives us a monad
#! = #Z" = (#!, µ, &) on Sets, where #! := $Z"LZ" is an endofunctor on
Sets, & := 0 : IdSets $ #! is the unit, and µ := $Z" 5 1 5 LZ" : #2

! $ #! is
the multiplication of this monad.

2.14.2. Once we have a monad #! on the category of sets, we can consider
the category of #!-algebras or #!-sets, usually denoted by Sets!". By
definition, its objects are sets X, equipped with a #!-structure ' : #!(X) $
X, i.e. a map of sets subject to conditions ' 1 &X = idX and ' 1 µX =
'1#!(') : #2

!(X) $ X. Morphisms f : (X,'X) $ (Y,'Y ) are maps of sets
f : X $ Y , compatible with given #!-structures, i.e. f 1 'X = 'Y 1 #!(f).

Clearly, we have a forgetful functor $$ : Sets!" $ Sets, (X,') /$ X. It
has a left adjoint L$, given by L$(S) := (#!(S), µS), such that $$L$ is still
equal to #!.

Finally, $Z" : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets canonically factorizes through $$, yield-
ing a functor I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets!", such that $$I = $Z"; recall that
I : A /$

"
$Z"(A), $Z"(1A)

#
. Now, by definition $ would be a monadic func-

tor if I had been an equivalence of categories; in this case we would be able
to identify Z!-Fl.Mod with Sets!", $Z" with $$, and LZ" with L$.

2.14.3. However, this is not the case: I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Sets!" is fully
faithful, but not an equivalence of categories. We will prove this statement
later; let’s discuss its consequences first.

Definition 2.14.4 We define the category Z!-Mod of (abstract) Z!-modu-
les to be the category Sets!" of sets equipped with a #!-structure. We
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identify Z!-Fl.Mod with a full subcategory of Z!-Mod by means of functor I
constructed above. A Z!-structure ' on some set X is by definition the
same thing as a #!-structure, i.e. a map ' : #!(X) $ X, subject to two
conditions recalled in 2.14.2. A map f : X $ Y between two Z!-modules
is Z!-linear, or a Z!-homomorphism, if it respects the Z!-structures, i.e. if
it defines a morphism in Z!-Mod.

2.14.5. Note that this definition is more “algebraic” than 2.4.1 and 2.7.3:
instead of considering pairs (AZ", AR), consisting of a symmetric convex body
in an ambient real space, we consider sets A = AZ", equipped with some
Z!-structure, i.e. #!-structure.

2.14.6. The reason for this definition is the following. If we start from any
commutative ring K (say, K = Zp), and consider the category K-Mod of
K-modules together with the forgetful functor $K : K-Mod $ Sets, then
this functor turns out to be monadic, i.e. it has a left adjoint LK : S /$ K(S),
hence it defines a monad #K := $KLK on Sets, and induced functor IK :
K-Mod $ Sets!K is an equivalence.

However, if we start from the category Zp-Fl.Mod of flat Zp-modules, we
will end up with the same monad #Zp , but induced functor Zp-Fl.Mod $
Sets!Zp (= Zp-Mod won’t be an equivalence, but just a fully faithful functor.
In this way we can reconstruct first #Zp , and then Zp-Mod (= Sets!Zp , starting
from the category Zp-Fl.Mod and the forgetful functor Zp-Fl.Mod $ Sets.
This is exactly what we have done in 2.14.4 for Z!.

2.14.7. Recall the explicit description of #!(S) = $Z"(Z(S)
! ) given in 2.10.8:

#!(S) ! R(S) consists of all formal octahedral combinations
'

s&S #s{s} of
elements of S, where almost all #s % R are equal to zero and

'
s |#s| * 1.

Hence a #!-structure ' on some set S is a map ' : #!(S) $ S, i.e. a
way to evaluate formal octahedral combinations of elements of S. We denote
'
"'

i #i{si}
#

by
5'

i #isi

6
!
, or even by

'
i #isi, when no confusion can arise.

Here si % S, almost all #i % R are zero, and
'

i |#i| * 1, as usual.
If we start from an object A = (AZ", AR) of Z!-Fl.Mod and construct a

#!-structure 'A on AZ" as explained in 2.14.2 (this corresponds to consid-
ering I(A)), then 'A = $(1A) : #!(AZ") $ AZ" , and we see immediately
that the image in AR of 6

'
i #isi7!A % AZ" coincides with the corresponding

linear combination computed in AR; this explains our notation.

2.14.8. In particular, we can apply this observation to A := Z(S)
! . In

this case it follows from definitions that 'A = µS, so we obtain an ex-
plicit description of µS : #2

!(S) $ #!(S). Namely, µS

"'
i #i{

'
j µij{sj}}

#

equals
'

i,j #iµij{sj}. An explicit description of &S : S $ #!(S) is even
easier to obtain: &S maps any s % S into corresponding basis element
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{s} % #!(S) ! R(S).
Now, our conditions for a map ' : #(S) $ S to be a #!-structure are

' 1 &S = 1S and ' 1 #!(') = ' 1 µS. The first condition translates into
'({s}) = s, i.e. 6s7! = s, for any s % S; this requirement seems to be quite
natural.

The second condition translates into

7 n%

i=1

#i

5 m%

j=1

µijsj

6
!

8

!
=
7 m%

j=1

" n%

i=1

#iµij

#
sj

8

!
, (2.14.8.1)

where sj % S,
'

i |#i| * 1 and
'

j |µij| * 1 for any i. If we remove the angular
brackets, the equation we obtain looks like the usual distributivity relation,
written for arbitrary octahedral combination of octahedral combinations of
some sj % S.

2.14.9. Since any formal octahedral combination involves only finitely many
elements of a set X, we see that a #!-structure ' on X is completely de-
termined by the family of maps 'n : #(n) - Xn $ X, n 0 0, given by
'n(#1, . . . ,#n; x1, . . . , xn) := 6#1x1+· · ·+#nxn7! = '(#1{x1}+· · ·+#n{xn}).
Here #(n) = {(#1, . . . ,#n) :

'
i |#i| * 1} is the standard octahedron in Rn;

cf. 2.10.8.
Of course, these maps 'n, n 0 0, have to satisfy some compatibility

relations (e.g. invariance under all permutations of arguments ") in order to
define together some ' : #!(X) $ X:

'n(#1, . . . ,#n; x1, . . . , xn) = 'n(#.(1), . . . ,#.(n); x.(1), . . . , x.(n)), 4";
(2.14.9.1)

'n+1(#1, . . . ,#n, 0; x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = 'n(#1, . . . ,#n; x1, . . . , xn); (2.14.9.2)

'n+1(#1, . . . ,#n,#n+1; x1, . . . , xn, xn) = 'n(#1, . . . ,#n + #n+1; x1, . . . , xn)
(2.14.9.3)

Resulting ' is a #!-structure i! the unit and associativity relations are
fulfilled:

'1(1; x) = x (2.14.9.4)

'n

"
#1, . . . ,#n; 'm(µ11, . . . , µ1m; x1, . . . , xm), . . . ,'m(µn1, . . . , µnm; x1, . . .)

#

= 'm

" n%

i=1

#iµi1, . . . ,
n%

i=1

#iµim; x1, . . . , xm

#

(2.14.9.5)

We have thus obtained a description of Z!-modules in terms of a count-
able family of operations 'n.
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2.14.10. Note that all 'n, hence also ', are completely determined by '2 :
#!(2) - X2 $ X. Indeed, for '0 and '1 we have '1(#; x) = '2(#, 0; x, x)
and '0 = '2(0, 0; x, x) for any x % X (note that X has to be non-empty,
otherwise we won’t be able to retrieve its zero element '0). For 'n, n 0 3,
we prove this statement by induction, using identity

'n(#1, . . . ,#n+2,#n+1,#n; x1, . . . , xn+2, xn+1, xn) =

'n+1(#1, . . . ,#n+2, µ; x1, . . . , xn+2,'2(#n+1/µ,#n/µ; xn+1, xn)) (2.14.10.1)

when µ := |#n+1| + |#n| 2= 0; if it is zero, we use (2.14.9.2) instead.
We see that we might describe a Z!-module X as a triple (X,'0,'2),

where X is a set, '0 % X is its marked element (“zero”), and '2 : #!(2) -
X2 $ X is the binary octahedral combination evaluation map discussed
above. These data have to satisfy several axioms, which do not seem to be
especially enlightening, so we don’t list them here. The most interesting
among them is the associativity/distributivity axiom for '2:

'2(#
$( $, µ; x,'2((, +; y, z)) = '2(#

$, µ+; '2((
$, +$; x, y), z), (2.14.10.2)

for any x, y, z % X, whenever µ( = #$+$, |#$( $| + |µ| * 1, |#$| + |µ+| * 1,
|(| + |+| * 1 and |( $| + |+$| * 1.

In this form the definition of (abstract) Z!-modules is very similar to
that of abstract convex sets, which in fact can be obtained in the same way
starting from the monad! that maps any set S into the simplex with vertices
{s}, i.e. the convex hull of all basis elements {s} of R(S).

2.14.11. We see that any Z!-module X has a marked element, namely,
'0 := 'X(0); we denote it by 0X or 0, and call it the zero element of X.
We have also a map '1 : Z! - X $ X, which defines an action of Z!,
considered as a multiplicative monoid, on X, i.e. '1(#,'1(µ, x)) = '1(#µ, x)
for any x % X and |#|, |µ| * 1. Of course, '1(#, x) is usually written as # · x
or #x, so the above formula can be written simply as #(µx) = (#µ)x. Note
that 0X is a fixed point for this action, i.e. # · 0X = 0X for any |#| * 1, and
0 ·x = 0X for any x % X. However, this structure of a set with marked point,
equipped by an action of monoid Z! = [+1, 1], doesn’t determine uniquely
'2, i.e. the structure of a Z!-module on X.

2.14.12. We see that a Z!-module X can be described as an algebraic
system X = (X,'0,'2), consisting of a set X, its element '0 and a map
'2 : #!(2) - X2 $ X, subject to a finite set of axioms. Therefore, the
category of Z!-modules has all the usual properties of categories defined by
algebraic systems. We list some of these properties below without proof;
most of them can be easily checked directly, and all of them will be proved
later in 4.6 for the categories of modules over arbitrary generalized rings.
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• Arbitrary projective limits exist in Z!-Mod; they can be essentially
computed in Sets (i.e. $Z" : Z!-Mod $ Sets commutes with arbitrary
projective limits).

• Arbitrary inductive limits exist in Z!-Mod (this is the only complicated
statement in this list).

• Filtered inductive limits exist in Z!-Mod; they can be computed in
Sets, i.e. $Z" commutes with filtered inductive limits.

• A Z!-linear map f : M $ N is a monomorphism in Z!-Mod i! it is
injective as a map of sets (i.e. i! $Z"(f) is injective).

• A Z!-linear map f : M $ N is a strict epimorphism i! it is surjective
as a map of sets.

• Given an injective map of sets f : N $ M and a Z!-module structure
on M , there is at most one Z!-module structure (called the induced
structure) on N , compatible with f . Therefore, subobjects (i.e. Z!-
submodules) of M are in one-to-one correspondence with those subsets
N of M , which admit an induced Z!-module structure.

• Similarly, given a surjective map of sets f : M $ Q and a Z!-module
structure on M , there is at most one Z!-module structure on Q, com-
patible with f . Strict quotients of M are in one-to-one correspondence
with certain quotient sets Q of M .

• Any Z!-homomorphism f : M $ N decomposes into a strict epimor-
phism p : M $ I, followed by a monomorphism i : I $ N . As a set, I
coincides with f(M); its Z!-module structure can be described either
as one induced from N or as one induced from M . We denote I by
f(M) or Im f and say that it is the image of f .

2.14.13. Consider the Z!-module Q = F!, constructed as follows. Its
underlying set consists of three elements, denoted 0, +1 and +1. The #!-
structure ' = 'Q on Q = {0, +1,+1} is given by

'Q

"
#+1{+1} + #0{0} + #1{+1}

#
=

9
:;

:<

+1 if #1 + #+1 = 1

+1 if #1 + #+1 = +1

0 if |#1 + #+1| < 1

(2.14.13.1)

Here |#+1|+|#0|+|#1| * 1, so in any case |#1+#+1| * 1, hence the cases listed
above exhaust all possibilities. We have to check that this 'Q satisfies the
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axioms for a #!-structure; for this we consider the surjective map $ : Z! $
Q, which maps ±1 % Z! = [+1, 1] into ±1 % Q, and all other elements of Z!
into 0. It is easy to check that $ 1 'Z" = 'Q 1 #!($); since $ is surjective,
this implies that 'Q is indeed a Z!-structure on Q, and that $ : Z! $ Q is
a surjective Z!-linear map, i.e. a strict epimorphism in Z!-Mod.

We see that Q is obtained from Z! by identifying all elements of m!
with zero; this explains our alternative notation F! and Z!/m! for Q.

Note that for any non-zero object A = (AZ", AR) of Z!-Fl.Mod the
underlying set of corresponding object I(A) of Z!-Mod is equal to AZ",
hence it is infinite. Since Q 2= 0 and it is finite, we see that it cannot
be isomorphic to any I(A), i.e. it doesn’t lie in the essential image of I :
Z!-Fl.Mod $ Z!-Mod, hence I cannot be an equivalence of categories.

2.14.14. Clearly, I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Z!-Mod is faithful, since $$ 1 I =
$ := $Z" is faithful; in order to prove 2.14.3 we have to check that I is
fully faithful, i.e. that for any two flat Z!-modules A and B, any map of
underlying sets f : $(A) $ $(B) compatible with induced #!-structures
actually defines a morphism f $ = (f $Z"

, f $R) : A $ B in Z!-Fl.Mod with
f $Z"

= f (cf. 2.7.3).

Recall that the #!-structure on $(A) is given by 'A := $(1A) : $(Z(A)
! ) =

#!$(A) $ $(A), and similarly for B; so the compatibility of f with these
#!-structures means commutativity of the following square:

$(Z(A)
! )

!"(f)
""

&(*A)

!!

$(Z(B)
! )

&(*B)

!!

$(A)
f "" $(B)

(2.14.14.1)

Now consider the following diagram with right exact rows:

RA
""
""

Rf

!!

Z(A)
!

Z(f)
"

!!

*A "" A

f !

!!
"
"
"
"
"

RB
""
"" Z(B)
!

*B "" B

(2.14.14.2)

Note that 1A is a strict epimorphism in Z!-Fl.Mod, hence it is cokernel of
its kernel pair RA " Z(A)

! , and similarly for 1B; therefore, once we construct
the two left vertical arrows in Z!-Fl.Mod, we’ll obtain immediately an f $ :
A $ B in Z!-Fl.Mod completing this diagram; since $(1A) is surjective
and (2.14.14.1) is commutative, necessarily $(f $) = f as required. Now, the

middle vertical arrow LZ"(f) = Z(f)
! exists for any map of sets f ; to show
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existence of Rf we observe that Z(f)
! -Z(f)

! maps the underlying set of strict

subobject RA of Z(A)
! - Z(A)

! into the underlying set of RB ! Z(B)
! - Z(B)

!
because of commutativity of (2.14.14.1), hence it induces some Rf : RA $
RB with required properties.

This finishes the proof of 2.14.3.

2.14.15. Henceforth we shall identify Z!-Fl.Mod with a full subcategory of
Z!-Mod by means of the functor I constructed in 2.14.2. Recall that the
category of R-vector spaces R-Vect has been identified in 2.9.3 with a full
subcategory of Z!-Fl.Mod, hence it is now identified with a full subcategory
of Z!-Mod. In other words, we have a canonical Z!-structure 'V on any
R-vector space V ; it is easy to see that 'V : #!(V ) $ V simply evaluates
any given formal octahedral combination of elements of V in the natural way
by means of the R-vector space structure on V .

Let us denote the functor just constructed by +# : R-Vect $ Z!-Mod. It
is not very hard to prove that it admits both a left adjoint +# and a right
adjoint +!, similarly to what we had before for flat Z!-modules. We will see
later that formulas +#M = R &Z" M and +!M = HomZ"(R, M) are still
valid in this context, so we can denote +#M also by M(R) or even MR.

2.14.16. Existence of M(R) and of a Z!-linear map iM : M $ M(R), universal
with respect to Z!-linear maps from M into R-vector spaces, can be shown
directly in several di!erent ways. For example, we can construct M(R) as the
quotient of free R-vector space R(M) by the R-vector subspace generated by
all elements of the form {#1x1 + · · ·+ #nxn}+ #1{x1}+ · · ·+ #n{xn}, for all
n 0 0 and all octahedral combinations of n elements of M .

Second construction: we can characterize R-vector spaces as those Z!-
modules, on which all elements of S := Z! + {0} act bijectively; then the
required universal property of M(R) is that of S+1M , so we have to compute
S+1M , and this can be done by means of filtered inductive limits in the same
way as in 2.13.4. In particular, this means that all elements of M(R) can be
written in form x/s for some x % M and s % Z!, s 2= 0, and x/s = y/t i!
there is some u 2= 0, such that utx = usy.

Finally, we can develop first the theory of tensor products in Z!-Mod,
and construct M(R) as R &Z" M .

Definition 2.14.17 We say that a Z!-module M is a torsion-free Z!-
module if the canonical map iM : M $ M(R) is injective, i.e. a monomorphism
in Z!-Mod. We say that M is a (pure) torsion Z!-module if M(R) = 0. Fi-
nally, we denote by Mtf the image of M in M(R); it is the largest torsion-free
quotient of M .
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Note that by the universal property of M(R), we have that M is torsion-free
i! there exists an embedding (=monomorphism) of M into an R-vector space.
This shows that Mtf ! M(R) is indeed torsion-free. Any map f : M $ N
from M to a torsion-free N induces an R-linear map f(R) : M(R) $ N(R); since
iN : N $ N(R) is injective, and f(R) 1 iM = iN 1 f , this implies immediately
that f factorizes through iM(M) = Mtf , as stated above. In other words,
M /$ Mtf is a left adjoint to the embedding of the full subcategory of torsion-
free Z!-modules into Z!-Mod.

2.14.18. Let us show that the torsion-free Z!-modules are exactly those
which lie in the essential image of I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Z!-Mod, i.e. which are
isomorphic to some I(A). This will characterize internally Z!-Fl.Mod as a
subcategory of Z!-Mod, and it will show that M /$ Mtf is a left adjoint
to I.

Clearly, any Z!-module of form I(A) = AZ" for some object A =
(AZ", AR) embeds into some R-vector space, namely, AR, so it must be
torsion-free. Conversely, if M is torsion-free, we put AR := M(R) and AZ" :=
Mtf = iM(M) (= M . Then AZ" ! AR is stable under all octahedral combi-
nations of its elements, hence it is symmetric and convex; it also generates
the whole of AR = M(R), as it easily follows either from the universal prop-
erty or from any of the three constructions of M(R) given in 2.14.16, hence
A % Ob Z!-Fl.Mod and M (= I(A).

2.14.19. (Torsion Z!-modules.) By definition, M is a torsion Z!-module
i! M(R) = S+1M = 0, where S = Z! + {0}. Our description of localizations
shows immediately that this condition is equivalent to the following: For any
x % M there is some # % S (i.e. a non-zero # % Z!), such that #x = 0
in M . For example, the Z!-module F! considered in 2.14.13 is torsion,
since (1/2)x = 0 for any x % F!.

2.14.20. (Limits in Z!-Fl.Mod and Z!-Mod.) Since I : Z!-Fl.Mod $
Z!-Mod has a left adjoint M /$ Mtf , it commutes with arbitrary projective
limits, i.e. arbitrary projective limits of torsion-free Z!-modules can be still
computed as in 2.8. This is in general not true for arbitrary inductive lim-
its: we have only the formula I(lim+$!

M!) = (lim+$!
I(M!))tf , which follows

immediately from the fact that I is fully faithful and admits a left adjoint
M /$ Mtf .

However, this is still true for filtered inductive limits, since in both cat-
egories they can be essentially computed in Sets, and for arbitrary direct
sums as well. In the latter case we are to check that arbitrary direct sums of
torsion-free modules are still torsion-free. For this we first write a direct sum
over an arbitrary index set I as a filtered inductive limit of direct sums over
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all finite subsets J ! I, thus reducing to the case of a finite direct sum, and
then by induction it su"ces to check the statement for a direct sum M .N .

So let M and N be torsion-free Z!-modules, P := M .N be their direct
sum in Z!-Mod. Notice that i1 : M $ M .N is injective, since it admits a
left inverse 21 : M . N $ M . 0 (= M , and similarly for i2 : N $ M . N ,
so we can identify M and N with subsets of M . N . Let us check that P is
torsion-free, i.e. that P $ S+1P is injective. Let z, z$ % P be two elements
of P , such that z/1 = z$/1 in S+1P , i.e. (z = (z$ for some 0 < ( * 1. We’ll
check in 4.6.15 that elements z, z$ % P = M .N can be always represented
as octahedral combinations z = #x + µy, z$ = #$x$ + µ$y$ with x, x$ % M ,
y, y$ % N . Applying 21 : P $ M to (z = (z$, we obtain (#x = (#$x$,
hence #x = #$x$, M being torsion-free. Furthermore, if |#| 0 |#$|, we get
# · (#$/#)x$ = #x, whence x = (#$/#)x$, unless both # = #$ = 0. Substituting
this into z = #x + µy, we get z = #$x$ + µy, i.e. we can assume # = #$,
x = x$. Case |#$| 0 |#| is dealt with similarly, and if both # = #$ = 0, then z
and z$ % N , hence z = z$, N being torsion-free, so this case can be excluded.
Next, we can consider cases |µ| 0 |µ$|, |µ$| 0 |µ| and µ = µ$ = 0, and deduce
from N being torsion-free that we can assume µ = µ$, y = y$ as well. We see
that z = #x + µy = z$, so P $ S+1P is indeed injective and P = M . N is
torsion-free, q.e.d.

2.14.21. (Linear algebra, &-structure etc.) Given any three Z!-modules M ,
N and P , we say that a map & : M -N $ P is Z!-bilinear if for any x % M
the map s#(x) : y /$ &(x, y) is a Z!-linear map N $ P , and, similarly, for
any y % N the map d#(y) : x /$ &(x, y) is Z!-linear.

Proceeding as in 2.10, we construct tensor products and inner Homs in
Z!-Mod, obtaining an ACU &-structure on this category. This leads to a
natural definition of a Z!-algebra and of a module over such an algebra; we
can construct their localization theory and their spectra exactly in the same
way we did it in 2.13.

Again, we shall return to all these questions later in a more general con-
text. We would like to finish this quite long chapter by remarking that
I : Z!-Fl.Mod $ Z!-Mod commutes with tensor products and inner Homs
(the reader is invited to check this easy statement once tensor products and
inner Homs over arbitrary generalized rings are defined in 5.3), so almost all
our previous considerations and computations inside Z!-Fl.Mod will retain
their validity in Z!-Mod.
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3 Generalities on monads

In this chapter we want to collect some general facts on monads, which will
be of use to us in the remaining part of this work. Almost all of these facts
are very well known and can be found, for example, in [MacLane]. We recall
also some proofs, especially in the cases where we need to generalize them
later to the case of inner monads.

After that we study the concept of inner endofunctors and inner monads
on a Cartesian closed category (e.g. a topos). This theory doesn’t seem to be
widely known; however, most definitions and proofs appear just as natural
generalizations of their counterparts in the theory of monads.

Later we shall usually consider monads on the category of sets, and inner
monads on topoi; we shall see that the latter intuitively correspond to sheaves
of monads over the category of sets, hence their significance for our further
developments.

3.1. (AU &-categories.) Let A be an AU (associative with unity) &-category.
This means that we are given a bifunctor & : A -A $ A, an associativity
constraint ', i.e. a family of functorial isomorphisms 'X,Y,Z : (X&Y )&Z

,$
X & (Y & Z) satisfying the pentagon axiom for quadruple tensor products,
and that we are given an unit object 1A together with functorial isomor-
phisms 1A &X (= X (= X & 1A, compatible with the associativity constraint
in a natural way which need not be explained explicitly here. By a well-
known theorem of MacLane, this data allows us to define multiple tensor
products of any (possibly empty) finite sequence of objects of A, and to
establish canonical isomorphisms between tensor products of such multiple
products. In short, we get a notion of tensor product on A, enjoying all
usual properties of tensor product of modules over a commutative ring, apart
from commutativity, since we don’t impose any commutativity constraint.
We’ll profit by this remark by working with this tensor product in the cus-
tomary way, without bothering to write down explicitly all arising canonical
isomorphisms.

3.1.1. (External &-action.) Once the AU &-category A is fixed, we can
consider its external (left) &-action, or !-action, on some category B. This
means that we are given some “external tensor product” ! : A - B $ B
(which will be also denoted by the same symbol & as the tensor product of
A, when no confusion can arise), together with some external associativity
constraint, i.e. a family of functorial isomorphisms (X&Y )!M

,$ X !(Y !

M), satisfying a variant of the pentagon axiom with respect to quadruple
products of sort X & Y & Z ! M , where X, Y , Z are in A and M is in B.
We also require some functorial isomorphisms 1A !M

,$ M to be given and
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to be compatible with given external associativity constraint.
As before, we don’t use these canonical isomorphisms explicitly, but sim-

ply write down multiple tensor products X1 & · · ·&Xn !M , for any Xi in A
and M in B, and use di!erent canonical isomorphisms between them without
explaining or even naming them.

We have also the notion of a right external &-action (also called >-action)
of A on B, given by some bifunctor > : B - A $ B together with some
external associativity and unit constraints. This case can be reduced to one
considered before by permuting the order of arguments to & and >.

3.1.2. Of course, we have both a left and a right external &-action of A
on itself. Another example, even more trivial, is given by taking for B the
empty or the point category.

3.1.3. We have the notion of a &-functor F : A $ A$ between two AU
&-categories A and A$. By definition, this is a functor F : A $ A$, together
with a family of functorial isomorphisms F (X &A Y )

,$ F (X) &A! F (Y )
and an isomorphism F (1A)

,$ 1A! , compatible with associativity and unit
constraints on A and A$.

If we are given some external &-action of A on some B, and of A$ on B$, we
can speak about external &-functors (or !-functors) G : B $ B$, compatible
with F . By definition, this means that we are given some functor G : B $
B$, together with functorial isomorphisms G(X !B M)

,$ F (X) !B! G(M),
compatible with external associativity and unit constraints on B and B$ in a
natural way.

In particular, we can apply this definition in case A$ = A, F = IdA. Then
we are given external &-actions of A on two categories B and B$, and study
!-functors G : B $ B$ compatible with these &-actions.

Another special case is given by B = A, B$ = A$. Then we see that F is
compatible with itself.

3.1.4. We have also a notion of natural transformation , : G $ G$ of two !-
functors G, G$ : B $ B$, compatible with same &-functor F : A $ A$. This
is simply a natural transformation , : G $ G$ of corresponding underlying
functors, such that the following square is commutative for all X % ObA
and Y % ObB, where the horizontal arrows come from the !-structure on G
and G$:

G(X ! M)

0X!M

!!

, "" F (X) ! G(M)

1F (X)!0M

!!

G$(X ! M) , "" F (X) ! G$(M)

(3.1.4.1)

Natural transformations of >-functors are defined similarly.
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3.1.5. Let’s mention some important examples of&-categories and&-actions.
a) Take A := Sets, and & := -, i.e. we consider the the cartesian products

on the category of sets. Of course, this is an AU (even ACU) &-category,
and it acts on itself.

b) Take A := K-Mod for any commutative ring K, and let & := &K be
the usual tensor product of K-modules. Again, this is clearly an AU (even
ACU) &-category, acting on itself.

c) Let K $ be any (associative) K-algebra. Let A := K-Mod as before,
and B := K $-Mod. Then any tensor product X &K M , where X is a K-
module and M is a (left) K $-module, has a canonical K $-module structure,
so we get an external tensor product ! : A - B $ B. It satisfies indeed
all requirements for an external &-action, so we get an external &-action of
K-Mod on K $-Mod.

d) If F : A $ A$ is an &-functor, then it induces both a left and a right
&-action of A on A$, given by X ! M := F (X) &A! M (resp. M > X :=
M &A! F (X)). If K $ was commutative in the previous example, we see that
that example can be recovered in this manner starting from the &-functor
F : K-Mod $ K $-Mod given by X /$ X(K !) = K $ &K M .

3.1.6. (Algebras.) By definition, an algebra in an AU &-category A is a triple
A = (A, µ, &), consisting of an object A of A, a “multiplication” morphism µ :
A&A $ A and a “unit” morphism & : 1 $ A, subject to usual associativity
and unit axioms: µ1(1A&µ) = µ1(µ&1A) : A&A&A $ A and µ1(1A&&) =
1A = µ 1 (& & 1A). Note that in the first of these axioms we have to identify
A& (A&A) with (A&A)&A by means of the associativity constraint, and,
similarly, we have implicitly used the unit constraint in the second axiom.
So AU &-categories are actually the minimal possible context su"cient to
consider algebras. Note that we cannot impose any commutativity conditions
on A without a commutativity constraint on A.

An algebra homomorphism f : (A, µA, &A) $ (B, µB, &B) in A is by defi-
nition a morphism f : A $ B, such that µB1(f&f) = f 1µA and f 1&A = &B.
In this way we construct the category of algebras in A, denoted by Alg(A).

This category has an initial object, called unit or initial algebra, given by
the natural algebra structure on 1A coming from the canonical isomorphism
1A & 1A (= 1A. Indeed, the only algebra homomorphism from 1A to an
arbitrary algebra A = (A, µ, &) is defined by & : 1A $ A. If A has a final
object eA, it admits a unique algebra structure, thus becoming the final
object in Alg(A).

3.1.7. Of course, this definition is motivated by the situation of 3.1.5b),
where we recover the notion of an associative K-algebra with unity. In other
situations we obtain other interesting notions, e.g. in 3.1.5a) we recover the
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category of monoids.

3.1.8. (Projective limits of algebras.) Note that all the projective limits
which exist in A, exist also in Alg(A), and they can be computed in A.
Indeed, if we have to compute lim,+(A!, µ!, &!), we compute first A := lim,+A!

in A, denote the canonical projections by 2! : A $ A!, and define µ :
A &A $ A and & : 1A $ A starting from compatible families of morphisms
µ!(2!&2!) : A&A $ A! and &! : 1A $ A. We see that the forgetful functor
Alg(A) $ A commutes with arbitrary projective limits, and in particular is
left exact, if finite projective limits exist in A. In this situation it preserves
monomorphisms, and since in addition it is faithful, we see that $ : A$ $ A
is a monomorphism in Alg(A) i! $ is a monomorphism in A.

3.1.9. (Subalgebras.) Given an algebra A = (A, µ, &) in Alg(A) and a
monomorphism i : A$ $ A, we see that there is at most one algebra struc-
ture (µ$, &$) on A$ compatible with i, since we must have iµ$ = µ(i & i) and
i&$ = &. Note that whenever µ$ and &$ satisfying these relations exist, they
satisfy the associativity and unit axioms automatically, thus giving required
algebra structure on A$. In particular, we can apply this to embeddings
A$ $ A of subobjects A$ ! A. If a compatible algebra structure on A$ exists,
we call it the induced structure, and say that A$ is a subalgebra of A. If finite
projective limits exist in A, then the subalgebras of a fixed algebra A are the
same thing as the subobjects of A in Alg(A).

3.1.10. (Modules over an algebra.) Suppose we are given a (left) external
&-action of A on B, and an algebra A = (A, µ, &) in A. Then a (left) A-
module in B is by definition a pair M = (M,'), consisting of an object M
of B, and a left action ' of A on M , i.e. a morphism ' : A ! M $ M , such
that ' 1 (µ ! 1M) = ' 1 (1A ! ') and ' 1 (& ! 1M) = 1M . Note that we have
again implicitly used here the external associativity and unity constraint for
the &-action of A on B, so our context seems to be the most general context
in which the notion of an A-module makes sense.

Of course, a morphism of A-modules f : (M,'M) $ (N,'N) in B is
just a morphism f : M $ N in B, compatible with given A-actions, i.e.
f 1'M = 'N 1 (1A ! f). In this way we obtain the category of A-modules in
B, denoted by BA.

If we have a right &-action > : B-A $ B of A on B, we can define right
A-modules M = (M,') in B in a similar way. In this case ' : M > A $ M
is required to satisfy ' 1 (1M > µ) = ' 1 (' > 1A) and ' 1 (1M > &) = 1M .
This yields the category BA of right A-modules in B. Usually we will state
and prove the statements only for left modules, leaving their counterparts
for right modules to the reader.
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In particular, we can always take the canonical left and right &-action
of A on itself. This leads to a definition of left and right A-modules in A,
which are usually called simply left and right A-modules. For example, the
multiplication µ gives both a left and a right A-module structure on A itself.

3.1.11. Of course, this definition is motivated by the situation of 3.1.5b)
again, where we recover the usual notions of a left or right A-module over an
associative K-algebra A. In the situation of 3.1.5a) we recover the notion
of a (left or right) action of a monoid on a set, and in 3.1.5c) we obtain the
notion of an A &K K $-module.

3.1.12. (Submodules and projective limits.) Similarly to what we had in
3.1.8, all projective limits existing in B exist also in BA and can be essentially
computed in B; if finite projective limits exist in B, then $ : N $ M is a
monomorphism in BA i! it is a monomorphism in B. In this situation we
have a notion of submodules M $ of a module M = (M,'), i.e. subobjects
M $ ! M in B, such that '(1A ! i) factorizes into i'$, thus yielding an A-
module structure on M $; here i : M $ $ M is the canonical embedding.
Again, when finite projective limits exist in B, the set of submodules of M
is actually the set of subobjects of M in BA.

3.1.13. (Scalar restriction.) We have a very natural notion of scalar restric-
tion in this setup. Namely, if f : A $ A$ is an algebra homomorphism
in A, and we are given a (left) A$-module N = (N,'$) in some category
B on which A &-acts, then we can define its scalar restriction with respect
to f , denoted by f #N , to be the same object N of B equipped with (left)
A-action ' := '$ 1 (f ! 1N) : A ! N $ N . As usual, this gives us a functor
f # : BA! $ BA.

3.1.14. (Scalar extension.) In some cases the scalar restriction functor has
a left adjoint, called the scalar extension functor. In general it can be not so
easy to construct it, but we’ll consider now a very simple special case. Fix
an algebra A = (A, µ, &) and consider the scalar restriction &# : BA $ B1A

with respect to the only homomorphism & : 1A $ A from the initial algebra
1A into A. Clearly, B1A is canonically equivalent (even isomorphic) to B,
since any object of B admits exactly one 1A-module structure, and &# can be
identified with the forgetful functor $ = $A : BA $ B, (M,') /$ M .

Proposition. For any algebra A = (A, µ, &) in A and any !-action of A on
B the forgetful functor $ = $A : BA $ B, (M,') /$ M , has a left adjoint L =
LA : B $ BA, given by X /$ (A ! X, µ ! 1X). The functorial isomorphism
HomBA(L(X), M)

,$ HomB(X, $(M)) maps an A-module homomorphism
$ : A ! X $ M into $- : X $ M given by $- := $ 1 (& ! 1X), and
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its inverse maps a morphism * : X $ M into *, := ' 1 (1A ! *), where
' : A ! M $ M is the multiplication of M . Moreover, the adjointness
natural transformations 0 : IdB $ $L and 1 : L$ $ IdBA can be described
explicitly as follows: 0X = & ! 1X : X $ A ! X for any X % ObB, and
1(M,!) = ' : (A ! M, µ ! 1M) $ (M,').

Proof. We have to check that *, = ' 1 (1A ! *) is indeed an A-module
homomorphism (A ! X, µ ! 1X) $ (M,') for any * : X $ M . This means
*,1(µ!1X) = '1(1A!*,), i.e. '1(1A!*)1(µ!1X) = '1(1A!')1(1A*A!*).
This is clear since ' 1 (1A ! ') = ' 1 (µ ! 1M) and (1A ! *) 1 (µ ! 1X) =
µ!* = (µ!1M)1(1A*A !*). Next, we have to check that the maps $ /$ $-

and * /$ *, are inverse to each other. This is also quite straightforward:
($-), = '1(1A!$-) = '1(1A!$)1(1A&&!1X) = $1(µ!1X)1(1A&&!1X) =
$1

"
(µ1(1A&&))!1X

#
= $ and (*,)- = *,1(&!1X) = '1(1A!*)1(&!1X ) =

' 1 (& ! *) = ' 1 (& ! 1M) 1 * = *. This completes the proof of adjointness
of L and $. The formulas for 0 and 1 follow immediately from 0X = (1L(X))-

and 1(M,!) = (1M),.

3.1.15. (Application of functors.) Given an &-functor F : A $ A$, we can
apply it to any algebra A = (A, µ, &) in A, obtaining an algebra F (A) ="
F (A), F (µ), F (&)

#
, where we identify for simplicity F (A &A) with F (A)&

F (A), and F (1A) with 1A!. Clearly, F transforms algebra homomorphisms
into algebra homomorphisms, hence it induces a functor Alg(F ) from the
category Alg(A) of algebras in A into the category Alg(A$) of algebras in
A$; this functor will be usually denoted by the same letter F .

Similarly, if we have an &-action of A on B and of A$ on B$, and an
external &-functor G : B $ B$ compatible with F , then we can apply G to
any A-module M = (M,') in B, thus obtaining an F (A)-module G(M) ="
G(M), G(')

#
in B$. It is clear again that this gives us actually a functor

G̃ (or simply G) from the category BA of A-modules in B into the category
B$F (A) of F (A)-modules in B$.

Furthermore, any natural transformation of !-functors , : G $ G$ in-
duces an F (A)-module homomorphism ,M : G(M) $ G$(M) in B$ for any A-
module M in B, thus e!ectively defining a natural transformation ,̃ : G̃ $ G̃$

of functors BA $ B$F (A).

3.2. (Categories of functors.) Recall that the category of all categories Cat
is actually a (strictly associative) 2-category. In other words, the set of
functors Funct(C,D) = HomCat(C,D) between two arbitrary categories C
and D is not just a set, but a category, since we have the notion of a natural
transformation between two functors from C to D, and the composition map
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1 : Funct(D, E)-Funct(C,D) $ Funct(C, E) is not just a map of sets, but a
functor.

This means that, apart from the usual composition of natural transfor-
mations 0$ 1 0 = 0$0 : F $ F $$, defined for any natural transformations
0$ : F $ $ F $$, 0 : F $ F $ between functors F, F $, F $$ : C $ D, we have also
the notion of )-composition 1 ) 0 : GF $ G$F $ for any natural transforma-
tions 0 : F $ F $ : C $ D and 1 : G $ G$ : D $ E . The requirement for 1
to be a functor means that idG ) idF = idGF and (1$ ) 0$)(1 ) 0) = (1$1)) (0$0).

We adopt the usual convention and denote 1 ) idF simply by 1 ) F , and
idG )0 by G ) 0. Hence we have 1 ) 0 = (1 ) F $)(G ) 0) = (G$ ) 0)(1 ) F ).

3.2.1. Let’s make these operations with natural transformations of functors
more explicit. First of all, a natural transformation 0 : F $ G between
two functors from C to D is by definition a collection of morphisms in D
(0X)X&Ob C, indexed by objects of C, where 0X : F (X) $ G(X) are required
to satisfy 0Y 1 F ($) = G($) 1 0X for any morphism $ : X $ Y in C.
Therefore, we would like to have explicit descriptions of our operations with
natural transformations in terms of such families.

a) First of all, the usual composition 0$0 = 0$ 1 0 : F $ F $$ of two natural
transformations 0 : F $ F $ and 0$ : F $ $ F $$ of functors from C to D is
computed in the obvious way: (0$0)X := 0$X 1 0X : F (X) $ F $$(X).

b) Now, given a functor G : D $ E , we would like to obtain a natural
transformation G ) 0 = idG )0 : GF $ GF $. This is done in a very natural
way: (G ) 0)X := G(0X) : GF (X) $ GF $(X).

c) Similarly, given a natural transformation 1 : G $ G$, we have to define
1 ) F = 1 ) idF : GF $ G$F . Again, the most natural way of doing this is
correct: (1 ) F )X := 1F (X) : GF (X) $ G$F (X).

d) Now we combine these two particular cases into a general formula for
1 ) 0 : GF $ G$F $ for any two 0 : F $ F $ and 1 : G $ G$. We must have
1 ) 0 = (1 ) F $)(G ) 0) = (G$ ) 0)(1 ) F ), hence (1 ) 0)X = 1F !(X) 1 G(0X) =
G$(0X) 1 1F (X):

GF (X)
G((X )

""

*F (X)

!!

(*1()X

$$#
###

##
####

###
#

GF $(X)

*F !(X)

!!

G$F (X)
G!((X)

"" G$F $(X)

(3.2.1.1)

These two descriptions of (1 )0)X coincide, i.e. the above square is commuta-
tive, simply because of compatibility of 1F (X) and 1F !(X) with the morphism
0X : F (X) $ F $(X) in D.

e) Once the equivalence of these two descriptions of 1 ) 0 is checked, we
deduce immediately the formula (1$ ) 0$)(1 ) 0) = 1$1 ) 0$0, which actually
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means that Cat is a (strictly associative) 2-category.

3.2.2. Now we can exploit this 2-category structure on Cat to obtain some
important examples of AU &-categories and their external &-actions. First
of all, consider the category of endofunctors Endof (C) := Funct(C, C) on any
category C. Let’s take the composition functor 1 : Endof (C) - Endof (C) $
Endof (C) as the tensor product on Endof (C). In other words, we put G &
F := GF for any two endofunctors G and F on C, and for any two natural
transformations 1 : G $ G$ and 0 : F $ F $ of such endofunctors we put
1 & 0 := 1 ) 0 : GF $ G$F $. Of course, the identity functor IdC of C is the
unity for this &-structure.

In this way we obtain an AU &-structure on Endof (C). Clearly, it is
even strictly associative (i.e. we have (X & Y ) & Z = X & (Y & Z), and
the associativity constraint is identity), since Cat is strictly associative (i.e.
(XY )Z = X(Y Z)).

3.2.3. Moreover, for any other category D we have a left &-action of A :=
Endof (C) on Funct(D, C), and a right &-action of A on Funct(C,D), given
in both cases by the composition functor 1 : Endof (C) - Funct(D, C) $
Funct(D, C) (resp. 1 : Funct(C,D) - Endof (C) $ Funct(C,D)). Therefore,
in both cases we have F ! H = FH (resp. H > F = HF ) for any F %
ObEndof (C) and H : D $ C (resp. H : C $ D), and the action on natural
transformations is given by the )-product.

3.2.4. Any functor H : D $ D$ defines functors H# : Funct(C,D) $
Funct(C,D$) and H# : Funct(D$, C) $ Funct(D, C), given again by the com-
position functors in Cat, i.e. H# : G /$ HG, 1 /$ H ) 1 and H# : G /$
GH, 1 /$ 1 ) H . It is immediate that H# (resp. H#) is compatible with right
(resp. left) external &-action of A = Endof (C) on corresponding categories,
i.e. H# is an >-functor, and H# is an !-functor.

Moreover, any natural transformation , : H $ H $ induces a natural
transformation of !-functors ,# : H# $ H $#, given by (,#)G := G ) , :
GH $ GH $, and a natural transformation of >-functors ,# : H# $ H $

#,
given by (,#)G := , ) G : HG $ H $G.

3.2.5. So far this reasoning was valid in any 2-category. Let’s do something
more specific now. Put D := 6!7 — the point (or final) category, consisting
of exactly one object 5 and only one morphism — the identity of 5. Then
we get a right external &-action of A = Endof (C) on Funct(C, 6!7), which
is not really interesting since this category is equivalent (even isomorphic)
to 6!7, and a left &-action of A on Funct(6!7, C). This is more interesting,
since Funct(6!7, C) is canonically isomorphic to C itself.

Therefore, we get an external &-action of A = Endof (C) on C, ! :
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Endof (C) - C $ C, which is easily seen to be the evaluation map: F ! X =
F (X) for any endofunctor F and any object X of C, and 0!f = 0Y 1F (f) =
F $(f) 1 0X : F (X) $ F $(Y ) for any natural transformation 0 : F $ F $ and
any morphism f : X $ Y in C. In particular, 0!X = 0X and F !f = F (f).

The situation of 3.2.4 also admits a similar special case, if we put D :=
6!7, and rename D$ to D. We see that for any object Z % ObD the corre-
sponding “evaluation functor” Z# : Funct(D, C) $ C, Z# : G /$ G(Z), 1 /$
1Z is an !-functor with respect to the external &-action of A on Funct(D, C)
and on C. In this case any morphism , : Z $ Z $ in D gives rise to a natural
!-transformation ,# : Z# $ Z $# of corresponding evaluation functors, given
by ,#G := G(,).

3.2.6. (Set-theoretical issues.) Strictly speaking, the category of all cate-
gories is no more legal mathematical object than the set of all sets. Therefore,
we encounter some set-theoretical complications, which really do not a!ect
anything important for us. However, we would like to explain here how we
are going to avoid them, without paying too much attention to similar issues
in future.

To do this we work in Tarski–Grothendieck set theory, i.e. we accept
the usual Zermelo–Frenkel axiomatics for set theory and mathematics (re-
call that all mathematical objects are sets in this picture), and we accept
Grothendieck’s universe axiom as well, which tells us that any set can be
embedded into an universe, i.e. a set U closed under all usual set-theoretical
operations with its elements (e.g. the union of a family of sets % U indexed
by a set % U also belongs to U). Usually we fix such an universe from the
very beginning, choosing it as to contain all sets of interest to us (e.g. the
set of integers Z). Then all usual constructions produce sets % U , and we
restrict ourselves to working with such sets (cf. appendix to SGA 4 I).

A set is said to be U-small (or just small, when U is fixed) if it belongs
to U , or in some cases if we can establish a bijection between this set and an
element of U . A category is said to be U-small, or just small when U is fixed,
if it belongs to U , i.e. if both its set of objects and its set of morphisms are
U-small. There is also a notion of a U-category C, where the only requirement
is for all individual Hom-sets HomC(x, y) to be U-small for the less restrictive
understanding of U-smallness (cf. SGA 4 I for more details).

When we consider the categories Sets, Ab, . . . of, say, sets, abelian groups
and so on, we actually consider the categories U-Sets, U-Ab . . . of U-small
sets, U-small abelian groups and so on (i.e. we require these sets, abelian
groups, . . . to belong to U). In this way we obtain U-categories, which,
however, are not U-small.

Now, if we consider the category U-Cat of U-small categories, this per-
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fectly makes sense, and all previous constructions can be applied. For ex-
ample, for any two U-small categories C and D the category of functors
Funct(C,D) is also U-small.

However, this approach is too restrictive for our purposes, since we cannot
even consider the category of endofunctors on the category of sets. Therefore,
we choose a larger universe V 9 U , and consider the category Cat := V-U-
Cat of V-small U-categories. Then all previous constructions begin to make
sense; however, observe that even in this case Funct(C,D) usually will not
be an U-category, but only a V-category. For example, Endof (Sets) is not
an U-category.

We’ll deal with this minor problem later by restricting our attention to
certain full subcategories of Funct(C,D), which will be actually U-categories.
Then the output of our constructions won’t involve the larger universe V, and
won’t depend on its choice, even if it is required at some intermediate stages.
One example of such full U-subcategory of a category of functors is given
by the subcategory of algebraic endofunctors in Endof (Sets), which will be
studied in the next chapter.

3.3. (Monads.) Now we combine the AU &-structure on the categories of
endofunctors Endof (C) studied in 3.2 with the definition 3.1.6 of algebras
in &-categories and of modules over such algebras. Of course, we thus obtain
just the definition of monads. Our choice of this approach is motivated by the
theory of inner endofunctors and inner monads to be developed later. The
statements for this second case will be almost the same, but direct proofs
tend to be more lengthy and slightly more complicated.

Definition 3.3.1 A monad # on (or over) some category C) is an algebra
(cf. 3.1.6) in the category Endof (C) with respect to its AU &-structure
defined in 3.2.2. In other words, a monad # over C is a triple # = (#, µ, &)
consisting of an endofunctor # : C $ C and two natural transformations:
the multiplication µ : #2 = ## $ # and the unit & : IdC $ #, required to
satisfy the associativity axiom µ 1 (# ) µ) = µ 1 (µ ) #) : #3 $ # and the
unit axiom µ 1 (# ) &) = id! = µ 1 (& ) #).

A morphism of monads $ : # $ % is simply a morphism of algebras in
Endof (C), i.e. a natural transformation of underlying endofunctors $ : # $
%, such that $1&! = &" and $1µ! = µ"1($)$). The category of all monads
over C will be denoted by Monads(C). Hence Monads(C) = Alg(Endof (C)).

3.3.2. The definition of a monad # = (#, µ, &) over some category C can
be made even more explicit in terms of individual components of natural
transformations µ : #2 $ # and & : IdC $ #, i.e. morphisms µX : #2(X) $
#(X) and &X : X $ #(X) parametrized by X % Ob C. The requirement for
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µ and & to be natural transformations translates into #(f)1µX = µY 1#2(f)
and #(f) 1 &X = &Y 1 f for any morphism f : X $ Y in C, and our axioms
translate into µX 1 #(µX) = µX 1 µ!(X) : #3(X) $ #(X) and µX 1 #(&X) =
id!(X) = µX 1 &!(X) for all X % Ob C.

Similarly, a morphism of monads $ : # $ % is simply a collection of
morphisms $X : #(X) $ %(X), parametrized by X % Ob C, such that
$Y 1#(f) = %(f)1$X for any morphism f : X $ Y in C, and $X1&!,X = &",X

and $X 1µ!,X = µ",X 1%($X)1$!(X) = µ",X 1$"(X)1#($X) for all X % Ob C.
Here, of course, %($X) 1 $!(X) = ($ ) $)X = $"(X) 1 #($X), so only one
equality has to be checked in the last axiom.

3.3.3. (Submonads and projective limits of monads.) Note that all projective
limits that exist in C, exist also in A = Endof (C), since they can be computed
componentwise: (lim,+F!)(X) := lim,+F!(X). We say that F $ is a subfunctor
of F , if F $(X) ! F (X) for all X % Ob C. When C has finite projective limits,
the subfunctors of some endofunctor F are actually its subobjects in A, and
we are in position to apply 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 to Monads(C) = Alg(A).

We see that all projective limits existing in C exist also in Monads(C),
and they can be computed componentwise. Moreover, we obtain the notion
of a submonad #$ of a monad #: by definition it is a subfunctor #$ ! #
stable under multiplication and unit of #, or equivalently a monad #$, such
that #$(X) ! #(X) for all X % Ob C, and #$ $ # is a morphism of monads.

3.3.4. Once we have the definition of a monad # over C as an algebra in
AU &-category A := Endof (C), we can use the left (resp. right) &-action
of this category on Funct(D, C) and C (resp. on Funct(C,D)) explained
in 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 to define the categories of left (resp. right) #-modules
in Funct(D, C) and C (resp. in Funct(C,D)) according to 3.1.10; the corre-
sponding categories of modules are denoted by Funct(D, C)! and C! (resp.
Funct(C,D)!), according to conventions of loc.cit. In all of these situations
we have a faithful forgetful functor $, acting from corresponding category of
modules into the underlying category.

3.3.5. (Category of #-modules.) Let’s make these definitions more explicit,
starting from the category C! of (left) #-modules in C. Its objects are pairs
M = (M,'), consisting of an object M of C, and a #-structure or #-action
' on M , i.e. a morphism ' : # ! M = #(M) $ M , such that ' 1 µM =
' 1 #(') : #2(M) $ M and ' 1 &M = idM . Objects of C!, i.e. these pairs
M = (M,') = (M,'M) are called #-modules or #-objects; if C = Sets,
we also call them #-sets. Another classical terminology is “#-algebras”; we
avoid it since in our setup these are modules over algebra #, not algebras.

Morphisms f : (M,'M) $ (N,'N) in C! are simply those morphisms
f : M $ N in C, which agree with given #-structures, i.e. such that f 1
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'M = 'N 1 #(f). When no confusion can arise, the subset HomC!(M, N) !
HomC(M, N) is denoted simply by Hom!(M, N).

3.3.6. Let’s consider the category Funct(D, C)! now. First of all, any functor
H : D$ $ D induces an !-functor H# : Funct(D, C) $ Funct(D$, C), hence
a functor H# : Funct(D, C)! $ Funct(D$, C)!, and natural transformations
, : H $ H $ induce natural transformations ,# : H# $ H $# (cf. 3.2.4 and
3.1.15).

Similarly, the evaluation functor Z# : Funct(D, C) $ C, M /$ M(Z),
defined by any Z % ObD, is an !-functor (cf. 3.2.5), hence it induces a
functor Z# : Funct(D, C)! $ C!, and morphisms , : Z $ Z $ induce natural
transformations ,# : Z# $ Z $# of these functors.

In other words, for any M = (M,') % Ob Funct(D, C)!, where M : D $
C is a functor and ' : M $ #M is a natural transformation, such that
' 1 (µ ) M) = ' 1 (# ) ') : #2M $ M , we get an object Z#M of C!, easily
seen to be M(Z) =

"
M(Z),'Z

#
, and any , : Z $ Z $ induces a #-morphism

,#M = M(,) : M(Z) $ M(Z $).
In this way we obtain a functor M̃ : D $ C!, which is usually de-

noted with the same letter M , since it coincides with M on the level of the
underlying objects; applying this for di!erent #-modules M and their homo-
morphisms, we construct a functor Funct(D, C)! $ Funct(D, C!), which is
now easily seen to be an equivalence, and even an isomorphism of categories.
One can say that C! “represents” the functor Funct(+, C)! on the category
of all categories. Let’s state this result separately:

Proposition 3.3.7 For any monad # over a category C and any category D
we have a canonical isomorphism of categories Funct(D, C)! $ Funct(D, C!)
which maps (M,' : M $ #M) into the functor Z /$ (M(Z),'Z). This iso-
morphism of categories is compatible with corresponding forgetful functors,
i.e. it identifies Funct(D, C)! $ Funct(D, C) with ($!)# : Funct(D, C!) $
Funct(D, C), where $! : C! $ C is the forgetful functor for C!. Moreover, the
functor Funct(D, C)! $ Funct(D$, C)! induced by any functor H : D$ $ D
is identified with H# : Funct(D, C!) $ Funct(D$, C!), and this statement
extends to natural transformations arising from any , : H $ H $. A similar
statement is also true for evaluation functors Z# : Funct(D, C)! $ C! arising
from objects Z of D.

Proof. The functor mentioned in the statement has been constructed be-
fore. It remains to check that it is an isomorphism of categories, but this
is quite straightforward, once we understand that this statement actually
means that to give a left #-module structure on a functor F : D $ C is the
same thing as to give a left #-structure on each individual F (X), depending
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functorially on X % ObD. Another possibility — construct the inverse func-
tor directly, by first introducing a left #-functor structure on $ : C! $ C, and
then applying F̃ # to it for any F̃ : D $ C!, thus obtaining a left #-functor
structure on $F̃ : D $ C.

3.3.8. In particular, we see that the category A! of left #-modules in A :=
Endof (C) is isomorphic to Funct(C, C!). Since the multiplication µ defines
a left #-action on # itself, we obtain a functor L = L! : C $ C!, such
that L(X) =

"
#(X), µX

#
for any object X in C, and L(f) is given by #(f)

for any morphism f : X $ Y in C. Moreover, L(X) can be described as
(# !X, µ ! idX) in terms of the !-action of A on C, so we are in position to
apply 3.1.14:

Proposition. The forgetful functor $ =$ ! : C! $ C, (M,') /$ M ,
has a left adjoint L = L! : C $ C!, given by X /$

"
#(X), µX

#
. The

adjointness isomorphism HomC!

"
L(X), (M,')

# ,$ HomC(X, M) transforms
a #-morphism $ : L(X) = #(X) $ M into $- := $ 1 &X , and its inverse
transforms * : X $ $(M) = M into *, := ' 1 #(*).

Moreover, $L = #, and the natural transformations 0 : IdC $ $L = #
and 1 : L$ $ IdC! defined by adjointness of L and $ are given by 0 = & and
1(M,!) = '.

Finally, the pair of adjoint functors L and $ completely determines the
monad # = (#, µ, &) since # = $L, & = 0 and µ = $ ) 1 ) L : $L$L = #2 $
$L = #.

Proof. All statements but the last one follow immediately from 3.1.14.
Let’s check the formula for µ: ($ ) 1 ) L)X = $(1L(X)) = $(1(!(X),µX )) =
$(µX) = µX .

3.3.9. Since L! is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor $!, the #-object
L!(X) = (#(X), µX) will be called the free #-object (or #-module) generated
by X, and #-objects isomorphic to some L!(X) will be called free. Since the
underlying object of L!(X) is equal to #(X), this #-object will be often
denoted simply by #(X), when no confusion can arise. In other words, when
we consider #(X) as a #-object, we endow it with the #-structure given by
µX , unless otherwise specified.

3.3.10. We have seen that the monad # over C is completely determined by
the pair of adjoint functors L : C $ C! and $ : C! $ C.

This construction can be generalized as follows. Suppose we are given two
adjoint functors F : C $ D and G : D $ C with adjointness transformations
0 : IdC $ GF and 1 : FG $ IdD, i.e. we have (0 ) G)(G ) 1) = idG and
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(1 ) F )(F ) 0) = idF . Put # := GF % Ob Endof (C), µ := G ) 1 ) F :
#2 = GFGF $ # = GF and & := 0 : IdC $ #. Then it is easy to see that
# := (#, µ, &) is a monad over C. Indeed, µ(#)µ) = (G)1)F )(GFG)1)F ) =
G ) 1 ) 1 ) F = µ(µ ) #), µ(# ) &) = (G ) 1 ) F )(GF ) 0) = G ) idF = id!, and
µ(& ) #) = id! is checked similarly.

Moreover, ' := G ) 1 : #G $ G determines a left #-module structure
on G : D $ C: indeed, '(# ) ') = (G ) 1)(GFG ) 1) = G ) 1 ) 1 =
(G)1)(G)1)FG) = '(µ)G) and '(&)G) = (G)1)(0 )G) = idG. Therefore,
according to 3.3.7 our left #-functor (G, G)1) % Ob Funct(D, C)! determines
in a unique way a functor G̃ : D $ C!, such that G̃(Z) =

"
G(Z), G(1Z)

#

for any Z % ObD. Clearly, G = $!G̃, i.e. we have shown that G : D $ C
factorizes through C! in a natural way. It is also easy to see that G̃F = L!.

Definition 3.3.11 A functor G : D $ C is called monadic, if it admits a left
adjoint F : C $ D, and if the induced functor G̃ : D $ C! is an equivalence
of categories, where # is the monad over C defined by F and G as described
above.

Clearly, in this case we can replace D with C!, G with $!, and F with
the left adjoint L! of $!.

Note that the monadicity of G doesn’t depend on the choice of its left
adjoint F , since such an adjoint is unique up to a unique isomorphism.

3.3.12. The concept of monadicity is very important since it allows us to
replace some categories D with the categories of #-objects inside a simpler
category C with respect to a certain monad # over C, thus providing a uniform
description of these categories D. There are several interesting criteria of
monadicity, e.g. the Beck’s monadicity theorem (cf. [MacLane]). However,
what is really important for us is that if C is the category of sets and D is
a category defined by some algebraic structure (e.g. the category of groups,
monoids, rings, left modules over a fixed ring, . . . ), then the forgetful functor
F : D $ Sets is monadic, i.e. any of these “algebraic” categories is equivalent
(usually even isomorphic) to Sets! for a suitable monad # over Sets. In fact,
such categories are defined by a certain special class of monads, which we
call algebraic; they will be studied in some detail in the next chapter.

3.3.13. We have seen in 3.3.7 that C! in a certain sense represents the
category of left #-functors Funct(D, C)! for variable category D. Is a similar
result true for the categories of right #-functors Funct(C,D)!? The answer
turns out to be positive:

Proposition. Given a monad # = (#, µ, &) over a category C, denote by
C! the category with the same objects as C, and with morphisms given
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by HomC!(X, Y ) := HomC(X, #(Y )) (= HomC!(L!(X), L!(Y )). The com-
position of morphisms is given by the second description of HomC! ; in
terms of the first description it is given by (*,$) /$ µZ 1 #(*) 1 $, where
$ % HomC!(X, Y ) and * % HomC!(Y, Z). In other words, C! is equivalent to
the full subcategory of free objects in C!.

Consider the functor I = I! : C $ C!, which is identical on objects
and maps $ : X $ Y into &Y 1 $ % HomC!(X, Y ). Then the category
Funct(C,D)! of right #-functors C $ D is canonically isomorphic to the
category Funct(C!,D), and under this isomorphism the forgetful functor is
identified with I# : Funct(C!,D) $ Funct(C,D).

More explicitly, F = (F,') % ObFunct(C,D)!, where F : C $ D and
' : F# $ F , corresponds under this isomorphism to the functor F̃ : C! $ D
which coincides with F on objects, and transforms $ : X $ #(Y ) into
F̃ ($) := 'Y 1 F ($) : F (X) $ F (Y ).

Proof. Let’s check first the equivalence of the two descriptions of compo-
sition in C!. In the notations of 3.3.8 this amounts to check *, 1 $, =
(µZ 1#(*) 1$),, i.e. µZ 1#(*) 1µY 1#($) = µZ 1#(µZ) 1#2(*) 1#($); this
equality follows immediately from #(*) 1 µY = µ!(Z) 1 #2(*) and from the
associativity condition µZ 1 #(µZ) = µZ 1 µ!(Z).

Now we want to construct a functor Funct(C!,D) $ Funct(C,D)!, in-
verse to one constructed above. To do this we construct first a right #-
structure 5 : I# $ I on I : C $ C!, and then apply to it the >-functor
F̃# for any F̃ : C! $ D, thus obtaining a right #-functor F̃#(I, 5) =
(F̃ I, F̃ ) 5); this construction, being functorial in F̃ , yields the required
functor Funct(C!,D) $ Funct(C,D)!.

So we have to construct 5 : I# $ I. For any X % Ob C we must
produce some 5X % HomC!(#(X), X) = HomC(#(X), #(X)); of course, we
take id!(X). It remains to check that 5 is indeed a right #-action on I, and
that our two functors between Funct(C,D)! and Funct(C!,D) are inverse to
each other; we leave these verifications to the reader.

3.3.14. Note that I = I! : C $ C! admits a right adjoint K = K! : C! $ C,
given by K(X) := #(X), K($) := µY 1#($) for any $ : X $ #(Y ). Clearly,
KI = #, and IK : C! $ C! coincides with # on objects and transforms
$ : X $ #(Y ) into &!(Y )1µY 1#($). The adjointness natural transformations
0 : IdC $ KI = # and 1 : IK $ IdC! are computed as follows: 0 = & and
1X % HomC!(#(X), X) = HomC(#(X), #(X)) is given again by id!(X).

It is easy to see that this pair of adjoint functors I : C $ C! and K :
C! $ C determines by the recipe of 3.3.10 the original monad # = (#, µ, &):
indeed, we have already seen that KI = # and 0 = &, and K ) 1 ) I = µ is
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quite easy to check: (K ) 1 ) I)X = K(1I(X)) = K(id!(X)) = µX .

3.3.15. Moreover, if we are given two adjoint functors F : C $ D and
G : D $ C with adjointness natural transformations 0 : IdC $ GF and
1 : FG $ IdD, defining a monad # = (GF, G)1)F, 0) as described in 3.3.10,
we obtain a right #-action 1 ) F : F# $ F on F , hence by 3.3.13 there is
a unique functor F̃ : C! $ D, such that F̃ I = F and F̃ ) 5 = 1 ) F .

In this respect the situation is quite similar (or rather dual) to that
of 3.3.10, where we obtained a functor G̃ : D $ C!. We see that among all
pairs of adjoint functors (F, G), defining the same monad # on C, we have
an initial object (I!, K!) and a final object (L!, $!).

3.3.16. Proposition 3.3.13 is important for us since it allows us to identify
the category A! of right #-modules in A := Endof (C) with the category
Funct(C!, C) of functors from C! to C.

Combining this with 3.3.7, we see that, given a monad # over C and a
monad % over D, the category Funct(D, C)!

" of #-%-bimodules in Funct(D, C)
(i.e. we consider the category of triples (M,', 5), where M : D $ C,
' : #M $ M is a left #-action, 5 : M% $ M is a right %-action, and
these actions commute: '(# ) 5) = 5(' ) %)) is isomorphic to the category
Funct(D", C!).

In particular, the category A!
! of #-bimodules in A is isomorphic to

Funct(C!, C!). In other words, a #-bimodule in A is essentially the same
thing as a functor from the subcategory of free objects in C! into the whole
of C!. Since # is canonically a bimodule over itself, we obtain a functor
Q = Q! : C! $ C!, such that Q!I! = L! and $!Q! = K!; explicitly,
Q(X) = L(X) = (#(X), µX) on objects, and Q($) = µY 1 #($) for any
$ % HomC!(X, Y ) = HomC(X, #(Y )) (= HomC!(L(X), L(Y )). We see again
that this functor Q : C! $ C! is fully faithful (cf. 3.3.13). Di!erent functors
between categories C, C! and C! fit into the following commutative diagram:

C!
Q! ""

K!

$$$$$$$$$

%%$$$$$$$$$$

C!

&!

&&%
%%

%%
%%

%%
%%

C

I!

''&&&&&&&&&&&

L!''''''''''

(('''''''''

! "" C

(3.3.16.1)

3.3.17. (Scalar restriction.) Given a morphism + : # $ % of monads over C,
we obtain the scalar restriction functors +# : C" $ C!, +# : Funct(D, C)" $
Funct(D, C)! and +# : Funct(C,D)" $ Funct(C,D)! according to the general
recipe of 3.1.13. It is easy to see that the second of these functors can be
identified with (+#)# : Funct(D, C") $ Funct(D, C!), H /$ +# 1H (cf. 3.3.7).
Similarly, the third of these functors can be identified according to 3.3.13
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with a functor Funct(C",D) $ Funct(C!,D), and this construction is functo-
rial in D, hence “by Yoneda” this functor has to be induced by some functor
+# : C! $ C", acting in the opposite direction.

Let’s describe these two functors +# : C" $ C! and +# : C! $ C" more
explicitly. Clearly, +# : C" $ C! transforms a %-module (N,' : %(N) $ N)
into #-module +#(N) := (N,' 1 +N ), and acts identically on morphisms. It
is also easy to check that +# : C! $ C" acts identically on Ob C! = Ob C =
Ob C", and transforms a morphism f % HomC!(X, Y ) = HomC(X, #(Y )) into
+Y 1 f % HomC"(X, Y ). Note that $!+# = $" and +#I! = I".

3.3.18. (Base change.) Since Q! establishes an equivalence between C! and
the full subcategory of free #-modules in C!, and similarly for Q", we see that
+# : C! $ C" can be considered as a partially defined functor +̃# : C! ''( C",
defined only for free #-modules. Clearly, +̃# transforms L!(X) = #(X) into
%(X), and f : #(X) $ #(Y ) into (+Y 1 f -), = µ",Y 1 %(+Y 1 f 1 &!,X)
(cf. 3.3.8). We claim that +̃# : C! ''( C" is a partially defined left ad-
joint to +# : C" $ C!. Indeed, HomC"(+̃#L!(X), N) = HomC"(L"(X), N) (=
HomC(X, $"(N)) = HomC(X, $!+#(N)) (= HomC!(L!(X), +#N). In some
situations +̃# can be extended to a well-defined base change (or scalar exten-
sion) functor +# : C! $ C", left adjoint to +# : C" $ C!.

Proposition 3.3.19 If cokernels of pairs of morphisms exist in C", then
+̃# extends to a well-defined scalar extension (or base change) functor +# :
C! $ C", left adjoint to +# : C" $ C!. Moreover, in this situation +# is
monadic, i.e. it induces an equivalence and even an isomorphism of categories
C" $ (C!)"/!, where %/# := +#+# is the monad over C! defined by +# and
+# (cf. 3.3.10).

Proof. According to Lemma 3.3.20 below, any #-module M = (M,')
in C can be represented (even in a functorial way) as a cokernel of two
#-morphisms between two free #-modules: M = Coker(p, q : L!(R) "

L!(X)). If +# exists, it must preserve arbitrary inductive limits and transform
any free #-object L!(Z) into free %-object L"(Z), hence +#(M) must be
isomorphic to Coker(+̃#(p), +̃#(q)). We put +#(M) := Coker(+̃#(p), +̃#(q) :
L"(R) " L"(X)). It remains to check HomC"(+#M, N) (= HomC!(M, +#N),
but this is quite clear: HomC"(+#M, N) = HomC"

"
Coker(+̃#(p), +̃#(q)), N

# (=
Ker

"
HomC"(L"(X), N) " HomC"(L"(R), N)

#
, and since +̃# is a partial left

adjoint to +# and L"(X) = +̃#L!(X), this kernel turns out to be isomorphic
to Ker

"
HomC!(L!(X), +#N) " HomC!(L!(R), +#N)

# (= HomC!(M, +#N),
hence +#M represents indeed whatever it has to represent. The monadicity
of +# will not be used in the sequel, so we leave it as an exercise for the
reader; an important point here is to construct natural transformations , =
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(+#) ) 1! : L"$!
(= +#L!$! $ +# and $" ) , : %$! $ $!(%/#) : C! $ C,

and to use them for constructing the inverse functor (C!)"/! $ C". Another
possibility is to use Beck’s monadicity theorem to check that the monadicity
of +# follows from the existence of a left adjoint to +# and from the monadicity
of $! and that of $!+# = $".

Lemma 3.3.20 Any #-module M = (M,') % Ob C! can be represented
(even in a functorial way) as a cokernel of a pair of morphisms between two
free #-objects: M (= Coker(p, q : L!(R) " L!(X)). Moreover, one can take
X := M , R := #(M), p := µM , q := #(') : #2(M) $ #(M), and ' for the
strict epimorphism L!(X) = #(M) $ M .

Proof. We want to check that #2(M) ))
p,q

** #(M) ! "" M is right exact in

C!. First of all, notice that " := &M : M $ #(M) and 4 := &!(M) : #(M) $
#2(M) provide a splitting of this diagram in C, i.e. we have ' 1 " = idM ,
p 1 4 = id!(M) and q 1 4 = " 1'. This together with ' 1 p = ' 1 q implies the
right exactness of this diagram in C, and, since this splitting is preserved by
any functor, the right exactness of this diagram after an application of #.

Now, given any #-morphism $ : (#(M), µM ) $ (N, 5), such that $ 1
p = $ 1 q, we want to show the existence and uniqueness of a #-morphism
* : M $ N , such that $ = * 1'. Right exactness in C implies existence and
uniqueness of such a morphism * in C; it remains to check that this is a #-
morphism, i.e. that *1' = 51#(*). Since #(') is a (split) epimorphism in C,
this follows from *1'1#(') = *1'1µM = $1µM = 51#($) = 51#(*)1#(').

3.3.21. We have seen that any monad homomorphism + : # $ % induces
a scalar restriction functor +# : C" $ C!, such that $!+# = $". We claim
that any functor H : C" $ C!, such that $!H = $", is equal to +# for a
uniquely determined monad homomorphism + : # $ %. To show this we
first observe that by 3.3.7 such functors H : C" $ C! are in one-to-one
correspondence with left #-structures 5 : #$" $ $" on $". For example,
H = +# corresponds to 5 = ($" ) 1") 1 (+ ) $"), where 1" : L"$" $ IdC" and
0" = &" : IdC $ % = $"L" are the usual adjointness natural transformations.
Notice that + is uniquely determined by 5 since + = + 1 µ! 1 (# ) &!) =
µ" 1 (+ ) +&!) = µ" 1 (+ ) &") = µ" 1 (+ ) %) 1 (# ) &") = (5 ) L") 1 (# ) &").
In general we put + := (5 ) L") 1 (# ) &") for an arbitrary left #-action 5
on $". We check that + : # $ % is a monad homomorphism using the fact
that 5 is a left #-action. For example, we use 5 1 (&! ) $") = id&" to prove
+1&! = (5)L")1(#)&")1&! = (5)L")1(&!)&") = (5)L")1(&!)$"L")1&" =
&". The compatibility with multiplication µ" 1 (+ ) +) = + 1 µ! is checked
similarly but longer, using µ" = $" ) 1" )L", ($" ) 1") 1 (&" ) $") = id&" and
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5 1 (# ) 5) = 5 1 (µ! ) $"). Finally, we have to check that ($" ) 1") 1 (+ ) $")
will give back the original 5. Indeed, this expression equals ($" ) 1") 1 (5 )
L"$")1(#)&")$") = (5)1")1(#)&")$") = 51(#$")1")1(#)&")$") = 5.

3.4. (Examples of monads.) Now we would like to give some examples of
monads which will be important for us later. The most important of them
are those defined by pairs of adjoint functors F : C $ D and G : D $
C (cf. 3.3.10), where usually C := Sets, D is some “algebraic category”
(category of sets with some algebraic structure, e.g. the category of groups,
rings and so on), G = $ : D $ Sets is the forgetful functor, and F is a
left adjoint of G. This gives us a monad # on the endofunctor GF over
the category of sets, and the forgetful functor G usually turns out to be
monadic (cf. 3.3.11), i.e. the induced functor G̃ : D $ Sets! turns out to
be an equivalence and even an isomorphism of categories, thus identifying D
with Sets!. Another important source of monads is obtained by considering
submonads of previously constructed monads (cf. 3.3.3).

3.4.1. (The monad of words.) Let’s take C := Sets, D := Mon be the
category of monoids, G : Mon $ Sets be the forgetful functor, and F :
Sets $ Mon be its left adjoint, which maps any set X into the free monoid
F (X) generated by X. Recall that F (X) consists of all finite words x1 . . . xn

in alphabet X, i.e. all xi % X, n 0 0, the multiplication on F (X) is given
by the concatenation of words, and the unit of F (X) is the empty word ?,
i.e. the only word of length zero. According to 3.3.10, this defines a monad
W = (W, µ, &) over the category of sets, which will be called the monad of
words.

We see that W (X) =
.

n'0 Xn for any set X. Sequences (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
lying in Xn ! W (X) are usually called words of length n over X, and are
written simply as x1x2 . . . xn; the individual components xi of a word are
usually called letters. When some of xi are replaced by more complicated
expressions, or when there is some other source of potential confusion, we
enclose some or all of them into braces, thus writing {x1}{x2} . . . {xn} instead
of x1x2 . . . xn or (x1, x2, . . . , xn). For example, {x} is the one-letter word
corresponding to an element x % X. The empty word will be usually denoted
by ?, or on some occasions by {}.

Now the unit & : IdSets $ W and the multiplication µ : W 2(X) $ W (X)
can be described explicitly as follows. &X : X $ W (X) maps any x % X
into the corresponding one-letter word {x} % W (X). As to the multipli-
cation µX : W 2(X) $ W (X), it “removes one layer of braces”, i.e. maps
{x1x2 . . . xn}{y1y2 . . .} . . . {z1 . . . zm} into x1x2 . . . xny1y2 . . . z1 . . . zm. The ax-
ioms of a monad can be checked now directly. For example, the associativity
condition µX 1 µW (X) = µX 1 W (µX) : W 3(X) $ W (X) means simply that
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if we have an expression with two layers of braces, and remove first the in-
ner layer and then the outer layer, or conversely, then the resulting word
in W (X) is the same in both cases. So we might have defined the monad
W = (W, µ, &) directly, without any reference to the category of monoids.

3.4.2. Of course, the forgetful functor G : Mon $ Sets is monadic, i.e.
the induced functor G̃ : Mon $ SetsW is an equivalence, and even an iso-
morphism of categories. In other words, the structure of a monoid on some
set X is essentially the same thing as a W -structure ' : W (X) $ X, and
W -morphisms are exactly monoid morphisms.

Let’s show how this works in this situation. If we have a monoid structure
(X, 5, e) on X, where 5 : X - X $ X is the multiplication and e % X is
the unit, then the corresponding W -structure ' : W (X) $ X simply maps
a word x1x2 . . . xn % W (X) into the corresponding product x1 5 x2 5 · · · 5 xn

(this actually follows from the description of G̃ given in 3.3.10). Conversely,
if we are given a W -structure ' : W (X) $ X on a set X, we can recover a
monoid structure on X by setting e := '({}) and x5y := '({x}{y}) = '(xy).
The associativity and unit axioms for this choice of operations on X follow
from the axioms ' 1 W (') = ' 1 µX and ' 1 &X = idX for '. For example,
(x 5 y) 5 z = '({'(xy)}{z}) = '({'(xy)}{'(z)}) = (' 1 W ('))({xy}{z}) =
'(µX({xy}{z})) = '(xyz), and x 5 (y 5 z) = '(xyz) is shown similarly, thus
proving the associativity of 5.

The fact that W -morphisms f : (X,') $ (Y, 5) are exactly monoid
homomorphisms is also checked similarly. For example, if f is a W -morphism,
i.e. 5 1 W (f) = f 1 ', then f(x 5X y) = f('(xy)) = (5 1 W (f))({x}{y}) =
5({f(x)}{f(y)}) = f(x) 5Y f(y).

3.4.3. This construction generalizes to any (Grothendieck) topos E , where
we can also put WE(X) :=

.
n'0 Xn for any X % Ob E . Then EWE is of course

just the category Mon(E) of monoids in E . If E is the category S̃ of sheaves
(of sets) on some site S, then EWE is the category of sheaves of monoids on S.
We’ll see later that both W and WE are examples of algebraic monads, and
that WE is the pullback of W with respect to the canonical morphism of
topoi E $ Sets.

3.4.4. Given a monad # = (#, µ, &) over a category C with finite coproducts,
and an object U % Ob C, we can construct a new monad #U = (#U , µ$, &$)
with the underlying functor given by #U(X) := #(U = X) and #U (f) :=
#(idU =f). Informally, we want to add some “constants” from U to the
“variables” from X. Let’s define the multiplication and the unit of this
monad. Denote for this by iX : U $ U = X and jX : X $ U = X the
natural embeddings, and by kX : U = #(U = X) $ #(U = X) the morphism
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kX := 6#(iX) 1 &U , id7 with components #(iX) 1 &U = &U3X 1 iX : U $
#(U = X) and id!(U3X), i.e. kX 1 i!U (X) = #(iX) 1 &U = &U3X 1 iX and
kX 1 j!U (X) = id. Now put &$X := #(jX) 1 &X = &U3X 1 jX : X $ #U (X), and
define µ$X : #(U = #(U = X)) $ #(U = X) by µ$X := µU3X 1 #(kX).

Let’s check first that &$ is a unit for µ$. Indeed, µ$X 1 #U (&$X) = µU3X 1
#(kX)1#(idU =&$X) = µU3X 1#

"
6&U3X 1 iX , &U3X 1 jX7

#
= µU3X 1#(&U3X) =

id!(U3X) and µ$X 1 &$!U (X) = µU3X 1 #(kX) 1 #(j!U (X)) 1 &!U (X) = µU3X 1
#(id) 1 &!(U3X) = id!(U3X).

Next we have to check the associativity axiom for µ$. Before doing this
let’s introduce #X : U =#2(U =X) $ #2(U =X) by #X := 6&!(U3X) 1 &U3X 1
iX , id7. Now the associativity condition µ$X 1 #U (µ$X) = µ$X 1 µ$!U (X) will
be a consequence of the commutativity of the outer circuit of the following
diagram:

#(U = #2
U(X))

!(k!U (X))
""

!(idU 3!(kX))

!!

#2(U = #U (X))
µU%!U (X)

""

!2(kX)

!!

#(U = #U(X))

!(kX)

!!

#(U = #2(U = X))
!(%X )

""

!(idU 3µU%X)

!!

#3(U = X)
µ!(U%X) ""

!(µU%X)

!!

#2(U = X)

µU%X

!!

#(U = #(U = X))
!(kX)

"" #2(U = X)
µU%X "" #(U = X)

The upper right square is commutative simply because the natural transfor-
mation µ is compatible with kX , and the commutativity of the lower right
square follows from the associativity of µ. The two remaining squares are
obtained by applying # to some simpler diagrams, and it is su"cient to check
the commutativity of these simpler diagrams. Both of them assert equality
of some morphisms from certain coproducts U = . . ., hence it is su"cient
to check the equality of the restrictions of these morphisms to individual
components of the coproduct.

Now restricting to U in the (counterpart of) the upper left square yields
#X 1i!2(U3X) = &!(U3X)1&U3X 1iX = #(&U3X 1iX)1&U = #(kX 1i!U (X))1&U =
#(kX)1k!U(X)1i!2

U (X), and restricting to #2
U(X) yields #(kX) for both paths;

this proves the commutativity of this square.
Restricting to U in the lower left square we get µU3X 1 #X 1 i!2(U3X) =

µU3X 1 &!(U3X) 1 &U3X 1 iX = &U3X 1 iX = kX 1 i!(U3X), and restricting
to #2(U = X) we get µU3X for both paths. This finishes the proof of the
commutativity of the whole diagram, hence also that of the associativity
of µ$.
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3.4.5. Note that the above construction is functorial in U , so we get canonical
monad homomorphisms ,f : #U $ #V for any f : U $ V , given by ,f,X :=
#(f = idX) : #(U = X) $ #(V = X), and homomorphisms ,U : # $ #U ,
,U,X := #(jX) : #(X) $ #(U = X) as well.

3.4.6. In particular, we can apply this to the monad of words W on the
category of sets, or to its topos counterpart WE , thus obtaining a family of
new monads W 6U7 = WU parametrized by sets (resp. objects of E) U . The
alternative notation W 6U7 reflects the fact that this is something like “the
algebra of polynomials over W in non-commuting variables from U”. More
precisely, SetsWU is the category of pairs (M,$), consisting of a monoid M
and some “choice of constants”, i.e. an arbitrary map of sets $ : U $ M .

Clearly, the elements of WU(X) = W (U = X) are simply words in the
alphabet U=X. Usually we don’t enclose the letters from U in braces, even if
we do it with some other letters of the same word, thus obtaining expressions
like u1{x1}u2{x2}{x3}. The unit morphism &$X : X $ WU(X) still maps
any x % X into the corresponding “variable” (one-letter word) {x}, and the
multiplication µ$X : W 2

U(X) $ WU(X) is given by the concatenation of words
and subsequent identification of “constants”, i.e. letters from U , coming from
di!erent layers. For example, µ$X(u1{u2{x1}{x2}}{u3}) = u1u2{x1}{x2}u3.
This property is actually the reason which allows us to omit braces around
letters from U in almost all situations.

3.4.7. The importance of these monads WU obtained from the monad of
words W is due to the fact that any algebraic monad appears as a subquotient
of a monad of this form. We’ll return to this issue in the next chapter.

3.4.8. (Monads defined by rings.) Now fix any ring R (required to be associa-
tive, with unity, but not necessarily commutative) and consider the forgetful
functor $R : R-Mod $ Sets and its left adjoint LR : Sets $ R-Mod, which
transforms any set X into the corresponding free module R(X). As usual, this
defines a monad #R = (#R, µ, &) over Sets with the underlying endofunctor
equal to $RLR. In other words, #R(X) is simply the underlying set of R(X),
i.e. the set of all formal R-linear combinations #1{x1}+ · · ·+ #n{xn}, where
n 0 0, all #i % R, xi % X, and where we have denoted by {x} the basis
element corresponding to x % X. Another description: #R(X) = {# : X $
R | #(x) = 0 for almost all x % X}.

Clearly, the unit &X : X $ #R(X) maps any x % X into the correspond-
ing basis element {x}, and µX : #2

R(X) $ #R(X) computes linear combi-
nations of formal linear combinations (cf. 2.14.8): µX

"'
i #i{

'
j µij{xj}}

#

equals
'

i,j #iµij{xj}.
Now a #R-structure ' : #R(X) $ X on some set X can be considered as a

way of evaluating formal linear combinations of elements of X. In particular,
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we can define an addition and an action of R on X by setting x + y :=
'({x}+{y}) and #·x := '(#{x}). Similarly to what we had in 3.4.2, one can
check directly that this addition and R-action satisfy the axioms for a left R-
module, thus obtaining a one-to-one correspondence between #R-structures
and left R-module structures. This shows that the categories R-Mod and
Sets!R are equivalent and actually isomorphic, hence $R is monadic.

3.4.9. (The underlying set of a monad.) Can we recover the ring R, or at least
its underlying set, starting from the corresponding monad #R? The answer
is positive, since R = #R(1), where 1 = {1} is the standard one-element set
(i.e. a final object of Sets). Moreover, we can recover the multiplication on
R, as well as the action of R on the underlying set of any #R-module X.

To do this observe that Rs := L!R(1) is actually the ring R, considered
as a left module over itself. Now R (= EndR(Rs)op = End!R(L!R(1))op,
and this is an isomorphism of monoids, if we consider the multiplication on
End’s defined by composition of endomorphisms. Moreover, the action of R
on any R-module (i.e. #R-module) M can be recovered from the canonical
isomorphism HomSets(1, M) (= Hom!R(L!R(1), M) = HomR(Rs, M), and
from the right action of EndR(Rs) on this set, given again by the composition
of homomorphisms.

This construction can be generalized to any monad # over Sets. For
any such monad we define its underlying set |#| (sometimes denoted simply
by #) by |#| := #(1). Clearly, |#| (= HomSets(1, #(1)) (= End!(L!(1)) (=
EndSets!(1), and we introduce a monoid structure on |#| by transporting the
natural monoid structure of End!(L!(1)) given by composition of endomor-
phisms and taking the opposite. This defines the underlying monoid of #,
which will be also denoted by |#|. Clearly, {1} := &1(1) % |#| is the unit for
this multiplication.

Moreover, for any #-module M we get a canonical right action of monoid
End!(L!(1)) on Hom!(L!(1), M) (= HomSets(1, M) (= M , hence a left action
of the opposite monoid |#| (= End!(L!(1))op. All these constructions are
functorial: for example, any #-homomorphism f : M $ N is at the same
time a map of |#|-sets, any homomorphism of monads + : # $ % induces
a monoid homomorphism |+| := +1 : |#| $| %|, and the scalar restriction
functors +# : Sets" $ Sets! are compatible with these constructions as well,
i.e. the |#|-action on +#N coincides with the scalar restriction of the |%|-action
on N with respect to |+|.

Of course, in any particular case there is some extra information which
cannot be recovered by this general construction. For example, the addition
of R or of an R-module is not recovered in this way from #R.

3.4.10. (Functoriality of #R.) Any ring homomorphism + : R $ S in-
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duces a homomorphism #$ : #R $ #S of corresponding monads, explicitly
given by the collection of maps #$,X : #R(X) $ #S(X),

'n
i=1 #i{xi} /$'n

i=1 +(#i){xi}. It is easy to see that this natural transformation is indeed
compatible with the multiplication and the unit of these monads, and that
##

$ : Sets!S = S-Mod $ Sets!R = R-Mod is just the usual scalar restric-
tion functor +# : S-Mod $ R-Mod; by uniqueness of adjoints we see that
the scalar extension functor (#$)# constructed in 3.3.19 is isomorphic to the
usual scalar extension functor +# : R-Mod $ S-Mod, M /$ S &R M .

Note that |#$| = +, hence + can be recovered from |#$|. Hence the functor
R /$ #R from the category of rings into the category of monads over Sets is
at least faithful. We claim that the functor R /$ #R is fully faithful, hence
it identifies the category of rings with a full subcategory of the category of
monads. In other words, any monad homomorphism , : #R $ #S is of form
#$ for a (uniquely determined) ring homomorphism + : R $ S. Clearly, we
must have + = |, | : R $ S. We postpone some details of the proof until 4.8,
where we develop a suitable machinery for such tasks. Up to these details
the proof goes as follows.

We know already that + := |, | is a monoid homomorphism, and we’ll
check later that it respects addition as well. Thus we are reduced to check
#$,X = ,X : #R(X) $ #S(X) for any set X. Since both #R and #S commute
with filtered inductive limits and any set is a filtered inductive limit of its
finite subsets, we can assume X to be finite, e.g. X = n = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Then
we construct canonical projections pri : #R(n) $ #R(1) = |#R| = R, using
only the monad structure of #R, and combine them to obtain a canonical
isomorphism #R(n)

,$ Rn. Since this construction uses only the monad
structure of #R, it has to be compatible with , , i.e. it fits into a commutative
diagram relating ,n with (,1)n = +n. This proves ,n = #$,n. This also proves
that + respects addition as well, since the only map 2 = {1, 2} $ 1 induces
a map R2 (= #R(2) $ R = #R(1), which is nothing else than the addition
of R. Now the functoriality of this construction with respect to , : #R $ #S

and the identification of ,2 with +2 proves the compatibility of + with the
addition on R and S.

3.4.11. (Monads as generalized rings.) We have embedded the category
of rings into the category of monads over Sets as a full subcategory. We
will often identify a ring R with the corresponding monad #R, thus writing
LR instead of L!R, and on some occasion even R(X) instead of #R(X).
Moreover, we can treat arbitrary monads over Sets as some sort of non-
commutative generalized rings, and transport some notations usual for rings
into this more general context. For example, we write #-Mod instead of
Sets!, Hom! instead of HomSets!, and even #(X) instead of #(X) or L!(X).
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However, one should be careful with these identifications, since to obtain
the correct category of non-commutative generalized rings we have to impose
the algebraicity condition, satisfied by all monads we considered so far. For
example, infinite projective limits computed in the category of all monads
(cf. 3.3.3) and in the category of algebraic monads are di!erent.

Notice that R /$ #R is left exact, i.e. it commutes with finite projec-
tive limits. Indeed, given such a limit R = lim,+R!, we first observe that
#R(X) (= lim,+#R"(X) is true for a finite X, since in this case #R(n) (= Rn

and similarly for #R" , and then extend this result to the case of an arbi-
trary X by representing X as a filtered inductive limit of finite sets and
observing that filtered inductive limits commute with finite projective limits.

Nevertheless, if we compute for example Ẑp := lim,+Z/pnZ in the category

of monads, we obtain a monad Ẑp which is not algebraic and in particular is
di!erent from Zp, regardless of the fact that |Ẑp| = Zp. Actually the category
of Ẑp-modules turns out to be quite similar to that of topological Zp-modules.
In particular, it doesn’t have the usual properties of a category of modules
over a ring.

3.4.12. (Subrings and submonads.) Clearly, if R$ is a subring of R, then
#R!(X) ! #R(X) for any set X, i.e. #R! is a submonad of #R (cf. 3.3.3).
However, not all submonads of #R come from subrings of R. Let’s give some
examples of such submonads.

a) Consider the submonad Z'0 of Z, defined by Z(X)
'0 := {formal lin-

ear combinations of elements of X with non-negative integer coe"cients}.
Clearly, Z'0 is a subfunctor of Z = #Z, and it is compatible with the multi-

plication and the unit of #Z, since all basis vectors {x} belong to Z(X)
'0 , and

a linear combination with non-negative integer coe"cients of several such
formal linear combinations is again a formal linear combination with such
coe"cients. Hence Z'0 is indeed a submonad of Z. Notice that |Z'0| is
indeed the multiplicative monoid of all non-negative integers, as suggested
by our notation. It is easy to see that Z'0-Mod is actually the category of
commutative monoids, and that the scalar restriction functor for the inclu-
sion Z'0 $ Z is simply the forgetful functor from the category of abelian
groups to the category of commutative monoids. We have also a unique (sur-
jective) homomorphism of monads W $ Z'0, and the corresponding scalar
restriction functor is simply the embedding of the category of commutative
monoids into the category of all monoids.

b) Now consider the submonad Z! ! R, defined by the following prop-

erty: Z(X)
! ! R(X) consists of all octahedral formal combinations

'
i #i{xi}

of elements of X, i.e. we require
'

i |#i| * 1, #i % R. Clearly, any octahedral
combination of formal octahedral combinations is an octahedral combination
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again, and all basis vectors lie in Z(X)
! , hence Z! is indeed a submonad of R.

Of course, Z!-Mod coincides with the category denoted in the same way
in 2.14.4, where it has been defined as the category of #!-modules, for a
monad #! isomorphic to our Z!.

Clearly, |Z!| is the segment [+1, 1] ! R with the multiplication induced
by that of R.

c) Similarly, we can consider Z̄! ! C, such that Z̄(X)
! ! C(X) consists of

all formal C-linear combinations
'

i #i{xi}, subject to condition
'

i |#i| * 1,
#i % C. Again, |Z̄!| is just the unit disk in C with the multiplication induced
by that of C.

d) Given two submonads #$, #$$ of the same monad #, we can construct a
new submonad #$##$$ := #$-!#$$ ! #. Since projective limits of monads are
computed componentwise (cf. 3.3.3), (#$##$$)(X) = #$(X)##$$(X) ! #(X).

In particular, we can define the “non-completed localization of Z at in-
finity” Z(!) := Z!#Q ! R, similarly to the p-adic case Z(p) = Zp #Q ! Qp.

Clearly, Z(X)
(!) consists of all formal octahedral combinations of elements of X

with rational coe"cients. This generalized ring will be important in the

construction of !Spec Z, where it will appear as the local ring at infinity.
We can intersect further and consider Z[1/p]#Z(!) for any prime p. This

corresponds to considering formal octahedral combinations with p-rational
numbers (i.e. rational numbers of form x/pn) as coe"cients. Later we’ll

construct !Spec Z by gluing together Spec Z and Spec(Z[1/p] # Z(!)) along
their principal open subsets isomorphic to SpecZ[1/p].

e) Put F±1 := Z#Z(!) ! Q, or equivalently F±1 := Z#Z! ! R. Clearly, if

we construct !Spec Z as described above, F±1 must be the (generalized) ring of

global sections of the structural sheaf of !Spec Z. We see that F(X)
±1 consists of

all formal octahedral combinations of elements of X with integer coe"cients.
This means that there can be at most one non-zero coe"cient, and it must
be equal to ±1. In other words, F(X)

±1 consists of 0, basis elements {x}, and

their opposites +{x}, i.e. F(X)
±1 = 0 = X = +X. Hence an F±1-structure '

on a set X is a map 0 = X = +X $ X, identical on X. Its restriction to 0
yields a marked (or zero) element '(0) of X, also denoted by 0 or 0X . The
restriction of ' to +X gives a map +X : X $ X, which can be shown to
be an involution preserving 0X . Therefore, F±1-Mod is the category of sets
with a marked point and an involution preserving this marked point.

We introduce an alternative notation F12 for F±1. This is due to the fact
that we’ll construct later generalized rings F1n, such that F1n-Mod is the
category of sets with a marked point and a permutation of order n which
fixes the marked point.

f) We can also consider the “field with one element” F1 := Z'0 # F±1 =
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Z'0 # Z!. The positivity condition implies that F(X)
1 = 0 = X, and F1-Mod

is simply the category of sets with a marked point.
g) Here are some more examples of submonads: ! ! R corresponds to

baricentric combinations
'

i #i{xi}, #i % R'0,
'

i #i = 1; then !-Mod is
the category of abstract convex sets. We also define R'0 ! R by consider-
ing linear combinations with non-negative real coe"cients. For any ring R
we define A!R ! R, obtained by considering formal R-linear combinations
with the sum of coe"cients equal to one; then A!R-Mod is the category of
(abstract) a"ne spaces over R.

h) Finally, the identity functor IdSets admits a natural monad struc-
ture, thus becoming the initial object in the category of monads over Sets
(cf. 3.1.6). This monad will be denoted by F", and sometimes called the
field without elements. Note that the category of monads has a final object
1 as well, such that 1(X) = {0} for any set X. Clearly, this is just the monad
corresponding to the classical trivial ring 0.

3.4.13. All monads of the above examples a)–h) turn out to be algebraic,
i.e. they commute with filtered inductive limits of sets. Let’s construct a
monad Ẑ! 3 Z! which is not algebraic. For this we take Ẑ(X)

! to be the
set of all expressions

'
x #x{x}, where all #x are real, and

'
x |#x| * 1. (In

particular, only countably many of #x are 2= 0, otherwise this sum would be
+".) In several respects the relationship between Z! and Ẑ! is similar to
the relationship between Zp and Ẑp (cf. 3.4.11).

3.4.14. All of the above monads, maybe with the only exception of W and
WU , behave themselves very much like ordinary rings. Let’s consider an
example where this is definitely not so. For this consider the monad #
defined by the forgetful functor from the category of commutative rings to the
category of sets. This functor turns out to be monadic, so #-Mod is actually
the category of commutative rings. Furthermore, #(X) = Z[X] is the set of
polynomials in variables from X with integer coe"cients. In particular, |#|
is the set #[T ] of polynomials in one variable T , and the monoid structure on
|#| is given by the application of polynomials: f 5g = f(g). This is definitely
not what somebody expects from the multiplicative monoid of a ring.

3.5. (Inner functors.) Given a monad # over a topos E , we would like to be
able to localize it, i.e. to obtain a monad #S over E/S for any S % Ob E .
However, this requires some additional structure on functor #. We suggest
one possible choice of such a structure, su"cient for our purposes.

Definition 3.5.1 Let P : C $ D be a functor between two cartesian cate-
gories (i.e. categories with finite products). A diagonal structure (+, -) on P
consists of a morphism - : eD $ P (eC), where eC and eD are the final objects
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of C and D, and a family of morphisms {+X,Y : P (X)-P (Y ) $ P (X - Y )}
in D, parametrized by couples of objects X, Y of C, required to satisfy the
following axioms:

+0) +X,Y : P (X)-P (Y ) $ P (X -Y ) is functorial in X and Y , i.e. for any
two morphisms f : X $ X $ and g : Y $ Y $ we have P (f - g) 1 +X,Y =
+X!,Y ! 1 (P (f) - P (g));

+1) P (X)
2"idP (X)"" P (eC) - P (X)

$eC ,X
"" P (eC - X) (= P (X) is the identity of

P (X) for any X % Ob C;

+2) For any X, Y , Z % Ob C we have +X"Y,Z 1 (+X,Y - idP (Z)) = +X,Y"Z 1
(idP (X) -+Y,Z):

P (X) - P (Y ) - P (Z)
$X,Y "idP (Z) ""

idP (X)"$Y,Z

!!

P (X - Y ) - P (Z)

$X&Y,Z

!!
P (X) - P (Y - Z)

$X,Y &Z "" P (X - Y - Z)

A diagonal (inner) functor P = (P, +, -) : C $ D is a functor P : C $ D
endowed with a diagonal structure. A natural transformation 0 : (P, +, -) $
(P $, +$, -$) of diagonal functors is simply a natural transformation 0 : P $
P $, compatible with diagonal structures: 0eC 1 - = -$ and 0X"Y 1 +X,Y =
+$X,Y 1 (0X -0Y ). The category of all diagonal functors between two cartesian
categories will be denoted by DiagFunct(C,D); if D = C, we also write
DiagEndof (C).

3.5.2. Any left exact functor P : C $ D admits a unique diagonal structure,
given by canonical isomorphisms P (X-Y ) (= P (X)-P (Y ) and P (eC) (= eD.
In particular, IdC can be considered as a diagonal endofunctor on C.

3.5.3. If (P, +, -) : C $ D and (Q, +$, -$) : D $ E are two diagonal functors,
we obtain a diagonal structure (+$$, -$$) on QP : C $ E as follows. We put
-$$ := Q(-)1-$ : eE $ QP (eC), and +$$X,Y := Q(+X,Y )1+$P (X),P (Y ). This actually
defines a functor 1 : DiagFunct(D, E)-DiagFunct(C,D) $ DiagFunct(C, E).
Combining together these categories of diagonal functors, we obtain a strictly
associative 2-category with cartesian categories for objects and diagonal func-
tors for morphisms. We can replace the 2-category of all categories with this
new 2-category in our previous considerations, thus obtaining an AU &-
structure on DiagEndof (C), its !-action on DiagFunct(D, C) and C, and its
>-action on DiagFunct(C,D).
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3.5.4. Of course, a diagonal (inner) monad # over a cartesian category C is
simply an algebra # = (#, µ, &) in DiagEndof (C). Natural transformations
µ : #2 $ # and & : IdC $ # define a monad structure on the underlying
endofunctor #, and the category C! is the same for the diagonal monad #
and for its underlying usual monad, also denoted by #.

We see that a diagonal monad # over C is just a usual monad # = (#, µ, &)
over C, together with a diagonal structure (+, -) on #, compatible in a certain
sense.

For example, the compatibility of & with - actually means - = &eC : eC $
#(eC), so we don’t have to specify - separately. Compatibility of & with +
means +X,Y 1 (&X - &Y ) = &X"Y . Next, the compatibility of µ with - = &eC

means +eC ,X 1 (&eC - id!(X)) = id!(X), and the remaining compatibility of µ
with + means µX"Y 1 #(+X,Y ) 1 +!(X),!(Y ) = +X,Y 1 (µX - µY ):

#2(X) - #2(Y )

µX"µY

!!

$!(X),!(Y ) "" #(#(X) - #(Y ))
!($X,Y )

"" #2(X - Y )

µX&Y

!!
#(X) - #(Y )

$X,Y "" #(X - Y )

(3.5.4.1)

Definition 3.5.5 Given a diagonal functor (P, +, -) : C $ D, we define a P -
inner functor F = (F,') : C $ D as follows: F is a functor C $ D, and ' is
a P -inner structure on F , i.e. a family of morphisms {'X,Y : P (X)-F (Y ) $
F (X - Y )}X,Y &Ob C, subject to the following conditions, similar to +0)–+2)
of 3.5.1:

'0) 'X,Y : P (X)-F (Y ) $ F (X-Y ) is functorial in X and Y , i.e. for any
two morphisms f : X $ X $ and g : Y $ Y $ we have F (f - g) 1'X,Y =
'X!,Y ! 1 (P (f) - F (g));

'1) F (X)
2"idF (X)"" P (eC) - F (X)

!eC ,X
"" F (eC - X) (= F (X) is the identity of

F (X) for any X % Ob C;

'2) For any X, Y , Z % Ob C we have 'X"Y,Z 1 (+X,Y - idF (Z)) = 'X,Y"Z 1
(idP (X) -'Y,Z):

P (X) - P (Y ) - F (Z)
$X,Y "idF (Z) ""

idP (X)"!Y,Z

!!

P (X - Y ) - F (Z)

!X&Y,Z

!!
P (X) - F (Y - Z)

!X,Y &Z "" F (X - Y - Z)
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A natural transformation of P -inner functors , : (F,') $ (F $,'$) is a natural
transformation , : F $ F $, such that ,X"Y 1 'X,Y = '$X,Y 1 (idP (X) -,Y ) :
P (X)-F (Y ) $ F $(X-Y ). The category of P -inner functors will be denoted
by InnFunct/P (C,D).

3.5.6. Given a P -inner functor (F,') : C $ D and a Q-inner functor
(G,'$) : D $ E , we have a canonical QP -inner structure '$$ on GF : C $ E ,
given by '$$X,Y = G('X,Y ) 1 '$P (X),F (Y ) : QP (X) - GF (Y ) $ GF (X - Y ).
In this way we construct the composition functors 1 : InnFunct/Q(D, E) -
InnFunct/P (C,D) $ InnFunct/QP (C, E).

3.5.7. Notice that P = (P, +, -) is itself a P -inner functor, since the axioms
'0)–'2) specialize to +0)–+2) when we put F := P , ' := +. Hence the state-
ments proved for inner functors over a diagonal functor can be transferred
to diagonal inner functors themselves.

3.5.8. If C = D, we can take P = IdC, thus obtaining the category of plain
inner endofunctors InnEndof (C), which consists of endofunctors F : C $ C,
endowed with a plain inner structure ', 'X,Y : X - F (Y ) $ F (X - Y ). We
have an AU &-structure on InnEndof (C); the algebras with respect to this
&-structure will be called (plain) inner monads. Clearly, a plain inner monad
# = (#, µ, &,') is simply a usual monad (#, µ, &) over C, together with some
plain inner (i.e. IdC-inner) structure ' on #, subject to some compatibility
conditions similar to those considered before. Namely, we must have

&X"Y = 'X,Y 1 (idX -&Y ) (3.5.8.1)

µX"Y 1 #('X,Y ) 1 'X,!(Y ) = 'X,Y 1 (idX -µY ) : X - #2(Y ) $ #(X - Y )
(3.5.8.2)

Proposition 3.5.9 Any endofunctor F over Sets admits a unique plain in-
ner structure, i.e. the &-categories InnEndof (Sets) and Endof (Sets) are iso-
morphic. In particular, any monad over Sets uniquely extends to a plain
inner monad.

Proof. For any set X and any element x % X denote by x̃ : eSets = 1 =
{1} $ X the only map with image x. Then x̃- idY : Y $ X -Y is the map
y /$ (x, y) for any set Y . A plain inner structure {'X,Y : X-F (Y ) $ F (X-
Y )} is functorial with respect to X and Y ; applying this to x̃ and taking '1)
into account we see that 'X,Y 1(x̃-idF (Y )) = F (x̃-idY ) : F (Y ) $ F (X-Y ),
i.e. 'X,Y (x, w) = (F (x̃- idY ))(w) for any x % X, w % F (Y ). This shows the
uniqueness of ', and also gives a way of defining it. It is immediate that the
family {'X,Y } defined by this formula indeed satisfies '0)–'2).
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3.5.10. For example, the plain inner structure on the monad of words W
is given by 'X,Y (x, y1y2 . . . yn) = {x, y1}{x, y2} . . .{x, yn}, where we write
{x, y} instead of {(x, y)}. For the monad WU of words with constants
from U the situation is similar, but the constants are not a!ected, e.g.
'X,Y (x, y1u1y2y3u2) = {x, y1}u1{x, y2}{x, y3}u2.

3.5.11. (Alternative description of inner structures.) A P -inner structure
{'X,Y : P (X) - F (Y ) $ F (X - Y )} on a functor F : C $ D admits an
alternative description in terms of a natural transformation ! of functors
C0-C0-C $ Sets, !X,Y,Z : HomC(X-Y, Z) $ HomD(P (X)-F (Y ), F (Z)).
Namely, for any $ : X - Y $ Z we put !X,Y,Z($) := F ($) 1 'X,Y , and
conversely, any such ! defines (by Yoneda) a family 'X,Y , functorial in X
and Y ; actually, 'X,Y = !X,Y,X"Y (idX"Y ). Moreover, the axioms '0)–'2)
can be rewritten directly in terms of !:

!0) !X,Y,Z : HomC(X - Y, Z) $ HomD(P (X) - F (Y ), F (Z)) is functorial
in X, Y and Z % Ob C;

!1) The following diagram is commutative for any X and Y in C:

HomC(eC - X, Y )

,
!!

'eC ,X,Y
"" HomD(P (eC) - F (X), F (Y ))

(2"idF (X))
$

!!
HomC(X, Y )

F (·)
"" HomD(F (X), F (Y ))

(3.5.11.1)

!2) For any morphisms $ : U - X $ Y and * : V - Y $ Z in C define
3 : V -U -X $ Z by 3 := * 1 (idV -$). Then !V"U,X,Z(3) 1 (+V,U -
idF (X)) = !V,Y,Z(*) 1 (idP (V ) -!U,X,Y ($)):

P (V ) - P (U) - F (X)
idP (V )"'U,X,Y (#)

""

$V,U"idF (X)

!!

P (V ) - F (Y )

'V,Y,Z(3)
!!

P (V - U) - F (X)
'V &U,X,Z(4)

"" F (Z)

(3.5.11.2)

The verification of the equivalence of '0)–'2) and !0)–!2) doesn’t present
any di"culties. For example, '2) is obtained from !2) by setting $ = id,
* = id, and the converse follows from the explicit formula for ! and the
functoriality of '.

3.5.12. (Inner structures over cartesian closed categories.) Now suppose
that both C and D are cartesian closed, i.e. they are cartesian, and the
functor Hom(+ - Y, Z) is representable by some object Hom(Y, Z) (local
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or inner Hom), for any couple of objects Y and Z from C or from D. The
canonical bijection Hom(X - Y, Z)

,$ Hom(X,Hom(Y, Z)) will be denoted
$ /$ $-, and its inverse * /$ *,. We also have the evaluation morphisms
evY,Z := (idHom(Y,Z)), : Hom(Y, Z) - Y $ Z, and the functor of global
sections $C(+) := HomC(eC ,+) : C $ Sets, and similarly for D. Clearly,
$C(HomC(Y, Z)) (= HomC(Y, Z).

3.5.13. Consider now a P -inner structure ' on some functor F : C $
D. We know already that it admits a description in terms of morphisms
!X,Y,Z : HomC(X - Y, Z) $ HomD(P (X) - F (Y ), F (Z)), functorial in X,
Y and Z (cf. 3.5.11). Since we have assumed C and D to be cartesian
closed, we can interpet !X,Y,Z as a morphism HomC(X,HomC(Y, Z)) $
HomD(P (X),HomD(F (Y ), F (Z)). By Yoneda such a functorial family of
morphisms is determined by its value on idHomC(Y,Z), so we put 5Y,Z :=
!Hom(Y,Z),Y,Z(evY,Z)- : P (HomC(Y, Z)) $ HomD(F (Y ), F (Z)). This gives
another equivalent description of a P -inner structure on a functor between
two cartesian closed categories, and in fact it is possible to restate the ax-
ioms in terms of these morphisms 5. For example, 50) states that 5Y,Z :
P (HomC(Y, Z)) $ HomD(F (Y ), F (Z)) is functorial in Y and Z, axiom 51)
relates 5 with the global section functors, and 52) relates 5 with the composi-
tion morphisms oX,Y,Z : Hom(Y, Z)-Hom(X, Y ) $ Hom(X, Z). Actually,
it states 5X,Z 1P (oX,Y,Z)1+Hom(Y,Z),Hom(X,Y ) = oF (X),F (Y ),F (Z)1(5Y,Z -5X,Y ).
We omit the verification of equivalence of this set of axioms 50)–52) with our
other sets of axioms. Let’s just remark that this description shows that an
inner structure can be thought of as an extension of F (+) : HomC(Y, Z) $
HomD(F (Y ), F (Z)) to the local Homs. This also shows again that in case
C = D = Sets there is always a unique plain inner structure, since in this
case local Homs coincide with the usual ones.

3.5.14. Here is one application of (plain) inner endofuctors: Any plain inner
endofunctor (F,') over a category C with finite projective limits defines a
family of endofunctors F/S : C/S $ C/S, parametrized by objects S of C.
For any object p : X $ S of C/S we construct F/S(p) % Ob C/S as follows.
We consider the graph $$p = (p, idX) : X $ S - X, and define F/S(p) from
the first line of the following diagram, involving a cartesian square:

F/S(p) ""!!!

!!
"
"
"

S - F (X)
pr1 ""

!S,X

!!

S

F (X)
F (&!

p)
"" F (S - X)

(3.5.14.1)

This construction is functorial in F = (F,') and S, but in general it doesn’t
respect composition of functors, hence it cannot be used for the localization of
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monads. Notice that we don’t even obtain a natural plain inner structure on
functors F/S. However, we’ll see in the next chapter that this construction
behaves very nicely when C = E is a topos and F is an algebraic inner
endofunctor or monad over E ; this is exactly the case we need.

3.5.15. Here is another useful application of plain inner monads. Given a
monad # over Sets, any #-object M = (M, ") and any set I, the local Hom
Hom(I, M) equals M I , hence it has a canonical #-structure, namely, the
product #-structure (cf. 3.1.12). We want to generalize this to the case of a
monad # over a cartesian closed category C, an object M = (M, ") % Ob C!,
and any I % Ob C. However, to obtain a #-structure on H := HomC(I, M)
we need # to be a plain inner monad, i.e. we need a compatible plain inner
structure ' on #. In this case we define a #-structure 4 : #(H) $ H by the
following diagram:

I - #(H)
!I,H "" #(I - H)

!(ev!)
"" #(M)

.

!!
#(H) - I

,

++

5 # "" M

(3.5.15.1)

Here ev$ : I - H = I - Hom(I, M) $ M is essentially the evaluation map
(up to a permutation of arguments), and the left vertical arrow is the natural
symmetry.

It is easy to check that in case C = Sets, when any monad # admits
a unique compatible plain inner structure (cf. 3.5.9), we obtain again the
product #-structure on Hom(I, M) = M I . In the general case we have
to check that 4 is indeed a #-structure on H , i.e. that 4 1 &H = idH and
4 1 #(4) = 4 1 µH . Both these statements follow from the definition of 4
and from the compatibility conditions for ' recalled in 3.5.8; we suggest the
reader to skip their verification presented below.

a) First of all, denote by '$X : #(X) - I $ #(X - I) the morphism
deduced from 'I,X : I - #(X) $ #(I - X) by permuting the factors in
direct products. Then 4 , = " 1 #(ev) 1 '$H : #(H) - I $ M , where ev =
evH,I = id,

H : H-I $ M is the evaluation map. Now we compute (4 1&H), =
4 , 1 (&H - idI) = " 1#(ev)1'$H 1 (&H - idI); according to (3.5.8.1), this equals
" 1 #(ev) 1 &H"I = " 1 &M 1 ev = ev = (idH),. This proves 4 1 &H = idH .

b) Notice that ev 1(4 - idI) = 4 ,. Now compute (4 1#(4)), = 4 , 1 (#(4)-
idI) = "1#(ev)1'$H 1(#(4)-idI) = "1#(ev)1#(4-idI)1'$!(H) = "1#(4 ,)1
'$!(H) = "1#(")1#2(ev)1#('$H)1'$!(H). Now we use (3.5.8.2) together with

"1#(") = "1µM , thus obtaining "1µM 1#2(ev)1#('$H)1'$!(H) = "1#(ev)1
µH"I 1#('$H)1'$!(H) = "1#(ev)1'$H 1(µH-idI) = 4 ,1(µH-idI) = (4 1µH),.

This proves 4 1 #(4) = 4 1 µH , hence (H, µH) % Ob C!.
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3.5.16. Given any diagonal inner structure + on a monad # over C, we
can retrieve a plain inner structure ' on the same monad by putting 'X,Y :=
+X,Y 1(&X-id!(Y )). Conversely, we might try to extend a plain inner structure
' to a diagonal inner structure + by defining +X,Y : #(X)-#(Y ) $ #(X-Y )
from the following commutative diagram:

#(X) - #(Y )

,
!!

$X,Y "" #(X - Y )

#(Y ) - #(X)
!!(Y ),X"" #(#(Y ) - X) , "" #(X - #(Y ))

!(!X,Y )
"" #2(X - Y )

µX&Y

++

(3.5.16.1)
Strictly speaking, we have to check that these formulas indeed define

some plain inner structure ' starting from a diagonal inner structure +, and
study the exact conditions under which a plain inner monad extends to a
diagonal inner monad in this manner; it is true in general that we always
obtain a diagonal inner structure on the underlying endofunctor of #, which
need not be compatible with the monad structure. The verifications are
straightforward but lengthy; we omit them and consider an example instead.

Let C = Sets, # = W be the monad of words (cf. 3.4.1), and consider the
only compatible plain inner structure ' on W (cf. 3.5.9); 'X,Y : X-W (Y ) $
W (X-Y ) is given by (x, y1y2 . . . yn) /$ {x, y1}{x, y2} . . . {x, yn} (cf. 3.5.10).
Then the corresponding diagonal inner structure +X,Y : W (X) - W (Y ) $
W (X - Y ) maps a pair of words (x1x2 . . . xm, y1y2 . . . yn) into the word
{x1, y1}{x1, y2} . . . {x1, yn}{x2, y1} . . .{xm, yn}, i.e. we list all pairs of letters
(xi, yj) of the two original words in the lexicographical order with respect to
the pair of indices (i, j). Notice that this is indeed a diagonal inner struc-
ture on the underlying endofunctor W , but it is not compatible with the
monad structure. For example, put X := {a, b}, Y := {x, y, z} and con-
sider the two maps W 2(X) - W 2(Y ) $ W (X - Y ) which have to be equal
by (3.5.4.1). The images of ({{a}{b}}, {{x}{y}}{{z}}) % W 2(X) - W 2(Y )
under these two maps are distinct: {a, x}{a, y}{a, z}{b, x}{b, y}{b, z} 2=
{a, x}{a, y}{b, x}{b, y}{a, z}{b, z}.

3.5.17. Notice that the diagonal inner structure + on endofunctor # con-
structed above in general need not be commutative, i.e. the following diagram
in general does not commute:

#(X) - #(Y )
$X,Y ""

,
!!

#(X - Y )

,
!!

#(Y ) - #(X)
$Y,X "" #(Y - X)

(3.5.17.1)
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It is easy to see that the family +$X,Y : #(X)-#(Y ) $ #(X-Y ), obtained
from + by permuting factors in direct products, is another diagonal structure
on #, also restricting to the same plain inner structure '.

We say that a diagonal (resp. plain) inner monad is commutative if +$ = +
(resp. if this is true for diagonal inner structure constructed above), i.e. if this
diagram commutes. Since any monad over Sets extends uniquely to a plain
inner monad, the notion of commutativity makes sense in this context as
well. For example, the monad of words is not commutative, while the monad
#R defined by an associative ring R is commutative i! R is commutative,
since in this case +X,Y maps

"'
i #i{xi},

'
j µj{yj}

#
into

'
i,j #iµj{xi, yj}.

An interesting statement is that if the diagonal inner structure + defined
by some plain inner structure ' on a monad # is commutative, then it is
compatible with the monad structure of #. It seems to be known in similar
contexts (cf. 3.5.19 below), so we omit the proof. We won’t use it anyway.

3.5.18. Let # = (#, µ, &,') be a plain inner monad over a cartesian closed
category C, and let M = (M, ") and N = (N, 4) be two objects of C!. Then
we can construct “local inner Homs” HomC,!(M, N) = Hom!(M, N) !
Hom(M, N), such that $C(Hom!(M, N)) = Hom!(M, N). To do this con-
sider an arbitrary morphism i : H $ $ H := Hom(M, N), which corresponds
by adjointness to some i, : H $ - M $ N . We say that H $ acts by #-
morphisms from M to N if the following diagram commutes:

H $ - #(M)

!H!,M

!!

idH! ".
"" H $ - M

i#

!!
#(H $ - M)

!(i#)
"" #(N) 5 "" N

(3.5.18.1)

In particular, we can take H $ = H , i = idH and obtain two morphisms
H - #(M) " N , which correspond by adjointness to some p, q : H "

Hom(#(M), N). In general the above diagram commutes for some i :
H $ $ H i! p 1 i = q 1 i, i.e. i! i factorizes through the kernel H0 =
Hom!(M, N) := Ker(p, q) ! H . In other words, H0 is the largest sub-
object of Hom(M, N) which acts by #-homomorphisms, so it is a natural
candidate for Hom!(M, N). Notice that $C(H0) corresponds to morphisms
i : eC $ Hom(M, N) which factorize through H0, i.e. which make the above
diagram commutative; using '1) we see that this is equivalent to i, : M $ N
being a #-homomorphism, i.e. $C(Hom!(M, N)) (= Hom!(M, N).

Of course, one can check directly that the composition morphisms oM,N,P :
Hom(N, P )-Hom(M, N) $ Hom(M, P ) respect these subobjects Hom!

once we fix #-structures on M , N and P ; we’ll prove this later for algebraic
monads over a topos in another way.
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Notice that in general Hom!(M, N) doesn’t inherit a #-structure from
Hom(M, N) (cf. 3.5.15), i.e. it is a subobject of Hom(M, N), but not nec-
essarily a #-stable subobject. Actually, we’ll prove later that Hom!(M, N)
is a #-subobject of Hom(M, N) for all choices of M and N from C! i! # is
commutative.

3.5.19. A terminological remark: if we consider on a cartesian category C
the ACU &-structure defined by the direct product (A&B := A -B), then
our notion of plain inner structure corresponds (up to some minor details)
to what people call tensorial strength, and plain inner monads – to strong
monads. Furthermore, our diagonal inner monads correspond to monoidal
(or tensorial) monads, and our commutativity condition seems to be known
either under the name of commutativity or symmetry condition in this setup.
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4 Algebraic monads and algebraic systems

This chapter is dedicated to the study of a very important class of endo-
functors and monads — the algebraic endofunctors and monads over the
category of sets, and their topos counterparts — algebraic (plain inner) end-
ofunctors and monads over a (Grothendieck) topos E . These notions admit
both category-theoretic descriptions (in terms of some functors and monads)
and algebraic descriptions (as sets or sheaves with some operations on them,
in the spirit of universal algebra). Both these approaches are important:
for example, the first of them enables us to construct (arbitrary) projective
limits of algebraic monads, while the second is equally indispensable for the
construction of some inductive limits (e.g. tensor products). That’s why we
carefully develop some language and some notation to simplify transition
between these two alternative descriptions.

Let us emphasize once more that the notion of an algebraic monad (resp.
algebraic inner monad over a topos) is extremely important in the sequel
since in our setup it corresponds to the notion of a “(non-commutative)
generalized ring” (or a sheaf of such generalized rings); in this sense the
content of this chapter should be viewed as some generalization of the basic
theory of (sheaves of) associative rings and algebras.

Notations. All endofunctors and monads considered in this chapter,
unless otherwise specified, will be defined over a base category C, which will
be supposed to be equal either to Sets, or to a topos E . Sometimes E is the
topos of sheaves (of sets) on some site S; then we write E = S̃. We also
denote by A the AU &-category Endof (C).

4.1. (Algebraic endofunctors on Sets.) The definition itself is very simple:

Definition 4.1.1 We say that an endofunctor # : Sets $ Sets is alge-
braic if it commutes with filtered inductive limits. The full &-subcategory of
A = Endof (Sets), consisting of all algebraic endofunctors, will be denoted
Endof alg(Sets) or Aalg. Thus an algebraic monad is simply an algebra in
Aalg, i.e. a monad over Sets, the underlying functor of which commutes with
arbitrary inductive limits.

Clearly, if F and G commute with filtered inductive limits, the same is true
for F & G = F 1 G, so Aalg is indeed a &-subcategory of A.

4.1.2. Notice that any set X is a filtered inductive limit of the ordered set
of all its finite subsets I ! X, hence an algebraic endofunctor # is com-
pletely determined by its values on finite sets: #(X) = lim+$finite I ( X

#(I).
On the other hand, any finite set is isomorphic to some standard finite set
n = {1, 2, . . . , n}, n 0 0. Let us denote by N the full subcategory of Sets,
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consisting of all standard finite sets. Sometimes we identify the objects of N
with the set of non-negative integers, and write n instead of n. Let us denote
by J = JSets : N $ Sets the inclusion functor.

We see that J is fully faithful, and that its essential image is the category
of all finite sets. Since any algebraic endofunctor # is completely determined
by its restriction to the category of finite sets, which is equivalent to N, we
see that the canonical functor J# : A $ Funct(N, Sets) = SetsN, given by
F /$ F 1 J , induces an equivalence between Aalg and a full subcategory of
SetsN. Let’s make a more precise statement:

Proposition 4.1.3 Consider the inclusion functor J : N $ Sets, the cor-
responding restriction functor J# : A = Endof (Sets) $ SetsN, F /$ F 1 J ,
and its left adjoint (i.e. left Kan extension of J) J! : SetsN $ A, defined
by the usual formula (J!G)(X) = lim+$N/X

G(n), where N/X is the category

of all maps from standard finite sets into a set X. Then J! is fully faithful,
and its essential image equals Aalg, hence it induces an equivalence between
SetsN and Aalg, and J#|Aalg

is the quasi-inverse equivalence. Moreover, J#

commutes with arbitrary limits of functors, and J! commutes with arbitrary
inductive and finite projective limits, hence Aalg ! A is stable under these
types of limits in A.

Proof. The existence of J! follows from the existence of inductive limits of
sets, and the explicit formula for (J!G)(X) is well-known and can be either
checked directly or found in SGA 4 I, for example. Full faithfulness of J!

is a consequence of that of J , since (J!G)(m) is computed as the limit of
G(n) along the category N/m of all maps n $ m, which has a final object
idm, hence (J!G)(m) (= G(m), i.e. G $ J#J!G is an isomorphism, hence J!

is fully faithful. Notice that N/X is a filtered category, and lim+$N/X
n (= X,

hence for any algebraic endofunctor F we have F (X) (= lim+$N/X
F (n) =

(J!J#F )(X), i.e. any algebraic functor lies indeed in the essential image of J!.
To prove the converse we use the alternative description of (J!G)(X) in terms
of inductive limits and finite products, given in Lemma 4.1.4 below, and
the fact that filtered inductive limits in Sets commute with finite projective
limits; this shows immediately that J!G is indeed algebraic. This fact also
shows that J! commutes with finite projective limits, and it has to commute
with arbitrary inductive limits since it has a right adjoint; this proves the
remaining statements.

Lemma 4.1.4 Given any functor G : N $ Sets, its left Kan extension
J!G : Sets $ Sets can be computed as follows: (J!G)(X) is the cokernel
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of the pair of maps p, q from H1(X) :=
.

#:m%n G(m) - Xn to H0(X) :=.
n'0 G(n) - Xn, defined by the following two requirements:

a) The restriction of p to the component of H1(X) indexed by $ : m $ n

is the map idG(m) -X# : G(m) - Xn $ G(m) - Xm, where X# =
Hom($, idX) : Hom(n, X) = Xn $ Hom(m, X) = Xm is the canon-
ical map (x1, . . . , xn) /$ (x#(1), . . . , x#(m)).

b) The restriction of q to the same component is the map G($) - idXn :
G(m) - Xn $ G(n) - Xn.

Proof. Recall that any inductive limit lim+$I
G of a functor G : I $ C

can be written as the cokernel of two maps p and q from
.

(#:s%t)&Ar I G(s) to.
s&Ob I G(s), the restrictions of which to the component indexed by some $ :

s $ t is the identity morphism of G(s) (resp. the morphism G($) : G(s) $
G(t)). Now we apply this for the computation of (J!G)(X) = lim+$N/X

G(n).

In this case I = N/X, Ob I = {maps * : n $ X} = =n'0Xn = W (X), and

Ar I = {m #$ n
3$ X} = =#:m%nXn. Taking the required sums along these

index sets yields the objects H0(X) and H1(X) described in the statement of
the lemma, and p, q : H1(X) " H0(X) also turn out to coincide with those
mentioned in the statement.

4.1.5. Notice that the injective maps n $ X form a cofinal set in N/X,
hence it is su"cient to take the inductive limit along only such maps in
order to compute (J!G)(X). In particular, for any endofunctor F we have
(J!J#F )(X) = lim+$finite I(X

F (I) $ F (X). If X is finite, this map is an
isomorphism; in general it is always injective, i.e. J!J#F $ F is a monomor-
phism. This follows from the fact that any monomorphism with non-empty
source splits in Sets, hence all maps F (I) $ F (X) for non-empty finite sub-
sets I ! X are injective, hence this is true for the filtered inductive limit
of the F (I). Let us denote J!J#F by Falg. Clearly, Falg ! F is the largest
algebraic subfunctor of F , and any morphism F $ $ F from an algebraic F $

factorizes through Falg. We also know that F /$ Falg commutes with arbi-
trary inductive and finite projective limits (cf. 4.1.3). Moreover, arbitrary
(infinite) projective limits can be computed in Aalg by first computing it
(componentwise) in A, and then taking the largest algebraic subfunctor; al-
ternatively, we might first restrict everything to N by applying J#, compute
(componentwise) the projective limit in SetsN, and then extend resulting
functor N $ Sets to an algebraic endofunctor by means of J!.

4.1.6. Observe that if # is a monad over Sets, then #alg ! # is a submonad

of # (cf. 3.3.3). Indeed, #2
alg is algebraic, hence #2

alg $ #2 µ$ # factorizes
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through #alg ! #, and similarly & : IdSets $ # factorizes through #alg since
IdSets is algebraic. Clearly, #alg $ # is universal among all homomorphisms
from algebraic monads into #. In other words, the inclusion functor from
the category of algebraic monads into the category of all monads admits a
right adjoint # /$ #alg, hence it commutes with arbitrary inductive limits of
algebraic monads.

4.1.7. We see that the algebraicity of a monad # means that #(X) =(
finite I(X #(I). If we think of #(X) as “the set of all formal #-linear combi-

nations of elements of X”, this condition means that any such #-linear com-
bination actually involves only finitely many elements of X. This explains
why all monads defined by algebraic systems (in terms of some operations
and relations between them), e.g. the monads W and #R = R for an asso-
ciative ring R, or any of the monads listed in 3.4.12, are actually algebraic
in the sense of 4.1.1. However, monads Ẑ! (cf. 3.4.13) and Ẑp (cf. 3.4.11)
are clearly not algebraic; their largest algebraic subfunctors (which turn out
to be submonads) are Z! and Zp, respectively.

4.1.8. Notice that these monads like Ẑ! still have a similar property: any
formal Ẑ!-linear combination of elements of a set X involves only at most
countably many elements of X. This means that if we replace N by the
category of all ordinals * 6, these monads will lie in the essential image of
the corresponding left Kan extension J)6,!. This leads to the idea of cardinal
filtration on the category of all endofunctors, when we consider those end-
ofunctors which lie in the essential image of J)!,! or J<!,! for some “small”
cardinal ' (e.g. belonging to the chosen universe U). The set of all end-
ofunctors which belong to some step of the cardinal filtration forms a full
subcategory of A, stable under & (i.e. composition of functors) and arbi-
trary projective and inductive limits (along small index categories). We call
such endofunctors accessible (cf. SGA 4 I); clearly, their category Aacc is
a very good (rigorous) replacement for A = Endof (Sets), which contains
all interesting endofunctors and at the same time avoids all set-theoretical
complications (e.g. it is a U-category).

4.1.9. Since J# induces an equivalence between categories Aalg and SetsN,
and since it is nothing else than the restriction functor, we usually denote an
algebraic endofunctor F and its restriction J#F by the same letter F . We
also often write F (n) instead of F (n) or (J#F )(n). In this sense an algebraic
endofunctor F is something like a (co)simplicial object: we get a collection of
sets {F (n)}n'0, together with some transition maps F ($) : F (m) $ F (n),
defined for any map of finite sets $ : m $ n. In this context we think of J!F
(denoted again by F ) as some sort of extension of F to arbitrary sets.
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4.1.10. In particular, we see that the category Aalg
(= SetsN really makes

sense, i.e. it is not “too large” (it is a U-category in the language of universes),
so in this way we avoid the set-theoretical complications of 3.2.6.

4.2. (Operations with algebraic endofunctors.) Let’s express some category-
theoretic operations with algebraic endofunctors in terms of corresponding
“cosimplicial objects”.

4.2.1. We have already seen that an algebraic endofunctor F corresponds
to a “cosimplicial set”, i.e. to a collection of sets {F (n)}n'0, together with
some maps F ($) : F (m) $ F (n), defined for any map of finite sets $ :
m $ n, subject to usual conditions F (* 1 $) = F (*) 1 F ($) and F (idn) =
idF (n). Moreover, a natural transformation 5 : F $ G from an algebraic
endofunctor F into another endofunctor G is given by a collection of maps
5n : F (n) $ G(n), such that G($) 1 5m = 5n 1 F ($) for any $ : m $ n.

4.2.2. Consider an algebraic endofunctor #, two arbitrary sets X and Y ,
and some map ' : #(X) $ Y (if X = Y , we say that any such map is a
pre-action of # on X). Now recall the expression for #(X) as Coker(p, q :
H1(X) " H0(X)), given in 4.1.4. It shows immediately that to give such an
' : #(X) $ Y is equivalent to giving a family of maps {'(n) : #(n) -Xn $
Y }n'0, subject to condition

'(m)1(id!(m) -X#) = '(n)1(#($)-idXn) : #(m)-Xn $ Y for all $ : m $ n

(4.2.2.1)
We see that #(n) parametrizes something like “n-ary operations from X
to Y ”; if we agree to write [t]!(x1, x2, . . . , xn) instead of '(n)(t; x1, x2, . . . , xn),
we see that giving an ' : #(X) $ Y is equivalent to giving a collection
of maps (“operations”) [t]! : Xn $ Y for each “formal n-ary operation”
t % #(n), n 0 0, subject to the only condition

=
(F ($))(t)

>
!
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = [t]!(x#(1), x#(2), . . . , x#(m))

for any t % #(m), $ : m $ n, and x1, . . . , xn % X. (4.2.2.2)

When we are given a pre-action ' : #(X) $ X on some set X, we sometimes
write [t]X instead of [t]!. Note that a map f : X $ Y is compatible with
some pre-actions ' : #(X) $ X and 5 : #(Y ) $ Y (i.e. f 1 ' = 5 1 #(f))
i! f

"
[t]!(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

#
= [t]"

"
f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xn)

#
for all choices of t

and xi.

4.2.3. Now suppose F , G and # are three algebraic endofunctors, and we
want to describe all natural transformations ' : #F $ G. We know that
this is equivalent to describing families of morphisms 'n : #F (n) $ G(n),
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functorial in n. On the other hand, we have just seen that any such 'n is
given by a family of maps '(k)

n : #(k) - F (n)k $ G(n), indexed by k, n 0 0,
subject to compatibility conditions with respect to maps $ : m $ n and
* : k $ l, similar to those considered above.

4.2.4. Let’s describe maps ' : %#(X) $ Y , where % and # are algebraic
endofunctors, and X and Y are two arbitrary sets. We know that ' is
determined by a collection of maps '(n) : %(n) - #(X)n $ Y . On the
other hand, functors X /$ %(n) - #(X)n are clearly algebraic again (for
any fixed n 0 0), hence '(n) is in its turn given by a collection of maps
'(n,m) : %(n) - #(m)n - Xm $ Y , subject to some compatibility conditions
with respect to maps $ : m $ m$ and * : n $ n$.

4.2.5. This result generalizes to natural transformations ' : %#F $ G,
where %, #, F and G are algebraic endofunctors. We see that such nat-
ural transformations are given by compatible families of maps {'(k,m)

n :
%(k) - #(m)k - F (n)m $ G(n)}k,m,n'0. Of course, similar descriptions
can be obtained for longer compositions of algebraic endofunctors: a map
' : #1 · · ·#s(X) $ Y is given by '(n1,...,ns) : #1(n1) - #2(n2)n1 - · · · -
#s(ns)ns#1 - Xns $ Y , and a natural transformation ' : #1 · · ·#sF $ G is

given by '(n1,...,ns)
n : #1(n1)-#2(n2)n1 - · · ·-#s(ns)ns#1 -F (n)ns $ G(n). If

we put M(m, n; #) := #(m)n and consider this as “the set of m-n-matrices
with entries in #”, then the above maps can be seen as some “matrix mul-
tiplication rules” (notice the inverse order of arguments!) M(n1, n0; #1) -
M(n2, n1; #2)- · · ·-M(ns, ns+1; #s) -M(n, ns; F ) $ M(n, n0; G); this ob-
servation will be used later to compare our approach with that of M. J. Shai
Haran.

4.2.6. Of course, inductive and projective limits of algebraic functors are
computed in terms of corresponding “cosimplicial sets” componentwise: we
have (lim+$#!)(n) = lim+$#!(n), and (lim,+#!)(n) = lim,+#!(n). For example,
(#1 -! #2)(n) = #1(n) -!(n) #2(n). Notice that the formula (lim+$#!)(X) =
lim+$#!(X) is still valid for an arbitrary set X, while the similar formula for
projective limits in general doesn’t hold unless the limit is finite (cf. 4.1.5).

4.2.7. In particular, the algebraic subfunctors F $ of a given algebraic functor
F are given by collections of subsets {F $(n) ! F (n)}n'0, stable under all
maps F ($) : F (m) $ F (n). Of course, these are exactly the subobjects of F
in Aalg. Notice that after we extend F $ and F to endofunctors on Sets, we
still have F $(X) ! F (X) for any set X. Another interesting consequence:
an algebraic equivalence relation R on some algebraic functor F is given
by a family of equivalence relations R(n) ! F (n) - F (n), compatible with
all maps F ($). In this case we can construct the quotient F/R, given by
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(F/R)(n) = F (n)/R(n). It is again an algebraic functor, and, if we extend
everything to arbitrary sets X, we still have (F/R)(X) = F (X)/R(X), and
F $ F/R is a strict epimorphism with kernel R both in A and Aalg.

4.2.8. Notice that any morphism + : F $ G of algebraic endofunctors
has an algebraic kernel pair R := F -G F as well as an algebraic image
I = +(F ) (= F/R. Of course, these notions can be computed componentwise:
R(n) ! F (n)-F (n) is the equivalence relation defined by +n : F (n) $ G(n),
and F (n)/R(n) (= +n(F (n)) = I(n) ! G(n). Moreover, these formulas
extend to arbitrary sets X, i.e. R(X) ! F (X) - F (X) is still the kernel of
+X : F (X) $ G(X) and so on.

4.2.9. What about natural transformations & : IdSets $ F from the iden-
tity functor into an arbitrary (algebraic) endofunctor F ? Since IdSets =
Hom(1,+), we see by Yoneda that such an & is uniquely determined by an
element e := &1(1) % F (1), which can be chosen arbitrarily. In this case we
get &X(x) = (F (x̃))(e) for any set X and any x % X, where x̃ : 1 $ X
is the only map with image x. In particular, for an algebraic F the maps
&n : n $ F (n) can be reconstructed from e % F (1) in this way.

4.2.10. According to 4.1.4, we see that for any algebraic endofuctor # and
any set X we have a surjection H0(X) =

.
n'0 #(n)-Xn # #(X). Consider

its individual component #(n)-Xn $ #(X); clearly, it maps (t; x1, . . . , xn)
into (#(x))(t) % #(X), where x : n $ X is the map k /$ xk. Let’s denote
this element by t({x1}, . . . , {xn}). For example, if we take X := n, x := idn,
xk = k, we get t({1}, . . . , {k}) = t % #(n). Notice that any element of
#(X) can be written in form t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) for some n 0 0; in fact, #(X)
consists of all such expressions modulo the equivalence relation @ generated
by ($#t)({x1}, . . . , {xn}) @ t({x#(1)}, . . . , {x#(n)}) for any $ : m $ n, t %
#(m) and x1, . . . , xn % X, where we put $#t := (#($))(t). Moreover, since
the category N/X is filtering, we see that two elements t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) and
t$({y1}, . . . , {ym}) are equal in #(X) i! we can find some $ : n $ p, * : m $
p and some elements z1, . . . , zp % X, such that $#t = *#t$, xi = z#(i), and
yj = z3(j). We can even assume these elements zk to be pairwise distinct.

Notice that #(f) : #(X) $ #(Y ) maps t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) % #(X) into
t
"
{f(x1)}, . . . , {f(xn)}

#
, for any map f : X $ Y .

4.2.11. In particular, suppose we have a map ' : #(X) $ Y , described by
the collection {'(n) : #(n)-Xn $ Y } as in 4.2.2. By definition, '(n) is just
the composite map #(n) - Xn $ H0(X) # #(X)

!$ Y , hence ' maps an
element t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) % #(X) into '(n)(t; x1, . . . , xn) = [t]!(x1, . . . , xn).

4.3. (Algebraic monads.) Now we want to combine together some of pre-
vious considerations to obtain a “näıve” description of an algebraic monad
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# = (#, µ, &) (i.e. an algebra in Aalg, or equivalently, a monad over Sets with
an algebraic underlying endofunctor) in terms of a sequence of sets {#(n)}n'0

and some maps between these sets and their products, subject to some con-
ditions. This näıve approach has its advantages: for example, it immediately
generalizes to the case of an arbitrary category C, and it is completely clear
how to apply left exact functors to such objects (e.g. pullback, direct image
or global sections functors between topoi), or how to define sheaves of them
over any site S. However, we’ll develop a (plain inner) monad interpretation
in the topos case as well, since it also has its advantages.

4.3.1. So let’s fix an algebraic monad # = (#, µ, &) over Sets, and a set X
with some #-action ' : #(X) $ X. We are going to obtain a “cosimplicial”
description of these things.

First of all, an algebraic endofunctor # and natural transformations µ :
#2 $ # and & : IdSets $ # are uniquely determined by the following data:

a) A collection of sets {#(n)}n'0 and maps #($) : #(m) $ #(n), defined
for any map $ : m $ n, subject to conditions #(idn) = id!(n) and #(*1$) =
#(*) 1 #($) (cf. 4.2.1).

b) A collection of “multiplication” or “evaluation” maps µ(k)
n : #(k) -

#(n)k $ #(n), subject to conditions µ(k)
n 1 (id!(k) -#(n)#) = µ(k!)

n 1 (#($) -
id!(n)k! ) for any $ : k $ k$, and µ(k)

n 1(id!(k) -#(*)k) = µ(k)
m for any * : m $

n (cf. 4.2.3). Usually we write [t]!(n)(x1, x2, . . . , xk) or even t(x1, x2, . . . , xk)

instead of µ(k)
n (t; x1, x2, . . . , xk) for any t % #(k) and x1, . . ., xk % #(n). In

this case the above requirements can be rewritten as [$#(t)]!(n)(x1, . . . , xk!) =
[t]!(n)(x#(1), . . . , x#(k)) and *#

"
[t]!(m)(x1, . . . , xk)

#
= [t]!(n)(*#x1, . . . ,*#xk),

where we write $#(t) or $#t instead of (#($))(t). If we put M(m, n; #) :=

#(m)n (“the set of m-n-matrices over #”), then (µ(k)
n )

m
: #(k)m-#(n)k $

#(n)m can be interpreted as a “matrix multiplication map” M(k, m; #) -
M(n, k; #) $ M(n, m; #) (cf. 4.2.5).

c) An element e % #(1), called the identity of #. Then &X : X $ #(X)
maps any x % X into (#(x̃))(e), where x̃ : 1 $ X is the map with image x
(cf. 4.2.9). We usually denote the element &X(x) % #(X) by {x}X or {x}.
In particular, we have the “basis elements” {k} = {k}n % #(n), 1 * k * n.
For example, {1}1 = e. Clearly, for any map f : X $ Y and any x % X we
have f#{x} = (#(f))(&X(x)) = {f(x)}.

d) Similarly, a pre-action ' : #(X) $ X is given by a collection of
maps '(n) : #(n) - Xn $ X, subject to relation (4.2.2.1), and we usu-
ally write [t]!(x1, . . . , xn) or [t]X(x1, . . . , xn) or even t(x1, . . . , xn) instead of
'(n)(t; x1, . . . , xn) (cf 4.2.2). Notice that µX : #2(X) $ #(X) defines a
pre-action of # on #(X), so the notation [t]!(X)(f1, . . . , fn) makes sense for
any t % #(n) and f1, . . ., fn % #(X). If we take X = n, we recover again the
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maps µ(k)
n of b), so our notation [t]!(n) is at least consistent.

4.3.2. Now we want to express in terms of these data the monad axioms
µ 1 (& ) #) = id! = µ 1 (# ) &) and µ 1 (µ ) #) = µ 1 (# ) µ), as well as the
axioms ' 1 &X = idX and ' 1 #(') = ' 1 µX for a pre-action ' : #(X) $ X
to be an action. Let’s start with the action axioms:

a) Condition '1&X = idX is equivalent to '(1)
1 (e; x) = x for any x % X, i.e.

[e]X(x) = x; in other words, [e]X : X $ X has to be the identity map. This
condition together with functoriality in n implies that [{k}n]X : Xn $ X is
the projection onto the k-th component.

b) Condition ' 1 #(') = ' 1 µX translates into the commutativity of
the following diagram, which can be thought of as a sort of “associativity of
matrix multiplication” M(k, 1; #) - M(n, k; #) - M(1, n; X) $ M(1, 1; X)
(cf. 4.2.5):

#(k) - #(n)k - Xn
id!(k) "(!(n))k

""

µ(k)
n "idXn

!!

#(k) - Xk

!(k)

!!
#(n) - Xn !(n)

"" X

(4.3.2.1)

In our operational notation this can be written as follows:

=
[t]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk)

>
X

(x1, . . . , xn) = [t]X
"
[t1]X(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , [tk]X(x1, . . .)

#

for t % #(k), t1, . . . , tk % #(n), x1, . . . , xn % X (4.3.2.2)

It is useful to think about t % #(n) as some sort of formal polynomial or
formal operation with n arguments, and to interpret the above condition as
some sort of substitution rule.

c) Recall that f : X $ Y is compatible with given pre-actions ' :
#(X) $ X and 5 : #(Y ) $ Y i! f 1 '(n) = 5(n) 1 (id!(n) -fn), i.e.
f
"
[t]X(x1, . . . , xn)

#
= [t]Y

"
f(x1), . . . , f(xn)

#
(cf. 4.2.2).

4.3.3. We continue by expressing the conditions for # = (#, µ, &) to be
a monad. Notice that these conditions are some equalities between natural
transformations of algebraic endofunctors, hence it is enough to require these
pairs of natural transformations to coincide on standard finite sets.

First of all, µn 1#(µn) = µn 1 µ!(n) and µn 1 &!(n) = id!(n) are equivalent
to saying that the pre-action µn : #2(n) $ #(n) of # on #(n) is actually an
action, so we obtain conditions 4.3.2a) and b) for (X,') = (#(n), µn), i.e.

we have to replace '(k) with µ(k)
n . We obtain the following two conditions:

a) µ(1)
n (e; t) = t for any t % #(n) and any n 0 0. In other words, we

require [e]!(n)(t) = t, i.e. [e]!(n) = id!(n).
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b) The associativity µ1(#)µ) = µ1(µ)#) translates into some sort of “as-
sociativity of matrix multiplication” M(k, 1; #)-M(n, k; #)-M(m, n; #) $
M(m, 1; #), or, if the reader prefers, M(k, s; #)-M(n, k; #)-M(m, n; #) $
M(m, s; #), where we put M(m, n; #) := #(m)n (cf. 4.2.5):

#(k) - #(n)k - #(m)n
id!(k)"(µ

(n)
m )k

""

µ
(k)
n "id!(m)n

!!

#(k) - #(m)k

µ
(k)
m

!!

#(n) - #(m)n µ(n)
m "" #(m)

(4.3.3.1)

Of course, this can be rewritten in form (4.3.2.2), where we put X := #(m).
c) Now only the axiom µn 1#(&n) = id!(n) remains. According to 4.2.10,

#(&n) maps t = t({1}, . . . , {n}) % #(n) into t({{1}}, . . . , {{n}}) % #2(n),
and 4.2.11 shows that µn maps this element to [t]!(n)({1}, . . . , {n}), hence
the last axiom boils down to

[t]!(n)

"
{1}n, . . . , {n}n

#
= t for any t % #(n) (4.3.3.2)

This is something like the identity F (T1, T2, . . . , Tn) = F for any polyno-
mial F from Z[T1, T2, . . . , Tn] (actually, if we consider the monad defined by
the category of commutative rings, we see that this identity is indeed a special
case of (4.3.3.2)). Another possible interpretation: In := ({1}, . . . , {n}) %
#(n)n = M(n, n; #) =: M(n, #) is the “identity matrix”, i.e. it induces the
identity map #(n) $ #(n).

d) Finally, let us express the conditions for a natural transformation + :
# $ % to be a homomorphism of algebraic monads. Of course, + is given
by a collection of maps +n : #(n) $ %(n), such that %($) 1 +m = +n 1 #($)
for any $ : m $ n. Compatibility with the unit + 1 &! = &" translates into
+1(e!) = e", and compatibility with the multiplication + 1 µ! = µ" 1 (+ ) +)

translates into +n 1 µ(k)
!,n = µ(k)

",n 1 (+k - +k
n), or, equivalently, into

+n

"
[t]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk)

#
= [+k(t)]"(n)

"
+n(t1), . . . , +n(tk)

#

for any t % #(k), t1, . . . , tk % #(n) (4.3.3.3)

Sometimes we identify + with the “graded” map )+) := =+n : )#) =.
n'0 #(n) $ )%) =

.
n'0 %(n), and write +(t) or even +t instead of +n(t)

for some t % #(n).

4.3.4. Consider the case when we require all #(n) to be modules over a

commutative ring K, all #($) to be K-linear, and all µ(k)
n : #(k) - #(n)k $

#(n) to be K-polylinear. Then µ(k)
n induces some µ̃(k)

n : #(k) & #(n)*k $
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#(n), and we can rewrite the above conditions for # to be an algebraic monad

in terms of these maps µ̃(k)
n , thus obtaining nothing else than the definition of

an operad over K (up to some minor points: in fact, we obtain an equivalent
description of operads with compatible cosimplicial structure). Of course,
the definition of an operad makes sense in any ACU &-category C = (C,&);
if we put (C,&) := F"-Mod = (Sets,-), we obtain back the definition of an
algebraic monad, hence algebraic monads can be thought of as (cosimplicial)
operads over F".

4.3.5. Notice that µ(1)
1 : #(1) - #(1) $ #(1) and e % #(1) define a monoid

structure on the underlying set |#| := #(1) of an algebraic monad #, if we

put # · µ = #µ := µ(1)
1 (#; µ) = [#]!(1)(µ) = [#]|!|(µ); in particular, [#]|!| :

|#| $ |#| is just the left multiplication by # map. Indeed, the associativity
(#µ)( = #(µ() is a special case of 4.3.3b), and e# = # and #e = # are special
cases of 4.3.3a) and c). Of course, this is exactly the monoid structure on
|#| considered in 3.4.9. If M = (M,') is a #-module, we recover again
the monoid action of |#| on M by taking '(1) : #(1) - M $ M . Then
# · x = #x := '(1)(#; x) = [#]M(x) for any # % |#|, x % M . That’s why we
usually denote the action of unary operations # % |#| on an element x % M
simply by #x.

4.3.6. We have already seen in 4.2.10 that #(X) consists of all formal expres-
sions of form t({x1}, . . . , {xn}), n 0 0, t % #(n), x1, . . . , xn % X, modulo a
certain equivalence relation. On the other hand, since we have agreed to write
{x} for &X(x) % #(X), and since µX is a canonical #-structure on #(X), we

see that [t]!(X)({x1}, . . . , {xn}) actually means µ(n)
X (t; &X(x1), . . . , &X(xn)).

Since µX1#(&X) = id!(X), this expression is indeed equal to t({x1}, . . . , {xn})
of 4.2.10, so our notation is consistent in this respect.

4.3.7. We see that a #-module structure ' : #(X) $ X is given by a col-
lection of “operation maps” [t]X : Xn $ X, parametrized by t %

.
n'0 #(n).

These maps have to satisfy some relations like [e]X = idX , [$#t]X = [t]X 1X#

for any $ : m $ n, i.e. [$#t]X(x1, . . . , xn) = [t]X(x#(1), . . . , x#(m)), and the
“compound operation” relations (4.3.2.2). Conversely, 4.3.2 shows that these
relations are su"cient for a collection of maps [t]X to define a #-action on X.
Since all these relations are algebraic, we see that a #-structure on a set X
is an example of an algebraic structure, hence #-Mod = Sets! has all the
properties of a category defined by an algebraic structure.

4.3.8. Given any set X, we can construct its “absolute endomorphism ring”
END(X). It is an algebraic monad defined by (END(X))(n) := HomSets(Xn,

X); we take e" to be equal to idX , and µ(k)
n : Hom(Xk, X)-Hom(Xn, X)k (=

Hom(Xk, X) - Hom(Xn, Xk) $ Hom(Xn, X) are the usual composition
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maps. The conditions of 4.3.3 obviously hold, and we have a canonical action
of END(X) on X. Furthermore, the considerations of 4.3.7 show that giving
an action ' : #(X) $ X of an algebraic monad # on X is equivalent to giving
a monad homomorphism (“representation”) + : # $ END(X), and then the
#-action on X can be recovered from the canonical END(X)-action on X by
means of scalar restriction along +.

We say that X is a faithful #-module if the corresponding homomorphism
+ : # $ END(X) is injective, i.e. if [t]X = [t$]X implies t = t$ for any
t, t$ % #(n) and any n 0 0. In general case we denote the image +(#) of + by
#X ; clearly, this is the only strict quotient of # which acts faithfully on X.

4.3.9. (Terminology and notations.) Given any algebraic monad #, we call
the elements of #(0) constants (of #), elements of |#| = #(1) — unary
operations, elements of #(2) — binary operations, . . . , elements of #(n) —
n-ary operations (of #). We say that )#) :=

.
n'0 #(n) is the set of all

operations of #; if t % #(n), we say that the arity of t is equal to n, and
sometimes write t[n] or r(t) = n to emphasize this fact. Cleary, an operation
t of arity n induces a map [t]X : Xn $ X on any #-module X. We often write
tX(x1, . . . , xn), t(x1, . . . , xn) or even t x1 . . . xn instead of [t]X(x1, . . . , xn). In
particular, if # % |#| is a unary operation, we write #X(x) or #x instead of
[#]X(x); this is especially useful when # is denoted by some sign like +; then
we write +x instead of [+]X(x), and +X : X $ X instead of [+]X . Notice
that (#t)(x1, . . . , xn) = #(t(x1, . . . , xn)) for any # % |#|, t % #(n) (this is a
special case of (4.3.2.2)), so the notation #t(x1, . . . , xn) is unambiguous.

Similarly, if a binary operation is denoted by some sign like +, 5, - . . . ,
which is usually written in infix form, we write x1+x2 instead of [+]X(x1, x2);
notice that [+] = [+]!(2)({1}, {2}) = {1} + {2} in #(2). We obey the usual
precedence rules while using such notations, inserting parentheses when nec-
essary; if an operation + is associative, we write x+y+z instead of (x+y)+z
or x + (y + z). For example, any R-linear combination t = (#1, . . . ,#n) %
#R(n) = Rn, where #i % R, R is any associative ring (cf. 3.4.8), can be safely
written now in form t = #1{1}+#2{2}+· · ·+#n{n}, where #i % R = |#R| are
interpreted as unary operations of #R, and [+] = (1, 1) % #R(2) is of course
a binary operation of #R. In this situation we also have a unary operation
[+] := +1 % |#R|, and a constant 0 % #R(0).

4.3.10. In particular, for any constant c % #(0) and any #-module X we
get the value cX = [c]X % X of this constant in X. Of course, any #-
homomorphism f : X $ Y has to preserve all constants: f(cX) = cY . For
example, if i : 0 = " $ 1 is the canonical embedding, then the unary op-
eration i#c = c|!| % #(1) acts on any #-module X by mapping all elements
of X into cX , i.e. [i#c]X(x) = cX . This shows that #(i) : #(0) $ #(1) is in-
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jective: indeed, i#c = i#c$ implies [i#c]!(0) = [i#c$]!(0), hence c = [i#c]!(0)(x) =
[i#c$]!(0)(x) = c$, where we can take any auxiliary element x % #(0) (e.g.
x = c).

This fact, combined with the observation that any monomorphism (i.e.
injective map) f : X $ Y with non-empty source splits in Sets (i.e. admits a
left inverse), hence #(f) : #(X) $ #(Y ) has to be injective when X is non-
empty, shows that #(f) is in fact injective even if X is empty. In particular,
all maps #($) : #(m) $ #(n) for injective $ : m $ n are injective; if we
put #(") := #(Z'0) = lim+$n'0

#(n) =
(

n #(n), we see that #(n) is a subset

of #("), and these subsets form a filtration on #("), so we can combine all
#(n) into one large filtered set #(").

4.3.11. Notice that #(0) = L!(") is an initial object of #-Mod = Sets!.
We say that # is a monad without constants if #(0) = "; in this case the
empty set is (the only) initial object of #-Mod, in particular, the empty set
admits a (unique) #-action. We have already seen some examples of monads
without constants like F", ! or A!R (cf. 3.4.12). We can also consider the
submonad W+ ! W given by W+(X) = W (X) if X 2= ", W+(") = "; this is
also a monad without constants, and W+-Mod is the category of semigroups.

4.3.12. If #(0) consists of exactly one constant, usually denoted by 0, we
say that # is a monad with zero. In this case #(0) = {0} is both a initial and
a final object, i.e. a zero object 0 := #(0) of #-Mod, and conversely, since
#(0) is always initial and 1 is always final in #-Mod, if #-Mod has a zero
object, then # is a monad with zero. In this case any #-module X has a
pointed element 0X = 0, which has to be respected by any #-homomorphism;
in particular, X cannot be empty. Moreover, any set Hom!(M, N) has a
pointed element — the zero homomorphism 0MN : M $ 0 $ N . Almost all
monads considered by us up to now have been monads with zero, with the
exception of WU and of those listed in 4.3.11.

4.3.13. (Triviality of a monad.) Recall that the category of all monads over
Sets admits a final object — the trivial or final monad 1, such that 1(X) is
the one-point set 1 for any set X. Clearly, this monad is algebraic, so it is
a final object in the category of algebraic monads. We say that # is trivial
if it is isomorphic to 1; in this case we write # (= 1 or even # = 1. In some
cases we write 0 or 0 instead of 1, since 1 is the monad defined by the trivial
ring 0. Let’s list some criteria for triviality of a monad:

Proposition. The following conditions for an algebraic monad # are equiv-
alent: (i) # is trivial; (ii) #-Mod is a trivial category, i.e. all its objects
are final; (ii’) The only sets which admit a #-structure are the one-element
sets; (iii) &X : X $ #(X) is not injective for at least one set X, and
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#(0) 2= "; (iii’) &2 : 2 $ #(2) is not injective, i.e. {1}2 = {2}2, and
#(0) 2= "; (iv) e % #(1) comes from a constant c % #(0), i.e. e = [c]!(1).

Proof. (i):(ii): Indeed, for any #-module X the action ' : #(X) = 1 $ X
has to be surjective, and this is possible only if X (= 1; (ii)A(ii’) is evident.
(ii’):(i): All sets #(n) admit a #-structure, so we must have #(n) (= 1, i.e.
# = 1. The implications (i):(iii’):(iii) are also evident. (iii):(iii’): If we
have &X(x) = &X(y) for some x 2= y % X, consider the map f : X $ 2,
such that f(x) = 1 and f(z) = 2 otherwise; applying #(f) to our equality
we get (iii’). (iii’):(ii’): Since {1} and {2} act on any #-module X by
means of corresponding projections X2 $ X, we see that {1} = {2} implies
the equality of these projections, hence X consists of at most one element;
it cannot be empty since #(0) 2= ". Now (i):(iv) is again trivial, and
(iv):(ii’) follows from the fact that if e = [c]|!| for some constant c, then
for any #-module X the identity map idX = [e]X has to coincide with the
constant map which maps all elements of X into the value cX % X of the
constant, hence X = {cX} is an one-element set.

4.4. (Algebraic submonads and strict quotients.) Projective limits of alge-
braic monads are computed in the category of algebraic endofunctors (cf.
3.1.8 and 4.1.5), i.e. (lim,+#!)(n) = lim,+(#!(n)). In particular, + : #$ $ # is
a monomorphism of algebraic monads i! all maps +n : #$(n) $ #(n) are in-
jective. We see that the subobjects of # in the category of algebraic monads
are exactly the algebraic submonads #$ ! #, i.e. those algebraic subfunctors
which admit a (necessarily unique) monad structure compatible with that
of #. According to 4.2.6, such a subfunctor is determined by a collection
of subsets #$(n) ! #(n), stable under maps #($) : #(m) $ #(n) for all
$ : m $ n. Clearly, an algebraic subfunctor #$ ! # is a submonad i!
e % #$(1) ! #(1) and µ(k)

n

"
#$(k) - #$(n)k

#
! #$(n) for all n, k 0 0. For

example, if we put #+(0) := ", #+(n) := #(n) for n 0 1, we obtain an
algebraic submonad #+ ! #, which is the largest algebraic submonad of #
without constants. Notice that since an algebraic submonad #$ ! # is com-
pletely determined by the subset )#$) :=

.
n'0 #$(n) ! )#), all algebraic

submonads of a fixed monad # constitute a set.

4.4.1. Notice that the image +(#) ! % of a homomorphism of algebraic
monads + : # $ %, computed in the category of algebraic functors (cf. 4.2.8

and 4.3.3d)), is actually an algebraic submonad of %, not just an algebraic
subfunctor, and we obtain a decomposition + : # # +(#) 7$ % of + into
a surjective monad homomorphism followed by an inclusion of a submonad.
In this case the kernel R := # -" # in the category of algebraic monads
coincides with the same kernel computed in the category of (algebraic or all)
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endofunctors, hence # $ +(#) is a strict epimorphism in all these categories,
and +(#) (= #/R. Recall that (+(#))(n) = +n(#(n)) ! %(n) (cf. 4.2.8). We
say that +(#) is the image of + : # $ %; clearly, # $ +(#) $ % is the
(necessarily unique) decomposition of + into a strict epimorphism followed
by a monomorphism.

4.4.2. (Submonad generated by a set of operations.) Given a monad #
and any subset U =

.
n'0 Un of the set )#) =

.
n'0 #(n) of all opera-

tions of #, we can consider the submonad #$ of #, generated by U , i.e. the
smallest submonad #$ of #, which contains U (more precisely, such that
U ! )#$)). Such a submonad always exists: indeed, we can simply take
the intersection

*
! #! of all submonads #! ! # which contain U . Re-

call that projective limits of algebraic monads are computed componentwise,
hence #$(n) = (

*
! #!)(n) =

*
! #!(n) ! #(n). We usually denote this sub-

monad #$ by 6U7 or F"6U7; when U is a finite set {u1, . . . , un}, we also write
F"6u1, u2, . . . , un7; if we want to emphasize the arities ri := r(ui) of the ui,

we write F"6u[r1]
1 , . . . , u[rn]

n 7.
If 6U7 = #, we say that U generates #, or that U is a system of generators

of #; by definition, this means that any algebraic submonad of # contain-
ing U is necessarily equal to #. This implies the usual consequences: for
example, if two homomorphisms +1, +2 : # $ % coincide on U , then they are
equal, since Ker(+1, +2) is an algebraic submonad of # containing U . Apply-
ing this to % = END(X) we see that a #-structure on a set X is completely
determined by the collection of maps [u]X : Xr(u) $ X for u % U .

4.4.3. (Explicit description of F"6U7.) Let #$ = F"6U7 ! # be the sub-
monad of # generated by some set U ! )#). Notice that the subsets
#$(n) ! #(n) have to satisfy the following two requirements:

1) All “variables” {k}n % #(n), 1 * k * n, are contained in #$(n).

2) If u % Uk is any generator of arity k, and t1, . . . , tk % #$(n) for some
k 0 0, then [u]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk) also belongs to #$(n).

Conversely, consider the subsets #$$(n) ! #(n) of operations which can be
obtained by applying the above rules a finite number of times. Clearly,
Un ! #$$(n) ! #$(n). In fact, this collection actually defines a submonad
of # containing U , hence #$ = #$$ and we obtain a description of #$ =
F"6U7. Indeed, we have e = {1}1 % #$$(1), and the substitution property
“[t]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk) % #$$(n) whenever t % #$$(k), ti % #$$(n)” is shown starting
from requirement 2) by induction on the number of applications of rules 1)
and 2) used for constructing t. The remaining property “$#t = (#($))(t) %
#$$(n) for any t % #$$(m) and $ : m $ n” follows from the substitution
property since $#t = [t]!(n)({$(1)}n, . . . , {$(m)}n).
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4.4.4. The above definitions admit a useful generalization. Suppose that we
are given some algebraic monad homomorphism + : #0 $ #, and some set
U ! )#). Then we denote by #06U7 the smallest algebraic submonad of
# that contains both +(#0) and U ; we say that this is the submonad of #
generated over #0 by U . Clearly, #06U7 =

5
U ' )+(#0))

6
, and + : #0 $ #

factorizes through #06U7 ! #. Of course, we write #06u1, . . . , un7 when U
is a finite set. This notion has similar properties to those considered above.
For example, if # is generated by U over #0, a #-structure on any set X is
completely determined by its scalar restriction along + : #0 $ # together
with the action of the generators [u]X : Xr(u) $ X, u % U .

4.4.5. (Finite generation and pre-unarity.) Given an algebraic monad homo-
morphism + : # $ %, we say that % is finitely generated over # if there is a
finite set U ! )%), such that % = #6U7. In this case we can choose a finite
subsystem of generators V0 ! V from any other system V of generators of %
over #: indeed, according to 4.4.3, any operation t % )%) can be expressed
in terms of a finite number of operations from +(#) and V ; let’s denote by
V0(t) the finite set of involved operations from V , and put V0 :=

(
u&U V0(u).

We say that % is generated over # by operations of arity * r, or that
+ : # $ % is of arity * r if % = #6V 7 for some subset V ! )%))r :=.

n)r %(n) ! )%); clearly, in this case we can always take V = )%))r. On
the other hand, if at the same time % is finitely generated over #, we can
find a finite system of generators of arity * r.

Finally, we say that % is pre-unary over #, or that % is a pre-unary
extension of #, or that + : # $ % is a pre-unary homomorphism if % = #6V 7
for some set of unary operations V ! %(1). In this case we can again take
V = |%| = %(1); if % is finitely generated over #, we can choose a finite set
of unary generators V ! |%|.

4.4.6. (Examples.) For example, Z = #Z is finitely generated (absolutely,
i.e. over F") by operations of arity * 2: we can choose 0 % #Z(0), [+] :=
+1 % Z = #Z(1) and [+] := (1, 1) % Z2 = #Z(2) as a system of generators
of Z. Any ring R is pre-unary over Z; we’ll show later they are actually
unary and that all unary extensions of Z come from associative rings. An
associative ring R is (absolutely) finitely generated i! it is finitely generated
over Z in the usual sense. Notice that Z and Z! are not pre-unary extensions
of F1 or F±1, but are generated in arity * 2. Another interesting example:
while R-R (= #R -#R) is a unary extension of R = #R for any associative
ring R, algebraic monad Z! - Z! is not a pre-unary extension of Z!.

4.4.7. (Strict quotients and equivalence relations.) Recall that the coker-
nels and the fibered products are computed in Aalg componentwise, hence a
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morphism + : # $ % in Aalg
(= SetsN is a strict epimorphism i! all its compo-

nents +n : #(n) $ %(n) are strict epimorphisms in Sets, i.e. surjective maps.
We see that the strict quotients of an algebraic endofunctor # are given by
“surjective” maps + : # $ %, i.e. natural transformations +, such that all
+n : #(n) $ %(n) are surjective, or equivalently, such that )+) : )#) $ )%)
is surjective. Such (algebraic) strict quotients are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with algebraic equivalence relations R ! #-#, given by some systems
of equivalence relations R(n) ! #(n)-#(n), compatible with all maps #($)
as usual (cf. 4.2.8); in this case % = #/R and %(n) = #(n)/R(n).

Now suppose # has an algebraic monad structure. We say that its strict
quotient #/R (in Aalg) is compatible with the monad structure of #, or
that equivalence relation R is compatible with the monad structure of #, if
% = #/R admits a (necessarily unique) monad structure, for which # $ #/R
becomes a monad homomorphism.

Clearly, in this case #/R is a quotient of # modulo R in the category of
algebraic monads as well, so # $ #/R is still a strict epimorphism in this
category. Conversely, an algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ % is a
strict epimorphism i! + is surjective, i.e. is of the form just discussed, and
then % (= #/R in both categories for some compatible algebraic equivalence
relation R on #. To see this we just consider the decomposition of any
algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ % into a surjection +̃ : # $ +(#)
and an embedding of a submonad i : +(#) $ % (cf. 4.4.1), and R := #-" #
is the kernel of both + and +̃, hence it is necessarily a compatible equivalence
relation, and +(#) (= #/R both as a monad and as an algebraic endofunctor.
This also shows that + is a strict epimorphism i! +(#) = %, i.e. i! + is
surjective.

4.4.8. When an algebraic equivalence relation R ! # - # on an algebraic
monad is compatible with the monad structure? First of all, it is given by
a collection of equivalence relations R(n) ! #(n) - #(n), compatible with
maps $# = #($) : #(m) $ #(n) for all $ : m $ n; in other words,

t @R(m) t$ implies $#(t) @R(n) $#(t
$)

for any $ : m $ n, and any t, t$ % #(m). (4.4.8.1)

Clearly, % := #/R admits a compatible monad structure i! all the maps

#(k) - #(n)k µ(k)
n$ #(n) $ %(n) = #(n)/R(n) factorize through the corre-

sponding canonical projections #(k) - #(n)k $ %(k) - %(n)k. This means
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the following:

[t]!(n)(t1, . . . , tk) @R(n) [t$]!(n)(t
$
1, . . . , t

$
k)

whenever t @R(k) t$ and ti @R(n) t$i for 1 * i * k (4.4.8.2)

Notice that this condition actually implies (4.4.8.1) in view of the formula
$#t = [t]!(n)({$(1)}, . . . , {$(m)}), hence it is su"cient for the collection
of equivalence relations {R(n) ! #(n) - #(n)}n'0 to define a compatible
algebraic equivalence relation on #.

4.4.9. (Compatible equivalence relations generated by a set of equations.)
First of all, notice that the intersection R =

*
! R! of any family of com-

patible algebraic equivalence relations R! on an algebraic monad # is again
compatible. This can be either checked directly from (4.4.8.2) and R(n) =*

! R!(n), or deduced from the fact that R is the kernel of # $
?

! #/R!.
This means that, given any set of “equations” E =

.
n'0 En, En ! #(n)-

#(n), we can find the smallest compatible algebraic equivalence relation R =
6E7 on #, which contains E, by simply taking the intersection of all such
equivalence relations. Alternatively, we might consider all statements of form
“t1 @ t2”, which can be obtained by a finite number of applications of the
following rules:

0) t @ t$ if (t, t$) % E;

1) t @ t for any t % #(n);

2) t @ t$ implies t$ @ t;

3) t @ t$ and t$ @ t$$ imply t @ t$$;

4) The substitution rule (4.4.8.2).

We say that 6E7 is the (compatible algebraic) equivalence relation on # gen-
erated by (the equations, or relations from) E.

Clearly, an algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ % factorizes through
# $ #/6E7 i! the kernel R := # -" # contains E, i.e. i! all the equations
from E are fulfilled in %: +n(t) = +n(t$) whenever (t, t$) % En. Putting here
% := END(X) and taking into account the surjectivity of # $ #/6E7, we
see that #/6E7-Mod can be identified with the full subcategory of #-Mod,
consisting of all #-modules X, such that [t]X = [t$]X whenever (t, t$) % E.

When E is a finite set of pairs: E = {(t1, u1), . . . , (ts, us)}, we also write
6t1 = u1, . . . , ts = us7 instead of 6E7.
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4.4.10. (Finitely generated and unary equivalence relations.) We introduce
for compatible equivalence relations R on algebraic monads # and corre-
sponding strict quotients % := #/R a terminology similar to that of 4.4.5.
For example, we say that R is finitely generated , or that % is obtained from
# by imposing finitely many relations (or conditions, or equations), if R is
generated by some finite set of equations E. We say that R is generated in
arity * k, or generated by equations or relations of arity * k, or that % is
obtained from # by imposing relations in arity * k, if R is generated by some
subset E !

.
0)n)k #(n) - #(n); if R is also finitely generated, then such a

set of equations can be chosen to be finite. Finally, we say that R is unary
if it is generated by some subset of #(1) - #(1).

4.5. (Free algebraic monads.) Now we would like to construct a very im-
portant class of algebraic monads, namely, the free algebraic monads. For
this purpose we fix some “graded set” U =

.
n'0 Un, consider the category of

couples (#,$), where # is an algebraic monad and $ =
.

n'0 $n : U $ )#)
is a graded map of sets (i.e. essentially a collection of maps $n : Un $ #(n)),
and define the free algebraic monad F"6U7 to be the initial object of this
category.

4.5.1. By definition, we must have a graded map j : U $ )F"6U7), such that
any graded map $ : U $ # induces a uniquely determined monad homo-
morphism + : F"6U7 $ #, for which $ = )+) 1 j. In other words, monad ho-
momorphisms + : F"6U7 $ # are in one-to-one correspondence with graded
maps $ : U $ )#), i.e. with families of maps {$n : Un $ #(n)}n'0. Apply-
ing this to # = END(X), we see that F"6U7-Mod is equivalent to the cate-
gory of sets X, equipped with an arbitrary family of maps [u]X : Xr(u) $ X,
defined for each u % U , where r : U $ Z'0 is the arity map (i.e. r(u) = n i!
u % Un).

4.5.2. Of course, we have to show the existence of free algebraic monads
F"6U7. For this purpose we construct such a monad as a certain submonad
WU,r of the monad WU of words with constants from U (cf. 3.4.6). Recall
that WU(X) = W (U = X) consists of all words in alphabet U = X, usually
written in form u1{x1}{x2}u2{x3} (we omit braces around constants, i.e.
letters from U). Informally speaking, F"6U7 = WU,r ! WU is constructed as
the set of all valid expressions, constructed with the aid of operations from U
from the variables from X, and written in the prefix notation. For example, if
r(u1) = 1 and r(u2) = 2, then {x}, u1{z} and u2u1{x}u2{y}{z} are elements
of WU,r({x, y, z}). We present a more formal construction below, which has
the advantage of allowing a straightforward generalization to the topos case.

4.5.3. Let us denote by S the set of all maps $ from the set {+"} ' Z'0
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into itself, which satisfy the following conditions: 1) $(+") = +"; 2)
$(x) 2= +" for at least one x; 3) $(x+1) = $(x)+1 whenever $(x) 2= +".
Clearly, this set is closed under composition and contains the identity map,
hence S is a monoid. We call S the syntax monoid. Its elements $ are
classified by pairs of integers r, s 0 0, where r is the smallest x 0 0 for
which $(x) 0 0, and s = $(r). We denote the corresponding element of S
by Gr,s. Notice that G0,s is the only element $ % S, such that $(0) = s. In
particular, G0,0 is the identity of S. We can compute Gr,sGr!,s! explicitly: if
r * s$, it is equal to Gr!,s+s!+r, otherwise it equals Gr+r!+s!,s.

4.5.4. Now we define the verification maps dX : WU(X) = W (U = X) $ S
as follows. Recall that WU(X) is a free monoid generated by U = X, so
dX is completely determined by its values on generators U = X, if we also
require it to be a monoid homomorphism. We put dX(u) := Gr(u),1 for any
u % U , i.e. dX(u) = Gn,1 for u % Un, and dX(x) := G0,1 for any x % X; then
dX(z1z2 . . . zs) = dX(z1)dX(z2) . . . dX(zs) for any zi % U = X.

Put WU,r(X) := d+1
X (G0,1) ! WU(X), i.e. this is the set of all words

t % WU , such that dX(t) = G0,1, or equivalently such that (dX(t))(0) = 1;
we call such words t valid expressions or terms with respect to the set of
operations U . Clearly, dY 1 WU(f) = dX for any map of sets f : X $ Y ,
hence (WU(f))(WU,r(X)) ! WU,r(Y ), so WU,r is indeed a subfunctor of WU ,
and even an algebraic subfunctor, since it commutes with filtered inductive
limits.

4.5.5. We have to check that WU,r ! WU is indeed a submonad, i.e. that
if we replace in some term t some variables {xi} (or even {ti}) with some
other terms ti, then the resulting word t̃ is necessarily a term. This is clear,
since the expression for d(t̃) % S is obtained from that of d(t) by replacing
d({xi}) with d(ti); but d(ti) = G0,1 = d({xi}) since all ti are terms, hence
d(t̃) = d(t) = G0,1, hence t̃ is indeed a term.

4.5.6. (Structural induction.) Notice that we have some general rules for
constructing new terms:

1) Any variable x % X defines a one-letter term {x} % WU,r(X).

2) If u % Un is an operation of arity n and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then
u t1 . . . tn is also a term.

Conversely, one checks in the usual way that any term t % WU,r(X) is nec-
essarily non-empty, and that it is either of form 1), when the first letter of t
belongs to X, or of form 2) with uniquely determined u % U and terms of
smaller length t1, . . . , tn % WU,r(X), when the first letter of t is an operation
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from U ; moreover, if t = u t1 . . . tn for some operation u % U and some terms
ti, then necessarily n = r(u), and such a list of ti is unique.

The fact that any term of WU,r(X) can be uniquely written either in form
1) or 2) allows us to prove statements by induction on length of a term t,
proving them first for case t = {x}, and then proving them for t = u t1 . . . tn,
assuming them to be already proved for all ti; this sort of induction is called
structural induction.

4.5.7. In particular, for any u % Un we get an element j(u) = jn(u) :=
u{1}{2} . . .{n} % WU,r(n), so we get a graded map j : U $ )WU,r). Since
j is injective, we often identify U with the subset j(U) ! )WU,r) and write
6u7 or even just u instead of j(u). Notice that

=
j(u)

>
WU,r(X)

(t1, t2, . . . , tn) = u t1 t2 . . . tn for any u % Un, ti % WU,r(X).

(4.5.7.1)
This shows that j(U) ! )WU,r) generates WU,r (cf. 4.4.3).

4.5.8. Now let’s check that (WU,r, j) satisfies the universal property required
from F"6U7, thus proving the existence of free algebraic monads. We have
to show that for any graded map $ : U $ )#) there is a unique monad
homomorphism + : WU,r $ #, such that $ = )+) 1 j, i.e. we require
+n(jn(u)) = $n(u). Taking (4.5.7.1) into account, we obtain

+X(u t1 . . . tn) = [$(u)]!(X)

"
+X(t1), . . . , +X(tn)

#

for any u % Un, ti % WU,r(X). (4.5.8.1)

Since we must also have +X({x}) = {x} for any x % X, we prove by structural
induction in t % WU,r(X) the existence and uniqueness of such maps +X :
WU,r(X) $ #(X). They are clearly functorial in X, so we get a natural
transformation of algebraic functors + : WU,r $ #. It remains to prove that
+ is indeed a monad homomorphism; we have to check (4.3.3.3) for this,
and this is easily shown by structural induction in t, using (4.5.8.1) for the
induction step.

4.5.9. We have already seen that F"6U7 = WU,r is generated by U (= j(U) !
)WU,r). This justifies the notation F"6U7. Moreover, if we have any subset
U ! )#), it induces a canonical homomorphism + : F"6U7 $ #, and its
image is exactly the submonad #$ of # generated by U , which has been also
denoted before by F"6U7. In particular, U generates # i! + : F"6U7 $ #
is surjective, i.e. a strict epimorphism. If it is an isomorphism, we say that
U freely generates #, or that U is a system of free generators of #. For
example, the free algebraic monad F"6U7 is freely generated by j(U) (= U .
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4.5.10. In general we tend to use capital letters for the elements of U when
# is freely generated by U , to distinguish this situation from the case when
U is just any system of generators of #. Of course, we follow the conventions
of 4.4.2 when U is a finite set, thus writing for example F"6N [0], T [1], U [2]7 to
denote the free monad generated by one constant, one unary, and one binary
generator.

4.5.11. (Algebraic monads from algebraic systems.) Now suppose given
a graded set of operations U = =n'0Un, or equivalently, a set U together
with an arity map r : U $ Z'0, and any set of “equations” or “relations”
E ! )F"6U7 - F"6U7). Then we can construct the compatible algebraic
equivalence relation 6E7 on F"6U7 generated by E, and consider the quotient
# := F"6U7/6E7. This quotient will be denoted F"6U |E7 or even 6U |E7;
when U and E are finite we adopt the conventions of 4.4.2 and 4.4.9, thus
writing expressions like F"60[0], , [1] | ,0 = 0, ,n{1} = {1}7 (this is actually
F1n) or F"6U [2] |U{1}{2} = U{2}{1}, U{1}U{2}{3} = UU{1}{2}{3}7. We
usually prefer to replace the free variables like {1}, {2}, . . . , with some
(arbitrarily chosen) letters like x, y, . . . , and of course we use the infix
notation and parentheses when appropriate, thus writing the second of the
above examples in form F"6+[2] | x + y = y + x, x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z7.
Another useful convention: we often write unary equations without naming
the free variable e = {1}1 explicitly, using the monoid structure of |#| = #(1)
instead. Thus we write ,n = e instead of ,, · · · ,{1} = {1}, and $2 = $ + e
instead of $${1} = ${1}+{1}; we can also write +2 = e instead of +(+x) =
x (here , , $ and + are unary, and + is binary). This is possible because of
the associativity relation t(u1, . . . , uk) · x = t(u1(x), . . . , uk(x)), true for any
t % #(k), ui % |#|, and for any x from a #-module X, e.g. for e % |#|.

We call such couples (U, E) as above algebraic systems, and F"6U |E7 is
the algebraic monad defined by algebraic system (U, E). If # (= F"6U |E7, we
say that (U, E) is a presentation of algebraic monad #. Of course, in this case
the image of U in # generates #, and all relations from E are fulfulled in #,
and all other relations between operations of # can be deduced from E, so
we have indeed something very similar to the usual description of an algebra
in terms of a list of generators and relations.

Clearly, algebraic monad homomorphisms + : F"6U |E7 $ % are in one-
to-one correspondence with graded maps $ : U $ )%), such that the image
under + of any equation from E is fulfilled in %. Taking here % = END(X)
for some set X, we see that F"6U |E7-Mod is exactly the category of sets X
with an algebraic structure of species defined by the algebraic system (U, E).
In this way the study of any algebraic structure is reduced to the study of
modules over some algebraic monad. Of course, di!erent algebraic systems
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can correspond to isomorphic algebraic monads.

4.5.12. Conversely, any algebraic monad # admits some presentation (U, E),
since one can always take for U any system of generators of # (e.g. U = )#)),
and then take for E any system of generating equations for the equivalence
relation R on the free monad F"6U7, defined by the canonical surjection
F"6U7 $ # (we can always take E = R). In this sense the study of cate-
gories of sets equipped with some algebraic structures, i.e. universal algebra,
is nothing else than the study of categories of modules over algebraic mon-
ads. For example, we see immediately that the forgetful functors from any
of these categories into Sets is monadic. However, the category of algebraic
monads themselves is more convenient for di!erent category-theoretic oper-
ations (e.g. computation of projective limits) than the category of algebraic
systems (since even the definition of a morphism of algebraic systems is quite
di"cult to handle when written without monads).

4.5.13. The above constructions generalize to the case when we replace F"

with an arbitrary algebraic monad #0. For example, for any graded set we
can construct an algebraic monad #06U7 over #0 (i.e. a homomorphism of
algebraic monads #0 $ #06U7), which is an initial object in the category
of triples (#, +,$), consisting of an (algebraic) monad #, a homomorphism
+ : #0 $ #, and a graded map $ : U $ )#). Then the category of #06U7-
modules consists exactly of #0-modules X together with arbitrarily chosen
maps [u]X : Xr(u) $ X for all u % U . This actually shows that the canonical
map j : U $ )#06U7) is injective unless #0 = 1 or #0

(= 1+ ! 1.
We have to show the existence of such free monads #06U7, but this is sim-

ple: take any presentation (U $, E$) of #0 and put #06U7 := F"6U $ = U |E $7.
Then everything follows from the universal properties of all constructions
involved, or from the observation that in this way we get a correct cate-
gory of #06U7-modules, using 3.3.21 to obtain monad homomorphisms from
functors between categories of modules.

4.5.14. Of course, we can construct a monad #06U |E7 = #06U7/6E7 over an
algebraic monad #0, starting from an arbitrary graded set U and an arbitrary
set of relations E ! )#06U72). It has properties similar to those considered
before for #0 = F", and we introduce similar terminology and notations.
For example, given a monad # over #0, i.e. a homomorphism of algebraic
monads + : #0 $ #, we say that (U, E) is a presentation of # over #0 if
# (= #06U |E7. Of course, such a presentation always exists; it can found by
the same reasoning as in 4.5.12.

4.5.15. (Finite presentation and unarity.) Given any algebraic monad #
over #0, or equivalently a homomorphism + : #0 $ #, we say that # is
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finitely presented over #0, or that + is of finite presentation, if there exists
a presentation # (= #06U |E7 with both U and E finite. We say that # is
generated in arity * r with relations in arity * s over #0 if we can find a
presentation with all operations in U of arity * r and all relations in E of
arity * s. If r * s, we can replace U by any other system U $ of generators
of arity * r, since all the relations expressing operations from U in terms of
new generators from U $ will be in arity * r * s.

Finally, we say that # is unary over #0, if U can be chosen inside |#| =
#(1), and E inside |#06U72|. If we have another set U $ of unary generators
of such a # over #0, then the induced equivalence relation on #06U $7 will
be necessarily unary, since we can replace in all unary equations from E the
operations from U with their expressions in terms of unary operations from U $

(and maybe some operations of other arities from #0, but this doesn’t a!ect
anything).

4.5.16. (Examples.) We know that F1 = F"60[0]7, so it is finitely presented
over F", but of course not unary. Similarly, F±1 = F16+[1] | + (+x) = x,
+0 = 07 = F"60[0],+[1] | + (+x) = x, +0 = 07 is finitely presented over
both F" and F1, and unary over F1 (since we might replace the equation
for constants +0 = 0 with unary equation +0F1(1){1} = 0F1(1){1}), but not
over F". A more interesting example: Z is finitely presented over F", since
Z = F"

5
0[0],+[1], +[2] | x + y = y + x, x + (+x) = 0, x + 0 = x, (x + y) + z =

x+(y + z)
6
. It is also finitely presented over F1 and F±1, but not unary over

any of these monads.

4.5.17. (Non-commutative tensor products.) Presentations of algebraic mon-
ads can be used to show existence of “non-commutative tensor products”
#1 $! #2, i.e. pushouts of pairs of morphisms +i : # $ #i in the category
of algebraic monads. Indeed, we have just to take any presentations #i =
#6Ui|Ei7 of #i, and put #1 $! #2 := #6U1, U2|E1, E27 = #6U1 =U2|E1 =E27.
Alternatively, we might take #16U2|+1,#(E2)7, where +1,# : )#06U272) $
)#16U272) is the canonical map induced by +1. Again, the required uni-
versal property of #1 $! #2 follows from the universal properties of monads
of form #6U |E7. We see that

"
#1 $! #2

#
-Mod is isomorphic to the category

of sets X, equipped with both a #1-structure and a #2-structure, restrict-
ing to the same #-structures. Actually, since this is a category of algebraic
systems, we could use it to define #1 $! #2 as the monad defined by the
forgetful functor from this category, applying 3.3.21 to construct monad
homomorphisms from functors between categories of modules.

4.5.18. (Finite presentation, unarity and pushouts.) Of course, the notions
of finite generation and presentation have the usual properties with respect to
pushouts, i.e. NC-tensor products. They are proved essentially in the usual
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way, well-known for usual associative and especially commutative algebras,
so we just list them in the order they can be proved, omitting the proofs
themselves.

• Finitely generated and finitely presented homomorphisms of algebraic
monads are stable under pushouts.

• A strict epimorphism # # % is of finite presentation i! its kernel
R = # -" # is finitely generated as an equivalence relation on #.

• For any homomorphism + : # $ % the codiagonal (or multiplication)
map B : % $! % $ % is a strict epimorphism (i.e. a surjection); if + is
of finite type (i.e. if % is finitely generated over #), then B is of finite
presentation.

• In the situation # $ #$ $ %, if % is finitely presented over #, and #$

is finitely generated over #, then % is finitely presented over #$.

• In the same situation if % is finitely generated over #, then it is finitely
generated over #$.

Moreover, we have similar statements about unary and pre-unary homomor-
phisms:

• Pre-unary and unary homomorphisms are stable under pushouts.

• A strict epimorphism is always pre-unary; it is unary i! its kernel is a
unary equivalence relation (cf. 4.4.10).

• If % is pre-unary over #, then the codiagonal map B : % $! % $ % is
unary.

• In the situation # $ #$ $ %, if % is unary over #, and #$ is pre-unary
over #, then % is unary over #$.

• In the same situation, if % is pre-unary over #, the same is true over #$.

4.5.19. (Arbitrary inductive limits of algebraic monads.) Since F" is an
initial object of the category of algebraic monads, we see that we have co-
products #1 $ #2 := #1 $F" #2 and cokernels of pairs of morphisms in this
category as well. Since filtered inductive limits of algebraic monads also ex-
ist (they can be computed componentwise), we deduce first the existence
of infinite coproducts, and then the existence of arbitrary (small) inductive
limits of algebraic monads. So presentations and algebraic systems enable
us to compute inductive limits of algebraic monads, while projective limits
and submonads are better described in terms of algebraic monads themselves
(cf. 4.4).
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4.5.20. (Algebraic monads as algebraic structures.) We have seen that the
forgetful functor # /$ )#) from the category of algebraic monads into the
category of Z'0-graded sets Sets/Z'0

admits a left adjoint U /$ F"6U7, hence
we get a monad M over Sets/Z'0

. Moreover, M : U /$ )F"6U7) clearly
commutes with filtered inductive limits of graded sets, so it is something
like an algebraic monad over Sets/Z'0

. On the other hand, we have seen
in 4.3.3 that the structure of an algebraic monad on a graded set )#) is itself
algebraic, so we might expect the forgetful functor # $ )#) to be monadic,
i.e. the category of algebraic monads to be equivalent to (Sets/Z'0

)M, and
this is indeed the case.

In fact, we might fix some set S from the very beginning, and consider
monads # over the category Sets/S of S-graded sets X =

.
s&S Xs, or equiv-

alently, of maps X
r$ S. Algebraic monads and algebraic endofunctors

# : Sets/S $ Sets/S are defined by the same requirement to commute with fil-
tered inductive limits; they are completely determined by their restriction to
the category N/S of finite S-graded sets. Since Ob(N/S) (=

.
n'0 Sn = W (S),

we can index objects of N/S by words or sequences (s1, . . . , sn) in alpha-
bet S. We see that an algebraic endofunctor # over Sets/S is given by a
collection of S-graded sets #(s1, . . . , sn) =

.
t&S #(s1, . . . , sn)t, parametrized

by (s1, . . . , sn) % W (S), and some maps between these sets. A pre-action ' of
# on some S-graded set is given then by a collection of maps #(s1, . . . , sn)t-
Xs1 - · · ·- Xsn $ Xt, and a monad structure on # is given by a collection
of graded identity elements es % #(s)s, s % S, and pre-actions of # on all
S-graded sets #(s1, . . . , sn). Of course, all these data are subject to some
compatibility conditions similar to those considered before, but more cum-
bersome to write down, so we decided not to adopt this approach from the
very beginning and treat the simplest case, even if almost all statements and
constructions generalize to the S-graded case.

Notice that the underlying set )#) =
.

#(s1, . . . , sn)t of an algebraic
monad # over Sets/S is itself W (S) - S-graded, so the category of such
monads can be described itself as a category of modules over some monad
MS on the category of W (S) - S-graded sets. This observation allows one
in principle to deduce properties of categories of algebraic monads from the
properties of categories of modules over algebraic monads, at the cost of
making everything less explicit.

4.5.21. (Graded algebraic monads.) One might expect that in the case when
S is a commutative group or at least a commutative monoid, algebraic mon-
ads over Sets/S are something like S-graded algebraic monads (over Sets).
However, this is usually not the case. For example, the degree translation
functors Tt : X /$ X(t), X(t)s = Xs+t, are usually expected to transform
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graded modules into graded modules, but in our situation we don’t obtain a
#-structure on X(t) from a #-structure on X unless we are given a compatible
family of morphisms #(s1, . . . , sn)s $ #(s1 + t, . . . , sn + t)s+t for each t % S;
if S is a group, then all this morphisms clearly have to be isomorphisms.

For example, we can construct some canonical maps - : M(r1, . . . , rm)n =
F"

5
617[r1], . . . , 6m7[rm]

6
(n) $ M(r1 + 1, . . . , rm + 1)n+1, t /$ t̃ by structural

induction in t: we map {k}n into {k}n+1, and t = 6k7 t1 . . . trk
into t̃ :=

6k7 t̃1, . . . , t̃rk
{n + 1}n+1, i.e. we add an extra argument {n + 1} to each

operation 6k7. Of course, these maps - are injective, but not bijective, so
M is not Z-graded; however, we can take the inductive limit along all these
maps, thus obtaining a Z-graded monad M+ and a monomorphism + : M $
M+. Then the M+-modules are something like algebraic monads, but they
admit degree translation in both directions, and we obtain functors +# and
+# between such things and usual algebraic monads.

4.6. (Modules over an algebraic monad.) Let’s fix an algebraic monad #
over C = Sets. We want to study some basic properties of the category
of #-modules #-Mod = C!, as well as the categories of (left, right or two-
sided) #-modules in Aalg. These latter categories of “algebraic modules”
over # actually behave themselves more like complexes of modules over an
ordinary ring, while #-Mod is a close counterpart of category of modules
over an ordinary (associative) ring. In particular, we are going to prove all
properties listed and used before for # = Z! in 2.14.12.

4.6.1. (Projective limits.) Of course, arbitrary projective limits lim,+M! exist

in the category #-Mod = Sets! of modules over an algebraic monad #,
and they are essentially computed in the category of sets (cf. 3.1.12). If
we identify (lim,+M!)n with lim,+Mn

! , then [t]M : Mn $ M is identified with
lim,+ [t]M"

, for any t % #(n).

4.6.2. (Submodules.) In particular, f : N $ M is a monomorphism in
#-Mod i! it is a monomorphism in C = Sets, i.e. an injective map. Therefore,
the subobjects in #-Mod of a #-module M = (M, 1M) are given by the
submodules N of M , i.e. those subsets N ! M , which admit a (necessarily
unique) #-structure, compatible with that of M , i.e. such that the inclusion
i : N $ M is a #-homomorphism (cf. 3.1.12). Clearly, N ! M is a

submodule of M i! the image of #(N)
!(i)$ #(M)

*M$ M is contained in N ; in
this case it has to be equal to N since 1M 1 &M = idM .

Since #(N) consists of expressions t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) with t % #(n) and
xi % N (cf. 4.2.10), and 1M : #(M) $ M maps such an expression into
[t]M(x1, . . . , xn), we see that N ! M is a submodule of M i! [t]M(Nn) ! N
for any n 0 0, t % #(n), i.e. N has to be stable under all operations of #.
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Actually, the set of all operations of #, under which N is stable, forms an
algebraic submonad of # for any subset N ! M , hence it is su"cient to
check the stability of N under a set of generators of #.

4.6.3. (Module structure on sets of maps.) Given any set S and any #-
module M , we obtain a canonical #-structure on the set H := Hom(S, M) =
HomSets(S, M) of all maps from S to M (cf. 3.5.15). This structure is nothing
else than the product #-structure on HomSets(S, M) (= MS ; the description
of projective limits of #-modules given in 4.6.1 shows that all operations
t % #(n) act on maps S $ M pointwise, i.e.

"
[t]Hom(S,M)(f1, . . . , fn)

#
(s) = [t]M

"
f1(s), . . . , fn(s)

#

for any t % #(n), any maps fi : S $ M and any s % S. (4.6.3.1)

When N is another #-module, Hom!(N, M) is a subset of Hom(N, M), but
in general this is not a #-submodule of Hom(N, M) with respect to the #-
structure just considered, at least if we don’t suppose # to be commutative
(cf. 5.3.1).

4.6.4. (Image of a #-homomorphism.) Let f : M = (M, 1M) $ N = (N, 1N)
be an arbitrary #-homomorphism. Let’s denote by I := f(M) ! N its

image as a map of sets, so we get the canonical decomposition f : M
+
#

I
i

7$ N of f into a surjection followed by an embedding. Notice that any
epimorphism in Sets admits a section, hence it is respected by #, and we have
seen in 4.3.10 that # preserves injectivity of maps as well, so #(f) = #(i) 1
#(2) is the canonical decomposition of #(f). Now 1N 1#(i)1#(2) = i1211M

since f is a #-homomorphism, i.e. the outer circuit of the following diagram
is commutative:

#(M)
!(+)

""

!(f)

,,

*M

!!

#(I)
!(i)

""

*I

!!
"
"
"

#(N)

*N

!!
M

+ ""

f

--I
i "" N

(4.6.4.1)

The existence of the middle arrow and the commutativity of this diagram
now follow from the fact that the rows are the canonical decompositions of
#(f) and of f . Existence of 1I shows that I is a submodule of N , with
#-structure given by 1I , and the commutativity of the diagram shows that
both 2 : M $ I and i : I $ N are #-homomorphisms. In this way we
see that any #-homomorphism can be uniquely decomposed into a surjective
homomorphism followed by an embedding of a submodule.
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4.6.5. (Free #-modules.) Recall that µS : #2(S) $ #(S) is a #-structure
on #(S), thus defining a #-module L!(S) = (#(S), µS), which will be usu-
ally denoted by #(S). Moreover, we have seen in 3.3.8 that L! is a left
adjoint to the forgetful functor $! : #-Mod $ Sets, i.e. there is a canoni-
cal bijection Hom!(#(S), M) (= HomSets(S, M) between #-homomorphisms
f : #(S) $ M and arbitrary maps f - : S $ M . Of course, we have a
canonical embedding &S : S $ #(S), and the above correspondence is given
by f - = f 1 &S. We say that a #-module M is free, if it is isomorphic to some
#(S) (cf. 3.3.9); the image of S in M is called a system of free generators
of M . Finally, we say that M is free of (finite) rank n if it is isomorphic
to #(n).

4.6.6. (Matrices.) In 3.3.13 and 3.3.16 we have constructed a certain cat-
egory C! = Sets! and a fully faithful functor Q! : Sets! $ #-Mod, which
transforms a set S into the corresponding free module (#(S), µS). Clearly,
the essential image of Q! consists of all free #-modules, and Q! induces an
equivalence of categories Sets! and the category of free #-modules. Recall
that HomC!(S, T ) = HomC(S, #(T )) (= Hom!(#(S), #(T )).

We also have the full subcategory N! ! Sets!, given by the standard
finite sets and corresponding free modules; of course, the essential image
under Q! of this category consists of all free #-modules of finite rank. We
see that HomN!

(n,m) = HomSets(n, #(m)) = #(m)n (= Hom!(#(n), #(m)).
This is the reason why we put M(m, n; #) := #(m)n and call this “the set of
m - n-matrices with entries in #” (cf. 4.3.1,b)). The composition of homo-
morphisms Hom!(#(n), #(m)) - Hom!(#(k), #(n)) $ Hom!(#(k), #(m))
defines the “matrix multiplication” M(m, n; #) -M(n, k; #) $ M(m, k; #),

which is essentially given by the maps µ(n)
m : #(n) - #(m)n $ #(m), up to

a permutation of arguments (cf. 4.3.3,b) and 3.3.13). We have the “iden-
tity matrices” In = ({1}n, . . . , {n}n) % M(n, n; #), which correspond to
id!(n) (cf. 4.3.3,c)). Moreover, if we put M(1, n; X) := Xn for any set X
(“the set of rows over X”), then a #-action ' on X corresponds to a fam-
ily of maps M(n, k; #) - M(1, n; X) $ M(1, k; X), essentially given by the
'(n) : #(n) - Xn $ X (cf. 4.3.2,b)), which can be understood as some sort
of multiplication of a row by a matrix.

4.6.7. (Invertible matrices.) Of course, we have the groups of invertible ma-
trices GLn(#) = GL(n, #) ! M(n, n; #), which correspond to Aut!(#(n)) !
End!(#(n)). Clearly, a square matrix f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn), fi % #(n) is
invertible i! there is another square matrix g = (g1, . . . , gn), such that
fi(g1, . . . , gn) = {i}n and gi(f1, . . . , fn) = {i}n for all 1 * i * n.

4.6.8. (Initial object and ideals.) Notice that 0 := #(0) is the initial object
of #-Mod. If # is a monad without constants, #(0) is actually an empty
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set, so we prefer to denote it by " and call it the empty #-module; when
# is a monad with zero, then 0 = #(0) is a one-element set, hence a zero
(both initial and final) object of #-Mod. Any module M contains a smallest
submodule, equal to the image of #(0) $ M ; it is called the initial submodule
of M , or the empty or zero submodule of M , and it is denoted by "M , " or
0 (depending on the situation). In any case it is a quotient of #(0); if # has
at most one constant, then it is always isomorphic to #(0).

On the other hand, #(0) $ #(1) is always injective (cf. 4.3.10), so the
set of all ideals (i.e. #-submodules of |#| = #(1)) has a smallest element
— the initial, empty or zero ideal, which is always isomorphic to the initial
object #(0).

4.6.9. (Submodule generated by a subset.) If M = (M, 1M) is a #-module,
any subset S ! M induces a #-homomorphism f : #(S) $ M ; according
to 4.6.4, the image 6S7 := f(#(S)) ! M is a submodule of M , clearly con-
taining S. We claim that 6S7 is the smallest submodule of M containing S,
i.e. the submodule of M , generated by S. Indeed, if a submodule N ! M con-
tains S, then 6S7 = f(#(S)) = 1M(#(S)) ! 1M(#(N)) = N (here we have
identified #(S) and #(N) with their images in #(M)). Since #(S) consists
of all expressions t({z1}, . . . , {zn}) with t % #(n) and zi % S (cf. 4.2.10),
we see that 6S7 consists of all elements of the form tM(z1, . . . , zn) % M with
t % #(n) and zi % S. In particular, any element of 6S7 can be expressed in
terms of a finite subset S0 ! S, i.e. belongs to some 6S07 with finite S0 ! S.

4.6.10. (Finitely generated modules.) Of course, we say that S ! M gener-
ates M if 6S7 = M , i.e. if f : #(S) $ N is surjective. In this case we also
say that S is a system of generators of M . If M admits a finite system of
generators, i.e. if there exists a surjective homomorphism #(n) $ M , then
we say that M is finitely generated or of finite type. In this case any system
T of generators of M contains a finite subsystem T0 ! M of generators of M ,
since the finite set S is contained in 6T07 for a finite T0 ! T .

4.6.11. (Compatible equivalence relations and strict quotients.) We say that
an equivalence relation R ! M-M on the underlying set of a #-module M =
(M, 1M) is compatible with its #-structure, or that the quotient set M/R is
compatible with the #-structure of M , if M/R admits a (necessarily unique)
#-structure, for which 2 : M $ M/R becomes a homomorphism. Clearly, in
this case R = M-M/RM is the kernel of 2, and 2 : M $ M/R is the cokernel
of R " M both in Sets and in #-Mod, hence M/R is a strict quotient of M .
Conversely, the kernel R = M -N M of any #-homomorphism f : M $ N is
always compatible with the #-structure on M , since the image f(M) (= M/R
admits a #-structure (cf. 4.6.4), so if f is a strict epimorphism, we must
have N (= M/R in #-Mod, hence in Sets as well because of the compatibility
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of R. We see that strict epimorphisms of #-Mod are precisely the surjective
#-homomorphisms, and that the strict quotients of M in #-Mod are exactly
the quotients M/R of M modulo compatible equivalence relations R; in
particular, strict quotients of M constitute a set. Observe that in 4.4.7 we
have obtained similar results for the category of algebraic monads; one might
expect this because of 4.5.20.

Notice that R is compatible with the #-structure on M i! all maps Mn [t]M$
M

+$ M/R factorize through Mn $ (M/R)n. This means the following:

[t]M(x1, . . . , xn) @R [t]M(y1, . . . , yn) whenever xi @R yi for all 1 * i * n,

for any t % #(n), x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn % M (4.6.11.1)

Of course, it is enough to require this for t from a system of generators of #.

4.6.12. (Equivalence relation generated by a set of equations.) Notice that
the intersection R =

*
R! of any family of compatible equivalence relations

on a #-module M is again a compatible equivalence relation, since R is
the kernel of M $

?
! M/R!. This means that for any set of equations

(or relations) E on M , i.e. for any subset E ! M - M , we can find the
smallest compatible equivalence relation 6E7 containing E, simply by taking
the intersection of all such relations. We have an alternative description of
R = 6E7: namely, x @R y i! this relation can be obtained after a finite
number of applications of rules 0) x @ y for any (x, y) % E; 1) x @ x; 2)
x @ y implies y @ x; 3) x @ y and y @ z imply x @ z; 4) the substitution
rule (4.6.11.1).

Since the kernel R$ of any #-homomorphism f : M $ N is a compatible
equivalence relation, it contains E i! it contains 6E7, i.e. i! f factorizes
through 2 : M $ M/6E7. In other words, 2 is universal among all #-
homomorphisms f : M $ N , such that f(x) = f(y) for any (x, y) % E.

4.6.13. (Cokernels of pairs of morphisms.) Suppose M is a #-module, and
p, q : S " M are two maps of sets. Consider the category of all #-
homomorphisms f : M $ N , such that f 1 p = f 1 q. We claim that it
has an initial object: indeed, f 1 p = f 1 q i! the kernel of f contains the set
E = (p, q)(S) of all pairs (p(s), q(s)), hence M $ M/6E7 has the required
universal property. This applies in particular when S is a #-module, and p
and q are #-homomorphisms; we see that cokernels of pairs of morphisms
exist in #-Mod.

4.6.14. (Finite direct sums.) Let’s show that finite direct sums, i.e. coprod-
ucts exist in #-Mod. Since this category has an initial object #(0), we have to
show the existence of the direct sum M1.M2 of two #-modules. First of all, if
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both M1 and M2 are free, then their direct sum exists since #(S1=S2) satisfies
the universal property required from #(S1).#(S2). Next, we know that any
Mi can be written as a cokernel of a pair of morphisms pi, qi : #(Ei) " #(Si)
between two free modules (cf. 3.3.20). Since inductive limits commute with
other inductive limits, we see that M1.M2

(= Coker(p1, q1).Coker(p2, q2) (=
Coker

"
p1 . p2, q1 . q2 : #(E1 = E2) " #(S1 = S2)

#
. Now the last cokernel is

representable (cf. 4.6.13), hence M1 . M2 is representable as well.

4.6.15. (Elements of direct sums.) Notice that if S generates M , and T
generates N , then S = T generates M . N ; in particular, if both M and N
are finitely generated, M .N is also finitely generated. This also means that
M =N generates M .N ; taking 4.6.9 into account, we see that any element
of M .N can be written in form t(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) for some m, n 0 0,
t % #(n), xi % M and yj % N ; we can even assume xi % S and yj % T .

Contrary to the case of modules over an associative ring, we cannot ex-
press in general any element of M . N in form t$(x, y) for some t$ % #(2),
x % M and y % N . However, if such a statement is true for all direct sum
decompositions of form #(n+m) = #(n).#(m), i.e. if any t % #(n+m) can
be represented in form t = t$

"
t1({1}, . . . , {n}), t2({n + 1}, . . . , {n + m})

#
for

some t$ % #(2), t1 % #(n) and t2 % #(m), then our description of arbitrary
elements of M . N together with the associativity relations shows that any
element of M .N can be written in form t$(x, y) with x % M , y % N in this
case, i.e. the validity of the statement for #(n + m) = #(n) . #(m), for all
n, m 0 0, implies its validity in general.

This remark is applicable in particular to Z!, Z(!) and Z̄!, since any
formal octahedral combination t = #1x1 + · · · + #nxn + µ1y1 + · · · + µmym,'

i |#i| +
'

j |µj| * 1, can be re-written as #x + µy with x an octahedral
combination of xi and y an octahedral combination of yj. Indeed, put # :='

i |#i|, µ :=
'

j |µj|. If # = 0 or µ = 0, the statement is trivial; otherwise
we put x :=

'
i(#

+1#i)xi and y :=
'

j(µ
+1µj)yj.

4.6.16. (Filtered inductive limits.) Filtered inductive limits lim+$M! of #-
modules exist, and they can be computed in Sets. Indeed, since # is algebraic,
it commutes with filtered inductive limits, hence #(lim+$M!) (= lim+$#(M!).
Now put M := lim+$M! (in Sets), and 1M := lim+$ 1M" : #(M) $ M , where
1M" : #(M!) $ M! is the #-structure of M!.

4.6.17. (Arbitrary inductive limits.) Notice that arbitrary sums
,

i&I Mi

exist in #-Mod, since such a sum can be written as the filtered inductive
limit of

,
i&J Mi for all finite J ! I; one could also use directly the same

reasoning as in 4.6.14. Since cokernels of pairs of morphisms also exist in
#-Mod (cf. 4.6.13), we see that arbitrary inductive limits exist in #-Mod.
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4.6.18. (Lattices of submodules and of strict quotients.) Existence of ar-
bitrary sums and products, together with existence of images of homomor-
phisms (cf. 4.6.4), shows that any family of subobjects N! of M has both an
infimum and a supremum in the ordered set of subobjects of M : one simply
computes inf N! as

*
N!, and sup N!, denoted also by

'
! N!, is the image

of the canonical homomorphism
,

N! $ M . Similar statements are true
for strict quotients of M as well.

4.6.19. (Scalar extension.) Combining 4.6.17 and 3.3.19, we see that for
any homomorphism of algebraic monads + : # $ % the scalar restriction
functor +# : %-Mod $ #-Mod admits a left adjoint — the scalar extension
or base change functor +# : #-Mod $ %-Mod. We denote +#M also by
%&!M ; however, this notation still has to be justified. Of course, in situation
#

$$ %
.$ ' we have ("+)# = +#"# and ("+)# (= "#+#, so ' &" (% &! M) can

be identified with ' &! M , i.e. we have some sort of “associativity”. Also
note that Hom"(%&!M, N) (= Hom!(M, +#N), and %&! #(S) (= %(S). This
is actually a special case of the “associativity”, since #&F" S = #(S) for any
set S. We see that &F" corresponds to the left &-action of Aalg ! A on C,
denoted by & or ! in 3.2.5. Of course, +# commutes with arbitrary inductive
limits, and in particular it is right exact; for example, % &! (M . M $) (=
(%&! M). (%&! M $). Similarly, the scalar restriction functor +# commutes
with arbitrary projective limits and in particular it is left exact, but in general
not (right) exact, contrary to what one might expect. In fact, we’ll show in
the next chapter that when # is commutative, +# is (right) exact i! + : # $ %
is unary, and in this case +# commutes with arbitrary inductive limits, and
even admits a right adjoint +!.

4.6.20. (Some counterexamples.) Up to now we have seen that #-Mod be-
haves in most respects like the category of (left) modules over an associative
ring. However, some properties do not extend to this case. Consider for
example the algebraic monad #, such that #-Mod is the category of commu-
tative rings. Then Z $ Q is both a monomorphism and an epimorphism in
#-Mod, but not a strict epimorphism and not an isomorphism. Also note that
the direct sums lose most of their properties: for example, direct sum of two
monomorphisms need not be a monomorphism, since both Z $ Q and idZ/2Z

are injective, but their coproduct in the category of commutative rings, i.e.
the tensor product over Z, is not injective. Direct sums don’t commute with
finite direct products as well, since this is not true even in F"-Mod = Sets.
On the other hand, filtered inductive limits are still left exact, since both fil-
tered inductive limits and finite projective limits of #-modules are computed
in Sets.

4.6.21. (Finite presentation.) We say that a compatible equivalence rela-
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tion R on a #-module M is finitely generated, if it is generated by a finite set
of equations E ! M - M . Clearly, R is finitely generated i! 2 : M $ M/R
is the universal coequalizer of a pair of maps p$, q$ : n " M (cf. 4.6.13),
or equivalently, if 2 : M $ M/R is the cokernel of a pair of morphisms
p, q : #(n) " M .

Given a module M , we say that a pair of sets (S, E), where S ! M and
E ! #(S) - #(S) is a presentation of M if f : #(S) $ M is surjective and
the kernel of f is generated by E; then M (= #(S)/6E7. Equivalently, we can
say that a presentation of M is a pair of maps of sets p$, q$ : E " #(S), or a
pair of homomorphisms p, q : #(E) " #(S), such that M is the cokernel in
#-Mod of this pair of maps.

We say that M is of finite presentation, or finitely presented, if it ad-
mits a finite presentation (S, E), i.e. if it is a coequalizer of a pair of maps
of sets p$, q$ : m " #(n), or equivalently, if it is a cokernel of a pair
of homomorphisms p, q : #(m) " #(n) between free modules of finite
rank. Of course, such a pair of morphisms can be given by two matrices
P , Q % #(n)m = M(n, m; #).

Notice that the isomorphism classes of all finitely generated (resp. finitely
presented) modules over a fixed algebraic monad # constitute a set, since
any such module is isomorphic to a strict quotient of some #(n). In other
words, the category of finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) modules is
equivalent to a small category.

These notions of finite presentation and of finite type have all the usual
properties, which can be shown essentially in the same way as over associative
rings. For example, the cokernel of a pair of homomorphisms from a finitely
generated module into a finitely presented module is itself finitely presented;
conversely, the kernel of a surjective homomorphism from a finitely generated
module to a finitely presented module is finitely generated as a compatible
equivalence relation. Another simple fact: any finite inductive limit (e.g.
finite sum) of finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) modules is itself
finitely generated (resp. finitely presented).

4.6.22. Any #-module is a filtered union of its finitely generated submod-
ules, hence it is a filtered inductive limit of a system of finitely generated
modules with injective transition morphisms. Moreover, any #-module M
is a filtered inductive limit of finitely presented #-modules. To show this we
consider the category D of finitely presented #-modules (or any its small
subcategory, equivalent to the whole of D), and observe that the category
D/M of homomorphisms N $ M from finitely presented modules into M is
filtering, being stable under finite inductive limits, and lim+$D/M

N (= M .

4.6.23. (Direct factors and projective modules.) Recall that N is a direct
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factor of an object M of some category (e.g. #-Mod) if we have two mor-
phisms i : N $ M and " : M $ N , such that "i = idN . Then i is a strict
monomorphism, and " is a strict epimorphism, so N can be considered both
as a submodule and as a strict quotient of M . Moreover, in this situation
p := i" % End!(M) is an idempotent, i.e. p2 = p, i : N $ M is the kernel
of p, idM : M " M , and " : M $ N is the cokernel of the same pair. Con-
versely, if p2 = p is an idempotent in End(M), then we might reconstruct N
either as the kernel or as the cokernel of p and idM (if any of these exists in
the category under consideration; of course, they both exist in #-Mod), thus
obtaining a direct factor of M . In this way we obtain a bijection between
direct factors of M and idempotents in End(M). Notice that the property
of being a direct factor is preserved by all functors, and since direct factors
can be described both as kernels and as cokernels, we see that a direct factor
of a left (resp. right) exact functor is again left (resp. right) exact. Another
consequence: since N = Coker(p, idM : M " M), if M is finitely generated
(resp. finitely presented), the same is true for any its direct factor N .

Let’s apply this to projective modules P , i.e. such #-modules P , for which
Hom!(P,+) preserves strict epimorphisms, i.e. transforms surjective homo-
morphisms into surjective maps. Clearly, any free #-module #(S) is pro-
jective, since Hom!(#(S),+) = HomSets(S,+) (if S is infinite, we need the
axiom of choice here), and any direct factor of a projective module is projec-
tive, so we see that direct factors of free modules are projective. Conversely,
if P is projective, and S is any system of generators of P , then the surjec-
tion " : #(S) $ P admits a section, hence P is a direct factor of a free
module #(S).

4.6.24. Given any #-module M and any filtered inductive limit N = lim+$N!,
we have a canonical map i = iM : lim+$Hom!(M, N!) $ Hom!(M, lim+$N!).
We claim that if M is finitely presented (resp. finitely generated), then i is
always bijective (resp. injective). Indeed, in this case we can find a finite
presentation of M , i.e. a right exact sequence #(m) " #(n) $ M (resp.
a surjective homomorphism #(n) $ M). Consider the following diagram
(resp. its left square):

lim+$Hom!(M, N!) ""

i
!!

lim+$Hom!(#(n), N!) "" ""

i!(n)

!!

lim+$Hom!(#(m), N!)

i!(m)

!!
Hom!(M, lim+$N!) "" Hom!(#(n), lim+$N!) """" Hom!(#(m), lim+$N!)

(4.6.24.1)
Its rows are left exact (resp. the horizontal arrows of the left square are
injective), and the vertical arrows i!(n) and i!(m) are isomorphisms, since
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Hom!(#(n), N) (= Nn, and filtered inductive limits commute with finite
products in Sets. This implies the bijectivity (resp. injectivity) of i = iM .

Conversely, if for some #-module M the functor Hom!(M,+) commutes
with filtered inductive limits, then M is finitely presented. Indeed, write
M as a filtered inductive limit lim+$N! of some finitely presented modules
(cf. 4.6.22), and denote by j! : N! $ M the canonical homomorphisms
N! $ lim+$N!

(= M . We see that idM % Hom!(M, M) (= Hom!(M, lim+$N!)
has to come from some " % Hom!(M, N!), i.e. j!1" = idM . This means that
M is a direct factor of a finitely presented module N!, hence M is finitely
presented itself.

4.7. (Categories of algebraic modules.) Now we would like to prove some
basic properties of algebraic modules over an algebraic monad #, i.e. the (left
or right) #-modules in Aalg ! A.

4.7.1. (Left #-modules.) Let’s begin with the case of a left algebraic #-
module F , i.e. an algebraic endofunctor F , together with a #-action ' :
#F $ F , such that '1 (& )F ) = idF and '1 (#)') = '1 (µ)F ) (cf. 3.3.5).
We know that F is given by a collection of sets {F (n)}n'0 and of maps F ($) :
F (m) $ F (n) for each $ : m $ n (cf. 4.2.1), and ' : #F $ F is given by

maps '(k)
n : #(k)-F (n)k $ F (n), subject to certain compatibility conditions

(cf. 4.2.3). Recall that we put [t]F (n)(x1, . . . , xk) = '(k)
n (t; x1, . . . , xn) for any

t % #(k) and any xi % F (n).
Now we can write down the conditions for such a collection of data to

define a left #-module F . Actually, equality of natural transformations of
algebraic functors can be checked on standard finite sets, so we end up with
requiring the {'(k)

n : #(k)-F (n)k $ F (n)}k'0 to define a #-module structure
on each F (n), and requiring F ($) : F (m) $ F (n) to be a #-homomorphism
for each $ : m $ n.

We see that a left algebraic #-module F is essentially the same thing as
a functor F : N $ #-Mod = C!, n /$ F (n). We could deduce this result
directly from 4.1.3 and 3.3.7: indeed, we know that the restriction to Aalg !
A = Funct(C, C) of the restriction functor J# : Funct(C, C) $ Funct(N, C) is
an equivalence of categories (cf. 4.1.3), clearly compatible with the left !-
action of Aalg on Aalg ! A and on Funct(N, C), hence A!

alg
(= Funct(N, C)! (=

Funct(N, C!) = #-ModN by 3.3.7.

4.7.2. (Matrix interpretation.) Let F be an algebraic left #-module. Then
we put M(n, m; F ) := F (n)m, and interpret this as “the set of n-m-matrices

with entries in F” as before. The action maps '(k)
n : #(k) - F (n)k $

F (n) can be interpreted as some matrix multiplication maps M(k, m; #) -
M(n, k; F ) $ M(n, m; F ) (with opposite order of arguments), and then the
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associativity and unit relations for ' can be understood as associativity of
matrix multiplication M(m, s; #) - M(k, m; #) - M(n, k; F ) $ M(n, s; F ),
and the requirement for Ik = ({1}, . . . , {k}) % M(k, k; #) to act identically
on M(n, k; F ) = F (n)k.

4.7.3. (Monad of endomorphisms of an algebraic endofunctor.) If F is an
algebraic left #-module, any t % #(k) induces a family of compatible maps
[t]F (n) : F (n)k $ F (n), i.e. a natural transformation [t]F : F k $ F . These
natural transformations have to satisfy a substitution property similar to
that discussed in 4.3.7, and conversely, once we have a family of such nat-
ural transformations, satisfying this property as well as the requirement for
[{s}n]F : F k $ F to coincide with the projection onto the k-th component,
we obtain a left #-structure on F .

This enables us to repeat the reasoning of 4.3.8, and define for any alge-
braic endofunctor F its “absolute endomorphism ring” END(F ) by putting
(END(F ))(n) := HomA(F n, F ), with the multiplication of END(F ) given by
composition of natural transformations. Then END(F ) canonically acts on
F from the left, i.e. we have a natural transformation END(F ) & F $ F ,
and giving a left #-module structure on F is equivalent to giving a homo-
morphism of algebraic monads + : # $ END(F ); then the left #-structure
on F is recovered from the canonical END(F )-structure by means of scalar
restriction along +.

Similarly to 4.3.8, we denote by #F the image of # in END(F ), and say
that F is a faithful algebraic left #-module if + : # $ END(F ) is injective.
For example, # is always a faithful module over itself.

4.7.4. (Limits, subobjects, strict quotients. . . ) Once the equivalence of cat-
egories A!

alg
(= Funct(N, #-Mod) is established, we can deduce properties of

this category from those of #-Mod. For example, arbitrary projective and
inductive limits exist in A!

alg, and they are computed componentwise, e.g.
(lim+$F!)(n) = lim+$F!(n), the forgetful functor A!

alg $ Aalg is left exact and
commutes with filtered inductive limits, and so on. In particular, subob-
jects F $ of F are given by families of submodules F $(n) ! F (n), compatible
with all maps F ($), strict quotients of F are parametrized by compatible
equivalence relations R ! F - F , which can be interpeted as families of
compatible equivalence relations R(n) ! F (n) - F (n), and the strict quo-
tient F/R is computed componentwise: (F/R)(n) = F (n)/R(n).

4.7.5. (Scalar restriction and base change.) Recall that any homomor-
phism of algebraic monads + : # $ % induces scalar restriction functors
+# : %-Mod = C" $ #-Mod and +#A : A" $ A!; identifying A! with
Funct(C, C!) (cf. 3.3.7), we see that this functor A" $ A! is essentially
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given by F /$ +# 1 F , for any F : C $ C". When we restrict our at-
tention to full subcategories of algebraic left modules A!

alg ! A!, A!
alg

(=
Funct(N, #-Mod), and similarly for A"

alg, we see that the scalar restriction
functor A"

alg
(= Funct(N, %-Mod) $ A!

alg is given again by F /$ +# 1 F , i.e.
the scalar restriction of left algebraic modules is computed componentwise.
Since +# : %-Mod $ #-Mod admits a left adjoint +# (cf. 4.6.19), we see that
the scalar restriction functor between categories of algebraic left modules ad-
mits a left adjoint as well, given by F /$ +# 1 F . Of course, we say that +#F
is the scalar extension or base change of F with respect to + : # $ %, and
denote +#F also by % &! F ; we have just seen that (+#F )(n) = +#(F (n)), or
(% &! F )(n) = % &! F (n).

4.7.6. (Kan extensions, skeleta and coskeleta.) Since A!
alg

(= Funct(N, C!) =
(#-Mod)N, and arbitrary inductive and projective limits exist in #-Mod, we
see that any functor K : I $ N admits both left and right Kan exten-
sions K! and K# : (#-Mod)I $ A!

alg, i.e. both left and right adjoints to
K# : F /$ F 1 K. Usually we apply this for the embeddings I $ N of some
subcategories I of N. For example, if we take for I the subcategory of N,
which contains all objects of N, but only the identity morphisms, we see that
the functor K# which maps any left algebraic #-module F into the collection
of #-modules {F (n)}n'0 (without any transition morphisms), admits both a
left and a right adjoint, and we can compute these adjoints by usual formulas
for Kan extensions. For example, K!G is given by (K!G)(n) = lim+$I/n

G(i),

where I/n is the category of couples (i,$), i % Ob I, $ : K(i) $ n; in our
case K! transforms a collection of #-modules M = {Mn}n'0, into K!M , given
by (K!M)(n) :=

,
#:m%n Mm, and similarly, (K#M)(n) =

?
#:n%m Mm. No-

tice that left Kan extensions commute with base change, while right Kan
extensions commute with scalar restriction.

Another important example: when I = {1} ! N, we see that F /$
F (1), A!

alg $ #-Mod, admits both a left and a right adjoint; they are given

by (K!M)(n) =
,

n M = M (n) (the direct sum of n copies of M), and
(K#M)(n) = M for any n 0 0.

Finally, let’s take for I the full subcategory N)n, consisting of all objects
{m}m)n; in this manner we obtain the skeleta skn := K)n,!K#

)n and the
coskeleta functors coskn := K)n,#K#

)n, computed almost in the same way as
for cosimplicial objects (remember, A!

alg = (#-Mod)N is something like the
category of cosimplicial #-modules, but not exactly, since we allow all maps
between finite sets in N, not just the non-decreasing ones, and consider the
empty set 0 % Ob N as well.)

4.7.7. (Free algebraic left #-modules.) An important consequence is that
the forgetful functor F /$ )F) =

.
n'0 F (n) from the category of algebraic
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left #-modules into the category of graded sets admits a left adjoint. Indeed,
we can decompose this functor into two functors: the first maps F into the
collection of #-modules {F (n)}n'0, and it admits both a left and a right
adjoint by the theory of Kan extensions, and the second maps such a collec-
tion {Mn} into the collection of underlying sets of Mn; it also admits a left
adjoint, given by S =

.
n'0 Sn /$ {#(Sn)}n'0.

4.7.8. (Right #-modules.) Now we would like to obtain similar descriptions
for the category Aalg,! of right algebraic #-modules, i.e. of algebraic endo-
functors G, equipped with a right #-action 5 : G# $ G. Of course, G itself
is given by a collection of sets {G(n)}n'0 and of maps G($) : G(m) $ G(n),
defined for each $ : m $ n (cf. 4.2.1), and 5 is given by a collection of

maps 5(k)
n : G(k) - #(n)k $ G(n). We can put M(n, m; G) := G(n)m

as usual, and interpet the above maps as some matrix multiplication rules
M(k, s; G) - M(n, k; #) $ M(n, s; G). Then the requirements for 5 to be
a right #-action translate into some “associativity of matrix multiplication”
M(k, s; G)-M(n, k; #)-M(m, n; #) $ M(m, s; G) and into the requirement
for the identity matrix In % #(n)n to act identically on G(n); the verification
is similar to that of 4.3.3,b) and c).

Notice that 5(k)
n : G(k) - #(n)k $ G(n) can be interpreted as a map

from #(n)k (= Hom!(#(k), #(n)) into HomSets(G(k), G(n)), so we essentially
obtain a functor G̃ from the category N! of standard free #-modules of finite
rank into the category of sets. We’ll check in a moment that this is indeed
a functor, but this can be also seen directly in terms of the “associativity of
matrix multiplication” just discussed.

4.7.9. (Alternative description of right modules.) Recall that in 3.3.13 we
have shown that the category A! of right #-modules in A = Funct(C, C) is
equivalent to Funct(C!, C), where C! has the same objects as C, but mor-
phisms given by HomC!(X, Y ) = HomC(X, #(Y )) (= Hom!(#(X), #(Y )), so
C! is essentially the category of free #-modules. We have also constructed
a fully faithful functor Q! : C! $ C! = #-Mod, that transforms X into the
free module L!(X) = (#(X), µX), and a functor I! : C $ C! with a canon-
ical right #-action; then the equivalence Funct(C!, C) (= Funct(C, C)! = A!

is given by I#! : G /$ G 1 I!, with the right #-structure on G 1 I! induced by
that of I!.

In this way the full subcategory Aalg,! ! A! of algebraic right #-modules
corresponds to a certain full subcategory of Funct(C!, C). We claim that
the full subcategory of Funct(C!, C), equivalent to Aalg,!, coincides with the
essential image of the left Kan extension J!,! : Funct(N!, C) $ Funct(C!, C),
where N! is the full subcategory of C! with standard finite sets for objects (i.e.
N! is essentially the category of “standard free #-modules of finite rank”),
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and J! : N! $ C! is the natural embedding. The quasi-inverse equivalence
is given by the restriction to Aalg,! of the restriction functor J#!.

Since arbitrary inductive limits exist in Funct(C!, C), the left Kan ex-
tension J!,!, i.e. the left adjoint to J#!, exists for general reasons; it is fully
faithful since J! is fully faithful itself, so we have J#!J!,!(G$) (= G$ for any
functor G$ : N! $ C. Now we have to check that some functor G : C! $ C
is algebraic, i.e. the underlying functor I#!(G) = G 1 I! : C $ C of the corre-
sponding right #-module commutes with arbitrary inductive limits, i! G is
isomorphic to some J!,!(G$). This follows now from 4.1.3 and lemma 4.7.10

below, once we take into account J! 1 Ī! = I! 1 J , and the conservativ-
ity of I#!. Indeed, if G = J!,!(G$), we get I#!(G) (= J!Ī#!(G$) from 4.7.10,
so I#!(G) is algebraic by 4.1.3. Conversely, if I#!(G) is algebraic for some
G : C! $ C, we obtain I#!(G) (= J!J#I#!(G) = J!Ī#!J#!(G) (= I#!J!,!J#!(G),
hence J!,!J#!(G) $ G is an isomorphism because of the conservativity of I#!.

Lemma 4.7.10 In the above notations I#!J!,!(G$) (= J!Ī#!(G$), where Ī! :
N $ N! is the restriction of I! : C $ C! to N, and G$ : N! $ C is an
arbitrary functor. Moreover, both inductive limits used in computation of
left Kan extensions J!,! and J! are in fact filtering.

Proof. First of all, a canonical morphism .G! : J!Ī#!(G$) $ I#!J!,!(G$) is
constructed by adjointness from Ī#!(G$)

,$ J#I#!J!,!(G$) = Ī#!J#!J!,!(G$),
obtained in its turn by applying Ī! to the adjointness morphism G$ $
J#!J!,!(G$), which is in fact an isomorphism, J!,! being fully faithful. We
have to show that .G! is also an isomorphism; for this we write down the ex-
pressions for left Kan extensions in terms of inductive limits: (J!Ī#!(G$))(S) =
lim+$N/S

G$(I!(n)), and (I#!J!,!(G$))(S) = lim+$N!/I!(S)
G$. We see that in the

first case we compute the inductive limit of G$(I!(n)) along the category
N/S of all maps i : n $ S, i.e. essentially the limit of G$ along the category
I!(N/S) of all morphisms I!(i) : I!(n) $ I!(S); if we identify C! with a full
subcategory of #-Mod by means of Q!, we see that the first index category
consists of all morphisms #(n) $ #(S) of form #(i) for some i : n $ S.
Now observe that the second inductive limit is computed for the same func-
tor G$, but along the category N!/I!(S), which essentially consists of all
#-homomorphisms #(n) $ #(S).

So we have to show that the natural embedding I!(N/S) $ N!/I!(S)
induces an isomorphism of inductive limits along these index categories, i.e.
that the subcategory of homomorphisms of form #(i) : #(n) $ #(S) is
cofinal in the category of all #-homomorphisms #(n) $ #(S).

First of all, notice that #(S) = lim+$S0(S
#(S0), where the limit is taken

along all finite S0 ! S, since # is algebraic, hence Hom!(#(n), #(S)) (=
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#(S)n (= lim+$S0(S
#(S0)n (= lim+$S0(S

Hom!(#(n), #(S0)). This shows that any

#-homomorphism f : #(n) $ #(S) factorizes through #(S0) ! #(S) for
some finite S0 ! S; replacing S0 by an isomorphic standard finite set m, we
see that any f : #(n) $ #(S) factorizes through some #(i) : #(m) $ #(S)
for some injective i : m $ S.

Now this remark implies immediately that such homomorphisms form a
cofinal set in N!/I!(S), and that both these categories are in fact filtering.

4.7.11. (Algebraic bimodules.) Now suppose we are given two algebraic
monads # and ', and we want to describe the category A$

alg,! ! A$
! of

algebraic (', #)-bimodules, i.e. of algebraic functors G : C $ C, equipped
both with a left '-action ' : 'G $ G and a right #-action 5 : G# $ G,
these two actions being required to commute: ' 1 (' ) 5) = 5 1 (' ) #).

Recall that the category of all (#, ')-bimodules is equivalent to the cat-
egory of functors Funct(C!, C$), since A!

(= Funct(C!, C) by 3.3.13, and
this equivalence is compatible with the left !-actions of A, so we get A$

! =
(A!)$ (= Funct(C!, C)$ (= Funct(C!, C$) by 3.3.7.

Similarly, the category Aalg,! ! A! is equivalent to Funct(N!, C) by
4.7.9, and this equivalence is again compatible with the left !-action of
A, hence A$

alg,!
(= Funct(N!, C)$ (= Funct(N!, C$) = Funct(N!, '-Mod).

In the “cosimplicial set” setting this means that ' controls the category
'-Mod where our “cosimplicial objects” take values, and # a!ects the “index
category” N, replacing the category of standard finite sets N with a richer
category N!. It might be interesting, for example, to consider the case ' =
# = !.

Of course, if we take ' = F", then AF"

alg,! = Aalg,!, so all the proper-
ties proved below for algebraic bimodules can be specialized to the case of
algebraic right modules.

4.7.12. (Matrix description of algebraic bimodules.) Of course, an algebraic
bimodule (G,', 5) with ' : 'G $ G and 5 : G# $ G can be described
in terms of a collection of sets {G(n)}n'0, maps G($) : G(m) $ G(n)

for each $ : m $ n, and some maps '(k)
n : '(k) - G(n)k $ G(n) and

5(k)
n : G(k) - #(n)k $ G(n), subject to all conditions listed before for left

and right algebraic modules, as well as a certain commutativity relation for
' and 5. We have a matrix interpretation as before; then this commutativity
relation can be interpreted again as some associativity of matrix multiplica-
tion M(k, s; ') - M(n, k; G) - M(m, n; #) $ M(m, s; G). For example, if
G is an algebraic #-bimodule, i.e. a (#, #)-bimodule, then we obtain some
multiplication maps of matrices over G with matrices over # from both sides,
with products being matrices over G.
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4.7.13. (Operations with algebraic bimodules.) Equivalence of categories
A$

alg,!
(= Funct(N!, '-Mod) shows that arbitrary inductive and projective

limits, subobjects, strict quotients, and so on, can be defined and com-
puted componentwise in '-Mod, similarly to 4.7.4. Moreover, any alge-
braic monad homomorphism " : ' $ '$ induces a scalar restriction functor
"# : A$!

alg,! $ A$
alg,!, and its left adjoint, the scalar extension or base change

functor "#, both of which can be computed componentwise by composing
functors from N! into '-Mod or '$-Mod with scalar restriction or extension
functors between '-Mod and '$-Mod. Therefore, we can fix ' and study
what happens when we change #.

4.7.14. (Scalar restriction and extension.) Now let’s take some algebraic
monad homomorphism + : # $ %, and study the scalar restriction functor
+# : A$

alg," $ A$
alg,!. We know that +# : A$

"
(= Funct(C", C$) $ A$

!
(=

Funct(C!, C$) is given by pre-composing functors C" $ C$ with a certain
“base change” functor +# : C! $ C" (cf. 3.3.17). This implies that +# :
A$

alg,"
(= Funct(N", C$) $ A$

alg,!
(= Funct(N!, C$) is given by pre-composing

functors N" $ C$ with the restriction +̄# : N! $ N" of +# to N!, i.e. +# is
essentially equal to (+̄#)#.

Now we see that +# = (+̄#)# admits both a left and a right adjoint, namely,
the Kan extensions +! := (+̄#)! and +? := (+̄#)# : Funct(N!, '-Mod) $
Funct(N", '-Mod), computed by means of appropriate inductive and pro-
jective limits in '-Mod.

4.7.15. (Tensor products of bimodules.) Given an algebraic (%, #)-bimodule
M and an algebraic (#, ')-bimodule N , we would like to construct a new
algebraic (%, ')-bimodule M &! N , and similarly, for any #-module X we
would like to obtain a %-module M&!X. Interpreting all bimodules involved
as functors between certain categories, we see that all we have to do is to
extend in some way M : N! $ %-Mod to a functor M̃ : #-Mod $ %-Mod;
then we’ll put M&! N := M̃ 1N and M&! X := M̃(X). Since the canonical
functor Q$

! : N! $ #-Mod is fully faithful (with the essential image equal to
the subcategory of free #-modules of finite rank), we have a natural choice of
M̃ , given by the left Kan extension: M̃ := Q$

!,!(M). This defines our tensor
product M &! N .

Clearly, M /$ M̃ = Q$
!,!M commutes with arbitrary inductive limits

in M , hence the same can be said about M&!N . Another useful observation:
since Q$

!,! = Q!,! 1 J!,!, we see that we might first extend M : N! $ C$

to a functor M $ : C! $ C$ by means of J!,!, and then extend this M $

to M̃ : C! $ C$. Since M = M $ is the algebraic functor corresponding
to M (cf. 4.7.9), we see that for any set S we have M̃(#(S)) = M(S), i.e.
M &! #(S) = M(S).
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From this and similar observations we deduce that all scalar restrictions
and extensions with respect to right and left algebraic module structures can
be written in terms of this tensor product in the usual way. For example, if
+ : # $ % is a homomorphism, N is any #-module, and P is any %-module,
then the scalar extension +#N is isomorphic to %&! N , where % is considered
as a (%, #)-bimodule, and the scalar restriction +#P can be identified with
% &" P , where this time % is considered as a (#, %)-bimodule.

4.8. (Addition. Hypoadditivity and hyperadditivity.) We have seen that the
multiplication on the underlying set |#| of an algebraic monad # is always
defined, so in some sense multiplication is more fundamental than addition.
Now we would like to study di!erent versions of addition and additivity of
algebraic monads.

We fix some algebraic monad # and a constant 0 % #(0). Since F1 =
F"60[0]7, we see that this is equivalent to fixing some + : F1 $ #, i.e. # is
an algebraic monad over F1. In most cases # is supposed to be an algebraic
monad with zero, i.e. with exactly one constant (cf. 4.3.12), so we have only
one way of choosing 0 % #(0).

4.8.1. (Comparison maps.) Once the zero constant 0 % #(0) is fixed, we can
define the comparison maps 2n = 2!,n : #(n) $ #(1)n = |#|n as follows.
The k-th component 2k

n of 2n is given by 2k
n : t /$ t(0!(1), . . . , {1}1, . . . , 0!(1))

for any t % #(n), i.e. we substitute 0 = 0!(1) % #(1) for all formal variables
{i}n in t = t({1}n, . . . , {n}n), with the only exception of {k}n.

If we are given a monad homomorphism + : # $ %, and if we choose the
constant +0(0) % %(0) to construct 2",n, then we get 2",n 1 +n = |+|n 1 2!,n,
i.e. the comparison maps are functorial in #.

Notice that the choice of 0 % #(0) gives us a homomorphism 1 $ #(0)
from the final to the initial #-module (when # is a monad with zero, this is
an isomorphism), so for any direct sum M . N in #-Mod we get canonical
homomorphisms M . N $ M . 1 $ M . #(0) (= M and M . N $ N ,
which define together a comparison homomorphism 2M,N : M . N $ M -
N . Of course, this construction can be generalized to arbitrary finite and
even infinite sums and products, thus defining comparison homomorphisms,

i Mi $
?

i Mi.
For example, the comparison homomorphism for n copies of #(1) is a

homomorphism #(n) = #(1) . · · · . #(1) $ #(1)n, which is exactly the
comparison map 2n considered before.

Definition 4.8.2 (Addition and pseudoaddition.) We say that a binary
operation [+] % #(2) is a pseudoaddition (with respect to constant 0 % #(0),
when # has more than one constant), if 22([+]) = (e, e) % #(1)2, in other
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words, if {1} + 0 = {1} = 0 + {1} in |#|, i.e. if x + 0 = x = 0 + x for any
#-module X and any x % X. We say that [+] is the addition of # if [+] is
the only pseudoaddition of an algebraic monad with zero #. In this case we
say that # is a monad with addition.

Of course, any monad homomorphism + : # $ % transforms a pseudoaddi-
tion into a pseudoaddition, and if both # and % are monads with addition,
then any + : # $ % respects this addition.

We can define pseudoadditions of higher arities t % #(n) by requiring
2n(t) = (e, e, . . . , e) % #(1)n; if we have a binary pseudoaddition [+], we can
construct pseudoadditions of all higher arities by taking (· · · (({1} + {2}) +
{3}) + · · · ) + {n}.

4.8.3. (Alternative definition of addition.) Arguably better definitions of
addition and zero are these: a zero is simply any central constant in an al-
gebraic monad # in the sense of 5.1.1 (such central constant is necessarily
unique, cf. 5.1.7), and an addition in an algebraic monad with zero # is
any central pseudoaddition (it is automatically the only pseudoaddition of #
by 5.1.8, i.e. is an addition in the sense of 4.8.2). The only reason why
we don’t adopt and study these stronger definitions here is that they require
the commutativity notions of the next Chapter, so we postpone a more de-
tailed study of the relationship between (pseudo)addition and commutativity
until 5.1.8.

Definition 4.8.4 We say that an algebraic monad # is hypoadditive (resp.
additive, hyperadditive) if all comparison maps 2n : #(n) $ #(1)n are injec-
tive (resp. bijective, surjective).

Clearly, # is additive i! it is both hypoadditive and hyperadditive. Notice
that additivity and hypoadditivity imply that 20 : #(0) $ 1 is injective,
so # has at most one constant, so it has to be a monad with zero, and we
don’t need to specify our choice of 0 % #(0) while discussing hypoadditivity
or additivity.

Of course, there can be monads which are neither hypoadditive nor hy-
peradditive; some of them, like F!, will play important role in the sequel.
Notice that any submonad #$ of a hypoadditive monad #, containing the
zero of #, is automatically hypoadditive, and similarly, any strict quotient of
a hyperadditive monad is hyperadditive; this follows immediately from the
functoriality of comparison maps.

4.8.5. If # is additive, then it has an addition [+] = 2+1
2 (e, e), i.e. # is

then a monad with addition. Conversely, if # is hypoadditive and admits
a pseudoaddition [+], it is necessarily unique (since 22 is injective), so #
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becomes a monad with addition; moreover, this addition is automatically
commutative, since 22({2}+ {1}) = (e, e) = 22({1}+ {2}), and associative,
since both ({1}+ {2})+ {3} and {1}+({2}+ {3}) are mapped into (e, e, e)
by 23. We see that {1} + {2} + · · · + {n} is the unique pseudoaddition of
arity n, and for any choice of unary operations #1, . . . , #n % |#| we get an
n-ary operation #1{1}+ · · ·+#n{n} % #(n), mapped into (#1, . . . ,#n) by 2n,
so a hypoadditive monad # with pseudoaddition [+] is in fact additive, and
in this case any n-ary operation t % #(n) can be uniquely written in form
#1{1} + · · ·+ #n{n} with #i % |#|.

One shows, essentially in the same way, that an algebraic monad # is
hyperadditive i! it admits a pseudoaddition. Indeed, if # is hyperadditive, it
admits a pseudoaddition, 22 : #(2) $ |#|2 being surjective; conversely, if [+]
is a pseudoaddition, then for any # = (#1, . . . ,#n) % |#|n we can construct
an n-ary operation (· · · ((#1{1} + #2{2}) + #3{3}) + · · · ) + #n{n}, mapped
into # by 2n.

4.8.6. (Additive monads and semirings.) This implies that an additive
monad # is generated (over F") by its only constant 0 % #(0), the addi-
tion [+] % #(2), and the set of its unary operations #(1). We have also
some relations: 0 + 0 = 0, the commutativity {1} + {2} = {2} + {1} and
the associativity ({1} + {2}) + {3} = {1} + ({2} + {3}) of the addition,
# · 0 = 0 for any # % |#|; the addition [+]|!| : |#|2 $ |#| gives a family
of relations of form # = #$ + #$$ for all #$, #$$ % |#|, we have also a family
of relations # = #$#$$ coming from the monoid structure of |#|, and finally,
we have relations #({1} + {2}) = #{1} + #{2} for any # % |#|, since both
sides are mapped by 22 into (#,#). Notice that this list of generators and
relations is a presentation of #, since these relations are su"cient to rewrite
any t % #(n) in form #1{1} + · · · + #n{n}.

Conversely, if we have any algebraic monad # generated by such a list
of generators and relations, i.e. if we are given some set |#| together with a
constant 0 % |#| and two binary operations +,- : |#|2 $ |#|, subject to a
family of relations which turn out to be exactly the axioms for a semiring
structure (0, +,-) on |#|, then # is automatically additive, since the list
of relations given above allows us to write any t % #(n) in form #1{1} +
· · · + #n{n} with #i % |#|, and #-Mod is the category of |#|-modules, i.e.
additively written commutative monoids with a biadditive action of |#|.

We see that additive algebraic monads # are in one-to-one correspondence
with semirings |#|.

4.8.7. (Additive monads and rings.) In particular, any monad R = #R,
defined by a ring R, is additive. Conversely, if # is additive, and if we have
a unary operation [+] % #(1), such that [+]2 = e (giving such a [+] is
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equivalent to giving a homomorphism F±1 = F16+[1]|+2 = e, +0 = 07 $ #),
and such that {1} + (+{1}) = 0 (this condition doesn’t follow from the
others), then R := |#| is a ring, and # (= #R.

Proposition 4.8.8 (Criteria of additivity.) The following conditions for an
algebraic monad # are equivalent: (i) # is additive; (ii) All comparison
maps 2n : #(n) $ #(1)n are isomorphisms; (iii) All comparison homomor-
phisms 2M,N : M . N $ M - N are isomorphisms; (iii’) All comparison
homomorphisms

,k
i=1 Mi $

?k
i=1 Mi are isomorphisms; (iv) Comparison

homomorphisms 2!(n),!(1) : #(n + 1) (= #(n) . #(1) $ #(n) - #(1) are iso-
morphisms for all n 0 0; (v) It is possible to introduce on each Hom!(M, N)
a commutative monoid structure (usually written in additive form), such
that all composition maps Hom!(N, P )-Hom!(M, N) $ Hom!(M, P ) be-
come biadditive; (vi) #-Mod is equivalent to the category of modules over a
semiring R.

Proof. (i)A(ii) is true by definition, and (ii)A(iv) is shown by induction
in n 0 0, using 2n+1 = (2n - id!(1)) 1 2!(n),!(1). Now (iii)A(iii’) by an
easy induction in k, and (iii):(iv) is evident. We know (i):(vi) already.
Let’s show (vi):(v). When we have (vi), we can define an addition on
each Hom!(M, N) (= HomR(M $, N $) pointwise, where M $ and N $ are the
R-modules corresponding to M and N : ($1 + $2)(x) := $1(x) + $2(x); it
is immediate that sum of two R-homomorphisms is an R-homomorphism
again, that this addition on HomR(M $, N $) (= Hom!(M, N) is commutative
and associative, with the zero map M $ $ 0 $ N $ for zero, and that the
composition maps are biadditive with respect to this addition, so we obtain
(vi):(v).

It remains to show (v):(iii). First of all, (v) implies that the final object
1 of #-Mod is an initial object as well, i.e. #-Mod admits a zero object.
Indeed, for any M the set Hom!(1, M) is a monoid under addition, so it
cannot be empty; on the other hand, End!(1) consists of exactly one element
id1, so it has to be the zero of this additive monoid, and biadditivity of
Hom!(1, M) - End!(1) $ Hom!(1, M) implies that for any $ : 1 $ M we
have $ = $ 1 id1 = $ 1 01 = 0, so Hom!(1, M) = 0, 1 is the zero object of
#-Mod, and for any M and N the composite homomorphism M $ 1 $ N
is the zero of Hom!(M, N). In particular, we have shown that #(0) (= 1, i.e.
# is a monad with zero.

Now let’s take any two #-modules M1 and M2 and prove that 2M1,M2 :
M1 . M2 $ M1 - M2 is an isomorphism. Let’s denote the projections
M1 -M2 $ Mi by pi, and the composite maps Mi $ M1 .M2 $ M1 -M2

by #i. These maps are defined by pi#i = idMi, pi#3+i = 0, and 2M1,M2
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is an isomorphism i! M1 - M2 together with these maps #i satisfies the
universal property for M1 . M2. Notice that #1p1 + #2p2 = idM1"M2, since
pi(#1p1 + #2p2) = (pi#i)pi + 0 · p3+i = pi. Now for any f : M1 - M2 $ N
we have f = f(#1p1 + #2p2) = f1p1 + f2p2, so f is completely determined by
its “components” fi := f#i : Mi $ N . Conversely, given any fi : Mi $ N ,
we can define f : M1 - M2 $ N by f := f1p1 + f2p2, and then clearly
f#i = fi, so M1 - M2 is indeed the direct sum of M1 and M2, and 2M1,M2 is
an isomorphism.

This proposition, together with some more similar reasoning, implies the
following corollary:

Corollary 4.8.9 The following conditions for an algebraic monad # are
equivalent: (i) # (= #R for some associative ring R; (ii) # is additive, and
there is a unary operation [+] % #(1), such that {1} + (+{1}) = 0; (iii)
#-Mod is equivalent to the category of modules over an associative ring R;
(iv) #-Mod is additive; (v) #-Mod is abelian.

4.8.10. (Hypoadditivity.) Some of the above conditions generalize to the hy-
poadditive case. For example, # is hypoadditive i! all comparison maps #(n+
1) (= #(n) . #(1) $ #(n) - #(1) are injective. One might expect all com-
parison maps M . N $ M - N to be injective for a hypoadditive #;
however, this is not true, as shown by the following example. Let’s take
# := Z!; since Z! is a submonad of an additive monad R, containing
the zero constant of R, it is hypoadditive. Consider the equivalence rela-
tion R on Z!(2) = {#{1} + µ{2} | |#| + |µ| * 1}, which identifies all
interior points of Z!(2), i.e. all elements with |#| + |µ| < 1, with zero. It
is easy to see that R is compatible with the Z!-structure of Z!(2), so we
can compute the strict quotient M := Z!(2)/R, and let’s denote by 2 the
canonical projection Z!(2) $ M . Clearly, M . M is a strict quotient of
Z!(4) = Z!(2) . Z!(2); let’s denote the projection by 2$ and its kernel by
R$. It is easy to check that R$ identifies all interior points of Z!(4) together,
and doesn’t identify any boundary points. In particular, x := 2$(1

2{1}+ 1
2{3})

and y := 2$(1
2{2} + 1

2{4}) are distinct in M . M , but the comparison map
M . M $ M - M maps both of them into (0, 0), so it cannot be injective.

4.8.11. (Importance of hypoadditivity.) Notice that any homomorphism
+ : # $ % of hypoadditive monads is completely determined by the map
|+| = +1 : |#| $ |%|. Indeed, the functoriality of comparison maps 2",n1+n =
|+|n12!,n shows that +n is completely determined by |+| when 2",n is injective.
This can be seen as a manifestation of the following fact: most properties of
a hypoadditive monad # can be seen at the level of |#|. Conversely, there
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are some non-hypoadditive monads, like A!R ! R (cf. 3.4.12,g)), which are
highly non-trivial (A!R-Mod is the category of “a"ne spaces over R”), but
still have |A!R | = 1, so almost all structure of A!R is outside of |A!R |.
This remark will have important consequences in our theory of spectra of
generalized rings, i.e. commutative algebraic monads.

4.8.12. (Examples.) a) Of course, all monads #R, defined by some associative
ring R, are additive, hence all their submonads #$ ! R, containing the
zero constant of #R, are hypoadditive. This applies to almost all examples
from 3.4.12. In particular, Z!, Z̄!, Z(!), F1 and F±1 are hypoadditive.
However, A!R ! R, ! ! R and F" ! F1 are not hypoadditive, since all of
them are monads without constants.

b) Consider the algebraic monad #, defined by the category of com-
mutative rings. Then #(n) (= Z[T1, . . . , Tn]. If we fix some constant c %
#(0) = Z, say, c = 0, then the comparison maps look like 22 : F (X, Y ) /$
(F (T, 0), F (0, T )). Clearly, all these maps are surjective, so # is hyperaddi-
tive. It admits a lot of di!erent pseudoadditions like X + Y , X + Y + XY
or even X + Y + X2Y ; this shows that a pseudoaddition need not be com-
mutative or associative.

c) We’ll see later that most non-commutative tensor products like Z $F1

Z are hyperadditive. This means that we should not expect to read all
properties of such monads from #(1).

d) All additive monads are generated in arity * 2, and the same is true
for all hypoadditive monads listed in a). Actually, all hypoadditive monads
we encountered so far are generated in arity * 2, and can be embedded into
some additive monads. However, it is not clear why this should be true in
general. Consider the hypoadditive submonad Z4! ! R, such that Z4!(n)
consists of all formal linear combinations #1{1}+· · ·+#n{n} with #i % R and'

i

@
|#i| * 1. It is easy to see that such linear combinations are stable under

substitution, so Z4! is indeed a hypoadditive submonad of R. However, it
still turns out to be generated in arity * 2. Another example is given by
A3 := Z! # Z[1/3] ! Q, which is hypoadditive and generated over F±1 by
the ternary “averaging operation” s3 := (1/3){1}+(1/3){2}+(1/3){3}, but
can be shown not to be generated in arity * 2.

4.8.13. Let’s construct now a monad with zero, which is neither hypoad-
ditive nor hyperadditive. Consider for this the equivalence relation R on
Z!(1) = [+1, 1], which identifies all interior points of Z!(1) with zero. We
know that R is compatible with the Z!-structure on Z!(1), so we obtain a
strict quotient Q = Z!/R (= {+1, 0, 1} of Z!(1), which has been denoted by
F! in 2.14.13. The Z!-structure on Q defines a homomorphism of algebraic
monads + : Z! $ END(Q), cf. 4.3.8; let’s denote its image by F!. Clearly,
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F! is a strict quotient of Z!, and two elements t, t$ % Z!(n) have the same
image in F!(n) i! the induced maps [t]Q and [t$]Q : Qn $ Q coincide. In
particular, all F!(n) ! END(Q)(n) = HomSets(Qn, Q) are finite. It is easy
to see that all elements t = #1{1} + · · · + #n{n} % Z!(n) with

'
i |#i| < 1

are identified with 0 in F!(n), and all remaining elements are identified i!
their sequences of signs (sgn(#1), . . . , sgn(#n)) coincide, so we can write cor-
responding elements of F!(n) in form +?{1}+?{2}+?{3}+?{5}, where the
question marks replace arbitrary positive real numbers with sum one; clearly,
elements of F!(n) correspond to faces of the standard octahedron Z!(n).
In particular, cardF!(n) = 3n = card |F!|n; however, the comparison maps
2n : F!(n) $ |F!|n are not bijective, since they map all elements di!erent
from ±{i} for 1 * i * n into zero.

4.8.14. Notice that F! is generated by one constant 0[0], one unary operation
+[1], and one binary operation 5[2] := +?{1}+?{2}. We have some relations
between them, like +0 = 0, 0 5 0 = 0, +(+x) = x, x 5 0 = 0, x 5 x = x,
x5 (+x) = 0, (+x)5 (+y) = +(x5y), x5y = y 5x and (x5y)5 z = x5 (y 5 z).
This system of generators and relations constitutes a presentation of F!,
since it already enables us to represent any non-zero element of #(n), where
# is the generalized ring generated by these operations and relations, in form
±{i1} 5 · · · 5 ±{ik} with some 1 * i1 < · · · < ik * n, hence the surjection
# # F! is an isomorphism, and F! = # is finitely presented (over F").

4.9. (Algebraic monads over a topos.) Most of the results of this chapter
generalize, when properly understood, to the topos case. We start with a
näıve approach:

4.9.1. (Algebraic monads over an arbitrary category.) Recall that in 4.3.3

we have described an algebraic monad # over Sets as a sequence of sets
{#(n)}n'0, together with some maps #($) : #(m) $ #(n) for each $ : m $
n, an element e % #(1), and some multiplication maps µ(k)

n : #(k)-#(n)k $
#(n), subject to some identities between certain maps, constructed from
these maps by means of finite products and composition. Of course, this
definition generalizes immediately to an arbitrary cartesian category C, if we
require all #(n) to be objects of C instead of being sets, all #($) and µ(k)

n

to be morphisms in C, and choose some e % $C(#(1)) = HomC(eC, #(1)),
where eC is the final object of C. Given any such “algebraic monad” over C,
we can define its action on a object X of C as a collection of morphisms
'(k) : #(k) - Xk $ X, satisfying the conditions of 4.3.2; this defines the
category C! = #-Mod of #-modules in C. Furthermore, we can define left and
right algebraic modules, algebraic monad homomorphisms and so on simply
by copying their descriptions in terms of sets or sequences of sets and maps
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between products of these sets. Notice that “algebraic endofunctors over C”
are nothing else than functors N $ C.

In fact, we can generalize these definitions even to the case when involved
finite products are not representable in C, by identifying C with a full subcat-
egory of the category Ĉ = Funct(C0, Sets) of presheaves of sets. Notice that
giving an algebraic monad in Ĉ is equivalent to giving a presheaf of algebraic
monads over C, i.e. a functor from C0 to the category of algebraic monads
over Sets.

4.9.2. (Application of left exact functors.) The advantage of this approach
is that we can apply any left exact functor h : C $ C$ to any of these
collections of data. For example, if # is an algebraic monad over C, then
h#, defined by (h#)(n) := h#(n), is an algebraic monad over C$, and for any
#-module X we obtain a canonical h#-structure on hX. In this way any
such left exact functor h : C $ C$ induces a functor h = h! : C! $ C$h!

between corresponding categories of modules.

4.9.3. (Application to topoi.) This is especially useful for the left exact
functors that arise from morphisms of topoi f : E $ $ E , i.e. the pullback
functor f # : E $ E $ and the direct image functor f# : E $ $ E . In this way f #

induces a functor f #,! : E! $ E $f
$! for any algebraic monad # over E , and

f# induces a functor f!!

# : E $!
!

$ Ef$!!
for any algebraic monad #$ over E $.

Moreover, canonical adjointness morphisms # $ f#f ## and f #f##$ $ #$ are
easily seen to be monad homomorphisms, so we can combine f f$!

# with the
scalar restriction along # $ f#f ##, thus obtaining a functor E $f

$! $ E!.
We can apply this in partucular to the canonical morphism q : E $ Sets

from an arbitrary topos E into the point topos Sets. Then q#X = $E(X) =
HomE(eE , X) for any X % Ob E , i.e. q# is the functor of global sections, and
q# : S /$ SE =

.
s&S eE is the “functor of constant objects”. We see that

for any algebraic monad # over E we have its global sections monad $E(#)
over Sets, that any algebraic monad % over Sets defines a constant algebraic
monad %E := q#% over E , and so on. Notice that we could also apply to #
the functor of sections $S : X /$ HomE(S, X) over any object S % Ob E .

Another application: if p : Sets $ E is any point of E , and p# : X /$ Xp

is the corresponding fiber functor, then we can compute the fiber at p of any
algebraic monad # over E by putting #p := p##.

Finally, if S is a (small) site, we have the topos of presheaves Ŝ and the
topos of sheaves S̃, the inclusion functor i : S̃ $ Ŝ, and its left adjoint, the
“sheafification functor” a : Ŝ $ S̃. Both of them are left exact, and ai (= IdS̃
since i is fully faithful; this allows us to treat any algebraic monad # in S̃,
i.e. a sheaf of algebraic monads over S, as a presheaf of monads i#, and
conversely, to “sheafify” any presheaf of algebraic monads, obtaining a sheaf
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of algebraic monads, i.e. an algebraic monad in S̃.

4.9.4. (Monadicity of forgetful functors.) Given any algebraic monad # over
a topos E , we have a forgetful functor $! : E! $ E (not to be confused with
the global sections functor $E : E $ Sets). We claim that $! : E! $ E is
monadic, i.e. it admits a left adjoint L! : E $ E!, and induced functor E! $
E !̃, where #̃ := $!L! is a monad over E , is an equivalence of categories. We
are going to show this in several steps.

4.9.5. First of all, let’s show the existence of a left adjoint L!̃ to $!. Any
topos E is equivalent to the category S̃ of presheaves on some site S, which
can be chosen to be small. Consider first the category of presheaves Ŝ 3 S̃.
The collection of sheaves # = {#(n)} is an “algebraic monad” over Ŝ as
well, so we have a forgetful functor $!̂ : Ŝ! $ Ŝ. On the other hand, #
defines an algebraic monad #[S] over Sets for any object S % ObS, once we
apply to # the left exact functor F /$ F (S). We see that a #-structure '
on a presheaf F % Ob Ŝ, given by a collection of morphisms of presheaves
'(k) : #(k) - F k $ F , is nothing else than a collection of #[S]-structures
on each set F (S), compatible with the “restriction maps” F (S) $ F (S $)
and #[S] $ #[S!] for any morphism $ : S $ $ S in S. Now we can define a
left adjoint L!̂ to $!̂ by putting (L!̂F )(S) := L![S]

(F (S)) for any presheaf

of sets F . Clearly, #̂ := $!̂L!̂ is given by (#̂F )(S) := #[S](F (S)). The

monadicity of $!̂ : Ŝ! $ Ŝ follows now pointwise from the monadicity of
all $![S]

.

We extend these results from Ŝ to S̃ in the usual way by putting L!̃ :=
aL!̂i and #̃ := $!̃L!̃ = a#̂i, where a : Ŝ $ S̃ and i : S̃ $ Ŝ denote
the “sheafification” and inclusion functors as usual; in the first expression a
actually denotes the extension a! : Ŝi! $ S̃ai! = S̃!; it exists because of the
left exactness of a and full faithfullness of i. Now the adjointness of L!̃ and $!̃

is immediate: HomS̃!(L!̃F, G) = HomS̃!(aL!̂iF, G) = HomŜ!(L!̂iF, iG) =
HomŜ(iF, $!̂iG) = HomŜ(iF, i$!̃G) = HomS̃(F, $!̃G).

It remains to show the monadicity of $!̃; however, we postpone this proof
until 4.9.11.

4.9.6. (Algebraic endofunctors on a topos.) Recall that an “algebraic end-
ofunctor” # on a topos E is given by a collection of objects {#(n)}n'0 and
morphisms #($) : #(m) $ #(n) for each $ : m $ n, i.e. by a functor
# % Ob EN = Ob Funct(N, E). We would like to extend # to a “true” endo-
functor #̃ : E $ E , such that any morphism ' : #̃(X) $ Y would be given
by a collection of morphisms '(k) : #(k) - Xk $ Y as in 4.2.2. Clearly,
this requirement determines #̃(X) uniquely up to a unique isomorphism,
and we see that #̃(X) can be constructed in the same way as in 4.1.4, i.e.
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#̃(X) = Coker(p, q : H1(X) " H0(X)), where H0(X) =
.

n'0 #(n) - Xn

and H1(X) =
.

#:m%n #(m) - Xn.

When E = S̃, we might first construct an extension of # to #̂ : Ŝ $ Ŝ
with the correct universal property in Ŝ; clearly, #̂F is still computed by the
same formulas as above in the category of presheaves, and all limits in this
category are computed componentwise, so we have (#̂F )(S) = #[S](F (S)),
where #[S] is the algebraic endofunctor over Sets, constructed from the col-

lection of sets (#(n))(S) as before. Then we can put #̃ := a#̂i : S̃ $ S̃;
clearly, HomS̃(#̃F, G) (= HomŜ(#̂iF, iG) can be still described as in 4.2.2,
so we get an alternative construction of the extension #̃. In particular, our
notations are compatible with those of 4.9.5. Moreover, we see that the
canonical morphism a#̂ $ a#̂ia = #̃a is an isomorphism. This follows from
the fact that #̂F = Coker(H1(F ) " H0(F )) is computed for any presheaf F
by means of inductive limits and finite products, and a : Ŝ $ S̃ commutes
with these types of limits.

This observation can be used to compute the values of #̃ on finite constant
sheaves nE : since nE = anŜ , and nŜ is the constant presheaf S /$ n, we see
that #̃(nS̃) = a#̂(nŜ) = #(n), since #̂(nŜ) is the presheaf S /$ #[S](n) =
#[S](n) = (#(n))(S), equal to #(n). One checks similarly that #($) = #̃($E)
for any map of finite sets $ : m $ n.

4.9.7. (Universal description of extensions.) We have just constructed a func-
tor J̃E : EN = Funct(N, E) $ Endof (E), # /$ #̃, and a restriction functor
J#E : Endof (E) $ EN in the opposite direction, where JE : N $ E is given by
n /$ nE , such that J#E J̃E (= IdEN. This implies that J̃E is faithful, so it induces
an equivalence between EN and some subcategory Endof alg(E) of Endof (E),
which merits to be called the category of algebraic endofunctors on E , and
the quasi-inverse equivalence is given by the restriction of J#E . In this respect
everything is quite similar to 4.1.4; however, J̃E cannot be the left Kan
extension JE,! of JE , since JE is in general not fully faithful, so we cannot
expect J#EJE,!

(= Id. However, a similar description can be obtained if we re-
place Endof (E) with the category of (plain) inner endofunctors InnEndof (E)
(cf. 3.5.8):

Proposition 4.9.8 Denote by JE : N $ E the canonical functor, and con-
sider the restriction functor J#E : InnEndof (E) $ EN. This restriction functor
admits a left adjoint J̃E : EN $ InnEndof (E), such that the composite func-
tor EN $ InnEndof (E) $ Endof (E) coincides with the extension functor
J̃E : # /$ #̃ constructed before. Moreover, J̃E : EN $ InnEndof (E) is fully
faithful, i.e. J#E J̃E (= Id, so the category EN of “algebraic endofunctors” over E
is equivalent to the essential image of J̃E , a full subcategory InnEndof alg(E)
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of InnEndof (E), which will be called the category of algebraic (plain) in-
ner endofunctors on E . In particular, Endof alg(E) ! Endof (E) is equivalent
to this category, hence any algebraic endofunctor on E admits a canonical
(algebraic) plain inner structure.

Proof. First of all, let’s construct a canonical plain inner structure on each
endofunctor #̃ : E $ E , obtained by extending some # : N $ E ; this would
define a functor J̃E : EN $ InnEndof (E), such that J#E J̃E (= Id. So we need
to construct a functorial family of morphisms 'X,Y : X- #̃(Y ) $ #̃(X-Y ),
defined for any X, Y % Ob E , satisfying the conditions of 3.5.5. Since
#̃(Y ) = Coker(H1(Y ) " H0(Y )), and similarly for #̃(X - Y ), we get X -
#̃(Y ) = Coker(X -H1(Y ) " X -H0(Y )), since j#X : S /$ X - S commutes
with arbitrary inductive limits, having a right adjoint HomE(X,+), so we see
that it is su"cient to define some morphisms X-H0(Y ) = X-

.
n'0(#(n)-

Y n) =
.

n'0(X - #(n) - Y n) $ H0(X - Y ) =
.

n'0(#(n) - (X - Y )n). Of
course, we can construct such a morphism by defining its n-th component
X-#(n)-Y n $ #(n)-(X-Y )n with the aid of the diagonal morphism X $
Xn. We define X - H1(Y ) $ H1(X - Y ) in a similar way, thus obtaining
a morphism 'X,Y : X - #̃(Y ) $ #̃(X - Y ) after taking cokernels. This
construction is clearly functorial in X and Y ; in order to check the remaining
conditions for ' we simply observe that in case E = S̃ we might construct '
first on the category of presheaves Ŝ, by considering the unique plain inner
structure on each #[S] over Sets, and then “sheafify” this plain inner structure

on #̂, thus obtaining a plain inner structure on #̃, easily seen to coincide with
one constructed before in an invariant fashion.

We already know that J#E #̃ (= #, i.e. J#E J̃E (= Id, so it remains to show that
J̃E is indeed a left adjoint to J#E , i.e. that for any # : N $ E and any #$ =
(#$,'$) % Ob InnEndof (E) we have HomInnEndof (E)(#̃, #$) (= HomEN(#, J#E#$),
where #̃ = (#̃,') := J̃E# as before.

So we have to show that natural transformations of inner endofunctors !̃ :
#̃ $ #$, !̃X : #̃(X) $ #$(X), are in one-to-one correspondence with natural
transformations ! : # $ J#E#$, !n : #(n) $ (J#E#$)(n) = #$(nE). Since
#̃(X) = Coker(H1(X) " H0(X)), we see that giving a !̃X : #̃(X) $ #$(X)

is equivalent to giving a family of morphisms !̃(n)
X : #(n) - Xn $ #$(X),

such that !̃(n)
X 1 (#($) - idXn) = !̃(m)

X 1 (id!(m) -X#) for any $ : m $ n

(cf. 4.2.2). Let’s denote by -n
X : Xn - #(n) $ #$(X) the same morphism as

!̃(n)
X with interchanged arguments. Since Xn = HomE(nE , X), we have some

evaluation morphisms evn,X : Xn - nE $ X. We know that #̃(nE) (= #(n),
and !̃ is supposed to be compatible with plain inner structures; this proves
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the commutativity of the following diagram:

Xn - #(n)
!Xn,nE ""

idXn "'n

!!
2n
X

,,((((((((((((((( #̃(Xn - nE)

!!

!̃(evn,X)
"" #̃(X)

'̃X

!!
Xn - #$(nE)

!!
Xn,nE "" #$(Xn - nE)

!!(evn,X)
"" #$(X)

(4.9.8.1)

Notice that the upper row defines the canonical morphism Xn - #(n) $
#̃(X), given by Xn -#(n) $ H0(X) $ #̃(X), hence the diagonal arrow has
to be equal to -n

X . This shows that the collection of the -n
X , hence also !̃X , is

completely determined by the collection of !n, i.e. by !. Conversely, given any
! : # $ J#E#$, we can construct the morphisms -n

X : Xn-#(n) $ #$(X) from
the above diagram; they are easily seen to satisfy necessary compatibility
conditions, so they define some !̃X : #̃(X) $ #$(X), clearly functorial in X.

4.9.9. (Algebraic inner endofunctors and filtered inner inductive limits.) In
the case E = Sets we had an equivalent description of the category of alge-
braic endofunctors Endof alg(Sets) ! Endof (Sets): it was the full subcate-
gory, consisting of those endofunctors, which commute with filtered inductive
limits. In the topos case all algebraic endofunctors are easily seen to commute
with arbitrary filtered inductive limits; however, this property is insu"cient
to be an algebraic endofunctor over a topos E , since in general an arbitrary
object X of E cannot be represented as a filtered inductive limit of finite
constant objects nE .

It is possible to save the situation by considering the category of algebraic
inner endofunctors InnEndof alg(E) ! InnEndof (E): these inner endofunctors
can be characterized by their property to commute with filtered inner (or lo-
cal) inductive limits, i.e. inductive limits along filtered inner index categories
I in E (recall that this means that I has an object of objects I0 and an object
of morphisms I1 instead of the sets of objects and morphisms, together with
some morphisms i : I0 $ I1, s, t : I1 $ I0, m : I1 -t,s I1 $ I1, subject
to certain conditions which need not be written here). For example, any
X % Ob E can be written as an inner filtered inductive limit along a certain
inner category IX , with IX,0 =

.
n'0 Xn and IX,1 =

.
#:m%n Xn. If we write

down explicitly the requirement for an inner endofunctor #$ = (#$,'$) to
commute with this particular inner inductive limit, we obtain #$ (= J̃EJ#E#$,
and one can check that any functor of form J̃E# commutes with filtered inner
inductive limits, essentially in the same way as in 4.1.4.

Such an approach has its advantages. For example, it shows immediately
that the composite of two algebraic inner endofunctors is again algebraic.
However, we don’t want to follow this path, since it would require to explain
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in more detail the theory of inner categories and limits; instead, we prove
the above statement about composites of algebraic endofunctors directly:

Proposition 4.9.10 The composite of two algebraic inner endofunctors is
again algebraic, i.e. InnEndof alg(E) is a full &-subcategory of InnEndof (E),
and Endof alg(E) is a &-subcategory of Endof (E). Therefore, we have a
canonical AU &-structure on EN (= InnEndof alg(E), and a canonical !-action
of this category on E . Moreover, InnEndof alg(E) is stable under arbitrary
inductive and finite projective limits of InnEndof (E), and J̃E commutes with
these types of limits.

Proof. First of all, notice that InnEndof (E) admits arbitrary projective
and inductive limits, which can be computed componentwise. Indeed, to
define a plain inner structure 'X,Y : X - (lim,+#7)(Y ) $ (lim,+#7)(X - Y )
we simply consider the morphism with components X - lim,+#7(Y ) $ X -
#7(Y ) $ #7(X -Y ), coming from the plain inner structures on #7. The case
of inductive limits is similar, once we observe that the functor S /$ X - S
commutes with arbitrary inductive limits, E being cartesian closed.

Now notice that EN also admits arbitrary projective and inductive limits,
which can be also computed componentwise, hence J#E : InnEndof (E) $ EN

commutes with all limits, and J̃E commutes with arbitrary inductive limits,
having a right adjoint J#E . We claim that, similarly to what we had in 4.1.3,
J̃E commutes with finite projective limits as well, hence InnEndof alg(E) is
stable under arbitrary inductive and finite projective limits of InnEndof (E).

We have to show that %lim,+#7 $ lim,+ #̃7 is an isomorphism for any finite

projective limit lim,+#7 in EN. We can assume E = S̃ for some site S; in

this case our statement can be first shown for the extension #̂ of # to the
category of presheaves Ŝ, using 4.1.3 componentwise; then we extend this
result to #̃ = a#̂i, using the left exactness of a.

Notice that J̃E transforms a constant functor N $ E with value Z into
a constant endofunctor E $ E with the same value. Indeed, this is clear
for E = Sets, constant functors being algebraic, then the statement can be
shown for Ŝ, applying the result for Sets componentwise, and then we can
extend it to the general case E = S̃ by sheafification.

Now let’s show that the composite %̃#̃ of two algebraic inner endo-
functors is again algebraic. Indeed, for any X % Ob E we have %̃(X) =
Coker(H1(X) " H0(X)), hence %̃#̃ = Coker(H1(#̃) " H0(#̃)), where
H0(#̃) =

.
n'0 %(n) - #̃n and H1(#̃) =

.
#:m%n %(m) - #̃n are computed

in InnEndof (E). This allows us to compute %̃#̃ in InnEndof (E) by means
of finite products and some inductive limits, starting from algebraic inner
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endofunctor #̃ and constant inner endofunctors with values %(n), which are
also algebraic; hence %̃#̃ is algebraic as well.

4.9.11. Once we know that InnEndof alg(E) ! InnEndof (E) is stable under
composition, arbitrary inductive, and finite projective limits, and that mor-
phisms #̃(X) $ Y admit a description similar to that given in 4.2.2 for any
algebraic endofunctor # on E and any two objects X and Y of E , we can ex-
tend all statements from 4.2 and 4.3 to the topos case. In particular, we see
that an algebraic inner monad # over E , i.e. an algebra in InnEndof alg(E),
can be described in the same way as in 4.3.1 and 4.3.3, so we obtain the
same notion of an algebraic monad over E as in 4.9.1, and the same notions
of modules over such an algebraic monad. This proves the monadicity of
$! : E! $ E , claimed in 4.9.4.

4.9.12. Most statements and definitions given before in this chapter for
algebraic monads over Sets generalize directly to the topos case, at least
those of them which are intuitionistic, i.e. don’t involve the logical law of
excluded middle and the axiom of choice. However, we have to interpret these
statements in the so-called Kripke–Joyal semantics, where existence is always
understood as local existence, i.e. existence after restricting everything to a
suitable cover. Consider for example 4.2.10, which tells us that any element
0 of #(X) can be written in form t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) for some n 0 0, t % #(n)
and xi % X. In the topos case we can denote by t({x1}, . . . , {xn}) the image
of (t, x1, . . . , xn) % #(n)(S) - X(S)n in #(X)(S), for any S % Ob E (or in
ObS, when E = S̃) and any t % #(n)(S) and xi % X(S). However, the above
statement has to be interpreted as follows: for any 0 % (#(X))(S) we can find
a cover {$! : S! $ S}, some integers n! 0 0, elements t! % (#(n!))(S!)
and x!,i % X(S!), 1 * i * n!, such that $#!0 = t!({x!,1}, . . . , {x!,n"}) in
(#(X))(S!) for any '.

4.9.13. However, some statements over Sets have been proved before with
the aid of the axiom of choice. We need to find other proofs of such state-
ments, or to extend these results over Sets first to the categories of presheaves
Ŝ, applying already known results componentwise, and then extend these
statements to arbitrary E = S̃ by sheafification.

For example, we have seen that algebraic monads (even endofunctors)
over Sets preserve epimorphisms and monomorphisms (cf. 4.3.10 and 4.6.4);
however, our proofs used the axiom of choice, so they cannot be generalized
to the topos case directly. Nevertheless, we claim that any algebraic endo-
functor # over a topos E preserves monomorphisms and epimorphisms.

The statement about monomorphisms is easily deduced from the known
case by sheafification, since both i : S̃ $ Ŝ and a : Ŝ $ S̃ are left exact, and
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#̃ = a#̂i. The statement about epimorphisms cannot be easily shown in this
way, since i doesn’t respect epimorphisms; however, it can be deduced from
the fact that any finite product of epimorphisms in a topos is an epimorphism
again, hence for any epimorphism f : X $ Y the induced morphism H0(f) :
H0(X) =

.
n'0 #(n)-Xn $ H0(Y ) is again an epimorphism, and H0(Y ) $

#(Y ) is a (strict) epimorphism as well, hence H0(X) $ #(X) $ #(Y ) is an
epimorphism, hence #(f) : #(X) $ #(Y ) has to be an epimorphism as well.

Since all epimorphisms in E are strict, and any morphism in E decom-
poses uniquely into an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism, we are
in position to generalize 4.6.4 to the topos case, proving that the image of
any morphism of #-modules in E admits a #-structure. Most statements
after 4.6.4 can be deduced from this fact in the same way as before. For
example, arbitrary projective and inductive limits exist in E!.

4.9.14. Some statements that involve the law of excluded middle also need
to be reconsidered. For example, an algebraic monad # over a topos E is
said to be a monad without constants (resp. with zero, with at most one
constant) i! #(0) is isomorphic to the initial object "E of E (resp. i! the
canonical morphism #(0) $ eE is an isomorphism, or a monomorphism for
the last case). We see that #(0) can be a non-trivial open object of E (i.e.
a subobject of the final object eE , di!erent from both "E and eE); in this
case # is a monad with at most one constant, but neither a monad without
constants nor a monad with zero.

4.9.15. (Topos-specific properties.) Finally, there are some topos-specific
properties, very similar to those discussed in SGA 4 IV. For example, any
morphism of topoi f : E $ $ E induces functors f #,! : E! $ E $f

$! and
f!
# : E $f

$! $ E! for any algebraic monad # over E (cf. 4.9.3), which are
easily seen to be adjoint. Since they coincide with f # and f# on the level of
underlying objects, we usually omit the monad # in these notations.

In particular, we can apply this to localization morphisms jX : E/X $ E ,
for any object X of E , and any algebraic monad # on E . We usually write
#|X or #|X instead of j#X#; so we get a pair of adjoint functors j#X = j#,!X :
E! $ (E/X)!|X and jX,# = (jX)!

# in the opposite direction, enjoying all the

usual properties. Of course, we usually write M|X or M |X instead of j#,!X M .

Moreover, j#,!X admits a left adjoint j!
X,!, which has all the properties listed

in SGA 4 IV 11.3.1; these properties can be shown in the same way as in
SGA 4, and the existence of j!

X,! can be shown either by a reference to SGA 4
III 1.7, where the statement has been shown for arbitrary algebraic structures
defined by finite projective limits, or directly: clearly, j!

X,!L!|X = L!jX,!, so
we see how to define j!

X,! on free #|X-modules; now by 3.3.20 an arbitrary
#|X-module N can be represented as a cokernel of a pair of morphisms p,
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q between some free #|X-modules L!|X(R) and L!|X(S); since jX,! has to
commute with arbitrary inductive limits, j!

X,!N has to be equal to the cokernel
of j!

X,!(p) and j!
X,!(q), and this cokernel is easily seen to have the universal

property required from j!
X,!N , hence j!

X,! is well-defined.

4.9.16. (Open and closed subtopoi.) Let E be a topos, # an algebraic monad
over E , U ! eE an open object of E , U the open subtopos of E defined by U ,
and F the complementary closed subtopos of E (cf. SGA 4 IV 9.3). Let’s
denote the corresponding embeddings by j : U $ E and i : F $ E ; recall
that U (= E/U , and i# : F $ E is a fully faithful functor, the essential image
of which consists of all X % Ob E , such that j#X = X|U is isomorphic to
the final object of U = E/U . We obtain a left exact gluing functor + :=
i#j# : U $ F , and we know that E is canonically equivalent to the “comma
category” (F ,U , +), the objects of which are triples (A, B, f), with A % ObF ,
B % ObU and f : A $ +B a morphism in F . Recall that this equivalence
& : E $ (F ,U , +) transforms X % Ob E into (i#X, j#X, h(X) : i#X $ +j#X),
where h(X) is obtained by applying i# to adjointness morphism X $ j#j#X
(cf. SGA 4 IV 9.5). All functors j!, j#, j#, i# and i# admit descriptions in
terms of this equivalence: j! : B /$ ("F , B, "F $ +B), j# : (A, B, f) /$ B,
j# : B /$ (+B, B, id$B), i# : (A, B, f) /$ A, and i# : A /$ (A, eU , A $ +eU =
eF).

Since all functors i#, j# and + are left exact, we can extend the above
results to the category of modules over an algebraic monad #; we see that E!

is equivalent to the comma category (F i$!,U j$!, +), similarly to SGA 4 IV 14.
Moreover, when # is an algebraic monad with zero, i# = i!

# admits a right
adjoint i! = i!,! : E! $ F i$!, given by i! : (A, B, f) /$ Ker(f : A $ +B).
Here, of course, Ker(f) means the kernel of the pair, consisting of f and of
the zero morphism 0 : A $ +B. We check that i! is a right adjoint to i#, that
i#i!X $ X is a monomorphism, and that i! commutes with scalar restriction,
essentially in the same way as in SGA 4 IV 14.5.

4.9.17. (Sheaves of homomorphisms.) Let # be an algebraic monad over a
topos E , and M , N be two #-modules. Then we can construct the “sheaf
of local homomorphisms” Hom!(M, N) ! HomE(M, N) in two di!erent
ways. On one hand, we can repeat the reasoning of SGA 4 IV 12 and define
Hom!(M, N) by requiring HomE(S,Hom!(M, N)) (= Hom!|S(M|S, N|S);
this notion turns out to have almost all properties of SGA 4 IV 12, which
can be proved essentially in the same way. On the other hand, # admits a
canonical plain inner structure, so we might use 3.5.18 instead. Both these
definitions yield the same subobject of HomE(M, N). We don’t give a de-
tailed proof since we are not going to use this fact anyway; it can be shown,
for example, by reduction to the case E = Ŝ.
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4.9.18. (Small families of generators.) Notice that E! admits a small family
of generators. Indeed, any topos admits a small family of generators, so let
G ! Ob E be such a family for E . Then the corresponding free #-modules
{#(S)}S&G are easily seen to constitute a small family of generators of E!.

4.9.19. (Algebraic bimodules.) Of course, we can consider algebraic bimod-
ules (and left or right modules) over E , i.e. bimodules in InnEndof alg(E).
Most statements made in 4.7 generalize directly to the topos case. For
example, we have matrix interpretations for all these notions, if we put
M(m, n; #) := #(m)n as before; of course, now these are objects of E , not just
sets. However, (#, ')-bimodules cannot be interpreted as functors N$ $ E!

when ' is non-constant, at least if we don’t want to replace N$ with an inner
category in E .

4.9.20. (Local END’s.) For any X % Ob E we can construct an alge-
braic monad END(X) over E , such that giving an action of some alge-
braic monad # on X is equivalent to giving a monad homomorphism + :
# $ END(X). Indeed, we can put (END(X))(n) := HomE(Xn, X), sim-
ilarly to 4.3.8. We can also consider the algebraic monad END(X) :=
$E(END(X)) over Sets; then (END(X))(n) = HomE(Xn, X), and monad
homomorphisms # $ END(X) are in one-to-one correspondence with ac-
tions of constant algebraic monads # on X. These notions generalize to the
case of algebraic endofunctor X over E , similarly to 4.7.3.
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5 Commutative monads

This chapter is dedicated to the notion of commutativity of algebraic monads,
and to the properties of generalized rings, i.e. commutative algebraic mon-
ads, and categories of modules over them. We’ll see that they have indeed
properties very similar to classical commutative rings, so our terminology is
justified. Moreover, sometimes we even consider arbitrary algebraic monads
as (non-commutative) generalized rings; however, they can have properties
very di!erent from those of classical (non-commutative) rings.

We do some basic linear algebra over generalized rings; we construct a
theory of exterior powers and determinants, at least for alternating gener-
alized rings, and define and compute some K-groups. We are also able to
construct a reasonable theory of traces, notwithstanding the absence of addi-
tion. The properties of these theories are illustrated by a series of important
examples.

5.0. Notation. Given an algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ %, we
denote by a+# : #-Mod $ %-Mod or even by +# the base change functor
(already denoted by +# in 4.6.19), and by a+# : %-Mod $ #-Mod or even
+# the scalar restriction functor (denoted before by +#). This change of
notation may seem slightly confusing, since a+# is covariant in +, and a+# is
contravariant; the idea, of course, is that we think of pullback and direct
image functors for the corresponding morphism of (generalized) schemes a+ :
Spec % $ Spec #. This new notation has its advantages: for example, a+# is
now a left adjoint to a+#.

Unless otherwise specified, all monads are supposed to be algebraic. We
denote them by letters like #, %, . . . , and also by A, B, C, . . . , especially
when they are commutative; thus our notation reminds of classical rings.
We also denote free A-module LA(S) by A(S) or A(S); when S = n =
{1, 2, . . . , n}, we write A(n) or A(n), but never An; the latter notation actually
means the product of n copies of A = A(1), which is usually not isomorphic
to A(n), at least for a non-additive A.

We preserve the notation |A| for A(1), considered both as a monoid (with
identity e % |A|), and an A-module. We denote by )A) the (graded) set of
operations

.
n'0 A(n).

5.1. (Definition of commutativity.)

Definition 5.1.1 Let # be an algebraic monad.

a) We say that two operations t % #(n) and t$ % #(m) commute on
a #-module X if for any collection of elements {xij}, 1 * i * n,
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1 * j * m of X we have t(x1., . . . , xn.) = t$(x.1, . . . , x.m), where we put
xi. = t$(xi1, . . . , xim) and x.j = t(x1j , . . . , xnj).

b) We say that two operations t, t$ % )#) commute if they commute on
any #-module X; clearly, it su"ces to require them to commute on the
set of free generators of #(n -m) (= #(mn).

c) For any subset S ! )#) we denote by S $ ! )#) the commutant of #,
i.e. the set of all operations of #, commuting with all operations from S.
We’ll show in a moment that S $ is the underlying set of a certain
submonad of #, which will be also denoted by S $. Finally, if ' ! #
is a submonad, we denote by '$ the commutant of its underlying set
)') ! )#).

d) We say that t % )#) is a central operation of # if it commutes with all
operations of #. All such operations form a submonad #$ ! #, called
the center of #.

e) We say that # is commutative, if any two its operations commute, i.e.
if # coincides with its center #$.

5.1.2. Let’s show that the commutant S $ of any subset S ! )#) is indeed a
submonad of #. Since S $ =

*
t&S{t}$, we see that it is su"cient to show this

for a one-element set S = {t}, with t % #(n). Given any two #-modules M
and N , and any map of sets f : M $ N , we say that an operation t$ % #(m)
commutes with f , if [t$]N 1 fm = f 1 [t$]M : Mm $ N . It follows immediately
from the definitions that t$ commutes with t i! it commutes with all maps
[t]!(k) : #(k)n $ #(k), k 0 0; actually, k = mn would su"ce for t$ % #(m).
Thus we are reduced to proving the following statement:

5.1.3. The operations of #, commuting with a given map f : M $ N between
two #-modules M and N , constitute a submonad #0 ! #. The map f is a #0-
homomorphism, and #0 is the largest submonad of # with this property. First
of all, given any set X and any subset Y ! X, we can consider the submonad
(Y : Y ) of END(X), given by (Y : Y )(n) = {f : Xn $ X | f(Y n) ! Y }
(cf. 4.3.8), i.e. (Y : Y ) consists of those maps f : Xn $ X, which stabilize Y .
It is immediate that such maps are stable under composition, hence (Y : Y )
is indeed a submonad of END(X).

Now suppose that X is a #-module, i.e. we have a monad homomorphism
+ : # $ END(X). Consider the pullback #0 := ++1(Y : Y ); clearly, this is
the submonad #0 of #, consisting of all operations t % #(n) that stabilize Y
(i.e. such that [t]X(Y n) ! Y ), hence #0 is the largest submonad of #, such
that Y is a #0-submodule of X.
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Finally, let’s consider any map f : M $ N of #-modules as above. Its
graph $f ! M - N is a subset of the #-module M - N , and we see that an
operation t % #(n) commutes with f , i.e. f 1 [t]M = [t]N 1 fn, i! t stabilizes
the graph $f ! M -N , i.e. [t]M"N($n

f ) ! $f , and we have just seen that all
such operations constitute a submonad #0 ! #.

5.1.4. Notice that our notion of commutant of sets S ! )#) enjoys the usual
properties, e.g. S ! T implies T $ ! S $, and we have S ! S $$ and S $ = S $$$ for
any S. We have seen that S $ is always a submonad of #. This implies that for
any subset S ! )#) its commutant S $ coincides with the commutant 6S7$ of
the algebraic submonad 6S7 ! # generated by S (cf. 4.4.2). Indeed, S ! 6S7
(we deliberately confuse submonads of # with their underlying sets), hence
6S7$ ! S $. Conversely, S ! S $$ implies 6S7 ! S $$, S $$ being a submonad,
hence S $ = S $$$ ! 6S7$. In particular, if S is a set of generators of #, then S $

coincides with the center of #. Therefore, # is commutative i! S $ = # = 6S7,
i.e. i! S ! S $, i.e. i! any two operations from S commute.

5.1.5. Given any two operations t % #(n), t$ % #(m), we denote by [t, t$] %
#(mn)2 the commutator of t and t$, i.e. the relation between the free gen-
erators of #(m - n) (= #(mn), described in 5.1.1. In this way [t, t$] holds
in # i! t and t$ commute. Notice that the actual element [t, t$] % #(mn)2

depends on the choice of bijection m-n (= mn, and on the order of t and t$,
but the compatible equivalence relation 6[t, t$]7 generated by [t, t$] (cf. 4.4.9)
doesn’t depend on these choices, since #/6[t, t$]7 is the largest strict quotient
of #, such that the images of t and t$ commute in this quotient. Similarly,
for any two subsets S, T ! )#) we denote by [S, T ] the set of all relations
[s, t] for s % S, t % T ; sometimes we denote the corresponding compatible
equivalence relation 6[S, T ]7 on # simply by [S, T ], especially when we form
quotients like #/[S, T ]. Clearly, this is the largest strict quotient of #, on
which all operations from the image of S commute with those from the image
of T . In particular, #ab := #/[#, #] is the largest commutative quotient of #,
i.e. # /$ #ab is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor from the category
of commutative algebraic monads into the category of all algebraic monads.
Notice that for any two subsets S, T ! )#) we have

5
[6S7, 6T 7]

6
= 6[S, T ]7;

this is shown by the same reasoning as in 5.1.4.

5.1.6. (Category of generalized rings.) We denote by GenR the category of
generalized rings, i.e. the full subcategory of the category Monadsalg(Sets)
of algebraic monads, consisting of commutative algebraic monads. Clearly,
GenR is stable under subobjects, strict quotients, and arbitrary projec-
tive limits of Monadsalg(Sets); in particular, arbitrary projective limits exist
in GenR. As to inductive limits, their existence in GenR follows from their
existence in Monadsalg(Sets) (cf. 4.5.19), and from the existence of a left
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adjoint # $ #ab to the inclusion functor GenR $ Monadsalg(Sets). Indeed,
we have just to compute lim+$!

#! in the category of algebraic monads, and
then take (lim+$!

#!)ab. For example, pushouts exist in GenR: given two ho-
momorphisms of generalized rings +i : # $ #i, we construct their pushout,
i.e. the “tensor product of #-algebras” #1&! #2, by computing first the non-
commutative tensor product #1 $! #2 (cf. 4.5.17), and then taking quotient
by the compatible equivalence relation, generated by all commutators be-
tween pairs of operations of this non-commutative tensor product. Since
#1 $! #2 is generated by #1(#1) ' #2(#2), where #i : #i $ #1 $! #2 is the
canonical “inclusion” homomorphism, we see that this equivalence relation is
generated by commutators between elements of this sort. Now the elements
of #1(#1) will automatically commute between themselves in #1 $! #2, and
similarly for #2(#2); hence #1 &! #2 = (#1 $! #2)/[#1(#1),#2(#2)].

Notice that GenR is stable under filtered inductive limits of the cate-
gory of algebraic monads Monadsalg(Sets), and such inductive limits can be
computed componentwise: (lim+$#!)(n) = lim+$#!(n).

5.1.7. (Commutativity for operations of lower arities.) Now we want to study
the shape of commutativity relations between operations of lower arities, and
their immediate consequences.

a) Commutativity between two constants c, c$ % #(0) means simply that
c = c$, i.e. a commutative monad has at most one constant, hence is either
a monad without constants or a monad with zero. So we can denote all
constants of commutative monads by the same symbol, say 0 % #(0).

b) Commutativity between a constant 0 % #(0) and a unary operation
u % #(1) means that u(0) = 0, i.e. the zero constant of a commutative monad
(if it exists) is necessarily fixed by all unary operations of #.

c) Similarly, commutativity between a constant 0 % #(0) and an n-ary
operation t % #(n) means t(0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0, so the zero constant of a com-
mutative monad has to be respected by operations of all arities.

d) Commutativity between two unary operations u, u$ % |#| = #(1)
means that uu${1} = u$u{1}, i.e. uu$ = u$u inside the monoid |#| (cf. 4.3.5

and 3.4.9), so |#| has to be a commutative monoid for any commutative
algebraic monad #.

e) Commutativity between a unary operation u and an n-ary operation
t means t(u{1}, . . . , u{n}) = ut({1}, . . . , {n}). In particular, commutativity
between unary u and binary + actually means some sort of distributivity:
u({1} + {2}) = u{1} + u{2}.

f) Finally, the commutativity between two binary operations + and 5
means ({1}+{2})5({3}+{4}) = ({1}5{3})+({2}5{4}), i.e. (x+y)5(z+t) =
(x 5 z)+ (y 5 t) for free variables x, y, z, t (or for any four elements of any #-
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module X). Notice that any operation of arity * 1 automatically commutes
with itself, while this is not true for operations of higher arities: a binary
operation + commutes with itself i! (x + y) + (z + t) = (x + z) + (y + t).

5.1.8. (Commutativity and addition.) Now we want to study the relation-
ship between commutativity and additivity notions of 4.8. Notice that these
notions make sense only if we fix some constant 0 % #(0); however, com-
mutative monads have at most one constant, so we don’t have to specify it
explicitly.

a) Any two pseudoadditions + and 5 of a commutative monad # coincide.
Indeed, we have 0 + x = x = x + 0 and 0 5 x = x = x 5 0 by definition of
a pseudoaddition, and (x + y) 5 (z + t) = (x 5 z) + (y 5 t) because of the
commutativity between + and 5. We obtain x + y = (x 5 0) + (0 5 y) =
(x+0)5(0+y) = x5y. A similar proof is valid for pseudoadditions t and t$ of
same arity n 0 3: we just have to apply the commutativity relation between
t and t$ to the set of elements xij = 0 for i 2= j, xii = {i} in #(n). This
implies that any pseudoaddition in a commutative monad is unique, i.e. an
addition, and it is automatically commutative and associative: we just apply
uniqueness to + and {2}+{1} for the first property, and to ({1}+{2})+{3}
and {1} + ({2} + {3}) for the second; alternatively, we might put z = 0 in
(x + y) + (z + t) = (x + z) + (y + t). Actually, all these statements are true
for a central pseudoaddition + in an arbitrary algebraic monad #.

b) Now we show that any hyperadditive commutative monad # is in fact
additive; in other words, if a commutative monad admits a pseudoaddition,
it is necessarily additive. Indeed, any hyperadditive monad # admits a pseu-
doaddition + (cf. 4.8.5), and commutativity implies that + is an associative
and commutative addition. Now let t % #(n) be an arbitrary operation
of #, and let # = (#1, . . . ,#n) be the image of t under the comparison map
2n : #(n) $ |#|n. Let us denote by +̃ the n-ary pseudoaddition (necessarily
unique), constructed from +. We apply the commutativity relation between
t and +̃ to the collection xij = 0 if i 2= j, xii = {i} of elements of #(n).
We have xi. = [+̃](0, . . . , {i}, . . . , 0) = 0 + · · · + {i} + · · · + 0 = {i}, x.j =
t(0, . . . , {j}, . . . , 0) = #j{j} by the definition of comparison map 2n, hence
t = t({1}, . . . , {n}) = t(x1., . . . , xn.) = [+̃](x.1, . . . , x.n) = #1{1}+· · ·+#n{n},
i.e. t is uniquely determined by its image under 2n, hence 2n is bijective and
# is additive. Notice that the same proof actually shows that if an algebraic
monad admits a central pseudoaddition, it is automatically additive.

c) We know that any additive monad # is of form #R for a uniquely
determined semiring R; in fact, R = |#| (cf. 4.8.6). We claim that an ad-
ditive monad # is commutative i! the semiring |#| is commutative. Indeed,
the necessity of this condition has been shown in 5.1.7,d); its su"cience
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follows from the fact that # is generated by 0[0], +[2] and all its unary oper-
ations |#| (cf. 4.8.6), and the relations between these generators imply all
necessary commutativity relations between them, with the only exception of
commutativity among unary operations (cf. 5.1.7 and 4.8.6). Therefore, the
commutativity of |#| implies that of #.

d) Similarly, classical commutative rings R correspond to commutative
additive monads # that admit a symmetry [+], i.e. a unary operation + %
#(1), such that e + (+e) = 0 (this automatically implies +2 = e; cf. 4.8.7).
Notice that if these properties hold in # (i.e. # admits a pseudoaddition and
a symmetry), and if we have any homomorphism of commutative monads
+ : # $ %, they hold in % as well, +(+) and +(+) being a pseudoaddition
and a symmetry in %, hence if # is given by a classical ring, the same is true
for %. Of course, we obtain similar results for semirings as well.

e) In general a commutative algebraic monad need not be additive. For
example, Z! ! R, as well as F" ! F1 ! F±1 ! Z(!) ! Q are examples of
hypoadditive commutative monads that are not additive (they are commu-
tative, being submonads of commutative monad R). In fact, a commutative
algebraic monad needn’t be even hypoadditive, as shown by F! (cf. 4.8.13;
notice that F! is commutative, being a strict quotient of Z!).

5.1.9. (Algebras over a generalized ring.) Let ' be a generalized ring, i.e. a
commutative algebraic monad. A (commutative) '-algebra # is by definition
a homomorphism of generalized rings + : ' $ #. We denote the category
of (commutative) '-algebras by '-CommAlg. Clearly, arbitrary projective
and inductive limits exist in this category; for example, coproducts of '-
algebras are given by pushouts of GenR, i.e. the “tensor products” #1 &$ #2

(cf. 5.1.6).
Similarly, we define a (not necessarily commutative) '-algebra # to be a

central homomorphism of algebraic monads + : ' $ #, i.e. we require +(') to
lie in the center of #. Clearly, if ' is not commutative, any such + factorizes
through 'ab, so it doesn’t really make much sense to allow ' to be non-
commutative. Therefore, we shall consider algebras only over commutative
monads, i.e. generalized rings '. We denote the category of (all) '-algebras
by '-Alg. Notice that this category has arbitrary projective and inductive
limits: all projective and filtered inductive limits are computed in the usual
way (i.e. componentwise), id : ' $ ' is the initial object, and the pushouts
are given by the non-commutative tensor products #1 $! #2 of 4.5.17. We
can also consider the commutative tensor products #1 &! #2 := (#1 $!

#2)/[#1, #2]; they also lie in '-Alg, being strict quotients of corresponding
non-commutative tensor products, and they have a universal property with
respect to all '-algebras % that fit into a commutative square with given
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# $ #1 and # $ #2, and such that the images of #1 and #2 in % commute.

5.1.10. (Algebras over an additive generalized ring.) If ' is additive, i.e.
given by a commutative semiring |'|, then any '-algebra # is additive as
well: indeed, the structural homomorphism + : ' $ # has to be central,
hence +(+) is a central pseudoaddition of #, and we have seen in 5.1.8,b)
that this implies additivity of #, so # is given by a semiring |#| and a
central homomorphism |+| : |'| $ |#|. Similarly, if ' is additive and admits
a symmetry +, i.e. if ' corresponds to a classical commutative ring |'|,
then any '-algebra # admits a central pseudoaddition and a symmetry as
well, hence it is given by a classical ring |#| and a central homomorphism
|+| : |'| $ |#|, i.e. a classical |'|-algebra. This explains our terminology.

Here is another result of the same kind: if ' is a generalized ring with
zero, then any '-algebra # is also a monad with zero. Indeed, # has at
least one constant, namely, +(0); and this constant is central, so any other
constant must be equal to it (cf. 5.1.7,a)).

5.1.11. (Scalar restriction and base change.) If " : ' $ '$ is a homomor-
phism of generalized rings, we can define the scalar restriction of a '$-algebra
+$ : '$ $ #$ by considering +$ 1 " : ' $ #$. We denote this '-algebra by
a"#(#$), "##$ or .#$. This scalar restriction functor has an obvious left ad-
joint — the base change functor "#, given by the commutative tensor product:
"## := '$&$ #. These considerations are valid both for the categories of all
(non-commutative) algebras and for the categories of commutative algebras.

5.1.12. (Central elements.) We see directly from 5.1.1 that t % #(n) is a
central element i! the maps [t]X : Xn $ X are #-homomorphisms for all
#-modules X (or just for all X = #(m)). Another description: the center
of # is the largest submonad #0 ! #, such that for all t % #(n) and all
#-modules X (or just for all X = #(m)) the maps [t]X : Xn $ X are #0-
homomorphisms. In particular, # is commutative i! all maps [t]X : Xn $ X
are #-homomorphisms, and + : ' $ # is central i! [t]X : Xn $ X is a
'-homomorphism for any t % #(n) and any #-module X (again, X = #(m)
su"ce).

We can generalize this a bit: the actions of two submonads #1, #2 ! %
commute on a %-module X (i.e. any two operations t % )#1), t$ % )#2)
commute on X) i! for any t % #1(n) the map [t]X : Xn $ X is a #2-
homomorphism. If this is true for any X (or for any X = %(m)), then #1

and #2 commute inside %.
We can apply this to % = #1 $$ #2, where #1 and #2 are '-algebras. We

see that a %-module X is just a set X with a #1 and a #2-structure, restricting
to same '-structure (this actually follows from the universal property of %,
applied to % $ END(X)), and a #1 &$ #2-module X is a set X with two
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commuting #1 and #2-structures, restricting to the same '-structure, i.e. we
require #1 to act by #2-homomorphisms on X, or equivalently, #2 to act by
#1-homomorphisms.

5.1.13. (Generators and relations.) Let’s fix a generalized ring '. Then for
any graded set S =

.
n'0 Sn we can construct the free (non-commutative) '-

algebra '{S} (resp. the free commutative '-algebra '[S]), enjoying the usual
universal property with respect to non-commutative (resp. commutative) '-
algebras # and graded maps S $ )#). Indeed, we just have to put '{S} :=
'6S | [S, ']7 = '6S7/6[S, ']7 (cf. 4.5.11), resp. '[S] := '6S | [S, '], [S, S]7.
If all operations from S are unary, then '{S} is “the ring of polynomials in
non-commuting variables from S” (that are nevertheless assumed to commute
with constants from '), and '[S] is the ring of polynomials in commuting
variables from S.

Suppose that we are also given a system of “equations” or “relations”
E ! )'{S})2 (resp. E ! )'[S])2); since '6S7 $ '{S} (resp. · · · $ '[S])
is surjective, we can assume that E comes from a system of relations Ẽ !
)'6S7)2, which will be usually denoted by the same letter E. Then we
can construct a (non-commutative) algebra '{S|E} = '{S}/6E7 = '6S | Ẽ,
[', S]7, resp. a commutative algebra '[S|E] = '[S]/6E7 = '6S | Ẽ, [', S],
[S, S]7 = '{S |E, [S, S]}, having the usual universal property. When a non-
commutative (resp. commutative) '-algebra # is represented in form '{S|E}
(resp. '[S|E]), we say that (S, E) is a presentation of the non-commutative
(resp. commutative) '-algebra #.

5.1.14. (Finitely generated and pre-unary algebras.) We say that a subset
S ! )#) generates the non-commutative (resp. commutative) '-algebra #
if the induced homomorphism of '-algebras '{S} $ # (resp. '[S] $ #)
is surjective, i.e. a strict epimorphism. Since '6S7 $ '{S} $ '[S] are
also strict epimorphisms, we see that this condition is equivalent to the sur-
jectivity of '6S7 $ #, i.e. to S being a set of generators of # over ' in
the sense of 4.4.4. In particular, S is a set of generators of a commutative
'-algebra # i! it generates # as a non-commutative algebra. This means
that we can safely transfer all terminology from 4.4.4 and 4.4.5; we obtain
the notions of finitely generated '-algebras (or '-algebras of finite type),
pre-unary '-algebras, and '-algebras, generated in arity * n, both in the
commutative and non-commutative case.

5.1.15. (Finitely presented and unary algebras.) We can go further on and
define the finitely presented and unary '-algebras to be those (commuta-
tive or non-commutative) '-algebras that admit a finite presentation (S, E)
(resp. admit a unary presentation (S, E), i.e. a presentation with all opera-
tions from S and all relations from E unary). Relation '[S|E] = '{S |E,
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[S, S]7 shows that a commutative '-algebra is finitely presented i! it is
finitely presented as a non-commutative algebra, and similarly for unarity
(note that [u, u$] is a unary relation when both u and u$ are unary). How-
ever, these notions of finite presentation and unarity do not coincide with
those of 4.5.15; henceforth finite presentation and unarity of algebras over
generalized rings will be understood as just defined. Nevertheless, they have
essentially the same properties as listed before in 4.5.18, when they are prop-
erly understood. For example, in the commutative case we have to replace
the NC-tensor product $ with its commutative counterpart &, and in the
non-commutative case we compute base change of a '-algebra # only with
respect to homomorphisms of generalized rings ' $ '$; such base change
functors preserve finite generation and presentation, unarity and pre-unarity,
due to the usual property '$&$ '{S|E} = '${S|E} and its commutative ver-
sion. Another consequence is that if a '$-algebra #$ is finitely presented (resp.
unary) over ', and '$ is finitely generated (resp. pre-unary) over ', then #$

is finitely presented (resp. unary) over '$.

5.1.16. (Examples.) Presentations of '-algebras (commutative or not) de-
fined in 5.1.13 tend to be shorter than those of 4.5.14, since some commuta-
tivity relations need not be written explicitly. Let’s consider some examples.

a) We have F1 = F"[0[0]] = F"{0[0]} and F±1 = F1[+[1] |+2 = e] =

F1{+[1] |+2 = e}, and in general F1n = F1[,
[1]
n | ,n

n = e] (notice that we don’t
have to require ,n0 = 0 explicitly, since it is a consequence of [,n, 0]).

b) For any n, m 0 1 we have a canonical embedding F1n $ F1mn , given
by ,n /$ ,m

mn; taking the (filtered) inductive limit along all such maps we
obtain a new generalized ring F1" = lim+$F1n . Clearly, F1" = F1[,1, ,2, . . . |
,1 = e, ,n = ,m

nm].
c) Similarly, for any n, m 0 1 we have a canonical surjection F1nm $

F1n , given by ,nm /$ ,n. We can compute the corresponding projective
limit F1#" = lim,+F1n , and we have a special unary operation , % F1#"(1),
defined by the projective system of the ,n. However, , doesn’t generate this
generalized ring over F1, and in fact F1[, ] ! F1#" is isomorphic to the algebra
of polynomials F1[T [1]].

d) Now we can write down shorter presentations for Z'0 and Z: we have
Z'0 = F1[+[2] | 0 + e = e = e + 0] = F"[0[0], +[2] | 0 + e = e = e + 0], and
Z = Z'0[+[1] | (+e) + e = 0].

e) We also have F! = F±1

=
5[2] | e 5 (+e) = 0, e 5 e = e, x 5 y = y 5 x,

(x 5 y) 5 z = x 5 (y 5 z)
>
; the remaining relations of 4.8.14 follow from

commutativity.

5.1.17. (Some tensor products.) Since '[S|E] &$ '[S $|E $] = '[S, S $|E, E$],
we can use our results on commutative algebras and their generators to
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compute some tensor products, i.e. some pushouts in GenR. For example,
F1 = F"[0[0]], hence F1 &F" F1

(= F"[0[0], 0$[0]] (= F"[0[0]] = F1, since the
commutativity relation [0, 0$] implies 0 = 0$ by 5.1.7,a). Since the coproduct
F1 & F1 is isomorphic to F1 itself, we see that F" $ F1 is an epimorphism
in GenR, but of course not an epimorphism in the category of all algebraic
monads, since F1 $F" F1 = F"60[0], 0$[0]7, and this is definitely not isomorphic
to F1 (in fact, the category of modules over this NC-tensor product is the
category of sets with two marked points).

5.1.18. (NC-epimorphisms.) We see that a homomorphism + : ' $ # in
GenR can be an epimorphism in GenR without being an epimorphism in the
category of all algebraic monads. To distinguish between these two situations
we say that a homomorphism of generalized rings + : ' $ # is an NC-
epimorphism if it is an epimorphism in the category of all algebraic monads.
Of course, any NC-epimorphism is automatically an epimorphism (in GenR).
Applying the definition to homomorphisms # $ END(X) we see that + is
an NC-epimorphism i! any '-module X admits at most one compatible #-
structure (this is the behavior one expects from localization morphisms like
' $ '[S+1], and in the next chapter we’ll see that this expectation turns
out to be well-founded). To show the su"cience of this condition we observe
that the category of # $$ #-modules is the category of sets, equipped with
two di!erent #-structures, restricting to the same '-structure; if any two
such #-structures necessarily coincide, we have

"
# $$ #

#
-Mod (= #-Mod,

hence # $$ # (= # (any monad is completely determined by its category of
modules, together with the forgetful functor).

Notice that while epimorphisms in GenR and in the category of algebraic
monads are di!erent, monomorphisms and strict epimorphisms coincide, so
we can freely use these notions in both contexts, as well as notions of sub-
monads and strict quotients, without any risk of confusion.

5.1.19. (Semirings and Z'0-algebras.) We have seen in 5.1.10 that any Z'0-
algebra # admits a central pseudoaddition and a central constant, hence it
is additive. Conversely, if # is an additive algebraic monad, it has exactly
one constant 0, so this constant is automatically central, and its addition +
is also automatically central, a statement easily checked by applying the
comparison map 22n to both sides of the commutativity relation [+, t] for an
arbitrary t % #(n). We know that Z'0 = F"[0[0], +[2] | 0 + e = e = e + 0],
so we obtain a unique central homomorphism Z'0 $ #, i.e. any additive
algebraic monad # admits a unique Z'0-algebra structure. On the other
hand, the list of generators and relations given in 4.8.6 shows that any such
# is generated as a (non-commutative) Z'0-algebra by the set of its unary
operations |#|, subject to unary relations of form #$ + #$$ = # and #$#$$ = #;
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all other relations of loc.cit. (associativity, commutativity and distributivity)
are either consequences of similar relations in Z'0, or consequences of implied
commutativity relations between Z'0 and the generators from |#| (cf. 5.1.7).
Therefore, any such # is a unary Z'0-algebra. We have just proved the
following statement:

Proposition. The following categories are canonically isomorphic: a) the
category of additive algebraic monads; b) the category of (non-commutative)
Z'0-algebras; c) the category of (non-commutative) unary Z'0-algebras.

5.1.20. (Rings and Z-algebras.) Of course, the above equivalence of cate-
gories establishes an equivalence between the category of (unary) commu-
tative Z'0-algebras and the category of additive generalized rings. Another
consequence: If ' is an additive generalized ring, any '-algebra # is auto-
matically additive and unary (over '). Indeed, Z'0 $ ' $ # defines a
Z'0-algebra structure on #, hence # is additive and unary over Z'0, hence
it is unary over ' as well, ' being pre-unary over Z'0 (cf. 5.1.15). This
is applicable to Z = Z'0[+[1] | (+e) + e = 0]: we see that all Z-algebras
are additive and unary (over Z), and that the category of Z-algebras con-
sists of those Z'0-algebras, i.e. additive monads, that admit a symmetry [+];
clearly, this is just the category of classical semirings with symmetry, i.e. of
classical rings. Similarly, any algebra # over a commutative Z-algebra ',
corresponding to a commutative classical ring |'|, is automatically additive
and unary over ', hence given by classical ring |#| and a central homomor-
phism |'| $| #|, i.e. a |'|-algebra in the classical sense. This means that
when we work over a classical base ring ', all arising algebras turn out to be
unary, additive and classical, so we don’t obtain anything new over such '.
This also explains why we cannot observe the importance of unarity in the
classical case, since in this case it turns out to be always fulfilled.

5.1.21. (Some examples: a"ne group schemes.) Consider, for example, the
functor Mn : # /$ M(n, n; #) = #(n)n on the category of commutative
F"-algebras, i.e. generalized rings. It is easily seen to be representable by
a certain commutative F"-algebra An, namely, An := F"[T [n]

1 , . . . , T [n]
n ]. Of

course, An is not unary over F" for n 0 2 (indeed, if A2 would be unary, its
universal property would enable us to express any central binary operation
in terms of some unary operations, hence any generalized ring generated in
arity * 2 would be also generated in arity * 1; however, this is not true
for Z). But if we extend the base to Z, we obtain a commutative Z-algebra
An,Z = Z & An = Z &F" An, representing the restriction of the same functor
to the category of commutative Z-algebras; of course, this algebra is additive
and unary, and in fact it equals Z[T11, T12, . . . , Tnn]; so a non-unary algebra
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becomes unary over Z.
Another example is given by GLn : # /$ GLn(#) ! Mn(#). It is rep-

resentable by A$
n = F"

=
T [n]

1 , . . . , T [n]
n , U [n]

1 , . . . , U [n]
n

11Ui(T1, . . . , Tn) = {i}n =
Ti(U1, . . . , Un)

>
. Again, A$

n is not unary over F" for n 0 2, but it becomes
unary over Z; of course, A$

n,Z is the usual Hopf algebra of GLn,Z.
Proceeding in this way one can show that the only unary a"ne group

schemes defined over F" are the (split) diagonal groups DF" (A), parametrized
by abelian groups A, e.g. the split tori Gn

m
(= D(Zn).

5.1.22. (Tensor square of Z.) We have seen in 5.1.20 that for any generalized
ring # there is at most one homomorphism Z $ #. By definition this is
equivalent to saying that F" $ Z is an epimorphism in GenR, or to Z&F" Z (=
Z. This statement can be also shown directly starting from the presentation
of Z & Z obtained from the presentation Z = F"[0[0],+[1], +[2] | e + 0 = e =
0 + e, (+e) + e = 0]: we see that Z & Z is generated by two constants 0
and 0$, two binary operations + and +$, and two unary operations + and
+$, and we use 5.1.7 to show first 0 = 0$, then [+] = [+$], and finally deduce
[+] = [+$], hence Z & Z (= Z. Yet another proof: use the well-known lemma
which states that any two commuting group structures on the same set H
coincide and are abelian (cf. e.g. SGA 3 II 3.10).

Of course, once we know that F" $ Z is an epimorphism, we deduce
that F1 $ Z and F±1 $ Z are epimorphisms as well, and we can compose
them with strict epimorphisms Z $ Z/nZ, thus obtaining statements like
Z/nZ&F1 Z/nZ (= Z/nZ. This is a phenomenon of commutativity: one easily
checks that a countable set admits di!erent Fp-vector space structures, even
if we fix in advance the zero and the symmetry, hence Fp $F±1 Fp 2(= Fp.

Another important consequence is that for any two Z-algebras # and #$

(commutative or not) we have # &Z #$ (= # &F" #$, so we can freely use the
usual notation # & #$ for such tensor products.

5.2. (Topos case.) Now we want to indicate a way to transfer all our previous
results to the topos case. Everything here turns out to be quite similar to
the classical case.

5.2.1. (Commutativity diagrams.) Notice that the commutativily of an alge-
braic monad # is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagrams
for all k, n, m 0 0:

#(n) - #(m) - #(k)n"m ""

!!

#(n) - #(k)n

µ(n)
k

!!
#(m) - #(k)m

µ
(m)
k "" #(k)

(5.2.1.1)
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Of course, the two remaining arrows are also given by products of µ(n)
k , µ(m)

k ,
so the commutativity of this diagram makes sense also if we are given an
“algebraic monad” # over an arbitrary cartesian category C in the sense
of 4.9.1. We thus obtain the notion of a “commutative algebraic monad” or
a “generalized ring” over such C, and this commutativity property is stable
under any left exact functors h : C $ C$, i.e. if # is commutative, the same is
true for h#. We define the notion of a central homomorphism + : ' $ # by
means of similar diagrams (comparing two morphisms from '(n) - #(m) -
#(k)m"n into #(k)), so we obtain the notion of a '-algebra (commutative or
not) as well. These notions have essentially the same properties as before:
we can either repeat the proofs or embed C into the category of presheaves
Ĉ as a full subcategory, and prove all statements for Ĉ componentwise.

5.2.2. (Topos case.) Of course, we immediately obtain the notion of a com-
mutative algebraic monad or a generalized ring in a topos E , i.e. the notion
of a sheaf of generalized rings on a site S, if we consider E = S̃. Since the
pullback, direct image and global section functors are left exact, they pre-
serve commutativity of algebraic monads. Conversely, if # is an algebraic
monad over E , such that #[U ] = $(U, #) is commutative for all U from a
system of generating objects of E , then # is commutative. If we are given
a homomorphism + : ' $ '$ of generalized rings in E , we obtain a scalar
restriction functor +# : E$! $ E$; as usual, it admits a left adjoint, the base
change functor +#, denoted also by '$ &$ +; one can deduce its existence
from the presheaf case by applying the “sheafification” functor a : Ŝ $ S̃.

5.2.3. (Generalized ringed spaces and topoi.) This means that we can define
a generalized ringed topos E = (E , ') as a topos E , together with a generalized
ring ' in E (the “structural sheaf” of E). A morphism f : (E $, '$) $ (E , ')
is defined in the usual way: f = ($, -), with $ : E $ $ E a morphism of topoi,
and - : ' $ $#'$ a homomorphism of generalized rings. We obtain a pair of
adjoint functors f # : E$ $ E $$

!

and f# : E $$
!

$ E$ in the usual way: f# by
composing $$!

# : E $$
!

$ E#$$!
with scalar restriction with respect to -, and f #

by composing $#,$ : E$ $ E $#
$$ with the base change functor '$&#$$+ with

respect to -, : $#' $ '$. Sometimes we denote the underlying morphism of
topoi $ by the same letter f ; then we write f+1 for the pullback functor $#

of sheaves of sets, and f # for the functor just defined.
In this way we obtain the 2-category of generalized ringed topoi. Of

course, we can consider topoi defined by some sites, thus obtaining the no-
tions of generalized ringed sites and their morphisms. In particular, we can
consider topoi defined by topological spaces; then we obtain the category of
generalized ringed spaces.

We postpone until the next chapter the definitions of generalized locally
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ringed spaces and topoi, since they depend considerably on the choice of
theory of spectra (or localization theory): E = (E , A) is locally ringed i! for
any X % Ob E the morphism of ringed topoi (E/X , A/X) $ (Sets, A(X))
factorizes through SpecA(X).

5.2.4. (Commutativity in terms of plain inner structures.) Recall that an al-
gebraic monad # over a topos E admits also a description in terms of certain
plain inner monads (cf. 4.9.11), so we get a monad # : E $ E over E , and a
canonical plain inner structure ', 'X,Y : X-#(Y ) $ #(X-Y ). We can con-
struct a diagonal inner structure + on endofunctor #, +X,Y : #(X)-#(Y ) $
#(X - Y ), and then ask whether this +X,Y is commutative (cf. 3.5.17); one
knows that in this case + is even compatible with the monad structure of #
(loc. cit.) It turns out that + is commutative i! # is commutative in the
sense of 5.2.1. One checks this directly for E = Sets, using the explicit
description of the plain inner structure maps 'X,Y : X - #(Y ) $ #(X - Y )
and the construction of + from ', and then generalizes this result first to the
categories of presheaves Ŝ, and then by sheafification to arbitrary E (= S̃.

5.3. (Modules over generalized rings.) Now we want to study some proper-
ties of the category '-Mod of modules over a generalized ring '; sometimes
we also need another generalized ring '$ and a homomorphism + : ' $ '$.
Of course, all general properties obtained in 4.6 hold in the commutative
case as well, e.g. '-Mod has arbitrary inductive and projective limits and so
on. We want to study properties specific to the commutative case. The most
important among them is the existence of a canonical ACU &-structure on
'-Mod, and of inner Homs with respect to this tensor product. This implies
a theory of bilinear and multilinear forms, which admit a more direct descrip-
tion as well, and in particular of symmetric forms; we postpone the study of
alternating forms, since it requires some additional structure on '. We can
also use this &-structure to consider the category of algebras (commutative
or all) in '-Mod; this category turns out to be equivalent to the category of
unary '-algebras.

5.3.1. (#-structure on Hom!(N, P ).) Recall that for any algebraic monad #,
any #-module P and any set N we have a canonical #-structure on the
set Hom(N, P ) = HomSets(N, P ) (= P N , namely, the product structure; in
other words, operations of # are applied to functions N $ P pointwise
(cf. 4.6.3). Now suppose that N is also a #-module; then we have a subset
Hom!(N, P ) ! Hom(N, P ) (= P N , in general not stable under all operations
of #. We claim the following:

Proposition. An algebraic monad # is commutative i! Hom!(N, P ) is a
#-submodule of HomSets(N, P ) for any two #-modules N and P (or just
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for N and P free of finite rank, i.e. (= #(k)). If this be the case, we denote
by Hom!(N, P ) the set Hom!(N, P ), endowed with the #-structure induced
from Hom(N, P ) 3 Hom!(N, P ).

We deduce this statement from its more precise form:

Proposition 5.3.2 An operation t % #(n) is central i! Hom!(N, P ) !
Hom(N, P ) is stable under t for all #-modules N and P (or just for N and
P free of finite rank). This condition is true for fixed t and P and variable N
i! tP : P n $ P is a #-homomorphism.

Proof. Put H := Hom(N, P ) (= P N , H $ := Hom!(N, P ) ! H . Then
by definition tH : Hom(N, P )n (= Hom(N, P n) $ Hom(N, P ) is given by
composing maps N $ P n with tP : P n $ P . Now H $n ! Hn is identified
with Hom!(N, P n) ! Hom(N, P n). Therefore, if tP : P n $ P is a #-
homomorphism, then tH maps H $n into H $ = Hom!(N, P ), the composite of
two #-homomorphisms being a #-homomorphism. Conversely, taking N :=
P n and considering the image under tH of idN % Hom!(N, P n) (= H $n, equal
to tP , we see that the stability of Hom!(P n, P ) ! Hom(P n, P ) under t
implies that tP is a #-homomorphism.

This proves the second statement of our proposition; notice that it would
su"ce to require the stability under t of Hom!(N, P ) ! Hom(N, P ) not for
all N , but only for all N = #(k), k 0 0: indeed, stability for such N ’s implies
stability for arbitrary filtered inductive limits of these, in particular for all
#(S); now we can represent any N as a cokernel of a pair of morphisms
#(R) " #(S) (cf. 3.3.20), and a simple diagram chasing shows that the
stability for #(R) and #(S) implies the stability for N .

Now the first statement follows from the second, in its stronger form
given above, and from the following observation, already mentioned before
on several occasions (cf. 5.1.12): t is central i! all tP : P n $ P are #-
homomorphisms i! all t!(k) : #(k)n $ #(k) are #-homomorphisms.

Definition 5.3.3 (Bilinear forms.) Given three '-modules M , N and P
over a generalized ring ' and a map & : M - N $ P , we say that & is
'-bilinear if for any x % M the map s#(x) : N $ P , y /$ &(x, y), is a
'-homomorphism, and for any y % N the map d#(y) : M $ P , x /$ &(x, y)
is a '-homomorphism as well. We denote by Bilin$(M, N ; P ) the set of all
'-bilinear maps M - N $ P .

5.3.4. Notice that Bilin$(M, N ; P ) ! Hom(M - N, P ) (= P M"N , and the
latter set is canonically isomorphic to Hom(M, Hom(N, P )), and this iso-
morphism is clearly '-linear (i.e. a '-homomorphism). We see that this
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bijection transforms a & % Hom(M -N, P ) into s# % Hom(M, Hom(N, P )).
Now the first condition in the definition of bilinearity actually requires s# %
Hom(M, Hom$(N, P )) ! Hom(M, Hom(N, P )); on the other hand, we have a
canonical '-structure on Hom(N, P ) (= P N , and the second condition for the
bilinearity of & is easily seen to be equivalent to s# % Hom$(M, Hom(N, P )).
Now we know that Hom$(N, P ) is a '-submodule of Hom(N, P ), so we
get Bilin$(M, N ; P ) (= Hom(M, Hom$(N, P )) # Hom$(M, Hom(N, P )) =
Hom$(M,Hom$(N, P )), as expected.

The latter set admits a canonical '-structure, so we obtain a '-module
Bilin$(M, N ; P ), canonically isomorphic to Hom$(M,Hom$(N, P )). This
'-structure is actually induced by that of P M"N (= Hom(M - N, P ) 3
Bilin$(M, N ; P ).

5.3.5. (Tensor products.) We have just proved that Hom$(N, P ) represents
Bilin$(+, N ; P ); what about the representability of Bilin$(M, N ;+)?

Proposition. For any '-modules M and N the functor Bilin$(M, N ;+) is
representable by a '-module M&$N , called the tensor product of M and N ,
and a '-bilinear map & : M - N $ M & N .

Proof. We construct M &$ N in the usual way. Consider first the free
'-module L := '(M - N); let’s denote its basis elements {(x, y)}, x % M ,
y % N , simply by {x, y}. Now consider the set of relations E ! L-L, given
by the union of the following two families of relations:

t
"
{x1, y}, . . . , {xn, y}

#
@ {t(x1, . . . , xn), y}

for any t % '(n), x1, . . . , xn % M and y % N ; (5.3.5.1)

t
"
{x, y1}, . . . , {x, yn}

#
@ {x, t(y1, . . . , yn)}

for any t % '(n), x % M , and y1, . . . , yn % N . (5.3.5.2)

We consider the compatible equivalence relation @ on L, generated by this
set of relations, and put M&$N := L/@. We have a canonical map M-N $
'(M -N) = L $ M &$ N , and its bilinearity and universal property follow
immediately from the construction.

5.3.6. (Multilinear maps and closed ACU &-structure.) Of course, we can
define '-multilinear maps M1- · · ·-Mn $ N in a similar fashion, by requir-
ing them to become '-linear (i.e. '-homomorphisms) after we fix arbitrary
values for all arguments but one. The set of multilinear maps from the prod-
uct of fixed '-modules Mi into a variable '-module N is easily seen to be
representable by a multiple tensor product M1 &$ M2 &$ · · ·&$ Mn.
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Clearly, (M1 &$ M2)&$ M3
(= M1 &$ M2 &$ M3

(= M1 &$ (M2 &$ M3), so
we get associativity isomorphisms for this tensor product on '-Mod, easily
seen to fit into the pentagon diagram, since all vertices of such a diagram are
canonically isomorphic to a quadruple tensor product. We have a canonical
bijection Bilin$(M1, M2; N)

,$ Bilin$(M2, M1; N), hence canonical isomor-
phisms M1 &$ M2

(= M2 &$ M1, fitting into the hexagon diagram.
We have inner Hom’s as well: Hom$(M &$ N, P ) (= Bilin$(M, N ; P ) (=

Hom$(M,Hom$(N, P )). The free '-module |'| = '(1) is easily seen to be
the unit for this tensor product: indeed, Hom$('(1), P ) (= HomSets(1, P ) (=
P , and this bijection is easily seen to preserve the '-structures, so we have
Hom$('(1), P ) (= P in '-Mod, and Hom$(M &$ '(1), P ) (= Hom$(M,
Hom$('(1), P )) (= Hom$(M, P ) functorially in P , hence M &$ '(1) (= M
by Yoneda.

We have shown that '-Mod admits a closed ACU &-structure. When
' is given by a classical ring |'|, this structure coincides with that given
by classical multilinear algebra. Notice for this that it is su"cient to check
bilinearity for a set of generators of ', e.g. 0 % '(0), [+] % '(2) and |'|;
this shows equivalence of our definition of bilinearity with the classical one,
and isomorphicity of our tensor products and inner Homs to their classical
counterparts follows. On the other hand, for ' = Z! our new definitions
are compatible with those given in 2.6.1 and 2.6.3 for Z!-Lat, and in 2.10

and 2.10.1 for Z!-Fl.Mod, both full subcategories of Z!-Mod. This gives a
motivation for defining tensor product in '-Mod the way we have just done
it.

5.3.7. (Basic properties of tensor products.) We have some simple proper-
ties of our tensor product and inner Hom on '-Mod; most of them follow
formally from the fact that '-Mod is a closed ACU &-category, with arbi-
trary inductive and projective limits. For example, M &$ N commutes with
arbitrary inductive limits in each variable (since it is commutative and has
a right adjoint Hom$), and Hom$(N, P ) commutes with inductive limits
in N and projective limits in P . We also have '(S) &$ M (= M (S) for any
set S and any '-module M , where M (S) denotes the sum of S copies of M
(apply Hom$(+, N) to both sides), hence also M (S) &$ N (= (M &$ N)(S)

(associativity), M (S) &$ N (T ) (= (M &$ N)(S"T ), '(S)&$ '(T ) (= '(S - T ),
and in particular '(m) &$ '(n) (= '(mn). Using adjointness between &$

and Hom$, we get Hom$(N (S), P T ) (= Hom$(N, P )S"T ; in particular,
Hom$('(n), P ) (= P n.

Another easy consequence is that Bilin$('(m), '(n); P ) (= P mn, and in
particular Bilin$('(m), '(n); |'|) (= |'|mn, i.e. bilinear forms are given by
m - n-matrices (understood in the classical sense) with entries in |'|.
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5.3.8. (Algebras in '-Mod.) Since '-Mod is an ACU &-category, we can con-
sider algebras inside this category, thus obtaining the category Alg('-Mod)
of algebras in '-Mod, and its full subcategory CommAlg('-Mod), consisting
of commutative algebras. Moreover, once we have an algebra A in '-Mod,
we have the category of (left) A-modules ('-Mod)A (cf. 3.1.6 and 3.1.10).
For example, when ' = Z!, we recover the Z!-algebras and modules over
them, defined in 2.11. On the other hand, if ' corresponds to a classical
ring |'|, we recover the classical notion of a |'|-algebra and of a module over
such an algebra.

We are going to show the following: The category of algebras in '-Mod
is equivalent to the category of unary '-algebras (cf. 5.1.9 and 5.1.15),
and similarly for commutative algebras. Moreover, if a unary '-algebra
A corresponds to an algebra |A| inside '-Mod under this equivalence, then
('-Mod)|A| is canonically equivalent (even isomorphic) to A-Mod, and this
equivalence is compatible with the underlying set functors.

Therefore, all Z!-algebras constructed before can be re-interpreted in
terms of unary Z!-algebras, i.e. in terms of some algebraic monads.

5.3.9. Let’s fix an algebra A in '-Mod. By definition, this means that we
are given µ : A &$ A $ A and & : |'| $ A, satisfying the usual axioms. On
the other hand, such '-homomorphisms µ are in one-to-one correspondence
with '-bilinear maps µ̃ : A - A $ A, and & : |'| $ A corresponds to an
element &̃ % A. We see that the algebra axioms can be now reformulated
by requiring A to be both a '-module and a monoid (commutative, if we
want A to be a commutative algebra), such that the monoid multiplication
A - A $ A is '-bilinear. Similarly, an A-module M is just a '-module M
with a '-bilinear monoid action A - M $ M .

For example, if ' = Z we recover classical rings and modules over them,
and if ' = F" we recover monoids and sets with monoid actions.

5.3.10. (Some functors.) Now we construct some functors. First of all, we
have a forgetful functor +# : ('-Mod)A $ '-Mod, (M,') /$ M . It admits
a left adjoint +#, given by N /$ (A &$ N, µA & idN) (this is true in any
AU &-category, cf. 3.1.14). Moreover, existence of inner Homs allows us
to construct a right adjoint +! to +#: we put +!N := Hom$(A, N) for any
N % Ob '-Mod, and define '$!N : A &$ Hom$(A, N) $ Hom$(A, N) by

requiring its adjoint ',
$!N : A&$ A&$Hom$(A, N) $ N to be the composite

map of µA&idHom(A,N) and the evaluation map ev : A&$Hom$(A, N) $ N .
In other words, an element a % A acts on Hom$(A, N) by pre-composing
maps A $ N with the right multiplication Ra : A $ A. This shows that
we’ve got a '-bilinear monoid action of A on +!N , i.e. an A-module structure.
Verification of HomA(M, +!N) (= Hom$(+#M, N) can be done now essentially
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in the usual way; let us remark that +#+!N = Hom$(A, N) $ N is given
by the evaluation at the identity of A, and M $ +!+#M = Hom$(A, M) is
equal to '̄-, where '̄ : M &$ A

,$ A &$ M
!$ M is the A-action on M with

permuted arguments.
Notice that arbitrary inductive and projective limits exist in ('-Mod)A

and are essentially computed in '-Mod, scalar restriction +# commutes with
all these limits (and in particular it is exact), +# commutes with inductive
limits, and +! with projective limits.

5.3.11. (Forgetful functor and construction of an algebraic monad.) Now
we can compose +# : ('-Mod)A $ '-Mod with the forgetful functor $$ :
'-Mod $ Sets; thus $A := $$1+# : ('-Mod)A $ Sets is the “underlying set”
functor, and it admits a left adjoint LA = +# 1 L&, hence it defines a monad
# = 'A := $ALA over Sets, and a comparison functor ('-Mod)A $ #-Mod.

We want to show that this functor is an equivalence (even an isomor-
phism) of categories, and that 'A is an algebraic monad (cf. 4.1.1). The
last statement is evident, since 'A = $$+#+#L&, and all functors involved
commute with filtered inductive limits (a priori this is not clear only for +#,
but we have just seen that it admits a right adjoint +!). Notice that this
expression actually implies 'A(S) = $$(A &$ '(S)) (= $$(A(S)), where A(S)

denotes the direct sum in '-Mod of S copies of A. In particular, |'A| = A
as a set.

5.3.12. (Monadicity of $A.) So we are reduced to showing the monadicity
of $A. Consider for this the following unary '-algebra %: % is generated as a
non-commutative '-algebra by unary generators [a], a % A, subject to unary
relations [e] = e, where e % A is the unity of A, [a][a$] = [aa$] for any a,
a$ % A, and

=
t(a1, . . . , an)

>
= t

"
[a1], . . . , [an]

#
for any t % '(n), ai % A.

We see that a %-module structure % $ END(X) on a set X is the same
thing as a '-module structure on X, plus a family of unary operations aX :
X $ X, one for each a % A, commuting with all operations from ', i.e. all
aX have to be '-linear, and such that (aa$)X = aX 1a$X , i.e. we get a monoid
action A-X $ X, linear in the second argument, and the remaining family
of relations expresses its linearity with respect to the first argument.

Therefore, a %-module structure is exactly a '-module structure plus an
A-module structure, i.e. %-Mod is canonically equivalent (and even isomor-
phic) to ('-Mod)A, and this equivalence is compatible with the forgetful
functors to Sets, hence % has to coincide with the monad 'A constructed
before, and we have thus shown ('-Mod)A $ 'A-Mod to be an isomorphism
of categories.

Moreover, by construction we have a '-algebra structure on 'A = %, i.e.
a central homomorphism + : ' $ 'A, and +# obviously coincides with the
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functor +# : ('-Mod)A $ '-Mod considered before, so the left adjoints +#

also coincide. We have also proved that 'A is unary over ', and that +#
admits a right adjoint +!. Another consequence: |'A| = A.

5.3.13. (Unary envelopes of '-algebras.) Let # be an arbitrary '-algebra.
Then |#| is a #-module, hence it has a natural '-module structure as well by
scalar restriction. On the other hand, |#| has a monoid structure, given by
the composition of unary operations of #, and we see that the multiplication
|#| - |#| $ |#| is '-bilinear: '-linearity in the first argument is evident,
while '-linearity in the second argument uses commutativity of all operations
from the image of ' with the unary operations of #, a consequence of the
centrality of ' $ #. Therefore, any such # defines an algebra |#| in '-Mod,
commutative for a commutative #.

Conversely, we have just seen that any algebra A in '-Mod defines a
'-algebra 'A, such that 'A-Mod (= ('-Mod)A, so we have a functor in
the opposite direction. We claim that A /$ 'A is a left adjoint to # /$ |#|.
Indeed, this follows immediately from the description of 'A as the '-algebra,
generated by unary operations [a], a % A, subject to certain unary relations,
cf. 5.3.12.

We also know that |'A| (= A, i.e. the functor A $ 'A is fully faithful. We
know that all '-algebras in its essential image are unary. Now we claim that
all unary algebras lie in the essential image of A /$ 'A, hence the category
of unary '-algebras is equivalent to the category of algebras in '-Mod, as
announced in 5.3.8. Indeed, we have to show that the homomorphism of
'-algebras + : '|!| $ # is an isomorphism for a unary #; this follows from
the fact that if a homomorphism of unary '-algebras + : #$ $ # induces
an isomorphism between their sets of unary operations, then + is itself an
isomorphism.

For a general '-algebra # the homomorphism '|!| $ # is not an iso-
morphism; we usually denote '|!| simply by |#| and say that it is the unary
envelope of #, since it has a universal property with respect to homomor-
phisms from unary '-algebras into #.

5.3.14. (Properties.) Notice that A /$ 'A commutes with arbitrary in-
ductive limits, and # /$ |#| commutes with arbitrary projective and filtered
inductive limits. However, the first functor does not commute in general with
projective limits, e.g. products: all we can say is that 'A"B is the unary en-
velope of 'A-'B . For example, for ' = Z!, and A = B = |Z!|, we see that
Z!-Z! computed in the category of unary Z!-algebras (cf. 2.13.11) di!ers
from the same product computed in the category of all Z!-algebras. This
explains why we’ve got Spec Z!-Z! 2= Spec Z!=Spec Z! in 2.13.11: this
equality would be true if we had computed Z! - Z! in the larger category.
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This also explains why unary Z!-algebras are insu"cient for our purpose,
so we need to enlarge our category.

Proposition 5.3.15 Let # be a '-algebra, given by a central homomor-
phism + : ' $ #. The following conditions are equivalent:

a) # is a unary '-algebra;

b) # is isomorphic to 'A for some algebra A in '-Mod;

c) Scalar restriction +# : #-Mod $ '-Mod admits a right adjoint +!;

d) +# commutes with finite direct sums;

d$) +# commutes with finite direct sums of free #-modules of finite rank.

Proof. We have already proved a) A b), b) : c) has been shown in 5.3.10,
and c) : d) : d$) is trivial. Let’s show d$) : b). Put A := |#|, and consider
the canonical homomorphism 'A $ #. Now 'A(n) can be identified with
A(n), i.e. (+##(1))(n), and #(n) with +#(#(1)(n)). Then 'A(n) $ #(n) is
identified with the canonical morphism (+##(1))(n) $ +#(#(1)(n)), and d$)
implies that all these maps are bijective, hence 'A

(= #, q.e.d.

5.3.16. (Base change and tensor product.) Let + : ' $ '$ be a ho-
momorphism of generalized rings. We claim that the base change functor
+# : '-Mod $ '$-Mod is a &-functor, i.e. we have canonical isomorphisms
+#(M &$ N)

,$ +#M &$! +#N for all '-modules M and N .
First of all, for any three '$-modules M $, N $, P $ we have a natural map

Bilin$!(M $, N $; P $) $ Bilin$(+#M $, +#N $; +#P $), given by considering any '$-
bilinear map M $ - N $ $ P $ as a '-bilinear map with respect to '-module
structures defined by scalar restriction. Put M $ := +#M , N $ := +#N ; then
Bilin$!(+#M, +#N ; P $) $ Bilin$(+#+#M, +#+#N ; +#P $) $ Bilin$(M, N ; +#P $),
where the second arrow is defined with the aid of canonical homomorphisms
M $ +#+#M and N $ +#+#N .

Using the universal property of tensor products we get natural maps
Hom$!(+#M &$! +#N, P $) (= Bilin$!(+#M, +#N ; P $) $ Bilin$(M, N ; +#P $) (=
Hom$(M &$ N, +#P $) (= Hom$!(+#(M &$ N), P $); by Yoneda the composite
arrow is induced by a canonical '$-homomorphism +#(M &$ N) $ +#M &$!

+#N . We want to show that it is an isomorphism, i.e. that for all M , N and
P $ the map Bilin$!(+#M, +#N ; P $) $ Bilin$(M, N ; +#P $) is a bijection.

Notice that the source of this map Bilin$!(+#M, +#N ; P $) is isomorphic
to Hom$!(+#M,Hom$!(+#N, P $)) (= Hom$(M, +# Hom$!(+#N, P $)), and the
target is isomorphic to Hom$(M,Hom$(N, +#P $)); by Yoneda our map is
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induced by some '-homomorphism +# Hom$!(+#N, P $) $ Hom$(N, +#P $),
and all we have to do is to check that it is an isomorphism. Now this is trivial:
taking global sections, i.e. looking at underlying sets, we get the adjointness
map Hom$!(+#N, P $) $ Hom$(N, +#P $), which is of course bijective.

One can construct in a similar way canonical homomorphisms, relating +#

with multiple tensor products; expressing multiple tensor products in terms
of repeated binary tensor products we see that these homomorphisms are
in fact isomorphisms, and their existence implies the compatibility of our
isomorphisms +#(M &$ N)

,$ +#M &$! +#N with the associativity and com-
mutativity constraints, hence +# is a &-functor.

5.3.17. (Base change for unary algebras.) An immediate consequence is that
+#A is an algebra in '$-Mod for any algebra A in '-Mod. Conversely, if A$ is
an algebra in '$-Mod, then +#A$ admits a canonical algebra structure: this
can be either seen directly from the description of algebras as monoids with
bilinear multiplication, or deduced from the existence of canonical homomor-
phisms +#M $ &$ +#N $ $ +#(M $ &$! N $).

We want to show that this base change is compatible with the general base
change for '-algebras, i.e. that '$

$$A is canonically isomorphic to '$ &$ 'A;
this would allow us to denote 'A by A and still be able to use notations like
'$&$ A or A($!) without ambiguity. To prove this statement we observe that
# := 'A is a unary '-algebra, hence #$ := '$ &$ # is a unary '$-algebra,
hence it is given by some algebra A$ in '$-Mod, namely, A$ := |#$|; all we have
to show is A$ (= +#A. This follows from the “base change theorem” (cf. 5.4.2

below), applied to #-module |#|: we see that doing base change to #$ and
then restricting scalars to '$ yields the same result as first restricting scalars
to ', and then applying base change +#; now the first path yields A$ = |#$|,
and the second — +#|#| = +#A.

5.3.18. (Tensor algebras.) Given any '-module M , we can construct its
tensor algebra T$(M). We construct T$(M) = T (M) first as an algebra
in '-Mod, by putting T n(M) := M*n (tensor powers of M) and T (M) :=,

n'0 T n(M), and defining the multiplication T (M)&$ T (M) $ T (M) with
the aid of canonical maps T n(M) &$ Tm(M) $ T n+m(M), using the fact
that tensor products commute with infinite direct sums. One shows in the
usual fashion that M $ T$(M) is universal among all '-homomorphisms
from M into algebras in '-Mod.

We denote the unary '-algebra, defined by T$(M), by the same expression
T$(M). Using the existence of unary envelopes one shows that T$(M) is
universal among '-homomorphisms M $ |#|, with # a variable '-algebra.

Finally, if + : ' $ '$ is a homomorphism of generalized rings, we have a
canonical isomorphism T$!(+#M) (= '$ &$ T$(M), obtained for example by
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comparing the universal properties of the two sides.

5.3.19. (Symmetric algebras.) Notice that the symmetric group Sn acts
on T n(M) by permuting the components. We can define the symmetric
powers of M by putting Sn

$(M) := T n
$(M)/Sn, i.e. we take the largest

strict quotient of T n(M), on which Sn acts trivially (in other words, the
kernel of T n(M) $ Sn(M) is the compatible equivalence relation, gener-
ated by equations "(t) @ t, t % T n(M), " % Sn). These symmetric pow-
ers parametrize the spaces of symmetric multilinear maps Mn $ P , i.e.
Polylin$(Mn; P )Sn (= Hom$(S$(M), P ).

Now we can define canonical maps Sn(M)&Sm(M) $ Sn+m(M), induced
by corresponding maps for tensor powers by passage to strict quotients, and
construct the symmetric algebra Sn

$(M) :=
,

n'0 Sn
$(M), considered both as

a commutative algebra inside '-Mod, and as a commutative unary '-algebra;
clearly, S$(M) is a strict quotient of the tensor algebra T$(M).

We see that S$(M) has a universal property with respect to '-homomor-
phisms M $ |#|, where # runs through commutative '-algebras. This uni-
versal property implies stability of the construction under any base change + :
' $ '$. In particular, Sn

$!(+#M) (= +#(Sn
$(M)).

5.3.20. (Monoid and group algebras.) For any monoid G we can construct
the corresponding monoid algebra '[G] (called a group algebra if G is a
group), as follows. We construct first the corresponding algebra in '-Mod by
defining a multiplication on the free module '(G) =

,
g&G '{g} in the usual

fashion, and then consider the corresponding unary '-algebra. It clearly has
a universal property with respect to monoid homomorphisms G $ |#|, for
variable '-algebra # (again, for a unitary # this is shown in the classical way,
and in general case we replace # by its unary envelope). This gives another
description of '[G], namely, '[G] = '{[g], g % G | [e] = e, [gh] = [g][h]}, and
shows the compatibility with base change: '$&$ '[G] (= '$[G]. Clearly, '[G]
is commutative for a commutative G; considering homomorphisms '[G] $
END(X), we see that '[G]-modules are exactly '-modules, equipped with a
'-linear action of G.

5.3.21. (Unary algebras over F".) Recall that F"-Mod is just the category of
sets, with direct sums (i.e. coproducts) given by disjoint unions, and tensor
products equal to direct products (since any map M - N $ P is bilinear).
This means that unary F"-algebras, i.e. algebras in F"-Mod (= Sets, are
nothing else than monoids G (commutative algebras corresponding to com-
mutative monoids). Clearly, in this case the unary F"-algebra defined by G
coincides with the monoid algebra F"[G], i.e. all unary algebras over F" are
monoid algebras. Of course, for any ' we have '[G] = '&F" F"[G] = '&G.
For example, we have (F"[G])(n) =

.
i&n G = G - n, with (g, i) % G - n
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corresponding to g{i}. Computing base change to ', we obtain ('[G])(n) (=
'(G - n).

5.3.22. (Unary polynomial algebras.) We can use the above results to de-

scribe the unary polynomial algebras # = '[(T [1]
i )i&I ]. Indeed, an inspection

of universal properties shows that it is isomorphic both to the symmetric
algebra of the free '-module '(I), hence it admits a natural grading, and

to the monoid algebra '[Z(I)
'0] of the free commutative monoid Z(I)

'0, gener-

ated by I. For example, the set of unary operations of F"[T [1]
1 , . . . , T [1]

n ] is
canonically isomorphic to Zn

'0, i.e. it is the set of monomials in the Ti; the
set of m-ary operations is given by the product Zn

'0 - m, i.e. it consists of

all expressions T k1
1 · · ·T kn

n {i}, kj 0 0, 1 * i * m.
Notice that the grading on the polynomial algebra, coming from its sym-

metric algebra description, defines an increasing filtration, so it makes sense
to speak about the degree of a polynomial with respect to all or to some
group of variables. However, in general we cannot extract from a polynomial
its leading term, or any other coe"cient, except the free term.

This isomorphism between polynomial algebras and symmetric algebras
of free modules shows that symmetric powers of free modules are free, and (in
the finite-dimensional case) of correct rank: Sk

$('(n)) is free of rank
"

n+k+1
k

#
.

5.3.23. (Unary polynomial algebras in non-commuting variables.) Similarly,
we see by comparing the universal properties that the free algebra '{S},
when all free generators from S are supposed to be unary, is canonically
isomorphic to the monoid algebra of W (S) (the free monoid over S, i.e. the
set of monomials in non-commuting variables from S) over '. We deduce
('{S})(n) (= '(W (S) - n), and in particular |'{S}| (= '(W (S)).

5.3.24. (Commutativity and algebraic bimodules.) Finally, let us mention an
application of commutativity to the category of algebraic (', ')-bimodules.
Namely, we have seen in 4.7.11 that any such bimodule M is given by a
functor M̃ : N$ $ '-Mod, where N$ is the category of standard free '-
modules '(n) of finite rank. Therefore, for any n, m 0 0 we have a map
of sets Hom$('(n), '(m)) $ Hom$(M̃(n), M̃(n)). When ' is commutative,
we obtain '-structures on these two sets, so it makes sense to consider the
case when all these maps of sets are '-linear. When M̃ has this property, we
say that M or M̃ is a central algebraic bimodule. This definition generalizes
to the categories of algebraic (#, %)-bimodules, with # and % two '-algebras;
then we speak about '-central algebraic bimodules. Of course, these notions
admit some matrix descriptions as well.

5.3.25. (Comparison to [ShaiHaran].) Since '(n) &$ '(m) (= '(nm) and
'(n) . '(m) (= '(n + m) for any generalized ring ', and we have defined
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the matrix sets M(n, m; ') by M(n, m; ') := '(n)m (= Hom$('(m), '(n)),
functors . and & induce maps . : M(n, m; ') - M(n$, m$; ') $ M(n +
n$, m + m$; ') and & : M(n, m; ') - M(n$, m$; ') $ M(nn$, mm$; '). We
have the composition maps 1 : M(n, m; ') - M(m, k; ') $ M(n, k; ') as
well, and when ' is a (commutative) F1-algebra, we have also some maps
M(n, m; F1) $ M(n, m; ').

This collection of data, consisting of the sets M(n, m; '), the 1, & and
.-operations between them, and the maps M(n, m; F1) $ M(n, m; '), is
easily checked to satisfy all the conditions for an “F-algebra” of [ShaiHaran]
(up to a minor point — Shai Haran requires all M(n, m; F1) $ M(n, m; ')
to be injective; this excludes the trivial monad 1 and 1+ ! 1), and our
(commutative) F±1-algebras define “F±-algebras” in the sense of loc. cit.
Notice that the approach of Shai Haran is more general, since it never re-
quires M(n, m; ') (= M(n, 1; ')m; actually, our category of commutative
F1-algebras (almost) corresponds to the category of “F-algebras”, satisfying
this additional condition.

Shai Haran’s approach has the obvious advantage of being more gen-
eral and more symmetric (one can “transpose” all matrices and define 't by
M(n, m; 't) := M(m, n; ') for any F-algebra '). However, there are con-
siderable disadvantages of such a generality as well: his approach is more
categorial, while our approach is more algebraic and has a direct connection
to algebraic systems. This enables us to construct free objects, and compute
inductive limits (both in the categories of algebras and modules) quite ex-
plicitly, and transfer more statements from the classical case. At the same
time our approach seems su"ciently general, at least for the present mo-
ment, to deal with objects arising from arithmetics and Arakelov geometry
(e.g. the compactification of SpecZ). That’s why we prefer not to replace
our approach by the more general one.

5.4. (Flatness and unarity.) The notions of unarity and of flatness (defined
below) seem to be in some sense “orthogonal”, like properness and smooth-
ness of morphisms with respect to étale cohomology.

Definition 5.4.1 A homomorphism of generalized rings + : # $ % is flat
(resp. faithfully flat), if the corresponding base change functor +# : #-Mod $
%-Mod is (left) exact (resp. left exact and faithful). A '-algebra # is said
to be flat (resp. faithfully flat) if the corresponding central homomorphism
' $ # has this property.

Clearly, + is faithfully flat i! it is flat, and +# is conservative. If + is
already known to be flat, the latter condition is equivalent to +#N 2= +#M
for any submodule N 2= M of any #-module M .
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We have the usual properties. For example, in the situation # $ #$ $
#$$, we have transitivity of flatness and of faithful flatness, and if #$$ is flat
(resp. faithfully flat) over # and faithfully flat over #$, then #$ is also flat
(resp. faithfully flat) over #. Stability of flatness under base change, at least
for algebras over a generalized ring, follows from the following statement:

Theorem 5.4.2 (“Base change theorem”) Let " : ' $ '$ be a homomor-
phism of generalized rings, # be a '-algebra, given by a central homomor-
phism + : ' $ #. Put #$ := '$ &$ #, and denote by +$ : '$ $ #$ and
4 : # $ #$ the canonical homomorphisms, so as to obtain a cocartesian
square:

#$ '$$!..

#

5

++

'
$..

.

++ (5.4.2.1)

Then we have a canonical natural transformation ! : "#+# $ +$#4
# of functors

#-Mod $ '$-Mod. When either a) + is unary, or b) " is flat, this natural
transformation ! : "#+# $ +$#4

# is an isomorphism.

Proof. First of all, let us construct ! : "#+# $ +$#4
#. By adjointness it is

su"cient to construct !- : +# $ "#+$#4
# = +#4#4 #, and to do this we just

apply +# to the adjointness natural transformation Id $ 4#4 #.
We want to prove that ! is an isomorphism under some conditions. Let us

fix some presentation # = '{S|E}; in case a) we choose a unary presentation,
i.e. S ! |#| and E ! |'{S}|2. Now let’s take some #-module M and put
M̄ := +#M ; we have some additional structure on this '-module M̄ , namely,
for each s % S we have a '-linear map sM : M̄ r(s) $ M̄ ('-linearity follows
from the centrality of ' $ #), and appropriate composites of these maps
satisfy the relations from E. Moreover, the category of #-modules is in fact
equivalent to the category of '-modules, equipped with these additional '-
linear maps, and since #$ = '$&$# = '${S|E}, we have a similar description
of #$-modules in terms of '$-modules with some extra '$-linear maps.

We construct this additional structure on the '$-module "#M̄ by putting
s.$M := "#(sM) % Hom$!("#(M̄ r(s)), "#M̄). Notice that in case a) we have
r(s) = 1, and in case b) "# commutes with finite products, so in both cases
we have "#(M̄ r(s)) (= ("#M̄)r(s), hence s.$M acts from "#M̄ r(s) to "#M̄ as
required.

We claim that these '$-homomorphisms s.$M satisfy all the relations
from E, thus defining a #$-module structure on "#M̄ ; resulting #$-module
will be provisionally denoted by 4 ?M . Indeed, this is clear in case b), since
all relations from E equate some morphisms between products of several
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copies of a '- or a '$-module, and "# commutes with such products, " being
flat, hence the validity of E for s.$M = "#(sM) follows from the validity
of E for sM ; one might also say that we have a homomorphism of '-algebras
END$(M̄) $ END$!("#M̄). In case a) we have only unary relations, i.e.
E ! |'{S}|2, and according to 5.3.23 any element of |'{S}| can be written
in form t(u1, . . . , um), for some t % '(m), m 0 0, and ui % W (S). Let us
denote by s the image in |#| of such an element. All we have to show is that
s = t(u1, . . . , un) in # implies similar relation between s.$M and uj,.$M . Now
"# : End$(M̄) $ End$!("#M̄) is clearly a monoid homomorphism, so we can
assume that S is closed under multiplication (in |#|), and that all uj % S. We
know that sM = t(u1,M , . . . , um,M) in End$(M̄); now our statement follows
from the '-linearity of End$(M̄) $ Hom$(M̄, "#"#M̄) (= "#End$!("#M̄),
already shown in 5.3.16.

Now let’s show that 4 ?M has the universal property required from 4 #M .
Indeed, giving a #-homomorphism f : M $ 4#N is equivalent to giving
a '-homomorphism f̄ : M̄ $ "#N̄ , where N̄ := +$#N , such that for all
generators s % S the following diagram commutes:

M̄ r(s)
f̄r(s)

""

sM

!!

"#N̄ r(s)

.$(sN )
!!

M̄
f̄ "" "#N̄

(5.4.2.2)

Using adjointness between "# and "#, and the fact that either r(s) = 1 or " is
flat, we see that the commutativity of the above diagrams for f̄ is equivalent
to the commutativity of similar diagrams for f̄ , : "#M̄ $ N̄ :

"#M̄ r(s)
(f̄#)r(s)

""

.$(sM )
!!

N̄ r(s)

sN

!!

"#M̄
f̄#

"" N̄

(5.4.2.3)

On the other hand, giving such a '$-homomorphism f̄ , : "#M̄ $ N̄ is
equivalent to giving a #$-homomorphism f , : 4 ?M $ N , and we get the
required universal property for 4 ?M .

We see that 4 #M (= 4 ?M , hence +$#4
#M (= +$#4

?M = "#M̄ = "#+#M , i.e.
!M : "#+#M $ +$#4

#M is an isomorphism, q.e.d.

5.4.3. Notice that the conclusion of the theorem is not true without any
additional assumptions about " or +. Indeed, let’s take ' = F", # = '$ = Z;
then #$ = Z &F" Z (= Z by 5.1.22, and consider M := #(1) = Z. Then
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"#+#Z equals Z[Z], the monoid algebra over Z of the multiplicative monoid
of Z, i.e. the ring of Dirichlet polynomials

'
n&Z cn · n6. On the other hand,

both 4 and +$ are isomorphisms, hence +$#4
#Z = Z, and !Z : Z[Z] $ Z is the

map
'

n cnn6 /$
'

n ncn. Clearly, it is not an isomorphism. This example
also shows that Z is neither unary nor flat over F", F1 and F±1.

5.4.4. An important consequence is that if # is flat over ', then #$ = '$&$#
is flat over '$, i.e. flatness of algebras is stable under base change. Indeed, in
the notations of 5.4.2 we have +$#4

# (= "#+#; since +$#, +# and "# are left exact,
and +$# is in addition conservative, we see that 4 # is also left exact, hence 4
is flat. One shows similarly that if in addition "# is conservative, then the
same is true for 4 #, i.e. faithful flatness is also stable under base change.

Definition 5.4.5 We say that a '-module M is flat (resp. faithfully flat) if
the functor M &$ + : '-Mod $ '-Mod is (left) exact (resp. left exact and
faithful).

This definition is motivated by the following easy observation: a unary '-
algebra A is flat (resp. faithfully flat) i! |A| is flat (resp. faithfully flat) as
a '-module.

Clearly, |'| = '(1) is always faithfully flat, and if ' is a monad with zero,
then the zero module '(0) is flat. However, in general we cannot say that all
free '-modules are flat, since the direct sum of two monomorphisms is not
necessarily a monomorphism. Actually, flatness of free modules seems to be
deeply related to the existence of injectives in '-Mod.

5.4.6. (Projection formula.) Notice that the projection formula +#(M $ &$!

+#N) (= +#M &$ N , for M $ a '$-module, N a '-module, and + : ' $ '$

a homomorphism of generalized rings, in general does not hold unless + is
unary. Indeed, the validity of projection formula for M $ := '$(1), N :=
'(n) means +#'$(n) (= '$(1) &$ '(n) (= '$(1)2n, hence the unarity of +
by 5.3.15,d$). Conversely, if + is unary, we can prove the projection formula
first for N = '(1) (trivial), then for N = '(S) = '(1)(S) (using the fact
that +# commutes in this case with direct sums), and then for arbitrary N ,
writing it as a cokernel of two morphisms between free modules.

5.4.7. (Products of flat algebras.) We have seen that in general we don’t
have a lot of flat modules and algebras in '-Mod: all we can say is that '(1)
is flat, and that '(0) is flat when ' admits a zero. On the other hand, we can
construct more (non-unary) '-algebras: we know that ' is flat over itself,
and when ' is a monad with zero, the product #1 -#2 of two flat '-algebras
is itself a flat '-algebra. This follows immediately from the following fact:
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Theorem 5.4.8 If #1 and #2 are two algebraic monads with zero, then
(#1 - #2)-Mod is canonically equivalent to #1-Mod - #2-Mod.

Proof. Put # := #1 - #2; by definition #(n) = #1(n) - #2(n), so any
operation t % #(n) can be written in form (t(1), t(2)), with t(i) % #i(n). Now
we can construct a functor F : #1-Mod - #2-Mod $ #-Mod: given any
#1-module M1 and #2-module M2, we put F (M1, M2) := M1 - M2, with
the #-structure '(k) : #(k)- (M1-M2)k $ M1-M2 defined componentwise
by means of the maps #i(k) - Mk

i $ Mi.
Let’s construct a functor G in the opposite direction. Denote for this the

only constant of # by 0, so we have 0 = (0(1), 0(2)), where 0(i) is the zero
of #i. We also have e = (e(1), e(2)) for the identity of #, and we consider
the elements e1 and e2 in |#|, given by e1 = (e(1), 0(2)) and e2 = (0(1), e(2)).
Clearly, |#| = |#1|-|#2| as a monoid, hence e1 and e2 are central idempotents
in |#|, such that e1e2 = e2e1 = 0.

Now for an arbitrary #-module M we put Mi := eiM ! M . Clearly, Mi

is a #-submodule of M , ei being central in #; Mi consists of all elements x
of M , such that eix = x. We define a #i-action on Mi in the natural way
(t % #1(n) acts on M1 by means of [(t, 0(2))]M1

: Mn
1 $ M1), and put

G(M) := (M1, M2).
We have to construct some isomorphisms GF (M1, M2) (= (M1, M2) and

M
,$ FG(M), defining an adjunction between G and F . First of them

is obvious: we observe that e1(M1 - M2) = M1 - 0 (= M1, and sim-
ilarly for the second component of GF (M1, M2). The #-homomorphism
-M : M $ e1M-e2M is also easy to construct: put -M(z) := (e1z, e2z). One
checks immediately that these natural transformations do define an adjunc-
tion between G and F , and we have only to check that -M is an isomorphism.

Consider for this the element $ := ({1}(1)
2 , {2}(2)

2 ) % #(2). It is clearly
central in #, both its components being central, hence it defines a #-homo-
morphism $M : M - M $ M for any #-module M . Put M1 := e1M ,
M2 := e2M , and denote by $$M the composition of the embedding M1-M2 $
M - M with $M . We claim that $$M is an inverse for -M .

a) -M$$M = idM1"M2 . Let’s take x % M1, y % M2; then x = e1x,
y = e2y, and we want to show e1$(x, y) = x, e2$(x, y) = y. Clearly, it
su"ces to check e1$(e1{1}, {2}) = e1{1}; we check this componentwise:

(e1$(e1{1}, {2}))(1) = e
(1)
1 $(1)(e(1)

1 {1}, {2}) = e(1)e(1){1} = {1} = e
(1)
1 {1},

and (e1$(e1{1}, {2}))(2) = e
(2)
1 $(2)(e(2)

1 {1}, {2}) = 0(2){2} = 0(2) = e
(2)
1 {1}.

b) $$M-M = idM . We have to check that $(e1z, e2z) = z for any z % M ,
i.e. that $(e1, e2) = e in |#|. We check this componentwise: ($(e1, e2))(1) =

$(1)(e(1)
1 , e(1)

2 ) = e
(1)
1 = e(1), and similarly for the other component. So $$M

is indeed an inverse to -M , hence F and G are adjoint equivalences, q.e.d.
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5.4.9. One might try to generalize the above statement as follows. Suppose
"i : #i $ #0, i = 1, 2, are two strict epimorphisms. Put # := #1 -!0 #2,
and denote by +i the canonical projections # $ #i. Then +#1 and +#2 induce a
functor G from #-Mod into the category of triples (M1, M2,$), where Mi %
#i-Mod, and $ : "#1M1

,$ "#2M2 is a #0-isomorphism. One can construct a
functor F in the opposite direction by mapping a triple as above into the
subset M ! M1 - M2, consisting of all pairs (x, y) % M1 - M2, such that
$!1(x) = !2(y), where !i : Mi $ "i,#"#i Mi is the canonical map. It is easy to
check that M is indeed a #-module (with the action of # ! #1 - #2 defined
componentwise), and that G and F are adjoint. It seems plausible that they
are always equivalences; in this case we might be able to prove that '-flatness
of #0, #1 and #2 implies that of #.

In any case similar considerations explain why in 5.4.8 we need to suppose
that #1 and #2 admit some constants, i.e. that both #i $ 1 are surjective.
Without this assumption the theorem is false, as illustrated by the case #1 =
#2 = 1+ ! 1: then (", 1) and (1, ") are not isomorphic in #1-Mod-#2-Mod,
but their images under G are both equal to ", hence isomorphic.

5.4.10. (Flatness of algebraic bimodules.) Recall that any algebraic (', ')-
bimodule M induces a functor M̃ = M&$+ : '-Mod $ '-Mod (cf. 4.7.15),
such that M &$ '(n) (= M(n). It is natural to say that M is flat if this
functor M &$ + is exact. One defines similarly flatness for algebraic (#, ')-
bimodules: in this case we require exactness of a functor '-Mod $ #-Mod.
Clearly, a '-algebra # is flat i! it is flat as a (#, ')-bimodule.

5.5. (Alternating monads and exterior powers.) Now we would like to study
some simple property (called alternativity) of generalized rings that enables
us to construct a reasonable theory of exterior powers and determinants.

To do this we fix some commutative F±1-algebra K; if we need another
such algebra, we denote it by K $. Since F±1 = F"[0[0],+[1] |+2 = e], we see
that this is equivalent to fixing a generalized ring K with zero 0 and a unary
operation +, such that +(+e) = e.

5.5.1. (Bilinear forms and matrices.) Let ' be a generalized ring. We know
that '-bilinear maps & : '(m)-'(n) $ X are in one-to-one correspondence
with collections (&ij) of elements of X, indexed by (i, j) % m - n, since
Bilin$('(m), '(n); X) (= Hom$('(m) &$ '(n), X) (= Hom$('(mn), X) (=
Xmn = Xm"n. Clearly, this correspondence is given by evaluating & on base
elements: &ij = &({i}, {j}). Therefore, such bilinear maps are parametrized
in the usual manner by (classical) m - n-matrices with entries in X.

Given any elements t % '(m) and t$ % '(n), we can construct a new
element t & t$ % '(m) &$ '(n) (= '(m - n). For any '-module X the map
[t & t$]X : Xm"n $ X is computed in the same way as in 5.1.1, first applying
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t$ to the rows of a matrix (xij), and then t to the elements of X thus obtained,
or the other way around: [t & t$]((xij)) = [t$ & t]((xji)). Clearly, if a bilinear
map & is given by a matrix (&ij) as above, [t & t$]X((&ij)) = &(t, t$)

Definition 5.5.2 Let K be a commutative F±1-algebra.

a) A K-bilinear map & : M - M $ X is skew-symmetric if &(x, y) =
+&(y, x) for any x, y % M .

b) A K-bilinear map & : M - M $ X is alternating if it is skew-
symmetric, and &(x, x) = 0 for any x % M .

c) A K-bilinear map & : K(n) - K(n) $ X is said to be pseudo-
alternating if it is given by an alternating matrix (&ij)1)i,j)n, &ij :=
&({i}, {j}), i.e. if &ii = 0 and &ij = +&ji for all 1 * i, j * n.

5.5.3. Clearly, any alternating K-bilinear map & : K(n) - K(n) $ X is
pseudo-alternating; the converse is in general not true. However, it is easy
to see that any pseudo-alternating map is skew-symmetric: indeed, we have
&(t, t$) = [t& t$]((&ij)) = [t$& t]((&ji)) = [t$& t]((+&ij)) = +[t$& t]((&ij)) =
+&(t$, t) (notice the way we used here the commutativity of t, t$ and +
between themselves). We see that a skew-symmetric map & : K(n)-K(n) $
X is pseudo-alternating i! &({i}, {i}) = 0 for all 1 * i * n.

Observe that there is a universal pseudo-alternating map & : K(n) -
K(n) $ X for a fixed n and variable X. To obtain it we put X :=
K(n(n + 1)/2), order the pairs (i, j) with 1 * i < j * n in some way
(e.g. lexicographically), and put &ij := {i, j} (the basis element correspond-
ing to (i, j)) if i < j, &ii := 0, and &ij := +{j, i} if i > j. We usually denote
this free K-module with this base by

A2
K K(n), and the universal pseudo-

alternating map by 8 : K(n) - K(n) $
A2

K K(n); we write x 8 y instead
of 8(x, y).

Definition 5.5.4 Let K be a commutative F±1-algebra.

a) A K-linear map f : K(m) $ K(n) is said to be alternating if for
any pseudo-alternating bilinear map & : K(n) - K(n) $ X (or just
for the universal pseudo-alternating bilinear map 8) the bilinear map
& 1 (f - f) : K(m) - K(m) $ X is also pseudo-alternating.

b) An operation t % K(n) is said to be alternating if the corresponding
map t : K(1) $ K(n) is alternating, i.e. if for any pseudo-alternating
map & : K(n) - K(n) $ X (or just for the universal one) we have
&(t, t) = 0, or equivalently, if for any alternating n - n-matrix (&ij)
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(or just for the universal one, given by &ij = +&ji = {i, j} for i < j,
&ii = 0) we have [t & t]((&ij)) = 0.

c) For any operation t % K(n) we denote by 8t the corresponding alter-
nativity relation for t, i.e. the relation of arity n(n+ 1)/2, obtained by
equating to zero the value of [t& t] on the universal alternating n- n-
matrix with entries in K(n(n + 1)/2). Clearly, 8t is fulfilled in K i! t
is alternating.

d) We say that a commutative F±1-algebra is alternating i! all its opera-
tions are alternating.

e) For any n 0 0 we denote by Kalt(n) the subset of K(n), consisting
of all alternating n-arity operations. We’ll see in a moment that this
collection of sets defines a submonad Kalt ! K, clearly the largest
alternating submonad of K.

f) We denote by Kalt or K/alt the quotient of K with respect to all alter-
nativity relations 8t, for all t % )K). This is the largest alternating
strict quotient of K.

5.5.5. Notice that if K $ is a submonad of K, and t % K $(n), then alterna-
tivity of t with respect to K is equivalent to its alternativity with respect
to K $, since both conditions require the same element 8t % K $(n(n+1)/2) !
K(n(n + 1)/2) to be equal to zero.

Let f : K(m) $ K(n) be a K-linear map. Since HomK(K(m), K(n)) (=
K(n)m, f is given by a collection (f1, . . . , fm) % K(n)m of n-ary operations.
Now let & : K(n) - K(n) $ X be pseudo-alternating, and put * := & 1
(f - f). Clearly, * is skew-symmetric, so it is pseudo-alternating i! all
*ii = &(f({i}), f({i})) = &(fi, fi) are equal to zero, hence f is alternating i!
all its components fi are alternating. It is evident that the composite of two
alternating maps, say, t : K(1) $ K(m) and (t1, . . . , tm) : K(m) $ K(n), is
alternating again; we deduce that [t]K(n)(t1, . . . , tm) is alternating whenever
t % K(m) and all ti % K(n) are alternating.

Hence Kalt ! K is closed under composition, and obviously contains all
projections {i}n; therefore, Kalt is indeed an algebraic submonad of K, and
Kalt(n) = K(n) for n * 1, all operations of arity * 1 being automatically
alternating. Therefore, our operations 0 % K(0) and + % K(1), such that
+2 = e, lie in Kalt, hence Kalt is a commutative F±1-algebra, clearly alter-
nating.

An immediate consequence is this: if S ! )K) generates K, then K is al-
ternating i! all operations from S are alternating. Since all unary operations
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are automatically alternating, we see that any pre-unary algebra over an al-
ternating F±1-algebra is itself alternating, and in particular any commutative
unary F±1-algebra is alternating.

5.5.6. (Alternativity and binary operations.) Clearly, all constants and
unary operations are alternating. Let’s consider the case of a binary op-
eration 5. We see that 85 is the unary relation (0 5 e) 5 (+e 5 0) = 0. For
an addition + this is equivalent to e + (+e) = 0, i.e. to + being a sym-
metry for +. Since any classical commutative ring is generated over F±1 by
its unary operations and its addition, we see that any classical commutative
ring is alternating.

5.5.7. (Exterior square of a module.) For any commutative F±1-algebra K
and any K-module M we can construct a universal alternating map 8 :
M - M $

A2
K M , simply by taking the strict quotient of M - M modulo

relations x& y @ +y & x and x& x @ 0. This K-module
A2

K M is called the
exterior square of M .

When M = K(n) is free and K is alternating, all pseudo-alternating
bilinear maps & : K(n)-K(n) $ X are automatically alternating, condition
&(t, t) = 0 for any pseudo-alternating & being actually equivalent to the
alternativity of t % K(n). Therefore, in this case the universal alternating
map on K(n) - K(n) coincides with the universal pseudo-alternating map
of 5.5.3, hence

A2
K K(n) (= K(n(n + 1)/2), and {i} 8 {j}, 1 * i < j * n

form a base of
A2

K K(n), as one would expect. Notice that in general this is
not true when K is not alternating.

5.5.8. (Exterior square of a direct sum.) We want to show that over an
alternating K we have

B2

K
(M1 . M2) (=

B2

K
M1 . (M1 &K M2) .

B2

K
M2 (5.5.8.1)

First of all, consider bilinear maps & : M - M $ $ X, where M = M1 . M2

and M $ = M $
1 . M $

2. Since BilinK(M, M $; X) (= HomK(M &K M $, X) (=
HomK(

,
i,j Mi&K M $

j , X) (=
?

i,j BilinK(Mi, M $
j ; X), we see that giving such

a & is equivalent to giving four bilinear maps &ij : Mi -M $
j $ X; of course,

these &ij are just restrictions of & to corresponding components of direct
sums.

Now consider the case M = M $, Mi = M $
i , and & : M - M $ X

skew-symmetric. Then &1 := &11 : M1 - M1 $ X and &2 := &22 are
clearly also skew-symmetric, and &21 is completely determined by &12 since
&21(y, x) = +&12(x, y). Therefore, a skew-symmetric map & on M gives rise
to two skew-symmetric maps &i on Mi and a bilinear map &12 : M1 -M2 $
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X. Conversely, any such collection (&1, &2, &12) allows us to reconstruct a
bilinear map & (we recover &21 from &12 as above), clearly skew-symmetric.

We would like to obtain a similar description of alternating maps on M ;
this would prove (5.5.8.1), since both sides would represent the same functor.
Clearly, if & is alternating, then both &1 and &2 are alternating. Let’s prove
the converse, i.e. let’s prove &(z, z) = 0 for a z % M = M1 . M2, assuming
both &1 and &2 to be alternating.

We know that z can be written in form z = t(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym),
for some n, m 0 0, t % K(n + m), xi % M1, and yj % M2 (cf. 4.6.15).
Consider the map f : K(n + m) $ M , defined by these elements xi and
yj. Clearly, * := & 1 (f - f) is pseudo-alternating: indeed, it is obviously
skew-symmetric, and the diagonal elements of its matrix are equal either to
some &(xi, xi) = &1(xi, xi) or to some &(yj, yj) = &2(yj, yj); in both cases
we get zero, since both &1 and &2 have been assumed to be alternating. Now
the alternativity of K means that any pseudo-alternating form is alternating;
in particular, * is alternating, hence &(z, z) = &(f(t), f(t)) = *(t, t) = 0 as
required.

Definition 5.5.9 We say that a multilinear map & : Mn $ X is skew-
symmetric, if it becomes a skew-symmetric bilinear map after an arbitrary
choice of all arguments but two, or equivalently, if

&(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj, . . . , xn) = +&(x1, . . . , xj , . . . , xi, . . . , xn) for any i < j
(5.5.9.1)

Similarly, we say that & is alternating i! it is skew-symmetric, and it vanishes
whenever any two of its arguments coincide:

&(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj , . . . , xn) = 0 if xi = xj , i < j (5.5.9.2)

Finally, when M = K(m), we say that & is pseudo-alternating i! it is skew-
symmetric, and vanishes on collections (xj) of base elements of K(m), such
that xi = xj for some i 2= j.

5.5.10. Clearly, (5.5.9.1) for all j = i+1 su"ces for & to be skew-symmetric,
since it implies

&(x.(1), . . . , x.(n)) = sgn(") · &(x1, . . . , xn) for any " % Sn (5.5.10.1)

In order to show this one has just to decompose a permutation " % Sn into a
product of elementary transpositions. Similarly, it would su"ce to consider
j = i + 1 in (5.5.9.1) and i = 1, j = 2 in (5.5.9.2) to establish that & is
alternating.

Finally, one deduces from the bilinear map case that if K is alternating,
any pseudo-alternating multilinear map & : K(m)n $ X is automatically
alternating.
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5.5.11. (Exterior powers of a module.) For any K-module M and any n 0 0
we can construct a universal alternating map 8 : Mn $

An
K M by com-

puting the strict quotient of M*n modulo relations coming from (5.5.9.1)
and (5.5.9.2). This K-module

An
K M is called the n-th exterior power of M .

Notice that
Am

K M &K

An
K N has a universal property among all mul-

tilinear maps Mm - Nn $ X, alternating with respect to each group of
variables. Putting N := M , X :=

An+m
K M , we obtain a canonical homomor-

phism
Am

K M &K

An
K M $

An+m
K M . This yields a graded algebra structure

on
A

K M :=
,

n'0

An
K M . This algebra is called the exterior algebra of M .

Clearly, it is a strict quotient of the tensor algebra of M ; it has a universal
property with respect to K-linear homomorphisms f : M $ A from M into
algebras A in K-Mod, such that f(x)f(y) = +f(y)f(x) and f(x)2 = 0 for

any x, y % M . In other words, we require M - M
f"f$ A - A

µ$ A to be
alternating.

5.5.12. (Exterior algebra of a direct sum.) Notice that A :=
An

K M =
A+.A+, A+ :=

,
n even

An
K M , A+ :=

,
n odd

An
K M , is a supercommutative

algebra in K-Mod, i.e. xy = (+1)deg(x) deg(y)yx for any x, y % A±. We
define the tensor product A &K B of two supercommutative algebras by
the usual rule (x & y)(x$ & y$) := (+1)deg(x!) deg(y)(xx$ & yy$), deg(x & y) :=
deg(x)+deg(y). One checks in the usual way that the resulting superalgebra
is supercommutative, and that A &K B is the coproduct in the category of
supercommutative superalgebras in K-Mod.

It is easy to see that the exterior algebra
A

K M together with the canon-
ical map M $

A
K M is universal among all pairs (A,$), where A is a

supercommutative algebra, and $ : M $ A+ is a K-linear map from M into
the odd part of A, such that $(x)2 = 0 for any x % M ; this is equivalent to
requiring M - M $ A+ - A+ $ A+ to be alternating.

Now suppose that K is alternating. Let M1 and M2 be two K-modules,
Ai :=

A
K Mi, fi : Mi $ Ai the canonical embedding. Then we have a

commutative superalgebra A := A1 &K A2, and a canonical K-linear map

f : M := M1 . M2 $ A, such that the restriction of f to Mi equals Mi
fi$

Ai $ A. One checks immediately that f maps M into the odd part of A,

hence M - M
f"f$ A - A $ A is skew-symmetric; moreover, the restriction

of this bilinear map to Mi -Mi is alternating, hence it is alternating as well
(cf. 5.5.8; we use alternativity of K here). Now we see immediately that
(A, f) has the universal property required from

A
K M , so we have proved

B
K

(M1 . M2) (=
"B

K
M1

#
&K

"B
K

M2

#
(5.5.12.1)

over an alternating monad K. Taking individual graded components we
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obtain (under the same assumption)
Bn

K
(M1 . M2) (=

-

p+q=n

"Bp

K
M1

#
&K

"Bq

K
M2

#
(5.5.12.2)

5.5.13. (Exterior algebra of a free module.) Notice that
A

K K(1) = K(1).
K(1). When K is alternating, one deduces from (5.5.12.1) and (5.5.12.2)
that

Br

K
(M . K(1)) (=

Br

K
M .

Br+1

K
M (5.5.13.1)

B
K

(M . K(1)) (=
B

K
M &K (K(1) . K(1)) (5.5.13.2)

From this one shows by induction that
A

K K(n) is a free K-module of
rank 2n. Its basis elements eI are parametrized by subsets I ! n in the
usual way: I = {i1, i2, . . . , ir}, 1 * i1 < i2 < · · · < ir * n corresponds to
eI := {i1} 8 {i2} 8 · · · 8 {ir}. Considering individual graded pieces of the
exterior algebra we see that the exterior power

Ar
K K(n) is a free K-module

of rank
"

n
r

#
, and its basis elements are parametrized by r-element subsets

I ! n. One can extend these results to the exterior powers of K(S), S any
linearly ordered set, by observing that exterior powers and algebras commute
with filtered inductive limits.

5.5.14. (Exterior algebra and pullbacks.) Notice that the exterior algebraA
K M , considered as a unary K-algebra, is universal among all pairs (#, f),

where # is a K-algebra, and f : M $ |#| is a K-linear map, such that
f(x)2 = 0 for all x % M . Indeed, the universal property among all unary #
has been already discussed, and in the general case we can replace # by its
unary envelope.

Another easy observation: when K is alternating, a skew-symmetric map
& : M - M $ X is alternating i! &(x, x) = 0 for all x from a system of
generators of M . Combining this with our previous remark we see that (over
an alternating K) the exterior algebra

A
K M is universal among all K-linear

maps f : M $ |#|, # a K-algebra, such that f(x)2 = 0 for all x % S, where
S is any fixed system of generators of M .

Now let + : K $ K $ be a homomorphism of alternating F±1-algebras, M
be a K-module, and S any system of generators of M (e.g. M itself). ThenA

K ! +#M is universal among all K $-linear maps f : +#M $ |#$|, with #$ a
K $-algebra, such that f(s̄)2 = 0 for all s % S, where s̄ denotes the image of
s % S ! M under the canonical map M $ +#M (we use here the fact that
the image of S in +#M is a system of generators). Clearly, such maps are in
one-to-one correspondence with K-linear maps f - : M $ +#|#| = |+##|, such
that (f -(s))2 = 0 for any s % S. Such f - are in one-to-one correspondence
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with K-algebra homomorphisms
A

K M $ +##. Comparing the universal
properties involved, we see that, for any + and M as above we have

B
K !

+#M (= +#
"B

K
M
#

= K $ &K

B
K

M (5.5.14.1)

Considering individual graded pieces we obtain
Br

K !
+#M (= +#

"Br

K
M
#

(5.5.14.2)

Notice that the alternativity of K $ is important in this reasoning.

5.5.15. (Determinants.) Let K be an alternating monad (i.e. an alter-
nating commutative F±1-algebra), M be a free K-module of rank n, and
u % EndK(M). We have seen in 5.5.13 that

An
K M is a free K-module

of rank 1, hence the endomorphism 8nu of this module defines an element
det(u) % |K| (= EndK(

An
K M), such that (8nu)(') = det(u) · ' for any

' %
An

K M . Of course, we say that det(u) is the determinant of u; this
definition can be extended to the case of any K-module M and any in-
teger n > 0, such that

An
K M is free of rank one. When M = K(n),

EndK(K(n)) (= K(n)n = M(n, n; K) is the set of n - n-matrices over K,
so we have a notion of determinant for such matrices as well.

Functoriality of exterior powers implies det(idM) = e and det(v 1 u) =
det(v) · det(u), for any u, v % EndK(M). Hence if u is invertible, det(u) is
also invertible, and det(u+1) = det(u)+1. Unfortunately, the converse doesn’t
seem to be true in general; we’ll discuss this point later in more detail.

It is also easy to check that det(u . v) = det(u) det(v) for any u %
M(n, n; K) and v % M(m, m; K), so we obtain indeed a reasonable theory
of determinants, up to the point already mentioned above. Notice that these
determinants are not so easy to compute as one might think. For example,
if A = (T, U) % K(2)2 is a 2 - 2-matrix, we have

det(A) = T (U(0, e), U(+e, 0)) = U(T (0, e), T (+e, 0)) (5.5.15.1)

5.5.16. (Examples and constructions of alternating monads.) We see that
we obtain a reasonable theory of exterior powers and determinants only over
an alternating F±1-algebra K. Therefore, we would like to know that there
are su"ciently many of them.

a) First of all, any classical commutative ring is an alternating F±1-algebra
(cf. 5.5.6). Thus Z, Q, R, C are alternating.

b) Any F±1-subalgebra K $ of an alternating algebra K is also alternating,
since the alternativity condition 8t for an operation t % K $(n) in K $ is
equivalent to the corresponding condition in K (cf. 5.5.5). Hence Z!,
Z̄! and Z(!) are alternating, being F±1-subalgebras of C.
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c) Recall that an F±1-algebra K is alternating i! it is generated by a
system of alternating operations (cf. 5.5.5), and that all operations of
arity * 1 are automatically alternating. Therefore, all F±1-algebras
(absolutely) generated in arity * 1 are alternating, e.g. F±1 itself, F1n

for an even n > 0, and F1".

d) Notice that any projective limit of alternating F±1-algebras is itself
alternating. Indeed, if K = lim,+K!, then any t % K(n) = lim,+K!(n)
is given by a compatible family of t! % K!(n), and the alternativity
condition 8t in K(n(n + 1)/2)2 is given by the compatible family of
alternativity conditions 8t!, hence if all 8t! hold, the same is true
for 8t. In particular, F±1#" = lim,+n odd

F12n (cf. 5.1.16,c) is alternating.

e) Any strict quotient of an alternating algebra is clearly alternating.
Hence F! is alternating, being a strict quotient of Z!. We might
also check the alternativity condition (0 5 e) 5 (+e 5 0) = 0 for the
binary generator 5 of F! directly, using F! = F±1[5[2] | e 5 (+e) = 0,
e 5 e = e, x 5 y = y 5 x, (x 5 y) 5 z = x 5 (y 5 z)].

f) Since an alternating operation remains alternating after an applica-
tion of a homomorphism of commutative F±1-algebras, we see that all
sorts of inductive limits of alternating F±1-algebras are alternating. For
example, if K is a commutative F±1-algebra, and K1 and K2 are alter-
nating K-algebras, then K1 &K K2 is also alternating, being generated
by the operations of K1 and K2.

g) Any (commutative) pre-unary algebra K $ over an alternating F±1-
algebra K is alternating, since it is generated by the operations of K
together with a family of unary, hence automatically alternating gen-
erators. For example, unary polynomial rings F±1[T [1], U [1], . . .] and
Z![T [1], U [1], . . .] are alternating.

h) This is not true for binary polynomial rings: for example, F±1[T [2]] is
not alternating, i.e. T (T (0, e), T (+e, 0)) 2= 0 in this generalized ring
(otherwise any binary operation would have been alternating!). We

can consider the largest alternating quotients F±1[T
[r1]
1 , . . .]/alt of these

polynomial rings instead, thus obtaining free alternating F±1-algebras.

5.5.17. (Existence of SLn,F±1.) Notice that we can define an a"ne group
scheme SLn over F±1, such that for any alternating F±1-algebra K we have

SLn(K) = {g % GLn(K) ! M(n, n; K) | det(g) = e} (5.5.17.1)

Of course, SLn,Z coincides with the classical group scheme denoted in this
way, since they both represent the same functor.
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5.6. (Matrices with invertible determinant.) It would be nice to know that
all matrices with invertible determinants are themselves invertible. However,
we haven’t managed to prove or disprove this statement so far. Therefore,
we’ll content ourselves with some partial results.

5.6.1. We consider the following properties of an alternating F±1-algebra K:
(DETr) Any r - r-matrix A % M(r, r; K) with invertible determinant is
invertible.
(DET $

r) For any r - r-matrix A % M(r, r; K) one can find an integer N 0 1
and a matrix B % M(r, r; K), such that AB = BA = det(A)N .
(DET #

r ) Same as above, but with N independent on the choice of A.
(DET ?

!) means that the properties (DET ?
r ) are fulfilled for all r 0 0; here

the superscript ? can be replaced by $, 5, or nothing at all.
Notice that these three properties trivially hold for r * 1 (with N = 1),

so we might consider only r 0 2. Also note that if (DET $
r) is satisfied for

some N 0 1, we can replace N by any N $ 0 N : indeed, we just have to
consider B$ := B · det(A)N !+N .

Clearly, (DET #
r ) : (DET $

r) : (DETr); hence (DET #
!) is the strongest

among all conditions under consideration.

5.6.2. An important point is that (DET ?
r+1) implies (DET ?

r ), hence (DET ?
r )

implies all (DET ?
s ) with 0 * s * r. Notice that this is true for r = " as

well.
So let’s fix a matrix A % M(r, r; K) as required in (DET ?

r ), and put
A$ := A . e % M(r + 1, r + 1; K). Let’s denote by # : K(r) $ K(r + 1)
and " : K(r + 1) $ K(r) the natural embedding and projection (" maps
{r + 1} into 0). Then "# = Ir = idK(r), and obviously "A$# = A and
det(A$) = det(A). Now let’s apply (DET ?

r+1) to A$. We obtain a matrix
B$ % M(r +1, r +1; K), such that A$B$ = B$A$ = det(A$)N = det(A)N (with
N = 0 for the (DETr) property). Now put B := "B$# % M(r, r; K). Clearly,
AB = A"B$# = "A$B$# = det(A)N · "Ir+1# = det(A)N · Ir, and similarly
BA = "B$#A = "B$A$# = det(A)N · Ir, i.e. (DET ?

r ) holds for A.

5.6.3. Notice that properties (DET #
r ) and (DET $

r) are stable under taking
strict quotients, i.e. if + : K $ K̄ is a strict epimorphism, and if one of these
properties is valid for K, it is valid for K $ as well, with the same value of N =
N(r) for the (DET #

r ) property. Indeed, the induced maps +r
r : M(r, r; K) =

K(r)r $ M(r, r; K̄) are surjective, so we can start with an arbitrary matrix
Ā % M(r, r; K̄), lift it arbitrarily to a matrix A % M(r, r; K), find a matrix
B % M(r, r; K) that satisfies (DET $

r), and consider B̄ := +r
r(B) % M(r, r; K̄).

However, this reasoning is not applicable to the (DETr) properties, since in
general we have no means to lift a matrix with invertible determinant Ā to
a matrix A over K without violating the invertibility of the determinant.
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An immediate application is that if we show that Z! satisfies (DET #
!)

(the strongest of our properties), the same will be true for F!, and in par-
ticular any matrix over F! with invertible determinant will be invertible.
Actually, one can check (DETr) for F! directly, by observing that the ma-
trices with non-zero, i.e. invertible determinant in M(r, r; F!) are exactly
the matrices from GLr(F±1) ! M(r, r; F!), i.e. the permutation matrices
(±{"1}, . . . ,±{"r}), with " % Sr.

5.6.4. ((DET #
!) for Z! and Z̄!.) One can try to show directly that Z!

and Z̄! satisfy (DET #
!), as follows. A matrix A % M(r, r; Z̄!) is actually a

matrix A = (aij) % M(r, r; C) = Cr"r with the L1-norm )A)1 * 1, i.e. with'
i |aij| * 1 for all j. We have to check that the matrix B := A# · (N+1

has L1-norm * 1 for some N = N(r) > 0, where A# is the adjoint matrix
of A and ( := det A, i.e. that )A#)1 * |(|1+N for all A % M(r, r; C) with
)A)1 * 1. We can remove the latter condition by rewriting our inequality:

)A#)1 · | det A|Nr+1 * )A)rNr+1
1 (5.6.4.1)

(The Z! case then follows, since if this inequality holds for matrices with
complex coe"cients, it holds a fortiori for matrices with real coe"cients.)
This inequality can be checked directly; for example, for r = 2 we can take
Nr = 2, thus obtaining the following inequality:

"
|a11| + |a21|

#
·
11a11a22 + a12a21

11 * sup
"
|a11| + |a12|, |a21| + |a22|

#3
(5.6.4.2)

We don’t provide more details since we still hope to prove a more general
result that would include unary polynomial rings over Z! and Z̄! as well.

5.6.5. Another simple observation is that all classical rings satisfy (DET #
r )

with N = 1. Indeed, we might take B = A#, the adjoint matrix of A; then
AA# = A#A = det(A).

5.6.6. (Universal matrix.) Fix an integer r 0 0 and consider the free alter-

nating algebra ' := F±1[T
[r]
1 , . . . , T [r]

r ]/alt and the “universal r - r-matrix”
A := (T1, . . . , Tr) % '(r)r = M(r, r; '). Clearly, (', A) represents the func-
tor K /$ M(r, r; K) on the category of alternating F±1-algebras. We see that
if (DET $

r) is valid just for this matrix A over ', with some value of N = Nr,
then the (DET $

r) and (DET #
r ), hence also (DETr) properties are fulfilled for

all alternating generalized rings, with the same value of Nr. Therefore, the
validity of (DET $

r) for all alternating monads is equivalent to the validity of
(DET #

r ) for all alternating monads.

5.6.7. (Universal matrix with invertible determinant.) In the above nota-
tions put ( := detA % |'| and consider the localization '̃ := '[(+1] =
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'[(̄[1] |((̄ = e]; this is an alternating F±1-algebra, since it is unary over '.
Clearly, the image Ã of A in M(r, r; '̃) is the “universal r-r-matrix with in-
vertible determinant”, i.e. ('̃, Ã) represents the functor K /$ {r-r-matrices
over K with invertible determinant}. Suppose that (DETr) is valid just
for this matrix Ã over '̃, so that there is an inverse matrix B̃ to Ã. We’ll
see in the next chapter that the localization '̃ = '[(+1] admits the usual
description, i.e. '̃(n) consists of expressions t/(k, t % '(n), k 0 0, and
t/(k = t$/(k!

i! (k!+m · t = (k+m · t$ for some m 0 0. Using this fact we can
write B̃ % M(r, r; '̃) = '̃(r)r in form B/(m for some B % M(r, r; '). The
equalities (A/1) · (B/(m) = Ir/1 = (B/(m) · (A/1) imply the existence of
some N 0 m, such that A ·((N+mB) = (N ·Ir = ((N+mB) ·A in M(r, r; ').
Therefore, in this case (DET $

r) is fulfilled for the universal matrix A with
this value of N = Nr, hence (DET #

r ) is valid for all alternating monads with
the same value of Nr by 5.6.6. We see that (DETr) holds over all alternat-
ing monads i! it holds for Ã over '̃ i! (DET #

r ) holds over all alternating
monads, and in this case an universal value of N = Nr can be chosen for all
alternating monads.

5.6.8. We see that proving or disproving the validity of (DET #
r ), (DET $

r)
or (DETr) for all alternating monads is equivalent to proving or disproving
(DET $

r) for the universal matrix A = (T1, . . . , Tr) over alternating generalized

ring ' = F±1[T
[r]
1 , . . . , T [r]

r ]/alt, so we’ll concentrate our e!orts on this case.
Let’s introduce a technique that enables one to obtain lower bounds for

the (universal) Nr, and to obtain good candidates for the matrix B of (DET $
r)

for high values of N . We consider for this the canonical map ' $ 'Z =
Z &F±1 ' = Z[T [r]

1 , . . . , T [r]
r ] (= Z[T11, T12, . . . , T1r, T21, . . . , Trr] (cf. 5.1.21),

where (Ti1, . . . , Tir) is the image of Ti under the comparison map 2r : '(r) $
|'|r (cf. 4.8.1), e.g. Ti1 = Ti(e, 0, . . . , 0). Clearly, the map ' $ 'Z maps
Ti % '(r) into Ti1{1}+ · · ·+ Tir{r} % 'Z(r); we’ll write this in the following
form:

Ti = Ti1{1} + Ti2{2} + · · · + Tir{r} (over 'Z) (5.6.8.1)

Let us denote by '$ the image of ' $ 'Z, and by A$, B$ and ($ the images
under this map of the universal matrix A = (T1, . . . , Tr), the (hypothetical)
matrix B with property (DETr) with respect to A and some integer N =
Nr 0 1, and the determinant ( := det(A).

Clearly, A$ = (Tji), so that ($ = det A$ = det(Tij) is the determinant
of the universal matrix over Z. If we have a matrix B as in (DETr), we
have A$B$ = (($)N = B$A$ over '$ ! 'Z ! Q(T11, T12, . . . , Trr). Since
the determinant of A$ is invertible in this field, A$ is itself invertible, hence
B$ = (($)N · (A$)+1 = (($)N+1 · (A$)# is completely determined by N > 0.

On the other hand, the components B$
j = (b$1j , b

$
2j , . . . , b

$
rj) % |'Z|r =
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'Z(r) of the matrix B$ have to lie in '$(r). Since '$ ! 'Z is generated by
the images of the Tj in 'Z, we see that '$(r) ! 'r

Z consists of expressions
that can be obtained by applying the following rules finitely many times:

• 0 and ±{i}, for 1 * i * r, belong to '$(r);

• If f1, . . . , fr lie in '$(r), the same is true for Ti1f1 + · · ·+Tirfr, for any
1 * i * r.

If (DET $
r) holds for A with some N 0 0, then it holds for A$ and the

same N as well, hence the matrix B$ = (($)N · (A$)+1 lies in '$(r). Clearly,
for r 0 2 this can happen only for N > 0, so that B$ = (($)N+1 · (A$)#,
i.e. B = (bij) with bij = (+1)i+j(ji · ($N+1, where (ji is the corresponding
principal minor of A$. Therefore, we must have (b11, b21, . . . , br1) % '$(r) (and
similarly for the other columns of B$, but by symmetry it su"ces to consider
only the first column).

Therefore, if for some value of N > 0 we can show that (b11, . . . , br1)
doesn’t lie in '$(r), then the value of universal Nr is at least N + 1. On the
other hand, if this vector lies in '$(r), then (DET $

r) is fulfilled for A$ and this
value of N . In this case we might consider di!erent lifts B of B$ to ' and
check whether (DET $

r) is fulfilled for any of them. Notice that if we would
show the injectivity of ' $ 'Z, the latter step would be unnecessary.

5.6.9. Let’s apply the above considerations to the first non-trivial case r = 2;
the case r 0 3 seems to be more complicated only from the technical point
of view, so all the interesting issues can be seen already for r = 2.

In this case we write T and U instead of T1 and T2; so we have ' =
F±1[T [2], U [2]]/alt, A = (T, U), 'Z = Z[T1, T2, U1, U2], where of course T1 =
T (e, 0), T2 = T (0, e) and so on. By (5.5.15.1) we obtain ( = detA =
T (U(0, e), U(+e, 0)) = U(T (0,+e), T (e, 0)); the image ($ of ( in 'Z is of
course T1U2 + T2U1, and A$ =

"
T1

T2

U1

U2

#
, A$# =

"
U2

+T2

+U1

T1

#
.

We denote the components of B by (V, W ); clearly, V and W % '(2)
have to satisfy

T (V ({1}, {2}), W ({1}, {2})) = (N · {1} (5.6.9.1)

U(V ({1}, {2}), W ({1}, {2})) = (N · {2} (5.6.9.2)

V (T ({1}, {2}), U({1}, {2})) = (N · {1} (5.6.9.3)

W (T ({1}, {2}), U({1}, {2})) = (N · {2} (5.6.9.4)

We denote by B$ the image of B in '$ ! 'Z; its components B$ = (V $, W $)
are given by V $ = U2(N+1{1} + T2(N+1{2} and W $ = +U1(N+1{1} +
T1(N+1{2}. We want to find those values of N 0 1, for which V $ and W $ lie
indeed in '$, and find possible values of V and W for such values of N .
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5.6.10. (Elements of '.) Notice that ' = F±1[T [2], U [2]]/alt is generated
by one constant 0, one unary operation +, and two binary operations T
and U . Therefore, elements of '(n) are formal expressions (terms, cf. 4.5.6),
usually written in prefix form, constructed with the aid of these operations
from free variables {i}n, 1 * i * n. Sometimes we omit braces around {i},
since positive integers have no other possible meaning in this context; thus
we can write T + 1 U 2 0 instead of T (+{1}, U({2}, 0)). Let us list all rules
for the manipulation of these expressions, including implicit commutativity
and alternativity relations; here x, y, z, . . . replace either free variables or
arbitrary valid expressions:

1. ++ x = x, +0 = 0, +Txy = T + x + y, +Uxy = U + x + y;

2. T00 = 0, U00 = 0;

3. T Txy Tzw = T Txz Tyw; T Uxy Uzw = U Txz Tyw;
U Uxy Uzw = U Uxz Uyw;

4. T T0xT + x0 = 0; U U0xU + x0 = 0.

The relation + + x = x is nothing else than the relation +2 = e from
the definition of F±1, the last group of relations are just the alternativity
relations for T and U , and the remaining relations are the commutativity
relations between all pairs of generators.

Notice that the first set of relations allows us to rewrite any valid ex-
pression in such a way that unary + is applied only to free variables. This
means that we can represent valid expressions by means of binary trees, with
interior nodes marked by T and U , and leaves marked by 0 or ±i, 1 * i * n
(of course, +i or i stands for {i}n, and +i for +{i}n).

When we need to define a new operation in '(n), we usually write down
either formulas like Z x1 . . . xn = 6expression in variables ±xi7, or formulas
like Z = 6expression in ±i, 1 * i * n7. For example, ( can be defined either
by ( z = T U 0 z U + z 0, or by ( = T U 0 1 U + 1 0.

5.6.11. (Elements of '$.) Given two elements f and f $ % '(n), we write
f ( f $ and say that f and f $ are weakly equivalent if they have the same
image f̄ in '$(n), or equivalenty, in 'Z(n). Then '$(n) is in one-to-one
correspondence with weak equivalence classes of elements of '(n), and these
elements can be represented by binary trees as described above. Of course,
the image f̄ of f in 'Z is computed by means of the following very simple
rules:

• 0 % '(n) is mapped into 0 = (0, . . . , 0) % 'Z(n).
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• ±i, i.e. ±{i}n is mapped into ±{i} = (0, . . . ,±1, . . . , 0) in 'Z(n).

• If f = T (f1, f2), i.e. if f is described by a tree with root marked by T ,
left subtree f1, and right subtree f2, then f̄ = T1 · f̄1 + T2 · f̄2.

• Similarly, f = U(f1, f2) is mapped into f̄ = U1 · f̄1 + U2 · f̄2

We see that any leaf contributes some monomial into f̄ . More precisely,
a leaf marked by zero contributes nothing, and a leaf marked by ±i con-
tributes ±T a

1 T b
2U c

1U
d
2 {i}, where a is the amount of left branches, taken after

vertices marked by T in the path from the root of the tree to the leaf under
consideration, and integers b, c, d 0 0 are defined similarly.

An immediate consequence is that replacing f by a weakly equivalent tree
if necessary, we can assume that there is no cancellation between contribu-
tions of separate leaves. Indeed, suppose that +T a

1 T b
2U c

1U
d
2 {i} cancels with

+T a
1 T b

2U c
1U

d
2 {i}. These two terms are contributed by two leaves, one of them

marked by i, and the other by +i. Then we can simply replace both labels
by 0; since this operation doesn’t change f̄ , but decreases the number of
non-zero labels on leaves of f , this process will stop after a finite number of
steps.

Using relations T 0 0 = U 0 0 = 0 if necessary, we see that if f̄ is homoge-
neous of degree d, f is weakly equivalent to a complete binary tree of depth d,
i.e. to a binary tree, in which all leaves are at distance d from the root. We
can also assume that there are no cancellations between contributions of dif-
ferent leaves of f . Clearly, there are 2d leaves in this case; each of these
leaves can be labeled by 0 or ±i. There are also 2d + 1 intermediate nodes
as well, labeled by letters T and U .

5.6.12. (Lower bound for universal N2.) Let’s apply these consideration to
obtain a lower bound for the universal N2. So suppose that (DET $

2) holds
for the universal 2 - 2-matrix A for some N > 0. Then V $ = U2(N+1{1}+
T2(N+1{2}, ( = T1U2 + T2U1, is of form V̄ for some binary tree V . Notice
that V $ is homogeneous of degree 2N + 1. Using the above results we can
replace V by a complete binary tree of depth 2N + 1, such that there is no
cancellation between contributions of individual leaves. Now let’s consider in-
dividual monomials in V $. We see that all of them are of form ±T a

1 T b
2U c

1U
d
2 {i}

with a+ c = N +1, b+d = N , and that V $ is the sum of 2N such monomials
(one checks that there is no cancellation between individual monomials in
the expression for V $ by substituting T1 := U1 := U2 := 1, T2 := +1). On the
other hand, the only leaves in the complete binary tree of depth 2N + 1 that
might contribute such monomials are those that correspond to (2N+1)-digit
binary numbers with N+1 zeroes and N ones, if we agree to encode the path
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from the root to a leaf by means of a sequence of 2N +1 binary digits, where
0 corresponds to taking the left branch, and 1 to the right branch. There are"
2N+1

N

#
such leaves, hence we can have at most

"
2N+1

N

#
such monomials in V̄ .

We have proved that the following inequality is necessary for the existance
of V with V̄ = V $: C

2N + 1

N

D
0 2N (5.6.12.1)

One checks immediately that this condition is equivalent to N 0 3: indeed,
for N = 1 we have

"
1
1

#
= 1 < 21, for N = 2 we have

"
3
2

#
= 3 < 22, but for

N = 3 we get
"
5
3

#
= 10 > 23, and the inequality holds for N > 3 as well.

We conclude that universal N2 is at least 3. Notice that for Z! and Z̄! we
might take N2 = 2, and for any classical ring we might even take N2 = 1.

5.6.13. (Case r = 2, N = 3.) Consider the case r = 2, N = 3. Then V $ =
(T1U2 + T2U1)2(U2{1}+ T2{2}) = T 2

1 U3
2{1}+ 2T1T2U1U2

2{1}+ T 2
2 U2

1 U2{1}+
T 2

1 T2U2
2{2} + 2T1T 2

2 U1U2{2}+ T 2
3 U2

1{2}. We want to find a tree V % '(2),
such that V̄ = V $. We know that if such a V exists, it can be replaced by
a weakly equivalent complete binary tree of depth 5, without cancellation
of contributions of di!erent leaves. So in order to find such a V we can
draw a complete binary tree of depth 5, mark by a “?” those leaves that are
encoded by a binary number with 3 ones and 2 zeroes (there will be

"
5
3

#
= 10

such leaves), mark the remaining 32 + 10 = 22 leaves by 0, and then try to
replace eight question marks with labels ±i, i = 1, 2 (each label must occur
exactly twice) and two remaining question marks by zeroes, and fill in the
intermediate nodes (there are 31 of them) by letters T and U , so as to have
the sum of contributions of leaves equal to V $.

It is easy to find at least one such configuration; using rules T00 = U00 =
0 we can replace subtrees with no non-zero leaves by a zero, thus obtaining
a shorter expression for a V with V̄ = V $. Here is one possible value for
such V :

V = TTU0U0U01U0UU0+1U+10TTU0U0+2UU020UUT0+2T20UU100
(5.6.13.1)

Of course, we can obtain a W with W̄ = W $ by replacing Txy with Uyx
and Uxy with Tyx everywhere in the expression for V , as well as ±{i}
with ±{3 + i}; in other words, we reflect the tree for V with respect to the
vertical line and interchange T C U in the inner nodes and ±1 C ±2 in the
leaves.

We can even find all possible values of V , arising from a complete binary
tree of depth 5; this is slightly more complicated than it seems since we might
have some cancellation, i.e. we have to consider trees with more than eight
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non-zero leaf labels as well. However, this problem can be tackled with the
aid of a computer.

Then we might take all values of V thus obtained, try to check whether
V TxyUxy = (3x for these values of V , then obtain the list of possible
values of W by reflecting the list of possible values of V as described above.
These W would satisfy WTxyUxy = (3y. Then we might consider all pairs
(V, W ) from the direct product of these two sets of possible values and check
whether TV xyWxy = (3x and UV xyWxy = (3y. If this is true for some
pair (V, W ), we can put B := (V, W ) % M(2, 2; ') and conclude that (DET $

2)
holds for this matrix with N = 3, and that universal N2 = 3. On the other
hand, if these conditions would fail for all (V, W ), we might consider larger
values of N in a similar manner.

Unfortunately, this procedure seems to be quite complicated to imple-
ment, on a computer or without it, since we don’t have a reasonable way of
checking whether two terms define the same element of '(r) or not. This is
the reason why we haven’t managed to prove or disprove “universal N2 = 3”
so far.

Another interesting remark: one might try to use another procedure to
find all possible values of V . Namely, since we must have V TxyUxy = (3x,
we might start by listing all complete binary tree of depth 6 corresponding
to (3{1}, such that their lower level consists only of expressions like T12,
T + 1+ 2, U12, U + 1+ 2, T00 and U00, and replace these expressions by 1,
+1, 2, +2, 0 and 0, respectively; this would give us all candidates for V , at
least among complete binary trees of depth 5.

5.6.14. ((DET #
2 ) for torsion-free alternating algebras.) Notice that we have

just proved that (DET $
2) is fulfilled for the matrix A$ over '$ for N = 3, since

we have shown that V $ and W $ lie in '$(2), and not just in 'Z(2). This result
is su"cient by itself to make some interesting conclusions.

Namely, we say that an F±1-algebra K is torsion-free if the canonical
homomorphism K /$ KZ := Z &F±1 K is injective, i.e. a monomorphism.
Clearly, an F±1-algebra K is torsion-free i! K can be embedded into a (classi-
cal) Z-algebra. In particular, '$ ! 'Z is torsion-free, and any F±1-algebra K
admits a largest torsion-free quotient, namely, the image of K $ KZ. An-
other observation: any commutative torsion-free F±1-algebra is alternating,
being a F±1-subalgebra of a classical commutative Z-algebra KZ.

Notice that any homomorphism f : ' = F±1[T [2], U [2]]/alt $ K with a
torsion-free K factorizes through ' $ '$; this follows from the commutativ-
ity of the following diagram together with the fact that '$ is the image of
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' $ 'Z:
' ""

f

!!

'Z

fZ

!!

K "" KZ

(5.6.14.1)

This implies that '$ and A$ % M(2, 2; '$) represent the functor K /$
M(2, 2; K) on the category of torsion-free (alternating) F±1-algebras. Since
we have shown that (DET $

2) holds for A$ with N = 3, we can conclude that
(DET #

2 ) is fulfilled for all (alternating) torsion-free F±1-algebras with N = 3.

5.6.15. (Torsion-free algebras over Z! and Z̄!.) Notice that Z! and Z̄! are
torsion-free F±1-algebras, since they can be embedded into C. Another simple
statement is that any unary polynomial algebra A over a torsion-free F±1-
algebra K is itself torsion-free. Indeed, a filtered inductive limit argument
reduces everything to the case of A = K[T [1]

1 , . . . , T [1]
n ] (with finite n), and

then an induction argument shows that it is su"cient to treat the case A =
K[T [1]]. Then K is torsion-free, hence K $ KZ is a monomorphism, i.e.
all K(n) $ KZ(n) are injective; taking filtered inductive limits we see that
K(S) $ KZ(S) is injective for infinite sets S as well. Now consider the
map A(n) $ AZ(n). We know that A(n) (= K(Z'0 - n), and similarly
AZ(n) = (KZ[T ])(n) (= KZ(Z'0 - n). Then the map A(n) $ AZ(n) is
identified with the injective map K(Z'0-n) $ KZ(Z'0-n), hence A $ AZ

is a monomorphism, i.e. A is torsion-free.
We see that (DET #

2 ) holds for any unary polynomial algebra over Z!,
with N = 3. Since this property is stable under strict quotients, we see
that (DET #

2 ) holds with N = 3 for all pre-unary alternating Z!- and Z̄!-
algebras, as well as for all strict quotients of torsion-free Z!-algebras. For
example, (DET #

2 ) and (DET2) hold for F![T [1]].

5.6.16. (Open questions.) Let us list some questions that have naturally
arisen so far, and make some comments on each of them.

1. For which values of r the property (DET #
r ) holds over all alternating

generalized rings? Or, equivalently, for which r’s (DET $
r) is fulfilled

for the universal matrix A over 'r = F±1[T
[r]
1 , . . . , T [r]

r ]/alt? What are
the corresponding (universal) values of Nr? Is the property (DET #

!)
universally true?

2. For which values of r the property (DET #
r ) holds over all torsion-free

F±1-algebras? Or, equivalently, what are the values of r, for which
(DET $

r) is fulfilled for the image of A in '$
r, the image of 'r $ 'r,Z?

3. Is it true that all polynomial algebras over Z! are torsion-free?
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5.6.17. (Some remarks.) Notice that a positive answer for 1) would establish
(DET #

!), the strongest of our properties, for all alternating monads, thus
making all further questions irrelevant. That’s why we actually don’t believe
that 1) is true, or even that (DET #

2 ) is universally true: this would be too
nice to be true.

On the other hand, we think that 2) holds for all values of r, and that
our proof for r = 2, N = 3 given above can be extended to the general
case, especially if we choose very large values of N . Notice that 2) would
imply (DET #

!) for all torsion-free F±1-, Z!- and Z̄!-algebras and their strict
quotients, e.g. pre-unary alternating algebras over these generalized rings.
This is more than enough for the applications in Arakelov geometry.

If both 2) and 3) are true, then (DET #
!) would hold for all alternating

algebras over Z!. This statement would solve all our problems, but it seems
again too strong to be true. So we don’t believe in 3).

5.6.18. (Lower bounds for universal N = Nr.) Notice that one can obtain
lower bounds for universal N = Nr in 2) and 1), essentially by the same
reasoning as in the proof of (5.6.12.1). This yields the following inequality
for N = Nr of 2) and 1):

(Nr + 1)!

(N + 1)! · N !r+1
0 r!N (5.6.18.1)

One can check that this inequality actually means N 0 3 for 2 * r * 3,
and N 0 2 for r 0 4, so it doesn’t really give us a lot of information. In
fact even the inequality Nr * Nr+1 of 5.6.2 gives us a better lower bound
Nr 0 N2 0 3 for r 0 2. However, we think that proving 2) for r 0 3 will be
much simpler for values of N much larger than any of these lower bounds.
In fact, one might hope to find a regular way of constructing trees V with
V̄ = V $ (this is su"cient to prove 2) for given r and N) when N is very large.

5.7. (Complements.) We collect in this subsection some interesting observa-
tions that didn’t fit naturally anywhere in this chapter. Some of them are
quite important, but require more sophisticated techniques for their study
than we have already developped (e.g. localization and homotopical algebra
techniques).

5.7.1. (Tensor square of Z! and F!.) We have seen in 5.1.22 that Z &F1

Z = Z &F±1 Z = Z, i.e. that F1 $ Z is an epimorphism in the category of
generalized rings. What can be said about tensor squares of Z!, Z(!) and
F!?

5.7.2. (Tensor square of F!.) Recall that F! = F±1[5[2] | e5e = e, e5(+e) =
0, x 5 y = y 5 x, (x 5 y) 5 z = x 5 (y 5 z)] (cf. 5.1.16,e). We can use this to
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compute # := F! &F±1 F!. We see that # is generated as a commutative
F±1-algebra by two operations, say 5[2] and D[2], each of them satisfies the
conditions listed above for 5, i.e. is commutative, associative, idempotent,
and e 5 (+e) = e D (+e) = 0. We have to impose one additional condition
as well, namely, the commutativity between 5 and D:

(x D y) 5 (z D w) = (x 5 z) D (y 5 w) (5.7.2.1)

Putting here z = y, w = x and applying relations x 5 x = x = x D x,
x 5 y = y 5 x and x D y = y D x, we obtain

x D y = (x D y) 5 (y D x) = (x 5 y) D (y 5 x) = x 5 y (5.7.2.2)

In other words, 5 = D, hence F!&F±1 F! = F!. (This simple argument has
been communicated to me by A. Smirnov.)

5.7.3. (Tensor square of Z(!).) The above argument can be easily generalized
to prove Z(!)&F±1 Z(!) = Z(!). First of all, denote by sN % Z(!)(N), N 0 1,
the N -th averaging operation:

sN =
1

N
{1} +

1

N
{2} + · · ·+ 1

N
{N} (5.7.3.1)

One sees immediately that Z(!) is generated over F±1 by all such opera-
tions sN (actually sNN ! can be easily expressed in terms of sN and sN ! , so
{sp}p&P would su"ce). Indeed, any rational octahedral combination t ='n

i=1 #i{i} =
'n

i=1(mi/N) · {i} % Z(!)(n), where N , mi % Z, N > 0, and
necessarily

'
i |mi| * N , can be rewritten as sN applied to the list of argu-

ments containing ±{i} = sgn mi · {i} exactly |mi| times, for all 1 * i * n,
and with the remaining N +

'
i |mi| arguments put equal to zero:

t =
n%

i=1

mi

N
{i} = sN

"
|m1| timesE FG H

±{1}, . . . ,±{1},
|m2| timesE FG H
±{2}, . . ., . . . , 0, . . . , 0

#
(5.7.3.2)

Now # := Z(!) &F±1 Z(!) is generated over F±1 by two commuting sets of
such averaging operations sN , s$N , N 0 1, and we are reduced to showing
sN = s$N . Notice that sN is invariant under any permutation of arguments,
and that sN(x, x, . . . , x) = x, and similarly for s$N ; applying commutativity
relation of 5.1.1 to sN , s$N , and N - N -matrix x = (xij)1)i,j)N , where
xij = {((i + j + 2) mod N) + 1} % #(N) (i.e. x is a Latin square: any
row or column contains each {i}, 1 * i * N , exactly once), we obtain
x.j = sN({j}, {j + 1} . . . , {j + 1}) = sN({1}, . . . , {N}) = sN , whence x$ =
s$N(x.1, . . . , x.N) = s$N(sN , . . . , sN) = sN ; a similar argument shows xi. = s$N
for any i and x$$ = sN(x1., . . . , xN.) = s$N , so the commutativity relation
x$ = x$$ yields sN = s$N as claimed.
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5.7.4. (Tensor square of Z!, and tensor squares over F1.) Notice that the
above argument doesn’t imply Z!&F±1 Z! = Z!, since Z! is not generated
over F±1 by the sN , and we actually expect Z! &F±1 Z! 2= Z!.

It also leaves the question about tensor squares of F! and Z(!) over F1

open. Notice that Z(!) is generated over F1 by the symmetry +[1] subject to
[+]2 = e, and by the averaging operations sN , and the previous argument still
shows sN = s$N inside # := Z(!) &F1 Z(!) since it never used the symmetry.
Therefore, # is generated over Z(!) by an additional symmetry E[1], com-
muting with [+] and all sN , i.e. Z(!) &F1 Z(!) = Z(!)[E[1]]. Notice, however,
that apart from relation E2 = e, this new symmetry satisfies relations like
s2(x,Ex) = 0 since they are fulfilled by +. Similarly, F!&F1 F! = F![E[1]],
subject to relations E2 = e and x 5 Ex = 0. One can check that there
are F!-modules (hence also Z(!)-modules) M with an involution E di!erent
from +: one can consider for example M = {0, a, b,+a,+b} with 5 given by
x 5 x = x, x 5 y = 0 for y 2= x, and put Ea := b, Eb := a. This implies
F! &F1 F! 2= F! and Z(!) &F1 Z(!) 2= Z(!).

5.7.5. Now let’s show that Z &F±1 Z! = R and Z &F±1 Z(!) = Q. To do
this we use the localization theory developed in the next chapter, and in
particular relations Z![(1/2)+1] (= R and Z(!)[(1/2)+1] (= Q; they will be
also checked in the next chapter (cf. 6.1.23). Now notice that the operation
1/2 of Z(!) becomes invertible in Z &F±1 Z(!): in fact, it admits an inverse
2 := e 5 e, where we have temporarily denoted the addition of Z by 5 to
prevent confusion with octahedral linear combinations #1{1} + · · · + #n{n}
of Z(!).

Let us check that 2 = e 5 e is indeed an inverse to 1/2. We use for
this the commutativity relation between 5 and s2 := (1/2){1} + (1/2){2}.
We get ((1/2)x + (1/2)y) 5 ((1/2)z + (1/2)w) = (1/2)(x 5 z) + (1/2)(y 5 w).
Putting y = z = 0, x = w, we obtain 2 · (1/2)x = ((1/2)x) 5 ((1/2)x) =
(1/2)x + (1/2)x = x, i.e. 2 · (1/2) = e in Z &F±1 Z(!) as claimed.

Once we know that 1/2 becomes invertible in the tensor product, the
rest follows immediately from universal properties of tensor products and
localizations: Z &F±1 Z! = (Z &F±1 Z!)[(1/2)+1] = Z &F±1 Z![(1/2)+1] =
Z &F±1 R = Z &F±1 Z &Z R = Z &Z R = R, since Z &F±1 Z = Z by 5.1.22.
Formula Z &F±1 Z(!) = Q is deduced similarly from Z(!)[(1/2)+1] = Q.

5.7.6. (Generalized fields.) We would like to have a reasonable definition of
generalized fields. Clearly, a generalized field is a generalized ring K with
some additional properties. Our definition should coincide with the usual one
for classical rings (i.e. a classical ring is a generalized field i! it is a classical
field), and it shouldn’t be too restrictive, otherwise we wouldn’t be able
to obtain a reasonable definition of “residue fields” of points of generalized
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schemes, studied in the next chapter.
In particular, we would like F! to be a generalized field, since it is the only

reasonable candidate for the residue field of Z!. This rules out a potential
definition of a generalized field as a generalized ring K, such that all K-
modules are free. Indeed, the subset M := {0,±?{1}±?{2}} ! F!(2) is
a 5-element F!-module, clearly not free, since cardF!(n) = 3n according
to 4.8.13.

So we have to consider some other characteristic property of classical
fields. For example, they have no non-trivial quotients. This leads to the
following definition:

Definition 5.7.7 We say that a generalized ring K is subfinal or subtrivial
if it is isomorphic to a submonad of the final monad 1, i.e. to 1+ or 1.
According to 4.3.13, K is subtrivial i! {1}2 = {2}2.

We say that a generalized ring K is a generalized field if it is not subtrivial,
but all its strict quotients di!erent from K are subtrivial.

When K is a generalized ring with zero, K is (sub)trivial i! e = 0 in |K|.
Therefore, if K is a generalized field with zero, we have e 2= 0, i.e. |K| = K(1)
consists of at least two elements. This implies that the canonical homomor-
phism K $ END(|K|) is non-trivial, since 0 and e act on |K| in di!erent way,
hence it has to be a monomorphism (otherwise the image of K in END(|K|)
would be a non-trivial strict quotient of K), i.e. if K is a generalized field
with zero, |K| is an exact K-module. More precisely, |K| is an exact K-
module whenever it consists of at least two elements; and K(2) is an exact
K-module in all cases.

Another easy observation — |K| doesn’t admit any non-trivial strict quo-
tient A in K-Mod. Indeed, if A is such a strict quotient, it is a quotient-
monoid of |K| as well, hence we get an algebra structure on A, and the
corresponding unary algebra KA over K will be a non-trivial strict quotient
of K.

Conversely, if K is a generalized ring with zero, such that |K| is non-
trivial, exact, and doesn’t admit any non-trivial strict quotients in K-Mod,
then K is a generalized field. Indeed, let f : K $ K $ be a strict epimorphism.
Then |K $| is a strict quotient of |K| in K-Mod. If |K $| = 0, e = 0 in |K $|,
and K $ is itself trivial. On the other hand, if |K $| 2= 0, then necessarily
|K $| = |K|, and the composite map K $ K $ $ END(|K $|) = END(|K|)
is a monomorphism, |K| being an exact K-module, hence f : K $ K $ is a
monomorphism as well, hence K $ = K.

An immediate consequence is that a classical ring is a generalized field
i! it is a field in the usual sense, and that F! is a generalized field.
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5.7.8. (Examples of generalized fields.)

• We have seen that all classical fields, e.g. Fp, Q, R and C, are general-
ized fields.

• We have just seen that F! is a generalized field. This example shows
that in general there can be modules over a generalized field that are
not free.

• It is easy to check with the aid of the criterion given above that F" and
F1 are generalized fields, while F±1 and F1n for n > 1 are not, since
they admit F1 as a strict quotient. In fact, F1n is something like a local
artinian ring with residue field F1.

Notice that |F1n| is an exact F1n-module, and all non-zero elements of
|F1n| are invertible, but this is insu"cient to conclude that F1n is a generalized
field.

5.7.9. (Further properties of generalized fields.) Applying Zorn lemma to
the set of compatible equivalence relations @ on a generalized ring K, such
that {1}2 2@ {2}2, we see that any non-subtrivial generalized ring K admits
a strict quotient that is a generalized field. Another interesting property is
obtained by inspecting the image of |K| s$ |K|, s % |K|, and the image of
K $ K[s+1] as well: we see that if K is a generalized field with zero, and
s % |K|, s 2= 0, then the maps [s]K(n) : K(n) $ K(n) are injective for all
n 0 0. We don’t know whether all non-zero elements of |K| are invertible or
not.

5.7.10. (Elementary K-theory.) We can construct K0(#) for any generalized
ring # by considering the quotient of the free abelian group generated by
projective #-modules of finite type modulo relations [M . N ] + [M ] + [N ].
Clearly, the pullback functor defines a map +# : K0(#) $ K0(#$) for any
+ : #$ $ #.

We can try to construct K1(#) in the usual way, by considering the free
abelian group generated by couples [P,$], P projective of finite type, $ %
Aut!(P ), modulo certain relations. However, some of these relations have
to involve something like “short exact sequences”; a similar problem arises
when we try to compute K0 of larger categories of #-modules.

Probably the best way to deal with these problems is to construct a
reasonable (triangulated) category of perfect complexes over #. For now
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we’ll content ourselves by indicating that a bicartesian square

M ""

!!

N

!!
M $ "" N $

(5.7.10.1)

is very much like a short exact sequence when we work over a classical ring,
since in this case such a bicartesian square is essentially just a short exact
sequence 0 $ M $ M $ . N $ N $ $ 0, hence it yields a relation [M ] +
[M $] + [N ] + [N $] = 0 in K0. We can try to construct something similar
in the general case, but it seems that we have to impose some additional
conditions on such squares (e.g. require all horizontal arrows to be constant
perfect cofibrations in the sense of Chapter 10) to obtain a reasonable theory.

We’ll return to the algebraic K-theory for generalized rings later in Chap-
ter 10, where we’ll apply a modification of Waldhausen construction to define
all algebraic K-groups of a generalized ring #.

5.7.11. (Theory of traces.) We can construct an “abstract theory of char-
acteristic polynomials” by considering the group K̃1(#), generated by pairs
[P,$] with $ % End!(P ) (now $ need not be invertible!) modulo relations
similar to that of K0. We can also construct an “abstract theory of traces”
K+

1 (#) by considering the (# & Z)-module generated by couples [P,$] as
above, subject to an additional family of relations, namely,

[P, t($1, . . . ,$n)] = t
"
[P,$1], . . . , [P,$n]) for t % #(n).

5.7.12. (A simpler construction of traces.) However, we can construct a
simpler theory of traces over a generalized ring #. Namely, we can put
tr$ := tr +#($), where $ : # $ Z & # is the canonical map (the tensor
product is taken here over F", F1 or F±1 in the most appropriate way). This
gives us a theory of traces of matrices over # with values in # & Z, and
this theory is quite sensible: for example, matrices over Z! have traces in
Z!&F±1 Z = R, and matrices over F1n – in Z[ n

;
1]. However, F!&F±1 Z = 0,

so we don’t obtain any theory of traces over F! in this way.

5.7.13. (Valuation rings.) Recall that in 5.1.3 we have defined a submonad
(N : N) ! END(M) for any set M and its subset N ; (N : N)(n) consists
of all maps f : Mn $ M , such that f(Nn) ! N . When M is a #-module,
we get a canonical homomorphism + : # $ END(M). Let us denote the
preimage of (N : N) under + by #N ; clearly, #N is the largest algebraic
submonad of #, such that N is a #N -module.

Now suppose that K is a classical field, and | · |v is a valuation on K
(archimedian or not). Let’s apply the above construction to # = K, M = K
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(considered as a module over itself) and N = Nv := {x % K : |x|v * 1}.
We obtain an algebraic submonad Ov := KNv ! K; we say that Ov is the
valuation ring of |·|v. Clearly, Ov is a classical ring i! |·|v is non-archimedian,
and in this case it coincides with the classical valuation ring of |·|v. In any
case, the underlying set |Ov| of Ov is easily seen to be equal to Nv, and |·|v
is completely determined by Nv, hence also by Ov, up to equivalence. It is
immediate that Ov is a hypoadditive alternating F±1-subalgebra of K.

Notice that the valuation rings of archimedian valuations on R, C and Q
are nothing else than Z!, Z̄! and Z(!). In general, it follows from the
definitions that Ov(n) consists of all n-tuples # = (#1, . . . ,#n) % Kn, such
that |#1x1+· · ·+#nxn|v * 1 whenever all |xi|v * 1. If |·|v is non-archimedian,
this condition is equivalent to “all |#i|v * 1”, i.e. # % Nn

v . In the archimedian
case one checks that this condition is equivalent to |#1|v + · · · + |#n|v * 1
(the verification is based on choosing rational numbers yi with |#i|v(1+ &) *
yi * |#i|v and considering xi := yi/#i). Clearly, this is a generalization of the
“octahedral combinations” used to construct Z!, Z̄! and Z(!).

It would be nice to have an intrinsic definition of valuation rings inside
a classical field K, and to transfer this definition to the case of generalized
fields.
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6 Localization, spectra and schemes

Now we are going to develop a reasonable theory of spectra for generalized
rings. More precisely, we develop two such theories, as two special cases
of a general construction of theories of spectra. We construct the unary or
prime spectrum Specu A or Specp A of a generalized ring A. It admits a
description in terms of prime ideals very similar to the classical case, and
its basic properties are essentially the same. However, this spectrum fails to
have some more sophisticated properties, e.g. finitely generated projective A-
modules do not necessarily define locally free quasicoherent sheaves, and the
image of a flat finitely presented morphism of such spectra is not necessarily
open.

We deal with these problems by defining a more sophisticated theory of
spectra, namely, the total spectra Spect A or simply SpecA of generalized
rings. We have a comparison map Spect A $ Specp A, that turns out to be
an isomorphism of ringed spaces for a classical A, but not in general.

Of course, once we construct the (total) spectrum of a generalized ring
as a generalized (locally) ringed space or topos, we can immediately define
the category of generalized schemes. We want to study their basic properties
and discuss some examples, e.g. the projective spaces Pn

F1
over F1.

6.1. (Unary localization.) The main definitions can be transferred verbatim
from the classical case, since they depend (almost) only on the multiplicative
structure of |A|. However, we must be careful while dealing with the extra
structures.

Definition 6.1.1 a) We say that a subset S of a monoid M is a multiplica-
tive system if it is a submonoid of M , i.e. if it is closed under multiplication
and contains the identity of M .

b) For any subset S ! M we denote by 6S7 the multiplicative system
(i.e. the submonoid) generated by S. If S = {f}, we write Sf instead of
6{f}7 = {1, f, f 2, . . . , fn, . . .}.

c) We say that a multiplicative system S ! M is saturated if ax % S,
a % M implies x % S, i.e. if S contains all divisors of any its element. The
smallest saturated multiplicative system S̃ containing a given multiplicative
system S (i.e. the set of all divisors of all elements of S) is called the saturation
of S.

Definition 6.1.2 a) Given a generalized ring A and any subset S ! |A|, we
denote by (A[S+1], iSA) the universal (i.e. initial) object in the category of cou-
ples (B, +), where B is a generalized ring, and + : A $ B a homomorphism,
such that all elements of +1(S) ! |B| are invertible in |B| with respect to the
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canonical commutative monoid structure on this set. We say that A[S+1] is
the localization of A with respect to S. When S is a multiplicative system,
we write S+1A instead of A[S+1] as well, and we write Af or A[f+1] instead
of S+1

f A or A[{f}+1].
b) Given a generalized ring A, a subset S ! |A|, and an A-module M ,

we denote by (M [S+1], iSM) the universal (initial) object in the category of
couples (N, f), with f : M $ N an A-module homomorphism, such that
all elements s % S act bijectively on N , i.e. such that all elements of S
become invertible after the application of the canonical map A $ END(N).
We say that M [S+1] is the localization of M with respect to S; when S is
a multiplicative system, we write S+1M instead of S, and we write Mf or
M [f+1] instead of S+1

f M .

6.1.3. (Reduction to the multiplicative system case.) Let us denote by
Inv(B) the set of invertible elements of monoid |B|, where B is any al-
gebraic monad. Notice that this is a multiplicative system in |B|, hence
its preimage ++1(Inv(B)) ! |A| is a multiplicative system as well. We
conclude that for any subset S ! |A| the condition +(S) ! Inv(B), i.e.
S ! ++1(Inv(B)), is equivalent to +(6S7) ! Inv(B). This means that A[S+1]
and A[6S7+1] = 6S7+1A solve the same universal problem, hence are isomor-
phic (when they are representable). In other words, it su"ces to show the
existence of localizations with respect to multiplicative subsets S ! |A|.

Applying the above observation to B := ENDA(N) (this is a non-commu-
tative A-algebra, but we didn’t use commutativity of B so far), we see that
S ! |A| acts by bijections on an A-module N i! 6S7 acts by bijections on N ,
hence M [S+1] = 6S7+1N , so we can restrict ourselves to the case when S is
a multiplicative system in the module case as well.

6.1.4. (Construction of S+1M .) Let S ! |A| be a multiplicative system and
M be an A-module. We construct the localization S+1M in the usual way.
Namely, we consider the equivalence relation ( on the set M - S, given
by (x, s) ( (y, t) i! there is a u % S, such that ut · x = us · y, and put
S+1M := (M - S)/ (. One checks in the usual way that ( is indeed an
equivalence relation on M -S; we denote by x/s the class of (x, s) in S+1M
as usual.

We have constructed a set S+1M so far. Notice that this construction
used only the monoid structure of |A| and the action of |A| on |M |. Now
consider small category S, defined as follows: ObS = S, i.e. the objects [s] of
S are in one-to-one correspondence with elements s % S, and HomS(s, t) :=
{u % S | su = t}; the composition of morphisms is given by the multiplication
of S.

We can use our A-module M to define a functor M̃ : S $ A-Mod by
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putting M̃([s]) := M for all s % S, and M̃(u) := uM : M $ M for any mor-
phism u : [s] $ [t] in S (notice that uM is an A-endomorphism of M because
of the commutativity of A). Now it is immediate that S+1M = lim+$S

M̃ in
the category of sets. However, S is obviously a filtered category, and filtered
inductive limits in A-Mod and Sets coincide (cf. 4.6.16); hence we obtain a
natural A-module structure on the set S+1M by putting S+1M := lim+$S

M̃
in A-Mod.

This A-module structure on S+1M can be written down explicitly: for
any operation a % A(n) and any elements xi/s % S+1M with common de-
nominator s % S we have

[a]S#1M(x1/s, . . . , xn/s) =
"
[a]M(x1, . . . , xn)

#
/s (6.1.4.1)

In particular, an element t % S acts on S+1M by mapping x/s into tx/s;
clearly, x/s /$ x/st is the inverse map, i.e. S acts bijectively on S+1M . We
have a canonical A-linear map iSM : M $ S+1M , x /$ x/1 as well; it is
essentially given by the embedding of M[1] into lim+$S

M[s].
We have to show that for any A-module N , such that S acts bijec-

tively on N , we have HomA(S+1M, N) (= HomA(M, N). This is quite clear:
HomA(S+1M, N) = HomA(lim+$S

M[s], N) (= lim,+S
Hom(M[s], N) consists of

families (fs)s&S, fs : M $ N , such that fst = fs 1 [t]M for any s, t % S; this
is equivalent to fst = [t]N 1 fs, and in particular fs = [s]+1

N 1 f1, i.e. such fam-
ilies are in one-to-one correspondence with A-homomorphisms f1 : M $ N ,
q.e.d.

6.1.5. (Existence and unarity of A[S+1].) Notice that for any subset S ! |A|
the localization A[S+1] can be constructed by considering the commutative
A-algebra, generated by new unary operations s+1, s % S, subject to unary
relations s · s+1 = e:

A[S+1] = A[(s+1)s&S | s · s+1 = e] (6.1.5.1)

This implies that A[S+1] is a unary A-algebra. Furthermore, we can define
A[S+1] by a similar formula without imposing any implicit commutativity
relations between the new generators and operations of A:

A[S+1] = A6(s+1)s&S | s · s+1 = e = s+1 · s7 (6.1.5.2)

Indeed, we just have to check that the algebraic monad B defined by the RHS
is commutative, i.e. that the generators s+1 commute between themselves and
the operations of A. The first statement is clear, since s+1t+1 = (ts)+1 =
(st)+1 = t+1s+1 in |B|. Let’s show that s+1 commutes with all operations
of A. According to 5.1.12, this is equivalent to [s+1]B(n) : B(n) $ B(n)
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being an A-homomorphism for all n 0 0. But [s+1]B(n) is the inverse of the
automorphism [s]B(n) of B(n), and the latter is an A-homomorphism, since
s commutes with all elements of A.

An immediate consequence of (6.1.5.2) is that iSA : A $ A[S+1] is uni-
versal among all algebraic monad homomorphisms + : A $ B, such that
+(S) ! Inv(B), i.e. A[S+1] is the “non-commutative localization” of A with
respect to S as well.

Another immediate consequence is that iSA : A $ A[S+1] is an NC-
epimorphism (cf. 5.1.18), i.e. any monad homomorphism A $ B extends
to at most one monad homomorphism A[S+1] $ B, or equivalently, any
A-module admits at most one A[S+1]-module structure.

6.1.6. (A[S+1]-modules.) We see that algebraic monad homomorphisms
A[S+1] $ B are in one-to-one correspondence with algebraic monad ho-
momorphisms + : A $ B, such that all elements of +(S) ! |B| are invertible.
Applying this to B = END(N) we see that A[S+1]-Mod is isomorphic to the
full subcategory of A-Mod, consisting of those A-modules N , on which all
elements s % S act by bijections. Clearly, this isomorphism of categories is
induced by the scalar restriction functor (iSA)# : A[S+1]-Mod $ A-Mod; in
particular, the scalar restriction functor (iSA)# is fully faithful. Notice that
it is also exact, and admits both a left and a right adjoint, since A[S+1] is
unary over A (cf. 5.3.15).

In this way we can identify (iSA)# with the natural embedding of the full
subcategory of A-Mod, consisting of A-modules, on which S acts bijectively,
into A-Mod itself. The left adjoint to this functor is clearly the functor
M /$ M [S+1] of 6.1.2, i.e. (iSA)#M = A[S+1]&A M is canonically isomorphic
to M [S+1]. Another immediate consequence is that any M [S+1] admits a
canonical A[S+1]-structure.

6.1.7. (Description of S+1A.) Now we can combine our results to obtain
an explicit description of S+1A when S ! |A| is a multiplicative system.
Indeed, (S+1A)(n) = (iSA)#(A(n)) = S+1A(n), hence according to 6.1.4 the
set (S+1A)(n) of n-ary operations of S+1A consists of fractions a/s, where
a % A(n), s % S, and a/s = b/t i! tu · a = su · b for some u % S.

We have already described the A-module structure on each S+1M , hence
also on S+1A(m); using the fact that all s % S act on these modules by
bijections, we obtain

[a/s]S#1M(x1/t, . . . , xn/t) =
"
[a]M(x1, . . . , xn)

#I
st

for any a % A(n), xi % M , s, t % S (6.1.7.1)

Putting here M = A(m) we obtain the composition maps for the operations
of S+1A. Of course, when we want to apply a/s to some elements xi/ti
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of S+1M with di!erent denominators, we have to reduce them to the common
denominator, e.g. t = t1t2 · · · tn. For example, for a binary operation 5[2] we
get

x1/t1 5 x2/t2 = (t2x1 5 t1x2)/t1t2 (6.1.7.2)

When 5 = +, we obtain the usual formula for the sum of two fractions.

6.1.8. (Flatness of localizations.) Let’s prove that A[S+1] is a flat A-algebra
for any S ! |A|, i.e. that (iSA)# : A-Mod $ A[S+1]-Mod is (left) exact. Since
(iSA)# is exact and conservative, it su"ces to prove that (iSA)#(iSA)# : A-Mod $
A-Mod is exact. But this functor is isomorphic to M /$ M [S+1]; replacing
S by the multiplicative system generated by S, we can assume that S is a
multiplicative system, and then M [S+1] = S+1M = lim+$S

M[s], M[s] := M ,
where S is the filtered category constructed in 6.1.4. Since filtered inductive
limits commute with finite projective limits in Sets, hence also in A-Mod, we
see that M /$ S+1M commutes with finite projective and arbitrary inductive
limits, and in particular is exact.

6.1.9. (Classical localizations.) Suppose that A is a classical commutative
ring, i.e. a commutative Z-algebra. Then any A-algebra is a Z-algebra, hence
a classical ring as well, so the universal property of A[S+1] implies that
A[S+1] coincides with classical A-algebra denoted in the same way, i.e. our
“generalized” unary localizations coincide with classical localizations when
computed over classical rings. The same is true for the localizations of A-
modules: if M is a module over a classical ring A, then S+1M of 6.1.2

coincides with the classical A-module denoted in this way.
In this way our unary localization theory is completely compatible with

the classical one.

6.1.10. (Invertible elements of localizations.) Let S ! |A| be a multiplica-
tive system, and S̃ its saturation. We claim that the invertible elements of
|S+1A| are exactly the elements of the form a/s, with a % S̃ and s % S,
and that (iSA)+1(Inv(S+1A)) = S̃. Indeed, the monoid |S+1A| is actually the
localization of monoid |A| with respect to S, i.e. everything depends here
only on the multiplicative structures, and we can repeat the classical proof
verbatim.

6.1.11. (Submodules of localizations.) Let us fix a generalized ring A, an A-
module M , and a multiplicative system S ! |A|. Any A-submodule N ! M
defines an S+1A-submodule S+1N ! S+1M , since the localization functor
is exact. We have an increasing map in the opposite direction as well: it
transforms N $ ! S+1M into (iSM )+1(N $) ! M . We say that an A-submodule
N of M is saturated (with respect to S) if sx % N with s % S, x % M
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implies x % N . For any A-submodule N ! M we define its saturation Ñ to
be the minimal saturated submodule of M containing N .

It is immediate that for any N $ ! S+1M the pullback N := (iSM)+1(N $) is
a saturated submodule of M , and in this case S+1N = N $. Conversely, for a
saturated N ! M we have (iSM)+1(S+1N) = N , and for a general N the LHS
is exactly the saturation of N ; it consists of all elements x % M , such that
sx % N for some s % S. In this way there is an increasing bijection between
saturated A-submodules of M and all S+1A-submodules of S+1M . Of course,
this bijection and its inverse are given by N /$ S+1N and N $ /$ (iSM )+1(N $).
In this respect the situation is exactly the same as in the classical case.

In particular, the above applies to the ideals of A, i.e. A-submodules
of M := |A|. We see that the ideals of S+1A are in one-to-one correspondence
with saturated ideals a ! |A|.

6.1.12. (Strict quotients of S+1M .) Now let’s study the strict quotients
of S+1M . In the classical case we work in abelian categories, so the strict
quotients of a module are in one-to-one correspondence with their kernels,
and we don’t obtain anything new compared to the situation just discussed.
However, the general case is slightly more complicated. In any case any strict
quotient M # P has a kernel K := M-P M ! M-M ; it is an A-submodule
of M - M , and a compatible equivalence relation on M as well. Actually
the compatibility condition means exactly that K is a submodule of M -M ,
so we have just to require K to be an equivalence relation. Conversely, any
such K defines a strict quotient M/K of M .

Notice that S+1K ! S+1M - S+1M is the kernel of S+1M $ S+1P as
well because of the exactness of localizations. Conversely, if we start with a
strict quotient P $ of the S+1A-module S+1M , its kernel K $ ! S+1M -S+1M
is both an S+1A-submodule and an equivalence relation on S+1M , hence
K := (iSM"M)+1(K $) ! M - M is a (saturated) A-submodule of M - M
and an equivalence relation on M ; this yields a strict quotient M/K of M .
Another description: K is the kernel and M/K is the image of the composite
map M $ S+1M $ P $. The results of 6.1.11 imply K $ = S+1K, hence
P $ = S+1(M/K) = S+1M/K $ = P $.

We have just shown that there is a canonical increasing bijection between
strict quotients of the S+1A-module S+1M and the strict quotients of M with
saturated kernels in M - M .

6.1.13. (Localization and base change.) Let A be a generalized ring, B a
commutative A-algebra, + : A $ B the structural homomorphism, S ! |A|
a multiplicative set, M an A-module, and N a B-module.

First of all, notice that +(S)+1N is computed by means of the same filtered
inductive limit as S+1(+#N), so we get a canonical bijection +(S)+1N (=
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S+1(+#N), easily seen to be an S+1A-module isomorphism. That’s why we
usually denote both sides by S+1N .

Another easy observation: (6.1.5.1) implies B[+(S)+1] (= B &A A[S+1],
i.e. +(S)+1B = B &A S+1A when S is a multiplicative set. Since S+1M (=
S+1A &A M for any A-module M , we get

+(S)+1(B &A M) (= +(S)+1B &S#1A S+1M (6.1.13.1)

Usually we write S+1B instead of +(S)+1B. Notice that we can deduce
the above isomorphism +(S)+1N (= S+1(+#N) from the “base change theo-
rem” 5.4.2 as well, using the flatness of S+1A over A.

Final remark: if A is a K-algebra and K $ is another K-algebra, then
S+1(A &K K $) (= (S+1A) &K K $, so we can write simply S+1A &K K $.

6.1.14. (Strict quotients of S+1A.) Let A and S be as above. Consider a
strict quotient $ : A $ A$ of A. We say that A$ is saturated (with respect
to S) if A$(n) is a saturated strict quotient of A(n), i.e. the kernel R(n) :=
A(n) -A!(n) A(n) is a saturated A-submodule of A(n) - A(n), for all n 0 0.

Given any strict quotient A$ of A as above, we can construct a strict
quotient S+1A$ of S+1A; since (S+1A$)(n) = S+1(A$(n)) as an S+1A-module,
this construction coincides with that of 6.1.12 on the level of individual strict
quotients A(n) $ A$(n). Conversely, we can start with an arbitrary strict
quotient A$$ of S+1A and construct a saturated strict quotient A$ of A, namely,
the image of homomorphism A $ S+1A $ A$$. On the level of individual
components A$$(n) this construction coincides again with that of 6.1.12.
Therefore, the two maps given above define a canonical increasing bijection
between saturated strict quotients of A and all strict quotients of S+1A.

6.1.15. (Application to generalized fields.) The above statement immedi-
ately implies that any localization S+1K of a generalized field K (cf. 5.7.7)
is either subtrivial or a generalized field; in the latter case K $ S+1K is a
monomorphism.

Definition 6.1.16 (Regular elements.) We say that an element f % |A|
is regular with respect to an A-module M , or M-regular, if the map fM :
M $ M is injective, or equivalently, if M $ Mf is injective. We say that
f is A-regular, or simply regular, if it is A(n)-regular for all n 0 0, i.e. all
maps fA(n) : A(n) $ A(n) are injective, or equivalently, if A $ Af is a
monomorphism.

Clearly, M-regular elements constitute a saturated multiplicative system
SM ! |A|, hence any element of a multiplicative system generated by M-
regular elements is itself M-regular. It is easy to see that iSM : M $ M [S+1]
is injective i! S if M-regular, i.e. i! S ! SM .
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Similarly, the set of all regular elements is a saturated multiplicative
system T ! |A|, and A $ A[S+1] is injective i! S ! T . Therefore, T+1A is
the largest localization of A, such that A $ T+1A is injective. We say that
T+1A is the total ring of fractions of A.

When all non-zero elements of |A| are regular (i.e. all elements of |A|,
when A is a monad without zero), we say that A is a domain. For exam-
ple, any generalized field K is a domain, its total fraction ring T+1K is a
generalized field as well, K $ T+1K is a monomorphism, and any non-zero
element of |T+1K| is invertible. In other words, any generalized field can
be embedded into a generalized field, in which all non-zero unary operations
become invertible. Clearly, K $ T+1K has a universal property among all
such embeddings.

6.1.17. (Tensor products of localizations.) Let S and T be two subsets of A.
Formulas (6.1.5.1) and (6.1.5.2) imply

A[S+1] &A A[T+1] (= A[(S ' T )+1] (6.1.17.1)

A[S+1] $A A[T+1] (= A[(S ' T )+1] (6.1.17.2)

In particular, the category of A-algebras of form S+1A is stable under co-
products and pushouts.

6.1.18. (Morphisms between localizations.) Since all A $ S+1A are epi-
morphisms (and even NC-epimorphisms), there is at most one A-algebra
homomorphism between two such localizations, i.e. the category of all local-
izations of A is actually a pre-ordered set. The universal property of A[S+1]
shows that A $ T+1A factorizes through A $ A[S+1] i! all elements of S
become invertible in T+1A, i.e. i! S is contained in T̃ = (iTA)+1(Inv(T+1A)),
the saturation on T . When S is a multiplicative system, this condition is
also equivalent to S̃ ! T̃ ; since S̃+1A (= S+1A, we see that the category of
localizations of A is equivalent to the category defined by the set of saturated
multiplicative systems in |A|, ordered by inclusion.

In particular, A $ Af factorizes through A $ Ag i! S̃g ! S̃f i! g % S̃f

i! g divides fn for some n 0 0.

6.1.19. (Filtered inductive limits of localizations.) If S! is a collection of
multiplicative subsets of |A|, filtered by inclusion, then S :=

(
! S! is a

multiplicative system as well, and lim+$!
S+1

! A
,$ S+1A. This statement can

be generalized to the case when we are given a filtered inductive system
of generalized rings A! as well, S! is a multiplicative system in |A!|, and
the transition morphisms f!" : A! $ A" satisfy f!"(S!) ! S" : we put
A := lim+$A!, S := lim+$S! ! |A|, and then lim+$S+1

! A!
,$ S+1A. We can also
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take an inductive system of A!-modules M!, put M := lim+$M!, and obtain

a canonical isomorphism of S+1A-modules lim+$S+1
! M!

,$ S+1M .
Notice that any multiplicative system S ! |A| is a filtered inductive limit

of its finitely generated multiplicative subsystems 6f1, . . . , fn7, fi % S. On
the other hand, clearly M [f+1

1 , . . . , f+1
n ] (= M [f+1], where f := f1 · · · fn % S,

for any A-module M . We conclude that

S+1A (= lim+$
f&S

Af and S+1M (= lim+$
f&S

Mf (6.1.19.1)

The inductive limits are computed here with respect to the following preorder
on S: f F g i! S̃f ! S̃g i! f divides some power of g. This condition
guarantees the existence of maps Af $ Ag and Mf $ Mg whenever f F g.

6.1.20. (Finitely presented localizations.) Notice that A[S+1] is a finitely
generated A-algebra i! we can find a finite subset S0 ! S, such that A[S+1

0 ] $
A[S+1] is surjective (cf. (6.1.5.1)). Similarly, A[S+1] is a finitely presented
A-algebra i! there is a finite subset S0 ! S, such that A[S+1

0 ]
,$ A[S+1]. In

this case we can replace S by S0, and even by the product f of all elements
of S0, i.e. finitely presented localizations of A are exactly the localizations of
form Af , f % |A|.
6.1.21. (Localization, tensor products, and Hom.) If S ! |A| is a multi-
plicative system and M , N two A-modules, we have canonical isomorphisms

S+1(M &A N) (= S+1M &S#1A S+1N (= S+1M &A S+1N (= S+1M &A N
(6.1.21.1)

In fact, the existence of the second and the third of these isomorphisms is
due to the fact that S acts by bijections on S+1M&A S+1N and S+1M&A N ,
hence these two modules admit a natural S+1A-module structure. Now the
first isomorphism is given by the isomorphism of 5.3.16, valid for any A-
algebra A$, when we put A$ := S+1A:

(M &A N)(A!)
(= M(A!) &A! N(A!) (6.1.21.2)

Similarly, for any two A-modules M and N we have a canonical S+1A-
module homomorphism

S+1 HomA(M, N) $ HomS#1A(S+1M, S+1N) (6.1.21.3)

We claim that it is injective for a finitely generated M , and an isomorphism
for a finitely presented M . In fact, we have a more general statement, valid
for any flat A-algebra A$ (hence also for A$ = S+1A), concerning the following
canonical A$-module homomorphism:

HomA(M, N)(A!)
'$ HomA!(M(A!), N(A!)) (6.1.21.4)
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To show the injectivity (resp. bijectivity) of ! for a finitely generated (resp.
presented) M , we first show that it is an isomorphism for M = A(n): in this
case the statement reduces to (Nn)(A!)

(= (N(A!))n, an immediate consequence
of the flatness of A$. Then we choose a strict epimorphism A(n) $ M (resp.
a presentation A(m) " A(n) $ M), and the general result follows from the
special case just considered by a standard diagram chasing.

6.1.22. (Localizations and alternativity.) Since S+1A is a unary A-algebra,
S+1A is an alternating F±1-algebra whenever A is one (cf. 5.5.16,g). More-
over, any matrix Z % M(n, n; S+1A) = (S+1A)(n)n (= S+1(A(n)n) can be
written in form Z0/s, with Z0 % M(n, n; A) and s % S, and Z0/s = Z $

0/s
$ i!

ts$ ·Z0 = ts ·Z $
0 for some t % S. This immediately implies that the properties

(DET $
r) and (DET #

r ) of 5.6 hold for S+1A whenever they hold for A. We
cannot say the same about properties (DETr).

6.1.23. (Example.) We know that localizations of classical rings coincide
with classical localizations, so we don’t obtain anything new in the classical
case. Let’s show that Z![f+1] (= R, Z̄![f+1] (= C, and Z(!)[f+1] (= Q, for
any f % |Z!| (resp. . . ), such that 0 < |f | < 1. Let’s treat the first case; the
two remaining cases are proved similarly.

First of all, Z! $ R is injective (i.e. a monomorphism), hence the
same is true for Z![f+1] $ R[f+1] (this is a general fact: if A $ B is
a monomorphism, then S+1A $ S+1B is also a monomorphism). Since
f 2= 0, R[f+1] (= R, and we can identify B := Z![f+1] with a submonad
of R: Z! ! B = Z![f+1] ! R. We want to show that B = R, i.e. that
any # = (#1, . . . ,#n) % R(n) = Rn lies in B(n). Since |f | < 1, we can find
an integer n 0 0, such that |#1| + · · · + |#n| * f+n. Put µ := fn#; then
|µ1| + · · · + |µn| * 1, hence µ lies in Z!(n) ! B(n). On the other hand,
f+1 = 1/f % B(1), hence # = µ/fn lies in B(n) as well.

6.1.24. (Axiomatic description of localizations. Pseudolocalizations.) Con-
sider the following set of properties of a commutative A-algebra B, with the
structural morphism + : A $ B:

1) + is an NC-epimorphism, i.e. any A-module admits at most one com-
patible B-module structure;

2) +# : B-Mod $ A-Mod is fully faithful;

3) B is a flat A-algebra, i.e. +# is exact;

4) B is a unary A-algebra;

5) B is finitely presented over A.
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6) +# is a &-functor, i.e. +#M &A +#N $ +#(M &B N) is an isomorphism
for any two B-modules M and N .

Notice that 2) : 1), that 1) implies that + is an epimorphism, and that
any (unary) localization S+1A satisfies 1)–4) and 6), and Af satisfies all of
the above conditions. However, the unarity of S+1A hasn’t been used in
most of the previous considerations. Therefore, we might define the pseu-
dolocalizations of A to be the A-algebras B that satisfy 1)–3), and open
pseudolocalizations of A by requiring 5) as well. Most properties of local-
izations should be also true for pseudolocalizations. However, one can check
that 6) is a formal consequence of 2) and 4), but not of 2) alone (consider
+ : Z! $ F!, M = N = F!(2) for this), so we cannot expect 6) to hold for
all pseudolocalizations.

6.1.25. (Properties of pseudolocalizations.) Clearly, the set of pseudolocal-
ization morphisms is closed under composition and base change. For the
latter property we use corollary 5.4.4 of the “base change theorem” 5.4.2 to
show that flatness is preserved by any base change; to check stability of 2)
under some base change f : A $ A$ we observe that a B$ := A$&A B-module
structure on an A$-module M is the same thing as a B-module structure on
f#M (automatically commuting with the action of A$ on M : for any t % A$(n)
the map [t]M : Mn $ M is an A-module homomorphism, hence also a B-
module homomorphism, +# being left exact and fully faithful; notice that the
flatness of + is not needed here), hence B$-Mod can be identified with a full
subcategory of A$-Mod, the preimage of B-Mod ! A-Mod under f#.

All pseudolocalizations of A constitute a full subcategory of the category
of commutative A-algebras; property 1) implies that this subcategory is a
preordered set, and it is stable under coproducts and pushouts. The same is
true for the subcategory of open pseudolocalizations.

6.1.26. Questions. Is it true that all unary pseudolocalizations are of form
S+1A? If not, is this true for a classical A? Are there any non-unary pseu-
dolocalizations of generalized rings? Of alternating monads with (DET #

!)
property?

Answers. No, no, yes, unknown.

6.1.27. (An example.) Notice that generalized rings without zero often have
non-unary pseudolocalizations. For example, if A is a classical ring, and
S ! |A| is a multiplicative system, the homomorphism of generalized rings
A!A $ A!S#1A induced by A $ S+1A (cf. 3.4.12,g) is easily seen to be
a pseudolocalization. On the other hand, |A!A | = |A!S#1A | = {e}, so
A!S#1A is not unary over A!A when S+1A 2= A. If A $ S+1A is not
surjective, A!S#1A cannot be even pre-unary over A!A.
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Notice that there is only the trivial multiplicative system in |A!A | = {e},
so we don’t have any non-trivial localizations of A!A.

6.1.28. (Localization with respect to matrices.) We can try to generalize
our definition of unary localization by formally inverting families of square
matrices Zi % M(ri, ri; A) = A(ri)ri. Let’s consider the case of one square
matrix Z % M(r, r; A); the general case can be deduced from this one by
(transfinite) induction.

So let’s fix Z = (Z1, . . . , Zr) % M(r, r; A) and define

A6Z+17 := A6Z+
1 , . . . , Z+

r |Z+
i (Z1, . . . , Zr) = {i}r = Zi(Z

+
1 , . . . , Z+

r ), all i7
(6.1.28.1)

A[Z+1] := A[Z+
1 , . . . , Z+

r |Z+
i (Z1, . . . , Zr) = {i}r = Zi(Z

+
1 , . . . , Z+

r ), all i]
(6.1.28.2)

Clearly, A $ A6Z+17 is universal among all monad homomorphisms + :
A $ B, such that +(Z) is invertible over B, and A $ A[Z+1] has the same
universal property among all commutative A-algebras.

We want to show that B := A6Z+17 is commutative; this would imply
A[Z+1] (= A6Z+17, similarly to what we had in 6.1.5. So we have to check
that the generators Z+

i commute among themselves and the operations of A.
For any B-module N we denote by [Z]N : N r $ N r the map with compo-
nents [Zj ]N : N r $ N , and define [Z+]N similarly. Clearly, all Z+

j commute
with all operations from A i! all [Z+

j ]
N

are A-linear (for all N or just for all
N = B(n)) i! [Z+]N : N r $ N r is A-linear for such B-modules N . Now
observe that [Z+]N = [Z]+1

N , and [Z]N = [Z]$$N is A-linear for any N because
of the commutativity of A.

It remains to check that Z+
j commute among themselves. This means

equality of two maps Nr"r $ N for all B-modules N and all 1 * i, j * r.
We can use the same trick as above and combine together these maps for all
values of i and j into two maps [Z+ & Z+]$N , [Z+ & Z+]$$N : Nr"r $ Nr"r;
we have to check that these two maps coincide for all B-modules N . Notice
that these two maps can be described as follows. The first of them takes
a matrix (zij) % Nr"r, applies [Z+]N : N r $ N r to each of its rows, and
then applies [Z+]N again to each of the columns, and the second map applies
[Z+]N first to columns, and then to rows. Hence [Z+&Z+]$N = ([Z &Z]$$N )+1

and [Z+&Z+]$$N = ([Z&Z]$N )+1, so it remains to check [Z&Z]$$N = [Z&Z]$N .
We can replace here N by +#N , since Z is defined over A, and the resulting
equality is true for any A-module M (and in particular for M = +#N) because
of the commutativity of A. One can also check that A[Z+1] is alternating
whenever A is alternating essentially in the same way we have just verified
the commutativity between the Z+

j .
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An immediate consequence of A6Z+17 = A[Z+1] is that giving a monad
homomorphism A[Z+1] $ B is equivalent to giving a monad homomorphism
+ : A $ B, such that +(Z) becomes invertible over B. Applying this to
B := END(M), we see that A[Z+1]-modules are exactly the A-modules M ,
such that [Z]M : M r $ M r is bijective. In particular, the scalar restriction
functor (iZA)# is fully faithful, and iZA : A $ A[Z+1] is an NC-epimorphism.

In this way we see that A[Z+1] has the properties 1), 2) and 5) of 6.1.24;
if we localize with respect to an arbitrary set of matrices, we still obtain
properties 1) and 2). However, we’ll see in a moment that the property 3)
(flatness) doesn’t hold in general, so we don’t obtain pseudolocalizations in
this way.

6.1.29. (Example of a non-flat matrix localization.) Put A := Z'0, Z :="
1
1

0
1

#
= (+, {2}) % M(2, 2; A) = A(2)2 (= Z2"2

'0 . Then A-Mod is the category
of commutative monoids, and [Z]M : M2 $ M2 is the map (x, y) /$ (x+y, y).
We see that [Z]M is bijective i! M is an abelian group, hence A[Z+1]-Mod =

Z-Mod, hence A[Z+1] = Z'0[
"
1
1

0
1

#+1
] = Z, i.e. Z is a matrix localization

of Z'0.
We claim that Z is not flat over Z'0. Indeed, the base change functor

Z&Z'0
transforms any commutative monoid M into its symmetrization M̃ ,

and it is quite easy to construct a commutative monoid M and a submonoid
N ! M , such that Ñ $ M̃ is not injective. For example, put M := Z-Z'0-
{±1}/ (, where the equivalence relation ( is given by (x, n, +1) ( (x, n,+1)
for any x % Z and n > 0, and N := Z-0-{±1} ! M . Then Ñ = Z-{±1}
and M̃ = Z-Z, and the map Ñ $ M̃ is given by (x,±1) $ (x, 0), hence it
is not injective.

6.1.30. (Matrix localization and (DET )-properties.) When A is a classical
ring, a square matrix Z % M(r, r; A) is invertible in an A-algebra B i! det(Z)
is invertible. More generally, suppose that A is an alternating F±1-algebra,
and Z % M(r, r; A) is a matrix, such that the property (DET $

r) of 5.6 is
fulfilled for Z (e.g. A has the (DET $

!)-property). Suppose that A[Z+1] is
also alternating (something that we haven’t checked in detail in 6.1.28).
Then det(Z) is invertible in A[Z+1], hence A $ A[Z+1] factorizes through
A[det(Z)+1]. On the other hand, (DET $

r) means that we have a matrix
Z# % M(r, r; A) and an integer N > 0, such that ZZ# = Z#Z = det(Z)N ; this
implies that Z#/ det(Z)N is an inverse to Z over A[det(Z)+1], hence we have
a homomorphism in the opposite direction A[Z+1] $ A[det(Z)+1]. Since
A $ A[Z+1] and A $ A[det(Z)+1] are epimorphic, we conclude that under
the above assumptions A[Z+1] (= A[det(Z)+1], i.e. matrix localization over
alternating generalized rings with (DET $

!)-property shouldn’t give anything
new compared to unary localizations.
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6.2. (Prime spectrum of a generalized ring.)

6.2.1. (Ideals in generalized rings.) Recall that an ideal a in a generalized
ring A is by definition an A-submodule of |A|. For any subset S ! |A| we
denote by (S) the ideal generated by S, i.e. the smallest ideal in A contain-
ing S; it is equal to the image of A(S) $ |A| (cf. 4.6.9). When we have two
subsets S, T ! |A|, we usually write (S, T ) instead of (S ' T ), and similarly
for larger finite families of subsets and/or elements of |A|. In particular, for
any two ideals a and b we can construct their upper bound (a, b), denoted
also by a + b, i.e. the smallest ideal containing both a and b; clearly, a + b
coincides with the image of a.b $ |A|. On the other hand, the intersection
of any family of ideals and the union of any filtering family of ideals is an
ideal again; in particular, we have lower bounds a # b in the lattice of ideals
of |A| as well. Notice that the unit ideal (1) = |A|, and the initial ideal "A

(denoted also by (0) or 0 and called the zero ideal when A is a generalized
ring with zero) are the largest and the smallest elements of the ideal lattice
of A.

For any two ideals a and b we can construct their product ab, i.e. the ideal
generated by all products xy, with x % a, y % b. Another description: ab is
the image of a&A b $ |A|. Clearly, this multiplication of ideals is associative
and commutative, with (1) · a = a and "A · a = "A. We can extend our
definition and define a1 · · · anN ! M (e.g. as the image of a1 &A · · ·&A an &A

N $ M), for any ideals ai ! |A| and any A-submodule N ! M .
Finally, if B is an A-algebra, and a an ideal of A, we denote by Ba the

ideal of B generated by the image of a, equal to the image of B &A a $
B &A |A| = |B|. Of course, all of the above constructions coincide with the
usual ones over a classical A.

6.2.2. (Prime ideals.) We say that p ! |A| is a prime ideal if it an ideal,
and its complement Sp := |A| + p is a multiplicative system, i.e. e 2% p, and
xy % p implies that either x or y is in p. The localization S+1

p A is usually
denoted by Ap, and similarly for the localizations of an A-algebra B or a
B-module N .

6.2.3. (Maximal ideals.) We say that m ! |A| is a maximal ideal if it is a
maximal element in the ordered set of all ideals of |A| distinct from (1), i.e.
if m ! a implies a = m or a = (1). Notice that any maximal ideal is prime:
indeed, by definition 1 2% m, and if x, y 2% m, we have (m, x) = (m, y) = (1),
hence (m, xy) 3 (m2, xm, ym, xy) = (m, x)(m, y) = (1), and this is possible
only if xy 2% m. Since any filtered union of ideals 2= (1) is again an ideal 2= (1),
an application of Zorn lemma shows that any ideal a 2= (1) is contained in
some maximal ideal ; more generally, any submodule N of a finitely generated
A-module M is either equal to M or contained in a maximal submodule of M .
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In particular, any non-trivial generalized ring (1+ included) contains at least
one maximal (hence also prime) ideal.

Applying this to principal ideals (a) we see that the union of all ide-
als 2= (1) of A coincides with the union of all maximal ideals, equal to the
complement of the set Inv(A) of invertible elements of A.

6.2.4. (Generalized local rings.) It is natural to say that A is local if it has
exactly one maximal ideal m = mA. This is equivalent to saying that m ! |A|
is an ideal, such that all elements of |A| + m are invertible. Furthermore, a
homomorphism of generalized local rings f : A $ B is local if f+1(mB) = mA.

6.2.5. (Prime spectrum.) The prime spectrum Spec A = Specp A of a gen-
eralized ring A is simply the set of its prime ideals. Clearly, SpecA = " i!
A = 1. For any subset M ! |A| we put V (M) := {p % Spec A |M ! p}. We
obtain immediately the usual formulas V (M) = V (a) if a = (M), V (") =
Spec A, V (1) = ", V (

(
! M!) =

*
! V (M!), and finally V (a) ' V (b) =

V (a # b) = V (ab), that show that all these V (M) are the closed subsets
for a certain topology on Specp A, called the spectral or Zariski topology
on Specp A.

We write V (f) instead of V ({f}) for any f % |A|. Clearly, V (M) =(
f&M V (f) for any M , hence the principal open subsets D(f) := {p | f 2% p}

constitute a base of the Zariski topology on Specp A. We have the usual
formula D(fg) = D(f) # D(g).

For any homomorphism of generalized rings $ : A $ B and any prime
ideal q ! |B| its pullback a$(q) := |$|+1(q) is a prime ideal in A, so we get
a map a$ : Specp B $ Specp A. This map is continuous because of the usual
formula (a$)+1(V (M)) = V ($(M)). In particular, (a$)+1(D(f)) = D($(f))
for any f % |A|.
6.2.6. (Specp S+1A.) Let S be a multiplicative system in A. We know that
a /$ S+1a induces a bijection between S-saturated ideals a ! |A| and all
ideals of S+1A (cf. 6.1.11), and a saturated a coincides with the pullback
of S+1a. Clearly, the pullback of a prime ideal of S+1A is a saturated prime
ideal p ! |A|, and it is immediate that a prime ideal p in A is S-saturated
i! p # S = ". This implies that aiAS : Specp S+1A $ Specp A induces a
bijection between Specp S+1A and the set of prime ideals p ! |A| that do not
intersect S. Moreover, this bijection is actually a homeomorphism if we equip
this set of prime ideals with the topology induced by that of Specp A. Indeed,
D(f/s), f % |A|, s % S, constitute a base of the topology of Specp S+1A; but
obviously D(f/s) = D(f/1) = D(f) # Specp S+1A. Henceforth we shall
usually identify Specp S+1A with this subspace of Specp A.

In particular, Specp Af = Specp A[f+1] is homeomorphic to the principal
open subset D(f) ! Specp A.
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6.2.7. (An application.) We can use the above constructions and definitions
to show that if A is a generalized ring with zero, and f % |A| is not nilpotent,
then f 2% p for some p % Specp A. Therefore, the intersection of all prime
ideals of a generalized ring with zero coincides with the set of nilpotent
elements. On the other hand, if A is a generalized ring without zero, then
the initial ideal "A is prime, hence the intersection of all prime ideals is
empty.

6.2.8. (Open covers and quasicompactness.) Let f! be a family of ele-
ments of |A|, and let us denote by a the ideal generated by this family.
Then Specp A +

(
! D(f!) =

*
! V (f!) = V (a), hence Specp A =

(
! D(f!)

i! V (a) = " i! a = (1), since any non-unit ideal is contained in some
maximal ideal. In other words, principal open subsets D(f!) constitute a
cover of Specp A i! the ideal generated by (f!) is equal to the unit ideal (1).
This means that 1 = t(f!1 , . . . , f!n) for some n 0 0, t % A(n) and 'i. In
this case the finite set of elements f!i already generates the unit ideal, i.e.
Specp A =

(n
i=1 D(f!i). Using the fact that the principal open subsets are a

base of topology of Specp A, we see that Specp A is quasicompact. Of course,
this is also true for any D(g) (= Specp Ag.

6.2.9. (Open covers of D(g).) Notice that D(g) = Specp A i! V (g) = " i!
g is invertible in A. Therefore, D(f) ! D(g) i! D(g) # Specp Af = Specp Af

i! D(g/1) = Specp Af i! g is invertible in Af i! g divides some power of f
i! S̃g ! S̃f i! A $ Af factorizes through A $ Ag.

When D(g) !
(

! D(f!)? This condition is equivalent to
(

! D(f!/1) =
Specp Ag, and this is equivalent to ag = (f!/1) ! |Ag| being equal to |Ag|.
However, ag = Ag · a, where a = (f!) ! |A| is the ideal of A generated by f!.
Clearly, ag = (1) i! the saturation of a with respect to Sg = {1, g, g2, . . .} is
equal to the unit ideal i! Sg#a 2= " i! gn % a = (f!) i! g % r(a) := {g | gn % a
for some n > 0}.

6.2.10. (The radical of an ideal.) For any ideal a ! |A| we denote by r(a)
the radical of a, i.e. the set of all elements g % |A|, such that gn % a for some
n > 0. We claim that r(a) is always an ideal, namely, the intersection of all
prime ideals containing a. Clearly, r(a) is contained in this intersection, since
gn % a ! p implies g % p. Conversely, suppose that g 2% r(a), i.e. Sg # a = ".
Then the Sg-saturation of a doesn’t contain e, hence ag := S+1

g a 2= (1), hence
this ideal is contained in some maximal ideal m of Ag, and the preimage p
of m in A is a prime ideal of A that contains a, but does not contain g.

6.2.11. Another simple statement is that for any N > 0 a collection of
elements fi % |A| generates the unit ideal i! the same is true for (fN

i ).
Indeed, we know that fi generate the unit ideal i!

(
i D(fi) = Specp A, and
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similarly for fN
i , and our statement follows from D(fi) = D(fN

i ).

6.2.12. One can check that the irreducible closed subsets of Specp A are
exactly the subsets of the form V (p), with p any prime ideal. Clearly, these
closed subsets admit a unique generic point, namely, p itself. This shows that
Specp A is a sober topological space, and in particular a Kolmogorov space.

6.2.13. (Examples.) Let’s consider some examples of prime spectra. Exam-
ples b) and e) show that we shouldn’t be too optimistic about the theory of
prime spectra in the generalized context.

a) Of course, for a classical commutative ring A we recover its prime
spectrum SpecA in the usual sense.

b) On the other hand, Specp A!A is a one-element set for any classical
ring A, since |A!A | = {e}, and the only prime ideal in A!A is the
initial ideal ". This shows that the theory of prime spectra is not very
nice for such generalized rings: one would rather expect Specp A!A =
Specp A as a topological space (but with a di!erent structure sheaf).

c) Similarly, Specp F", Specp F1, Specp F±1 and Specp F1n are one-element
sets, since the initial ideal is the only prime ideal in any of these gen-
eralized rings.

d) We know already that Specp Z! = {0, m!} is a two-point set with
a generic and a closed point, hence it is similar to the spectrum of a
discrete valuation ring.

e) The only prime ideals in Specp F1[T ] are (0) and (T ), and a similar re-
sult holds for all Specp F1n [T ], i.e. these spectra also look like spectra of
DVRs. Notice that the canonical strict epimorphism $ : F1[T ] $ F1n =
F1[, | ,n = e], T /$ , , induces a map a$ : Specp F1n $ Specp F1[T ]
that is not closed: indeed, its image consists of the generic point
of Specp F1[T ].

6.3. (Localization theories.) Now we want to define the localization theo-
ries, which will be sometimes also called theories of spectra, giving rise to
(di!erent) spectra of generalized rings, and study in some detail two of them.

6.3.1. (Categories of pseudolocalizations.) Recall that a pseudolocalization
of a generalized ring A is a commutative A-algebra B, or equivalently, a ho-
momorphism of generalized rings + : A $ B, such that (cf. 6.1.24): 1) the
scalar restriction functor +# : B-Mod $ A-Mod is fully faithful; this condi-
tion implies that + is an NC-epimorphism, hence an epimorphism as well; 2)
B is a flat A-algebra, i.e. the base change functor +# is exact. If in addition
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B is finitely presented over A, we say that it is an open pseudolocalization
of A.

Let’s fix some A and consider the category P̄A of all pseudolocalizations
of A (considered as a full subcategory of A-Alg), and its full subcategory PA,
consisting of all open pseudolocalizations of A.

Recall that for any homomorphism of generalized rings f : A $ A$ the
base change functor f # := A$&A+ transforms a pseudolocalization + : A $ B
of A into a pseudolocalization +$ : A$ $ B$ (cf. 6.1.25); we have actu-
ally shown that B$-Mod ! A$-Mod can be identified with the preimage of
B-Mod ! A-Mod under the scalar restriction functor f# : A$-Mod $ A-Mod,
and that any compatible B-module structure on an A$-module N automati-
cally commutes with the A$-module structure, hence B$ = A$&AB (= A$$AB,
i.e. B$/A$ is the non-commutative pullback of B/A as well.

We can combine the above observations to define a fibered category p :
P̄ $ GenR, with the fiber over A equal to P̄A, and the pullback functors
f # : P̄A $ P̄A! defined for any f : A $ A$ in the natural way. We have a
fibered subcategory of open localizations P ! P̄ as well.

6.3.2. (Finite inductive limits of pseudolocalizations.) Recall that both PA

and P̄A are essentially given by preordered sets, i.e. there is at most one
morphism between two pseudolocalizations of A. Moreover, all morphisms
in these categories are epimorphisms and even NC-epimorphisms (i.e. they
are epimorphic in the category of algebraic monads as well). Another sim-
ple observation: both these categories are closed under coproducts, since
pseudolocalization morphisms are stable under base change and composi-
tion. This implies immediately that both PA and P̄A are closed under finite
inductive limits.

6.3.3. (Filtered inductive limits.) We claim that P̄A is stable under filtered
inductive limits. Together with our previous results on finite inductive limits
this implies the stability of pseudolocalizations under arbitrary inductive
limits.

Now suppose that B = lim+$B!, where all A $ B! are pseudolocalizations.
Put A := A-Mod, B! := B!-Mod, identified with a strictly full subcategory
of A. Notice that the image of the scalar restriction functor B-Mod $ A
is contained in each B!, hence it induces a functor B-Mod $ B :=

*
! B!.

We claim that it is an equivalence; this would imply that A $ B is a pseu-
dolocalization, flatness of arbitrary inductive limits of flat algebras being
evident. So let M be an object of B, i.e. an A-module that admits a (neces-
sarily unique) compatible B!-module structure for each '. This means that
A $ END(M) (uniquely) factorizes through each B!, hence also through
B = lim+$B!, i.e. M admits a unique B-module structure, compatible with its
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A-module structure. This proves the essential surjectivity of B-Mod $ B.
Now it remains to check that HomB(N, N $) = HomA(N, N $) for any two B-
modules N and N $. But this is clear: HomB(N, N $) =

*
! HomB"(N, N $),

and HomB"(N, N $) = HomA(N, N $) for all '.
Question. We know that any localization S+1A is a filtered inductive

limit of open (i.e. finitely presented) localizations Af . Is it true that any
pseudolocalization is an inductive (hence also filtered inductive) limit of open
pseudolocalizations?

6.3.4. (Localization theories.) A localization theory T (or a theory of spectra)
of generalized rings (resp. of K-algebras, where K is a fixed generalized ring)
is a choice of strictly full subcategories TA ! PA for each generalized ring A
(resp. each K-algebra A), such that the following conditions are satisfied:

0) All isomorphisms (A
,$ A$) belong to TA.

1) TA is stable under base change, i.e. if (A $ B) belongs to TA, then
(A$ $ A$ &A B) belongs to TA! for any f : A $ A$. In other words, T
is a full fibered subcategory of P.

2) T is closed under composition, i.e. if (A $ B) belongs to TA, and
(B $ C) belongs to TB, then (A $ C) belongs to TA.

3) All open unary localizations (A $ Af), f % |A|, belong to TA.

We denote by T̂A the full subcategory of P̄A, consisting of filtering induc-
tive limits of pseudolocalizations from TA. This gives rise to a full fibered
subcategory T̂ ! P̄.

Clearly, P is the maximal (“finest”) possible localization theory, while L
(consisting of all open unary localizations A $ Af ) is the minimal (“coars-
est”) one.

6.3.5. (Basic properties.)

4) TA is closed under coproducts, hence also under finite inductive limits
of PA. (Notice that such inductive limits in PA might be di!erent from
their values when computed in A-Alg.)

5) T̂A is closed under arbitrary inductive limits. It contains L̂A, the cate-
gory of all unary localizations A $ S+1A.

6) If (A $ A$) and (A $ A$$) both belong to TA, and f : A$ $ A$$ is an

A-algebra homomorphism, then (A$ f$ A$$) belongs to TA!.
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7) For any homomorphism of generalized rings f : A $ B there is a
pseudolocalization A $ B̄ in T̂A, such that f factorizes through a
pseudolocalization A $ A$ in T̂A i! A$ * B̄ (i.e. i! there is an A-
algebra homomorphism A$ $ B̄). In other words, the inclusion functor
T̂A $ A-Alg admits a right adjoint B /$ B̄.

8) Arbitrary projective limits exist in T̂A (not necessarily coinciding with
those of A-Alg).

Proof. Let’s prove these properties. First of all, 1) and 2) imply 4): indeed,
if A $ A$ and A $ A$$ both belong to TA, then A$ $ A$ &A A$$ (= A$ $A A$$

belongs to T $
A by 1), hence A $ A$ $ A$ &A A$$ belongs to TA by 2). Now

5) is an immediate consequence of 4), and 6) follows from the fact that all
pseudolocalizations are epimorphisms, hence f : A$ $ A$$ can be identified
with the pushout of A $ A$$ with respect to A $ A$, and we just have
to apply 1). Next, to show 7) we simply put B̄ to be the inductive limit
of all pseudolocalizations A $ A$, such that A $ B factorizes through this
pseudolocalization, and use 5) to show that A $ B̄ lies indeed in T̂A. Finally,
8) is a formal consequence of 7) and of existence of arbitrary projective limits
in A-Alg: we first compute the required projective limit B in A-Alg, and then
apply B /$ B̄ to it.

6.3.6. (Spectra.) Let T ? ! P be any localization theory, A a generalized
ring (or a K-algebra, if T ? is defined only for K-algebras). We construct the

(strong) T ?-spectrum of A, denoted by SpecT
?

s A, Spec?
s A, or even Spec? A,

as follows.
a) We consider the opposite category S?

A := (T ?
A)op to T ?

A . Clearly, finite
projective limits exist in S?

A, and all morphisms of S?
A are monomorphisms.

b) For any A-module M we define a presheaf of sets M̃ on S?
A, i.e. a

functor M̃ : (S?
A)op = T ?

A $ Sets, by putting M̃(A$) := A$&A M (for now we
consider only the underlying set of A$&A M). The functor M /$ M̃ is exact,
all pseudolocalizations A$ being flat over A.

c) We consider on S?
A the finest topology, for which all M̃ become sheaves.

The results of SGA 4 tell us that (U! $ U) is a covering in S?
A i!

M̃(U) ""
?

! M̃(U!) "" ""
?

!," M̃(U! # U") (6.3.6.1)

is left exact for all A-modules M .
d) We denote by Spec? A the topos defined by the site S?

A thus con-
structed, i.e. Spec? A is the category of sheaves of sets on S?

A.
e) By construction all M̃ are sheaves on Spec? A. In particular, this is

true for all #A(n) : A$ /$ A$(n). Thus the collection of (#A(n)) defines a
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sheaf of generalized rings Ã, characterized by Ã(A$) = A$ (cf. 4.9), hence
Spec? A := (Spec? A, Ã) is a generalized ringed topos (cf. 5.2.3). We usually
denote by OSpec? A the sheaf of generalized rings Ã just constructed, and say

that it is the structural sheaf of Spec? A. Since any M̃(A$) has a natural
A$-module structure, we see that all M̃ are OSpec? A-modules.

f) Similarly, any (generalized) A-algebra B defines a OSpec?A
-algebra B̃,

with individual components given by B̃(n) := #B(n). Clearly, the value of B̃
on a localization A$ equals A$ &A B (we use here the a"ne base change
theorem 5.4.2 again). Moreover, any B-module N can be treated as an A-
module, thus definiting a sheaf of OSpec?A

-modules Ñ , and it is easy to check

that Ñ is in fact a sheaf of B̃-modules.

6.3.7. (Set-theoretical issues.) Notice that if A is U-small (this is what we’ve
tacitly assumed everywhere in this text), then the set of finitely presented
A-algebras is also U-small, since any such algebra admits a description in
terms of a finite list of generators (with appropriate arities) and relations.
In particular, the set of all open pseudolocalizations of A is U-small, hence
the same holds for T ?

A and S?
A, i.e. the site S?

A is U-small, so we can safely
consider corresponding topos Spec? A.

6.3.8. (Topology of S?
A.) The attentive reader may have noticed that SGA 4

actually gives a stronger requirement for a family (U! $ U) to be a covering
with respect to the finest topology on S?

A, for which all M̃ become sheaves.
Namely, a family as above is a covering i! for any V % ObS?

A and any
M % ObA-Mod the following sequence of sets is left exact:

M̃(V # U) ""
?

! M̃(V # U!) """"
?

!," M̃(V # U! # U") (6.3.8.1)

However, in our case (6.3.8.1) is fulfilled for all V and M i! (6.3.6.1) is
fulfilled for all M , so the description of covers in S?

A given above in 6.3.6,c)
turns out to be accurate.

Indeed, let’s deduce (6.3.8.1) from (6.3.6.1). An object V % ObS?
A is given

by some pseudolocalization A
$$ A$ of T ?

A . Put N := +#+#M . According
to 5.4.2, +# commutes with any flat base change. This is also true for +# for
trivial reasons, and the definition of M̃ now implies M̃(V # U) (= Ñ(U) for
any U % ObS?

A. Therefore, (6.3.6.1) for N implies (6.3.8.1) for M and V .

6.3.9. We claim that the topology of S?
A is subcanonical , i.e. all representable

presheaves Hom(+, V ) on S?
A are actually sheaves. This is easily reduced

to proving the following: if (U! $ U) is a covering, and all U! ! V , then
U ! V .
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Proof. Let’s denote OSpec? A simply by O . Then for any V % ObS?
A the

generalized ring of sections O(V ) is nothing else than the pseudolocalization
of A corresponding to V , with the A-algebra structure given by the restriction
map A = O(e) $ O(V ), where e is the final object of S?

A (corresponding to
the trivial pseudolocalization A $ A). Recall that O is a sheaf of generalized
rings on S?

A; this implies the exactness of the following diagram of generalized
rings (or A-algebras):

O(U) ""
?

! O(U!) "" ""
?

!," O(U! # U") (6.3.9.1)

Now U! ! V means the existence of a (necessarily unique) A-algebra homo-
morphism f! : O(V ) $ O(U!), and uniqueness shows that the two maps
O(V ) $ O(U! # U") obtained from f! and f" coincide. Left exactness of
the above diagram now implies the existence of an A-algebra homomorphism
O(V ) $ O(U), i.e. U ! V , q.e.d.

6.3.10. (Functoriality.) Let f : A $ B be a homomorphism of generalized
rings (or K-algebras, if T ? is defined over K-Alg). We want to construct
a morphism of ringed topoi af : Spec? B $ Spec? A, enjoying all the usual
properties. First of all, f induces a base change functor f # : T ?

A $ T ?
B , that

can be considered as a functor f+1 : S?
A $ S?

B between opposite categories.
This functor f+1 is left exact by construction; we have to check that it is
a morphism of sites, i.e. that (f+1U! $ f+1U) is a cover in S?

B whenever
(U! $ U) is a cover in S?

A.
Fix a cover (U! $ U) and let’s prove that (f+1U! $ f+1U) is a cover as

well. By definition, this means left exactness of the counterpart of (6.3.6.1)
for Ñ , N any B-module, and the family (f+1U! $ f+1U). Consider M :=
f#N , the scalar restriction of N . We claim that M̃(U) (= Ñ(f+1U) for any
U % ObS?

A. This would show that (6.3.6.1) for Ñ and (f+1U! $ f+1U)
is equivalent to (6.3.6.1) for M̃ and (U! $ U), valid by definition of the
topology of S?

A.
So let’s prove M̃(U) (= Ñ(f+1U). Notice that U corresponds to some

pseudolocalization A $ A$. Then f+1U corresponds to B $ B$ := A$&A B,
and M̃(U) = A$&AM = A$&Af#N , Ñ(f+1U) = B$&BN . Since A$ is flat over
A, our statement now follows from the “a"ne base change theorem” 5.4.2.

Notice that we have a natural homomorphism - : OSpec? A $ (af)#OSpec? B

of structural sheaves as well, defined by the canonical maps -U : OSpec? A(U) =

A$ $ OSpec? B(f+1U) = B&A A$. Therefore, af = (af, -) : Spec? B $ Spec? A
can be considered as a morphism of generalized ringed topoi.

6.3.11. (Spectra of pseudolocalizations.) Let f : A $ A$ be a pseudolocal-
ization of T ?

A . It corresponds to some object U in S?
A. Notice that U is an
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open object of S?
A, i.e. a subobject of the final object eU . Therefore, we can

consider the open subtopos Spec? A/U of Spec? A, defined by site S?
A/U . No-

tice that S?
A/U is canonically equivalent to S?

A! (cf. property 5) of 6.3.5). We
claim that this equivalence is compatible with the natural topologies on these
sites. Indeed, the topology of S?

A/U is easily seen to be the finest topology,
for which all M̃ |U , M % ObA-Mod, become sheaves. On the other hand, the
topology of S?

A! is the finest topology, for which all Ñ , N % Ob A$-Mod, be-
come sheaves. Now it is su"cient to check that these two families of sheaves
of sets correspond to each other under equivalence S?

A/U (= S?
A! . This is

immediate: M̃ |U is isomorphic to #f #M ; conversely, if we start with some

N % Ob A$-Mod, then Ñ is isomorphic to /f#N |U .
Clearly, OSpec? A|U is canonically isomorphic to OSpec? A! , if we identify

Spec? A$ with the open subtopos of Spec? A defined by U . In other words,
Spec? A$ is equivalent to the open ringed subtopos Spec? A/U of Spec? A.
The morphism of ringed topoi Spec? A$ ,$ Spec? A/U $ Spec? A is easily
seen to be isomorphic to af , i.e. if f : A $ A$ is a pseudolocalization of T ?

A ,
af : Spec? A$ $ Spec? A is an open embedding of generalized ringed topoi.

6.3.12. (Quasicoherent sheaves.) Fix X = (X, OX) := Spec? A and consider
the global sections functor $ = $X := $(X,+), given by $(X, F ) := F (e),
where e is the final object of Spec? A or of S?

A. Since $X(OX) = A, $X induces
a functor from the category of (sheaves of) OX-modules into the category of
A-modules: $X : OX-Mod $ A-Mod. We have a functor ( = (X in the
opposite direction as well, given by (X(M) := M̃ .

It is easy to see that (X is a left adjoint to $X , i.e.

HomOX (M̃, F ) (= HomA(M, $(X, F )) (6.3.12.1)

Indeed, this follows immediately from the universal property of M̃(U) =
OX(U) &A M .

Next, it is immediate that $(X, M̃) = M , i.e. $X 1 (X
(= Id; this means

that (X is fully faithful, hence (X induces an equivalence between A-Mod
and the essential image of (X, and the quasiinverse equivalence is given by
the restriction of $X to this essential image.

We say that an OX-module F is quasicoherent if it lies in the essential
image of (X , i.e. if it is isomorphic to some M̃ . We have just shown that
the category of quasicoherent sheaves of Spec? A is equivalent to A-Mod. On
the other hand, (X is exact and commutes with arbitrary inductive limits,
hence the category of quasicoherent sheaves is closed under finite projective
and arbitrary inductive limits of OX-Mod.

6.3.13. (Quasicoherent sheaves and functoriality.) Let f : A $ B be a
homomorphism of generalized rings, af : Y := Spec? B $ X := Spec? A
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be the associated morphism of spectra. Notice that we have actually proved
in 6.3.10 that (af)#1(Y

(= (X 1f#, i.e. (af)#(Ñ) (= /f#N for any B-module N .
In particular, the direct image functor (af)# transforms quasicoherent sheaves
on Spec? B into quasicoherent sheaves on Spec? A.

On the other hand, computing the left adjoint to $X 1 (af)# = f# 1$Y we

obtain (af)# 1 (X
(= (Y 1 f #, i.e. (af)#M̃ (= #f #M for any A-module M . In

particular, the pullback functor (af)# transforms quasicoherent OX-modules
into quasicoherent OY -modules.

6.3.14. (Flat topology.) We can generalize the above constructions as fol-
lows. We can consider category Sfl

A , opposite to the category of flat A-
algebras, and define there a topology by requiring all presheaves of sets
M̃ : B $ B &A M to be sheaves. The description of covers given in 6.3.6,c)
is still valid, since the reasoning of 6.3.8 is still applicable. (Problem: not
all fibered products exist in Sfl

A .)
One can check that SA

fl corresponds to the small flat site of SpecA (with
respect to the (fpqc) topology) when A is a classical commutative ring.
That’s why we say that Sfl

A is the small flat site of A, and the corresponding
topos (Spec A)fl = Specfl A := S̃fl

A is the small flat topos of A.
If we choose some localization theory T ? over A, we get a natural inclusion

functor S?
A $ Sfl

A , easily seen to be left exact and to transform covers into
covers (more precisely, (U! $ U) is a cover in S?

A i! it is a cover in Sfl
A ), i.e.

a morphism of sites. It induces a morphism of topoi (SpecA)fl $ Spec? A.
We have a natural sheaf of generalized rings O or OX on (Spec A)fl, that
transforms any object of Sfl

A , given by some flat A-algebra B, into B itself,
and all M̃ are actually sheaves of O-modules on (Spec A)fl.

6.3.15. (Comparison morphisms.) Given two localization theories T $ and
T $$, we say that T $$ is a refinement of T $ if T $ ! T $$, i.e. any open pseu-
dolocalization of T $ lies also in T $$. This defines a partial order between
localization theories. Clearly, the theory T u consisting only of unary local-
izations of form A $ Af is the smallest element with respect to this order,
while the theory P consisting of all open pseudolocalizations is the largest
element. The latter will be called the total localization theory T t := P, and
corresponding spectra will be denoted by Spect A.

In any case, given two such theories T $ ! T $$ as above, we obtain canon-
ical inclusion functors S $A $ S $$A; they are left exact and preserve covers,
hence we have a morphism of sites and of topoi in the opposite direction
Spec$$ A $ Spec$ A, easily seen to be a morphism of generalized ringed topoi,
depending functorially on A. We say that Spec$$ A $ Spec$ A is a comparison
morphism with respect to these two theories.
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6.3.16. (Unary localization spectra Specu A.) Let us study spectra Specu A
with respect to the smallest possible theory T u. Clearly, we have comparison
morphisms Spec? A $ Specu A for any other theory T ?; this explains the
importance of Specu A. First of all, the site Su

A is the opposite category to
T u

A , hence it consists (up to equivalence) of objects Du(f), f % |A|, that
correspond to unary localizations A $ Af . We know that Su

A is a preordered
set, i.e. between any two objects Du(f) and Du(g) there is at most one
morphism; when such a morphism exists, we write Du(f) ! Du(g). By
definition Du(f) ! Du(g) i! A $ Af factorizes through A $ Ag i! f
divides some power of g i! D(f) ! D(g) in the prime spectrum Specp A
(cf. 6.2.9). Therefore, Su

A can be identified with the ordered set of principal
open subsets of the prime spectrum Specp A of 6.2.5.

6.3.17. (Covers in Specu A.) We claim that (Du(f!) $ Du(g)) is a cover
in Su

A i! (D(f!) $ D(g)) is a cover in Specp A, i.e. i! D(g) =
(

! D(f!).
Since the principal open subsets form a base of topology of Specp A, this
would prove that Specu A coincides with the topos defined by topological
space Specp A. Moreover, this would imply that Specu A has enough points,
and that the topological space associated to Specu A is canonically homeo-
morphic to Specp A, the latter topological space being sober.

So let us show our statement about covers. Since replacing A with Ag

replaces both Specu A and Specp A with corresponding principal open subsets
or subtopoi (cf. 6.2.6 and 6.3.11), we can assume that A = Ag, hence
Du(g) = Du(1) = e is the final object of Su

A, and D(g) = D(1) = Specp A.
:) Suppose that (Du(f!) $ Du(1)) is a cover in Su

A, but
(

! D(f!) 2=
Specp A. According to 6.2.8, this means that the ideal a := (f!) is 2= (1).
Then af" = Af" for any ', and the diagrams (6.3.6.1) are left exact for both
ã and Ã. Consider the following diagram with left exact rows:

ã(U) ""

!!

?
! ã(U!)

,
!!

""""
?

!," ã(U! # U")

,
!!

Ã(U) ""
?

! Ã(U!) """"
?

!," Ã(U! # U")

(6.3.17.1)

The vertical arrows are induced by natural embeddings; we know that
the central and the right vertical arrows are isomorphisms, hence the same
is true for the remaining vertical arrow, i.e. a = (1). This is absurd.

G) Suppose that
(

! D(f!) = Specp A. We have to show that (6.3.6.1) is
exact for (D(f!) $ D(1)) and any A-module M . We know that Specp A is
quasicompact, so we can find a finite subcover, consisting of some D(fi) :=
D(f!i), 1 * i * n. It is easy to see that it su"ces to check left exactness of
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(6.3.6.1) for this finite subcover. This means left exactness of the following
diagram:

M ""
?

i Mfi
""""
?

i,j Mfifj (6.3.17.2)

provided the fi generate the unit ideal in A (cf. 6.2.8).
a) First of all, let us prove that if x, y % M are such that x/1 = y/1 in

any Mfi, then x = y. Indeed, x/1 = y/1 in Mfi means that xfN
i = yfN

i for
some N > 0, and we can choose the same N for all values of i, our cover
being finite. We know that the elements fN

i still generate the unit ideal
(since

(
D(fN

i ) =
(

D(fi) = Specp A), so we can find an H % A(n), such
that H(fN

1 , . . . , fN
n ) = e. Then we obtain x = e · x = H(fN

1 x, . . . , fN
n x) =

H(fN
1 y, . . . , fN

n y) = y.
b) Now suppose we are given a family of elements xi/fN

i in all Mfi , such
that xi/fN

i = xj/fN
j in Mfifj for any i and j. We use again the finiteness of

our cover to choose a common value of N for all i. Let us prove that xi/fN
i =

x/1 for a suitably chosen x % M . We know that xi/fN
i = xj/fN

j means
xifK

i fN+K
j = xjf

N+K
i fK

j for some integer K 0 0, chosen simultaneously for
all values of i and j. Replacing xi with xifK

i and N with N + K, we can
assume K = 0, i.e. xifN

j = xjfN
i .

By the same reasoning as before we can find some H % A(n), such
that H(fN

1 , . . . , fN
n ) = e. Put x := H(x1, . . . , xn). For any i we have

xfN
i = H(x1, . . . , xn) · fN

i = H(x1fN
i , . . . , xnfN

i ) = H(fN
1 xi, . . . , fN

n xi) =
H(fN

1 , . . . , fN
n ) · xi = exi = xi, hence xi/fN

i = x/1, q.e.d.

6.3.18. (Open pseudolocalizations of classical rings.) Let f : A $ B be a
homomorphism of classical commutative rings. We claim that f is an open
pseudolocalization i! af : Spec B $ Spec A is an open embedding. The “if”
part is very easy to check, since af turns out to be flat and finitely presented,
and af# induces a fully faithful functor from the category of quasicoherent
sheaves on SpecB into the category of quasicoherent sheaves on SpecA.
Conversely, suppose that f is an open pseudolocalization. This implies that B
is flat and finitely presented over A, hence af is an open map, and in particular
U := af(Spec B) is a quasicompact open subset of SpecA. We have to check
that the induced map Spec B $ U is an isomorphism; this is equivalent
to checking that afD(s) : af+1(D(s)) $ D(s) is an isomorphism whenever
D(s) ! U , s % A, i.e. that f becomes an isomorphism after any base change
A $ A$ := As for any such s % A. Indeed, put B$ := A$ &A B = Bs. Then
f $ : A$ $ B$ is an open pseudolocalization again, but now af $ is both flat
and surjective, hence faithfully flat, i.e. B$ is a faithfully flat A$-algebra. On
the other hand, we know that B$ &A! B$ (= B$, since any pseudolocalization
is an NC-epimorphism. In other words, A$ $ B$ becomes an isomorphism
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after tensoring with B$ over A$, hence it is itself an isomorphism by faithful
flatness, q.e.d.

6.3.19. (Comparison morphisms for spectra of classical rings.) One can easily
check that a family of open pseudolocalizations (B $ B!) defines a cover
in the sense of 6.3.6,c) i! SpecB is the union of its open subsets SpecB!.
An immediate consequence is that for any localization theory T ? and any
classical ring A the comparison morphism Spec? A $ Specu A = Spec A is
an equivalence of ringed topoi. In other words, all localization theories yield
the same result for classical rings; we might have defined Spec A to be equal
to Spect A as well.

One can check essentially in the same way that whenever we have a lo-
calization theory T ? (say, for generalized K-algeras), such that for any K-
algebra A and any finitely presented flat A-algebra B induced morphism
Spec? B $ Spec? A has open image (i.e. decomposes into a faithfully flat
morphism followed by an open embedding), then the comparison morphisms
Spect A $ Spec? A are equivalences, i.e. any such theory can be actually
replaced by the total localization theory.

6.3.20. (Localizations vs. pseudolocalizations of classical rings.) Notice that
an open pseudolocalization A $ B of classical rings need not be an open
localization A $ As, i.e. not all a"ne open subsets of SpecA are principal
open subsets. Let us illustrate the subtlety of the notion of open pseudolo-
calizations by a seemingly simple question.

Question. Let A := k[T1, . . . , Tn] be a polynomial ring over a field k. Is
there a normal k-subalgebra B ! A, distinct from A, such that B $ A is a)
an open localization; b) an open pseudolocalization?

While the answer to a) is obviously negative (all invertible elements of A
lie in k, so we cannot have A = Bs for s 2% k), the negative answer to b) would
in fact imply the jacobian conjecture, so the second part of the question has
to be very subtle.

6.3.21. (Points and quasicompactness of spectra.) One can check directly
or by invoking general results of SGA 4 that once we know that all spectra
for a certain theory T ? are quasicompact, they admit enough points (being
coherent; cf. SGA 4), and in any case they are generated by open subobjects,
hence they correspond to some sober topological spaces, uniquely determined
up to a canonical homeomorphism. These sober topological spaces will be
also denoted by Spec? A; they are generalized ringed topological spaces, of
course.

The only problem here is to prove the quasicompactness. I don’t know
whether quasicompactness holds for all theories and all generalized rings, so
we have to circumvent this problem in another way.
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6.4. (Weak topology and quasicoherent sheaves.) The “strong” topology
just defined on S?

A = (T ?
A)op and corresponding “strong” spectra Spec? A =

Spec?
s A, where A is a generalized ring and T ? is any localization theory, has a

serious drawback. Namely, when X := Spec?
A is not quasicompact (we know

already that this can happen only if A is non-additive and T ? 2= T u), then
the property of an OX-module F to be quasicoherent (i.e. of the form M̃ for
some A-module M) is not necessarily local. Therefore, even if we construct
“strong” schemes by gluing together strong spectra (for some fixed theory
T ?) along open subsets, we won’t obtain a reasonable notion of quasicoherent
sheaves over such schemes.

6.4.0. (Terminology and notations.) In order to overcome this di"culty we
consider two weaker topologies on the same category S?

A = (T ?
A)op, namely,

the weak and the finite topology. Weak topology will be weaker than the
strong topology considered so far, and the finite topology will be even weaker
than the weak topology. Both these topologies have correct properties with
respect to quasicoherent sheaves, and the finite topology has another advan-
tage: resulting spectra turn out to be quasicompact, hence also coherent in
the sense of SGA 4, hence they admit enough points, i.e. they are given by
some sober topological spaces, so if we restrict our attention to finite spec-
tra, we can work with generalized ringed topological spaces and forget about
topoi.

Notation. We denote by S?
A,s, S?

A,w or S?
A,f the category S?

A, considered
as a site by means of its strong, weak or finite topology, respectively. Corre-
sponding topoi (or topological spaces, when these topoi have enough points)
will be denoted by Spec?

s A, Spec?
w A or Spec?

f A, respectively.
If A is additive (additive actually means here “additive with a compatible

symmetry”, i.e. “given by a classical ring”), or if T ? is the unary localization
theory T u, then all of the above topologies will coincide (cf. 6.4.13), so we’ll
still write S?

A and Spec? A, or even SpecA.

6.4.1. (Fibered category of quasicoherent O-modules.) Let us fix a general-
ized ring A and a localization theory T ?. Put S?

A := (T ?
A)op as before. For

any U % ObS?
A, given by some open pseudolocalization A $ A$, denote by

QCOH(U) the category of quasicoherent modules over U , or, equivalently,
the category of A$-modules: QCOH(U) = A$-Mod. Whenever V ! U , we
have a base change (scalar extension) functor QCOH(U) $ QCOH(V ),
and these base change functors are transitive up to a canonical isomorphism.
This means that the collection of categories {QCOH(U)} together with these
base change functors defines a fibered category QCOH = QCOH?

A $ S?
A

over category S?
A (cf. 9.1, where definitions of fibered categories and stacks

are recalled, or [SGA1, VI] and [Giraud]).
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6.4.2. (Descent families.) Let {U! $ U} be any family of morphisms in
category S?

A. Denote by Desc({U! $ U},QCOH) the category of descent
data in QCOH with respect to this family; such a descent datum is a family
of modules M! % QCOH(U!) together with isomorphisms -!" : M!|U"$

,$
M" |U"$

satisfying the cocycle relation, where U!" = U! -U U" = U! # U"

in our situation, and the “restriction” M |V denotes the image of M under
appropriate pullback, i.e. scalar extension functor.

We have a natural functor QCOH(U) $ Desc({U! $ U},QCOH).
Recall that {U! $ U} is said to be a family of descent (resp. of e"cient
descent) for QCOH if this functor is fully faithful (resp. an equivalence of
categories). If we fix a topology on S?

A, then QCOH is said to be a prestack
(resp. stack) if any cover for this topology is a family of descent (resp. of
e"cient descent) for QCOH. Finally, recall that all universal families of
descent (resp. of e"cient descent) for a fibered category, QCOH in our
case, constitute a topology on S?

A, called the descent (resp. e"cient descent)
topology for QCOH (cf. [Giraud]). This is the strongest topology on S?

A, for
which QCOH is a prestack (resp. a stack).

6.4.3. (Structural presheaf of S?
A.) Notice that some of the statements made

before about sheaves on S?
A with respect to the strong topology are still valid

as statements about presheaves, without any choice of topology. For example,
we still have the structural presheaf (of generalized rings) O on S?

A, which
maps U % ObS?

A given by some open pseudolocalization A $ A$ into A$,
and any A-module M defines a quasicoherent presheaf of O-modules M̃ by
M̃(U) := M &A A$. Furthermore, S?

A/U can be identified with S?
A! , and M̃/U

is identified then with /M |U , where M |U = M &A A$. Finally, ( : M /$ M̃ is
still the left adjoint to global sections functor $ : F /$ F (e), i.e.

HomO(M̃, F ) (= HomA(M, $(F )) for any presheaf of O-modules F .
(6.4.3.1)

Since $( = IdA-Mod, we see that ( is still fully faithful, i.e. HomO(M̃, Ñ) (=
HomA(M, N) for any two A-modules M and N .

6.4.4. (Descent topology on S?
A.) We claim that the descent topology on S?

A

with respect to QCOH coincides with the strong topology of 6.3.6. More
precisely, a family {U! $ U} in S?

A is a family of descent for QCOH i! it
is a cover for the strong topology, i.e. i! it satisfies the condition of 6.3.6,c).
This means in particular that any family of descent for QCOH is universal,
i.e. remains such after any base change.

(a) For any U % ObS?
A and any M , N % ObQCOH(U) = A$-Mod,

where U is given by A $ A$, we define a presheaf of sets HomU(M, N) on
S?

A/U by mapping V $ U into HomQCOH(V )(M |V , N |V ). It is a general fact
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that {U! $ U} is a family of descent for QCOH i! all HomU(M, N) satisfy
the sheaf condition for this cover. On the other hand, (HomU(M, N))(V ) =

HomQCOH(V )(M |V , N |V ) = HomO(V )(M |V , N |V ) = HomO|V ( /M |V , /N |V ) =
HomOV (M̃ |V , Ñ |V ), i.e. HomU(M, N) coincides with the usual local Hom
HomOU (M̃, Ñ).

(b) Now consider the strong topology on S?
A. By definition any Ñ is a

sheaf over S?
A/U , hence HomOU (M̃, Ñ) is a sheaf as well, hence any cover

{U! $ U} for the strong topology is a descent family for QCOH.
(c) Conversely, let {U! $ U} be a descent family for QCOH. Then

by (a) the presheaf HomOU (Ã|U , M̃ |U) satisfies the sheaf condition for this
family. On the other hand, this presheaf is canonically isomorphic to M̃ |U
since Ã = O , i.e. M̃ satisfies the sheaf condition for {U! $ U}. By 6.3.6,c)
this means that this family is a cover for the strong topology, q.e.d.

Definition 6.4.5 Let T ? be a localization theory and A be a generalized
ring. Define S?

A := (T ?
A)op and QCOH $ S?

A as before. The weak topology
on S?

A is the e"cient descent topology with respect to QCOH. Category S?
A,

considered as a site with respect to this topology, will be denoted by S?
A,w.

The weak T ?-spectrum of A is the corresponding topos Spec?
w A, considered

as a generalized ringed topos with structural sheaf O . A sheaf of O-modules
F is said to be quasicoherent if it is isomorphic to M̃ for some A-module M .

Since any universal family of e"cient descent is a universal family of de-
scent, the weak topology is indeed weaker than the strong topology of 6.3.6.
Therefore, any sheaf for the strong topology on S?

A is a sheaf for the weak
topology as well. This is applicable in particular to O and M̃ , i.e. the struc-
tural presheaf and the quasicoherent presheaves are indeed sheaves for the
weak topology.

6.4.6. (Restriction to open objects.) Of course, for any U % ObS?
A given

by some open pseudolocalization A $ A$ the weak spectrum Spec?
w A$ can

be identified (as a generalized ringed topos) with the restriction Spec?
w A/U

of Spec?
w A to its open object represented by U . This observation enables us

to assume U = e, A$ = A while studying covers or families of morphisms
{U! $ U}.

6.4.7. (Quasicoherence is a local property.) Notice that the quasicoherence
is a local property with respect to the weak topology. In other words, if
{U! $ e} is a cover of the final object of S?

A with respect to the weak
topology, and an O-module F is such that each F |U" is quasicoherent, i.e.
F |U"

(= M̃! for some O(U!)-module M!, then F is itself quasicoherent. This
statement actually follows immediately from the definition of weak topology:
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{U! $ e} is a family of e"cient descent for QCOH, and the family of O(U!)-
modules M! together with isomorphisms -!" : M!|U"$

,$ M"|U"$
induced by

M̃!|U"$

,$ F |U"$

,$ M̃" |U"$
obviously is a descent datum for QCOH with

respect to this cover. We deduce existence of an A-module M such that
M |U"

(= M! in a manner compatible with all -!" . In other words, we have a
compatible family of sheaf isomorphisms M̃ |U"

(= M̃!
(= F |U", which can be

glued into an isomorphism of O-modules M̃ (= F , i.e. F is quasicoherent,
q.e.d.

6.4.8. (Pullbacks of e"cient descent families and functoriality of weak spec-
tra.) Let f : A $ B be a homomorphism of generalized rings, thus defining
a left exact pullback functor f+1 : S?

A $ S?
B as in 6.3.10. We claim that

f+1 preserves families of e"cient descent for QCOH. Since f+1 is left ex-
act, the same is true for universal e"cient descent families (at least if f is
an open pseudolocalization from T ?

A ; however, this case already su"ces to
show 6.4.9, which tells us that all e"cient descent families are automatically
universal), i.e. f+1 becomes a morphism of sites, thus defining a morphism of
generalized ringed topoi af : Spec?

w B $ Spec?
w A (the “generalized ringed”

part follows from corresponding strong topology result 6.3.10 once we show
that f+1 is a morphism of sites.)

(a) So let {U! $ U} be an e"cient descent family for QCOH in S?
A.

By 6.4.6 we may assume U = e. Put A! := O(U!); then f+1U! is given by
B $ B! := B &A A!, the pushout of A $ A! with respect to f : A $ B.
Let (M!, -!") be a descent datum for QCOH with respect to {f+1U! $ e}.
Notice that M! is a B!-module, and -!" is an isomorphism of B!"-modules,
where of course U!" := U!#U" , A!" := O(U!") = A!&AA" , B!" = B&AA!"

and so on. By scalar restriction we can treat M! as A!-module and -!" as
an A!"-isomorphism, thus obtaining a descent datum for {U! $ e}. By
assumption any such descent datum is e"cient, so we obtain an A-module M
together with A!-isomorphisms !! : M!

,$ M |U" = M &A A!. All we have
to check is that this A-module structure on M extends in a unique way to a
B-module structure, such that all !! become B!-isomorphisms. (Notice that
we are implicitly using here the “a"ne base change theorem” 5.4.2, which
enables us to identify M &A A! with M &B B! since A $ A! is flat.)

(b) Let t % B(n) be any operation of B. We want to show that the A-
homomorphism [t]M : Mn $ M is uniquely determined by our data. Indeed,
flatness of all A $ A! implies Mn|U" = (M |U")n (= Mn

! , and the requirement
of all !! to be B!-homomorphisms means [t]M |U" = [t]M". Therefore, the
collection

J
[t]M" : Mn

! $ M!

K
!

defines a morphism from the descent datum
for Mn into the descent datum for M ; by descent we obtain a unique A-
homomorphism [t]M : Mn $ M with required properties, and all relations
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between operations t, t$, . . . of B will be automatically fulfilled for [t]M ,
[t$]M , . . . just because they hold for all [t]M" , [t$]M", . . . , and because of
the uniqueness of [t]M . Thus M admits a unique B-module structure with
required properties, so our original descent datum is e"cient, q.e.d.

6.4.9. (All e"cient descent families are universal.) Applying the above result
to an open pseudolocalization A $ A$ in T ?

A , corresponding to some V %
ObS?

A, we see that any e"cient descent family for QCOH in S?
A is universal.

Therefore, covers for the weak T ?-topology on S?
A are exactly the e"cient

descent families for QCOH.

6.4.10. (Finite descent families are e"cient.) Clearly, any e"cient descent
family (for QCOH) is a descent family, i.e. any cover for the weak topology
is a cover for the strong topology. Let us prove a partial converse: any finite

descent family is e"cient, i.e. any finite cover for the strong topology is a
cover for the weak topology.

So let {Ui $ e}1)i)n be a finite cover of the final object e of S?
A with

respect to the strong topology. Put Uij := Ui # Uj , Ai := O(Ui) and Aij :=
O(Uij) as before, and consider any descent datum (Mi, -ij) with respect to
this cover. For any i and j we have two maps Mi $ Mij = Mi&Ai Aij : one is
the natural scalar extension map, while the other is obtained by composing
another scalar extension map Mi $ Mji with -+1

ij : Mji
,$ Mij . Now we can

define an A-module M by means of the following left exact diagram:

M +$
+

i

Mi "
+

i,j

Mij (6.4.10.1)

Since this is a finite projective limit diagram, it remains such after any flat
base change, e.g. with respect to A $ Ak, i.e. M &A Ak is canonically iso-
morphic to Ker(

?
i Mik "

?
i,j Mijk). One easily sees that this kernel is

canonically isomorphic to Mk = Mkk, just because now we are solving a
descent problem with respect to the trivial cover {Uik $ Uk}1)i)n, hence
M &A Ak

(= Mk for all 1 * k * n, i.e. M is the solution of our original
descent problem, q.e.d.

This result leads us to the following definition:

Definition 6.4.11 (Finite topology and spectra.) The finite topology on S?
A

is the topology generated by all finite covers with respect to the strong (or
equivalently, the weak) topology on S?

A. In other words, a family {U! $ U}
is a cover for the finite topology i! it admits a finite refinement {Vi $ U},
which is an (e"cient) descent family for QCOH. The corresponding site
will be denoted by S?

A,f , and the corresponding generalized ringed topos by

Spec?
f A; it will be called the finite T ?-spectrum of A.
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6.4.12. (Properties of finite topology and spectra.) All the nice properties
of weak topology and weak spectra can be almost immediately transferred
to the finite topology case since finite topology is even weaker than the weak
topology. In particular, all M̃ are sheaves of O-modules on Spec?

f A, qua-
sicoherence is a local property for the finite topology, and any $ : A $ B
induces a morphism of generalized ringed topoi a$ : Spec?

f B $ Spec?
f A.

Furthermore, all objects U % ObS?
A are quasicompact for the finite topology.

Since S?
A is closed under finite projective limits, this implies that Spec?

f A is
coherent in the sense of SGA 4, hence it admits enough points by the general
results of loc. cit. On the other hand, Spec?

f A is clearly generated by its

open objects (actually U % ObS?
A would su"ce), hence the topos Spec?

f A is
defined by some (uniquely determined) sober topological space, which will be
usually denoted by Spec?

f A as well. Therefore, the finite spectrum Spec?
f A

can be thought of as a generalized ringed topological space, not a topos, and
this topological space will be automatically quasicompact.

6.4.13. (Comparison of strong, weak and finite spectra.) Clearly, we have
morphisms of generalized ringed topoi Spec?

s A $ Spec?
w A $ Spec?

f A, in-
duced by the identity functor on S?

A. In some cases these arrows are equiva-
lences:

(a) Suppose that any object U % ObS?
A is quasicompact with respect

to the weak topology. Then by definition weak and finite topologies on S?
A

coincide, hence Spec?
w A = Spec?

f A. In particular, these two topoi are given
by some topological space.

(b) Similarly, if any object U % ObS?
A is quasicompact with respect to

the strong topology, then strong, weak and finite topologies on S?
A coincide,

so we get Spec?
s A = Spec?

w A = Spec?
f A.

(c) This is applicable in particular for the unary localization theory T u

and any A, since Specu
s A can be identified with the prime spectrum Specp A

(cf. 6.3.17), which is quasicompact by 6.2.8, hence Specu
f A = Specu

w A =
Specu

s A = Specp A, i.e. we needn’t distinguish the three variants of spectra
for the unary localization theory.

(d) If A is additive, then the comparison morphism Spec?
s A $ Specu

s A =
Spec A is an isomorphism for any localization theory T ? (cf. 6.3.19), hence
Spec? A is quasicompact. If A $ A$ is any open pseudolocalization from
T ?

A , corresponding to some U % ObS?
A, then A$ is still additive, hence U is

quasicompact with respect to the strong topology by the above reasoning.
Applying (b) we obtain Spec?

f A = Spec?
w A = Spec?

s A = Specu A = Spec A,
i.e. any construction of spectra yields the prime spectrum Spec A when applied
to an additive (i.e. classical) commutative ring A.

6.4.14. (Choice of localization theory and topology.) Whenever we want to
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concider spectra of generalized rings, and generalized schemes, obtained from
such spectra by gluing, we have to fix a localization theory T ? and a topology
(weak or finite; strong topology won’t do for schemes since quasicoherence is
not local for strong topology). We have just seen that these choices do not
a!ect spectra of classical rings and classical schemes, so any choice would be
compatible with the classical theory of Grothendieck schemes in this respect.
Usually we do one of the extreme choices:

(a) Minimal choice: unary localization theory, and any topology. We
obtain Specu A = Specp A, the prime spectrum of A in the sense of 6.2.5.

(b) Maximal choice: total localization theory T t, consisting of all open
pseudolocalizations, and the finite topology. We obtain reasonable spectra
Spect

f A, which coincide with SpecA in the classical case, but do not coincide
with Specu A for, say, A = A!Z (cf. 6.2.13). In this way we still have
quasicompactness and nice properties of quasicoherent sheaves, these spectra
are still given by (generalized ringed) topological spaces, and we obtain more
natural results at least for generalized rings like A!R.

The only obstruction to adopting (b) in all situations is the absence of
a direct description of all open pseudolocalizations of a generalized ring A,
or of points of Spect

f A. For such reasons we may want to use unary spectra
Specu A sometimes.

6.4.15. (Local rings.) Once we fix a localization theory T ? and a topology
(usually we choose the finite topology), we say that a generalized ring A
is T ?-local if the global sections functor $ on Spec?

f A is a point (or a fiber
functor) on this topos. Another description: any cover of the final object e in
S?

f contains the final object itself. For example, a generalized ring is T u-local
i! it has a unique maximal ideal, i.e. is local in the sense of 6.2.4. Similarly,
a homomorphism $ : A $ B of T ?-local rings is local if a$ : Spec?

f B $
Spec?

f A maps the only closed point of Spec?
f B (given by $B) into the only

closed point of Spec?
f A. This is again consistent with existing terminology.

6.4.16. (Generalized locally ringed spaces and topoi.) Now we can define
generalized locally ringed spaces (with respect to some theory T ?) by re-
quiring the stalks of the structural sheaf of a generalized ringed space to be
T ?-local, and local morphisms of such spaces are then defined in the natu-
ral way. Furthermore, we might extend these definitions to topoi, and show
the usual universal property of Spec?

f A among all generalized locally ringed
spaces (or topoi) with the global sections of the structural sheaf isomorphic
to A.

6.5. (Generalized schemes.) Once we fix a localization theory T ? (say, of
commutative K-algebras), and choose a topology (weak or finite; we’ll usu-
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ally choose finite) we can define a scheme for this theory, or a T ?-scheme,
to be a topological space or topos X, together with a structural sheaf OX of
(generalized) K-algebras, such that (X, OX) is locally isomorphic to general-
ized ringed spaces or topoi of form Spec? A. In the topos case this means that
we have a cover (U! $ e) of the final object by open objects, such that each
(X/U", OX |U") is equivalent to some Spec? A. Of course, once we know that
all spectra for the chosen theory are quasicompact, we have enough points,
so we can work with sober topological spaces, and forget about topoi.

This is applicable in particular if we choose finite topology on all our spec-
tra. We are going to do this, so as to obtain a theory of schemes with almost
all basic classical properties fulfilled. Furthermore, we fix some localization
theory T ? and write SpecA instead of Spec?

f A.

6.5.1. (A"ne schemes.) A (generalized) a"ne scheme X is just a general-
ized (locally) ringed space isomorphic to SpecA for some generalized ring A.
An open subscheme U of a scheme X is an open subset U ! X with in-
duced generalized ringed structure: OU = OX|U . Notice that any generalized
scheme can be covered by a"ne open subschemes, essentially by definition of
a scheme, and that a"ne open subsets constitute a base of topology of any

a"ne scheme SpecA, essentially by our construction of SpecA = /S?
A,f , hence

of any scheme. This observation also implies that any open subscheme U of
a scheme X is indeed a scheme.

These properties would hold even if we had chosen the weak topology
on S?

A instead of the finite one; however, the special property of the finite
topology is that any a"ne scheme is quasicompact.

6.5.2. (Morphisms of generalized schemes.) A morphism of generalized
schemes f : X $ Y is by definition a local morphism of generalized locally
ringed spaces or topoi, cf. 6.4.16. Another description: for any (general-
ized) a"ne open subschemes U ! X and V ! Y , such that f(U) ! V , the
restricted morphism fU,V : U $ V must be induced by a homomorphism
of generalized rings O(V ) $ O(U). One can either show the equivalence of
these two descriptions, or just adopt the second of them as a definition of
scheme morphism. One can also show that it would su"ce to require that
the open subschemes U with the above property (for variable V ) cover X
(cf. 6.5.3 below). An immediate consequence is that morphisms of a"ne
schemes f : Spec B $ Spec A are in one-to-one correspondence with gen-
eralized ring homomorphisms A $ B. Covering an arbitrary scheme X by
a"ne open subschemes Ui = Spec Bi, and then each Ui # Uj by a"ne open

U (k)
ij , we deduce that scheme morphisms f : X $ Spec A are in one-to-

one correspondence with homomorphisms A $ $(X, OX), exactly as in the
classical situation.
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6.5.3. (Localness of scheme morphisms.) The statement implicitly used
above is the following: if f : Spec B $ Spec A is a generalized ringed
space morphism, such that all f |Ui : Ui = Spec Bi $ Spec A are given by
some homomorphisms $i : A $ Bi, where Spec B =

(
i Ui is an a"ne

open cover, then f is itself given by some homomorphism $ : A $ B. In-
deed, Uij = Ui # Uj $ Ui is obviously given by a homomorphism, namely,
Bi $ Bij := Bi &B Bj, essentially by definition of S?

B,f (cf. also 6.4.6),

hence f |Uij is given by $ij : A
#i$ Bi $ Bij , equal to the map induced

by f |Uij on the global sections of structural sheaves. In other words, we
get maps $i : A $ Bi = OSpec B(Ui), and the restrictions of $i and $j to
OSpec B(Uij) coincide. Since OSpec B is a sheaf, the sheaf condition for cover
{Ui} implies existence and uniqueness of a generalized ring homomorphism
$ : A $ OSpec B(e) = B, such that A

#$ B $ Bi coincide with $i. This
means a$|Ui = a$i = f |Ui for any i, hence a$ = f , q.e.d.

6.5.4. (Fibered products of generalized schemes.) Previous statement im-
mediately implies existence of fibered products of a"ne generalized schemes:
Spec A -Spec C Spec B is given by usual formula Spec(A &C B), where this
tensor product of (generalized commutative) C-algebras is understood in the
sense of 5.1.6. Once we know this, existence of fibered products X -S Y of
arbitrary generalized schemes is shown exactly in the same way as in EGA I,
by gluing together fibered products of appropriate a"ne open U ! X and
V ! Y over W ! S. Most properties of fibered products of schemes can
be generalized to our case. Notice, however, that the map |X -S Y | $
|X|-|S| |Y |, where |Z| denotes the underlying set of a generalized scheme Z,
is not necessarily surjective, as illustrated by X = Y = Spec Z, S = Spec F",
X -S X = Spec Z = X (cf. 5.1.22), in contrast with the classical case.

6.5.5. (Final generalized scheme.) Another consequence of 6.5.2 is that
the category of generalized schemes admits a final object, namely, Spec F",
simply because F" is initial in the category of generalized rings (cf. 3.4.12,h).
In this way any generalized scheme admits a unique F"-scheme structure, so
we might say F"-schemes instead of generalized schemes.

6.5.6. (Generalized schemes with zero.) Notice that a$ : Spec B $ Spec A is
a monomorphism in the category of generalized schemes whenever $ : A $
B is an epimorphism of generalized rings. This is applicable in particular
to F" $ F1 since F1 &F" F1 = F1 (recall that F1 = F"[0[0]], hence F1 &
F1 = F"[0[0], 0̄[0]], and any two commuting constants coincide). We see that
Spec F1 $ Spec F" is a monomorphism, i.e. any generalized scheme X admits
at most one F1-structure. If this be the case, we say that X is an F1-scheme,
or a (generalized) scheme with zero. Clearly, X is a generalized scheme with
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zero i! $(X, OX) admits a constant, i.e. i! the set $(X, OX(0)) is non-empty.
Another consequence of the fact that SpecF1 $ Spec F" is a monomor-

phism is that X -F1 Y = X -F" Y for any two F1-schemes X and Y , so we
can write simply X - Y .

6.5.7. (Additive generalized schemes.) Similarly, F1 $ Z and F" $ Z are
epimorphisms of generalized rings since Z&F" Z = Z (cf. 5.1.22). This means
that Spec Z $ Spec F" is a monomorphism of generalized schemes, i.e. any
generalized scheme X admits at most one Z-structure. If this be the case,
we say that X is a Z-scheme, or an additive (generalized) scheme. If X is
additive, we have a homomorphism Z $ OX(U) for any open U ! X, hence
all OX(U) are additive generalized rings with symmetry [+], i.e. are given by
classical commutative rings, so OX can be thought of as a sheaf of classical
rings. Taking into account our previous results 5.1.10 and 6.4.13, we see
that the category of additive generalized schemes is canonically equivalent to
the category of Grothendieck schemes. Notice that X -Z Y = X -F" Y for
any additive schemes X and Y , so we can safely write X - Y .

6.5.8. (Quasicoherent sheaves.) Let X = (X, OX) be a generalized scheme.
We say that an OX-module F is quasicoherent if for any a"ne open U =
Spec A ! X the restriction F |U is isomorphic to OU -module M̃ for some
A-module M , and then necessarily M = $(U, F ). Since quasicoherence is
a local property with respect to weak and finite topologies (cf. 6.4.7), we
see that it would su"ce to require this condition for U from some a"ne
open cover of X. Once we know this, all usual properties of quasicoher-
ent sheaves follow. In particular, quasicoherent sheaves on X constitute a
full subcategory OX-QCoh in OX-Mod, stable under arbitrary inductive and
projective limits, and for any scheme morphism f : Y $ X the pullback
functor f # : OX-Mod $ OY -Mod preserves quasicoherence. When both X
and Y are a"ne, the action of f # on quasicoherent sheaves is given by scalar
extension with respect to generalized ring homomorphism $ corresponding
to f . Furthermore, in this situation (but not in general) f# also preserves
quasicoherence, and its action on quasicoherent sheaves is given by scalar
restriction along $ (we apply the “a"ne base change theorem” 5.4.2 here;
cf. 6.3.13).

6.5.9. (Quasicoherent sheaves of finite type.) Recall that a sheaf of OX-
modules F on a generalized ringed space X = (X, OX) is said to be (locally)
finitely generated, or of finite type, if one can find an open cover {U!} and
strict epimorphisms (i.e. surjections) p! : OU"(n!) # F |U", where n! 0 0
are integers, and OU(n) or LOU (n) denotes the free OU -module of rank n.

Now suppose that X is a generalized scheme, and that F is quasicoherent;
since the above cover can be always chosen to consist of a"ne U!, and functor
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( : M /$ M̃ , O(U)-Mod $ OU -Mod is exact for any open a"ne U !
X, we see that an OX-module F is quasicoherent of finite type i! one can
find an a"ne open cover {U!}, such that each F |U" is isomorphic to M̃!

for some finitely generated O(U!)-module M!. If we know already that F

is quasicoherent, this is equivalent to requiring all $(U!, F ) to be finitely
generated as O(U!)-modules.

6.5.10. (Global sections of quasicoherent sheaves of finite type.) We claim
that if F is quasicoherent of finite type, then $(U, F ) is a finitely generated
O(U)-module for any a"ne open U ! X. We can assume X = U = Spec A,
F = M̃ for some A-module M . Since X is quasicompact, we can find a
finite a"ne open cover X =

(n
i=1 Ui, Ui = Spec Ai, such that F |Ui = M̃i

for some finitely generated Ai-module Mi, clearly equal to M &A Ai. Now
write M as the filtered inductive limit of all its finitely generated submodules:
M = lim+$!

M!, and put Mi! := M! &A Ai. Then Mi = lim+$!
Mi!, and Mi

is finitely generated, whence Mi! = Mi for all ' 0 '(i). Taking ' 0 '(i)
simultaneously for i = 1, . . . , n, we get Mi = Mi! for all i, hence M = M! is
finitely generated.

6.5.11. (Finitely presented sheaves.) Similarly, an OX-module F is said to
be (locally) finitely presented, or of finite presentation if it becomes finitely
presented on some open cover {U!}, i.e. if F |U" = Coker

"
p!, q! : OU"(m!) "

OU"(n!)
#

for suitable m!, n! 0 0 and morphisms p!, q!. Now if X is a
scheme, such a cover can be always assumed to be a"ne. Clearly, each
F |U" is quasicoherent, being an inductive limit of quasicoherent sheaves,
hence any finitely presented OX-module F over a scheme X is quasicoherent.
Furthermore, we see that M! = $(U!, F ) is a finitely presented OX(U!)-
module, being a cokernel of two maps between free modules of finite rank.

We claim that if F is finitely presented, then $(U, F ) is a finitely pre-
sented O(U)-module for any a"ne open U ! X. We can assume X =
U = Spec A and F = M̃ . By 6.5.10 M is finitely generated, so we can
find a surjection 2 : A(n) $ M . Put R := A(n) -M A(n), and write
R = lim+$!

R! where R! are finitely generated submodules of R, and put
M! := A(n)/R! = Coker(R! " A(n)). We get M = lim+$!

M!, all M! are
finitely presented, and all transition morphisms are surjective. The proof is
finished in the same way as in 6.5.10: we know that Mi := M &A Ai are
finitely presented Ai-modules, so, in the notations of loc.cit. Mi! $ Mi is an
isomorphism for ' 0 '(i); choosing ' 0 '(i) for all i, we see that M = M!

is finitely presented.

6.5.12. (Sheaves of OX-algebras.) Notice that we have two di!erent notions
of an OX-algebra B, commutative or not, over a generalized scheme X:
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(a) We can define such an algebra as a sheaf of generalized rings B over X
together with a central homomorphism OX $ B.

(b) We can define such an B as an algebra in OX-Mod, considered as a
&-category with respect to &OX .

Similarly to what we had in 5.1.9 and 5.3.8, any OX-algebra in the sense
of (b) defines a unary OX-algebra in the sense of (a), and the functor thus
defined is an equivalence of categories, essentially for the same reasons as
in 5.3.8.

Furthermore, when B is a quasicoherent OX-algebra, then for any a"ne
open U ! X we have B = B̃ for some OX(U)-algebra B in the sense of 5.1.9,
where B̃ is understood as the sheaf of generalized rings over U defined by

the family of sheaves of sets {#B(n)}, with the structural maps B̃($) and

µ(k)
n induced by corresponding structural maps for A (it is important here

that all structural maps involved are in fact O(U)-homomorphisms, i.e. that
O(U) $ B is at least central, even if we don’t assume B to be commutative).

In this way we obtain a natural equivalence between quasicoherent OX-
algebras B over an a"ne scheme X = Spec A and A-algebras B, given by
B /$ $(X, B), B /$ B̃. This equivalence preserves unarity of algebras.

6.5.13. (A"ne morphisms.) Given a generalized scheme S and a quasico-
herent OS-algebra B, we can construct a generalized scheme X = Spec B

over S by gluing together SpecB(U) for all a"ne open U ! X, in the same
way as in EGA II 1.3.1. A scheme morphism f : X $ S is said to be a"ne
if it is isomorphic to a morphism SpecB $ S of the above form; in this case
obviously B = f#OX , where f# is understood as a direct image functor for
sheaves of generalized rings over X.

All general properties of a"ne morphisms from EGA II 1 can be now
transferred to our situation. For example, f : X $ S is a"ne i! for any
a"ne open U ! S its pullback f+1(U) is also a"ne i! this condition holds
for some open a"ne cover {U!} of S.

6.5.14. (Unary a"ne morphisms.) We have a phenomenon specific to our
situation: an a"ne morphism f : X $ S is said to be unary if corresponding
quasicoherent OS-algebra f#OX is unary. One can easily show that unary
a"ne morphisms are stable under composition, their diagonals and graphs
are also unary a"ne etc.

6.5.15. (Quasicompact morphisms.) We say that a generalized scheme mor-
phism f : X $ S is quasicompact if f+1(U) is quasicompact for any quasi-
compact open subset U ! S, i.e. if it can be covered by finitely many a"ne
open subsets of X. It is su"cient to require this for all open a"ne U ! S,
or just for open a"ne U! from some cover of S.
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6.5.16. (Quasiseparated morphisms.) We say that a morphism f : X $ Y is
quasiseparated if the diagonal (X/Y : X $ X-Y X is quasicompact. We say
that a generalized scheme X is quasiseparated if X $ Spec F" is quasisepa-
rated. These notions have all their usual properties known from EGA IV 1.
For example, X is quasiseparated i! it admits an a"ne open cover {U!},
such that all U! # U" are quasicompact. All a"ne schemes and morphisms
are quasicompact and quasiseparated, and (X/Y is quasiseparated for any

X
f$ Y .

6.5.17. (Open embeddings.) We say that a generalized scheme morphism f :
Y $ X is an open embedding or an open immersion if it is isomorphic to an
embedding morphism U $ X for some open subset U ! X (clearly equal to
f(Y )). Open embeddings are always monomorphisms, hence quasiseparated,
but not necessarily quasicompact. An open subscheme U ! X is a subobject
of X in the category of schemes defined by an open embedding. Most of their
elementary properties from EGA I generalize immediately to our situation.

6.5.18. (Closed embeddings?) However, we don’t seem to have a good notion
of closed embeddings for generalized schemes. This is partly due to the fact
that while the localization theory can be transferred to generalized rings
almost literally, this is not true for ideal/quotient ring theory.

Consider the following example. Let A be a generalized ring with zero,
and put X := Spec A. One can consider some strict quotient B of A, e.g. by
choosing two elements f , g % |A| and setting B := A/6f = g7 (cf. 4.4.9).
Since A $ B is a (strict) epimorphism, i : Y := Spec B $ X is a monomor-
phism of generalized schemes. In classical situation Y would have been a
closed subscheme of X, “the locus where f = g”, equal to V (f + g).

However, in our situation i will be a closed embedding in the topological
sense only if we divide by several equations of the form fk = 0 (then Y will
be homeomorphic to V (a), where a is the ideal generated by (fk), if we work
with prime spectra). Since we don’t have subtraction, we cannot replace
equations fk = gk with fk + gk = 0 as in the classical case, so in general
i : Y $ X can have a non-closed image, as illustrated by the following
example.

6.5.19. (Diagonal of A1
F1

.) Put X := A1
F1

= Spec F1[T ] and consider (X :
X $ X - X. Clearly, (X is defined by strict epimorphism F1[T ] & F1[T ] =
F1[T, T $] $ F1[T ], mapping both T and T $ into T . Now let’s compute
the corresponding prime spectra: SpecF1[T ] = {0, (T )}, Spec F1[T, T $] =
{0, (T ), (T $), (T, T $)}, and the image of (X equals {0, (T, T $)}, which is not
closed in Spec F1[T, T $], i.e. the image of (X is not closed, at least if we
use T u.
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6.5.20. (Separated morphisms?) At this point we see that we don’t have any
reasonable notion of separated morphisms f : X $ Y : if we require (X/Y to
be a closed immersion (whatever that means), then even the a"ne line A1

F1

wouldn’t be separated.
All we can do is to consider quasiseparated morphisms instead, whenever

this is possible. It is not always enough: for example, a section " : S $ X
of an a"ne morphism f : X $ S won’t be a closed immersion, just because
(X/S is not.

6.5.21. (Immersions and subschemes.) However, some related notions can
be still saved. Namely, let us say that f : Y $ X is an immersion if it
is a monomorphism, locally (in Y and X) given by a$ : Spec B $ Spec A,
where $ : A $ B is a homomorphism of a generalized ring A into a finitely
generated A-algebra B, such that the scalar restriction functor $# : B-Mod $
A-Mod is fully faithful (hence $ is a NC-epimorphism, and in particular an
epimorphism, cf. 6.3.1), and retains this property after any base change.
Examples of such homomorphisms are given by open pseudolocalizations and
strict epimorphisms (i.e. surjective homomorphisms).

A subscheme Y ! X is any subobject of X in the category of schemes,
such that Y $ X is an immersion. Clearly, immersions are stable under
composition and base change, open embeddings are immersions, and any
diagonal morphism (X/S is an immersion, hence the graph $f : X $ X-S Y
of any morphism f : X $ Y of (generalized) S-schemes is an immersion as
well.

6.5.22. (Monomorphisms are not injective!) Notice that, in contrast to the
classical case, a monomorphism of generalized schemes can be not injective
on points, as illustrated by SpecZ $ Spec F". It is an interesting question
whether an immersion can be non-injective.

6.5.23. (“Closed” immersions.) We say that a morphism of generalized
schemes j : Y $ X is a “closed” immersion if it is a"ne, and if the induced
homomorphism of sheaves of generalized rings OX $ f#OY is surjective. Any
“closed” immersion is an immersion in the sense of 6.5.21; however, it is not
necessarily closed in the topological sense, whence the quotes. A “closed”
immersion is locally of the form j : Spec B $ Spec A, where $ : A # B is
a surjective homomorphism of generalized rings. If we work in T u (i.e. with
prime spectra), then such a j is injective on points (since $+1(p) = $+1(p$)
implies p = p$), and the topology on j(Spec B) coincides with that induced
from Spec A, since j+1(D(f)) = D($(f)), open sets D(f̄) constitute a base
of topology of Spec B, and any f̄ % |B| can be lifted to some f % |A|, hence
D(f̄) = j+1(D(f)).
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These “closed” immersions are stable under composition and base change,
and the diagonal of an a"ne morphism is a “closed” immersion. Therefore,
it might make sense to define a separated (or rather “separated”) morphism
f : X $ Y by requiring its diagonal (X/Y to be a “closed” immersion.
Notice that “closed” immersions are always a"ne, but not necessarily unary.

Of course, we define a “closed” subscheme Y ! X as a subobject in the
category of generalized schemes, such that Y $ X is a “closed” immersion.

6.5.24. (Disjoint union of a"ne schemes.) Let X1 = Spec A1 and X2 =
Spec A2 be two a"ne generalized schemes with zero. We claim that Spec(A1-
A2) (= X1 = X2; in particular, the disjoint union X1 = X2 is a"ne.

Indeed, according to 5.4.8, (A1 - A2)-Mod is equivalent to A1-Mod -
A2-Mod; the inverse of this equivalence transforms (M1, M2) into M1 - M2,
with the action of t = (t1, t2) % (A1 - A2)(n) = A1(n) - A2(n) defined
componentwise. Now it is immediate that A1 equals A[e+1

1 ], where A :=
A1 - A2 and e1 = (e, 0) % |A|, and similarly for A2, whence two open
embeddings #i : Xi = Spec Ai $ X := Spec A. Next, X1 # X2 equals
Spec A[(e1e2)+1] = Spec A[0+1] = "; applying 5.4.8 once more, we see that
any quasicoherent sheaf M̃ on X satisfies the sheaf property for family of open
(pseudo)localizations {Xi $ X}i=1,2, hence X = X1 ' X2 by the definition
of (strong) topology, cf. 6.3.6 and 6.4.10, q.e.d.

6.5.25. (Unarity is not local in the source.) Notice that the unarity of
a"ne schemes over a fixed base generalized ring C is not a local property, as
illustrated by C = Z!, X = Spec(Z! - Z!) = Spec Z! = Spec Z!: we see
that X is a union of unary a"ne C-schemes, but it is not unary itself.

6.5.26. (Morphisms of finite type and of finite presentation.) We say that
a generalized scheme morphism f : X $ Y is locally of finite type if one
can cover Y by a"ne open subschemes Vi, and each f+1(Vi) by a"ne open
Uij , such that each O(Uij) is a finitely generated O(Vi)-algebra in the sense
of 5.1.14. Similarly, f is locally of finite presentation if one can find similar
covers with the property that each O(Uij) be a finitely presented O(Vi)-
algebra in the sense of 5.1.15.

Furthermore, we say that f is of finite type if it is quasicompact and
locally of finite type, and that f is of finite presentation if it is quasicompact,
quasiseparated and locally of finite presentation.

These notions have all formal properties of EGA I 6 and EGA IV 1,
modulo the following statement:

6.5.27. If Spec B $ Spec A is locally of finite type (resp. presentation), then
B is a finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) A-algebra. Unfortunately,
we don’t have a proof of this statement for T ? 2= T u. However, for the unary
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localization theory T u the proofs from EGA work with minimal modifica-
tions.

Let us show for example the statement about finite generation. Sup-
pose that s1, . . . , sn % |B| are such that all Bsi are finitely generated A-
algebras, and choose some finite lists of generators fij % Bsi(rij); we can

write fij = gij/s
kij

i for some kij 0 0 and gij % B(rij), choose a common value
k for all kij and replace si by sk

i , thus reducing to the case kij = 1. Next,
since

(n
i=1 D(si) = Spec B, these elements si generate the unit ideal over B

(cf. 6.3.17 and 6.2.8), so we can find an operation h % B(n), such that

h(s1, . . . , sn) = 1 (cf. 4.6.9). Now we put B$ := A[s[1]
i , g

[rij]
ij , h[n]] ! B and

show that B$ = B in the same way as in EGA I 6.5.
If all Bsi are finitely presented over A, we can find a surjection + : B$ :=

A[T [r1]
1 , . . . , T [rm]

m ] $ B from an algebra of generalized polynomials, consider
its kernel R := B$ -B B$, choose finite lists of equations (fij/s̃N

i , gij/s̃N
i )

generating compatible equivalence relation Rs̃i on Bs̃i, the kernel of B$
s̃i
$

Bsi, where s̃i % B$ are some lifts of si, and show that R is generated by
equations {fij = gij} as a compatible equivalence relation on generalized
ring B$, hence B = B$/R is finitely presented over A.

6.5.28. (Vector bundles and projective modules.) A vector bundle E over a
generalized scheme S is defined as a locally free OS-module of finite type, i.e.
we require E |Ui

(= OUi(ni) as an OUi-module, for some open cover Ui of S
and some integers ni 0 0. If all ni can be chosen to have the same value n,
we say that E is a vector bundle of rank n. A vector bundle is obviously a
(locally) finitely presented quasicoherent OS-module.

Proposition. If E is a vector bundle over S, then $(U, E ) is a finitely
generated projective module over generalized ring $(U, OS), for any a"ne
open U ! S.

Proof. It su"ces to consider the case U = S = Spec A, E = P̃ for
some A-module P , finitely presented by 6.5.11. We have to check that P
is projective, i.e. that the functor HomA(P,+) : A-Mod $ A-Mod pre-
serves strict epimorphisms (surjections of A-modules). Notice for this that

HomA(P, M)3 (= HomOS(P̃ , M̃) for any finitely presented A-module P .
The proof proceeds as in the classical case of EGA I: fix a finite presentation
of P , use exactness properties of functors involved to reduce to the case of a
free P = A(n) of finite rank n, and then we are reduced to proving /Mn (= M̃n,
true by exactness of ( : M $ M̃ . Applying this statement to our P and
noticing that f : M $ N is a strict epimorphism i! f̃ : M̃ $ Ñ is one, we
see that projectivity of P is equivalent to HomOS(E , F ) $ HomOS(E , G )
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being a strict epimorphism for any strict epimorphism $ : F $ G of qua-
sicoherent OS-modules. This is a local property, obviously fulfilled for any
free E of finite rank, hence for any locally free E of finite type, q.e.d.

6.5.29. (Converse is not true.) Contrary to the classical case, P̃ is not
necessarily a vector bundle over SpecA whenever P is a finitely generated
projective A-module, at least if we use unary localization theory T u to con-
struct our spectra, as illustrated by the non-free projective F!-module P
of 10.4.20, since Specu F! is a one-point set.

6.5.30. (Line bundles and Picard group.) A line bundle L over S is defined
as a vector bundle of rank 1, i.e. an OS-module, locally isomorphic to |OS| =
OS(1). Tensor product of two line bundles is obviously again a line bundle,
and L *+1 := Ľ := Hom(L , |OS|) is also a line bundle, such that the
canonical map L &OS Ľ $ |OS| is an isomorphism.

This enables us to define the Picard group Pic(S) as the set of isomor-
phism classes of line bundles over S, with the group operation given by the
tensor product. If we denote by |OS|" the sheaf of invertible elements in |OS|,
then Pic(S) = H1(S, |OS|"), where the RHS is understood as the usual co-
homology of a sheaf of abelian groups.

6.5.31. (Flat morphisms.) We say that a generalized scheme morphism
f : X $ S is flat if for any a"ne open U ! X and V ! S, such that
U ! f+1(V ), O(U) is a flat O(V )-algebra. This is equivalent to the existence
of an a"ne open cover {Vi} of S and a"ne open covers {Uij} of f+1(Vi), such
that each O(Uij) is a flat O(Vi)-algebra.

In order to check equivalence of these two descriptions we have to show
that an A-algebra B is flat whenever there is an a"ne cover {Ui $ X},
such that each Bi is flat over A, where we put X := SpecB, S := SpecA,
Ui := Spec Bi and denote Spec B $ Spec A by f . This is immediate: indeed,
functors f #|Ui : OS-QCoh $ OUi-QCoh are exact, hence f # : OS-QCoh $
OX-QCoh is exact, i.e. the scalar extension functor A-Mod $ B-Mod is
exact, so B is indeed a flat A-algebra.

6.5.32. (Faithfully flat morphisms.) We say that f : X $ S is faithfully
flat if it is flat, and exact functor f # : OS-Mod $ OX-Mod is fully faithful.
This is equivalent to requiring all f #U : OU -QCoh $ Of#1(U)-QCoh to be fully
faithful, where U ! S is any a"ne open subscheme, and fU : f+1(U) $ U is
the restriction of f .

6.5.33. (Flat topology (fpqc).) Consider the category S of a"ne generalized
schemes, or, equivalently, the opposite category of the category GenR of
generalized rings. Introduce on S the topology generated by finite families of
flat morphisms {Spec Ai $ Spec A}, which are (universal e"cient) families
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of descent for QCOH. The resulting topology is the flat topology (fpqc).
Any scheme X represents a functor X̃ : Spec A /$ X(A) = Hom(SpecA, X),
which is easily seen to be a sheaf for the flat topology. Functor h : X /$ X̃
from generalized schemes into the flat topos S̃ is fully faithful, so we can
define the flat topology on the category of all generalized schemes simply by
pulling back the canonical topology of S̃ with respect to h. Of course, the
topos defined by this larger site will be still S̃.

One can describe this flat topology more explicitly. We don’t want to do
it here; let us remark that a large portion of faithfully flat descent theory (cf.
e.g. SGA 1) can be generalized to our case with the aid of flat topology just
defined.

6.5.34. (Étale coverings, étale and smooth morphisms.) Once we have a
notion of flat topology, we can define for example étale coverings X $ S
as morphisms, locally for the flat topology (over S) isomorphic to “constant
étale coverings” S - n $ S, where S - n = S = . . . = S denotes the disjoint
union of n copies of S. After that we can define étale morphisms f : X $ Y
as morphisms that locally for the flat topology on Y , and after that —

locally for the Zariski topology on X are of the form X
j$ X $ +$ Y , where

j is an open embedding and 2 an étale covering. Finally, we can define
smooth morphisms in a similar manner, where this time j is to be étale and
2 : X $ $ Y is to be of the form Y - An $ Y .

However, we are not going to study or use these definitions in this work;
they’ve been mentioned just to demonstrate a possible way of extending some
classical notions to generalized schemes.

6.5.35. (Proper and projective morphisms.) Unfortunately, the obvious
definition of a proper morphism of generalized schemes involving universal
closedness doesn’t seem to be useful, because diagonals of a"ne morphisms
are not proper in this sense. However, we have a reasonable notion of a pro-
jective morphism, so we are going to study projective generalized schemes
and morphisms instead.

6.6. (Projective generalized schemes and morphisms.) Now we want to define
projective generalized schemes and morphisms and related notions. There
are three major di!erences from the classical case of EGA II. Firstly, we
don’t have reasonable noetherian conditions, so we have to use finitely pre-
sented morphisms and quasicoherent sheaves instead. Secondly, we have to
deal with non-unary generalized graded rings and their projective spectra,
together with various arising phenomena that have no counterparts in the
classical case. Thirdly, we have to consider “closed” immersions in the sense
of 6.5.23, which are not really closed as maps of topological spaces. This
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also complicates things considerably.

6.6.1. (Graded algebras and modules in a tensor category.) Let ( be a
commutative monoid (e.g. N0 or Z), A be an ACU &-category, such that
direct sums (i.e. coproducts) indexed by subsets of ( exist in A and commute
with &. Suppose that M $ M . N is a monomorphism for any M , N %
ObA (condition automatically fulfilled if A has a zero object). Then we can
define a (-graded algebra S in A as an algebra S = (S, µ, &) in A together
with a direct sum decomposition S =

,
!&' S!, such that & : 1A $ S

factorizes through S0 ! S, and S! & S" $ S & S
µ$ S factorizes through

S!+" ! S, for any ', 5 % (. Next, we can define a graded (left) S-module M
in A as an S-module M = (M, !) with a direct sum decomposition M =,

!&' M!, such that S!&M" $ S&M
'$ M factorizes through M!+" ! M

for all ' and 5 % (.

6.6.2. (Alternative descriptions.) The above situation admits an alternative
description. Namely, we can define a (-graded algebra S in A as a family
{S!}!&' of objects of A together with identity map & : 1A $ S0 and
multiplication maps µ!," : S! & S" $ S!+" , satisfying natural associativity
and unit relations. A graded S-module M can be described similarly, as
a family {M"}"&' together with action maps !!," : S! & M" $ M!+" ,
satisfying obvious relations.

This approach has its advantages. It yields definitions equivalent to those
of 6.6.1 when (-indexed direct sums exist in A and commute with &, and
all M $ M . N are monic. However, these new definitions don’t need any
of these assumptions and are valid in any ACU &-category.

Yet another description: if (-indexed direct sums exist in A and com-
mute with &, we can consider the category A ' of (-indexed families of
objects of A , and introduce a &-structure on it by putting {X!}& {Y "} :=
{
,

!+"=' X! & Y "}'&'. Then (-graded algebras and modules are nothing
else than algebras and modules in A '.

6.6.3. (Application: (-graded unary algebras and modules over a general-
ized ring.) Let us fix a generalized base ring C. Since C-Mod is an ACU
&-category with arbitrary direct sums commuting with the tensor product,
we can apply any of the above constructions to define (-graded C-algebras
and modules over them. Notice that the condition “M $ M . N injective”
is fulfilled for all C-modules M and N whenever C admits a zero, so 6.6.1

is applicable at least over such C’s. On the other hand, the alternative ap-
proach of 6.6.2 is applicable without any restrictions on C, and has another
convenient property. Namely, let C0 ! C be a generalized subring; we would
like to be able to treat any graded C-algebra S =

,
S! as a graded C0-
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algebra via scalar restriction. However, if C is not unary over C0, direct
sums over C and C0 di!er, so the scalar restriction of S wouldn’t be equal
to the direct sum of scalar restrictions of its components S!.

Nevertheless, if we adopt the “family approach” of 6.6.2, this problem
doesn’t arise: family {S!}!&' together with 1 % S0 and C-bilinear maps
µ!," : S! - S" $ S!+" retain all their properties after scalar restriction,
so we can work with (-graded algebras and modules without worrying too
much about the choice of C.

6.6.4. (Non-unary (-graded C-algebras.) The above description is some-
what incomplete. Namely, according to 5.3.8, algebras in C-Mod correspond
to unary C-algebras, so we’ve just described only unary graded C-algebras.
If we manage to describe non-unary graded C-algebras, then we can indeed
replace C by F" and forget about it altogether, thus studying (-graded
generalized rings and graded modules over them.

6.6.5. (Graded algebraic monads and generalized rings: non-unary case.) A
(-graded algebraic monad or generalized ring S can be defined as follows. We
must have a collection of sets {S!(n)}!&',n'0, together with transition maps
S!($) : S!(n) $ S!(m) for each map $ : n $ m, such that S! : n /$ S!(n)
becomes a functor N $ Sets, which can be uniquely extended to an algebraic
endofunctor S! on Sets, if we wish to. Informally, S!(n) is just the degree '
component S(n)! of free S-module S(n) of rank n.

Next, we must have an identity e % S0(1), or, equivalently, a functorial

morphism & : IdSets $ S0, and composition maps µ(k,!)
n," : S!(k) - S"(n)k $

S!+"(n), satisfying certain compatibility relations, which are just “graded
versions” of those of 4.3.3. If we want to study (-graded generalized rings,
not just algebraic monads, we must impose “graded commutativity relations”
on µ’s, involving commutative diagrams similar to (5.2.1.1).

After this we can define a graded S-module M as a collection of sets
{M"}"&' together with action maps !(k,!)

" : S!(k) - (M")k $ M!+" . In
this way we obtain a reasonable category of graded S-modules, together
with a monadic forgetful functor $ : S-GrMod' $ Sets/' into the category
of (-graded sets. This yields an algebraic monad over Sets/' in the sense
of 4.5.20, i.e. (-graded algebraic monads just defined are special cases of
those considered in loc.cit.

6.6.6. (Underlying set of a graded R-module.) Notice that the underlying set
|M | = M of a graded R-module M is just the (-graded set |M | :=

.
!&' M!.

In other words, any element x % M is automatically homogeneous.

6.6.7. (Trivially graded generalized rings.) Any generalized ring C can be
treated as a trivially (-graded generalized ring C̄ (usually denoted also by C),
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given by C̄0(n) := C(n), C̄!(n) := " for ' 2= 0, i.e. C̄0 := C, C̄! := " for
' 2= 0 in terms of corresponding algebraic endofunctors. Conversely, R0 has
a natural generalized ring structure for any (-graded generalized ring R, and
one easily checks that these two functors C /$ C̄ and R /$ R0 are adjoint.
In particular, a C-algebra structure on a (-graded generalized ring R is the
same thing as a homomorphism C $ R0, i.e. a C-algebra structure on R0.

6.6.8. (Degree shift of graded modules.) Let M be a graded module over
(-graded generalized ring S, and # % ( be an arbitrary element. We denote
by M [#], or sometimes by M(#), when no confusion can arise, the corre-

sponding degree shift of M , given by M [#]! := M%+!, !(k,!)
M [%]," := !(k,!)

M,%+".
These operations have all their usual properties, e.g. (M [#])[µ] = M [# + µ]
and M [0] = M .

6.6.9. (Free graded modules.) We denote by LR(n) or simply by R(n)
the graded R-module defined by collection {R!(n)}!&', with the R-action

given by appropriate maps µ(k,!)
n," . We can extend this definition to all sets

I by putting LR(I) := lim+$n
!%I

LR(n). Another description: LR : Sets $
R-GrMod' is left adjoint functor to M /$ M0. Furthermore, we can always
construct a left adjoint to $R : R-GrMod' $ Sets/'; when ( is a group, it
can be defined by transforming a family of sets {I!}!&' into

,
! LR(I!)[+']

(of course, arbitrary inductive and projective limits of graded R-modules
exist). It makes sense to call such graded R-modules also (graded) free.

6.6.10. (Properties of graded rings and modules.) One can transfer to graded
case almost all our general considerations done before in the non-graded case.
For example, we can define graded algebras given by generators and relations
(with the degree of each generator explicitly mentioned) by their universal
property, and show that they exist, and use this result to prove existence of
coproducts in the category of (-graded generalized rings, i.e. the “graded
tensor product” R$ &R R$$ of two graded algebras R$ and R$$ over another
graded generalized ring R.

Furthermore, the categories of graded modules over graded generalized
rings also retain most of their nice properties, e.g. existence of inductive
and projective limits, scalar restriction and scalar extension functors and so
on. We can also define a graded R-bilinear map $ : M - N $ P , where
M , N , P are graded R-modules, by requiring all s#(x) : N $ P [deg x],
y /$ $(x, y) to be graded R-homomorphisms for all x % M , and similarly
for d#(y) : M $ P [deg y], for any y % N (here M [deg x] denotes the degree
shift of M by deg x, cf. 6.6.8). After this we can define and construct graded
tensor products M &R N and inner Homs HomR(M, N); one can check that
HomR(M, N)! = HomR(M, N [']), i.e. graded component of HomR(M, N)
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of degree ' consists of homorphisms M $ N of degree '.

6.6.11. (Monoid of unary operations.) Let R be a (-graded generalized ring.

Maps µ(1,!)
1," : R!(1) - R"(1) $ R!+"(1) define on |R| = |R(1)| :=

(
! R!(1)

a (commutative) monoid structure with identity e % R0(1), and the degree
map deg : |R| $ (, equal by definition to ' on R!(1), is obviously a monoid
homomorphism.

6.6.12. (Graded multiplicative systems. Localization.) A (graded) multi-
plicative system S ! |R| is simply a submonoid of |R| with respect to monoid
structure just discussed. Given any subset S ! |R|, such that deg S ! (
consists of invertible elements of (, we can consider the multiplicative sys-
tem (i.e. monoid) 6S7 ! |R|, generated by S. Next, we can consider graded

R-algebras R
$$ R$ with the property that all elements of +(S) ! |R$| be-

come invertible in |R$|, and define the localization R[S+1] as the universal
(initial) R-algebra with this property. Localizations always exist and can be
defined by putting R[S+1] := R[s+1|ss+1 = e]s&S, where {s+1}s&S are new
unary generators with deg s+1 := + deg s.

Next, we can consider the full subcategory of R-GrMod', consisting of
those graded R-modules M , on which all s % S act bijectively, i.e. the map
[s]M : M $ M (or equivalently, each of the maps [s]!M : M! $ M!+deg s) is
bijective. One checks in the usual manner that this category is equivalent to
R[S+1]-GrMod by means of the scalar restriction functor, hence the scalar
extension M [S+1] of a graded R-module M to R[S+1] can be characterized by
its universal property among all R-homomorphisms from M into R-modules
N , on which S acts bijectively.

6.6.13. (Classical description of localizations.) One can always replace S by
6S7 in the above considerations, thus assuming S to be a (graded) multiplica-
tive system. In this case we also write S+1R and S+1M instead of R[S+1] and
M [S+1]. Then we can describe these objects in the classical way (cf. 6.1.7).
For example, S+1M = M-S/ (, where (x, s) ( (y, t) i! there is some u % S,
such that utx = usy. If we denote the class of (x, s) by x/s, then the grading
on S+1M is given by deg(x/s) := deg x+deg s (recall that deg S ! ( was sup-
posed to consist of invertible elements of (). Since (S+1R)(n) = S+1(R(n)),
S+1R(n) admits a similar description as R(n) - S/ (, with equivalence re-
lation ( and grading given by the same formulas.

6.6.14. (Flatness of localizations.) Furthermore, graded localizations admit
a filtered inductive limit description similar to that of 6.1.4. Namely, let
S ! |R| be a multiplicative system, such that degS ! ( consists of invertible
elements, and let M be a graded R-module. Consider small category S
of 6.1.4, with ObS = S, and morphisms given by HomS([s], [s$]) := {t % S :
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ts = s$}. Define a functor M̄ : S $ R-GrMod by putting M̄[s] := M [deg s],
with the transition morphisms t : M[s] $ M[s!] given by the action of t %
S ! |R| on M . Then S+1M = lim+$S

M[s], and since filtered inductive limits
are left exact, M /$ S+1M is exact, i.e. S+1R is flat over R.

6.6.15. (Degree zero part of a localization.) For any f % |R| with deg f in-
vertible in ( we denote by R(f) the degree zero component (Rf)0 of localiza-
tion Rf = R[f+1], and similarly M(f) := (Mf )0 for any graded R-module M .
Clearly M(f) is a R(f)-module; it consists of fractions x/fn, where x % M ,
n 0 0 and deg x = n deg f . We have x/fn = y/fm i! fm+Nx = fn+Ny for
some N 0 0. Components R(f)(n) = R(n)(f) of generalized ring R(f) admit a
similar description. Notice that M(f) depends only on components M! with
' = n deg f for some n 0 0, and similarly for R(f).

6.6.16. (Localization of R(f).) Fix any element ḡ = g/fn % |R(f)| = R(f)(1),
where necessarily g % |R| is of degree n deg f . One sees immediately that
(R(f))ḡ = R(f)[ḡ+1] can be identified with degree zero part of (Rf)ḡ =
R[f+1, g+1] = Rfg, i.e. with R(fg). More generally, if f , g % |R| are such
that n deg f = m deg g for some integers n, m 0 0, then R(fg) is canonically
isomorphic both to R(f)[(gm/fn)+1] and R(g)[(fn/gm)+1].

6.6.17. (Cases ( = N0 and ( = Z.) Henceforth all graded rings and
modules we consider will be either Z-graded or N0-graded. Furthermore, any
N0-graded ring R will be treated as a positively Z-graded algebra by putting
Rd(n) := " for d < 0. Any N0-graded module M over such a ring R can be
also treated as a positively Z-graded module by putting Md := " for d < 0.
Notice that now we use lower indices to denote graded components, just to
avoid confusion with direct power Md (product of several copies of M).

6.6.18. (Projective spectrum of a positively graded generalized ring.) Let
R be a positively graded generalized ring, considered here as a Z-graded
generalized ring. Consider monoid |R| :=

.
n&Z Rn(1) =

.
n'0 Rn(1), and

its submonoid |R|+ consisting of elements of strictly positive degree. For
any f % |R|+ we denote a"ne generalized scheme SpecR(f) by D+(f). If
g % |R|+ is another such element, then D+(f) contains principal open subset
D+(f)g := Spec(R(f))[(gdeg f/fdeg g)+1], canonically isomorphic to D+(fg) =
Spec R(fg) by 6.6.16, and similarly for D+(g). Gluing together generalized
ringed spaces {D+(f)}f&|R|+ along their isomorphic open subsets D+(f)g

(=
D+(fg) (= D+(g)f in the usual fashion, we obtain a generalized ringed space
Proj R, which admits an open cover by subspaces isomorphic to D+(f) (so
they will be identified with D+(f) = Spec R(f)), in such a way that D+(f)#
D+(g) = D+(fg) inside Proj R, with induced morphisms D+(fg) $ D+(f)
equal to those considered above.
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Since {D+(f)}f&|R|+ constitute an a"ne open cover, ProjR is a gen-
eralized scheme (for the localization theory chosen). It will be called the
projective spectrum of R.

6.6.19. (Quasicoherent sheaf defined by a graded module.) Let M be a
graded module over a positively graded generalized ring R. We can construct
a quasicoherent sheaf M̃ on P := Proj R as follows. Consider quasicoherent
sheaves /M(f) on D+(f); canonical isomorphisms (M(f))gdeg f /fdeg g

(= M(fg)

induce canonical isomorphisms /M(f)|D+(f)5D+(g)
(= #M(fg)

(= /M(g)|D+(f)5D+(g),
so these quasicoherent sheaves can be patched together into a quasicoherent
OP -module denoted by M̃ .

This construction is obviously functorial, so we get a functor R-GrMod $
OProjR-QCoh. This functor is left exact. It even commutes with arbitrary
inductive limits if ProjR =

(
f&R1

D+(f), individual functors M /$ M(f)

having this property whenever deg f = 1. Since the localization functor
R-GrMod $ Rf -GrMod, M /$ Mf , is exact and commutes with arbitrary
inductive limits, the only complicated point is to show that left exact functor
Rf -GrMod $ R(f)-Mod, N /$ N0, commutes with inductive limits.

One checks for this that the graded homomorphism R(f)[T±1] $ Rf of
R(f)-algebras, induced by T /$ f , where T is a unary generator of degree
one, is in fact an isomorphism, i.e. Rf is a unary graded R(f)-algebra, hence
the inductive limits in Rf -GrMod can be computed degreewise in R(f)-Mod,
hence N /$ N0 commutes with arbitrary inductive limits.

Another proof: if ProjR =
(

f&R1
D+(f), we can prove that ( commutes

with arbitrary inductive limits by constructing explicitly a right adjoint func-
tor $#, cf. 6.6.26.

6.6.20. (Covers of Proj R.) Let (f!) be any family of elements of |R|+.
Denote by a ! |R| the graded ideal (i.e. R-submodule of |R| = R(1))
generated by f!. Notice that a is contained in |R|+ since |R|+ is itself a
graded ideal in |R|, R being supposed to be positively graded. We claim
that D+(g) !

(
! D+(f!) i! gn % a for some n > 0, i.e. i! g belongs to r(a),

the radical of a. Since Proj R is by construction the union of all such D+(g),
we conclude that

(
! D+(f!) = Proj R i! r(a) = |R|+.

Let us show our statement. Since D+(g) # D+(f!) is identified with
D(f̄!) ! D+(g) = Spec R(g), where f̄! = fdeg g

! /gdeg f" , we see that D+(g) !(
! D+(f!) i! D(f̄!) constitute a cover of D+(g) = Spec R(g). According

to 6.3.17 and 6.2.8, this is equivalent to saying that the ideal in R(g) gen-
erated by the f̄! contains the identity of R(g). (Notice that such a family
constitutes a cover or not independently on the choice of localization theory,
since this issue can be reduced to whether this is a family of e"cient descent
for QCOH or not, a condition independent on the choice of theory.) One
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checks, more or less in the classical fashion, that this ideal equals b(g), where
b denotes the graded ideal in |R| generated by the fdeg g

! (the key point here
is that ( : M /$ M̃ always preserves strict epimorphisms, even when it is
not known to be right exact); therefore, 1 % b(g) i! gn % b for some n > 0 by
construction of b(g), i.e. i! g % r(b) = r(a), q.e.d.

6.6.21. (Radicals of graded ideals. Graded prime ideals.) The above rea-
soning used the following fact: the radical of a graded ideal in |R| is itself a
graded ideal. Indeed, we knew that b ! a, so r(b) ! r(a); on the other hand,
all generators f! of a belong to r(b), so a ! r(b) and r(a) ! r(b). In order to
conclude a ! r(b) we need to know that r(b) is a graded ideal. This can be
shown in several di!erent ways. For example, we can introduce the notion
of a graded prime ideal p ! |R|, i.e. a graded ideal, such that |R| + p is a
submonoid of |R|, and show that r(b) coincides with the intersection of all
graded prime ideals containing b, more or less in the same way as in 6.2.10.

Furthermore, if we work in the unary localization theory T u, we can
describe Proj R as the set of all graded prime ideals p 23 |R|+, and D+(f) is
identified then with the set of all p 29 f , exactly as in the classical theory of
projective spectra of EGA II 2.

6.6.22. (Projective spaces.) Now we are in position to define the (unary)
projective space Pn

C over a generalized ring C. By definition, this is noth-

ing else than ProjC[T [1]
0 , T [1]

1 , . . . , T [1]
n ], the projective spectrum of the unary

polynomial algebra over C generated by n + 1 indeterminates of degree one.
Our previous results show that D+(Ti), 0 * i * n, constitute an a"ne cover

of Pn
C , and that each of D+(Ti) is isomorphic to An

C = Spec[T [1]
1 , . . . , T [1]

n ],
the unary a"ne space over C. For example, P1

C is constructed by gluing
together two copies of the a"ne line in the classical fashion. In particular,
P1

F1
consists of three points (at least if we use unary localization theory): two

closed points 0 and ", corresponding to graded prime ideals (T0) and (T1)
in F1[T0, T1], and one generic point 0, corresponding to the zero ideal (0).

6.6.23. (Serre twists.) Suppose that ProjR is quasicompact, so that it
can be covered by some D+(f1), . . . , D+(fn) with deg fi > 0. We may
even assume that all deg fi are equal to some N > 0, by replacing fi with
appropriate powers, and then that all deg fi = 1, replacing R by R[N ], given
by R[N ]

d (n) := RNd(n) (this is possible at least if R0 admits a zero), similarly
to the constructions of EGA II, 2.4.7.

One easily checks that M(f)
(= M [n](f) for any graded R-module M and

any n % Z whenever deg f = 1. Therefore, if we assume that D+(f) with

deg f = 1 cover Proj R, we see that #M [n] is locally isomorphic to M̃ .
Applying this to M = |R| = R(1), we obtain Serre line bundles O [n] =
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OProjR[n] := %R(1)[n], for all n % Z. They are indeed line bundles, since they
are locally isomorphic to O by construction. They have their usual properties

O [0] = O , O [n] &O O [m] (= O [n + m] and #M [n] (= M̃ &O O [n]. We define
Serre twists F [n] := F &O O [n] for any OProjR-module F .

When no confusion can arise, we use classical notation O(n) and F (n)
instead of O [n] and F [n]. Notice, however, that in our context O(n) some-
times means the sheaf of n-ary operations of O , i.e. the free O-module LO(n)
of rank n.

6.6.24. (Functor $#.) Now suppose that we are given a generalized scheme X
and a line bundle L on X, i.e. a (necessarily quasicoherent) OX-module,
locally isomorphic to |OX|. Denote by L *n, n % Z, the tensor powers of L .
We can define a positively graded generalized ring R = $#(OX) by putting

Rd(n) := $(X, LOX (n) &OX L
*d), n, d 0 0, (6.6.24.1)

where LOX (n) denotes the free OX-module of rank n, i.e. the trivial vector
bundle of rank n. We define the “multiplication maps” Rd(k) - Re(n)k $
Rd+e(n) by “twisting” the (OX-bilinear) multiplication maps µ(k)

OX ,n : OX(k)-
OX(n)k $ OX(n) for OX by appropriate powers of L (notice that tensoring
with a line bundle is an exact functor) and taking global sections. (Commu-
tativity of OX is paramount here: we need to know that the multiplication
maps we consider here are OX-bilinear maps of OX-modules.) All relations
implied in our definition of a graded generalized ring are easily seen to hold;
actually 6.6.5 was originally motivated exactly by this situation.

Next, for any OX-module F we can define a graded $#(OX)-module M :=
$#(F ) by putting

Md := $(X, F &OX L
*d) (6.6.24.2)

Here we might use all d % Z, or restrict our attention only to d 0 0, whatever
we like most.

In this way we obtain a functor $# : OX-QCoh $ R-GrMod, obviously
left exact.

6.6.25. (Application to X = Proj R, L = OX [1].) Now let R be a positively
graded generalized ring, such that X := Proj R is covered by D+(f) with
f % R1(1). Then L := OX [1] is a line bundle by 6.6.23, so we can apply the
above constructions to this case. Notice that for any graded R-module M
we obtain a natural map of Z-graded sets 0M : M $ $#(M̃). Its component

of degree d, 0M,d : Md $ $d(M̃) = $(X, M̃ & L *d) = $(X, #M [d]) maps an

element x % Md into global section 0(x) % $(X, #M [d]), such that 0(x)|D+(f) =
x/1 for any f % |R|+.
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Applying this to free modules M = R(n), we get maps of graded sets
R(n) $ ($#(OX))(n), easily seen to combine together into a graded gen-
eralized ring homomorphism R $ $#(OX). Now if F is any OX-module,
$#(F ) can be considered as an R-module by means of scalar restriction via
R $ $#(OX). The map of graded sets 0M : M $ $#(M̃) is easily seen to be
a homomorphism of graded R-modules, functorial in M , i.e. 0 : IdR-GrMod $
$#1( is a natural transformation, where ( : R-GrMod $ OX-QCoh denotes
the functor M /$ M̃ .

6.6.26. (Adjointness of ( and $#.) Let us show that in the above situation
functors ( and $#, considered as functors between R-GrMod and OX-QCoh
(or even OX-Mod), are adjoint, and that 0M : M $ $#(M̃) is one of ad-
jointness morphisms. We show this by constructing the other adjointness

morphism 1F : %$#(F ) $ F , functorial in F . It would su"ce to define

1F |D+(f) : %$#(F )|D+(f) $ F |D+(f) for all f % |R|+. Since the source of
this map is the quasicoherent sheaf on a"ne scheme D+(f) = Spec R(f)

given by module $#(F )(f), we just have to define R(f)-homomorphism 1$
F ,f :

$#(F )(f) $ $(D+(f), F ). We do this by mapping an element x/fn, where
x % $ndeg f(F ) = $(X, F [n deg f ]), into x|D+(f) & f+n, or equivalently, into
the preimage of x|D+(f) under the isomorphism idF |D+(f)

&fn, obtained by

tensoring F with fn : OX|D+(f)
,$ OX [n deg f ]|D+(f).

Once 1 is constructed, the verification of required compatibility between
0 and 1 is done exactly in the same way as in EGA II 2.6.5, since related
proofs of loc.cit. are “multiplicative”, i.e. don’t use addition at all.

The following lemma is a counterpart of EGA I 9.3.2:

Lemma 6.6.27 Let X be quasicompact quasiseparated generalized scheme,
L be a line bundle over X, f % $(X, L ) be a global section, Xf ! X be
the largest open subscheme of X, such that f is invertible on Xf . Let F be
a quasicoherent sheaf on X. Then:

(a) If a, b % $(X, F ) are two global sections of F , such that a|Xf
= b|Xf

,
then afn = bfn % $(X, F & L *n) for some integer n 0 0.

(b) For any section a$ % $(Xf , F ) one can find an integer n 0 0 and a
global section a % $(X, F ), such that a$fn = a|Xf

.

Proof. Proof goes essentially in the same way as in loc.cit. Since X is
quasicompact and L locally trivial, we can find a finite a"ne open cover
Ui = Spec Ai of X, 1 * i * n, such that L |Ui

(= OX |Ui. Let fi % Ai =
$(Ui, OX) be the image of f |Ui under this isomorphism; then Xf # Ui =
Ui,f = Spec Ai[f

+1
i ] = D(fi) ! Spec Ai.
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(a) Since the cover Ui is finite, it is enough to show existence of n 0 0,
such that afn|Ui = bfn|Ui, separately for each i, i.e. we can replace X by Ui

and assume X = Spec A a"ne, L = OX trivial, f % $(X, OX) = A, and
a, b % M := $(X, F ) such that a|D(f) = b|D(f), i.e. a/1 = b/1 in Mf . This
implies existence of n 0 0, such that afn = bfn, by definition of localizations.

(b) Reasoning as in (a), we can find an integer n 0 0, same for all i if we
want, such that a$fn|Ui5Xf

extends to a section ai of F over Ui. However,
ai|Ui5Uj needn’t coincide with aj |Ui5Uj ; all we know is that their restrictions to
Ui # Uj # Xf are equal, so applying (a) to quasicompact generalized scheme
Ui # Uj we obtain aifm|Ui5Uj = ajfm|Ui5Uj , and we can choose an m 0 0
valid for all 1 * i, j * n. Then aifm % $(Ui, F ) coincide on intersections of
these open sets, so they can be glued to a global section a % $(X, F ), and
obviously a|Xf

= a$fn+m, q.e.d.

Once we have the above lemma, we can prove the following:

Proposition 6.6.28 Let R be a positively graded generalized ring, such
that P := Spec R is union of finitely many D+(f) with deg f = 1. Then

1F : %$#(F ) $ F is an isomorphism for any quasicoherent OP -module F ,
functor $# : OP -QCoh $ R-GrMod is fully faithful, and its left adjoint
( : R-GrMod $ OP -QCoh is a localization functor (in particular it is essen-
tially surjective), i.e. OP -QCoh is equivalent to the localization of R-GrMod
with respect to set of all homomorphisms in R-GrMod, which become iso-
morphisms after application of (, and this localization can be computed by
means of left fraction calculus.

Proof. The statement about 1F is deduced from 6.6.27 in the same way as
in EGA II 2.7.5, and the remaining statements follow for general (category-
theoretic) reasons, cf. [GZ].

6.6.29. (( preserves finite type and presentation.) Suppose that a positively
graded ring R is such that P := Proj R =

(
f&R1

D+(f), e.g. ideal |R|+ is

generated by R1. Then %|R|[n] = OP [n] is a locally free and in particular
finitely presented OP -module. Therefore, if M is a (graded) free R-module
of finite rank k, i.e. if M =

,k
i=1 |R|[ni], then M̃ is a vector bundle of

rank k. Since ( : M /$ M̃ is right exact, we see that M̃ is a quasicoherent
OP -module of finite type (resp. finite presentation) whenever M is a graded
R-module of finite type (resp. finite presentation).

6.6.30. (Partial converse.) Let’s suppose in addition that P = Proj R be
quasicompact, i.e. we are under the conditions of 6.6.28. Let F be any
quasicoherent OP -module of finite type. According to 6.6.28, we can identify
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F with M̃ for a suitable graded R-module M , e.g. M = $#(F ). Next, we
can write M = lim+$!

M!, filtered inductive limit of its graded submodules of

finite type. Then F = M̃ = lim+$!
M̃!, and using quasicompactness of P we

find an index ', such that M̃! = M̃ = F (cf. 6.5.10 for a similar reasoning),
i.e. any quasicoherent OP -module F of finite type is isomorphic to Ñ for
some graded R-module N of finite type. Reasoning further as in 6.5.11,
we obtain a similar description of finitely presented OP -modules: any finitely
presented OP -module F is isomorphic to Ñ for some finitely presented graded
R-module N .

Notice that we don’t claim here $#(F ) to be a finitely generated or pre-
sented graded R-module.

6.6.31. (Finitely presented OP -modules as a fraction category.) Let’s keep
the previous assumptions. Let C be the category of finitely presented graded
R-modules, D be the category of finitely presented OP -modules, denote by
S ! Ar C the set of morphisms in C that become isomorphisms after an
application of ( : C $ D. By universal property of localizations of categories
we obtain a functor (̄ : C[S+1] $ D, essentially surjective by 6.6.30. We
claim the following:

Proposition. Subset S ! Ar C admits a left fraction calculus, so that mor-
phisms f $ : X $ Y in C[S+1] can be described as s+1f for some f : X $ Z
and s : Y $ Z, s % S (cf. [GZ, I.2.3]), and (̄ : C[S+1] $ D is an equivalence
of categories.

Proof. (a) Conditions a)–d) of [GZ, I.2.2] immediately follow from the fact
that C is stable under finite inductive limits of R-GrMod, and that ( : C $
D is right exact, i.e. commutes with such limits. Therefore, S admits left
fraction calculus.

(b) Functor (̄ is faithful, i.e. injective on morphisms. Indeed, suppose
that s+1f and t+1g % HomC[S#1](X, Y ) are such that s̃+1f̃ = t̃+1g̃ in D.
Constructing a pushout diagram on s and t and using obvious stability of S
under pushouts, we get a diagram

X

f
//))))))))))))) g

,,**************************** Y
s
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++

++
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11,
,,

,,
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..
..
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u ""!!! W

(6.6.31.1)
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Put h := t$f , h$ := s$g, W := Coker(h, h$ : X $ Z). Clearly h̃ = h̃$,
hence Z

u$ W belongs to S, ( being exact, W is finitely presented, being a
finite inductive limit of finitely presented graded R-modules, and obviously
ut$f = uh = uh$ = us$g and ut$s = us$t; we conclude that s+1f = t+1g in
C[S+1].

(c) Functor (̄ is surjective on morphisms, hence fully faithful by (b).
Indeed, let $ : M̃ $ Ñ be any OP -morphism, for any M , N % Ob C. Put
N $ := $#(Ñ). By adjointness of ( and $# we get graded homomorphisms
f $ = $- : M $ N $ and s$ = id-

Ñ : N $ N $, such that s̃$ is an isomorphism

by 6.6.28, and $ = (s̃$)+1 1 f̃ $. Now write N $ as a filtered inductive limit
of finitely presented modules N! and use that Hom(M,+) and Hom(N,+)
commute with filtered inductive limits, M and N being finitely presented.
The conclusion is that both f $ and s$ factorize through some finitely presented
N!, and by taking an even larger ' we can assume i! : N! $ N $ to belong
to S. Then s : N $ N! will also belong to S, since both i! and s$ = i!s
belong to S, and considering f : M $ N!, such that f $ = i!f , we get
$ = s̃+1f̃ = (̄(s+1f).

(d) Finally, (̄ is essentially surjective by 6.6.30, hence an equivalence of
categories, q.e.d.

6.6.32. (Almost isomorphisms of graded modules.) We say that a homo-
morphism (of degree zero) f : M $ N of graded R-modules is almost iso-
morphism if fn : Mn $ Nn is a bijection for n < 0. Clearly, any almost
isomorphism f induces an isomorphism f̃ : M̃ $ Ñ between corresponding
quasicoherent sheaves. The converse seems to hold only for finitely presented
M and N , and only under some additional restrictions, e.g. when R is gen-
erated as a graded R0-algebra by a finite subset of R1, and in particular if R
is a finitely presented graded unary R0-algebra. This includes the projective
spaces Pn

R0
= ProjR0[T

[1]
0 , . . . , T [1]

n ]. However, we don’t want to provide more
details here.

6.6.33. (Functoriality.) Any homomorphism of graded generalized rings
$ : R $ R$ induces an a"ne morphism of generalized schemes Proj($) :=
& : G($) $ Proj R, where G($) ! Proj R$ is the open subscheme of ProjR$

equal to
(

f&|R|+ D+($(f)), essentially in the same way as in EGA II 2.8, i.e.

&+1(D+(f)) = D+($(f)), and the restriction of & to D+($(f)) is induced by
canonical homomorphism R(f) $ R$

(#(f)). We don’t need to provide more de-
tails since the reasoning of loc.cit. is completely “multiplicative”, i.e. doesn’t
use addition in any essential way.

6.6.34. (Base change.) Let C $ C $ be an extension of generalized rings,
R be a positively graded C-algebra. Consider R$ := R &C C $ (under-
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stood for example as a pushout in the category of graded generalized rings,
where C and C $ are considered with their trivial grading). Graded homo-
morphism $ : R $ R$ induces a morphism & : G($) $ Proj R, where
G($) =

(
f&|R|+ D+($(f)) ! Proj R$. We obtain a commutative diagram

G($) # ""

!!

ProjR

!!
Spec C $ "" Spec C

(6.6.34.1)

One checks, essentially in the same way as in EGA II, 2.8.9, that the above
diagram is cartesian (one just checks R$

(f) = R(f) &C C $ for this), and that
in fact G($) = ProjR$, at least if R is a unary graded C-algebra or if C $ is
flat over C (this follows from the fact that in any of these cases the graded
R$-ideal |R$|+ is generated by the image of |R|+ in |R$|, a consequence of the
graded version of the “a"ne base change” theorem 5.4.2).

Therefore, construction of ProjR always commutes with flat base change,
and if R is a unary graded C-algebra, then it commutes with arbitrary base
change.

6.6.35. (Quasicoherent sheaves of graded algebras.) Now let S be any gen-
eralized scheme. One can define a quasicoherent sheaf of graded OS-algebras
R by combining together 6.6.5 and 6.5.12 in the natural way. Any such
R has the property that R|U = R̃ for any open a"ne U = Spec C ! S,
where R is some graded C-algebra. Reasoning further as in EGA II, 3.1, we
construct a generalized S-scheme Proj R by gluing together Proj $(U, R) for
all open a"ne U ! S. Graded quasicoherent sheaves of R-modules on S
define quasicoherent sheaves on ProjR by the same reasoning as in loc.cit.,
and further properties like the relative version of 6.6.28 hold as well, at least
if we assume S to be quasicompact and quasiseparated.

6.6.36. (Projective bundles.) An important application is given by projective
bundles. Let S be a generalized scheme, E be a vector bundle over S (i.e. a
locally free OS-module of finite type), or even any quasicoherent OS-module.
Consider the symmetric algebra R := SOS(E ) =

,
n'0 Sn

OS
(E ). It is a Z-

graded algebra in the &-category of quasicoherent OS-modules, hence it can
be considered as a quasicoherent sheaf of unary graded OS-algebras. Putting
P(E ) := ProjOS

R, we construct the projective bundle over S corresponding
to vector bundle E . If E is a vector bundle of rank n+1, then P(E ) is locally
(over S) isomorphic to Pn

S/S.
Some of basic properties of projective bundles known from EGA II gen-

eralize to our case. For example, canonical homomorphism E &OS SOS(E ) $
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SOS(E )[1] induces a surjection 2 : p#E # O [1] on P(E ), where p : P(E ) $ S
denotes the structural morphism.

6.6.37. (Sections of projective bundles.) Notice that sections $S(PS(E )/S)
are in one-to-one correspondence with strict quotients E # L , which are
line bundles over S. Namely, given an S-section " : S $ PS(E ), we obtain
such a strict epimorphism $ := "#(2) : E = "#p#E # "#O [1] =: L by
applying "# to 2 : p#E # O [1]. Conversely, given $ : E # L , we construct
a section " := Proj SOS($) : S (= PS(L ) $ PS(E ). This morphism is
defined on the whole of PS(L ) = S since SOS($) : SOS(E ) $ SOS(L ) is
surjective. One checks that these two maps " C $ are indeed inverse to
each other, essentially as in EGA II 4.2.3. Noticing that the construction

of PS(E ) commutes with any base change S $
f$ S, we see that the set of

S $-valued points of S-scheme PS(E ) can be identified with the set of those
strict quotients L of $#E , which are line bundles on S $, exactly as in the
classical case.

Another remark: in general " will be a “closed” immersion in the sense
of 6.5.23, for example because of surjectivity of SOS($), or because of PS(E )
being “separated” over S.

6.6.38. (Example: points of Pn over some generalized rings.) This is ap-

plicable in particular to F"-scheme Pn = Pn
F"

:= Proj F"[T [1]
0 , . . . , T [1]

n ] =
P(F"(n + 1)). We see that R-valued points of Pn correspond to strict quo-
tients P of free R-module LR(n + 1) = R(n + 1), which are projective
“of rank 1” (i.e. P̃ has to be a line bundle over SpecR), for any gen-
eralized ring R. When Pic(R) = Pic(SpecR) is trivial (e.g. when R is
T ?-local), P has to be isomorphic to |R|, i.e. we have to consider the set
of all surjective R-homomorphisms $ : LR(n + 1) # LR(1) = |R|, mod-
ulo multiplication by invertible elements of AutR(|R|) = |R|". By the
universal property of free modules $ is completely determined by the set
(X0, . . . , Xn) % |R|n of its values Xi := $({i + 1}) on the basis elements
of LR(n + 1), and the image of $ is exactly the ideal 6X0, . . . , Xn7 ! |R|.
Therefore, if Pic(SpecR) = 0, e.g. if R is T ?-local, then Pn(R) consists
of (n + 1)-tuples (X0, . . . , Xn) % |R|n+1 of elements of |R|, generating the
unit ideal in |R|, modulo multiplication by invertible elements from |R|" (cf.
EGA II, 4.2.6). Of course, the class of (X0, . . . , Xn) modulo this equivalence
relation will be denoted by (X0 : . . . : Xn).

For example, Pn(F1) consists of 2n+1 + 1 points (X0 : X1 : . . . : Xn)
with not all Xi % |F1| = {0, 1} equal to zero. In particular, P1

F1
/ Spec F1

has three sections P1(F1) = {(0 : 1), (1 : 0), (1 : 1)}, each supported at
a di!erent point of P1

F1
= Proj F1[X, Y ] = {0,", 0} = {(X), (Y ), (0)} (for

the unary localization theory; cf. 6.6.22). Notice that one of these sections
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is supported at the generic point 0! Of course, this section is a “closed”
immersion in the sense of 6.5.23, but not closed as a map of topological
spaces.

6.6.39. (Projective morphisms and ample line bundles.) One can transfer
more results from EGA II to our case. For example, one can start from a
line bundle L over a generalized scheme X (better supposed to be quasi-
compact and quasicoherent), construct graded generalized ring $#(OX) by
the procedure of 6.6.24, and a generalized scheme morphism rL : G(L ) $
Proj $#(OX), defined on an open subscheme G(L ) ! X essentially in the
same way as in EGA II, 3.7. It is natural to say that L is ample if G(L ) = X
and rL is an immersion in the sense of 6.5.21.

We say that X is projective if it admits an ample L , such that rL is
an isomorphism of generalized schemes, and that X is quasi-projective if it
admits an ample L , such that rL is an open embedding. We also need to
assume X to be finitely presented over some a"ne base S = Spec C (e.g.
Spec F") in these definitions.

These definitions have relative versions, at least over a quasicompact qua-
siseparated base S. One can transfer some of the classical results to our
situation, e.g. O [1] is S-ample on PS(E ).

6.6.40. (Projective schemes vs. “closed” subschemes of PN .) Notice that if
X = Proj R is projective (say, over some S = Spec C) in the above sense, we
still cannot expect X to embed into PN

C , or even into an infinite-dimensional

projective bundle PC(E ), where E := /|R|1, simply because we cannot expect
the canonical graded C-algebra homomorphism SC(|R|1) $ R to be surjec-
tive, even after replacing R by some R(d) (i.e. ample line bundle L by some
power L *d), since R can happen not to be a pre-unary graded C-algebra.

We’ll distinguish these cases by saying that X is pre-unary or unary
projective generalized scheme over S = Spec C, if X = Proj R for some pre-
unary (resp. unary) graded C-algebra R. For example, PN

S is unary projective
over S, and any “closed” subscheme of PN

S is pre-unary projective over S.

6.6.41. (Further properties.) Some more classical properties of projective
schemes and morphisms can be transferred to our case. However, we don’t
seem to have a reasonable notion of properness, and cohomological proper-
ties can be partially transferred only with the aid of homotopic algebra of
Chapters 8 and 9, so there are remain not so many classical properties not
discussed yet.
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7 Arakelov geometry

Now we want to discuss possible applications of generalized schemes and rings
to Arakelov geometry, thus fulfilling some of the promises given in Chapters 1

and 2. Our first aim is to construct !Spec Z, the “compactification” of SpecZ.
After that we are going discuss models X / !Spec Z of algebraic varieties X/Q.

We also present some simple applications, such as the classical formula for
the height of a rational point P on a projective variety X/Q as the arithmetic
degree deg "#P OX (1) of the pullback of the Serre line bundle OX (1) on a

projective model X / !Spec Z of X with respect to the section "P : !Spec Z $
X inducing given point P on the generic fiber.

7.1. (Construction of !Spec Z.)

7.1.1. (Notation: generalized rings AN and BN .) In order to construct
!Spec Z we’ll need two generalized subrings AN ! BN ! Q, defined for any
integer N > 1. Namely, we put BN := Z[1/N ] = Z[N+1] (so BN is actually
a classical ring), and AN := BN # Z(!). Therefore,

AN (n) =
J
(#1, . . . ,#n) % Qn : #i % BN ,

%

i

|#i| * 1
K
, i.e. (7.1.1.1)

AN (n) =
$L u1

Nk
, . . . ,

un

Nk

M
: k 0 0, ui % Z,

%

i

|ui| * Nk
&

(7.1.1.2)

In particular, |AN | = AN(1) = {# % BN : |#| * 1}, e.g. 1/N % |AN |.
Another useful notation: we write M | N! if M divides Nk for some

k 0 0, i.e. the prime decomposition of M consists only of prime divisors
of N . Of course, we write M | N when M is a divisor of N , and M $ N
otherwise.

7.1.2. (BN is a localization of AN .) Image of f := 1/N % |AN | under
canonical embedding AN $ BN is obviously invertible in |BN |, hence we get
a generalized ring homomorphism AN [f+1] = AN [(1/N)+1] $ BN .
Claim. Map AN [(1/N)+1] $ BN is an isomorphism, i.e. AN [(1/N)+1] =
BN inside Q.
Proof. Since AN $ BN is a monomorphism, i.e. all AN (n) $ BN (n)
are injective, the same is true for induced map of localizations AN [f+1] $
BN [f+1] = BN (this is a general property of localizations). Since the compos-
ite map AN $ AN [f+1] $ BN is also a monomorphism, the same holds for
the first arrow AN $ AN [f+1] as well, so we can identify all generalized rings
involved with their images in Q: AN ! AN [f+1] ! BN ! Q. We have to
show that AN [f+1] = BN , i.e. that any # = (#1, . . . ,#n) % BN(n) = (BN)n
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belongs to AN [f+1]. This is clear: choose large integer k 0 0, such that'
i |#i| * Nk (we use N > 1 here). Then µ := fk# = N+k# belongs to

AN(n), hence # = µ/fk belongs to AN [f+1](n), q.e.d. (cf. 6.1.23 for a simi-
lar proof).
Remark. Notice that the same reasoning shows that AN [(1/d)+1] = BN for
any divisor d > 1 of N .

7.1.3. (Construction of !Spec Z(N)
.) Since BN = AN [(1/N)+1] = Z[N+1], we

see that both Spec Z and Spec AN have principal open subsets isomorphic to
Spec BN , regardless of the localization theory T ? chosen to construct spectra

involved. Therefore, we can construct a generalized scheme !Spec Z(N)
by

gluing together Spec Z and Spec AN along their open subschemes isomorphic

to SpecBN . Obviously !Spec Z(N)
is quasicompact and quasiseparated. We

are going to describe its points, at least for the minimal localization theory
T u (i.e. if Spec = Specu = Specp are the prime spectra).

7.1.4. (Prime ideals of AN .) Let us describe all prime ideals of AN . First
of all, we have ideal p!, preimage of m(!) ! Z(!) under the canonical em-
bedding AN $ Z(!). Clearly, p! = {# % |BN | : |#| < 1}. Its complement
|AN | + p! consists of {±1}, the invertible elements of |AN |, hence AN is
local with maximal ideal p!. Next, for any prime p $ N we get a prime ideal
pp ! |AN |, the preimage of pBN ! BN under canonical map AN $ BN .
Finally, we have the zero ideal 0 = {0} ! |AN |.

We claim that this list consists of all prime ideals of AN , i.e. Specp AN =
{0, pp, . . . , p!}p#N , where p runs over all primes p $ N . Indeed, since BN =
AN [(1/N)+1], the set D(1/N) of prime ideals of AN not containing 1/N is
in one-to-one correspondence to Spec BN = {0, (p), . . .}, for the same values
of p. Therefore, all we have to check is that p! is the only prime ideal of AN ,
which contains 1/N .

So let p ! |AN | be any prime ideal, such that 1/N % p. Clearly, p ! p!.
Conversely, suppose that # % p!, i.e. # % BN and |#| < 1. Then |#|k < 1/N
for a su"ciently large integer k > 0. Now put µ := N#k. Then µ % BN and
|µ| * 1, hence µ % |AN |, hence #k = µ · (1/N) % |AN | ·p = p, p being an ideal
in |AN |. Since p is prime, #k % p implies # % p, so we have proved opposite
inclusion p! ! p, q.e.d.

7.1.5. (Prime spectrum of AN .) We have just shown that Specu AN =
Specp AN = {0,", p, . . .}, where p runs over the set of primes p $ N . Of
course, in this notation 0 corresponds to the zero ideal 0, p corresponds to
pp, and " to p!. The topology on this set is described as follows. Point
0 is its generic point, and point " is its only closed point, AN being lo-
cal. The complement Specp AN + {"} of this closed point is homeomorphic
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to Spec BN = Spec Z[1/N ], hence each point p is closed in this comple-
ment, hence {p} = {p,"} in Specp AN . In other words, a non-empty subset
U ! Specp AN is open i! its complement is either empty or consists of " and
of finitely many points p. In this respect Specp AN looks like the spectrum
of a (classical) two-dimensional regular local ring.

7.1.6. (Topology of !Specu Z(N)
.) Once we have a complete description of

topological spaces Specu Z = {0, p, . . .}p&P, Specu AN = {0, p, . . . ,"}p#N and

Specu BN = {0, p, . . .}p#N , we can describe !Specu Z(N)
as well. We see that

!Specu Z(N)
= {0, p, . . . ,"}p&P = Spec Z ' {"}, i.e. !Specu Z(N)

has an ad-
ditional point ", corresponding to the archimedian valuation of Q. The

topology of !Specu Z(N)
can be described as follows. Point 0 is generic, so it is

contained in any non-empty open subset of !Specu Z(N)
. Points " and p for

p | N are closed, and the remaining prime points p $ N are not closed since

{p} = {p,"}. A non-empty subset U ! !Specu Z(N)
is open i! it contains

0, its complement is finite, and if it either doesn’t contain " or contains all
p $ N .

7.1.7. (Local rings of SN := !Specu Z(N)
.) Let’s compute the stalks of O =

OSN , where SN := !Specu Z(N)
. Since points 0 and p lie in open subscheme

Spec Z ! SN , we have OSN ,( = Q and OSN ,p = Z(p). On the other hand,
Spec AN is an open neighborhood of ", hence OSN ,! = AN,p" = AN , because
p! is the maximal ideal of local ring AN . In particular, OSN ,! 2= Z(!),
contrary to what one might have expected.

7.1.8. (Morphisms f = fNM
N : !Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)

.) Let N , M > 1 be

two integers. Denote by U1 and U2 the two open subschemes of !Spec Z(N)

isomorphic to Spec Z and Spec AN , respectively. Similarly, denote by U $
1 and

U $
2 the open subschemes of !Spec Z(NM)

isomorphic to Spec Z and Spec ANM ,

respectively. By construction !Spec Z(N)
= U1'U2 and !Spec Z(NM)

= U $
1'U $

2.
Next, consider principal open subscheme W = Spec BN = Spec Z[N+1]

of U $
1 = Spec Z, and put V1 := U $

1, V2 := U $
2 ' W . We are going to construct

generalized scheme morphisms fi : Vi $ Ui, i := 1, 2, such that f1|V15V2 =

f2|V15V2 , and f+1
i (U1 # U2) = V1 # V2. Since !Spec Z(NM)

= V1 ' V2, these

two fi will define together a generalized scheme morphism f : !Spec Z(NM) $
!Spec Z(N)

, such that f+1(Ui) = Vi, fUi = fi : Vi $ Ui, i = 1, 2.
(a) Since both U1 = Spec Z and V1 = U $

1 = Spec Z, we can take f1 :=
idSpec Z.

(b) Since U2 = Spec AN , generalized scheme morphisms f2 : V2 $ U2 =
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Spec AN are in one-to-one correspondence with generalized ring homomor-
phisms $ : AN $ $(V2, O). Since V2 = U $

2'W , and U $
2#W = U $

2#U $
1#W =

D(NM)#D(N) = D(NM), we see that $(V2, O) equals the fibered product
of $(U $

2, O) = ANM and $(W, O) = BN over $(D(NM), OSpec Z) = BNM ,
hence $(V2, O) = ANM -BNM BN = ANM -Q BN = ANM # BN = Z(!) #
BNM # BN = Z(!) # BN = AN , so we can put $ := idAN : AN

,$ $(V2, O).
(c) Notice that V1 # V2 = U $

1 # (U $
2 ' W ) = (U $

1 # U $
2) ' (U $

1 # W ) =
DU !

1
(NM) ' W = W , and f+1

1 (U1 # U2) = f+1
1 (DU1(N)) = DU !

1
(N) = W =

V1 #V2. Furthermore, the map (f1)U15U2 : W $ U1 #U2 obtained from f1 by
base change U1 # U2 $ U1 is obviously the identity map of W = DU !

1
(N) =

Spec BN = U1 # U2.
(d) Now compute f+1

2 (U1#U2) = f+1
2 (DU2(1/N)) = (V2)1/N = DU !

2
(1/N)'

DW (1/N) = Spec ANM [(1/N)+1] ' W = Spec BNM ' Spec BN = Spec BN =
W = V1 # V2. Here we have used 7.1.2, which claims that ANM [(1/N)+1] =
BNM .

(e) It remains to check that the map (f2)U15U2 : W $ U1 # U2 equals
(f1)U15U2 = idW . Notice for this that according to the construction of f2

given in (b), the restriction f2|W : W = Spec BN $ U2 = Spec AN is in-
duced by canonical embedding AN $ BN = AN [(1/N)+1], hence it is (up
to a canonical isomorphism) the open immersion of W = DSpec Z(N) into
U2 = Spec AN . This implies (f2)U15U2 = idW , thus concluding the proof of

existence of f : !Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)
with required properties.

(f) Notice that f is quasicompact and quasiseparated, just because both
f1 and f2 are.

The reasoning used above to construct f is valid regardless of the local-
ization theory T ? chosen.

7.1.9. (Map f is not an isomorphism.) Clearly, if M | N!, numbers NM and

N have same prime divisors, hence ANM = AN , BNM = BN , !Spec Z(NM)
=

!Spec Z(N)
, and f = fNM

M : !Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)
is the identity map.

We claim that if M $ N!, then f = fNM
N is not an isomorphism. If we use

unary localization theory T u, we can just observe that f is a continuous bi-
jective map of underlying topological spaces, but not a homeomorphism since

any prime p | M , p $ N defines a point, which is closed in !Specu Z(NM)
, but

not in !Specu Z(N)
. However, f cannot be an isomorphism even if we choose

another localization theory to construct our generalized schemes, for example

because Pic( !Spec Z(N)
) is a free abelian group of rank equal to the number

of distinct prime divisors of N , regardless of the choice of T ? (cf. 7.1.35),
and NM has more prime divisors than N .

7.1.10. (Map f is not a"ne.) Furthermore, if M $ N!, then f is not a"ne.
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Indeed, suppose that f = fNM
N is a"ne. Then f2 = fU2 : V2 $ U2 = Spec AN

is a"ne, hence V2 must be also a"ne. But induced map AN $ $(V2, O) =
AN is the identity map by 7.1.8,(b), hence f2 is an isomorphism. Now
f1 = fU1 : V1 $ U1 is always an isomorphism, so we conclude that f is an
isomorphism, which is absurd by 7.1.9.

7.1.11. (Projective system !Spec Z(·)
.) The collection of all { !Spec Z(N)}N>1,

together with transition maps fN
M , defined by 7.1.8 whenever M divides N

(when N = M , we put fN
N := id), clearly constitutes a filtering projective

system of generalized schemes over the set of integers N > 1 ordered by
divisibility relation.

7.1.12. (Definition of !Spec Z.) Now we are tempted to define the “true”

compactification of Spec Z by putting !Spec Z := lim,+N>1
!Spec Z(N)

. However,
we need to discuss the meaning of such a projective limit before doing this.
We suggest two possible approaches:

7.1.13. ( !Spec Z as pro-generalized scheme.) We can consider !Spec Z :=

“lim,+”
N>1

!Spec Z(N)
as a pro-generalized scheme, i.e. a pro-object in the cat-

egory of generalized schemes (cf. SGA 4 I for a discussion of pro-objects).

This means that we put formally Hom(T, !Spec Z) := lim,+N>1
Hom(T, SN)

and Hom( !Spec Z, T ) := lim+$N>1
Hom(SN , T ), where SN := !Spec Z(N)

, and T
is any generalized scheme.

Furthermore, we can extend this to any stack C defined over the category
of generalized schemes by putting C( !Spec Z) := Lim+$N>1

C(SN). Informally

speaking, an object of C( !Spec Z) is just a couple (N, X), where N > 1 and
X % Ob C(SN), and such a couple (N, X) is identified with all its pullbacks

(NM, (fNM
N )#X). In other words, we expect all objects of C( !Spec Z) to come

from a finite stage of the projective limit.
However, this seems to be a reasonable approach only for stacks C, which

already have similar property with respect to filtered projective limits of a"ne
generalized schemes, i.e. such that C(Spec lim+$A!) (= Lim+$ C(Spec A!). For
example, C = QCOH doesn’t have this property, but stacks of finitely pre-
sented objects (e.g. finitely presented sheaves of modules, finitely presented
schemes, or finitely presented sheaves over finitely presented schemes) usually
have this property, essentially by the classical reasoning of EGA IV 8. There-
fore, we can say that a finitely presented O !Spec Z-module F is just a couple
(N, FN), consisting of an integer N > 1 and a finitely presented OSN -module

FN . In such a situation we’ll write F = f #N (FN), where fN : !Spec Z $ SN

is the canonical projection (in the category of pro-generalized schemes). Sim-
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ilarly, a finitely presented scheme X over !Spec Z, and a finitely presented
OX -module F can be described as “formal pullbacks” of corresponding ob-

jects XN , FN , defined over some finite stage SN = !Spec Z(N)
of the projective

limit.

7.1.14. ( !Spec Z as generalized ringed space.) Another appoach is to compute
!Spec Z := lim,+N>1

SN , where SN = !Spec Z(N)
, in the category of generalized

ringed spaces. This means that we first construct topological space !Spec Z
as the projective limit of corresponding topological spaces SN (one can also
work on the level of corresponding sites or topoi, cf. SGA 4, but topological
spaces are su"cient for our purpose), and then define the structural sheaf

by O !Spec Z := lim+$N>1
f+1

N OSN , where fN : !Spec Z $ SN are the natural

projection maps, and f+1
N denotes the “set-theoretic” pullback of sheaves of

generalized rings.
This approach has its advantages. We obtain a reasonable topological

space, and even a generalized ringed space, so we can study for example line

bundles, vector bundles or finitely presented sheaves of modules over !Spec Z.
However, this generalized ringed space !Spec Z is not a generalized scheme,

so in order to study schemes over !Spec Z in this approach we would need to
develop the notion of a “relative generalized scheme”. This is possible, but
complicates everything considerably, so we prefer not to do this, and adopt
the pro-generalized scheme approach instead, whenever we need to study
schemes over !Spec Z.

7.1.15. (Structure of generalized ringed space !Specu Z.) Let us discuss the

structure of !Specu Z, considered as a generalized ringed space. First of all,

each SN = !Specu Z(N)
= Spec Z ' {"} as a set, and all fNM

N : SNM $ SN

induce identity maps on underlying sets, hence the underlying set of !Specu Z

is also equal to Spec Z ' {"}. Furthermore, !Specu Z contains Spec Z as
an open (generalized ringed) subspace, simply because this is true for each

SN = !Specu Z(N)
. This determines all neighborhoods in !Specu Z of points

2= "; as to the neighborhoods of ", by definition of projective limit of

topological spaces, a set " % U ! !Specu Z is a neighborhood of " i! it is one

inside some !Specu Z(N)
. Applying our previous results of 7.1.6, we see that

0 is the generic point of !Specu Z, and all other points of !Specu Z are closed.

Non-empty open subsets U ! !Specu Z are exactly the subsets containing 0 and

having a finite complement. In this respect !Specu Z is much more similar to
an algebraic curve, where all points except the generic one are closed, than
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!Specu Z(N)
, where all primes p $ N are “entangled” with ". Furthermore,

the stalk of O !Specu Z
at " equals lim+$N>1

O !Specu Z (N),!
= lim+$N>1

AN = Z(!),

and the complement of " is isomorphic to Spec Z as a generalized ringed
space.

In this way !Specu Z looks very much like one’s idea of the “correct” com-
pactification of Spec Z, apart from (not) being a generalized scheme.

7.1.16. (Finitely presented sheaves of O !Specu Z
-modules.) Let F be a finitely

presented sheaf over !Specu Z. Since the complement of " is isomorphic to

Spec Z, and F |Spec Z = M̃ for some finitely generated Z-module M , only the
structure of F near " is interesting. By definition of finite presentation we
can find an open neighborhood U of " and a right exact diagram

OU(m) ))
u,v

** OU(n)
p "" F |U (7.1.16.1)

Here m, n 0 0, and u, v % HomOU (OU(m), OU(n)) = OU(n)m are two m-n-
matrices over OU . By definition of projective limit of topological spaces we
may assume, making U smaller if necessary, that U = (fN)+1(UN) for some

open neighborhood UN of " in SN := !Specu Z(N)
. Next, u, v % OU(n)m =

lim+$M
f+1

MNO(fMN
N )#1(UN )(n)m, so replacing N by a suitable multiple NM , we

may assume that u and v come from some uN , vN % OUN (n)m. Consider
finitely presented OUN -module F $

N := Coker(uN , vN : OUN (m) " OUN (n)).
By construction f #NF $

N
(= F |U , and F $

N agrees with F |Spec Z on UN #Spec Z
since the restriction of fN to U # Spec Z is an isomorphism from U # Spec Z
to UN # Spec Z. Therefore, F $

N and F |Spec Z patch together into a finitely
presented OSN -module FN , such that F = f #N (FN).

We have just shown that any finitely presented sheaf F over !Spec Z comes
from a finitely presented sheaf FN defined over a finite stage SN of the projec-
tive limit !Spec Z = lim,+N>1

SN . Therefore, the category of finitely presented

sheaves over !Specu Z coincides with that constructed in 7.1.13 via the pro-
object approach.

7.1.17. (Equivalence of the two approaches to !Spec Z.) We see that the
pro-generalized scheme approach of 7.1.13 and the generalized ringed space
approach of 7.1.14 yield equivalent results when we study finitely presented
sheaves of modules over !Spec Z. This seems to be equally true for all “cate-
gories of finitely presented objects” (sheaves of modules, relative generalized
schemes,. . . ), so we can safely adopt any of these approaches (or use both at
the same time) whenever we consider only finitely presented objects.
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7.1.18. (Quasicoherent sheaves over !Spec Z(N)
.) Consider QCOH(SN), the

category of quasicoherent OSN -modules, where SN := !Spec Z(N)
for some

localization theory T ?. Since SN = U1 ' U2 = Spec Z ' Spec AN is an
a"ne open cover of SN with U1 #U2 = Spec BN , we see that a quasicoherent
OSN -module F is completely determined by Z-module MZ := $(U1, F ), AN -
module MN := $(U2, F ), and BN -module isomorphism -M : MZ &Z BN

,$
MN &AN BN , obtained by restricting to U1 # U2 isomorphisms 3MZ

,$ F |U1

and F |U2

,$ /MN , composing them, and taking global sections.
Furthermore, we obtain in this way an equivalence of QCOH(SN) with

the category C̄N of triples (MZ, MN , -M), consisting of a Z-module M , an AN -
module MN , and a BN -module isomorphism -N : (MZ)(BN ) = MZ[N+1]

,$
(MN)(BN ) = MN [(1/N)+1]. In particular, QCOH( !Spec Z(N)

) doesn’t depend
on the choice of localization theory T ?.

Pullback of quasicoherent sheaves with respect to fNN !

N : SNN ! $ SN

induces a functor C̄N $ C̄NN ! , easily seen to transform (MZ, MN , -) into
(MZ, (MN )(ANN! ), -(BNN! )).

7.1.19. (Finitely presented sheaves over !Spec Z(N)
.) The essential image

of the full subcategory of QCOH(SN) consisting of finitely presented OSN -

modules, where again SN = !Spec Z(N)
, under the equivalence of categories

QCOH(SN) $ C̄N , is obviously equal to the full subcategory CN of C̄N ,
consisting of triples (MZ, MN , -N) as above, with MZ a finitely presented Z-
module, and MN a finitely presented AN -module. In particular, this category
doesn’t depend on the choice of T ?, hence the same is true for the category
of finitely presented sheaves of modules over !Spec Z = lim,+N>1

SN (for any

understanding of this projective limit), this category being equivalent to
Lim+$N>1

CN .

7.1.20. (“Point at "” of !Spec Z.) Notice that for each N > 1 we have a
canonical embedding AN $ Z(!), which induces a morphism SpecZ(!) $
Spec AN = U2 ! !Spec Z(N)

. Let us denote by 1N the natural morphism

Spec Z(!) $ SN := !Spec Z(N)
. It is easy to see that 1N = fNM

N 11NM for any
M 0 1, i.e. 1̂ = (1N )N>1 is a morphism from Spec Z(!) into the projective

system (SN)N>1. Therefore, it defines a morphism 1̂ : Spec Z(!) $ !Spec Z,
both in the category of pro-generalized schemes, and in the category of gen-
eralized ringed spaces. If we adopt the generalized ringed space approach,

and use T ? = T u, then 1̂ : Spec Z(!) $ !Specu Z is just the map with image
{0,"}, inducing identity on the local ring O !Specu Z,!

= Z(!) = OSpec Z("),!.

7.1.21. (Stalk at " of a finitely presented O !Spec Z-module.) Let F be a
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finitely presented O !Spec Z-module. Then 1̂#(F ) is a finitely presented qua-
sicoherent OSpec Z(")

-module, hence F! := $(Spec Z(!), 1̂#(F )) is a finitely
presented Z(!)-module. We will say that F! is the stalk of F at infinity,

regardless of the choice of T ? and of the understanding of !Spec Z.
In the pro-generalized scheme approach, 1̂#(F ) actually means 1#N(FN ),

if F is given by couple (N, FN). On the other hand, in the generalized
ringed space approach F! is indeed the stalk of F at ", provided we use
T ? = T u.

7.1.22. (Category of finitely presented O !Spec Z-modules.) Let F be a finitely
presented O !Spec Z-module. It defines a finitely generated Z-module MZ :=
$(Spec Z, F ), a finitely presented Z(!)-module M! := F! = 1̂#F , together
with canonical isomorphism of Q-vector spaces -M : MZ&ZQ ,$ M!&Z(")

Q,
constructed for example by computing the pullback of F with respect to the

“generic point” 0̂ : Spec Q $ !Spec Z in two di!erent ways, using factoriza-

tions 0̂ : Spec Q $ Spec Z $ !Spec Z and 0̂ : Spec Q $ Spec Z(!)
*̂$ !Spec Z.

Of course, Q-vector space F( := 0̂#F (= F! &Z(")
Q (= $(Spec Z, F ) &Z Q

is called the generic fiber of F .
In this way we obtain a functor from the category of finitely presented

O !Spec Z-modules into the category C of triples (MZ, M!, -), consisting of a
finitely generated Z-module MZ, finitely presented Z(!)-module M!, and
a Q-vector space isomorphism - : MZ &Z Q ,$ M! &Z(")

Q. It is easy to
check that this functor is in fact an equivalence of categories. Let us show
for example the essential surjectivity of this functor. Since the category
of finitely presented O !Spec Z-modules is equivalent to Lim+$N>1

CN (cf. 7.1.19,
7.1.13 and 7.1.16), it su"ces to show that any triple M := (MZ, M!, -) as
above comes from a triple (MZ, MN , -N ) % Ob CN for some N > 1 (i.e. M! =
MN &AN Z(!), and - = -N & 1Q). Indeed, M! is a finitely presented module
over filtering inductive limit Z(!) = lim+$N>1

AN , hence one can find an N > 1
and a finitely presented AN -module MN , such that M! = MN &AN Z(!) (the
reasoning here is essentially the classical one of EGA IV 8, cf. also 7.1.16).
Next, - is an isomorphism between MZ &Z Q =: MQ = (MZ &Z BN ) &BN Q
and M! &Z(")

Q = (MN &AN BN) &BN Q. Since Q = lim+$N !'1
BNN ! , this

isomorphism between finitely presented Q-modules comes from an isomor-
phism -NN ! : (MZ &Z BN) &BN BNN !

,$ (MN &AN BN) &BN BNN ! for some
N $ 0 1. Then (MZ, MN &AN ANN ! , -NN !) % Ob CNN ! is a triple from Ob CNN !

inducing original triple M % Ob C after base change, q.e.d.

7.1.23. (Finitely presented schemes over !Spec Z.) This argument can be
extended to other categories of (relative) finitely presented objects. For ex-
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ample, the category of (relative) finitely presented schemes X̄ / !Spec Z is
equivalent to the category of triples (X , X!, -), where X is a finitely pre-
sented scheme over SpecZ, X! is a finitely presented scheme over SpecZ(!),
and - : X(Q)

,$ X!,(Q) is an isomorphism of Q-schemes. Indeed, any such
triple comes from a triple (X , XN , -N), defined over a finite stage SN of the

projective limit !Spec Z = lim,+SN , and then X $ Spec Z = U1 ! SN and
XN $ Spec AN = U2 ! SN can be patched together into a finitely presented

generalized scheme X̄N $ !Spec Z(N)
= SN .

7.1.24. (Implication for finitely presented models.) An immediate conse-

quence is that constructing a finitely presented !Spec Z-model X̄ of a finitely
presented Q-scheme X is the same thing as constructing a finitely presented
Z-model X and a finitely presented Z(!)-model X! of given X. Since the
first half (existence and di!erent properties of models over Spec Z) is quite
well known, we’ll concentrate our e!orts on the second half (models over
Z(!)). This agrees with our considerations of 1.4, arising from classical
Arakelov geometry, provided we want to study only finitely presented Z(!)-
models.

7.1.25. ( !Spec Z(N)
is finitely presented.) Before going on, let us show that

all !Spec Z(N)
are finitely presented (absolutely, i.e. over F", or equivalently,

over F1 = F"[0[0]]). This will enable us to speak about finitely presented

schemes XN over !Spec Z(N)
without mentioning explicitly whether XN is

finitely presented absolutely, i.e. over F", or relatively, i.e. over !Spec Z(N)
.

Since SN := !Spec Z(N)
= U1 ' U2 = Spec Z ' Spec AN , with U1 # U2 =

Spec BN , we see that SN is quasicompact and quasiseparated. Next, Z =
F±1[+[2] | e + 0 = e = 0 + e, e + (+e) = 0] is finitely presented over F±1 =
F1[+[1] |+2 = e], hence also over F1, so our statement is reduced to the
following:

Theorem 7.1.26 Generalized ring AN = Z(!)#Z[1/N ] is finitely presented
over F±1, hence also over F1 and F". More precisely, it is generated by the
set of “averaging operations” sp % AN(p) given by

sp({1}, {2}, . . . , {p}) =
1

p
{1} +

1

p
{2} + · · ·+ 1

p
{p} (7.1.26.1)

where p runs over the finite set of all prime divisors of N > 1, modulo finite
list of relations (7.1.26.4)–(7.1.26.6) (for each of these operations sp) listed
below.
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Proof. (a) Let us denote by sn % Z(!)(n) the n-th averaging operation:

sn :=
1

n
{1} +

1

n
{2} + · · ·+ 1

n
{n} % Z(!)(n) ! Z!(n) ! Rn (7.1.26.2)

We have already seen in 5.7.3 that these operations {sn}n>1 generate Z(!),
since any operation # = (m1/n){1} + · · · + (mk/n){1} % Z(!)(k), where n,
mi % Z,

'
i |mi| * n > 0, can be re-written as sn, applied to the list contain-

ing ±{i} exactly |mi| times, and with the remaining n +
'

|mi| arguments
set to zero. Furthermore, if # % AN (k), then we can take n = N t for some
integer t > 0, hence AN is generated by {sNt}t>0. Next, the operation snm

can be expressed in terms of sn and sm:

snm = sn(sm({1}, . . . , {m}), sm({m + 1}, . . . , {2m}), . . .) (7.1.26.3)

Therefore, AN is generated by one operation sN , or by finite set of operations
{sp}p|N .

Notice that each sn satisfies following idempotency, symmetry and can-
cellation relations:

sn({1}, {1}, . . . , {1}) = {1} (7.1.26.4)

sn({1}, {2}, . . . , {n}) = sn({"(1)}, . . . , {"(n)}), 4" % Sn (7.1.26.5)

sn({1}, . . . , {n + 1},+{n + 1}) = sn({1}, . . . , {n + 2}, 0, 0) (7.1.26.6)

Furthermore, these relations for snm follow from similar relations for sn and
sm, once we take into account (7.1.26.3) and the implied commutativity re-
lation between sn and sm. This means that it su"ces to impose the above
relations only for {sp}p|N .

(b) Let us denote by A$
N the (commutative) finitely presented F±1-algebra

generated by operations Sp % A$
N(p) for p | N , subject to the above re-

lations. It will be convenient to define Sn % A$
N (n) for all n | N! by

induction in n, using formula (7.1.26.3) for this, with S1 := e as the base
of induction. One checks that the RHS of (7.1.26.3) doesn’t change when
we interchange m and n, using commutativity between Sm and Sn together
with (7.1.26.5), so this inductive procedure does define operations {Sn}n|N",
satisfying (7.1.26.3) and (7.1.26.4)–(7.1.26.6).

Denote by $ : A$
N $ AN the generalized F±1-algebra homomorphism

transforming Sp into sp for all primes p | N , hence also Sn into sn for any
n | N!. It is a strict epimorphism (“surjective map”) since the {sp}p|N
generate AN over F±1. Now we are going to check that $ is a monomorphism
(“injective”), since this would imply that AN

(= A$
N is finitely presented with

the lists of generators and relations given above.
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Now we need the following lemma:

Lemma 7.1.27 Any element # % A$
N(k) can be written as Sn(u1, . . . , un),

where each ui belongs to F±1(k) ! A$
N (k), i.e. equals 0 or ±{xi} with 1 *

xi * k.

Proof. Denote by A$$
N(k) ! A$

N (k) the set of all k-ary operations of A$
N ,

which can be represented in the above form. We have to check that )A$$
N) =.

k A$$
N(k) contains all basis elements {x} % A$

N(k), 1 * x * k, an obvious
statement since {x} = S1({x}), and that )A$$

N) is stable under all maps
A$

N($), $ : k $ k$, an obvious condition as well, and finally, that )A$$
N) is

stable under the action of any of generators 0[0], +[1] and S [p]
p , p | N , of A$

N .

• As to the zero 0[0], it obviously lies in A$$
N (0), as well as in all A$$

N (k).

• Stability under + is also immediate once we use the (implied) commu-
tativity relation between Sn and +:

+ Sn(u1, . . . , un) = Sn(+u1, . . . ,+un), (7.1.27.1)

combined with equalities +(+u) = u and +0 = 0.

• Stability under Sp is a bit more tricky. Let z1, . . ., zp % A$$
N(k) be the

list of arguments to Sp. We have to show that z := Sp(z1, . . . , zp)
lies in A$$

N (k) as well. By definition of set A$$
N (k) each zi can be

written as Sni applied to some arguments uij % F±1(k), for some
ni | N!. Notice that any ni can be replaced by any its multiple
mni with m | N!: all we need is to write the idempotency rela-
tions (7.1.26.4): uij = Sm(uij, . . . , uij), substitute these expressions into
zi = Sni(ui1, . . . , ui,ni), and apply (7.1.26.3). Therefore, we may replace
ni by their product and assume all ni to be equal to some n | N!. But
then z = Sp(z1, . . . , zp) = Sp(Sn(u11, . . . , u1n), . . . , Sn(up1, . . . , upn)) can
be rewritten as Spn applied to the list of all uij, hence z belongs to
A$$

N(k), q.e.d.

7.1.28. (End of proof of 7.1.26.) Let z, z$ % A$
N(k) be two elements with

$(z) = $(z$) in AN(k). According to the above lemma, we can write z =
Sn(u1, . . . , un) and z = Sm(u$1, . . . , u

$
m) for some m, n | N!, ui, u$j % F±1(k).

Furthermore, we can replace m and n by their product and assume m = n,
by the same argument as in the proof of lemma. Next, using (7.1.26.6)
and (7.1.26.5), we can assume that {x} and +{x} do not occur in the list
u1, u2, . . ., un simultaneously, simply because if ui = +uj, we can replace
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both ui and uj by zero. Now we’ve obtained a reduced representation z =
Sn(u1, . . . , un). Notice that $(z) = (m1/n){1} + · · · + (mk/n){k}, where
|mx| is the multiplicity of ±{x} in the list u1, . . . , un, and the sign is chosen
depending on whether {x} or +{x} is present in this list. Since $(z) = $(z$),
we see that mx = m$

x for all 1 * x * k, hence the lists of arguments to Sn

in our expressions for z and z$ coincide (up to a permutation), hence z = z$

by (7.1.26.5). This proves the injectivity of $ : A$
N $ AN , hence also 7.1.26.

Corollary 7.1.29 Morphisms fNM
N : !Spec Z(NM) $ !Spec Z(N)

are finitely
presented.

Proof. This follows from the classical statement: “g 1 f finitely presented,
g of finite type : f finitely presented”, valid for generalized schemes as well.

Remark 7.1.30 (a) Notice that the definition of AN = Z(!) #Z[1/N ], used
before only for N > 1, can be extended to N = 1, yielding A1 = Z(!) # Z =
F±1. Furthermore, 7.1.26 holds for N = 1 as well: A1 = F±1 is a finitely
presented F±1-algebra, with an empty list of generators and relations.

(b) Theorem 7.1.26 holds for N = ", i.e. for Z(!) = lim+$N>1
AN as well.

Indeed, this filtered inductive limit representation immediately implies that
Z(!) is generated over F±1 by all averaging operations {sn}n>1, or just by all
{sp}p&P, subject to relations (7.1.26.4)–(7.1.26.6).

(c) Essentially the same reasoning as in the proof of 7.1.26 shows that AN

is generated by one averaging operation sN , subject to relations (7.1.26.4)–
(7.1.26.6).

(d) Another interesting observation is that we’ve got a p-ary generator
sp of Ap over F±1. While A2 and A3 can be shown not to be generated by
operations of lower arities, A5 can be shown to be generated by quaternary
operation (2/5){1}+(1/5){2}+(1/5){3}+(1/5){4}, so the beautiful system
of generators given in 7.1.26 is not necessarily the one which minimizes the
arity of operations involved.

(e) Notice that Z(!) is already generated over F±1 by its binary operations
#{1}+(1+#){1}, # % [0, 1]#Q, similarly to Z!, so the phenomena mentioned
above in (d) are special for N < ".

7.1.31. (Special case: N = 2.) In particular, we obtain a presentation
of A2 = Z(!) # Z[1/2]. It is generated by binary averaging operation s2,
which will be also denoted by 5, when written in infix form. Thus [5] =
s2 = (1/2){1} + (1/2){2}; informally, x 5 y = (x + y)/2. We obtain A2 =
F±1[5[2] | x5x = x, x5y = y 5x, x5(+x) = 0]. In this respect A2 is somewhat
similar to Z = F±1[+[2] | x+0 = x = 0+x, x+(+x) = 0]: both are generated
over F±1 by one binary operation.
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7.1.32. (Generalized rings and representations of braid groups.) Let A be a
(commutative) generalized ring, [5] % A(2) be a binary operation, such that
e 5 e = e. For example, we can take A = A2, or A = Q[q], [5] = {1} 5 {2} :=
q{1} + (1 + q){2}, or the universal case A = F"[5[2] | e 5 e = e]. Fix any
integer n 0 2, and denote by tk : A(n) $ A(n), where 1 * k < n, the
endomorphism of free A-module A(n) defined by

tk({i}) =

9
:;

:<

{i}, if i 2= k, k + 1

{k + 1}, if i = k

{k} 5{ k + 1}, if i = k + 1

(7.1.32.1)

One checks directly that these matrices tk % EndA(A(n)) (= M(n - n; A) =
A(n)n satisfy the braid relation:

tk 1 tk+1 1 tk = tk+1 1 tk 1 tk+1, for 1 * k * n + 2. (7.1.32.2)

Since tk and tk+1 act non-identically only on basis elements {k}, {k + 1}
and {k + 2}, it su"ces to check this relation for k = 1, n = 3. We get
(t11t21t1)(x, y, z) = (t11t2)(y, x5y, z) = t1(y, z, (x5y)5z) = (z, y5z, (x5y)5z)
and (t2 1 t1 1 t2)(x, y, z) = (t2 1 t1)(x, z, y 5 z) = t2(z, x 5 z, y 5 z) = (x, y 5
z, (x 5 z) 5 (y 5 z)), so we are reduced to showing (x 5 y) 5 z = (x 5 z) 5 (y 5 z),
which is immediate from relation z = z 5 z and the commutativity relation
(x 5 y) 5 (z 5 w) = (x 5 z) 5 (y 5 w).

In this way we (almost) obtain a representation of the braid group Bn =
6t1, . . . , tn+1 | tktk+1tk = tk+1tktk+17 by n-n-matrices over generalized ring A.
The only problem is that our matrices ti may be not invertible; this can
be circumvented by considering the matrix localization A[Z+1] of A with
respect to matrix Z : (x, y) /$ (y, x 5 y), cf. 6.1.28. One easily checks that
A2[Z+1] = B2 = Z[1/2]; as to the universal case A = F"[5[2] | e 5 e = e],
I don’t know much about A[Z+1].

Among other things, this example illustrates the complexity of non-unary
algebras: even A = F"[5[2] | e 5 e = e] (or rather A[Z+1]) is complicated
enough to contain representations of the braid groups. It is interesting
whether one can generalize this construction to p > 2, using the special
properties of operation sp instead of s2.

Proposition 7.1.33 Pic(Spec AN) = 0, i.e. any line bundle over Spec AN

is trivial. More precisely, if P is a finitely generated projective AN -module,
such that dimQ P(Q) = 1, then P (= |AN |.

Proof. (a) Notice that if L is a line bundle over SpecAN , then L = P̃ for
some finitely generated projective AN -module P by 6.5.28, and the generic
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fiber L(
(= P(Q) is obviously one-dimensional, so the last statement of the

proposition does imply the other ones. So let P be as above. Choose a
surjection 2 : AN (n) # P , and a section j : P $ AN (n) of 2, existing
because of projectivity of P . Let p := j 1 2 : AN(n) $ AN(n) be the
corresponding projector. Denote by P $, 2$ : BN(n) # P $, j$ : P $ $ BN (n)
and p$ : BN (n) $ BN(n) the module and homomorphisms, obtained by
scalar extension to BN . Now consider the following diagram:

AN(n)
(AN (n)

""

+

22

BN(n)

+!

22
P

(P ""

j

33

P $

j!

33
(7.1.33.1)

Here 0M : M $ M(BN ) denotes the natural embedding of an AN -module M
into its scalar extension to BN .

Notice that 0AN (n) is just the map $n : AN (n) $ BN(n) coming from the
natural embedding $ : AN $ BN , hence it is injective, hence the same is
true for its retract 0P .

(b) Let us identify AN(n) with its image under 0AN (n) in BN (n), which
in turn can be identified with a subset of Qn. Identify P $ with j$(P $) =
p$(BN (n)), and P with j(P ) = p(AN(n)) ! AN (n) ! BN(n). Then all
modules involved are identified with subsets of BN(n) ! Qn, and we have
P = P $ # AN(n) = P $ # Z(!)(n).

Denote by ) ·) the L1-norm on Qn, given by formula )(#1, . . . ,#n)) ='
i |#i|. Then AN(n) = {# % Bn

N : )#) * 1} and P = {# % P $ : )#) * 1}.
Let ui := p({i}), 1 * i * n, be the finite set of generators of AN -module P .
Put C := maxi )ui). Clearly 0 < C * 1, since P 2= 0 and P ! AN (n).
Since p(#) =

'
i #iui for any # = (#1, . . . ,#n) % AN (n), we get )p(#)) *

C ·
'

i |#i| = C · )#) * C for any # % AN(n), i.e. C = maxx&P )x) since
P = p(AN(n)). We may assume that C = )u1); otherwise we would just
renumber the basis elements of AN(n) and the generators ui of P .

(c) We claim that C = 1. Indeed, suppose that C < 1. Then one can
find a fraction v/Nk, such that 1 < v/Nk < C+1 (we use N > 1 here).
Then µ := v/Nk % |BN |, hence µu1 % P $, P $ being a BN -module, and by
construction )µu1) * 1, i.e. µu1 % AN (n), hence µu1 % P $#AN(n) = P with
)µu1) > )u1) = C, which is absurd.

(d) Now we claim that u1 freely generates AN -module P , i.e. that any
# % P can be uniquely written as # = c · u1 with c % |AN |. Uniqueness is
clear, since we can always extend scalars to Q, and there everything follows
from u1 2= 0. This argument also shows existence of such c % Q, since
P(Q)

(= Q is a line in A(n)(Q) = Qn. We have to show that this c actually
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lies in |AN |. But this is clear: since )u1) = C = 1 and # = c · u1, we have
c = ±)#) = ±

'
i #i % BN , because # % P ! BN (n), i.e. all components

#i % BN , and |c| = )#) * 1, just because # % P ! AN(n). We have just
shown that c % |BN | # |Z(!)| = |AN |, q.e.d.

Corollary 7.1.34 Pic(Spec Z(!)) = 0. More precisely, any finitely gener-
ated projective Z(!)-module P , such that dimQ P(Q) = 1, is free of rank
one.

Proof. Since any finitely generated projective module is finitely presented
(being a direct factor P = Coker(p, id), p = p2 % M(n, Z(!)), of some
Z(!)(n)), the usual inductive limit argument shows that P comes from some
finitely generated projective AN -module PN , for a suitable N > 1. Then
PN,(Q)

(= P(Q)
(= Q, hence PN is free of rank one by 7.1.33, hence this must

be also true for P = PN,(Z(")).

7.1.35. (Line bundles over !Spec Z(N)
.) Let L be a line bundle over SN :=

!Spec Z(N)
= U1 ' U2 = Spec Z ' Spec AN . Since all line bundles over

Spec Z and Spec AN are trivial (cf. 7.1.33), we can choose trivializations
$1 : OSpec Z

,$ L |U1 and $2 : OSpec AN

,$ L |U2. Comparing these two trivi-
alizations over U1 # U2 = Spec BN , we obtain an invertible element # % B"

N ,
such that $2|U15U2 = # · $1|U15U2. This element # determines L up to iso-
morphism, and we can always construct a line bundle L = O(log #) starting
from any element # % B"

N , simply by taking trivial line bundles over U1 and
U2, and gluing them over U1 # U2 with the aid of #.

In this way we get a surjection of abelian groups B"
N # Pic(SN). It is not

injective only because the trivializations $1 and $2 are not canonical: they are
defined up to multiplication by some invertible elements s1 % $(U1, O

"
U1

) =
Z" = {±1} and s2 % $(U2, O

"
U2

) = |AN |" = {±1}, i.e. up to sign, hence # is
also defined up to sign. Identifying B"

N/{±1} with the group B"
N,+ of positive

invertible elements in BN = Z[N+1], we obtain the following statement:

Proposition. The Picard group Pic( !Spec Z(N)
) is canonically isomorphic to

log B"
N,+, the abelian group of positive invertible elements of BN = Z[N+1],

written in additive form.

If p1, . . . , pr is the set of all distinct prime divisors of N , then B"
N,+

consists of rational numbers pk1
1 · · · pkr

r , where ki are arbitrary integers, hence

log B"
N,+ is a free abelian group with basis {log pi}, and Pic( !Spec Z(N)

) is also
isomorphic to Zr, with basis {O(log pi)}1)i)r. Notice that these line bundles
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O(log pi) are in one-to-one correspondence with p | N , the only primes “not

entangled” with " in !Specu Z(N)
(cf. 7.1.6).

Among other things, this result completes the proof of 7.1.9 for arbitrary
localization theory T ?.

7.1.36. (Line bundles over !Spec Z.) Since !Spec Z = lim,+N>1
SN , where SN =

!Spec Z(N)
, we see that the category of line bundles over !Spec Z is Lim+$ of

categories of line bundles over SN , hence Pic( !Spec Z) = lim+$N>1
Pic(SN) =

lim+$N>1
log B"

N,+ = log Q"
+, i.e. any line bundle over !Spec Z is isomorphic to

exactly one line bundle of form O(log #), with # a positive rational number.

In other words, Pic( !Spec Z) is a free abelian group generated by all O(log p),
p % P.

7.1.37. (Degree of a line bundle over !Spec Z.) Let L be a line bundle

over !Spec Z. According to 7.1.36, it is isomorphic to O(log #) for exactly
one # % Q"

+. We will say that log # % log Q"
+ is the (arithmetic) degree

of L , and write deg L = log #. Thus deg : Pic( !Spec Z) $ log Q"
+ is the

isomorphism between Pic( !Spec Z) and Q"
+ constructed in 7.1.36.

Now we want to obtain an explicit description of degL .

Recall that, according to 7.1.22, a line bundle L over !Spec Z is essentially
the same thing as a triple L = (LZ, L!, -L), where LZ is a free Z-module of
rank one, L! is a free Z(!)-module of rank one (we apply here 7.1.34, L̃! =
1̂#L being a line bundle over Spec Z(!)), and -L : LZ &Z Q ,$ L!&Z(")

Q is
the isomorphism of one-dimensional Q-vector spaces, arising from canonical
isomorphisms of both sides to the generic fiber L( = 0̂#L .

Now choose a free Z-generator e1 of LZ and a free Z(!)-generator e2 of
L!. Both are defined uniquely up to sign, since Z" = {±1} = Z"(!). Then
both -L(e1 & 1) and e2 & 1 are generators of one-dimensional Q-vector space
L! &Z(")

Q (= L(, hence e2 & 1 = # · -L(e1 & 1) for some # % Q", defined
uniquely up to sign. We can make # unique by requiring # > 0. Then
log # % log Q"

+ is exactly the degree of L (cf. 7.1.35 and 7.1.22).

7.1.38. ( !Spec Z(N)
is similar to (P1)r.) Let N > 1, SN := !Spec Z(N)

be
as before. Denote by p1, . . . , pr all distinct prime divisors of N . We have
just seen that Pic(SN) (= Zr, similarly to the Picard group Pic((P1)r) of
the product of r projective lines. In this respect SN is quite similar to
P r := (P1)r. Notice, however, the following:

(a) The automorphism group Aut(P r) acts transitively on the canonical
basis elements of Pic(P r) = Zr, i.e. all these line bundles Li :=
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O(0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) over P r have the same properties, while Aut(SN ) = 1
doesn’t act transitively on the generators L $

i := O(log pi) of Pic(SN).

(b) This analogy between Picard groups shouldn’t extend to higher Chow
groups: we expect that c1 : Pic(SN) $ CH1(SN) is an isomorphism
for SN , similarly to c1 over P r, but CH i(SN) = 0 for i > 1, in contrast
with CH i(P r) (=

Ai Pic(P r).

7.1.39. (Global sections of OSN .) Let us compute the global sections of the

structural sheaf of SN = !Spec Z(N)
. Since SN = U1 'U2, with $(U1, O) = Z,

$(U2, O) = AN and $(U1 # U2, O) = BN , the sheaf condition for O yields
$(SN , O) = Z -BN AN = Z #AN = F±1, where the intersection is computed
inside BN ! Q. In order to check Z # AN = F±1 we write Z # AN =
Z#BN #Z(!) = Z#Z(!), and (Z#Z(!))(n) = Z(n)#Z(!)(n) = {# % Zn :
)#) * 1} = F±1(n), where )·) is the L1-norm on Qn as before. Actually this

formula $( !Spec Z, O) = Z # Z! = F±1 was exactly our original motivation
for defining F±1 the way we’ve defined it.

An immediate implication is that we can study all SN and their projective
limit !Spec Z as (pro-)generalized schemes over S1 := Spec F±1, or over Spec F1

or Spec F", but these cases almost exhaust all reasonable possibilities.

7.1.40. (Global sections of O(log #).) Let N > 1, SN be as above, # %
B"

N,+. Let us compute the set of global sections $(SN , O(log #)). Using
trivializations $1 and $2 as in 7.1.35, di!ering by multiplication by # over
U1 # U2, together with the sheaf condition for O(log #) with respect to the
cover SN = U1 #U2, we see that $(SN , O(log #)) (= {(x, y) % Z- |AN | : x =
#y} (= {x % Z : |#+1x| * 1} = Z # #|AN | = Z # [+#,#].

For example, if M 0 1 is an integer, such that M | N!, then O(log M)
admits 2M + 1 global sections, corresponding to integers from +M to M .
The global sections corresponding to ±1 are invertible over SpecZ, while
those corresponding to ±M are invertible over SpecAN , or more precisely,
outside the primes p | M .

Notice that $(SN , O(log #)) doesn’t change when we replace N by any

its multiple N $, hence $( !Spec Z, O(log#)) = Hom(O(0), O(log#)) equals
lim+$N !'1

HomOSNN!
(O(0), O(log#)) = lim+$N !'1

$(SNN ! , O(log #)) (= Z# [+#,#]

as well.

7.1.41. (Global sections of twisted vector bundles.) For any OSN -module F

and any # % B"
N,+, we denote by F (log #) the corresponding Serre twist

F &O O(log #). If F was a vector bundle, the same is true for F (log #); in

particular, we can start from the trivial vector bundle E0 := O
(r)
SN

= LO(r) of
rank r 0 0, and consider E := E0(log #) = LO(r) &O O(log #).
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Let us compute the global sections of such twisted trivial vector bundles.
The same reasoning as in 7.1.40 yields $(OSN , LO(r) &O O(log #)) = Zr #
#AN(r) = Zn # # · Z(!)(r) = {µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) % Zn : )µ) * #}. In other
words, global sections of such vector bundles correspond to integral points
(µ1, . . . , µr) % Zn, lying inside octahedron

'
i |µi| * #.

7.1.42. (Ample line bundles over !Spec Z(N)
.) Recall that the ample line

bundles over P r = (P1)r are O(k1, . . . , kr) with all ki > 0, so by analogy
between Pic(SN ) and Pic(P r) we might expect that the ample line bundles

over SN = !Spec Z(N)
are O(log M) with M = pk1

1 · · · pkr
r , where all ki > 0,

and pi are the distinct prime divisors of N .
Since the above condition on M is equivalent to M | N! and N | M!,

and for such M and N we have canonical isomorphisms SN
(= SNM

(= SM ,
we are reduced to checking whether O(log N) is ample over SN .

7.1.43. (Graded ring $#(OSN ) with respect to L := OSN (log N).) According
to our general definitions 6.6.39, we are to construct the graded generalized
ring R := $#(OSN ), where $d(OSN )(n) = $(SN , LO(n) &O O(d logN)), and
check whether the natural map SN $ Proj R is an isomorphism.

We know already that Rd(n) = {(#1, . . . ,#n) % Zn |
'

i |#i| * Nd}. It
will be convenient to write elements of Rd(n) in form T d(#1, . . . ,#n), or even
#1T d{1} + · · · + #nT d{n}, thus embedding R into graded Z-algebra Z[T ];
this embedding is actually compatible with the unit and multiplication maps
µ(k,d)

n,e , so it completely determines the structure of generalized graded ring
on R.

Sometimes it is convenient to think about formal variable T as if it were
equal to 1/N .

7.1.44. (Two special elements of degree one.) Notice that |R| = R(1) =.
d'0 Rd(1) consists of expressions uT d, with d 0 0, u % Z, |u| * Nd. In

particular, we have two special elements of degree one: f1 := T and f2 := NT .
Denote by a ! |R|+ the graded ideal generated by f1 and f2. It is

clearly equal to the image of graded R-homomorphism R(2)[+1] $ |R|+,
which maps {1} /$ f1, {2} /$ f2. Since Rd+1(2) = {uT d+1{1} + vT d+1{2} :
|u| + |v| * Nd+1}, we see that ad ! |R|d, where d 0 1, consists of elements
wT d, which can be written in form w = u + Nv for some u, v % Z with
|u| + |v| * Nd+1. On the other hand, |R|+,d = |R|d consists of all wT d with
|w| * Nd, so we cannot expect ad = |R|+,d for N > 2: indeed, w = Nd + 1
cannot be written as w = u+Nv with integer u, v, such that |u|+|v| * Nd+1.

However, we claim that r(a) = |R|+. Indeed, let f := wT d, d > 0,
|w| * Nd be any element of |R|+. If |w| = Nd, we can take u = 0, v = w/N =
±Nd+1 and write f = wT d = vT d+1 ·NT = vT d+1 ·f2 % ad, and we are done.
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If |w| < Nd, we can find an integer k 0 1, such that |N+dw|k * 1+ 1/N and
dk 0 3. Then fk = wkT dk with |wk| * (1 + 1/N)Ndk * Ndk + N2. Now
write wk = vN + u with u, v % Z, |u| < N , uwk 0 0. Then |v| * |wk|/N *
Ndk+1 + N , hence |u| + |v| * Ndk+1, so fk = wkT dk lies in a, and we are
done.

7.1.45. (Localizations of R with respect to f1, f2 and f1f2.) Now we want
to compute generalized rings R(f1), R(f2) and R(f1f2).

(a) R(f1)(n) = R(T )(n) consists of fractions (u1T d{1}+ · · ·+unT d{n})/T d

with ui % Z,
'

i |ui| * Nd, for all d 0 0. Therefore, R(f1)(n) consists of all
expressions u1{1} + · · · + un{n} with ui % Z, i.e. R(f1)(n) = Zn = Z(n) and
R(f1) = Z.

(b) R(f2)(n) = R(NT )(n) consists of (u1T d{1} + · · · + unT d{n})/(NdT d)
with ui % Z,

'
|ui| * Nd, i.e. of expressions v1{1} + · · · + vn{n} with

vi % Z[N+1] = BN ,
'

i |vi| * 1, hence R(f2) = BN # Z(!) = AN .
(c) Finally, R(f1f2) = R(NT 2) is isomorphic to BN = Z[N+1], either by a

similar direct computation, or because of formula R(f1f2)
(= R(f1)[(f2/f1)+1] =

Z[N+1] shown in 6.6.16.

7.1.46. (Projectivity of !Spec Z(N)
= Proj R.) We see that Proj R = D+(f1)'

D+(f2) by 6.6.20 and 7.1.44. Furthermore, D+(f1) = Spec R(f1) = Spec Z,
D+(f2) = Spec R(f2) = Spec AN , and D+(f1) # D+(f2) = D+(f1f2) =
Spec R(f1f2) = Spec BN , i.e. Proj R can be constructed by gluing together
Spec Z and Spec AN along their open subsets isomorphic to SpecBN .

In other words, we have just shown that ProjR is isomorphic to !Spec Z(N)
.

This proves ampleness of O(log N) over SN := !Spec Z(N)
, as well as projec-

tivity of SN (absolute or over F±1).

Notice, however, that SN := !Spec Z(N)
is a non-unary projective general-

ized scheme, cf. 6.6.40. In particular, even if we know that $(SN , O(log N))
is a free F±1-module of rank N , we still shouldn’t expect SN to be isomorphic
to a “closed” subscheme of PN+1

F±1
.

7.1.47. (Square of !Spec Z.) We have seen in 5.1.22 that Z&Z = Z, when the
tensor product (i.e. coproduct of generalized commutative algebras) is taken
over F", F1 or F±1, hence Spec Z -Spec F1 Spec Z = Spec Z, i.e. Spec Z $
Spec F1 is a monomorphism of generalized schemes.

Now consider SN := !Spec Z(N)
= U1 ' U2, where U1 = Spec Z and U2 =

Spec AN as before. We claim that SN -Spec F±1 SN = SN , i.e. SN $ Spec F±1

is a monomorphism of generalized schemes. Since !Spec Z = lim,+N>1
SN ,

we obtain !Spec Z -Spec F±1
!Spec Z = !Spec Z (e.g. in the category of pro-

generalized schemes) as well.
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So let us show that ( := (SN : SN $ SN - SN (all products here are to
be computed over Spec F±1) is an isomorphism. Since (+1(Ui-Uj) = Ui#Uj ,
and open subschemes Ui-Uj , 1 * i, j * 2, cover SN -SN , we are reduced to
showing that canonical morphisms Ui#Uj $ Ui-Uj are in fact isomorphisms.
If i = j = 1, this is equivalent to Z&F±1 Z = Z, valid by 5.1.22. If i = j = 2,
we have to show AN &F±1 AN

(= AN . Since AN is generated over F±1 by one
averaging operation sN (cf. 7.1.30,(c); this is the only part of the proof valid
over F±1, but not over F1 or F"), all we have to check is that whenever we
have two commuting operations sN , s$N , both satisfying (7.1.26.4)–(7.1.26.6),
then necessarily s$N = sN . This can be shown exactly in the same way as
in 5.7.3, applying commutativity relation between sN and s$N to a Latin
square filled by basis elements {1}, . . . , {N}.

Now only case i 2= j remains. Since U1 # U2 = Spec BN , we are to check
that AN &Z = BN . Put # := AN &Z, and denote by f the unary operation
of AN and of #, given by f := sN(e, 0, . . . , 0), i.e. f = 1/N . One easily
checks that f · N = e in |#|, by applying commutativity relation for sN and
the N -tuple addition operation {1}+ · · ·+ {N} to N -N -matrix (xij) with
xii = e, xij = 0 for i 2= j. This means that f = 1/N is invertible in #, hence
# = #[(1/N)+1] = (AN & Z)[(1/N)+1] = AN [(1/N)+1] & Z = BN & Z =
BN &Z Z & Z = BN &Z Z = BN . We’ve used here AN [(1/N)+1] = BN , valid
by 7.1.2, as well as Z & Z = Z, shown in 5.1.22.

This reasoning is a modification of that of 5.7.5, used there to prove
Z(!) & Z = Q and Z! & Z = R.

7.1.48. (Projectivity of fNM
N . !Spec Z as an infinite resolution of singulari-

ties.) Since fMN
N : SNM $ SN is a morphism between two projective gen-

eralized schemes, it is very reasonable to expect fNM
N to be a projective

morphism. Let’s accept this without proof for the time being. Then we get
the following picture. Each SN is something like a curve, admitting SpecZ as
an open subset, and all projective maps fNM

N are isomorphisms over this open
subset, i.e. they change something only over ", so they can be thought of as
a sort of blow-up (or a series of blow-ups) over ". Since the complement of
Spec Z after this “blow-up” still consists of one point (at least for T u), this
looks very much like blowing up a complicated cusp-like singularity over a
curve. This “cusp” appears to have infinite order, since it cannot be resolved
in any finite number of steps; we have an infinite sequence of “blow-ups”,
and the “smooth model” !Spec Z appears only as a pro-object.

I would like to mention here that A. Smirnov, when we discussed possible
meanings of !Spec Z several months ago, and this work was only in its initial
stage, mentioned to me that he expects something like an infinite resolution
of singularities over a cusp-like point " to be necessary to construct the “cor-
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rect” (or “smooth”) compactification !Spec Z. At that time I was somewhat

skeptical about this. However, this completely intuitive perception of !Spec Z
turned out to agree almost completely with the rigorous theory constructed
here! This remains a mystery for me.

7.2. (Models over !Spec Z, Z! and Z(!).) Now we are going to discuss models
of algebraic varieties X/Q, showing in particular that any such X admits at

least one finitely presented model X over !Spec Z. We also discuss models
over Z(!), Z(!) and Z̄!.

Then we are going to discuss the relation to Banach and even Kähler
metrics, e.g. by showing that the Fubiny–Study metric on PN(C) corresponds
to a certain model P̄N/Z̄! of PN . Unfortunately, models corresponding to
“nice” metrics usually turn out to have “bad” algebraic properties (e.g. the
model P̄N/Z̄! just discussed is not finitely presented), and conversely. This
probably explains the complexity of (classical) Arakelov geometry, which
might be compared to the study of not necessarily finitely presented models
X /Zp of an algebraic variety X/Q. This also explains why we can construct
our variant of Arakelov geometry in a simpler fashion, just by considering
finitely presented models whenever possible.

7.2.1. (Reduction from !Spec Z to Spec Z(!).) Recall that constructing a

finitely presented model X̄ / !Spec Z of an algebraic variety X/Q is essentially
the same thing as constructing finitely presented models X /Z and X!/Z(!)

of this X (cf. 7.1.24), so we need to concentrate our e!orts only on finitely
presented models over Z(!), assuming the first part (models over Z) to be
well-known.

7.2.2. (Notations: V ! K.) Let us fix some field K and an “archimedian
valuation ring” V ! K in the sense of 5.7.13. Usually we consider either
V = Z(!), K = Q, or V = Z!, K = R, or V = Z̄!, K = C. Denote by
| · | the archimedian valuation of K corresponding to V , and let Q̃ ! K be
the closure of Q ! K. Obviously, Q̃ is canonically isomorphic to a subfield
of R. We’ll consider only couples (V, K), which satisfy the following extra
condition: |#| belongs to Q̃ ! R for any # % K. This enables us to consider
|#| as an element of K.

Notice that for any f % V with 0 < |f | < 1 we have V [f+1] = K, hence
Spec K is isomorphic to a principal open subset of SpecV . The image of
the only point of Spec K in Spec V is the generic or open point 0 of Spec V .
Any X /V contains its generic fiber X( = X(K) = X &V K as an open
generalized subscheme.

Now we are going to discuss models X /V of a finitely presented scheme
X/K, i.e. an algebraic variety over K.
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7.2.3. (Norm on K[T1, . . . , Tk].) We denote by )·) the (coe"cientwise) L1-
norm on the polynomial algebra A = K[T1, . . . , Tk], defined as follows:

)P) =
%

!&Nk
0

|c!|, if P =
%

!&Nk
0

c!T ! (7.2.3.1)

Here we use the multi-index notation: T ! = T !1
1 · · ·T !k

k . Furthermore, for
any element # =

'n
i=1 #i{i} % A(n) = An we put )#) :=

'
i )#i). Then gen-

eralized polynomial ring B := V [T1, . . . , Tk] ! K[T1, . . . , Tk] can be described
as follows: B(n) = {# % A(n) : )#) * 1}.

Notice that our assumptions on (V, K) imply )#) % K for any # % A(n),
hence we can write any such # 2= 0 as c · µ, where c := )#) % K", and
µ := c+1# % A(n) is of norm one, and in particular belongs to B(n).

7.2.4. (Finitely presented models of a"ne varieties.) Let X be an a"ne
variety over K, i.e. a finitely presented a"ne scheme over SpecK. Then
X = Spec A, where A = K[T1, . . . , Tk]/(f1, . . . , fm), for some finite number
of polynomials fj % A0 := K[T1, . . . , Tk], which can be assumed to be 2= 0.
Furthermore, we are free to multiply fj by non-zero scalars from K, so we can
make )fj) * 1, or even )fj) = 1, i.e. fj % |B0|, where B0 := V [T1, . . . , Tk] !
A0 is the (generalized unary) polynomial algebra over V .

Put B := B0/6f1 = 0, . . . , fm = 07 = V [T [1]
1 , . . . , T [1]

k | f1 = 0, . . . , fm =
0]. Then X := Spec B is an a"ne finitely presented generalized scheme
over V , such that X(K) = Spec(B &V K) = Spec A = X, i.e. any a"ne
variety X/K admits at least one finitely presented a"ne model X /V .

7.2.5. (Finitely presented models of projective varieties.) Similarly, let X =
Proj A be a projective variety over K. Then A = K[T0, . . . , Tk]/(f1, . . . , fm)
for some homogeneous polynomials fj 2= 0. Multiplying fj by suitable con-
stants from K", we can assume )fj) = 1, i.e. fj lie in the generalized graded
polynomial algebra R := V [T0, . . . , Tk], with all free generators Ti unary of
degree one. Put B := R/6f1 = 0, . . . , fm = 07. This is a finitely presented
unary graded algebra over V , such that |B|+ is generated by finitely many
elements of degree one. We conclude that X := Proj B is a finitely pre-
sented projective model of X over V . In particular, any projective variety
X/K admits at least one projective finitely presented model X /V , and any

projective variety X/Q admits a finitely presented model X̄ over !Spec Z.

7.2.6. (Presence of V -torsion in finitely presented models.) Notice that the
finitely presented models X constructed above usually have some V -torsion,
i.e. natural homomorphisms OX $ OX &V K are not necessarily monomor-
phisms of sheaves of generalized rings. In fact, almost all finitely presented
schemes over Spec Z(!), with the notable exception of An

Z(")
and Pn

Z(")
, do
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have some “torsion over "”, hence the same is true for finitely presented
models X̄ / !Spec Z: we can eliminate torsion over finite primes p if we want,
but in general not over ".

One might think about this “torsion over "” in models X as a sort of
“built-in analytic torsion”. This explains why we expect the Grothendieck–
Riemann–Roch formula to hold for such (finitely presented) models without
any complicated correction terms: all analytic torsion is already accounted
for by this torsion over ", built into the structure of the model chosen.

7.2.7. (Existence of torsion-free models.) Suppose that our variety X/K can
be embedded as a closed subvariety into some variety P/K, which admits a
torsion-free model P̄ /V . This condition is always fulfilled for any projective
variety X, since we can take P := PN

K , P̄ := PN
V for a suitable N 0 0.

Then we can construct a torsion-free model X̄/V of X/K, simply by
taking the “scheme-theoretic closure” of X ! P = P̄( ! P̄ inside P̄ . More
formally, let i : X $ P be the closed immersion of X into P , j : P $ P̄
be the open immersion of the generic fiber of P̄ into P̄ . Consider following
homomorphism of sheaves of generalized OP̄ -algebras: $ : OP̄ $ j#j#OP̄ =
j#OP # j#i#OX . The first arrow here is the adjointness morphism for j# and
j#, and the second one is obtained by applying j# to OP # i#OX . Since j is
quasicompact and quasiseparated (being a"ne), all OP̄ -algebras involved are
quasicoherent, hence the same is true for OX̄ := $(OP̄ ) ! j#i#OX . Now let X̄
be the “closed” subscheme of P̄ defined by this quasicoherent strict quotient
OP̄ # OX̄ . It is immediate that this X̄ is indeed a torsion-free model of X.

Notice, however, that in general X̄ will be of finite type over V , but not
finitely presented. Therefore, such torsion-free models over Z(!) of varieties
X/Q cannot be used (together with some flat model X /Z) to construct

models X̄ of X over !Spec Z. All we can do is to write X̄ as a projective
limit of finitely presented models X̄! of X over V , use these X̄! to obtain
a projective system of finitely presented models X̄!/ !Spec Z of X, and put
X̄ := “lim,+” X̄!. In this way we obtain a torsion-free (“flat”) finitely pre-

sented model X̄ / !Spec Z of X in the category of pro-generalized schemes. In
the fancy language of 7.1.48 one might say that in order to eliminate “em-
bedded analytic torsion” of a finitely presented model over !Spec Z we have
to perform an infinite resolution of singularities.

7.2.8. (Extending rational points to sections.) One expects that any rational
point P % X(Q) of a projective variety X/Q extends to a unique section

"P : !Spec Z $ X̄ , for any projective model X̄ / !Spec Z of X. According
to 7.1.23, finding such a "P is equivalent to finding a section "$P of a model
X /Z, and a section "$$P of model X!/Z(!), both inducing P on the generic
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fiber. Existence and uniqueness of "$P is very well known, so we are reduced
to the case of Z(!)-models.

In order to lift K-rational points of X /V to V -rational points one usually
has to apply the valuative criterion of properness in the easy direction. We
would like, therefore, to discuss whether valuative criteria still work (at least
in the easy direction) over archimedian valuation rings V ! K of 7.2.2.

Definition 7.2.9 We say that a generalized scheme morphism f : X $ S
satisfies the valuative criterion of separability (resp. properness) (with respect
to (V, K)), if, given any u % X(K) and v % S(V ) fitting into commutative
diagram

Spec K u ""

!!

X

f

!!
Spec V v ""

w/
/

44/
/

/

S

(7.2.9.1)

one can find at most one (resp. exactly one) w % X(V ) completing the above
diagram.

It is clear that the class of morphisms satisfying the valuative criterion of
separability (resp. properness) with respect to (V, K) is stable under compo-
sition and base change.

Notice that, given a diagram as above, we can always replace X by
X(Spec V ) = X -S Spec V , f by f(Spec V ), and reduce the above “lifting prob-
lem” to the case S = Spec V , v = idS.

Lemma 7.2.10 If f : X $ S is “separated” in the sense of 6.5.23, i.e.
if (X/S is a “closed” immersion (cf. loc. cit.), then f satisfies the valuative
criterion of separability with respect to (V, K).

Proof. First of all, we can replace f : X $ S by its base change with
respect to v : Spec V $ S from (7.2.9.1), and assume S = Spec V , v = idS.
Let w, w$ : S $ X be two sections of f : X $ S, coinciding on SpecK ! S,
i.e. having the same generic fibers w(K) = w$

(K). Let T ! S be the pullback
of (X/S : X $ X -S X with respect to (w, w$) : S $ X -S X. On one
hand, T ! S is a “closed” subscheme of S, since f : X $ S has been
supposed to be “separated”. On the other hand, T = Ker(w, w$ : S "

X), hence T is the largest subobject of S, such that w|T = w$|T , and the
construction of T commutes with base change. Now w(K) = w$

(K) implies
T(K) = Ker(w(K), w$

(K)) = S(K). Applying lemma 7.2.11 below, we see that
S = T , hence w = w$, q.e.d.
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Lemma 7.2.11 If T is a “closed” subscheme of S = Spec V , such that
T(K) = S(K), then T = S. Furthermore, this statement holds for any
monomorphism of generalized rings V $ K, not only for embeddings of
an archimedian valuation ring V into its fraction field K.

Proof. By definition a “closed” subscheme T ! S = Spec V equals SpecW
for some strict quotient W of V . On the other hand, condition T(K) = S(K)

means that SpecK $ Spec V factorizes through T = Spec W , i.e. that
monomorphism V 7$ K factorizes through strict epimorphism 2 : V # W .
This means that 2 is both a strict epimorphism and a monomorphism, hence
an isomorphism, i.e. W = V and T = S.

Lemma 7.2.12 Any “closed” immersion f : X $ Y satisfies the valuative
criterion of properness with respect to (V, K).

Proof. Applying base change with respect to SpecV
v$ Y as before, we

are reduced to case Y = S = Spec V , X = T ! S a “closed” subscheme
of S. We have to check that any point u % TS(K) lifts to exactly one point
w % TS(V ). If TS(K) = ", then TS(V ) = " and the statement is trivial.
If TS(K) 2= ", then TS(K) ! SS(K) is a one-element set; this means that
Spec K $ S factorizes through T , i.e. T(K) = S(K). By 7.2.11 we obtain
T = S, hence TS(V ) = SS(V ) = {idS}, and we are done.

Theorem 7.2.13 Let F be a quasicoherent OS-module of finite type over
some generalized scheme S, and X be a “closed” subscheme of PS(F ). Then
X $ S satisfies the valuative criterion of properness with respect to (V, K).

Proof. (a) By base change we can again assume S = Spec V , v = idS.
Then F = M̃ for a finitely generated V -module M , so we can find a strict
epimorphism 2 : V (n+1) # M , which induces a strict epimorphism of unary
graded V -algebras SV (V (n + 1)) # SV (M), hence a “closed” immersion

PS(F ) $ PS( %V (n + 1)) = Pn
S. Now X $ Pn

S is a “closed” immersion, hence
it satisfies the valuative criterion of properness for (V, K) by 7.2.12, so we
are reduced to checking that P := Pn

S $ S satisfies the valuative criterion of
properness with respect to (V, K), and we can still assume v = idS.

In other words, we are to check that the canonical map Pn(V ) $ Pn(K)
is bijective, for any n 0 0.

(b) Notice that Pic(V ) = 0, for example because any non-trivial finitely
generated V -submodule P ! K is free of rank one: indeed, if u1, . . . , un % P
are the V -generators of P , we just choose uk with maximal norm |uk|, and
notice that P is already generated by uk, since ui/uk % |V | for any other i.
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(c) Applying 6.6.38, we see that elements of Pn(V ) are in one-to-one
correspondence with strict quotients L of V (n + 1), isomorphic to |V |, and
similarly for Pn(K). So let " be an element of Pn(V ), represented by a strict
quotient p : V (n + 1) # P , where P (= |V |. Let pK := p(K) : K(n + 1) =
Kn+1 # PK := P(K)

(= K be its scalar extension to K; it defines the image
of " in Pn(K). Now consider the following commutative diagram:

V (n + 1)
(V (n+1) ""

p

!!

Kn+1

pK

!!

P
(P "" PK

(7.2.13.1)

Here 0M : M $ M(K) denotes the natural map from a V -module M into
its scalar extension to K. Notice that the horizontal arrows are injective,
since P (= |V | and V $ K is a monomorphism of generalized rings, and the
vertical arrows are strict epimorphisms, i.e. surjective.

Therefore, the strict quotient p : V (n +1) # P is completely determined
by pK , since P can be identified with the image of pK 10V (n+1). Furthermore,
if we start from any point of Pn(K), i.e. from a strict epimorphism pK :
Kn+1 # K, we can put P := Im pK 1 0V (n+1) = pK(V (n + 1)). This is a
non-trivial finitely generated V -submodule of K, hence it is free of rank one
by (b), so we get a strict quotient V (n+1) # P (= |V |, easily seen to coincide
with original pK after base change to K. In other words, we have just shown
that any point of Pn(K) uniquely lifts to a point of Pn(V ), q.e.d.

Corollary 7.2.14 (a) Let X!/V be a pre-unary projective model of a pro-
jective variety X/K (this means exactly that X! can be embedded as a
“closed” subscheme in Pn

V , cf. 6.6.40). Then any rational point P % X(K)
extends to a unique section "P : Spec V $ X!.

(b) Let X̄ / !Spec Z be a finitely presented pre-unary projective model of
a projective variety X/Q. Then any point P % X(Q) extends to a unique

section "P : !Spec Z $ X̄ .

Proof. (a) is an immediate consequence of 7.2.13, and (b) follows from (a),
together with classical valuative criterion of properness, which enables us to
extend rational points to sections of proper models over Spec Z, and 7.2.8,
q.e.d.

Notice that this corollary is applicable in particular to the finitely pre-

sented projective models X̄ / !Spec Z of projective varieties X/Q constructed
in 7.2.5.
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7.3. (Z!-models and metrics.) We want to sketch briefly the relationship

between models over Z! or !Spec Z of an algebraic variety X and a vector
bundle E on X, on one side, and metrics on complex points X(C), E (C)
of this algebraic variety and vector bundle, on the other side. This will
relate our theory to “classical” Arakelov geometry, based on consideration of
metrics.

7.3.1. (Case of Z!-lattices.) Suppose that E is a Z!-lattice, i.e. a Z!-
module, such that E $ E(R) is injective and has compact image in finite-
dimensional real vector space E(R). Then the same reasoning as in part (c)
of the proof of 7.2.13 shows that PZ"(E) $ Spec Z! satisfies the valuative
criterion of properness with respect to (Z!, R). Indeed, the only di!erence
is that, in the notation of (7.2.13.1), where we use E and E(R) instead of
V (n+1) and Kn+1, now P := pK(E) = pR(E) ! R is not a finitely generated
non-trivial Z!-submodule of R; however, it is non-trivial and compact, E
being a Z!-lattice, and any non-trivial compact Z!-submodule of R is freely
generated by any its element with maximal absolute value.

Reasoning further as in the proof of 7.2.13, we see that, given any
“closed” subscheme X of a projective bundle PZ"(E) defined by a Z!-
lattice E, we obtain a bijection between sections " : Spec Z! $ X , and real

points of projective variety X := X(R) ! P
dimE(R)+1

R .

7.3.2. (Case of Z̄!-lattices.) Similarly, any non-trivial compact Z̄!-submo-
dule of C is freely generated by any its element with maximal absolute value,
so we can extend the above results to “closed” subschemes X of PZ̄"

(E) for
any Z̄!-lattice E, i.e. X (Z̄!) $ X (C) is a bijection for any such X .

Now consider projective complex algebraic variety X := X(C). If E is a
vector bundle over X, which can be extended to a vector bundle (or maybe
just a finitely presented sheaf) Ē on the whole of X 3 X (i.e. Ē is a “model”
of E ), then we can start from any point P % X(C), extend it to a section
"P : Spec Z̄! $ X, and compute "#P E . This will be a finitely presented
OSpec Z̄"

-module, with the generic fiber canonically isomorphic to C-vector
space E (P ). In other words, we’ve got a Z̄!-structure on each fiber E (P ),
i.e. essentially a complex Banach norm on E (P ) (cf. Chapter 2). This ex-
plains the relationship between Z̄!-models in our sense, and metrics on vector
bundles, which are used instead of Z̄!-structures in the classical approach
to Arakelov geometry.

7.3.3. (Fubini–Study metric.) Let Q(z0, . . . , zn) :=
'

i |zi|2 be the standard
hermitian form on Cn+1, and consider corresponding Z̄!-lattice E := {z %
Cn+1 : Q(z) * 1}. Put P̃n := PZ̄"

(E). Then P̃n is a Z̄!-model of complex
projective space Pn

C, and according to 7.3.2, any point x % Pn(C) extends to
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a unique section "x % $(P̃n/ Spec Z̄!).
Suppose that we are able to construct a non-trivial (co)metric on Pn(C),

by pulling back with respect to "x some natural model of )1
Pn/Z, similarly

to what we did in 2.12.2 for A1
Z"

= Spec Z![T ] (cf. also 2.13.14). Then
the only possibility for this metric is to be the Fubiny–Study metric, up to
multiplication by some constant. Indeed, this metric must be equivariant
under the action of Aut(P̃n/Z̄!) 3 AutZ̄"

(E) = U(n + 1), and the only
metric (up to a constant) on Pn(C) equivariant under the (transitive) action
of unitary group U(n + 1) is the Fubini–Study metric.

This argument extends to “closed” subvarieties X ! P̃n: if we manage
to construct a metric on X (C), it must coincide (at least on the smooth
locus of X := X(C)) with the metric on X, induced from the Fubini–Study
metric on Pn

C 3 X. (It makes sense to construct models of such X ! Pn
C by

taking the “scheme-theoretic closure” of X in P̃n, cf. 7.2.7.)
After discussing this relationship between our “algebraic” approach to

Arakelov geometry, based on generalized schemes and models over !Spec Z,
and the classical approach, based on introducing suitable metrics on the
complex points of all varieties and vector bundles involved, we would like to
discuss a purely arithmetic application.

7.4. (Heights of rational points.)

7.4.1. (Heights of rational points in projective space.) Let x % Pn(Q) be a
rational point of the n-dimensional projective space Pn. Denote by (x0 : x1 :
. . . : xn) the homogeneous coordinates of x. These xi are rational numbers,
not all equal to zero, so we can define the height H(x) = HPn(x) of x by

H(x) :=
+

v&P-{!}

max
"
|x0|v, |x1|v, . . . , |xn|v

#
(7.4.1.1)

Here v runs over the set of all valuations of Q, with the p-adic valuation |·|p
normalized by the usual requirement |p|p = p+1. Notice that this infinite
product makes sense, because |xi|v = 1 for almost all (i.e. all but finitely
many) valuations v. Furthermore, this product doesn’t depend on the choice
of homogeneous coordinates of x: if we multiply (x0 : x1 : . . . : xn) by any
# % Q", the product (7.4.1.1) is multiplied by

?
v |#|v, equal to one by the

product formula (1.1.6.1).
One can describe H(x) in another way. Namely, dividing the xi by their

g.c.d., we can assume that the homogeneous coordinates xi of point x are
coprime integers. Then all terms in (7.4.1.1) for v 2= " vanish, and we obtain

H(x) = max
"
|x0|, . . . , |xn|

#
, if (xi) are coprime integers. (7.4.1.2)

In particular, H(x) is a positive integer for any x % Pn(Q).
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7.4.2. (Heights of rational points on a projective variety.) Now suppose we
have a projective variety X/Q, embedded as a closed subvariety into Pn

Q.
Then we put HX(x) := HPn(x) for any x % X(Q) ! Pn(Q).

Notice that this height HX(x) actually depends not only on X/Q and
x % X(Q), but also on the choice of closed embedding X $ Pn, or equiva-
lently, on the choice of an ample line bundle L on X and a finite family of
global sections of L . However, it is a classical result that two such choices
corresponding to the same ample line bundle give rise to logarithmic height
functions log HX , log H $

X : X(Q) $ R'0 that di!er by a bounded amount.

7.4.3. (Logarithmic heights.) One usually defines logarithmic height func-
tions hX : X(Q) $ R'0 simply by putting hX := log HX .

Theorem 7.4.4 Let X be a finitely presented “closed” subscheme of P :=
Pn

!Spec Z
. Denote by X ! Pn

Q the generic fiber of X , a closed subvariety of

projective space Pn
Q. Let j : X $ P be the “closed” immersion, and denote

the ample (Serre) line bundle j#OP(1) by OX (1). Let p : X $ !Spec Z be
the structural morphism. Then:

(i) Any rational point x % X(Q) ! Pn(Q) extends in a unique way to a

section "x of X over !Spec Z.

(ii) Degree of line bundle L := "#xOX (1) over !Spec Z equals hX(x) =
log HX(x) = log HPn(x), the logarithmic height of x:

hX(x) = deg "#xOX (1) (7.4.4.1)

Proof. (i) has been already shown in 7.2.14, so we have to prove (ii).

Notice that j"x is the section of P/ !Spec Z extending x % X(Q) ! Pn(Q),
and "#xOX (1) = "#xj

#OP(1) = (j"x)#OP(1). Therefore, we may assume
X = P = Pn

!Spec Z
and X = Pn

Q.

(a) Recall that sections of P := Pn
!Spec Z

over !Spec Z are in one-to-one

correspondence with strict quotients L of trivial vector bundle E := O
(n+1)
!Spec Z

,

which are line bundles. Furthermore, this correspondence transforms a sec-
tion " : !Spec Z $ P into "#(2), where 2 : p#E # OP(1) is the canonical
surjection over P (cf. 6.6.37). In particular, section "x corresponds to strict
epimorphism $ := "#x(2) : E = "#xp

#E # "#xOP(1) = L , i.e. this strict quo-
tient of E is actually the line bundle L from the statement of the theorem.

(b) Let us study this strict epimorphism $ : E = O
(n+1)
!Spec Z

# L in more

detail. Put LZ := $(Spec Z, L ), L! := L!, LQ := L(, and define EZ, . . . ,
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$Q : EQ $ LQ similarly. We obtain the following commutative diagram:

EZ

#Z

!!

uE "" EQ

#Q

!!

E!

#"

!!

vE..

LZ
uL "" LQ L!

vL..

(7.4.4.2)

All horizontal arrows are natural embeddings of Z- or Z(!)-modules into their
scalar extensions to Q. Since all modules involved are free, and both Z $ Q
and Z(!) $ Q are monomorphisms of generalized rings, all horizontal arrows
are injective. On the other hand, the vertical arrows are strict epimorphisms,
i.e. surjective maps.

(c) Notice that EQ = Qn+1, and LQ
(= Q. Fix any such isomorphism

LQ
(= Q; then the images xi := $L(ei) of the standard basis elements ei %

Qn+1, 0 * i * n, are exactly the homogeneous coordinates (x0 : . . . : xn) of
our original point x % Pn(Q), just by definition of homogeneous coordinates
(cf. 6.6.38). We can always fix isomorphism LQ

(= Q so as to make all xi

coprime integers.
(d) Now identify EZ and E! with their images Zn and Z(!)(n) in EQ =

Qn, and similarly LZ and L! with their images in LQ. Furthermore, identify
LQ = Q as in (c), so as to make the homogeneous coordinates xi coprime
integers. Then $Q : Qn $ Q is the map ei /$ xi, LZ ! Q is identified with
$Q(Zn), and L! ! Q is identified with $Q(Z(!)(n)).

(e) Notice that LZ ! Q is the Z-submodule of Q, generated by coordinates
xi. Since these coordinates are coprime integers, we get LZ = Z. Similarly,
L! ! Q is the Z(!)-submodule of Q, generated by x0, . . . , xn. Recall that
any non-trivial finitely generated Z(!)-submodule of Q is freely generated by
its generator of largest absolute value (cf. part (c) of the proof of 7.2.13),
hence L! = # · |Z(!)| for # := max(|x0|, . . . , |xn|).

(f) According to the description of degL given in 7.1.37, we have to
choose a free generator f1 of LZ, a free generator f2 of L!, compute f2/f1

in the generic fiber LQ, and then deg L = log(f2/f1). In our case f1 = 1,
f2 = #, hence deg L = log #. On the other hand, # = HPn(x) by (7.4.1.2),
hence deg "#xOX (1) = deg L = log # = log HX(x) = hX(x), q.e.d.

7.4.5. (Comparison to classical Arakelov geometry.) Classical Arakelov ge-
ometry has a similar formula relating height ĥ(x) of a point x % Pn(Q)
with arithmetic degree of the pullback of corresponding ample (Serre) line
bundle O(1) on Pn(Q), equipped with its natural (“Fubini–Study”) metric.
However, the logarithmic height ĥ(x) thus obtained is defined by formula

ĥ(x) = log
"
|x0|2 + · · ·+ |xn|2

#1/2
, if (xi) are coprime integers. (7.4.5.1)
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On the other hand, we obtain in 7.4.4 the “classical” height h(x) of (7.4.1.2),
used everywhere else in arithmetic geometry. Of course, this distinction is
not very significant, since ĥ(x) and h(x) di!er by a bounded amount, but it
is quite amusing nonetheless.
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8 Homological and homotopical algebra

The aim of this chapter is to develop a variant of homological algebra for
the categories of modules over generalized rings. This achievement will be
extended in the next chapter to the categories of (sheaves of) modules over
a generalized scheme or even a generalized ringed topos. Such homological
(or rather homotopical) algebra will be intensively used in the last chapter
of this work to construct a reasonable arithmetic intersection theory in the
framework of generalized schemes, suitable e.g. for a discussion of arithmetic
Riemann–Roch theorem.

8.0. (Tale of the Great Plan.) Let us present a brief sketch of the layout
of the remainder of this chapter. We also discuss some of ideas that will be
used in the following two chapters. Thus one might consider this sketch as a
common introduction to the three “homotopical” chapters of this work.

8.0.1. (Homotopical algebra and model categories.) It is quite clear that
classical homological algebra cannot work properly in a non-additive setup,
and that one should use homotopical algebra instead, based on simplicial
objects, model and homotopic categories, and weak equivalences, rather than
on chain complexes, derived categories and quasi-isomorphisms. Therefore,
we recall the basic definitions and constructions of homotopical algebra before
using them. Our basic reference here is the foundational work of Quillen
([Quillen]) that seems to be quite well suited for our purpose. For example,
the results of loc.cit. enable us to construct a simplicial closed model category
structure on s(#-Mod) almost immediately. However, we sometimes insist
on using a more modern terminology (e.g. we say “acyclic fibrations” instead
of Quillen’s “trivial fibrations”).

8.0.2. (Comparison with the classical case: Dold–Kan and Eilenberg–Zilber
theorems.) Of course, we would like to compare our constructions and defini-
tions with the classical ones when the generalized rings under consideration
turn out to be additive. The key tool here is the Dold–Kan correspondence
between the category sA of simplicial objects over an abelian category A and
the category Ch(A) = Ch'0(A) of non-negative chain complexes over A.
More precisely, these two categories turn out to be equivalent, and chain
homotopies in Ch(A) correspond exactly to the simplicial homotopies in sA.

We’d like to mention here the way the equivalence K : Ch(A) $ sA acts
on objects:

(KC·)n =
-

*:[n]![p]

Cp (8.0.2.1)

Here [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n}, and 1 runs over all monotone surjective maps from
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[n] onto [p]. The quasi-inverse to K is the normalization functor N : sA $
Ch(A); it admits an explicit description as well.

Another important tool here, especially useful when dealing with bisimpli-
cal objects and chain bicomplexes over an abelian category, is the Eilenberg–
Zilber theorem that asserts the following. Given a bisimplicial object K..

over an abelian category A, we can construct a chain bicomplex NINIIK··
and consider its totalization Tot(NINIIK··); of course, this totalization corre-
sponds to a certain simplicial object K̂·. Now the Eilenberg–Zilber theorem
asserts that K̂· is actually homotopy equivalent to the diagonal simplicial
object K̃· of K.., defined simply by K̃n := Knn. Therefore, the diagonal sim-
plicial object of a bisimplicial object is something like the totalization of a
bicomplex, and we exploit this observation in the non-additive case as well.

8.0.3. (Model category structure on s(#-Mod).) For any algebraic monad #
(i.e. a non-commutative generalized ring) we can obtain a simplicial closed
model category structure on s(#-Mod), by a direct application of a theorem
of [Quillen]. We check that when # is additive (i.e. #-Mod is abelian),
# = F" or F1, we recover the well-known model category structures on sA
(A an abelian category), simplicial sets, and simplicial sets with a marked
point. In particular, for an additive # the weak equivalences f : X· $
Y· correspond via the Dold–Kan correspondence to the quasi-isomorphisms
of non-negative chain complexes. Therefore, the corresponding homotopic
category Ho s(#-Mod), obtained by localizing s(#-Mod) with respect to all
weak equivalences, is a natural replacement for the subcategory D)0(#-Mod)
of the derived category D+(#-Mod); if necessary, we can recover an analogue
of D+(#-Mod) itself by formally inverting the translation functor in D)0.
We put D)0(#) := Ho s(#-Mod).

Moreover, for any homomorphism of algebraic monads $ : # $ #$ we
show that the arising adjoint pair of functors $#, $# between s(#-Mod) and
s(#$-Mod) constitute a Quillen functor. Therefore, we obtain the corre-
sponding derived functors L$# : D)0(#) $ D)0(#$) and R$# in the opposite
direction, adjoint to each other. When both # and #$ are additive, these
derived functors reduce via the Dold–Kan correspondence to their classical
counterparts.

8.0.4. (Derived tensor products, symmetric and exterior powers.) Of course,
we can derive the tensor product &!, thus obtaining a derived tensor product
& : D)0(#) - D)0(#) $ D)0(#). By Eilenberg–Zilber this derived tensor
product turns out to coincide with the usual one for an additive #. It has
almost all properties one expects from it, e.g. commutativity, associativity,
compatibility with L$#, with the notable exception of the projection formula
for a non-unary $.
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Moreover, when # is alternating, we can try derive the exterior powers,
thus obtaining some functors L

Ar, essentially in the same way Dold and
Puppe constructed their homology of non-additive functors. However, it
turns out to be technically more convenient to derive the symmetric powers
instead, similarly to what Dold and Puppe actually did (notice, however, that
they had a simpler situation since they had to derive non-additive functors
between additive categories). Among other things, this makes sense for any
generalized rings, not just for alternating F±1-algebras.

We show that these derived symmetric powers LSr satisfy at least some
of their classical properties. These properties su"ce to introduce a pre-#-ring
structure on K0 of perfect complexes of modules later in Chapter 10.

8.0.5. (Global situation.) Of course, we’d like to generalize the above con-
structions to the case of sheaves (quasicoherent or not) of OX-modules on a
generalized scheme X, or even on a generalized ringed topos (X, OX). The
obvious problem is that we don’t have any reasonable model category struc-
ture on s(OX-Mod). This is due to the fact we don’t have enough projectives
in these categories. However, we can still define the set of weak equivalences
in such categories: for example, if (X, OX) has enough points (e.g. is a topo-
logical space), then f : K· $ L· is a weak equivalence i! fp = p#f is a weak
equivalence in s(OX,p-Mod) for any point p of X. For simplicial quasicoher-
ent sheaves on a generalized scheme X it su"ces to require $(U, f) to be a
weak equivalence of simplicial $(U, OX)-modules for all U from some a"ne
cover of X. In the general case we have to consider the pro-object of all
hypercoverings of X instead; this presents some technical but not conceptual
complications.

In any case, once we have a class of weak equivalences, we can define
D)0(X, OX) to be the localization of s(OX-Mod) with respect to this class of
morphisms; the only complication is to prove that we still get an U-category,
i.e. that all sets of morphisms in D)0 remain small. This might be achieved by
considering only hypercoverings composed from objects of a small generating
family for topos X.

After that we can construct a derived functor Lf # : D)0(Y, OY ) $
D)0(X, OX) for any morphism of generalized ringed topoi f : (X, OX) $
(Y, OY ), as well as the derived tensor product on these categories. For these
constructions we need to consider the categories of presheaves as well: if
X = S̃ for some small site S, then the category of presheaves of OX-modules
on S does have a closed model category structure. Notice that we cannot ob-
tain any Rf# in this setup, so the projection formula cannot even be written
down.

8.0.6. (Perfect complexes.) Consider the case of a classical ring # first,
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so that we have the Dold–Kan correspondence. One checks directly that a
chain complex C· consists of finitely generated projective #-modules i! the
same holds for the corresponding simplicial object (KC·)·, and that C· has
bounded homology i! the natural map skN KC· $ KC· is a weak equivalence
for N < 0. Therefore, both these conditions can be stated on the level of
simplicial objects, and we can define the category of perfect complexes of #-
modules (or rather perfect simplicial #-modules) for any algebraic monad #.
We can extend these definitions to the case of a generalized scheme X as
well. The only potential problem here is whether we want to consider the
locally projective or just the locally free OX-modules, since in general we
don’t expect these two classes to coincide.

8.0.7. (K-theory.) After that we are ready to construct K0(Perf X). Of
course, this will be the abelian group generated by weak equivalence classes
of perfect simplicial OX-modules modulo some relations. Clearly, we must
require [A· . B·] = [A·] + [B·]. A less trivial relation is this: if A· and B· are
two perfect complexes, such that An is isomorphic to Bn for each n 0 0 (no
compatibility with morphisms An $ Am required!), then [A·] = [B·]. These
relations turn out to be su"cient in the additive case, so we use them in the
general case as well.

The derived tensor product defines a product on K•(X) := K0(Perf X),
and K•(X) depends contravariantly on X. After that we use derived sym-
metric powers LSr to define a pre-#-ring structure on K•(X). We would like
to check that this pre-#-ring is actually a #-ring. However, we didn’t manage
to prove all necessary relations for our derived symmetric powers so far, so
we replace K•(X) with its largest #-ring quotient K•(X)% instead.

This means that we can define on K•(X)% the !-operations and the !-
filtration in the way known since Grothendieck, and define the Chow ring
of X by Ch·(X) := gr' K•(X)%,Q. Grothendieck’s argument gives us imme-
diately a theory of Chern classes with values in Ch·(X) enjoying all the usual
formal properties. An alternative approach, due to Soulé, is to define Chi(X)
as the weight i part of K•(X)%,Q with respect to Adams operations. We show
that these two approaches yield the same result whenever the !-filtration is
finite and separated.

8.0.8. (Geometric properties: projective bundles, regular embeddings and
Gysin maps.) Of course, we’d like to prove the usual geometric properties of
Ch·(X) and our Chern classes, e.g. the projective bundle theorem, existence
of Gysin maps and so on. Such considerations are important for proving any
sort of Riemann–Roch theorem; however, we postpone these “geometric”
considerations until a subsequent work.

8.0.9. (Covariant data and cosimplicial objects.) Up to this point we’ve been
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constructing only contravariant data, similar to the cohomology ring, e.g. the
perfect complexes, Chern classes, Chow rings and so on. However, we’d like
to have something covariant as well, similar to the homology groups, e.g. the
complexes with bounded coherent cohomology, K·(X) := K0(Coh X) etc. It
is natural to require these covariant objects to have an action of corresponding
contravariant objects, similar to the #-product action of H#(X) on H#(X)
or to the action of K ·(X) on K·(X), given by the derived tensor product in
the classical case. Among other things, this would enable us to write down
a projection formula.

We see that we need something like cochain complexes. In the additive
case the dual of Dold–Kan correspondence assures us that the category of
non-negative cochain complexes over an abelian category A is equivalent to
the category cA of cosimplicial objects over A. So we are tempted to use
c(#-Mod) and c(OX-Mod) in the general case as well. Indeed, the action of
s(#-Mod) on c(#-Mod) would be given by the derived inner Hom R Hom!,
and similarly on any generalized ringed topos (X, OX), and we can even hope
to obtain a projection formula just from the adjointness of & and Hom, and
f # and f#, provided we are able to define a model category structure on cA
and construct the derived direct image Rf#.

Here is the problem. We cannot construct a reasonable model cate-
gory structure on c(#-Mod) or c(OX-Mod) since these categories don’t have
enough injectives, and cannot derive f# for the same reason. However,
something can still be done. First of all, we can try to derive Hom :
s(#-Mod)op-c(#-Mod) $ c(#-Mod) using only the model category structure
on the first argument. Next, in the additive case we can compute R$ and Rf#
by means of Verdier theorem (cf. [SGA4], V) that asserts that all cohomol-
ogy groups can be computed by something like Čech cohomology provided
we consider all hypercoverings (which are simplicial objects themselves), not
just the coverings, so we can mimic this construction in the non-additive case
as well.

8.0.10. (Homotopy groups.) Since any A· in s(#-Mod) can be considered as a
simplicial set, we can compute its homotopy invariants 2n(A·) = 2n(R$!A·),
n 0 0, at least if we are given a base point in A0, e.g. if # has a zero constant.
Of course, 20(A) is just a (pointed) set, 21(A) is a group, and 2n(A) is an
abelian group for n 0 2. Moreover, we get a #-structure on each of these sets,
compatible with the group structure for n 0 1. Recall that the category of
abelian groups is the category of modules over Z, and the category of groups
is defined by some non-commutative algebraic monad G as well. All this
means that 20(A) belongs to #-Mod, 21(A) to (# & G)-Mod, and 2n(A) to
(# & Z)-Mod. For example, if # is additive, then # & G (= # & Z (= #, and
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the #-modules 2n(A) are canonically isomorphic to the homology groups
Hn(NA) of corresponding chain complex NA. Another example: if # = Z!,
then 20(A) is just a Z!-module, 21(A) is a Z! & G-module, and all higher
2n(A), n 0 2, are R-vector spaces.

Notice that the model category structure on s(#-Mod) is defined in such
a way that f : A $ B is a weak equivalence i! all 2n(f) are isomorphisms
(more precisely, 2n(f, x) : 2n(A, x) $ 2n(B, f(x)) for all n 0 0 and all
choices of base point x % A0). However, two simplicial #-modules with
isomorphic homotopy groups need not be weakly isomorphic or isomorphic
in the homotopic category; such examples are very well known even in the
additive case, e.g. # = Z. In our case the homotopy groups carry even less
information compared to the corresponding object of the homotopic category.

For example, the “cones” of Z!
1/2$ Z! and Z!

1/3$ Z! in D)0(Z!) turn out
to have the same homotopy groups (2n = 0 for n > 0, 20 = Z!/m!), but
they don’t seem to be isomorphic in D)0(Z!). . .

All this means that we shouldn’t expect to extract anything like the Euler
characteristic of a simplicial #-module just from its homotopy groups.

8.0.11. (Euler characteristics.) Of course, we’d like to be able to define
and compute Euler characteristics of the (co)simplicial objects we construct,
since this is the natural way to obtain arithmetic intersection numbers in our
setup. Let’s consider the case, say, of a perfect simplicial object A· over a
generalized ring #. Let 8 be an additive function from the set of isomorphism
classes of finitely generated projective modules over # into, say, a Q-vector
space V , additivity meaning here just 8(P . Q) = 8(P ) + 8(Q).

If # is additive, we can consider the corresponding normalized chain
complex C· := NA·, and then A. = KC· can be recovered according to
formula (8.0.2.1); by additivity we get

8(An) =
n%

p=0

C
n

p

D
· 8(Cp) (8.0.11.1)

We can transform this identity formally to obtain

8(Cn) =
n%

p=0

(+1)n+p

C
n

p

D
· 8(Ap) (8.0.11.2)

Now nothing prevents us from defining 8(Cn) by these formulas in the non-
additive case and putting 3(A) :=

'
n'0(+1)n8(Cn), provided we are able to

prove that 8(Cn) = 0 for n < 0. Of course, in order to obtain a reasonable
Euler characteristic 3 : K•(#) $ V we’ll have to check that 3(A) = 3(A$)
for any weak equivalence A $ A$ as well.
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We can consider the Euler–Poincaré series of A and C, defined by the
usual formula Pt(A) :=

'
n'0 8(An)tn, and similarly for C. We get Pt(A) =

Pt/(1+t)(C) and Pu(C) = Pu/(u+1)(A), hence 3(A) = P+1(C) = P!(A). This
seems absurd, but in our situation we expect Pu(C) to be a polynomial, hence
Pt(A) to be a rational function, so we can indeed evaluate it at infinity. We
see that some sort of regularization process is already being used here.

Another approach consists in considering the Hilbert polynomial HA(t)
of A, defined by the requirement 8(An) = HA(n) for all integer n 0 0. In our
case we have HA(x) =

'N
p=0 8(Cp)

"
x
p

#
, so this is indeed a polynomial. On the

other hand,
"+1

p

#
= (+1)p for any p 0 0, so we get 3A = HA(+1), i.e. 3(A)

is something like “8(A+1)”, and the Euler characteristic computation turns
out to be a certain extrapolation problem.

The Hilbert polynomial point of view is also extremely useful. Sup-
pose for example that we have a polynomial map Qr : V $ V , such
that 8(8rP ) = Qr(8(P )) for any projective P of finite type. Then we
get H%rA(n) = Qr(HA(n)) for all n 0 0, hence H%rA(t) = Qr(HA(t)) and
3(#rA) = Qr(3(A)).

8.0.12. (Intersection numbers and Euler characteristics.) We’d like to be able
to compute some intersection numbers, say, for any a % Chd(X), d = dim X.
In order to do this we need a dimension theory on X, so as to be able to
define d, as well as something like the “fundamental class of variety X”,
[X] % H2d(X); then the number we want to compute would be given by the
#-product.

In our situation a can be represented by a perfect simplicial object A·.
And the most natural way to fix a dimension theory, at least for classi-
cal noetherian schemes, is to fix a dualizing (cochain) complex I ·, i.e. some
cosimplicial object. Notice that in the classical case I · provides both a di-
mension theory, since for any x % X we can define d(x) to be the only index
i, for which Exti(.(x), I ·) 2= 0, and something like a representative of the
fundamental class, since Z · := R Hom(A·, I ·) is a complex (or a cosimplicial
set), trivial in degrees 2= d = dim X, and having 8(Hd(Z)) = ±3(Z ·) equal
to the intersection number we are looking for.

It seems quite reasonable to mimic this construction in the non-additive
case as well: fix some “dualizing cosimplicial object” I · in c(OX-Mod), and
compute the cosimplicial set Z · := RHom(A·, I ·) = R$ RHom(A·, I ·) for any
A· from a suitable step of the !-filtration of K•(X). Then, if we are lucky,
±3(Z ·) will give us the intersection number we are looking for. Of course,
we have to choose I · in a reasonable way; if we think about X as a smooth
variety, then OX concentrated in degree 0, i.e. constant cosimplicial object
with value OX , would do.
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We refer to the above process as the arithmetic integration. Maybe we
should even denote the resulting intersection number by

2
I· A·.

8.0.13. (Euler characteristics of cosimplicial sets.) First of all, we have to
introduce a simplicial closed model category structure on the category cSets
of cosimplicial sets. We might do this with the aid of the dual of Quillen
theorem already used to obtain a model category structure on s(#-Mod),
since Sets has su"ciently many injectives (something we don’t have in an
arbitrary #-Mod), and any set can be embedded into a group (e.g. the cor-
responding free group). After that, given a cosimplicial set Z·, we can try to
find a finite fibrant-cofibrant replacement A· of Z·, using the model category
structure on cSets. Since we work in the dual situation, in order to compute
Euler characteristics we’ll need a map 8 from the category of finite sets into a
vector space V , such that 8(X-Y ) = 8(X)+8(Y ). The natural choice would
be V := R, 8(X) := log |X| (another option: V = Q &Z Q"

>0). Then we can
compute the Euler characteristic 3(Z·) = 3(A·) by the procedure sketched
above; it’ll be a logarithm of a positive rational number. This definition
makes sense at least for algebraic varieties X over finite fields Fq: the arith-
metic intersection numbers we obtain turn out to be equal to corresponding
geometric intersection numbers multiplied by log q.

8.0.14. (Mystery of good intersection numbers.) It seems a bit strange that
we obtain only logarithms of rational numbers in this way. However, this is
not so strange once we recall that we cannot choose metrics on our arithmetic
varieties and vector bundles arbitrarily. In fact, we have already seen in
Chapter 2 that arithmetic varieties of finite presentation over !Spec Z tend
to have quite exotic singular (co)metrics, and, while more classical metrics,
like the restriction of the Fubiny–Study metric on a closed subvariety of a
projective space, can be described in our approach, they are not of finite

presentation over !Spec Z, so we’ll either need some regularization process
while computing our Euler characteristics, or we’ll have to represent the
given metric as a limit of “finitely presented metrics” and compute the limit
of intersection numbers. In any case we cannot expect the resulting number
to be the logarithm of a rational number. This is something like inscribing
convex polyhedra with rational vertices into the unit sphere and taking the
limit of their volumes: their volumes will be rational, while the limit will be
not.

8.1. (Model categories.) We would like to recall here the basic definitions
and constructions of homotopic algebra that we are going to use later. Our
basic reference here is [Quillen]; however, our terminology is sometimes a
bit di!erent from that of Quillen. For example, all model categories we’ll
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consider will be closed, so the axioms we give below for a model category (cf.
e.g. [Hovey]) are actually equivalent to Quillen’s axioms for a closed model
category.

Definition 8.1.1 A (closed) model category C is a category C, together with
three distinguinshed classes of morphisms, called fibrations, cofibrations

and weak equivalences, subject to conditions (CM1)–(CM5) listed below.

8.1.2. (Acyclic (co)fibrations, retracts and lifting properties.) Before listing
the axioms of a model category, let’s introduce some terminology. First of all,
we say that a morphism f : X $ Y in a category C with three distinguished
classes of morphisms as above is an acyclic fibration (resp. acyclic cofibration)
if it is both a fibration (resp. cofibration) and a weak equivalence.

Secondly, given two morphisms i : A $ B and f : X $ Y in an arbitrary
category C, we say that i has the left lifting property (LLP) with respect to f ,
or that f has the right lifting property (RLP) with respect to i, if for any two
morphisms u : A $ X and v : B $ Y , such that v 1 i = f 1 u, one can find
a morphism h : B $ X, such that h 1 i = u and f 1 h = v:

A

i
!!

u ""!!! X

f
!!

B
v ""!!!

.h

##

Y

(8.1.2.1)

Finally, we say that a morphism g : Z $ T is a retract of another
morphism f : X $ Y i! there exist morphisms (i, j) : g $ f and (p, q) :
f $ g, such that (p, q) 1 (i, j) = id, i.e. if there are morphisms i : Z $ X,
j : T $ Y , p : X $ Z, q : Y $ T , such that f 1 i = j 1 g, g 1 p = q 1 f ,
p 1 i = idZ and q 1 j = idT :

Z
g

!!

i
""

idZ

%%
X

f
!!

p
"" Z

g

!!
T

j ""

idT

((Y
q "" T

(8.1.2.2)

These notions have some obvious properties, e.g. if i$ is a retract of i, and i has
the LLP with respect to some f , then i$ has the same LLP as well. Another
simple property: the class of morphisms having the RLP with respect to
some fixed morphism i is stable under base change and composition.

8.1.3. (Axioms of a closed model category.)
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(CM1) The category C is closed under inductive and projective limits. (Fi-
nite inductive and projective limits actually su"ce for most appli-
cations.)

(CM2) Each of the three distinguished classes of morphisms in C is closed
under retracts.

(CM3) (“2 out of 3”) Given two morphisms f : X $ Y and g : Y $ Z,
such that any two of f , g and g 1 f are weak equivalences, then so
is the third.

(CM4) (Lifting axiom) Any fibration has the RLP with respect to all acyclic
cofibrations, and any cofibration has the LLP with respect to all
acyclic fibrations, i.e. we can always complete a commutative dia-
gram

A ""

i
!!

X

f
!!

B

##

"" Y

(8.1.3.1)

provided i is a cofibration, f is a fibration, and either i or f is a
weak equivalence.

(CM5) (Factorization) Any morphism f : X $ Y can be factored both
into an acyclic cofibration followed by a fibration, or into a cofibra-
tion followed by an acyclic fibration: f = p 1 j = q 1 i, with i, j
cofibrations, p, q fibrations, and j, q weak equivalences.

8.1.4. (Immediate consequences.) One observation is that the axioms are
self-dual, if we interchange fibrations and cofibrations, so the opposite C0 of
a model category C has a natural model category structure itself.

Another observation is that each of the lifting properties listed in (CM4)
determines completely one distinguished class of morphisms in terms of an-
other. For example, the acyclic cofibrations are exactly those morphisms of C
that have the LLP with respect to all fibrations, and so on. This means that
any two of the three distinguished classes of morphisms in a model category
completely determine the third, i.e. the model category data is redundant.
For example, once the fibrations and weak equivalences are known, the cofi-
brations are recovered as the morphisms with the LLP with respect to all
acyclic fibrations. Similarly, weak equivalences can be described as those
morphisms that can be decomposed into an acyclic cofibration followed by
an acyclic cofibration, hence they are determined once one knows all fibra-
tions and cofibrations.

Notice that any class of morphisms characterized by the RLP with respect
to some other class of morphisms is automatically closed under retracts, base
change and composition; this applies in particular to fibrations and acyclic
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fibrations. Similarly, cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations are stable under
retracts, composition and pushouts.

8.1.5. (Fibrant and cofibrant objects.) An object X of a model category C
is called fibrant if the morphism X $ eC from X into the final object is
fibrant; dually, X is called cofibrant if "C $ X is cofibrant. Given any
object X, a cofibrant replacement for X is a weak equivalence Z $ X with
Z cofibrant; dually, a fibrant replacement for X is a weak equivalence X $ Z
with a fibrant Z. Fibrant and cofibrant replacements always exist because
of (CM5) applied to X $ eC and "C $ X, and we see that a cofibrant
replacement Z $ X for a fibrant X can be always chosen in such a way that
Z is both fibrant and cofibrant, hence for an arbitrary X we can find weak
equivalences X $ Y , Z with a fibrant-cofibrant Z.

8.1.6. (Example.) One of the most important examples for us is that of

the category Ch(A) of non-negative chain complexes K· = (· · · &1$ K1
&0$

K0) over an abelian category A with su"ciently many projective objects,
e.g. A = R-Mod, R a classical ring. In this case the weak equivalences
are just the quasi-isomorphisms f : K· $ L·, i.e. chain maps, such that
Hn(f) is an isomorphism for all n 0 0. Moreover, f is a fibration i! all
fn, n > 0, are epimorphic, and f is a cofibration i! all fn : Kn $ Ln

are monomorphisms with Coker fn a projective object, i.e. fn is actually the
embedding Kn $ Ln

(= Kn.Pn with a projective Pn. In this case all objects
of Ch(A) turn out to be fibrant, the cofibrant objects are exactly the chain
complexes with projective components, and a cofibrant replacement P· $ K·
of a complex K· is nothing else than a projective resolution of K·. This
illustrates the importance of cofibrant replacements for the computation of
left derived functors.

We’ll construct later a counterpart of this model category over an ar-
bitrary generalized ring #, so as to recover Ch(#-Mod) (together with its
model structure just described) when # is a classical ring.

Definition 8.1.7 (Homotopy category of a model category.) Given any
model category C, its model category Ho C is the localization of C with respect
to the class of weak equivalences.

In other words, we have a localization functor ! : C $ Ho C, such that
!(f) is an isomorphism whenever f is a weak equivalence, and this functor is
universal among all functors C $ D with this property. It is well-known that
the localization of a category with respect to any set of morphisms always
exists; however, in general one might need to enlarge the universe U since
the set of morphisms between two objects of the localization is described as
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equivalence classes of paths in a certain graph, so this set needn’t be U-small.
This is not the case with the model categories: if C is U-small, the same is
true for Ho C. This follows immediately from the “homotopic” description of
Ho C that we are going to recall later.

For example, Ho Ch(A) for an abelian category A with su"ciently many
projectives is equivalent to the full subcategory D)0(A) of the derived cate-
gory D+(A).

Actually, the weak equivalences in a model category are crucial for defin-
ing the corresponding homotopy category and derived functors, while fibra-
tions and cofibrations should be thought of as some means for auxiliary
constructions in C and explicit computations of derived functors.

8.1.8. Notation. HomHo C(X, Y ) is sometimes denoted by [X, Y ]; if X and
Y are objects of C, then [X, Y ] means HomHo C(!X, !Y ).

8.1.9. Since our model categories are always closed, a morphism f : X $ Y
in C is a weak equivalence if and only if !(f) is an isomorphism in Ho C (cf.
[Quillen, 1.5], prop. 1).

8.1.10. (Cylinder and path objects.) A cylinder object A-I for an object A

of a model category C is a diagram A = A
6&0,&17+$ A - I

.$ A with " 1
6%0, %17 = BA = 6idA, idA7, such that 6%0, %17 is a cofibration and " is a
weak equivalence. Dually, a path object BI for an object B is a diagram

B
s$ BI (d0,d1)+$ B - B with (d0, d1) 1 s = (B = (idB, idB), where s is a weak

equivalence and (d0, d1) is a fibration.
Notice that there can be non-isomorphic cylinder objects for the same

object A; in particular, A- I does not depend functorially on A, and A- I
is not the product of A and another object I; it is just a notation. Same
applies to path objects.

8.1.11. (Left and right homotopies.) Given two maps f, g : A " B, we

say that f is left-homotopic to g and write f
8( g if there is a morphism

h : Ã $ B from a cylinder object Ã, A = A
6&0,&17+$ Ã

.$ A, such that
h 1 6%0, %17 = 6f, g7 : A = A $ B, i.e. f = h 1 %0 and g = h 1 %1. Dually, we
say that f is right-homotopic to g and write f

r( g if there is a morphism
h : A $ B̃ into a path object B̃ for B, such that d0 1 h = f and d1 1 h = g.
In both cases we say that h is the corresponding (left or right) homotopy
between f and g.

For any A and B we denote by 28(A, B) (resp. by 2r(A, B)) the quotient of

Hom(A, B) with respect to the equivalence relation generated by
8( (resp.

r().
Let us list some basic properties of homotopies (cf. [Quillen, 1.1]). If A

is cofibrant, then
8( is an equivalence relation on HomC(A, B), and f

8( g
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implies f
r( g. Moreover, in this case the composition induces a well-defined

map 2r(B, C) - 2r(A, B) $ 2r(A, C). If A is cofibrant and B is fibrant,
r( and

8( coincide on Hom(A, B); the resulting equivalence relation can be
denoted simply by (, and 2(A, B) := Hom(A, B)/(. In this case given any
f ( g and any cylinder object A - I for A, we can find a left homotopy
h : A- I $ B between f and g, and similarly for path objects BI and right
homotopies h : A $ BI .

Another simple but important observation is that any of f
8( g or f

r( g
implies !(f) = !(g) in Ho C. A slightly more complicated statement is that
for cofibrant A and fibrant B the converse is true: f ( g i! !(f) = !(g).

8.1.12. (Homotopy category and homotopies.) Given a model category C, let
us denote by Cc, Cf and Ccf its full subcategories consisting of all cofibrant,
fibrant and fibrant-cofibrant objects, respectively, and by Ho Cc, Ho Cf and
Ho Ccf the localizations of these categories with respect to those morphisms
that are weak equivalences in C.

Denote by 2Cc the category with the same objects as Cc, but with mor-
phisms given by Hom+Cc(A, B) = 2r(A, B), and define similarly 2Cf and 2Ccf

(in the latter case Hom+Ccf
= 2(A, B)). Since f

8( g and f
r( g both imply

!(f) = !(g), we get canonical functors !̄c : 2Cc $ Ho Cc, !̄f : 2Cf $ Ho Cf ,
and !̄ : 2Ccf $ Ho C.

Theorem. ([Quillen, 1.1], th. 1) Functors Ho Cc $ Ho C, Ho Cf $ Ho C
and !̄ : 2Ccf $ Ho C are equivalences of categories.

In other words, any object of C becomes isomorphic to a fibrant-cofibrant
object in the homotopy category (this is clear since any object can be con-
nected by a chain of weak equivalences to the fibrant replacement of its
cofibrant replacement), any morphism f̄ % [A, B] is representable by a mor-
phism f : A $ B if A and B are fibrant-cofibrant, and in this case f̄ = ḡ i!
f ( g, i.e. [A, B] (= 2(A, B). It is actually su"cient to require here A to be
cofibrant and B to be fibrant; cf. [Quillen, 1.1], cor. 1 of th. 1.

This theorem shows in particular that HoC is a U-category whenever C
is one.

8.1.13. (Example.) In the situation C = Ch(A), A an abelian category with
su"ciently many projectives, the above theorem actually tells us that D)0(A)
is equivalent to the category of non-negative chain complexes consisting of
projective objects with morphisms considered up to (chain) homotopy.

Definition 8.1.14 Given a functor F : C $ D between two model cate-
gories, its left derived functor LF : Ho C $ HoD is the functor closest from
the left to making the obvious diagram commutative. More formally, we must
have a natural transformation & : LF 1 !C $ !D 1 F , such that for any other
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functor G : Ho C $ HoD and natural transformation , : G 1 !C $ !D 1 F
there is a unique natural transformation - : G $ LF , for which , = &1(-)!C).
The right derived functor RF : Ho C $ HoD, 1 : !D 1F $ RF 1!C is defined
similarly.

Of course, the derived functors are defined uniquely by their universal
properties, but the question of their existence is more subtle. Notice that we
need only weak equivalences to define the derived functors.

Definition 8.1.15 (Quillen functors.) Given two adjoint functors F : C $
D, G : D $ C between two model categories, we say that (F, G) is a Quillen
pair, or that F is a Quillen functor if F preserves weak equivalences between
cofibrant objects of C, and G preserves weak equivalences between fibrant
objects of D.

The importance of Quillen functors is illustrated by the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1.16 (cf. [Quillen, 1.4], prop. 2) Suppose that F : C $ D
and G : C $ D constitute a Quillen pair. Then both derived functors
LF : Ho C $ HoD and RG : HoD $ Ho C exist and are adjoint to each
other. Moreover, LF (!CX) is canonically isomorphic to !DF (Z), where X
is any object of C and Z $ X is any cofibrant replacement of X. A similar
description in terms of fibrant replacements can be given for RG as well.

For example, if + : R $ S is any ring homomorphism, we have the base
change and scalar restriction functors +# : Ch(R-Mod) $ Ch(S-Mod) and
+# : Ch(S-Mod) $ Ch(R-Mod). They constitute a Quillen pair, so the
derived functors L+# and R+# exist and are adjoint to each other. We see
that R+# can be computed componentwise since all objects of Ch(S-Mod) are
already fibrant, and to compute L+#(X·) we need to apply +# componentwise
to a cofibrant replacement, i.e. a projective resolution P· $ X·. Therefore,
these functors coincide with those known from classical homological algebra.
Of course, we want to generalize these results later to the case of an arbitrary
algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ %.

Let us mention a criterion for existence of derived functors that doesn’t
require existence of adjoints:

Proposition 8.1.17 ([Quillen, 1.4], cor. of prop. 1) a) Let F : C $ C$ be a
functor between model categories that transforms weak equivalences between
cofibrant objects of C into weak equivalences in C$. Then LF : Ho C $ Ho C$
exists, and for any cofibrant P the morphism &P : LF (!CP ) $ !C!F (P ) is an
isomorphism, hence LF (!CX) can be computed as !C!F (P ) for any cofibrant
replacement P $ X.
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b) If F $ : C$ $ C$$ is another functor preserving weak equivalences between
cofibrant objects, and if F transforms cofibrant objects of C into cofibrant
objects of C$, then derived functors L(F $ 1 F ), LF $ and LF exist, and the
functorial morphism LF $1LF $ L(F $1F ) arising from the universal property
of L(F $ 1 F ) is an isomorphism.

Proof. The first part is proved in [Quillen, 1.4], cor. of prop. 1, while the
second one follows immediately from the description of derived functors given
above.

8.1.18. (Suspension and loop functors; cf. [Quillen, 1.2]) Given any two
morphisms f, g : A " B with a cofibrant A and a fibrant B, we can
define a notion of a left homotopy H between two left homotopies h :
A - I $ B and h$ : A - I $ $ B from f to g. This defines a homotopy
relation between homotopies from f to g, that turns out to be an equiva-
lence relation, thus defining a set 28

1(A, B; f, g) of homotopy classes of ho-
motopies h : f ( g. We have a dual construction for right homotopies, but
2r

1(A, B; f, g) turns out to be canonically isomorphic to 28
1(A, B; f, g), so we

can write simply 21(A, B; f, g). Furthermore, we have natural composition
maps 21(A, B; f2, f3)- 21(A, B; f1, f2) $ 21(A, B; f1, f3), coming from com-
position of homotopies; in particular, any 21(A, B; f, f) is a group, and the
collection of all 21(A, B; f, g) defines a groupoid.

Now suppose that C is a pointed category, i.e. it has a zero object 0 = 0C.
Then for any A and B we have a zero map 0 = 0AB : A $ 0 $ B, and we put
21(A, B) := 21(A, B; 0, 0); this is a group for any cofibrant A and fibrant B.
Next, we can extend 21(A, B) to a functor A, B /$ [A, B]1, (Ho C)0-Ho C $
Grps, by requiring [A, B]1 = 21(A, B) whenever A is cofibrant and B is
fibrant.

Theorem. ([Quillen, 1.2], th. 2) There are two functors HoC $ Ho C,
called the suspension functor # and the loop functor ), such that

[#A, B] (= [A, B]1 (= [A, )B] (8.1.18.1)

Recall that the suspension #A of a cofibrant A can be computed as
follows: choose any cylinder object A - I for A and take the cofiber (i.e.
the pushout with respect to the map A = A $ 0) of the map 6%0, %17 :
A = A $ A - I. Similarly, )B is computed for a fibrant B as the fiber of
(d0, d1) : BI $ B - B.

Recall that #nX is a cogroup object and )nX is a group object in Ho C for
n 0 1, which is commutative for n 0 2. In particular, 2n(X) := [#n(5), X] (=
[5, )nX] is a group for n 0 1, commutative for n 0 2, for any choice of 5 %
Ob Ho C.
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In the case C = Ch(A) the suspension functor # is just the degree trans-
lation functor: (#K·)n = Kn+1, (#K·)0 = 0, i.e. #K· = K·[1], while its
right adjoint ) is given by the truncation of the opposite translation functor:
)K· = ")0(K·[+1]), i.e. ()K·)n = Kn+1 for n > 0, ()K·)0 = Ker(%0 : K1 $
K0).

8.1.19. (Cofibrantly generated model categories.) Suppose that I is a set of
cofibrations and J is a set of acyclic cofibrations of a model category C, such
that the fibrations are exactly the morphisms with the RLP with respect to
all morphisms from J , and the acyclic fibrations are exactly the morphisms
with the RLP with respect to I. Then the model category structure of C
is completely determined by these two sets I and J , and we say that they
generate the model structure of C.

We say that an object X of C is (sequentially) small if Hom(X,+) com-
mutes with sequential inductive limits, i.e.

HomC(X, lim+$
n'0

Yn) (= lim+$
n'0

HomC(X, Yn) .

In particular, any finitely presented object X (characterized by the property
of Hom(X,+) to commute with filtered inductive limits) is small.

Finally, we say that a model category C is cofibrantly generated if it admits
generating sets I and J consisting of morphisms with small sources. The
importance of this notion is due to the fact that in a cofibrantly generated
model category the factorizations of (CM5) can be chosen to be functorial
in f .

Consider for example the case C = Ch(R-Mod), with R a classical ring.
Denote by D(n, R) the complex K· with Kn = Kn+1 = R, %n = idR, and
all other Ki = 0, and by S(n, R) the complex R[n] consisting of R placed
in (chain) degree n. Then I = {S(n, R) $ D(n, R) |n 0 0} and J = {0 $
D(n, R) |n 0 0} generate the model structure of C, hence Ch(R-Mod) is
cofibrantly generated.

8.2. (Simplicial and cosimplicial objects.) Since the simplicial and cosimpli-
cal objects and categories will play a crucial role in the remaining part of
this work, we’d like to list their basic properties and fix some notation. Our
main reference here is [GZ].

Definition 8.2.1 The (non-empty finite) ordinal number category ! is by
definition the full subcategory of the category of ordered sets, consisting of
all standard finite non-empty ordered sets [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n}, n 0 0.

In other words, the objects [n] of ! are in one-to-one correspondence with
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non-negative integers, and the morphisms $ : [n] $ [m] are simply the
order-preserving maps: $(x) * $(y) whenever 0 * x * y * n.

We consider two subcategories !+ and !+ of ! as well. They have
the same objects as !, but Hom!+([n], [m]) consists of all injective order-
preserving maps $ : [n] $ [m], while Hom!#([n], [m]) consists of all surjec-
tive order-preserving maps.

8.2.2. (Face and degeneracy maps.) For any integers 0 * i * n we define
two morphisms in !:

• The face map %i
n : [n + 1] $ [n], the increasing injection that doesn’t

take value i % [n], n > 0;

• The degeneracy map "i
n : [n + 1] $ [n], the non-decreasing surjection

that takes twice the value i % [n].

When no confusion can arise, we write simply %i and "i.
The compositions of these maps are subject to following relations:

%j
n+1%

i
n = %i

n+1%
j+1
n , 0 * i < j * n + 1 (8.2.2.1)

"j
n"

i
n+1 = "i

n"
j+1
n+1, 0 * i * j * n (8.2.2.2)

"j
n+1%

i
n =

9
:;

:<

%i
n+1"

j+1
n+2, i < j

id[n+1], j * i * j + 1

%i+1
n+1"

j
n+2, i > j + 1

(8.2.2.3)

It is well-known that any morphism $ : [n] $ [m] can be uniquely decom-
posed into a non-decreasing surjection p : [n] # [s] followed by an increasing
injection i : [s] 7$ [m]. More precisely, any morphism $ : [n] $ [m] can be
uniquely written in form

$ = %im#s
m %im#s#1

m+1 · · ·%i1
s+1"

jn#s
s "jn#s#1

s+1 · · ·"j1
n+1 ,

where m 0 im+s > · · · > i1 0 0, 0 * jn+s < · · · < j1 < n (8.2.2.4)

An immediate consequence of this lemma is that! can be identified with the
category generated by the face and degeneracy maps subject to conditions
listed above (cf. [GZ, 2.2.2]). Notice that the category generated by the face
maps %i

n subject to relations (8.2.2.1) coincides with !+, and the category
generated by the degeneracy maps "i

n subject to relations (8.2.2.2) coincides
with !+.

Definition 8.2.3 Let C be an arbitrary category. A simplicial object of C
is a functor X : !0 $ C. The category of all simplicial objects of C will
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be denoted by sC := Funct(!0, C). Dually, a cosimplicial object of C is a
functor Y : ! $ C, and the category of all such cosimplicial objects will be
denoted by cC := Funct(!, C).

Usually we write Xn instead of X([n]), and for any 0 * i * n put dn,X
i :=

X(%i
n) : Xn $ Xn+1 (if n > 0) and sn,X

i := X("i
n) : Xn $ Xn+1. When

no confusion can arise, we write simply di and si. In this way a simplicial
object X of C is simply a collection of objects Xn, n 0 0, together with some
morphisms dn,X

i : Xn $ Xn+1, called face operators, and sn,X
i : Xn $ Xn+1,

called degeneracy operators, subject to the dual of relations of 8.2.2:

dn
i d

n+1
j = dn

j+1d
n+1
i , 0 * i < j * n + 1 (8.2.3.1)

sn+1
i sn

j = sn+1
j+1sn

i , 0 * i * j * n (8.2.3.2)

dn
i s

n+1
j =

9
:;

:<

sn+2
j+1dn+1

i , i < j

idXn#1 , j * i * j + 1

sn+2
j dn+1

i+1 , i > j + 1

(8.2.3.3)

Similarly, we write Y n instead of Y ([n]) and put %i
n,Y := Y (%i

n) : Yn+1 $
Yn, "i

n,Y := Y ("i
n) : Yn+1 $ Yn; we sometimes write simply %i and "i. In

this way a cosimplicial object Y is a collection of objects Y n, n 0 0, together
with face and degeneracy operators %i

n,Y , "i
n,Y , subject to relations 8.2.2.

Clearly, c(C0) = (sC)0 and cC = (s(C0))0, so statements about simplicial
and cosimplicial objects can be obtained from each other by dualizing.

8.2.4. (Skeleta and coskeleta.) Consider the full subcategory !n ! ! con-
sisting of objects [p] with p * n. Functors !0

n $ C and !n $ C are called
truncated (co)simplicial objects of C. Clearly, any (co)simplicial object can
be truncated; if In : !n $ ! is the embedding functor, then the truncation
functor is equal to I#n : X /$ X 1 In. Therefore, we can study its left and
right adjoints, i.e. left and right Kan extensions In,! and In,# of In. Of course,
in general they exist only if arbitrary inductive, resp. projective limits ex-
ist in C. In our case it su"ces to require existence of finite inductive, resp.
projective limits, since !n/[m] and [m]\!n are finite categories:

(In,!X)(m) = lim+$
([m]\!n)0

X (8.2.4.1)

Since In is fully faithful, the same is true for its Kan extensions, hence
X $ I#nIn,!X and I#nIn,#X $ X are isomorphisms for any truncated (co)sim-
plicial object X. We define the n-th skeleton (resp. coskeleton) of a (co)sim-
plicial object X by skn X := In,!I#nX (resp. coskn X := In,#I#nX). We have
canonical morphisms skn X $ X and X $ coskn X, that are isomorphisms
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in degrees * n; in fact, skn X $ X has a universal property among all
morphisms Y $ X that are isomorphisms in degrees * n, and similarly
for coskn X.

8.2.5. (Simplicial sets.) A very important example is given by the category of
simplicial sets sSets = Funct(!0, Sets). Given a simplicial set X, we say that
elements x % Xn are the n-simplices of X; n is called the degree or dimension
of x. If x doesn’t come from any Xm with m < n, i.e. if x doesn’t lie in the
union of the images of the degeneracy operators sn,X

i : Xn+1 $ Xn, we say
that x is a non-degenerate n-simplex of X. Finally, we say that X is a finite
simplicial set if the set of its non-degenerate simplices (in all degrees) is finite.
It is easy to check that finite simplicial sets are exactly the finitely presented
objects of sSets. Notice that the n-th skeleton skn X of a simplicial set X is
its smallest subobject containing all simplices of X of dimension * n. This
explains why we say that X is of dimension * n whenever skn X coincides
with X; this is equivalent to saying that all simplices of X in dimensions > n
are degenerate.

A simplicial set X is finite i! it has bounded dimension and all Xn are
finite. An important property is that the product of two finite simplicial sets
is finite.

8.2.6. (Examples of simplicial sets.) Let us list some important examples
of (finite) simplicial sets. First of all, for any n 0 0 we have the corre-
sponding representable functor ((n) := HomsSets(+, [n]), called the standard
n-simplex. By Yoneda HomsSets(((n), X) (= Xn. In this way we obtain a
fully faithful functor ( : ! $ sSets. It is easy to see that finite simplicial
sets can be described as finite inductive limits of standard simplices.

Another important example is the boundary of the standard n-simplex:
(̇(n) := skn+1 ((n) ! ((n). It is the largest simplicial subset of ((n) that
doesn’t contain id[n] % ((n)n. Other description:

(̇(n)m = {non-decreasing maps $ : [m] $ [n] with $([m]) 2= [n]} (8.2.6.1)

In particular, (̇(0) = ".
We can define the horns 'k(n) ! (̇(n) ! ((n), 0 * k * n, by remov-

ing one of the faces of (̇(n). More precisely, 'k(n)m consists of all order-
preserving maps $ : [m] $ [n], such that the complement of their image
[n] + $([m]) is distinct from both " and {k}.
8.2.7. (Geometric realization and singular simplices.) For any set S we de-
note by ((S) the convex hull of the standard base of R(S), considered as a
topological space. This is a covariant functor from Sets into Top. Restricting
it to ! ! Sets we obtain a covariant functor ((+) : !$ Top, i.e. a cosimpli-
cial topological space. Now we define the singular functor Sing : Top $ sSets
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by putting (Sing X)([n]) := HomTop((([n]), X); clearly, (Sing X)n is just the
set of singular n-simplices of X. We define the geometric realization functor
| + | : sSets $ Top as the left adjoint to Sing; its uniqueness is evident,
and its existence follows from the fact that |((n)| must be equal to (([n]),
that any simplicial set can be written down as an inductive limit of standard
simplices, and that |+ | must commute with arbitrary inductive limits. This
yields a formula for |X|:

|X| = lim+$!/X
((+) (8.2.7.1)

The geometric realization functor takes values in the full subcategory of Top
consisting of Kelley spaces (i.e. compactly generated Hausdor! spaces); if we
consider it as a functor from sSets into this subcategory, it preserves finite
projective and arbitrary inductive limits (cf. [GZ, 3.3]).

8.2.8. (Closed model category structure on Top.) There is a closed model
category structure on the category of topological spaces, characterized by its
classes of fibrations and weak equivalences: the fibrations are the Serre fibra-
tions and weak equivalences are maps f : X $ Y that preserve all homotopy
groups, i.e. 2n(f) : 2n(X, x) $ 2n(Y, f(x)) has to be an isomorphism for all
n 0 0 and all base points x % X (cf. [Quillen, 2.3]).

8.2.9. (Closed model category structure on sSets.) The category of simpli-
cial sets has a model category structure as well, that can be described as
follows. The fibrations in sSets are the Kan fibrations, cofibrations are just
the injective maps, and f : X $ Y is a weak equivalence i! its geometric re-
alization |f | is one. In particular, all simplicial sets are cofibrant, but usually
not fibrant; recall that ChA had the opposite property.

Moreover, adjoint functors | + | and Sing constitute a Quillen pair, and
their derived functors L|+ | and R Sing are adjoint equivalences of categories;
thus Ho sSets and Ho Top are naturally equivalent (cf. [Quillen, 2.3]).

8.2.10. (Cofibrant generators for sSets.) The model structure of sSets hap-
pens to be cofibrantly generated. More precisely, I := {(̇(n) $ ((n) |n 0
0} is a generating set of cofibrations with small sources, while J := {'k(n) $
((n) | 0 * k * n > 0} is a generating set of acyclic cofibrations.

Let’s apply this to describe the acyclic fibrations p : E $ B, i.e. the
maps with the RLP with respect to all inclusions (̇(n) $ ((n). We
know that Hom(((n), X) (= Xn, and using adjointness of skn+1 and coskn+1

we get Hom((̇(n), X) = Hom(skn+1 ((n), X) (= Hom(((n), coskn+1 X) (=
(coskn+1 X)n. We see that p : E $ B is an acyclic fibration i! En $
Bn -(coskn#1 B)n (coskn+1 E)n is surjective for all n > 0, and p0 : E0 $ B0

is surjective as well. In particular, X is fibrant i! X0 2= " and Xn $
(coskn+1 X)n is surjective for all n > 0.
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8.2.11. (Simplicial groups.) The category sGrps of simplical groups has a
model category structure as well. Now we’d like to mention that f : G $ H
is a fibration in sGrps i! it is a fibration in sSets, and that all simplicial
groups are fibrant, both in sGrps and in sSets.

8.3. (Simplicial categories.) There are several ways of defining a simplicial
structure on a category C, all of them more or less equivalent when arbitrary
inductive and projective limits exist in C. We’ll use a definition based on the
notion of an external &-action.

8.3.1. (ACU &-structure on sSets.) First of all, notice that the direct prod-
uct defines an ACU &-structure on Sets, hence also on sSets. We have
(K & L)n = (K - L)n = Kn - Ln for this &-structure.

Definition 8.3.2 A simplicial structure on a category C is a right &-action
& : C - sSets $ C, (X, K) /$ X & K (cf. 3.1.1) of sSets with the ACU
&-structure just considered on C, required to commute with arbitrary induc-
tive limits in K. A simplicial category is just a category with a simplicial
structure. A simplicial functor F : C $ D between two simplicial categories
is simply a lax external &-functor in the sense of 3.1.3. Recall that this
involves giving a collection of morphisms F (X) & K $ F (X & K), subject
to certain relations.

Notice that the &-structure on sSets is commutative, so the distinction
between left and right external &-actions of sSets is just a matter of conven-
tion.

8.3.3. (A variant.) Since any simplicial set is an inductive (even filtered
inductive) limit of finite simplicial sets, and the category of finite simplicial
sets is closed under products, we might have defined a simplicial structure
as an external &-action of the ACU &-category of finite simplicial sets, re-
quired to commute with finite inductive limits. This definition is completely
equivalent to the one given above when arbitrary inductive limits exist in C.

Notice that any simplicial set is an inductive limit of standard sim-
plices ((n), so it might su"ce to define all X & ((n). However, the as-
sociativity conditions (X & ((n))& ((m) (= X & (((n) - ((m)) cannot be
naturally expressed in terms of such tensor products since ((n) - ((m) is
not a standard simplex itself.

8.3.4. (Simplicial sets of homomorphisms.) Let us fix two objects X and Y
of a simplicial category C. The functor HomC(X & +, Y ), (sSets)0 $ Sets,
transforms arbitrary inductive limits into corresponding projective limits;
therefore, it is representable by an object Hom(X, Y ) = HomC(X, Y ):

HomsSets(K,HomC(X, Y )) (= HomC(X & K, Y ) (8.3.4.1)
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In this way we get a functor HomC : C0 - C $ sSets. These simplicial sets
Hom(X, Y ) will be called the simplicial sets of homomorphisms. Clearly,
HomC(X, Y )n = HomC(X & ((n), Y ); in particular, the unit axiom for an
external action implies that HomC(X, Y ) (= HomC(X, Y )0 functorially in X
and Y . A standard argument yields the existence of canonical composition
maps, satisfying natural associativity and unit conditions:

1 : HomC(Y, Z) -HomC(X, Y ) $ HomC(X, Z) . (8.3.4.2)

Quillen has defined in [Quillen] a simplicial category as a category C
together with a functor HomC, a collection of composition maps 1 and func-
torial isomorphisms HomC(X, Y )0

(= HomC(X, Y ), subject to some relations
(essentially the associativity and unit relations just mentioned). Of course,
HomC determines the external action & uniquely up to a unique isomor-
phism, so Quillen’s approach is essentially equivalent to one adopted here.

Yet another approach consists in describing the simplicial structure in
terms of the functor M : C0-(sSets)0-C $ Sets, M(X, K; Y ) := HomC(X&
K, Y ). . .

8.3.5. (Exponential objects.) Given an object Y % Ob C and a simplicial
set K, we define the corresponding exponential object Y K as the object rep-
resenting the functor HomC(+& K, Y ), whenever it exists. Therefore,

HomC(X & K, Y ) (= HomsSets(K,HomC(X, Y )) (= HomC(X, Y K) (8.3.5.1)

Clearly, (Y K)L (= Y K"L, and Y '(0) (= Y ; of course, the functor (Y, K) /$
Y K determines completely the simplicial structure (actually this functor is
an external &-action of (sSets)0 on sC), so we might have written the axioms
in terms of this functor as well.

8.3.6. (Simplicial structure on categories of simplicial objects.) Given any
object X of a category C and any set E, we denote by X -E the direct sum
(i.e. coproduct) of E copies of X, i.e. HomC(X - E, Y ) (= HomC(X, Y )E.

Consider now the category sC = Funct(!0, C) of simplicial objects over a
category C, supposed to have arbitrary inductive and projective limits. Then
sC has a natural simplicial structure, given by

(X & K)n := Xn - Kn, for any X % Ob sC, K % Ob sSets. (8.3.6.1)

Moreover, one can prove (cf. [Quillen, 2.1]) that in this case all exponential
objects Y K are representable. Notice that the simplicial extension sF : sC $
sD of an arbitrary functor F : C $ D turns out to be automatically simplicial
with respect to this simplicial structure by means of canonical morphisms
F (Xn) - Kn $ F (Xn - Kn).
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If C doesn’t have any inductive or projective limits, this simplicial struc-
ture can be still described in terms of functors HomC or M as explained
before.

8.3.7. (Simplicial structure on categories of cosimplicial objects.) Notice
that the notion of a simplicial structure on a category C is essentially self-
dual, if we don’t forget to interchange the arguments of Hom, and X & K
with XK , i.e. the opposite of a simplicial category has a natural simplicial
structure itself.

Let C be an arbitrary category with arbitrary inductive and projective
limits. Since cC = Funct(!, C) = (s(C0))0, we must have a simplicial struc-
ture on cC as well. After dualizing and interchanging X &K and XK , we see
that this simplicial structure is easily characterized in terms of XK . Namely,
for any cosimplicial object X and any simplicial set K we have

(XK)n = Hom(Kn, X
n) = (Xn)Kn (8.3.7.1)

After this HomcC(X, Y ) and X &K are completely determined by (8.3.5.1).

8.3.8. It seems a bit strange that the categories of simplicial and cosimplicial
sets act on each other in an asymmetric way: sSets acts both on itself and
on cSets, while cSets doesn’t act on anything. This can be explained in the
following fancy way. If we think of simplicial sets as chain complexes of F"-
modules, and of cosimplicial sets as cochain complexes, then the action of
sSets on itself is essentially the same thing as the tensor product over F" of
chain complexes, while the action of sSets on cSets is something like HomF"

from a chain complex into a cochain complex, yielding a cochain complex.

8.4. (Simplicial model categories.)

Definition 8.4.1 We say that a category C is a simplicial (closed) model
category if it has both a simplicial and a closed model category structure,
these two compatible in the following sense (cf. [Quillen, 2.2]):

(SM7) Whenever i : A $ B is a cofibration and p : X $ Y is a fibration
in C, the following map of simplicial sets is a fibration in sSets:

Hom(B, X)
(i$,p$)+$ Hom(i, p) := Hom(A, X)-Hom(A,Y )Hom(B, X)

(8.4.1.1)
We require this fibration to be acyclic when either i or p is a weak
equivalence.

This axiom is easily shown to be equivalent to any of the following:
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(SM7a) If p : X $ Y is a fibration in C and s : K $ L is a cofibration
in sSets, then

XL $ XK -Y K Y L (8.4.1.2)

is a fibration in C, acyclic if either p or s is a weak equivalence.

(SM7b) If i : A $ B is a cofibration in C and s : K $ L is a cofibration
in sSets, then

i " s : A & L =A*K B & K $ B & L (8.4.1.3)

is a cofibration in C, acyclic if either i or s is a weak equivalence.
It is actually su"cient to require (SM7a) or (SM7b) when s : K $ L

runs through a system of generators for (acyclic or all) cofibrations in sSets.

8.4.2. (Example.) The category of simplicial sets sSets happens to be a
simplical model category.

8.4.3. (Simplicial homotopies.) Given two objects X and Y of an arbitrary
simplicial category C, we say that h % HomC(X, Y )1 is a simplicial homotopy
between two morphisms f, g % HomC(X, Y ) = HomC(X, Y )0 if d0(h) = f
and d1(h) = g. In this case we say that f and g are strictly simplicially ho-
motopic and write f

ss( g. The equivalence relation on HomC(X, Y ) generated
by

ss( will be denoted by
s(; if f

s( g, we say that f and g are simplicially
homotopic. Notice that giving an element h % Hom(X, Y )1 is equivalent to
giving a morphism h$ : X & ((1) $ Y or h$$ : X $ Y '(1).

The quotient Hom(X, Y )/
s( will be denoted by 20 Hom(X, Y ), or simply

by 20(X, Y ). For any full subcategory C$ ! C we denote by 20C$ the category
with the same objects, but with morphisms given by 20(X, Y ).

More generally, for any simplicial set X we denote by 20X the cokernel
of the two face operators d0, d1 : X1 " X0. We say that 20X is the set of
components of X.

8.4.4. (Homotopies in simplicial model categories.) Recall the following
proposition (cf. [Quillen, 2.2], prop. 5):

Proposition. If f, g : X " Y are two morphisms in a simplicial model

category C, then f
s( g implies both f

8( g and f
r( g. If X is cofibrant and

Y is fibrant, then the homotopy relations
r(,

8(,
s( and

ss( on HomC(X, Y )
coincide. In particular, Ho C (= 2Ccf

(= 20Ccf , i.e. the homotopy category of C
can be computed with the aid of simplicial homotopies.

The proof involves a very simple but useful observation. Namely, the face
and degeneracy maps induce two acyclic cofibrations ((d0), ((d1) : ((0) "

((1) and a weak equivalence ((s0) : ((1) $ ((0). Using (SM7) in its
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equivalent forms we see that induced diagrams X . X $ X & ((1) $ X
and Y $ Y '(1) $ Y - Y give us a canonical way to construct a cofibrant
cylinder for any cofibrant X, resp. a fibrant path object for any fibrant Y .
If we put I := ((1) (“the simplicial segment”), then this cylinder and path
object will be indeed denoted by X - I = X & I, resp. Y I ; this explains our
previous notation for them.

8.4.5. (Simplicial model category structure on sC.) Let C be a category
closed under arbitrary inductive and projective limits. We would like to
discuss some conditions under which it is possible to endow the simplicial
category sC with a compatible model category structure in a natural way
(cf. [Quillen, 2.4]).

Recall that f : X $ Y is said to be a strict epimorphism if it is the
cokernel of its kernel pair X -Y X " X. An object P % Ob C is projective
if HomC(P,+) transforms strict epimorphisms into surjections, and finitely
presented if HomC(P,+) preserves filtered inductive limits. We say that C has
su"ciently many projectives if for any object X there is a strict epimorphism
P $ X with a projective P . A set G ! Ob C is a set of generators of C if
for any object X of C one can find a strict epimorphism from a direct sum
of objects of G into X.

Now we are able to state the following important theorem:

Theorem. ([Quillen, 2.4], th. 4) Let C be a category closed under arbi-
trary projective and inductive limits, sC be the corresponding category of
simplicial objects. Define a morphism f in sC to be a fibration (resp. weak
equivalence) i! Hom(P, f) is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in sSets for
each projective object P of C, and a cofibration if it has the LLP with re-
spect to all acyclic fibrations. Then sC becomes a simplicial model category
provided one of the following conditions holds:

a) Every object of sC is fibrant.

b) Any object of C is a strict quotient of a cogroup object.

c) C has a small set of finitely presented projective generators.

Moreover, these conditions are not independent: b) implies a).

Notice that if G is a set of projective generators of C, then any projective
object is a direct factor of a direct sum of objects from G, hence f is a
fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in sC i! Hom(P, f) is a fibration (resp.
weak equivalence) for all P % G. (We use here that any product of weak
equivalences in sSets is again a weak equivalence!)
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Another interesting observation is that in case c) the model structure
of sC turns out to be cofibrantly generated. More precisely, if G ! Ob C is a
set of finitely presented projective generators as in c), and I and J are the
cofibrant generators for sSets, then G&I = {P &f |P % G, f % I} and G&J
are cofibrant generators for sC.

8.4.6. (First applications.) The above theorem is of course applicable to
C = Sets, 1 being a finitely presented projective generator of Sets. The model
structure we get coincides with the one we have already, since Hom(1, f) = f .

Another application: Let R be a (classical) associative ring, C := R-Mod.
Then R is a finitely presented projective generator of C, so the condition c)
of the theorem is fulfilled. Actually the codiagonal BC : C $ C . C defines
a cogroup structure on any object of R-Mod, so conditions b) and a) are
fulfilled as well.

8.4.7. (Application: category of cosimplicial sets.) A less trivial example
is given by the category Sets0. In this case condition b), hence also a), is
fulfilled since the strict monomorphisms of Sets are just the injective maps,
and any set can be embedded into a group, e.g. the corresponding free group.
Therefore, s(Sets0) = (cSets)0 has a simplicial model category structure. By
dualizing we obtain such a structure on the category cSets of cosimplicial
sets. Since 2 = {1, 2} is an injective cogenerator of Sets, we see that a map
f : X $ Y of cosimplicial sets is a cofibration (resp. a weak equivalence)
i! the map of simplicial sets f # : 2Y $ 2X is a fibration (resp. a weak
equivalence), and that all cosimplicial sets are cofibrant.

8.4.8. (Category of simplicial #-modules.) Now let # be an algebraic monad,
C := #-Mod. Clearly, |#| = #(1) is a finitely presented projective generator
for C, so Theorem 8.4.5,c) is applicable, hence the category s(#-Mod) of
simplicial #-modules admits a natural simplicial model category structure.
Moreover, this model structure is cofibrantly generated by L!(I) and L!(J),
where I and J are any cofibrant generators for sSets. Since Hom!(|#|,+)
is nothing else than the forgetful functor $! : #-Mod $ Sets, we see that a
morphism f of simplicial #-modules is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) i!
this is true for $!(f), i.e. i! f is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) when
considered as a map of simplicial sets.

When # is a classical ring, we recover the simplical model category struc-
ture discussed in 8.4.6. When # = F" we get the usual simplicial model
category structure on s(F"-Mod) = sSets, and when # = F1 we get the sim-
plicial model category of pointed simplicial sets. Moreover, if we put # = G,
we recover the usual model category structure on the category of simplicial
groups.
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8.4.9. (Lawvere theorem and Morita equivalence.)
Quillen refers in [Quillen, 2.4], rem. 1, to a theorem of Lawvere that asserts
that a category closed under inductive limits and possessing a finitely pre-
sented projective generator is essentially a category of universal algebras, and
conversely. Let us restate Lawvere theorem in our terms:

Theorem 8.4.10 (Lawvere, cf. [Lawvere]) Let (C, P ) be a couple consisting
of a category C closed under arbitrary inductive limits and a finitely presented
projective generator P of C. Then the functor $ := HomC(P,+) : C $ Sets
admits a left adjoint L, thus defining an algebraic monad # := $L and a
comparison functor I : C $ #-Mod, transforming P into |#|. This compari-
son functor is fully faithful; if all equivalence relations in C are e!ective, i.e.
if R (= X -X/R X for any equivalence relation R " X in C, then I is an
equivalence. Conversely, all these conditions hold for (#-Mod, |#|), for an
arbitrary algebraic monad #.

In other words, Lawvere theorem essentially gives us an algebraic descrip-
tion of categories with one finitely presented projective generator. Quillen
uses this theorem as a source of situations where theorem 8.4.5 is applicable;
we see that these situations correspond exactly to algebraic monads!

As to the proof of this theorem, it goes essentially in the same way we
have shown in 2.14.14 that Z!-Fl.Mod is equivalent to a full subcategory
of Z!-Mod; actually we might have proved Lawvere theorem first and apply
it afterwards to deduce 2.14.14.

Observe that if (C, P ) is a couple satisfying the conditions of Lawvere
theorem, (C, P (n)), P (n) = P2n, is another. Therefore, we can start with
an arbitrary algebraic monad # and put (C, P ) := (#-Mod, #(n)); Law-
vere theorem yields another algebraic monad Mn#, given by (Mn#)(m) =
Hom!(#(n), #(nm)) (= #(nm)n, and asserts that Mn#-Mod is equivalent
to #-Mod. We’ve got a generalized version of Morita equivalence here!

8.4.11. (Free simplicial objects and morphisms.) We can translate further
Quillen results of [Quillen, 2.4] into the language of algebraic monads as well.

Namely, we say that a morphism i : X $ Z in s(#-Mod) is free if the
degeneracy diagram of Z, i.e. the restriction of Z to !+ !!, is isomorphic
to the direct sum of the degeneracy diagram of X and some free degeneracy
diagram L!(C), C : !0

+ $ Sets, and if the morphism of degeneracy diagrams
i|!# : X|!# $ Z|!# can be identified with the natural embedding X!# $
X!# . L!(C).

Any free morphism i : X $ Z is a cofibration in s(#-Mod); moreover, any
morphism f : X $ Y of this category can be factored into a free morphism
followed by an acyclic fibration, and any cofibration is a retract of a free
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morphism. In particular, any cofibrant simplicial #-module is a rectract of a
“free” simplicial #-module F , if we agree to say that F is free wheneven its
degeneracy diagram is isomorphic to some L!(C), C : !0

+ $ Sets.

8.5. (Chain complexes and simplicial objects over abelian categories.) Let
A be an abelian category, Ch(A) be the category of non-negative chain com-
plexes over A, and sA = Funct(!0,A) be the category of simplicial objects
of A. The main result here is the Dold–Kan correspondence that actually
establishes an equivalence between these two categories (cf. [Dold]).

8.5.1. (Unnormalized chain complex defined by a simplicial object.) The
easiest way to obtain a chain complex CX· from a simplicial object X· is the
following. Put (CX)n := Xn and define %CX

n : Xn $ Xn+1 by

%CX
n :=

n%

i=0

(+1)idn,X
i . (8.5.1.1)

Relation %CX
n %CX

n+1 = 0 follows immediately from (8.2.3.1), and in this way
we obtain the unnormalized chain complex of X.

The whole construction is very classical. For example, Hn(CLZX) com-
putes the simplicial homology of a simplicial set X, considered here as a CW-
complex, and Hn(CLZ Sing X) computes the singular homology Hn(X, Z) of
a topological space X.

8.5.2. (Normalized chain complex of a simplicial object.) There are several
other ways of obtaining a chain complex out of a simplicial object X. Con-
sider the degenerate subcomplex DX ! CX, generated in each dimension by
the images of degeneracy maps:

(DX)n :=
n+1%

i=0

sn+1,X
i (Xn+1), where n > 0. (8.5.2.1)

We put (DX)0 = 0. One checks directly from (8.2.3.3) that DX is indeed a
subcomplex of CX. Moreover, it has an increasing filtration by subcomplexes
FpDX ! DX, defined by taking the sum of images of degeneracy maps si

with i * p. One can check that all FpDX/Fp+1DX are acyclic, hence DX is
acyclic, hence Hn(CX) (= Hn(CX/DX) for all n 0 0.

We put N $X := CX/DX; this is one of the equivalent descriptions of the
normalized chain complex of X. Another one is given by the formula

(NX)n :=
nN

i=1

Ker dn,X
i ! Xn (8.5.2.2)
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One can check that NX is indeed a subcomplex of CX, and that DX is
the complement of NX in CX, i.e. Xn = (DX)n . (NX)n for all n 0 0.
Therefore, NX (= N $X, and it is this complex that is usually called the
normalized chain complex of X. Notice that %NX

n actually coincides with
the restriction of dX,n

0 : Xn $ Xn+1 to (NX)n ! Xn, so we have a simpler
formula in this case, and of course Hn(NX)

,$ Hn(CX) for all n 0 0.

8.5.3. (Simplicial object defined by a non-negative chain complex.) We have
just constructed two functors C, N : sA $ Ch(A). Now we’d like to define
a functor K : Ch(A) $ sA in the opposite direction. Let’s start with a
non-negative chain complex A·, with di!erentials %A

n : An $ An+1, n 0 1.
First of all, we construct a semisimplicial object Ã : !0

+ $ A by putting

Ãn := An, dn,A
k :=

O
%A

n , if k = 0

0, if k > 0
(8.5.3.1)

Since !+ is generated by the face maps %k
n, this completely determines Ã,

provided relations (8.2.3.1) hold. This is indeed the case since the product
of two face operators dn,A

k dn+1,A
l is zero for all choices of k and l.

Now we define KA to be J!Ã, where J! is the left Kan extension of
the embedding J : !+ $ !. This implies that (KA)n = (J!Ã)([n]) =
lim+$([n]\!+)0

Ã. Using the fact that any morphism $ : [n] $ [m] in !

uniquely decomposes into a surjection 1 : [n] # [p] followed by an injec-
tion i : [p] $ [m], i.e. a morphism of !+, we see that the category [n]\!+

is a disjoint union of its subcategories, parametrized by the corresponding
value of 1. Each of these subcategories has an initial object, namely, 1 itself,
and we arrive to the following classical formula:

(KA)n =
-

*:[n]![p]

Ap (8.5.3.2)

The left Kan extension description given above defines the face and
degeneracy operators on KA as well. More precisely, given a morphism
$ : [m] $ [n] in ! and a component Ap,* = Ap of (KA)n indexed by some
1 : [n] # [p], the restriction of (KA)($) : (KA)n $ (KA)m maps Ap,* into

Aq,0, where [m]
0
# [q]

3
7$ [p] is the surjective-injective decomposition of 1 1$.

The map Ap,* $ Aq,0 itself is taken to be equal to Ã(*), i.e. it is the identity
if p = q, it is %A

p if q = p + 1 and * = %0
p , and it is zero otherwise.

8.5.4. (Lower degrees of KA.) So if we start from A = (· · · $ A2
&2$ A1

&1$
A0), we get

· · ·A0 . A1 . A1 . A2
"" ))

d2
i ** A0 . A1

))
d1

i **

s1
i

55 A0
s0
0

66
(8.5.4.1)
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Here s0
0 =

"
1
0

#
: A0 $ A0 .A1, d1

0 = (1, %A
1 ), and d1

1 = (1, 0) : A0 .A1 $ A0.
In general Ap occurs in (KA)n exactly

"
n
p

#
times.

Theorem 8.5.5 (Dold–Kan, cf. [Dold]) For any abelian category A the func-
tors N : sA ) Ch'0(A) : K are adjoint equivalences of categories. In partic-
ular, NKA· (= A· for any A· % ChA. Moreover, two chain maps f, g : A " B
are chain homotopic i! K(f), K(g) : KA " KB are simplicially homotopic.

8.5.6. An immediate consequence is that A /$ DKA is a universal con-
struction that transforms any chain complex A over any abelian category A
into an acyclic complex. One can show by applying this construction to an
appropriate “universal” complex that this necessarily implies that DKA is
(chain) homotopic to zero, and, moreover, a chain homotopy H : 1DKA $ 0
can be defined by means of a universal formula. Therefore, DX is (chain)
homotopic to zero, and CX is homotopic to NX for any simplicial object X
of A.

8.5.7. (Dual Dold–Kan correspondence.) Of course, we have a dual re-
sult: the category of cosimplicial objects cA is equivalent to the category of
non-negative cochain complexes over A. The dual of N $ seems to be more
convenient than that of N : we get (N $X ·)n =

*n+1
k=0 Ker"k

n+1,X ! Xn, with

dn
N !X given by the restriction of

'n+1
k=0(+1)k%k

n+1,X .

8.5.8. (Model category structure on ChA.) Now suppose that A is an
abelian category satisfying the conditions of Quillen theorem 8.4.5, e.g. A =
R-Mod for a classical ring R. Then we have a natural simplicial model
category structure on sA, and we can transfer it to ChA by means of the
Dold–Kan correspondence.

It turns out that a chain map f : K $ L in ChA is a weak equivalence
i! all Hn(f), n 0 0, are isomorphisms, a fibration i! all fn, n > 0, are
epimorphisms, and a cofibration i! all fn, n 0 0, are monomorphisms with a
projective cokernel. This actually defines a model category structure on ChA
whenever A is an abelian category with su"ciently many projective objects.

Moreover, we have a similar model category structure on the category
Ch8+!(A) of chain complexes bounded from below. In this case the weak
equivalences are again the quasi-isomorphisms, the fibrations are the (com-
ponentwise) epimorphic maps, and the cofibrations are again the componen-
twise monic maps with projective cokernels.

8.5.9. (Homology as homotopy groups.) Given any simplicial group G, one
define its normalization NG by (NG)n :=

*
i>0 Ker dn

i , and define maps
d = dn : (NG)n $ (NG)n+1 by taking the restriction of dn

0 to (NG)n ! Gn.
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We obtain a complex of (non-abelian) groups NG, so we can compute the
(Moore) homotopy groups of G by

2n(G) := Ker
"
d : (NG)n $ (NG)n+1

#I
Im
"
d : (NG)n+1 $ (NG)n

#

(8.5.9.1)
One can show that these groups are indeed canonically isomorphic to the
homotopy groups 2n(G, e) = 2n(|G|, e) of the underlying simplicial set of G.
Notice that in this case all 2n(G) are groups, abelian if n > 0.

Now suppose A is a simplicial abelian group, or more generally, a simpli-
cial R-module, with R a classical ring. We obtain immediately 2n(A, 0) (=
2n(A) (= Hn(NA) (= Hn(CA), i.e. the Dold–Kan correspondence induces a
canonical isomorphism between homology groups of a chain complex and ho-
motopy groups of the corresponding simplicial R-module.

8.5.10. (Bisimplicial objects and bicomplexes.) Now let’s consider the cat-
egories of non-negative chain bicomplexes over an abelian category A, and
the category ssA = Funct(!0 -!0,A) of bisimplicial objects of A. Such
bisimplicial objects X·· can be described as collections {Xpq}p,q'0 of objects
of A, together with “vertical” and “horizontal” face and degeneracy oper-
ators dI,pq

i : Xpq $ Xp+1,q, dII,pq
i : Xpq $ Xp,q+1 and so on, vertical and

horizontal operators being required to commute between themselves.
Clearly, the Dold–Kan correspondence extends to this situation (e.g. we

can treat a bicomplex as a complex over the category of complexes, and
similarly for the simplicial objects). In this case we have two commuting
normalization functors NI and NII , and the “true” normalization functor is
their composite: N = NINII = NIINI .

8.5.11. (Diagonal simplicial objects and totalizations of bicomplexes.) Let’s
start with a bisimplicial object A = A·· over A. We can compute the cor-
responding chain bicomplex CA or NA, and take its totalization Tot(CA)
or Tot(NA); these two chain complexes are homotopy equivalent. On the
other hand, we can construct the diagonal simplicial object diag A of A by
composing A : !0 - !0 $ A with the diagonal functor ! $ ! - !.
Clearly, (diag A)n = Ann, and ddiag A

i = dI
i d

II
i . After that we can consider

the corresponding unnormalized or normalized chain complex C(diag A) or
N(diag A).

Theorem 8.5.12 (Eilenberg–Zilber; cf. [DoldPuppe, 2]) Let A be a bisim-
plicial object over an abelian category A. Then chain complexes C(diag A)
and Tot CA are canonically quasi-isomorphic and even homotopy equiva-
lent; in particular, their homology is canonically isomorphic: 2n diag A (=
Hn(C(diag A)) (= Hn(Tot CA) for all n 0 0.
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Morally, this means that computing the diagonal of a bisimplicial object
corresponds to computing the totalization of a bicomplex.

8.5.13. (Alexander–Whitney and shu+e maps.) It’s useful to have explicit
constructions for the quasi-isomorphisms (even homotopy equivalences, be-
cause of the universality of all constructions) f : C(diag A) $ Tot(CA) and
B : Tot(CA) $ C(diag A) implied in the above theorem.

The map f : C(diag A) $ Tot(CA), fn : Ann $
,

p+q=n Apq is called the
Alexander–Whitney map (cf. [Weibel, 8.5.4] or [DoldPuppe, 2]). Its compo-
nent fpq : Ann $ Apq equals dI

p+1 · · · dI
ndII

0 · · ·dII
0 . The map B : Tot(CA) $

C(diag A) is called the shu#e map. Its components Bpq : Apq $ Ann,
n = p + q, are given by the sum

Bpq =
%

µ

sgn(µ)sI
µ(n+1) · · · sI

µ(p)s
II
µ(p+1) · · · sII

µ(0) (8.5.13.1)

over all (p, q)-shu+es µ, i.e. all permutations µ of the set {0, 1, . . . , n + 1},
such that µ(0) < µ(1) < · · · < µ(p+1) and µ(p) < µ(p+1) < · · · < µ(n+1).

It is possible to check that f and B are indeed chain maps, inducing
isomorphisms between homologies of corresponding complexes, inverse to
each other. Once this is shown, the universality of all constructions involved
implies that f and B are homotopy equivalences between C(diag A) and
Tot(CA), homotopy inverse to each other, so one might try to construct
explicit homotopies fB ( 1, Bf ( 1 instead, and deduce the Eilenberg–
Zilber theorem from this (cf. [DoldPuppe, 2]).

8.5.14. (Application: derived tensor product.) Suppose we have two non-
negative chain complexes X and Y over abelian category A = R-Mod, R a
commutative ring, and we want to compute the derived tensor product X&Y .
Classically we have to take projective resolutions, i.e. cofibrant replacements
P $ X and Q $ Y , compute the bicomplex P & Q given by (P & Q)ij :=
Pi & Qj, and put X&Y := Tot(P & Q).

However, Eilenberg–Zilber theorem implies that we can compute derived
tensor products in another way. Namely, let’s start from two simplicial R-
modules X̃ = KX and Ỹ = KY , choose some cofibrant replacements P̃ $ X̃
and Q̃ $ Ỹ . Then CP̃ is chain homotopic to NP̃ , and similarly for CQ̃,
hence Tot(CP̃ &CQ̃) computes X&Y as well. Applying Eilenberg–Zilber we

see that CT with T := diag(P̃ & Q̃) computes this derived tensor product
as well, i.e. we just have to apply &R componentwise: Tn := P̃n &R Q̃n.
This gives us a very convenient way of deriving bifunctors, additive or not,
just by applying them componentwise to appropriate fibrant or cofibrant
replacements (cf. [DoldPuppe]).
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8.6. (Simplicial #-modules.) Let # be any algebraic monad, e.g. a gener-
alized ring. Recall that the category s(#-Mod) of simplicial #-modules has
a cofibrantly generated simplicial (closed) model category structure, charac-
terized as follows: a morphism f : X $ Y in s(#-Mod) is a fibration (resp.
a weak equivalence) i! $!(f) is a fibration (resp. a weak equivalence) of un-
derlying simplicial sets, and f is a cofibration i! it has the LLP with respect
to all acyclic fibrations (cf. 8.4.8). When # is a classical ring, s(#-Mod)
is equivalent to the category of non-negative chain complexes of #-modules
(cf. 8.5.5).

The corresponding homotopy category Ho s(#-Mod) will be also denoted
by D)0(#-Mod) or D)0(#); when # is a classical ring, this category is indeed
equivalent to the subcategory of D(#-Mod) consisting of (cochain) complexes
concentrated in non-positive degrees.

8.6.1. (Algebraic simplicial monads.) Notice that the simplicial extension
s# : sSets $ sSets of any monad # on Sets is a monad again, so we can
consider the category (s#)-Mod = (sSets)s!. However, since ((s#)(X))n =
#(Xn), a s#-structure on a simplicial set X is exactly a collection of #-
structures on each Xn, compatible with the face and degeneracy operators,
i.e. (s#)-Mod (= s(#-Mod), so we can write simply s#-Mod.

One can define algebraic simplicial monads % on sSets by requiring % to
commute with filtered inductive limits of simplicial sets, and by imposing the
following “continuity condition”: the n-th truncation of %(X) should depend
only on the n-th truncation of X, i.e. skn %(skn X) $ skn %(X) has to be an
isomorphism for all simplicial sets X and all n 0 0.

For example, s# is an algebraic simplicial monad, for any algebraic monad
# on Sets. More generally, any simplicial algebraic monad defines an alge-
braic simplicial monad, but not the other way around.

We might extend to the case of algebraic simplicial monads % the theory
developed in previous parts of this work for algebraic monads, e.g. define
“simplicial sets of morphisms” Hom"(X, Y ), tensor products (for a commu-
tative %), as well as construct a natural simplicial model category structure
on (sSets)" and prove some variants of most results that follow. We won’t
pursue this approach further, because it is too general for our purpose; how-
ever, some trace of it can be found in our notations, e.g. Homs! for the
simplicial set of homomorphisms of simplicial #-modules.

Notice that this approach might be useful for arithmetic geometry, even if
it is beyond the scope of present work. For example, considering the cone of

Z!
f$ Z! as a new algebraic simplicial monad is a natural way to construct

a quotient Z!/(f) di!erent from Z!/m!. Therefore, if we want to consider
divisors like + log |f | · ["] as e!ective divisors given by closed subschemes of
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Spec Z!, we’ll need such a way of constructing “fine” quotients.
Now let’s return to our much more specific situation.

Proposition 8.6.2 Let + : # $ % be an algebraic monad homomorphism.
Consider the pair of adjoint functors +# = s+# : s(#-Mod) $ s(%-Mod)
and +# : s(%-Mod) $ s(#-Mod). We claim that this is a pair of Quillen
functors (cf. 8.1.15), hence their derived functors L+# : D)0(#) $ D)0(%)
and R+# : D)0(%) $ D)0(#) exist and are adjoint to each other; they
can be computed by applying +#, resp. +# to arbitrary cofibrant, resp. fibrant
replacements (cf. 8.1.16). Actually +# preserves all weak equivalences, hence
R+# = +#.

Proof. First of all, the definition of model category structure on s(#-Mod)
together with equality $" = $! 1+# imply that +# preserves all fibrations and
weak equivalences, hence also acyclic fibrations. Using adjointness of +# and
+# we deduce that +# preserves arbitrary cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations,
since +#(f) has the required LLP for any cofibration, resp. acyclic cofibration
f : X $ Y in s(#-Mod). Now it remains to check that +# preserves weak
equivalences between cofibrant objects. We know this already for acyclic
cofibrations, so we can finish the proof by applying the following lemma:

Lemma 8.6.3 a) Let F : C $ D be a functor from a model category C that
transforms acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects into isomorphisms.
Then the same is true for all weak equivalences between cofibrant objects
of C.

b) Let F : C $ D be a functor between two model categories that trans-
forms acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects of C into weak equiv-
alences in D. Then F preserves all weak equivalences between cofibrant
objects of C, hence F has a left derived functor LF by 8.1.17.

Proof. b) follows immediately from a) applied to !D 1 F : C $ HoD and
from the fact that $ is a weak equivalence in D i! !D($) is an isomorphism,
all our model categories being closed, so let’s prove a).

So let p : Q $ P be a weak equivalence between two cofibrant objects. By
(CM5) and (CM3) we can decompose p into an acyclic cofibration i : Q $ P $

followed by an acyclic fibration 2 : P $ $ P . Clearly, P $ is itself cofibrant,
and F (i) is an isomorphism by assumption, so we are reduced to proving
that F (2) is an isomorphism for any acyclic fibration 2 : P $ $ P between
cofibrant objects.

Since P is cofibrant and 2 is an acyclic fibration, any morphism P $ P
can be lifted to a morphism P $ P $; applying this to idP we obtain a section
" : P $ $ P . Clearly, " is a weak equivalence since both 2 and 2 1 " = idP
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are, so it can be decomposed into an acyclic cofibration 4 : P $ P $$ followed
by an acyclic fibration 2$ : P $$ $ P $, and we have 2 12$ 1 4 = idP . Since P is
cofibrant and 4 : P $ P $$ is an acyclic cofibration, P $$ is also cofibrant and
F (4) is an isomorphism by assumption, hence F (2) 1 F (2$) = F (4)+1 is an
isomorphism as well.

Now 2$ : P $$ $ P $ being an acyclic fibration between cofibrant objects,
we can repeat the same construction again, obtaining a cofibrant object P $$$,
an acyclic fibration 2$$ : P $$$ $ P $$ and an acyclic cofibration 4 $ : P $ $ P $$$,
such that 2$12$$14 $ = idP !, and F (4 $) is an isomorphism, hence F (2$)1F (2$$)
as well. We see that both F (2) 1 F (2$) and F (2$) 1 F (2$$) are isomorphisms,
hence F (2) is an isomorphism by Lemma 8.6.4 below, q.e.d.

Lemma 8.6.4 If · u$ · v$ · w$ · are three composable morphisms of an
arbitrary category, such that vu and wv are isomorphisms, then u, v and w
are isomorphisms themselves.

Proof. Indeed, v has both a left inverse (wv)+1w and a right inverse u(vu)+1,
hence it is invertible with v+1 = (wv)+1w = u(vu)+1, hence u = v+1(vu) and
w = (wv)v+1 are invertible as well.

8.6.5. (Functoriality of derived base change.) Now suppose that " : % $ '
is another algebraic monad homomorphism. Since +# transforms cofibrant
objects into cofibrant objects, we see that L(" 1 +)# = L("# 1 +#) (= L"# 1L+#

(cf. 8.1.17,b), and similarly R(" 1 +)# = R(+# 1 "#) (= R+# 1 R"#.

8.6.6. (Application: abelianization and cohomology.) Let C be a model
category, Cab be the category of abelian group objects in C, and suppose that
the inclusion functor i : Cab $ C has a left adjoint ab, and that Cab has a nice
model category structure, satifying the conditions of [Quillen, 2.5]. Recall
that these conditions are fulfilled if Cab is equivalent to sA for an abelian
category A, and if the derived functors Lab and Ri exist. Then Quillen
defines the generalized cohomology Hq(X, A) of an object X of Ho C with
coe"cients in an object A of Ho Cab by

Hq(X, A) := [Lab(X), )q+N#NA], for any N < 0.

Now if C = s(#-Mod), then Cab = s(# & Z)-Mod, and the existence of ab, i
and their derived follows from our general results applied to algebraic monad
homomorphism # $ # & Z.

8.6.7. (Base change and suspension.) Recall that for any pointed model
category we have a suspension functor # : HoC $ Ho C; the suspension of a
cofibrant X can be computed as the cofiber of X =X $ X - I, where X - I
is any cylinder object for X. If C is simplicial, X &((1) is a cylinder object
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for an acyclic X, so we get a functorial way of computing #X by means of
the following cocartesian square:

X = X ""

!!

X & ((1)

!!
"
"
"

0 ""!!!!!!! #X

(8.6.7.1)

Let’s apply this to s(#-Mod), for any algebraic monad # with zero. Then
(X & ((1))n is the sum of n + 2 copies of Xn, parametrized by monotone
maps 1 : [n] $ [1], and the embeddings Xn " (X & ((1))n are just the
embeddings into the components corresponding to constant 1’s. We deduce
that

(#X)n
(=

-

*:[n]![1]

Xn . (8.6.7.2)

Now if + : # $ % is a homomorphism of algebraic monads with zero, the
base change functor +# preserves direct sums and cofibrant objects; hence
#+#X (= +##X for any cofibrant X in s(#-Mod), and # 1 L+# (= L+# 1 # on
the level of derived functors (we might write # for the functor on s(#-Mod)
defined by (8.6.7.1), and L# for the suspension functor on the homotopic
category). By adjointness we get R+# 1 ) (= ) 1 R+#. This is actually a
consequence of a general fact: Theorem 3 of [Quillen, 1.4] implies that L+#

preserves suspensions and cofibration sequences, while R+# preserves loop
objects and fibration sequences.

8.6.8. (Mapping cones and cylinders.) Let f : X $ Y be a morphism in any
simplicial model category C. We define the (mapping) cylinder Cyl(f) of f
by the following cocartesian square:

X & {0} f ""

!!

Y & {0}

!!
"
"
"

X & ((1) ""!!! Cyl(f)

(8.6.8.1)

Here {e}, e = 0, 1, denotes the corresponding vertex of ((1), i.e. the sub-
object defined by (("e

1) : ((0) $ ((1). Clearly, in s(#-Mod) we get

Cyl(f)n
(= Yn . X2(n+1)

n ; we basically construct (X & ((1))n and replace
the first copy of Xn with Yn.

When C is pointed, i.e. it has a zero object, we define the (mapping)
cone C(f) of f as the cofiber of X (= X & {1} $ X & ((1) $ Cyl(f). For

s(#-Mod) we get C(f)n
(= Yn . X2(n)

n . One can check that these definitions
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of cone and cylinder correspond to those known from homological algebra
via the Dold–Kan correspondence when # is additive.

The above construction is especially useful when X and f are cofibrant;
we can extend it for any morphism f : X $ Y in Ho C by replacing X and
Y by appropriate cofibrant representatives. Then Y $ Cyl(f) is a weak
equivalence for any f , and X $ Y $ C(f) is a cofibration sequence in Ho C
for any morphism f , so for any Z % ObHo C we get a long exact sequence of
homotopy:

· · · $ [#2X, Z] $ [#C(f), Z] $ [#Y, Z] $
$ [#X, Z] $ [C(f), Z] $ [Y, Z] $ [X, Z] $ 0 (8.6.8.2)

Now an obvious but important statement is that L+# preserves mapping
cones and cylinders.

8.6.9. (Computation of 20.) Recall that for any simplicial set A we can
compute its “set of connected components” 20A = 20(|A|) as the cokernel
of A1 " A0 in the category of sets. We know that any weak equivalence
induces an isomorphism of 20’s, so we obtain a functor 20 : Ho sSets $ Sets.

Now suppose that A is a simplicial #-module. Since weak equivalences
of simplicial #-modules are defined in terms of underlying simplicial sets, we
obtain a well-defined functor 20 : Ho s(#-Mod) $ Sets. We claim that the
surjection A0 # 20A = A0/

s( is always compatible with the #-structure
on A0, so that 20A inherits a canonical #-structure, and we get a functor
20 : Ho s(#-Mod) $ #-Mod. Indeed, for any operation t % #(n), and any
elements x1

ss( y1, x2 = y2, . . . , xn = yn of A0 one can find by definition
elements hi % A1 with d0(hi) = xi, d1(hi) = yi (when xi = yi we take
hi := s0(xi)), put h := t(h1, . . . , hn), and obtain d0(h) = x := t(x1, . . . , xn),
d1(h) = y := t(y1, . . . , yn) since the dk are #-homomorphisms. We conclude
that x

ss( y, so the equivalence relation
s( generated by

ss( is compatible with
the #-structure as well.

On the other hand, any #-module A can be considered as a constant
simplicial #-module that will be usually denoted by the same letter. This
yields a functor #-Mod $ s(#-Mod) in the opposite direction, clearly right
adjoint to 20, and 20A (= A for any constant simplicial set. We deduce
that the functor #-Mod $ s(#-Mod) is fully faithful. Notice that for any
simplicial #-module we get a morphism A $ 20A.

One can check that the higher homotopic invariants 2nA, n 0 0, also
have a natural #-structure, commuting with their group structure, at least
if # has a zero. One can use 2n(A) (= 20()nA) to show this.

8.6.10. Since 20A = Coker(A1 " A0) both in #-Mod and Sets, and +#

is right exact, we see that 20+#P (= +#20P for any cofibrant simplicial #-
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module P and any algebraic monad homomorphism + : # $ %, hence 20 1
L+# (= +# 120 : D)0(#) $ %-Mod. In particular, for any #-module M we get
20L+#M (= +#M , i.e. we have a canonical map L+#M $ +#M inducing an
isomorphism of 20’s. This map is a weak equivalence i! all 2n(L+#M, x0) = 0,
n 0 1, for all choices of base point x0 % 20L+#M = +#20M ; then we can write
L+#M (= M .

8.6.11. (Cohomological flatness.) We say that an algebraic monad homo-
morphism + : # $ % is cohomologically flat if +# preserves weak equiva-
lences, i.e. if L+# = +#. This implies 2nL+#M = 0 for all n 0 1 and all
#-modules M . Notice that usual flatness (exactness of +#) implies cohomo-
logical flatness. Indeed, since +# preserves acyclic cofibrations, all we have
to check is that it preserves acyclic fibrations. But p : X $ Y is an acyclic
fibration i! all maps Xn $ (coskn+1 X)n -(coskn#1 Y )n Yn are surjective, and
(coskn+1 X)n

(= Hom((̇(n), X) can be expressed in terms of finite projective
limits of components of X, (̇(n) being a finite inductive limit of standard
simplices. Therefore, the property of p to be an acyclic fibration is preserved
by any exact functor.

8.6.12. (Stable homotopic category.) There are several ways of transform-
ing Ho sSets = D)0(F") (more precisely, the corresponding pointed cate-
gory D)0(F1)) into a category on which ) and # become autoequivalences,
inverse to each other. The simplest way consists in considering the cate-
gory of couples (X, n), X % Ho sSets, n % Z, with Hom((X, n), (Y, m)) :=
lim+$N80

[#n+NX, #m+NY ]. If we apply this construction to D)0(R) for a clas-

sical ring R, we obtain D+(R), so we use the same notation D+(') for the
stable homotopy category of s('-Mod) for any algebraic monad ' with zero.

Notice that D+(') will be a triangulated category for any '. The proof
is exactly the same as for the stable homotopic category of simplicial sets:
the abelian group structure on stable homomorphism sets comes from the
abelian cogroup object structure on all #nX, n 0 2, and the distinguished
triangles arise from cofibration sequences.

We get some stable homotopy groups 2n(X) := [#n((0), X]st; they con-
stitute a homological functor on D+(') with values in Z-Mod (actually in
(' & Z)-Mod, if ' is commutative). However, these stable homotopy groups
are not so easy to compute, and they do not reflect all cohomological struc-
ture of D+('). For example, one can construct an object P in D+(Z!) which
has 2n(P ) = 0 for all n % Z, but P 2= 0. (It is still unknown whether such
examples exist over F1.)

8.7. (Derived tensor product.) The aim of this subsection is to construct
the derived tensor product & = L&$ : D)0(') - D)0(') $ D)0(') for any
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generalized ring, i.e. commutative algebraic monad '. Before doing this we
have to make some general remarks about deriving bifunctors.

8.7.1. (Simplicial extension of a bifunctor.) Recall that any functor F : C $
D has a natural simplicial extension sF : sC $ sD, defined by composing
functors !0 $ C with F . Now suppose that C = C1 - C2, i.e. we have a
bifunctor F : C1 - C2 $ D. Notice that s(C1 - C2) = Funct(!0, C1 - C2) (=
Funct(!0, C1) - Funct(!0, C2) = sC1 - sC2, so the simplicial extension sF
of F is indeed a functor sC1 - sC2 $ sD as one would expect. Of course,
we usually write just F instead of sF . For any two simplicial objects X and
Y of C1 and C2, respectively, we get (sF (X, Y ))n = F (Xn, Yn), with the face

and degeneracy operators given by formulas like dsF (X,Y )
i = F (dX

i , dY
i ).

In particular, the tensor product &$ : '-Mod-'-Mod $ '-Mod extends
to a bifunctor s'-Mod - s'-Mod $ s'-Mod.

8.7.2. (Product of model categories.) The next thing we need to derive a
bifunctor F : C1 - C2 $ D, with C1, C2 and D model categories, is a model
category structure on the product C1-C2. The natural choice is to declare f =
(f1, f2) : (X1, X2) $ (Y1, Y2) a fibration (resp. cofibration, weak equivalence)
in C1 - C2 i! both its components fi : Xi $ Yi, i = 1, 2, are fibrations
(resp. . . ) in Ci. One checks immediately that this is indeed a model category
structure, and that Ho(C1 - C2) (= Ho C1 - Ho C2, so we can safely consider
the left and right derived functors of F with respect to this model structure:
they’ll be some functors LF, RF : Ho C1 - Ho C2 $ HoD. Notice that if C1

and C2 are simplicial model categories, we can define a compatible simplicial
structure on C1 - C2 as well by setting (X1, X2) & K := (X1 & K, X2 & K)
for any Xi % Ob Ci and K % Ob sSets.

In particular, the above considerations enable us to define the left derived
tensor product & : D)0(') - D)0(') $ D)0('). We just have to show its
existence.

8.7.3. (Criterion for existence of left derived bifunctors.) Now we’d like to
combine 8.1.17 and 8.6.3 with the above considerations. We obtain the
following proposition:

Proposition. Let C1, C2 and D be model categories, F : C1 - C2 $ D be a
bifunctor. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

a) F transforms weak equivalences between cofibrant objects of C1 - C2

into weak equivalences in D.

b) F transforms acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects of C1 - C2

into weak equivalences in D. In other words, if fi : Xi $ Yi are acyclic
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cofibrations between cofibrant objects of Ci, then F (f1, f2) is a weak
equivalence.

c) For any cofibrant object P of C1 the functor F (P,+) : C2 $ D trans-
forms acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects into weak equiv-
alences, and similarly for F (+, Q) : C1 $ D, Q any cofibrant object
of C2.

If the above conditions hold, the functor F admits a left derived LF : Ho C1-
Ho C2 $ HoD, and (LF )(!X, !Y ) can be computed for any X % Ob C1,
Y % Ob C2 by taking !F (P, Q), where P $ X and Q $ Y are arbitrary
cofibrant replacements.

Proof. Immediate from 8.1.17, 8.6.3 and the description of model category
structure on C1 - C2 given in 8.7.2.

Now we’d like to verify the above conditions for the tensor product. How-
ever, it pays out to study a more general situation.

Definition 8.7.4 Let & be a tensor structure on a model category C. We say
that these two structures are compatible if the following version of (SM7b)
holds:

(TM) If i : A $ B and s : K $ L are cofibrations in C, then

i " s : A & L =A*K B & K $ B & L (8.7.4.1)

is a cofibration in C as well, acyclic if either i or s is acyclic.
In this case we say that C is a tensor model category.

Similarly, if > : D - C $ D is an external &-action of a tensor model
category C on another model category D, we say that > is compatible with
the model structure of D if the following variant of (TM) holds:
(TMe) If i : A $ B is a cofibration in D and s : K $ L is a cofibration

in C, then
A > L =A9K B > K $ B > L (8.7.4.2)

is a cofibration in D as well, acyclic if either i or s is acyclic.

8.7.5. (Examples.) Clearly, the &-structure on sSets given by the direct
product, as well as the &-action of sSets on any simplicial model category C
are compatible with the model structures involved, essentially by definition.
Another example will be given by &$ on s('-Mod) for any generalized ring '
after we check (TM) in that case.

8.7.6. (Deriving &.) The importance of compatible tensor structures & on
a model category C is due to the fact they can be derived, thus yielding a
tensor structure on Ho C. More precisely:
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Proposition. Let & be a compatible tensor structure on a model cate-
gory C. Suppose that " & X (= " (= X & " for any object X of C, where
" denotes the initial object. Then P & Q is a cofibrant object for any two
cofibrant objects P and Q of C, and & : C - C $ C satisfies the conditions
of 8.7.3; in particular, its left derived & = L& exists and it can be computed
by taking the tensor product of cofibrant replacements of both arguments. It
defines a tensor structure on Ho C, with the same constraints as the original
tensor structure on C.

Similar statements can be made for a compatible &-action > : D - C $
D that preserves initial objects in each argument: it can be derived, thus
yielding an external &-action of Ho C on HoD.

Proof. Applying (TM) to " $ B and " $ L we see immediately that
B & L is cofibrant for any cofibrant B and L. Applying the same axiom
to any acyclic cofibration A $ B and any cofibration " $ L we see that
A&L $ B&L is an acyclic cofibration as well. In particular, +&L transforms
acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects into weak equivalences for any
cofibrant L, and we have a similar result for B &+, for any cofibrant B. So
the condition 8.7.3,c) holds and we can derive &. The case of an external
&-action is treated similarly with (TM) replaced by (TMe).

8.7.7. (Compatibility and inner Homs.) Suppose we are given some &-
structure on a model category C, such that for any A and X in C the functor
HomC(A &+, X) is representable by some inner Hom object HomC(A, X):

HomC(K,HomC(A, X)) (= HomC(A & K, X) (8.7.7.1)

Then we can state the compatibility axiom (TM) in the following equivalent
way:
(TMh) Whenever i : A $ B is a cofibration and p : X $ Y is a fibration

in C, the following morphism is a fibration in C:

HomC(B, X)
(i$,p$)+$ HomC(A, X) -HomC(A,Y ) HomC(B, X) (8.7.7.2)

We require this fibration to be acyclic when either i or p is a weak
equivalence.

The proof of equivalence of (TM) and (TMh) proceeds in the same way as
the classical proof of (SM7)A(SM7b), using just the various lifting proper-
ties and adjointness isomorphisms involved, so we won’t provide any further
details.

Similarly, if we are given an external action > : D- C $ D, with both C
and D model categories, and if the functor HomD(A&+, X) is representable
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by some HomC(A, X), then the compatibility condition (TMe) has an equiv-
alent form similar to (TMh) above, where i : A $ B and p : X $ Y are
required now to be a cofibration and a fibration in D.

8.7.8. (Deriving Hom.) Suppose the above conditions are fulfilled, so we
have an inner Hom functor HomC : D0 - D $ C. Let’s assume that
HomC("D, X) (= eC and HomC(X, eD) (= eC for any object X of D; ac-
tually the second relation holds automatically, while the first is equiva-
lent to "D > K (= "D for all K in C. Then (TMh) implies the (vari-
ant of) condition 8.7.3,c), su"cient for the existence of the right derived
R HomC : HoD0 -HoD $ Ho C, by the same reasoning as in 8.7.6. In par-
ticular, R HomC(!A, !Y ) can be computed as ! HomC(B, X), where A $ B
is any cofibrant replacement, and X $ Y is any fibrant replacement; in this
case HomC(B, X) will be automatically fibrant.

8.7.9. (Adjointness of > = L> and R Hom.) One can show that under the
above conditions R Hom is an inner Hom for > : HoD - Ho C $ HoD, so
we get

HomHoD(A>K, X) (= HomHo C(K, R HomC(A, X)) (8.7.9.1)

The proof goes as follows. We can assume A and K to be cofibrant and X
to be fibrant. Then A>K = A>K is again cofibrant and R HomC(A, X) is
fibrant. Now let us fix a cofibrant A and consider the two adjoint functors
A > + : C $ D and HomC(A,+) : D $ C. They are easily seen to be a
Quillen pair, and for example (L(A > +))(K) clearly coincides with A>K,
so the adjointness statement follows from Quillen’s theorem 8.1.16.

8.7.10. (Example.) In particular, for any simplicial model category C we
can derive & : C - sSets $ C and Hom : C0 - C $ sSets.

8.7.11. (Inner Homs for &$.) Let ' be a generalized ring, i.e. a commuta-
tive algebraic monad, and denote by &$ both the tensor product '-Mod -
'-Mod $ '-Mod and its simplicial extension s&$. We’d like to show that
inner Homs Homs$ exist for the simplicial extension of &$, and that the un-
derlying simplicial set of Homs$(A, X) coincides with Hom(A, X) of 8.3.4.

Once these two statements are established, the rest is trivial: the compat-
ibility condition (TMh) will follow from (SM7) and the fact that a morphism
of simplicial '-modules is a fibration i! this is true for the underlying map
of simplicial sets, and the additional conditions for &$ and Hom$ hold triv-
ially, so we’ll get the existence of & and R Hom$, their adjointness and so
on.

8.7.12. ('-structure on sets of homomorphisms.) First of all, for any two sim-
plicial '-modules X and Y we get a '-structure on each set Hom$(Xn, Yn),
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' being commutative (cf. 5.3.1), thus obtaining an induced '-structure on
Homs$(X, Y ) !

?
n'0 Hom$(Xn, Yn). If Z is another simplicial '-module,

the composition map Homs$(Y, Z)-Homs$(X, Y ) $ Homs$(X, Z) is clearly
'-bilinear, this being true for individual composition maps Hom$(Yn, Zn) -
Hom$(Xn, Yn) $ Hom$(Xn, Zn). In this sense s'-Mod becomes a “'-
category”.

8.7.13. ('-structure on simplicial sets of homomorphisms.) Let X and Y be
two simplicial '-modules, and consider the following functor !0 $ '-Mod:

[n] /$ Homs$(X & ((n), Y ) . (8.7.13.1)

This functor is a simplicial '-module that will be denoted by Hom$(X, Y )
or Homs$(X, Y ). Notice that its underlying simplicial set coincides with
the “simplicial set of homomorphisms” Hom(X, Y ), characterized by the
property HomsSets(K,Hom(X, Y )) (= Homs$(X & K, Y ) (cf. 8.3.4).

8.7.14. (Adjointness of Homs$ and s&$.) For any two simplicial '-modules
X and Y we have a canonical evaluation map of simplicial sets evX,Y : X -
Homs$(X, Y ) $ Y , easily seen to be '-bilinear. Thus we get ev$X,Y : X &$

Homs$(X, Y ) $ Y . Now we use ev$X,Y to construct a canonical map for any
simplicial '-module Z:

Homs$(Z,Homs$(X, Y )) $ Homs$(X &$ Z, Y ) (8.7.14.1)

We claim that the above arrow is a functorial isomorphism, hence that
Homs$ is indeed an inner Hom for s&$. First of all, this is true for Z =
L$((n), since Homs$(L$((n), X) (= Xn and X &$ L$K (= X & K for any
simplicial set K, in particular for K = ((n). Next, the simplicial '-modules
L$((n) constitute a set of generators for s'-Mod, so any Z can be written
as an inductive limit of objects of this form; our claim follows now from the
fact that &$ commutes with arbitrary inductive limits.

8.7.15. (Existence of & = L&$ and R Homs$.) Since the underlying simpli-
cial set of Homs$(X, Y ) coincides with the simplicial set of homomorphisms
Hom(X, Y ), and a morphism of simplicial '-modules is a fibration i! this is
true for the underlying map of simplicial sets, we see that (SM7a) implies im-
mediately (TMh), so s&$ is a compatible ACU &-structure on s'-Mod with
inner Homs Homs$. All the additional assumptions like "&X (= " (= X&"
hold as well, so we can invoke our previous results and obtain the existence
and adjointness of derived tensor products and inner Homs:

Proposition. Let ' be a generalized ring. Then the simplicial extension of
the tensor product &$ to the category of simplicial '-modules is compatible
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with the model structure on this category, and Homs$ is an inner Hom
for this tensor structure. Both these functors can be derived. The derived
tensor product & = L&$ induces an ACU &-structure on the corresponding

homotopy category D)0('), and R Hom$ is an inner Hom for the derived
tensor product.

Moreover, & can be computed by applying &$ to the cofibrant replace-
ments of its arguments, yielding a cofibrant object as well, and R Hom$ can
be computed by taking the cofibrant replacement of the first argument and
fibrant replacement of the second argument and applying Homs$.

8.7.16. (Further properties of derived tensor products.) Now we can easily
deduce some other natural properties of derived tensor products. For exam-
ple, if ' is a generalized ring with zero, & commutes with suspension in each
variable: #X&Y (= #(X&Y ) (= X&#Y . If + : ' $ % is a homomorphism of

generalized rings, we have L+#(X&
$
Y ) (= L+#X&

"
L+#Y . We get some for-

mulas involving R Hom as well: R Hom$(X, R+#Y ) (= R Hom"(L+#X, Y ).

8.7.17. (Stable version.) Since both & and L+# commute with suspension,
we can construct their stable versions. Thus & defines an ACU &-structure
on D+(') for any generalized ring ' with zero, and we get a &-functor
L+# : D+(') $ D+(%) for any homomorphism + : ' $ %.

8.7.18. (Derived tensor powers.) Fix any integer k 0 0 and consider the k-
fold tensor power functor T k : X /$ X*k on '-Mod and s'-Mod. We see that
this functor preserves cofibrant objects and weak equivalences between them,
so it has a left derived LT k, that can be computed with the aid of cofibrant
replacements. Clearly, LT k coincides with the k-fold derived tensor product
on D)0('). However, T k is not additive even in the classical case, so we’ve got
here a natural example of a derived non-additive functor (cf. [DoldPuppe]).
Notice that T k is not “linear” in several other respects, for example T k 1# (=
#k 1 T k and T k(X & K) (= T k(X) & (K"n), i.e. T k is “homogeneous of
degree k”.

8.7.19. (Classical case.) Notice that when the generalized ring ' is additive,
i.e. just a classical commutative ring, then the derived tensor product and de-
rived pullbacks we constructed here coincide with their classical counterparts
via Dold–Kan and Eilenberg–Zilber (cf. 8.5.14).
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9 Homotopic algebra over topoi

Now we’d like to extend our constructions to the case of a category of modules
over a generalized ringed site or topos. The main idea here is to develop
“local” variants of all homotopic notions discussed so far, and try to convert
existing proofs in a more or less systematic fashion; this would enable us to
re-use most statements and proofs without much work.

The dictionary to translate mathematical statements from the “global”
or “point” context (based on constructions in Sets) to the “local” or “topos”
context (based on similar constructions in an arbitrary topos E) is given by
the so-called Kripke–Joyal semantics, that essentially asserts that topoi are
models of intuitionistic set theory.

We are going to present the main ideas of this semantics in an infor-
mal fashion after we give all necessary preliminary definitions; let us content
ourselves for now with the following remark. While transferring from the
“point” to the “topos” situation, we have to replace sets by sheaves of sets
(i.e. objects of our topos E), elements of sets by sections of sheaves, sets of
maps by sheaves of maps (i.e. local Homs HomE), maps of sets by morphisms
of sheaves, small categories by inner categories, and arbitrary categories by
stacks and/or prestacks. Moreover, all constructions and situations we con-
sider have to be compatible with arbitrary pullbacks i#X : E $ E/X , for any
object X of E , and the properties of maps, sets etc. we consider have to be
local. Finally, the last but not least important ingredient of Kripke–Joyal
semantics is that we have to replace the classical logic in all proofs by the in-
tuitionistic logic. This means that we cannot use the law of excluded middle
(A D ¬A), the proofs based on reductio ad absurdum (A 8 ¬B : 0 doesn’t
imply A : B, and ¬4x.¬A[x] doesn’t imply Hx.A[x]), as well as the axiom of
choice. Our hope here is that most algebra is essentially intuitionistic (that’s
why the modules over a ringed topos have almost all properties of modules
over a ring, for example), even if most calculus is not (as established by
Brouwer and Weyl in their attempts to build all mathematics intuitionisti-
cally).

Since we always try to keep things as algebraic as possible, we might hope
to be able to transfer the definitions and constructions of model categories
to the topos case, thus obtaining the notion of a model stack.

9.1. (Generalities on stacks.) Now we are going to recall the basic definitions
of fibered categories, cartesian functors, prestacks and stacks (cf. [SGA1, VI]
and [Giraud]).

9.1.1. (S-categories; cf. SGA 1.) When we are given a functor p : C $ S,
we can say that C is an S-category, or a category over S. Then for any
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S % ObS we denote by CS or C(S) the fiber of p over S, considered here
as a point subcategory of S. For any $ : T $ S, X % Ob CT , Y % Ob CS

we denote by Hom#(X, Y ) the set of all $-morphisms f : X $ Y , i.e. all
morphisms f : X $ Y , such that p(f) = $. If $ = idS, we write HomS

instead of HomidS ; clearly, HomS is just the set of morphisms inside CS .
An S-functor F : C $ C$ between two S-categories is simply any functor,

such that p$ 1 F = p; an S-natural transformation 1 : F $ G between two
S-functors F , G : C $ C$ is a natural transformation 1 : F $ G, such that
p$ ) 1 = Idp. In this way we obtain a strictly associative 2-category Cat/S,
so we can define “S-adjoint functors”, “S-equivalences” and so on with the
usual properties (cf. [SGA1]).

Informally, one should think of an S-category C as “collection of categories
CS parametrized by S”; S-functors F : C $ C$, S-equivalences etc. should
be thought of as “compatible” collections of fiberwise functors FS : CS $ C$S
etc.

Given any functor H : S $ $ S, we can consider the pullback p$ : C$ $ S $
of any S-category p : C $ S; clearly, C$S = CH(S).

9.1.2. (Fibered categories and cartesian functors; cf. SGA 1.) A $-morphism
h : Y $ X in an S-category C, where X % Ob CS , Y % Ob CT , $ : T $ S, is
said to be cartesian if it induces a bijection h# : HomT (Z, Y ) $ Homf (Z, X),
for all Z % Ob CT . We say that C is a fibered category over S if for any
$ : T $ S and any X % Ob CS one can find a cartesian $-morphism Y $ X
with target X, and if the composite of any two cartesian morphisms is again
cartesian.

When C is fibered over S, we choose for each $ : T $ S and X % Ob CS

some cartesian $-morphism $#X $ X, thus obtaining a pullback functor $# :
CS $ CT , defined uniquely up to a unique isomorphism. We obtain natural

isomorphisms ($*)# (= *# 1 $# : CS $ CU for any U
3$ T

#$ S, satisfying
the pentagon axiom. In this way a fibered category over S is essentially a
contravariant 2-functor S0 $ Cat. The di!erence is that we don’t fix any
particular choice of pullback functors $#.

An S-functor F : C $ C$ between two fibered categories over S is called
cartesian if it transforms cartesian morphisms of C into cartesian morphisms
of C$. This essentially means that we have a collection of functors FS :
CS $ C$S, commuting with all pullback functors $# in C and C$ up to an
isomorphism.

We denote by Functcart,S(C, C$) or CartS(C, C$) the category of all carte-
sian functors C $ C$. Since S is fibered over itself, we can consider “the
category of cartesian sections” $cart,S(C) := CartS(S, C); we denote it by
Lim,+S C as well. Clearly, when S has a final object e, we have an equivalence
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Ce
,$ $cart(C/S).
Notice that for any object F of S, or, more generally, for any presheaf F

over S, the natural functor S/F $ S defines a fibered category over S, so we
can consider CartS(S/F , C); when F lies in S, this category is equivalent to
CF . If we replace each CS with equivalent category CartS(S/F ,S), we obtain
an S-equivalent S-fibered category with a natural choice of pullback functors,
such that (*$)# = $#*#. Actually this construction, when considered for all
presheaves F % Ob Ŝ, yields a canonical extension C+/Ŝ of C/S. Notice that
S /$ Ob C+

S and S /$ Ar C+
S are presheaves over S, i.e. we obtain a presheaf of

categories over S, or an inner category in ŜV , for a suitable universe V 9 U .
Finally, if H : S $ $ S is any functor, then the pullback with respect

to H transforms cartesian functors between S-fibered categories into carte-
sian functors between S $-fibered categories. For example, C+ -Ŝ S is S-
equivalent to C. When S $ = S/F , we put C/F := C -S S/F .

Notation 9.1.3 Whenever a pullback functor $# : CS $ CT in an S-fibered
category C has a left adjoint, it will be denoted by $! : CT $ CS. Similarly,
the right adjoint to $# will be denoted by $#.

9.1.4. (Hom-presheaves.) Given a fibered S-category C and two objects X,
Y % Ob CS, S % Ob C, we define the local Hom HomC/S

(X, Y ) : (S/S)0 $
Sets by (T

#$ S) /$ HomCT ($#X,$#Y ). Clearly, HomC/S
(X, Y ) is a presheaf

over S/S, with global sections equal to HomCS(X, Y ), and $#HomC/S
(X, Y ) (=

HomC/T
($#X,$#Y ), for any $ : T $ S in S.

9.1.5. (Prestacks.) We say that a fibered category C over a site S is a
prestack if for any S % ObS, X, Y % Ob CS the Hom-presheaf HomC/S

(X, Y )
is actually a sheaf over S/S . Morphisms of prestacks are just cartesian S-
functors.

Notice that the above definition applies when S is actually a topos E ,
considered as a site with respect to its canonical topology. In this case /S/S

is equivalent to E/S, so we get a local Hom-object HomC/S
(X, Y ) % Ob E/S.

9.1.6. (Descent data.) Given any object S % ObS and any sieve R ! S,
i.e. a subpresheaf of S in Ŝ, we obtain a natural functor for any fibered
S-category C:

C(S) = CS
(= Cart(S/S, C) $ C+(R) = Cart(S/R, C) (9.1.6.1)

We say that C+(R) is the category of descent data with respect to R, and

denote it by Desc(R; C). When R is generated by some cover (S!
f"$ S),

and double and triple fibered products of S! over S do exist, we denote by
Desc((S! $ S); C) the category of descent data with respect to this cover;
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by definition, an object of this category is a descent datum with respect
to (S! $ S) with values in C, i.e. a collection of objects X! % Ob C(S!)
and isomorphisms -!" : pr#1 X!

,$ pr#2 X" in C(S! -S S"), subject to the
usual cocycle relation in C(S! -S S" -S S'). One checks immediately that
the naturally arising functor Desc(R; C) $ Desc((S! $ S); C) is indeed an
equivalence of categories. This justifies the above terminology.

Definition 9.1.7 (cf. [Giraud, II,1.2]) A fibered category C over a site S is
called a stack (resp. prestack) over S if for any object S % ObS and any
covering sieve R of S the functor C(S) $ C+(R) of (9.1.6.1) is an equivalence
(resp. fully faithful), i.e. if all covers in S have the e!ective descent (resp.
descent) property with respect to C.

One checks immediately that C(S) $ C+(R) is fully faithful i! all local
Hom-presheaves HomC/S

(X, Y ) satisfy the sheaf condition for R ! S; there-
fore, a fibered category C/S is a prestack i! all HomC/S

(X, Y ) are sheaves,
so 9.1.7 and 9.1.5 are compatible in this respect.

9.1.8. (Examples.) (a) For any site S we have a “stack of sets” (or sheaves)

SETSS , given by SETSS(X) := /S/X , with the pullback functors given by
restriction of sheaves. We might have denoted this stack by SHEAVESS as
well, but we wanted to illustrate that this stack will indeed play the role of
Sets in our further local considerations.

(b) For any category E with fibered products the category of arrows ArE
together with the target functor t : Ar E $ E defines a fibered category
structure, such that (Ar E)(X) = E/X . When E is a topos, /E/X is naturally
equivalent to E/X , hence Ar E is E-equivalent to SETSE ; in particular, it is
an E-stack. Actually, we’ll usually put SETSE := Ar E when working over a
topos.

(c) When # is an algebraic monad over a topos E , we can define the stack
of #-modules #-MOD = MODE,! by #-MOD(X) := #|X -Mod. Of course,
we can do the same construction over a site S, if we define #-MOD(X) to
be the category of sheaves of #|X -modules over S/X . When # is the constant
algebraic monad F", we recover SETSE .

9.1.9. (Stacks over a site and over the corresponding topos.) If we have a
stack C over a site S, we can extend to a stack C̃ over topos S̃, simply by
restricting C+ to S̃: C̃ := C+ -Ŝ S̃, i.e. C̃(F ) = C+(F ) = Cart(S/F , C) for any
sheaf F . Conversely, any stack C$ over S̃ defines a stack C$ -S̃ S over S by
restriction. Now we claim that these two functors establish a 2-equivalence
between the 2-categories of stacks over S and over S̃ (cf. [Giraud, II,3.3]).
We’ll use this observation to work with stacks over topoi whenever possible.
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The main idea here is that any sheaf F can be covered in S̃ by a small
family of objects S!, and each S! -F S" has a similar cover by some S(9)

!" as

well, hence for any stack C$/S̃ the category C$(F ) can be described in terms
of some sort of descent data, consisting of collections of objects X! % C$(S!)

and isomorphisms -(9)
!" in C$(S(9)

!" ), hence C$ is completely determined by its
restriction to S.

9.1.10. (Fibers over direct sums.) If C is a stack over a topos E , then
C(
.

! S!) is naturally equivalent to the product
?

! C(S!), just because this
product is the category of descent data for the cover (S! $ S)!, S :=

.
S!,

direct sums in E being disjoint.

9.1.11. (Stacks over the point site and topos.) The above considerations
apply in particular to the point site 1 (the final category) and the point
topos Sets. We see that stacks over Sets are essentially just categories. More
precisely, a stack C over Sets defines a category C(1), and conversely, any
category D defines a stack D+ over Sets by D+(I) := DI for any set I.

9.1.12. (Prestack associated to a fibered category.) Given a fibered category
C over a site S, the stack (resp. prestack) associated to C is defined by the
following requirement: it is a stack (resp. prestack) C̄/S with a cartesian S-
functor I : C $ C̄, such that for any stack (resp. prestack) D/S the functor
I# : CartS(C̄,D) $ CartS(C,D) is an equivalence.

The prestack C̄ associated to C can be constructed as follows. Con-
sider the sheafifications aHomC/S

(X, Y ) of local Hom-presheaves, where

S % ObS, X, Y % CS . Since a : Ŝ $ S̃ commutes with finite products, we
get canonical maps aHomC/S

(Y, Z) - aHomC/S
(X, Y ) $ aHomC/S

(X, Z)
induced by composition. Now we put Ob C̄S := ObCS , HomC̄S

(X, Y ) :=
$(S, aHomC/S

(X, Y )), and define for any $ : T $ S the pullback func-
tors $# : C̄S $ C̄T on morphisms f % HomC̄S

(X, Y ) = F (S), F :=
aHomC/S

(X, Y ), by means of F ($) : F (S) $ F (T ). One checks imme-
diately that this defines indeed a fibered category C̄/S, and by construction
all HomC̄/S

(X, Y ) = aHomC/S
(X, Y ) are indeed sheaves, i.e. C̄ is a prestack.

The universal property of the “identity” functor I : C $ C̄ is also immedi-
ate, once we observe that any cartesian functor F : C $ D induces maps of
presheaves FX,Y : HomC/S

(X, Y ) $ HomD/S
(F (X), F (Y )).

9.1.13. (Stack associated to a fibered category.) Now we’d like to present a
construction of the stack Ĉ associated to a fibered category C over a site S,
di!erent from that given in [Giraud]. First of all, we construct the associated
prestack C̄ by sheafifying all Hom-presheaves as above, and observe that a
stack associated to C̄ will be also associated to C, i.e. we can assume C to be
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a prestack.
Next, we define Ĉ(S) to be the category of descent data in C (= C̄) with

respect to all covers of S. More formally, we consider the ordered set J(S)
of covering sieves of S as a category, and put

Ĉ(S) := Lim+$R&J(S)
C+(R) . (9.1.13.1)

Recall that for any fibered category F over another category I the pseu-
dolimit Lim+$I F can be constructed simply as the localization of F with re-
spect to all cartesian morphisms; in particular, we get canonical functors
Fi $ Lim+$I F , i % Ob I, commuting with the pullback functors up to some
natural isomorphisms.

In our situation all pullback (=restriction) functors C+(R) $ C+(R$) will
be fully faithful for any covering sieves R$ ! R ! S, C being a prestack,
hence the functors C+(R) $ Ĉ(S) and JS : C(S) $ Ĉ(S) will be fully faithful
as well.

This construction defines a fibered category Ĉ/S and a fully faithful carte-
sian functor J : C $ Ĉ; we leave to the reader the verification of the universal
property of J and of Ĉ being a stack.

9.1.14. (Direct image of a stack.) Let C be a stack over a site S, and u :
S $ S $ be a morphism of sites, given by some pullback functor u# : S $ $ S
(if S and S $ are closed under finite projective limits, this means simply that
u# is left exact and preserves covers). Then we can define a new fibered
category C$ over S $, namely, the pullback C$ := C -S S $ of C with respect to
u#. One checks immediately (at least when fibered products exist in both
sites) that C$ is a stack over S $. It is usually called the direct image of C with
respect to u and is denoted by ust

# C.

9.1.15. (Inverse image of a stack.) Given a morphism of sites u : S $ S $, and

two stacks C p$ S and C$ p!$ S $, a u-functor F : C$ $ C is simply any functor,
such that p 1 F = u# 1 p$, and the induced functor F̄ : C$ $ C -S S $ = ust

# C
is cartesian. Informally, F is a collection of functors FS! : C$(S $) $ C(u#S $),
parametrized by S $ in S $.

If a u-functor I : C$ $ u#stC$ has a universal property among all u-functors
with source C$, i.e. if for any stack C over S the functor I# : Cart(u#stC$, C) $
Functu(C$, C) is an equivalence of categories, then we say that the stack u#stC$
is the inverse image or pullback of C$ with respect to u.

One can construct the inverse image u#stC$ as follows. First of all, define
a fibered category u•C$ over S with the required universal property among
all fibered categories C/S, by the “left Kan extension formula” (u•C$)(T ) :=
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Lim+$S!
/T

C$, for all T % ObS. Then the stack associated to u•C$ has the

property required from u#stC$.
Example. The pullback of Sets, considered here as a stack over the point

topos/site, to an arbitrary topos E , is the substack LCSETSE ! SETSE of
locally constant objects of E .

9.2. (Kripke–Joyal semantics.) Now we describe a version of Kripke–Joyal
semantics, suitable for transferring intuitionistic statements about categories
into statements about stacks over a site or topos.

We fix a site S; in some cases we assume S to have finite projective limits.
When S is a topos, we denote it by E as well.

9.2.1. (Contexts.) We define a context V (over a “base object” S of S) as
a finite collection of variables (usually denoted by lowercase Latin letters),
together with their types (usually denoted by uppercase letters) and values of
appropriate type. Strictly speaking, the assignment of values is needed only
for semantics (“evaluation”), but not for checking the syntax of an expression,
so we should distinguish signatures V0 (lists of variables together with their
types, but without any values), and contexts, but usually we’ll mix them for
shortness.

Sometimes we have two contexts V and W over the same base object S,
such that all variables of V appear in W with the same types and values;
then we write W 0 V or V * W and say that W extends V.

Notice that all variables, bound or free, must have some specified type;
when x is of type X, we usually write x : X or even x % X.

Once we have a context V, we can construct di!erent terms and propo-
sitions , involving the variables of V and some basic logical operations, and
evaluate them. Notice that all terms we construct have a well-defined type,
and their values, when defined at all, are of corresponding type. As to the
propositions, all we can say is whether they are (universally) valid in a con-
text V or not. When a proposition A is valid in context V, we write V |= A.
The value of a term t in context V will be denoted by t(V) or tV; this applies
to variables as well.

9.2.2. (Simple interpretation.) The main idea here is that types correspond
to some sheaves over S/S, or to sets in classical case, while variables and
terms correspond to sections of these sheaves, or to elements of sets in the
classical case. As to the propositions, they correspond to local properties of
these sheaves and sections.

9.2.3. (Pullback of contexts.) The most important property of contexts is
that any context V/S can be pulled back with respect to any morphism
$ : T $ S in S, yielding a context $#V/T . The way this is done is usually
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immediate from the context. For example, if a type X corresponds to a sheaf
XV over S/S, then the value X#$V is simply the restriction of XV to S/T , and
if a variable x : X has value xV % $S(XV) = XV(S), then the value x#$V is
simply the restriction $#xV = (XV($))(xV) of xV to T .

9.2.4. (Localness of all properties.) Any proposition A, depending on a
context V (of some fixed signature V0, which lists all variables of A with
appropriate type), defines a local property of the objects involved. This
means the following:

• If A holds in V, it holds in all pullbacks $#V.

• If {S!
#"$ S} is a cover in S, and V is a context over S, such that A

holds in all $#!V, then A holds in V itself.

9.2.5. (Constants.) Apart from variables, we can also have some constants.
These are essentially some variables with predefined values, always the same
in all contexts we consider; these values come from “outside”, and the con-
stants are usually denoted by the same letter they’ve been denoted in the
“outside” reasoning. For example, if we have somehow obtained a section
x % X(S) of some sheaf X, we can use x as a constant of type X. An impor-
tant thing about constants is that they are never considered free variables.

Notice that we have constant types as well, as illustrated by the constant
type X given by sheaf X in the above example.

As to the constant properties P (W) of a context of signature W0, the
main requirement for them to be allowed to appear in our expressions is to
be local. Then P can be used as a proposition of any signature 0 W0.

9.2.6. (Types.) These are our constructions of types, in a context W/S. We
list the “sheaf types” first, the values of which are sheaves over S/S:

• Any sheaf X over S or S/S defines a constant type, denoted also by X.

• If X and Y are sheaf types, then Y X or X $ Y denotes the (sheaf)
type HomS/S

(X, Y ).

• If A is a proposition depending on the variables of W as well as on a
variable x : X, then {x|A} denotes the largest subsheaf X $ ! X, such
that A holds for all pullbacks $#W, $ : T $ S, whenever we choose
the value of x belonging to X $(T ) ! X(T ).

• If X and Y are sheaf types, then X - Y is another.

• One can extend this list by means of any sheaf construction compatible
with pullbacks, using the same notation.
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We have some additional constructions involving “large” types:

• Ob C is a type for any stack C over S. Values of terms of type Ob C are
objects of C(S).

• If x and y are terms of type Ob C, then x $ y or HomC(x, y) is the
sheaf type given by HomC/S

(xV, yV).

9.2.7. (Terms.) We write here x : X to denote that x is a term (i.e. expres-
sion) of type X.

• Any variable x : X is a valid term of type X.

• Any section x % X(S) defines a constant x of (sheaf) type X.

• Any object x % Ob C(S) defines a constant x :Ob C.

• Tuples: (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a term of type X1 -X2 - · · ·-Xn, whenever
xi :Xi.

• Application of functions: f x or f(x) is a term of type Y for any f :
X $ Y and x :X.

• #-abstraction: #x.t or x /$ t is a term of type X $ Y whenever t is a
valid term of type Y in any context obtained from V by pulling back
and assigning to x any value of type X

• Hilbert’s iota: 9xA or 9x.A is a term of type X whenever A is a valid
proposition in any context obtained from V by pulling back and as-
signing to x any value of type X, provided V |= H!x : X.A.

• idx is a term of type x $ x for any x : Ob C.

• g 1f is a term of type x $ z for any f : x $ y, g : y $ z, x, y, z : Ob C.

• We use the standard conventions for binary operations. For example,
if + : X - X $ X, x, y :X, we write x + y instead of +(x, y).

9.2.8. (Propositions.) We explain here the syntax of propositions in a context
V (or a signature V0); the semantics will be explained later.

• Conjuction A&B = A 8 B, disjunction A D B, implication A : B,
equivalence A A B and negation ¬A are (valid) propositions whenever
A and B are.

• Logical constants 1 (true) and 0 (false) are propositions.
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• x = y is a proposition whenever x and y are variables of the same sheaf
type X.

• (4x)A, (4x :X)A, 4x.A and 4x :X.A are (equivalent) propositions for
any proposition A, valid in the signature obtained from V0 by adding
a variable x of type X (if a variable named x is already present in V0,
it has to be removed first).

• (Hx)A, Hx :X.A and so on are valid propositions for any A as above.

• Same applies to (H!x :X)A, H!x.A etc.

9.2.9. (Semantics of propositions.) Now we describe when a proposition A
holds in a context V/S (notation: V |= A or A(V)), which assignes appro-
priate values to all variables from A.

Before listing the rules recall that all our propositions must be local, i.e.:

• If A holds in V, it holds in any pullback $#V.

• If {$! : S! $ S} is a cover in S, and $#!V |= A for all ', then V |= A.

Below we denote by V -S T the pullback $#V of V with respect to a
morphism $ : T $ S. If we have a cover {S! $ S}, we put V! := V-S S!.
Now the rules:

• Conjunction: A&B = A 8 B holds in V i! both A and B hold in V.

• Disjunction: A D B holds in V/S i! there is a cover {S! $ S}, such
that for each ' at least one of A and B holds in V!/S!.

• Negation: ¬A holds in V/S i! A does not hold in any pullback $#V
of V.

• Implication: A : B holds in V/S i! in any pullback $#V, $#V |= B
whenever $#V |= A.

• Equivalence: A A B holds in V/S i! in any pullback of V each of A
and B holds whenever the other holds. In other words, V |= A A B is
equivalent to V |= (A : B)&(B : A).

• Constants: 1 is always true, and 0 is always false.

• V |= x = y, where x and y are terms of sheaf type X, i! xV = yV in
X(S).
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• Universality: V |= (4x :X)A means that A holds in any context W/T ,
obtained by pulling V back with respect to any morphism $ : T $ S,
and assigning to a new variable x :X an arbitrary value xW % X(T ).

• Existence: V |= (Hx :X)A means that there is a cover {S! $ S} and
some elements x! % X(S!), such that A holds in contexts W!, obtained
by pulling V back to S! and assigning to x :X the value x!.

• Uniqueness: (H!x : X)A[x] is equivalent to (Hx : X.A[x])&(4x : X.4y :
X.A[x]&A[y] : x = y). The brackets [] are used here to point out
some free variables entering in A, as well as to denote the result of
substituting these variables.

• Closure: If A involves some free variables x1 : X1, . . . , xn : Xn, then
V |= A actually means V |= 4x1 :X1 . . .4xn :Xn.A.

• When no context is given, |= A (i.e. “A holds”) means that A holds in
the empty context over any object S of S (or just over the final object).

9.2.10. (a) Notice that existence in Kripke–Joyal semantics always actually
means local existence, and that universality means universality after arbitrary
pullbacks.

(b) Example: if X and Y are sheaves, and f : X $ Y is a morphism of
sheaves, thus defining a constant f of type X $ Y , then the “surjectivity
condition” 4y :Y.Hx :X.f(x) = y means (in Kripke–Joyal semantics) that for
any object S of S and any section y % Y (S) one can find a cover {S! $ S}
and sections x! % X(S!), such that fS"(x!) = y|S", i.e. the surjectivity of f
as a map of sheaves.

(c) Suppose that V |= H!x : X.A[x], i.e. “such an x % X exists and is
unique”. First of all, existence Hx.A[x] means local existence, i.e. we have a
cover {S! $ S} and elements x! % X(S!), having the property expressed
by A. Now the uniqueness implies that the restrictions of x! and x" to
S! -S S" coincide, so we can glue them to section x % X(S) with property
A, X being a sheaf and A being a local property. In other words, we don’t
need to pass to a cover to find an object that exists and is unique. This section
x % X(S) is actually the value of term 9x :X.A[x] in context V.

(d) Notice that the proposition AD¬A doesn’t usually hold, i.e. we have
indeed to forget the law of excluded middle and its consequences. One can
check that the logical laws still applicable in these situations are exactly
those of intuitionistic logic. For example, we have the modus ponens: (A :
B)&A : B. We have also to forget about the axiom of choice and Hilbert’s
tau (4xA chooses any x, for which A[x] holds, whenever this is possible, thus
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implying the axiom of choice). All we have is Hilbert’s iota that singles out
objects that exist and are unique.

(e) We abbreviate 4x1 :X1.4x2 :X2.4 . . . into 4x1 :X1, x2 :X2, . . .; and we
write x, y, z :X instead of x :X, y :X, z :X.

(f) Notice that our system is actually redundant. For example, #x :X.A
can be replaced with 9f : X $ Y.4x : X.f(x) = A. However, none of basic
logical operations D, 8 and : can be expressed in terms of the others (but
¬A is actually equivalent to A : 0).

9.2.11. (Global and local notions.) When we need to distinguish the in-
tuitionistic notions arising from Kripke–Joyal semantics from those used in
classical sense, we call them local, e.g. local existence, local disjunction etc.,
as opposed to global notions: global existence, global disjuction etc.

Notice that V |= A is a classical statement, obeying the rules of classical
logic, while A itself is intuitionistic.

9.2.12. (Topos case.) Of course, Kripke–Joyal semantics can be applied
directly to any topos E , considered as a site with respect to its canonical
topology. In this case 3E/S

(= E/S, i.e. the “sheaf types” of E are actually
objects of E or E/S. Some rules can be simplified by using the existence of
(small) sums

.
! S!, together with X(

.
! S!) (=

?
! X(S!), for any sheaf X.

For example, “local existence” Hx.A[x] in some context V/S can be under-
stood as follows: “there is an epimorphism S $ # S and an element x % X(S $)
having the required property in the pullback V -S S $”. Another example:
V |= A1DA2 i! there is an epimorphism S1=S2 # S, such that V-SSi |= Ai,
i = 1, 2.

9.2.13. (Localness of all propositions.) Notice that the localness of all prop-
erties expressed by propositions A[x] of Kripke–Joyal semantics is actually
a consequence of logical quantifier elimination and introduction rules. For
example,

(4R)
B : A[a]

B : 4x :X.A[x]
if a is free in A and doesn’t occur in B (9.2.13.1)

when applied to B = A[x] and a new variable z : 1, yields A[x] : 4z.A[x],
hence that A[x] holds in all pullbacks of the original context whenever it
holds in this context itself. The second localness condition follows similarly
from Hz.A[x] : A[x], a consequence of rule

(HL)
A[a] : C

(Hx :X.A[x]) : C
if a is free in A and doesn’t occur in C

(9.2.13.2)
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9.2.14. (Presheaves vs. sheaves.) Notice that almost all constructions of
Kripke–Joyal semantics appear to be applicable to the case when the “sheaf
types” are allowed to be arbitrary presheaves X. However, the localness of
proposition x = y, where x, y :X, implies separability of presheaf X; and the
axiom for the iota-symbol

(9)
B : H!x :X.A[x]

B : A[9x :X.A[x]]
(9.2.14.1)

actually expresses the sheaf condition for X.
In other words, the sheaf condition is necessary to pick up elements of

“sets” characterized by some property A[x], once it is shown that such an
element exists and is unique.

9.2.15. (Prestacks vs. stacks.) Similarly, one might think that we might use
prestacks C instead of stacks in these considerations, since all we formally
need is that all HomC/S

(x, y), x, y % Ob CS, be sheaves. However, the stack
condition for C is actually equivalent to the ability to pick up objects of a
“category” C, characterized by some property A[x] uniquely up to a unique
isomorphism, once the (local) existence of such an x is shown.

Indeed, once we know that such an x exists (locally) in some context V/S,
we can find a cover {S! $ S} and objects x! % C(S!) with property A. Using
uniqueness, we obtain isomorphisms -!" between pullbacks of x! and x" to
C(S! -S S"). Finally, pulling everything back to S! -S S" -S S', and using
uniqueness of these isomorphisms, we obtain the cocycle relation for the -s,
i.e. we’ve got a descent datum. Now if C is a stack, this descent datum is
e!ective, and we get an object x % C(S) with required property.

In this way the stack condition is required in our “intuitionistic category
theory” to be able to pick up objects, defined uniquely up to a unique iso-
morphism. This is important since we don’t have the axiom of choice or
Hilbert’s 4 to do this in the usual way. For example, this ability is important
to construct initial or final objects, adjoint functors, or to show that any
equivalence (defined here as a fully faithful essentially surjective functor)
admits a quasi-inverse (adjoint) equivalence.

9.2.16. (Transitivity of pullbacks and stacks.) The reader may have noticed
a certain problem with our constructions. Namely, if a context V involves
some variable x of “large” or “stack” type Ob C, then the pullbacks are not
transitive: *#$#V 2= ($*)#V since ($*)#(x) is known just to be isomorphic
to *#$#(x). Actually, a problem appears even if we construct one pullback
$#V, since the pullback functors $# : CS $ CT , $ : T $ S, are defined
only up to an isomorphism, and the stack structure of C doesn’t provide a
canonical choice of $#.
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Of course, one might tackle with these problems by replacing C by the S-
equivalent stack C+, so as to have ($*)# = *#$#. However, we don’t like this
solution for several reasons, one of them being that the embedding C $ C+

is itself defined by a large-scale application of the axiom of choice.
Instead, we prefer to think of objects of C as “defined up to an isomor-

phism”, using the fact that we cannot distinguish two isomorphic objects of
a category by internal means: they must have exactly the same properties.
We have already seen in 9.2.15 that this is a viable point of view. There-
fore, all our considerations should not change if we replace some objects (i.e.
values of some variables of type ObC) by other objects isomorphic to them,
for example if we choose $#(x) in another way.

This is actually the reason why x = y is not a proposition in our system
when x and y are of type Ob C, while x I y (“x is isomorphic to y”) is one:
x I y := (Hf : x $ y.Hg : y $ x.(f 1 g = idy &g 1 f = idx)).

9.2.17. (Local properties of objects and morphisms of stacks.) Another
consequence of this philosophy is that local properties of objects of a stack
should be stable under isomorphisms. In other words, a subset P ! Ob C is
a local set or class of objects of C if: (a) $#(X) % P whenever X % P ; (b)
X % P whenever all $#!X % P for some cover {$! : S! $ S}; and (c) X I Y
in CS and X % P implies Y % P .

Indeed, without property (c) properties (a) and (b) do not make any sense,
just because of di!erent possible choices of $#X. On the other hand, if P
satisfies these properties, we can easily transfer P to any stack S-equivalent
to C.

Similar remarks apply to local sets of morphisms Q in fibers of C: they
have to be closed under isomorphisms as well, i.e. if f in Ar CS belongs to Q,
and u, v are isomorphisms in CS , such that ufv is defined, then ufv has to
belong to Q as well.

9.2.18. Of course, our description of Kripke–Joyal semantics is by no means
rigorous and complete from a logician’s point of view. For example, we
didn’t pay enough attention to distinguish between syntax and semantics, or
between axioms, axiom schemata, and deduction rules, and we haven’t in fact
said anything about proofs at all (a suitable extension of Gentzen’s LJ system
combined with #-calculus would do). Another obvious gap is that we haven’t
explained how one can incorporate into the system described above cartesian
functors F : C $ D (this is quite clear anyway: if x :Ob C, then F (x) :ObD,
and if f :x $ y, then F (f) :F (x) $ F (y)), and, more importantly, how one
can construct new stacks from existing ones (e.g. C -S D, corresponding to
“product of intuitionistic categories”, or CartS(C,D), or C/x, x % Ob Ce. . . ).
We think these things are already clear enough, and that we’ll be able to
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perform them by “external” means if necessary.

9.3. (Model stacks.) Now we are going to present the definition of a model
stack over a site or topos, and the construction of its homotopic category.
The main idea here is to deal with a stack as a “intuitionistic category”,
transfer Quillen’s definitions and proofs to the intuitionistic case, and in-
terpret the result in Kripke–Joyal semantics, thus regaining descriptions in
terms of stacks over sites.

9.3.1. (Local classes of morphisms.) We fix a stack C over a site S for the
most part of this subsection. Sometimes we’ll assume for simplicity that
S is closed under finite projective limits and its topology is subcanonical,
even if this is inessential for most statements. Usually we’ll have three local
classes of morphisms in fibers of C (cf. 9.2.17), called fibrations, cofibrations
and weak equivalences (cf. 8.1.1). Of course, a morphism f : X $ Y in
CS is said to be an acyclic fibration (resp. acyclic cofibration) if it is both
a fibration (resp. cofibration) and a weak equivalence, and we say that an
object X % Ob CS is cofibrant (resp. fibrant) if "CS $ X is a cofibration,
resp. if X $ eCS is a fibration. Clearly, these are local classes of objects and
morphisms in the sense of 9.2.17.

9.3.2. (Retracts and local retracts.) Recall that a morphism g : Z $ T is a
retract (or a global retract) of another morphism f : X $ Y in CS i! there
are morphisms i : Z $ X, j : T $ Y , p : X $ Z, q : Y $ T , such that
f 1 i = j 1 g, g 1 p = q 1 f , p 1 i = idZ and q 1 j = idT (cf. (8.1.2.2)).

We can express this condition by formula Hi : Z $ X.Hj : T $ Y.Hp :
X $ Z.Hq : Y $ T.(f 1 i = j 1 g&g 1 p = q 1 f&p 1 i = idZ &q 1 j = idT )
of signature X, Y , Z, T : Ob C, f : X $ Y , g : Z $ T . Interpreting this
formula in Kripke–Joyal semantics, we obtain the notion of a local retract: g
is a local retract of f i! such morphisms i, j, p, q as above exist locally, i.e.
i! g|S" is a retract of f |S" in CS" for some cover {S! $ S} in S.

Usually we introduce the “local” or “intuitionistic” counterparts of usual
(i.e. “global” or “classical”) notions by a similar procedure, that needn’t be
explicit each time.

For example, if (P ) is a local property of morphisms in fibers of C, we
can say that f : X $ Y in CS is a local retract of an (unspecified) morphism
with property (P ) i! there is some cover {S! $ S}, such that each f |S" is a
retract in CS" of a morphism u! : Z! $ T! having property (P ).

9.3.3. (Local lifting properties.) Similarly, given two morphisms i : A $ B
and p : X $ Y in CS, we say that i has the local left lifting property (local
LLP or lLLP) with respect to p, or that p has the lRLP with respect to i, if
for any T $ S in S and any morphisms u : A|T $ X|T and v : B|T $ Y |T ,
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such that v 1 i|T = p|T 1 v, there is a cover {T! $ T} and morphisms
h! : B|T" $ X|T", such that h! 1 i|T" = u|T" and p|T" 1 h! = v|T". Again,
this condition is obtained simply by interpreting the usual definition of lifting
properties in Kripke–Joyal semantics. We can express it by means of the
following diagram:

A

i
!!

:u ""!!! X

p

!!
B

:v ""!!!

.h

##

Y

(9.3.3.1)

This diagram is understood as follows. First, we are given or can construct
the solid arrows (i and p in this case) in CS, without pulling anything back.
Then we pull back with respect to any T $ S and choose arbitrarily the
dashed arrows u and v, so as to make the diagram commutative. After this
the dotted arrow h exists only after some other pullbacks {T! $ T}; they
must constitute a cover of T because of the H sign.

Definition 9.3.4 A stack C over a site S with three distinguished local
classes of morphisms in fibers as in 9.3.1 is said to be a model stack if the
conditions (MS1)–(MS5) hold:

(MS1) All fiber categories CS are closed under arbitrary (small) projective
and inductive limits, and all pullback functors $# : CS $ CT admit
both left and right adjoints $!, $# : CT $ CS.

(MS2) Each distinguished class of morphisms is (local and) stable under
global retracts (in each fiber CS).

(MS3) (“2-out-of-3”) Given X
f$ Y

g$ Z in CS, such that two of f , g and
gf are weak equivalence, then so is the third.

(MS4) (Lifting.) Any cofibration i : A $ B in CS has the local LLP
with respect to all acyclic fibrations p : X $ Y , and any acyclic
cofibration i : A $ B has the local LLP with respect to all fibrations
p : X $ Y . In other words, for any cofibration i : A $ B and
fibration p : X $ Y in CS , one of them being acyclic, and any
morphisms u : A $ X, v : B $ Y in CS, such that vi = pu, one
can locally find h! : B|S" $ X|S", making (9.3.3.1) commutative.

(MS5) (Factorization.) Any morphism f : X $ Y in CS can be globally

factorized into X
!$ Z

"$ Y and X
'$ W

:$ Y (in CS), where '
and ! are cofibrations, 5 and / are fibrations, and ' and / are weak
equivalences.

9.3.5. Remarks. (a) One can show that (MS1) is actually equivalent to the
more natural requirement of C to be closed under arbitrary local inductive and
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projective limits (taken over abritrary inner categories I in S̃, i.e. essentially
sheaves of small categories). However, the axiom (MS1) is technically simpler
to verify, and it doesn’t require any knowledge of local limits.

(b) Notice that (MS2) actually implies that all distinguished classes are
closed under local retracts as well, and that for example even if f : X $ Y is
local retract of an unspecified fibration, then it is a fibration itself. Therefore,
we might replace (MS2) by the more naturally looking condition of each
distinguished class to be stable under local retracts.

(c) Similarly, the explicit description given in (MS4) seems too weak,
because the statement “i : A $ B has the local LLP with respect to all
acyclic cofibrations” actually means that we are free to choose an acyclic
cofibration p : X $ Y after making an arbitrary pullback, and then u and v
can be chosen after another arbitrary pullback. However, all these additional
pullbacks are not necessary, once we know that all distinguished classes are
local and in particular stable under pullbacks.

9.3.6. (d) The most interesting is our form of (MS5). Indeed, the natural
local form would be a (strictly) weaker statement:
(MS5l) (Local factorization.) Any morphism f : X $ Y in CS can be locally

factorized into X|Si

!i$ Zi
"i$ Y |Si and X|Si

'i$ Wi
:i$ Y |Si (in CSi

for some cover {Si $ S}), where 'i and !i are cofibrations, 5i and
/i are fibrations, and 'i and /i are weak equivalences.

The reason why we require the stronger axiom (MS5) is that in fact all
model categories people really use (e.g. all cofibrantly generated model cate-
gories) admit functorial factorizations (e.g. constructed by means of Quillen’s
small object argument) in (M5), and actually some authors require the exis-
tence of such functorial factorizations in the definition of a model category
(cf. e.g. [Hovey]). This means that all model stacks we consider actually sat-
isfy a stronger version (MS5f) of (MS5), which in particular implies (MS5):
(MS5f) (Functorial factorization.) One can choose factorizations of (MS5)

functorially in f % Ar CS, i.e. we actually have functors W , Z :
Ar CS $ CS , ', 5, !, / : Ar CS $ Ar CS, such that for any f : X $ Y

in Ar CS we get X
!(f)+$ Z(f)

"(f)+$ Y , X
'(f)+$ W (f)

:(f)+$ Y with the
properties listed in (MS5). Moreover, these functors are compatible
with base change functors $# : CS $ CT , i.e. they extend to cartesian
functors between appropriate stacks.

However, (MS5) seems to be su"cient for almost all our constructions,
so we don’t insist on requiring (MS5f). On the other hand, (MS5) allows
us to construct (globally) fibrant and cofibrant replacements, something we
wouldn’t be able to do having only (MS5l). This somewhat simplifies the
exposition and allows us to construct globally more than it would be possible
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by only local means.

9.3.7. (Basic properties of distinguished classes.) One checks, essentially
in the classical way, that for example the acyclic cofibrations are exactly the
morphisms in fibers of C that have the local LLP with respect to all fibrations
(of course, if we fix some i : A $ B in C(S), we are free to choose a fibration
p : X $ Y and morphisms u : A $ X and v : B $ Y after any pullback).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the class of morphisms P $ in fibers of
a stack C, characterized by the local LLP with respect to some other local
class of morphisms P , is itself local, and stable under composition, pushouts,
finite direct sums and local retracts (but not sequential inductive limits!) in
the fibers of C, as well as under all pullback functors $#. This applies in
particular to cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in a model stack, and the
classes of fibrations and acyclic fibrations have dual properties, e.g. stability
under pullbacks, finite products, and $#.

Similarly, one sees immediately from (MS5) and (MS3) that the weak
equivalences are exactly those morphisms that can be factorized into an
acyclic cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration. Therefore, any two of
distinguished local classes of a model stack C completely determine the re-
maining class.

9.3.8. (Absence of stability under sequential inductive limits.) Notice that
the class of morphisms P $ characterized by the local LLP with respect to
some other local class P needn’t be closed under sequential limits. In other

words, if A0
i0$ A1

i1$ A2 $ · · · is an inductive system in C(S), such that each
in : An $ An+1 has the local LLP with respect to some p : X $ Y in C(S)
(and all its pullbacks), we cannot conclude that i : A := A0 $ B := lim+$n

An

has the same property. Indeed, let us try to repeat the usual proof. Fix some
v : B $ Y and denote by Zn := HomY (An, X) the subsheaf of Hom(An, X)
consisting of all local liftings of v, i.e. Zn = {f : An $ X | p 1 f = v 1 jn} in
Kripke–Joyal semantics, where jn : An $ B is the natural embedding. Put
Z := HomY (B, X) = HomY (lim+$n

An, X) = lim,+n
Zn. Then the local LLP

of in means that each i#n : Zn+1 $ Zn is an epimorphism; and hypothetical
local LLP of i would mean that i# : Z $ Z0 is an epimorphism as well.

In other words, we have a projective system · · · $ Z2 $ Z1 $ Z0 with
epimorphic transition morphisms in a topos E = S̃, and we would like to
conclude that Z = lim,+n

Zn $ Z0 is also epimorphic. However, the usual proof
of this statement for E = Sets invokes the (dependent countable) axiom of
choice, so it cannot be transferred to the topos case. In fact, one can construct
examples where Z $ Z0 is not epimorphic while all Zn+1 $ Zn are. Put
E := BẐ; this is the topos of discrete Ẑ-sets, i.e. sets X with an action of Ẑ,
such that the stabilizer of any point x % X is open in Ẑ. Epimorphisms in this
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topos are just the surjective maps of discrete Ẑ-sets, and projective limits can
be computed by taking the subset of all points of the usual projective limit
having an open stabilizer. Next, put Zn := Z/pnZ, and let the generator
" of Ẑ act on Zn by adding one: "(x) = x + 1. Clearly, these Ẑ-sets Zn

together with canonical projections Zn+1 $ Zn define a projective system
in BẐ with epimorphic transition morphisms. However, the projective limit
Z of this system in BẐ is an empty set, as well as the product

?
n Zn 3 Z,

the stabilizer of any point of corresponding set-theoretical product being of
infinite index in Ẑ.

9.3.9. (Fiberwise dual of a model stack.) Given a fibered category C $ S,
we define its fiberwise dual or opposite Cfop $ S by replacing each fiber
category C(S) by its opposite C(S)0 while preserving the pullback functors
$# : C(S) $ C(T ). Of course, this definition doesn’t actually depend on
the choice of pullback functors $#. Now we see immediately that the axioms
of a model stack are self-dual, i.e. Cfop is a model stack over S whenever
C is one (of course, one has to interchange fibrations and cofibrations while
dualizing). This remark enables us to deduce new statements about model
stacks by duality.

9.3.10. (Flat stacks.) We say that a fibered category C $ S satisfying (MS1)
over a category S with fibered products is flat if the following condition is
fulfilled:
(MS1+) For any cartesian square in S

T $ g ""

q

!!

T

p

!!
S $

f "" S

(9.3.10.1)

the canonical morphism q!g# $ f #p! is an isomorphism of functors
C(T ) $ C(S $), hence the same is true for its adjoint p#f# $ g#q# as
well.

Notice that we have actually two canonical morphisms q!g# $ f #p!. The
first is deduced by adjointness from g# $ q#f #p!

(= g#p#p!, itself obtained
by applying g# ) + to the unit IdC(T ) $ p#p!. The second one is deduced
by adjointness from f!q!g# (= p!g!g# $ p!, obtained by applying p! ) + to
the counit g!g# $ IdC(S!). In most cases it is clear that these two coincide;
let us include for simplicity the equality of these two canonical morphisms
q!g# $ f #p! as an additional requirement in (MS1+).

9.3.11. (Equivalent formulations of flatness.) Let C be a stack over S, and
T

#$ S be a morphism in S. We denote by CT/S or CT
/S (or simply CT
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when S = eS) the direct image $st
# C/T of stack C/T := C -S S/T over S/T .

Clearly, CT
/S(S $) = C(T -S S $) for any S $ % ObS/S, so the pullback functors

$#S! : C(S $) $ C(T -S S $) for $S! : T -S S $ $ S $ combine together to
a cartesian functor !# : C/S $ CT

/S over S/S. Now the flatness condition
(MS1+) can be interpreted as a requirement for all !# to admit cartesian
S/S-adjoint functors !!, !# : CT

/S $ C/S. This adjointness can be interpreted
in yet another way as a functorial S/S-isomorphism of local Hom-sheaves, i.e.
an S/S-isomorphism of cartesian functors (CT

/S)fop - C/S $ SETSS/S
:

HomCT
/S

|S!(X, !#Y ) (= HomC/S |S!(!!X, Y ) for all S $ % ObS/S ,

X in CT
/S(S $) = C(T -S S $), Y in C/S(S $) = C(S $). (9.3.11.1)

We obtain a similar “local adjointess” interpretation for !# and !# of course.
Notice that the Kripke–Joyal philosophy insists that we should always

use Hom-sheaves, never Hom-sets; therefore, (9.3.11.1) is the only correct
way to discuss adjoint functors to !# from this point of view. Therefore, it
might be very natural to include (MS1+) into the list of axioms for model
stacks and consider only flat model stacks.

From the intuitionistic point of view C/S is an “intuitionistic category”
(over base site S/S), T % Ob C/S is an “intuitionistic set”, and CT

/S is “the
category of families of objects of C/S indexed by T”, i.e. some sort of (local)
product of categories. Furthermore, !# : C/S $ CT

/S is the “constant family

functor”, and its left and right adjoints !! =:
P

T/S and !# =:
?

T/S : CT
/S $

C/S should be thought of as “(local) coproducts and products of families
of objects of category C/S indexed by T”. Then (MS1+) assures us that
these local coproducts and products are indeed “local” or “universal”, i.e.
compatible with pullbacks.

9.3.12. (Local sums and products in C.) When we have T
#$ S in S,

and an object X % Ob C(T ) “of C over T”, we denote $!X by
P

T/S X or,
T/S X, and $#X by

?
T/S X. When S is the final object eS , we write simplyP

T X or
,

T X, and
?

T X, respectively. These notations are motivated by
usual notations for sheaves and presheaves (cf. SGA 3), as well as the case
S = Sets: then C(I) = C(1)I , and

?
I ,
P

I : C(1)I $ C(1) are just the usual
product and coproduct functors.

Furthermore, we denote $!$#X by X -S T or X &S T (omitting S if
S = eS), and $#$#X by HomS(T, X) (Hom(T, X) or even XT for S =
eS). Again, the motivation comes from the case S = Sets. In any case
X /$ X &S T and Y /$ HomS(T, Y ) are adjoint: HomS(X &S T, Y ) (=
HomT (X|T , Y |T ) (= HomS(X,HomS(T, Y )).
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9.3.13. (Local limits.) Suppose we are given inner category C in a topos E ,
given by its objects of morphisms C1 and of objects C0 % Ob E , together
with the source and target morphisms s, t : C1 $ C0, the identity morphism
i : C0 $ C1, and the composition morphism µ : C2 := C1 -s,t C1 $ C1,
subject to usual identity and associativity conditions. Suppose that we have
an inner functor F from C to a model stack D p$ E , i.e. a inner category F in
D, such that p(F ) = C, and sF : F1 $ F0 is cartesian. Then we can compute
the corresponding inner or local limits lim+$C

F and lim,+C
F in the classical way:

lim+$C
F := Coker(

P
C1

F1 "
P

C0
F0), and lim,+C

F := Ker(
?

C0
F0 "

?
C1

F1).
When we have the flatness condition (MS1+), all these local sums, prod-

ucts and limits commute with arbitrary base change, so these notions fit
nicely into the Kripke–Joyal philosophy: they might be thought of as “limits
in an intuitionistic category D along a small intuitionistic index category C”.

9.3.14. (Model stacks over sites and topoi.) Recall that we have a correspon-
dence (a 2-equivalence of 2-categories, actually) between stacks C over a site
S, and stacks C̃ over the corresponding topos S̃. Under this correspondence
C is simply the “restriction” of C̃ to S, i.e. it is C̃-S̃ S, and conversely, C̃ is re-
covered from C by restricting C+ from Ŝ to S̃: C̃ := C+-Ŝ S̃ (cf. 9.1.9). Now,
if we have for example a local class of morphisms P̃ in the fibers of C̃ $ S̃,
we obtain a local class of morphisms P in the fibers of C $ S simply by
“restriction” since C(S) = C̃(S̃), where S̃ is the sheafification of the presheaf
represented by S, and conversely, starting from P ! Ar C, we can extend it
uniquely to a local class P̃ ! Ar C̃ as follows: a morphism f : X $ Y in C̃(X),
X % Ob S̃, belongs to P̃ i! its pullbacks $#(f) % Ar C̃(S̃) (= Ar C(S) with re-
spect to all $ : S̃ $ X belong to P . It is immediate that these constructions
are inverse to each other, once we take into account that local properties can
be also transferred along any S-equivalence of stacks (cf. 9.2.17).

In particular, we can transfer the three distinguished classes entering into
the structure of a model stack from stacks C $ S to stacks C̃ $ S̃, and
conversely. Now it is easy to see that the axioms of a model stack hold for C
i! they hold for C̃, with the following two exceptions. Firstly, (MS5) cannot
be transfered from C to C̃, but both (MS5l) and (MS5f) can, and since all
model stacks we consider satisfy the stronger condition (MS5f), this is not
really a big problem for our considerations. Secondly, it is not immediate
that (MS1) extends from C to C̃ (the other direction is clear). We’ll check
this in a moment; for now, let us state

Proposition 9.3.15 The 2-category of model stacks over a site S, satisfy-
ing (MS5f), is 2-equivalent to the 2-category of model stacks over the cor-
responding topos S̃, satisfying (MS5f). The same applies if we replace in
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the definition of model stacks (MS5) with a weaker local condition (MS5l).
Moreover, any model stack over topos S̃ defines by restriction a model stack
over S without any additional requirements.

In this way it is essentially the same thing to consider model stacks over
a site or over the corresponding topos.

Proof. The only problem is to transfer (MS1) from C to C̃. (a) Let’s prove
that all C̃(X), X % Ob S̃, are closed under arbitrary projective limits. By
definition C̃(X) = C+(X) = CartS(S/X , C), so suppose we want to compute a
projective limit F = lim,+Fi of cartesian functors Fi : S/X $ C. To this end we

define F fiberwise, i.e. for any S
($ X in S/X we compute F (0) := lim,+Fi(0)

in the fiber C(S). Now we observe that for all $ : T $ S the functor
$# : C(S) $ C(T ) commutes with arbitrary projective limits, having a left
adjoint $! by (MS1), hence $#F (0) (= F (0$), i.e. we’ve indeed constructed a
cartesian functor F : S/X $ C, clearly having the universal properly required
from lim,+Fi. The case of inductive limits is dealt with similarly, using that
$# has a right adjoint $#, hence commutes with arbitrary inductive limits as
well.

(b) Now we have to show that for any morphism of sheaves f : X $ Y
the pullback functor f # : C̃(Y ) $ C̃(X) has both left and right adjoints f!

and f#. We can replace S by any its small generating category S $ since in
this case S̃ $ (= S̃, and C̃ is equivalent to the extension to S̃ $ of C$ := C -S S $.
Therefore, we can assume S to be small.

In this case one can actually show the statement for the pullback functor
f # : C+(Y ) $ C+(X) for any morphism of presheaves f : X $ Y . The
main idea here is that C+(X) = CartS(S/X , C), and similarly for C+(Y ), and
under this indentification f # is the precomposition functor f̄ # with respect
to f̄ : S/X $ S/Y . We want to show that f̄ # admits, say, a left adjoint f̄!

(existence of f̄# can be obtained then by fiberwise duality). We can construct
first a “left Kan extension functor” f̄ 0

! : FunctS(S/X , C) $ FunctS(S/Y , C)

by putting (f̄ 0
! F )(T

*$ Y ) := lim+$S/X&Y T
$!F (0), where the limit is computed

in C(T ) along all diagrams

S
( ""!!!

#

!!
"
"
" X

f
!!

T
* "" Y

(9.3.15.1)

The problem with f̄ 0
! is that f̄ 0

! F needn’t be cartesian for a cartesian F , at
least if we don’t have additional flatness conditions like (MS1+). However,
if we show that the inclusion J : CartS(S/Y , C) $ FunctS(S/Y , C) admits a
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left adjoint J!, we can put f! = f̄! := J! 1 f̄ 0
! . To show existence of J! we

define (J!F )(S) for any S-functor F : S/Y $ C by putting it equal to the
inductive limit in C(S) of u1,!v#1u2,!v#2 · · · v#nF (Sn), taken along the category
of all diagrams S = S0

u1, T0
v1$ S1

u2, T2
v2$ · · · vn$ Sn, all integer n 0 0,

where we allow to split any arrow in two of the same direction, and insert
couples of identity morphisms at any point. When we have flatness (MS1+),
the construction of J!F is considerably simplified: it su"ces to take the
inductive limit along all diagrams with n = 1.

We don’t provide more details because in all our applications the model
stack can be constructed directly over the topos S̃ and then restricted to S
if necessary, so we’ll need to apply the above proposition only in the obvious
direction.

9.3.16. (Arbitrary limits in a model stack over a topos.) One can easily
show that whenever p : C $ S is a fibered category satisfying (MS1), and
certain types of (say, projective) limits exist both in S and all fibers C(S),
then these types of limits exist in C as well, and p commutes with these
limits. In particular, arbitrary (small) projective and inductive limits exist in
a model stack C over a topos E , and the projection C p$ E commutes with these
limits. The proof goes as follows. Suppose we want to compute X = lim,+I

Xi

in C. We put Si := p(Xi) and compute S := lim,+I
Si in S. Then we put

X := lim,+I
2#i Xi in C(S), where 2i : S $ Si are the natural morphisms,

and easily check (using the existence of left adjoints $!) that X is indeed
lim,+I

Xi in C. To compute inductive limits we put similarly S := lim+$I
Si and

X := lim+$I
#i,!Xi in C(S), where #i : Si $ S are the natural morphisms.

9.3.17. (Final section of C $ S.) Let S be a category with finite pro-
jective limits, C p$ S be a fibered category with finite projective limits in
each fiber C(S). Suppose all pullback functors $# : C(S) $ C(T ) to be
left exact. Then the above reasoning shows that finite projective limits ex-
ist in C itself, and p is left exact. Now let us choose a final object [S] in
each fiber C(S). Clearly, $#[S] (= [T ] for any $ : T $ S in S; more-
over, HomC(X, [S]) (= HomS(p(X), S) for any X % Ob C, and in particular
HomC([T ], [S]) (= HomS(T, S). This means that the restriction of p to the
fibered subcategory [S] of C consisting of objects [S] is an isomorphism of
categories; taking its inverse we obtain a cartesian section " : S $ C, clearly
the final object of Lim,+S C. Since [S] is a final object in C(S), we obtain a
left exact faithful functor C(S) $ C/[S], so we can write Hom[S](X, Y ) or
HomS(X, Y ) instead of HomC(S)(X, Y ), for any X, Y % Ob C(S). Moreover,
given any $ : T $ S in S and any X $ [S] in C(S), the pullback $#X is
easily seen to be the fibered product X -[S] [T ] in C. This explains our alter-
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native notations X -[S] [T ] and X -S T for the pullback $#X, and allows us
to mix fibered products in fibers of C with fibered products corresponding to
pullbacks $#X without risk of confusion. Notice, however, that the product
X - Y of two objects in C(S) corresponds to X -[S] Y in C, so it might be
convenient to denote this product by X -S Y .

Definition 9.3.18 (Homotopic stack of a model stack.) Given a homotopic
stack C over a site S, or, more generally, a stack C with a local class of weak
equivalences, and a cartesian functor ! : C $ HO C into another stack HO C,
we say that HO C is the homotopic stack of C if for any stack D over S the
induced functor !# : CartS(HO C,D) $ CartS(C,D) is fully faithful and its
essential image consists of all cartesian functors F : C $ D that transform
weak equivalences into isomorphisms. We define the homotopic prestack
HOp C and homotopic fibered category HO0 C by similar requirements, where
D runs through all prestacks (resp. fibered categories) over S.

Notice that the above requirements determine HOC, HOp C and HO0 C
up to an S-equivalence. Moreover, in the definition of HO0 C and HOp C we
can require !# to induce an isomorphism between CartS(HO? C,D) and the
full subcategory of CartS(C,D) described above. Then HO0 C and HOp C
become determined up to an S-isomorphism; in this case we speak about the
strict homotopic fibered category or prestack of C.

9.3.19. (Homotopic category of a model stack.) We denote by HoC the
category Lim,+S HO C of global (cartesian) sections of HO C. If S has a final
object e, we usually replace Lim,+S HO C by equivalent category (HOC)(e).
Categories Hop C and Ho0 C are defined similarly. Notice, however, that HoC
and Hop C depend on the whole stack C, not just on the category Lim,+S C or
C(e) of its global sections.

9.3.20. (Existence of homotopic stacks.) We want to show that HO0 C, HOp C
and HO C always exist for any fibered category C $ S with a local class of
weak equivalences, at least if we don’t mind enlarging the universe. Indeed,
HO0 C can be constructed fiberwise by putting (HO0 C)(S) equal to the lo-
calization of C(S) with respect to weak equivalences lying in this category;
since all pullback functors $# : C(S) $ C(T ) transform weak equivalences
into weak equivalences, they induce functors $# : (HO0 C)(S) $ (HO0 C)(T ),
thus defining a fibered category HO0 C $ S and a cartesian functor ! : C $
HO0 C, having required universal property in its strict form.

Next, we can construct HOp C as the prestack associated to HO0 C; re-
call that this can be done by leaving all objects intact but replacing the
Hom-sets in fibers by the global sections of sheafifications of corresponding
Hom-presheaves (cf. 9.1.12). If we combine this construction of associated
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prestack together with the previous construction of HO0 C, we see that the
prestack thus obtained satisfies the universal property of HOp C in its strict
form.

Finally, we can construct the homotopic stack HOC as the stack asso-
ciated to HOp C; according to the construction given in 9.1.13, the natural
embedding S-functor HOp C $ HO C is fully faithful. Therefore, we can
recover HOp C from HO C by taking the essential image of J : C $ HO C.
We can even recover the strict form of HOp C by putting Ob HOp C := Ob C,
HomHOp C(X, Y ) := HomHOC(J(X), J(Y )).

9.3.21. (Homotopic stacks over sites and topoi.) Let C be a model stack
over a site S. Let us denote by C̃ its extension to the corresponding topos S̃;
then C is equivalent to the “restriction” C̃|S = C̃ -S̃ S of C̃ to S (cf. 9.1.9).
Now we can construct HO0 C̃, HOp C̃ and HO C̃ over S̃, and compare their
“restrictions” to S with HO0 C, HOp C and HO C. We claim that in each of
these cases we obtain S-equivalent categories. Indeed, this is clear for HO0,
because it can be computed fiberwise, hence C /$ HO0 C commutes with
base change S $ S̃. As for (HO C̃)|S and HO C, their equivalence follows
from the 2-equivalence of categories of S-stacks and S̃-stacks (cf. 9.1.9),
once we take into account that for any stack D/S the natural “restriction”
functor CartS̃(C̃, D̃) $ CartS(C,D) induces an equivalence between the sub-
categories of cartesian functors that transform weak equivalences into iso-
morphisms, the class of weak equivalences being local.

Now only the case of HOp C remains. However, HOp C̃ can be computed
fiberwise as the essential image of C̃ $ HO C̃, so this case follows from that
of HO C already considered.

Therefore, we can always work over a topos if we want to, restricting to
the original site at the end if necessary. Notice that a priori one would rather
expect only the stack HO C to depend essentially only on the topos S̃ but
not the particular site S chosen to represent this topos, but, surprisingly,
this independence extends to HOp C and HO0 C. However, HOp C̃/S̃ cannot
be recovered from HOp C/S alone: we need the cartesian functor C $ HOp C
as well, and the same applies to HO0 C̃.

9.3.22. (Derived cartesian functors between model stacks.) Not surprisingly,
the definition of derived cartesian functors between model stacks is com-
pletely similar to the classical one (cf. 8.1.14). Namely, given a cartesian
functor F : C $ D of model categories over the same site S, its left derived
LF : HO C $ HOD is a cartesian functor LF between corresponding homo-
topy categories, together with a natural transformation & : LF 1 !C $ !D 1F
(over S), such that for any other cartesian functor G : HO C $ HOD and
natural transformation , : G 1 !C $ !D 1 F there is a unique natural trans-
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formation - : G $ LF , for which , = & 1 (- ) !C). The right derived functor
RF : HO C $ HOD, 1 : !D 1 F $ RF 1 !C is defined similarly.

When LF maps the full subcategory HOp C of HO C into the full subcat-
egory HOp D of HOD, the induced functor HOp C $ HOp D will be denoted
by LpF or even LF . Furthermore, the induced functors between the cor-
responding categories of global sections will be also denoted by LF , e.g.
LF : Ho C $ HoD.

Of course, the above definitions and constructions are essentially invariant
under extending everything from S to the corresponding topos S̃, so we
always can work over topoi if we need to.

9.4. (Homotopies in a model stack.) Now we want to construct the ho-
motopic stack HO C in a manner as close as possible to classical Quillen’s
approach, based on equivalence HoC (= 2Ccf , and prove or at least state
corresponding criteria for the existence and adjointness of derived cartesian
functors. Among other things, this will demonstrate that HOC is actually a
U-category, so we don’t need to enlarge the universe.

Let us fix a model stack C over a site S.

9.4.1. (Fibrant and cofibrant objects.) Recall that an object X % Ob C(S)
is cofibrant (resp. fibrant) i! "C(S) $ X is a cofibrant morphism (resp. i!
X $ eC(S) is fibrant). Since the property of a morphism to be a (co)fibration
is local, and all pullback functors $# preserve the initial and final objects
by (MS1), the full subcategories Cc, Cf and Ccf of C consisting of cofibrant,
fibrant, and fibrant-cofibrant objects are strictly full cartesian subcategories
and substacks of C/S.

9.4.2. (Fibrant and cofibrant replacements.) Given an object X % Ob C(S),
its cofibrant replacement is any acyclic fibration (or in some cases just any
weak equivalence) Q $ X with a cofibrant Q. Applying (MS5) to " $ X,
we see that cofibrants replacements always exist “globally”, i.e. in C(S) itself.
When we have functorial factorizations (MS5f), we can choose the cofibrant
replacements functorially, i.e. construct a cartesian functor Q : C $ Cc and a
natural transformation 0 : Q $ IdC, such that 0X : Q(X) $ X is a cofibrant
replacement for all X % Ob C.

Similar remarks apply of course to fibrant replacements X $ R, defined
as acyclic cofibrations (or just weak equivalences) with a fibrant target.

9.4.3. (Cylinder and path objects.) Cylinder and path objects are defined
fiberwise in the classical way (cf. 8.1.10). For example, a cylinder object

A - I of an object A % Ob C(S) is a diagram A = A
6&0,&17+$ A - I

.$ A with
" 1 6%0, %17 = BA = 6idA, idA7, such that 6%0, %17 is a cofibration and " is
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a weak equivalence. Notice that the global existence of cylinder and path
objects is a consequence of (MS5).

9.4.4. (Local, semilocal and global homotopies.) Let us fix two parallel
morphisms f, g : A " X in a fiber C(S). A left homotopy h from f to g
is defined in the classical way: it is a morphism h : A - I $ X from any
cylinder object A - I % Ob C(S) of A as above, such that f = h%0 and
g = h%1. When such a homotopy (globally) exists, we say that f is globally

left homotopic to g and write f
8J g. We denote by 28

;(A, X) the quotient

of HomC(S)(A, X) with respect to (the equivalence relation generated by)
8
J.

Next, we say that f is semilocally left homotopic to g, if the cylinder object
A - I for A can be still chosen globally, i.e. in C(S), but the left homotopy
h : A- I $ X from f to g exists only locally, i.e. there is a cover {S! $ S}
and some left homotopies h! : A - I|S" $ X|S" between f |S" and g|S". In

this case we write f
8I g, and denote by 28

<(A, X) the corresponding quotient
of HomC(S)(A, X).

Finally, we say that f is locally left homotopic to g and write f
8( g if

both the cylinder object and the homotopy exist only locally, i.e. if there is

a cover {S! $ S}, such that f |S"

8J g|S". Notice that this is exactly the
interpretation of the classical definition in the Kripke–Joyal semantics. The
corresponding quotient of HomS(A, X) will be denoted by 28(A, X).

Now the formula (T
#$ S) /$ 28($#A,$#X) defines a presheaf on S/S ,

denoted by "8(A, X). We denote its sheafification by "̃8(A, X), and the
sections of this sheafification over S by 2̃8(A, X). From the Kripke–Joyal
point of view this sheaf "̃8(A, X) is the correct generalization of classical
28(A, X).

Of course, all the notions introduced above have their right counterparts.

Clearly,
8J: 8I: 8( and

rJ: rI: r(.
In the following several lemmas A, B, C, X, Y are objects of C(S). These

lemmas are natural counterparts of Quillen’s lemmas 4–8 of [Quillen, 1.1],

and are shown essentially in the same way (in the case of
8( and

r( exactly
in the same way, if we interpret the proofs in Kripke–Joyal semantics).

Lemma 9.4.5 If A is cofibrant, then
8( and

8I are equivalence relations on
HomC(S)(A, B), "8(A, B) is a separated presheaf, and "8(A, B) $ "̃8(A, B)
is injective.

Proof. Same as in [Quillen, 1.1], Lemma 4. Once we know that
8( is

a local equivalence relation, we see that it is representable by a subsheaf
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R ! Hom(A, B) - Hom(A, B), hence the presheaf quotient "8(A, B) =
Hom(A, B)/R is separated. The last statement follows from "̃8(A, B) =
a"8(A, B).

Lemma 9.4.6 Let A be cofibrant, and f , g % HomC(S)(A, B). Then:

(i) f
8I g : f

8( g : f
rI g : f

r( g.

(ii) If f
rI g, there (locally) exists a right homotopy k : A $ BI from f

to g with s : B $ BI an acyclic cofibration in C(S). If f
r( g, same

conclusion with BI existing only locally.

(iii) If u : B $ C, then f
r( g : uf

r( ug, and f
rI g : uf

rI ug.

Proof. Identical to [Quillen, 1.1], Lemma 5. Notice that to prove the only

non-trivial implication
8(: rI in (i) we use (MS5) to construct a global path

object BI for B.

Lemma 9.4.7 If A is cofibrant, then composition in C(S) induces maps of
sets 2r(B, C) - 2r(A, B) $ 2r(A, C), and similarly for 2r

< and 2̃r, as well
as maps of presheaves "r(B, C) - "r(A, B) $ "r(A, C) and corresponding
sheaves "̃r(B, C) - "̃r(A, B) $ "̃r(A, C). All these maps are compatible
with pullbacks $#, for all $ : T $ S.

Proof. Same as in [Quillen, 1.1], Lemma 6, for the first two statements,
using (iii) of the previous lemma 9.4.6. The remaining statements follow
immediately.

Lemma 9.4.8 Let A be cofibrant and p : X $ Y be an acyclic fibration.
Then the maps of sets p# : 28(A, X) $ 28(A, Y ), 28

<(A, X) $ 28
<(A, X) and

of presheaves "8(A, X) $ "8(A, Y ) are injective, while the maps of sheaves
"̃8(A, X) $ "̃8(A, Y ) and of sets 2̃8(A, X) $ 2̃8(A, Y ) are bijective.

Proof. The proof of injectivity is that of [Quillen, 1.1], Lemma 7, while
the proof of surjectivity given in loc.cit. actually shows only local surjectiv-
ity, i.e. that "8(A, p) becomes surjective after sheafification. The remaining
statements are now immediate.

9.4.9. Notice that in the above notations (after appropriate identifications)
we obtain canonical inclusions 28(A, X) ! 28(A, Y ) ! 2̃8(A, X) = 2̃8(A, Y ).
Therefore, if we fix A and X, but let p : X $ Y run over all acyclic fibrations,
we get an embedding of the union of all 28(A, Y ) into 2̃8(A, X). It is an
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interesting question whether this union equals 2̃8(A, X). We’ll see later that
when this is true, we can compute HOp C by a right fraction calculus in 2Cc,
similar to the constriction of the derived category of an abelian category.

Lemma 9.4.10 (i) Let F : C $ B be a cartesian functor from a model
stack C into a prestack (or, more generally, a fibered category with separated
Hom-presheaves) B, transforming weak equivalences into isomorphisms. If

f
8( g or f

r( g, then F (f) = F (g).
(ii) Let a cartesian F : Cc $ B carry weak equivalences into isomorphisms,

with C and B as above. Then f
r( g implies F (f) = F (g).

(iii) Let F : Ccf $ B be a cartesian functor as above, then f ( g implies
F (f) = F (g).

Proof. Same as in [Quillen, 1.1], Lemma 8. Indeed, to show (i) assume first

that f
rJ g, i.e. we have a right homotopy k : A $ BI and a path object

B
s$ BI (d0,d1)+$ B -B for B, such that d0k = f , d1k = g. Then F (d0)F (s) =

id = F (d1)F (s), hence F (d0) = F (d1), F (s) being an isomorphism, hence
F (f) = F (d0)F (k) = F (d1)F (k) = F (g). Now if we know just f

r( g, then

f |S"

rJ g|S" on some cover {S! $ S}, so we obtain F (f)|S" = F (g)|S",
hence F (f) = F (g), the presheaf HomB/S

(F (A), F (B)) being separated.

The statement for f
8( g is shown dually.

Now to show (ii) and (iii) for some f, g : A " B we reason similarly; the
only problem is that we need BI to lie in Cc (resp. Ccf). This is achieved by
invoking 9.4.6, (ii): we can (locally) choose the path object in such a way
that s : B $ BI be an acyclic cofibration; then BI will lie in Cc whenever
B is itself cofibrant. On the other hand, BI $ B - B is always a fibration,
hence when B is fibrant, so is BI .

9.4.11. We denote by 2Cc the fibered S-category with the same objects as Cc,
but with morphisms given by 2r, and define 2Cf dually. According to 9.4.7,
the composition in 2Cc is well-defined and compatible with pullbacks, so
we’ve indeed described a fibered category. We define 2̃Cc and 2̃Cf in a sim-
ilar manner, using 2̃ instead of 2. Clearly, 2̃Cc and 2̃Cf are the prestacks
associated to 2Cc and 2Cf (cf. 9.1.12).

We construct 2Ccf and 2̃Ccf similarly, taking into account that for a

cofibrant A and a fibrant B the equivalence relations
8(,

8I,
r(,

rI coincide on
Hom(A, B) by 9.4.6, so we can write simply 2(A, B) and 2̃(A, B). Notice
that by 9.4.8 and its dual both acyclic cofibrations and acyclic fibrations
become isomorphisms in 2̃Ccf ; since any weak equivalence in Ccf can be
decomposed by (MS5) and (MS3) into an acyclic cofibration followed by an
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acyclic fibration, with the intermediate object lying automatically in Ccf , we
conclude that Ccf $ 2̃Ccf transforms weak equivalences into isomorphisms.
Therefore, we obtain a cartesian functor !̄+

cf : HOp Ccf $ 2̃Ccf , the target
being a prestack.

Finally, 9.4.10 implies existence of cartesian functors 2Cc $ 2̃Cc
'̄c$

HOp Cc $ HO Cc, similar functors 2Cf $ · · · $ HO Cf , as well as cartesian

functors 2Ccf $ 2̃Ccf
'̄$ HOp C $ HO C and !̄cf : 2̃Ccf $ HOp Ccf . Our

next goal is to show that !̄ : 2̃Ccf $ HOp C is an S-equivalence.

Lemma 9.4.12 Cartesian functor Cc $ 2̃Cc transforms acyclic fibrations
into isomorphisms. Dually, Cf $ 2̃Cf transforms acyclic cofibrations into
isomorphisms.

Proof. Let p : X $ Y be an acyclic fibration of cofibrant objects. Using
(MS4) we obtain local existence of a section " : Y $ X, p" = idY . Now if "$

is another (local) section of p (over S or over some S! $ S), then p" = p"$

implies "
8( "$ by 9.4.8, hence "

r( "$ by 9.4.6,(i), so the image "̄ of " in
2̃r(Y, X) exists locally and is unique, so it exists globally as well. In other
words, "̄ : Y $ X is a section of p̄ in 2Cc. On the other hand, consider
(locally) "p and idX ; they have equal images under p#, hence by the same

lemmas we obtain "p
8( idX and "p

r( idX , i.e. "̄p̄ = idX in 2̃Cc (locally,
hence also globally, 2̃Cc being a prestack), so "̄ is a two-sided inverse to p̄.

Theorem 9.4.13 (cf. [Quillen, 1.1], Theorem 1) The cartesian functor !̄ :
2̃Ccf $ HOp C is an S-equivalence, hence HOp C (resp. HO C) is S-equivalent
to the prestack (resp. stack) associated to S-fibered category 2Ccf .

In particular, HOp C and HO C are U-categories.

Proof. (a) First of all, notice that !̄cf and !̄+
cf are adjoint S-equivalences

between prestacks 2̃Ccf and HOp Ccf , and even S-isomorphisms, inverse to
each other, if we choose the strict version of HOp Ccf . Indeed, all we have to
check is that Ccf $ 2̃Ccf transforms weak equivalences into isomorphisms,
something that we know already, and that this cartesian functor is universal
among all cartesian functors F : Ccf $ B into S-prestacks B that transform
weak equivalences into isomorphisms, something we know from 9.4.10,(iii),
2̃Ccf being the prestack associated to 2Ccf .

(b) Now let us construct a cartesian functor Q̄ : C $ 2̃Cc. Let’s choose
for this arbitrary strict cofibrant replacements Q(X) $ X for all X % Ob C,
strictness understood here as the requirement of Q(X) $ X to be an acyclic
fibration, not just a weak equivalence, and put Q̄(X) equal to the image of
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Q(X) in 2̃Cc. Notice that Q̄(X) is independent (up to a canonical isomor-
phism) on the choice of Q(X) $ X. Indeed, whenever we have two such
strict cofibrant replacements p : Q $ X, p$ : Q$ $ X, we can find another
strict replacement p$$ : Q$$ $ X and acyclic fibrations " : Q$$ $ Q and
"$ : Q$$ $ Q$, such that p" = p$$ = p$"$. To achieve this we simply take
a strict cofibrant replacement Q$$ $ Q -X Q$, using the fact that acyclic
fibrations are stable under base change and composition. Now acyclic fibra-
tions " and "$ become isomorphisms in 2̃Cc by 9.4.12, hence an isomorphism
"̄$1"̄+1 : Q̄

,, Q̄$$ ,$ Q̄$. The independence of this isomorphism on the choice
of Q$$ $ Q -X Q$ is checked similarly.

(c) So far we have constructed Q̄ only on objects. Notice, however, that
the independence on the choice of Q(X) $ X implies the compatibility
with pullback functors $#, since Q($#X) $ $#X and $#Q(X) $ $#X are
two strict cofibrant replacements of $#X. Thus it remains to define Q̄ on
morphisms in fibers of C. If f : X $ Y is a morphism in C(S), and pX :
Q(X) $ X, pY : Q(Y ) $ Y are two strict cofibrant replacements, we can
apply (MS4) to lift locally fpX : Q(X) $ Y to a morphism Q(f) : Q(X) $
Q(Y ), which is unique up to a left homotopy by 9.4.8, hence a fortiori unique
up to a right homotopy by 9.4.6,(i), hence we obtain locally a well-defined
morphism Q̄(f) : Q̄(X) $ Q̄(Y ) in 2̃Cc, hence Q̄(f) is defined globally as

well, 2̃Cc being a prestack. For any g : Y $ Z we get Q(g)Q(f)
8( Q(gf) and

Q(idX)
8( idQ(X) by 9.4.8, hence Q̄(g)Q̄(f) = Q̄(gf) and Q̄(idX) = idQ̄(X)

by 9.4.6,(i) again. This finishes the construction of cartesian functor Q̄ :
C $ 2̃Cc.

(d) We construct a cartesian functor R̄ : C $ 2̃Cf similarly, by putting
R̄(X) to be the image of any strict fibrant replacement iX : X $ R(X).
If X is cofibrant, so will be R(X), iX being an acyclic cofibration. Hence
R̄ induces a functor R̄c : Cc $ 2̃Ccf . Notice that f

r( g : X $ Y in Cc

implies iY f
r( iY g by 9.4.6,(iii), hence (locally) R(f)iX

r( R(g)iX , i.e. the
images of these two elements coincide in 2̃r(X, R(Y )); the dual of 9.4.8

now implies R̄(f) = R̄(g) (locally, hence also globally) in 2̃r(R(X), R(Y )) =
2̃(R(X), R(Y )), i.e. R̄c(f) = R̄c(g). This means that R̄c factorizes through
2Cc, hence also through 2̃Cc, the target category being a prestack. The
induced functor will be denoted R̃c : 2̃Cc $ 2̃Ccf .

(e) Now consider the composite cartesian functor !$ : C Q̄$ 2̃Cc
R̃c$ 2̃Ccf .

Its target category is a prestack, and it is immediate from (MS3) that the
image under !$ of a weak equivalence f : X $ Y is locally representable
by a weak equivalence RQ(f) : RQ(X) $ RQ(Y ), hence !$(f) is locally an
isomorphism, hence this is true globally. Therefore, !$ induces a cartesian
functor !̃ : HOp C $ 2̃Ccf .
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(f) Consider cartesian functors between prestacks HOp Ccf
I$ HOp C

'̃$
2̃Ccf

'̄cf$ HOp Ccf . Clearly, the composite functor is S-isomorphic to the
identity, since we can choose Q(X) = X = R(X) for any X % Ob Ccf in the
construction of !$ = R̃cQ̄. The last arrow !̄cf is an S-equivalence by (a),

hence HOp Ccf
I$ HOp C

'̃$ 2̃Ccf is an S-equivalence as well; in particular, !̃
is surjective on morphisms. On the other hand, it is faithful, the composite

functor HOp C
'̃$ 2̃Ccf

(= HOp Ccf
I$ HOp C being isomorphic to the identity

functor as well: indeed, it transforms !X into !RQ(X), which is canonically
isomorphic to !X via !(iQ(X))!(pX)+1. This proves that I is essentially
surjective, and that !̃ is fully faithful; since the same is true for !̄cf and
!̄cf !̃I (= Id, we see that I is fully faithful as well, hence an S-equivalence.
From this and (a) we deduce immediately that !̃ : HOp C $ 2̃Ccf is an
S-equivalence as well, with !̄ = I !̄cf its quasi-inverse, q.e.d.

Corollary 9.4.14 (cf. cor. 1 of th. 1, [Quillen, 1.1]) If A is cofibrant and B
fibrant in C(S), then [A, B]S := Hom(HO C)(S)(!A, !B) is canonically isomor-
phic to 2̃(A, B).

9.4.15. Notice that if we would have (SM5l) instead of (SM5), the whole
construction of R̄ and Q̄ would work only on the level of associated stacks,
fibrant and cofibrant replacements being defined only locally.

It is also interesting to note that all the above constructions and state-
ments are still valid when C is a model prestack over S.

Proposition 9.4.16 (a) A fibration p : X $ Y in Ccf (S) is acyclic i! !(p)
is an isomorphism in HOp C i! locally p is a dual of a strong deformation
retract, i.e. i! after pulling back to some cover {S! $ S} one can find a
section t : Y $ X, pt = idX , and a left homotopy h : X - I $ X from tp to
idY with ph = p".

(b) A morphism f : X $ Y in C(S) is a weak equivalence i! !(f) is an
isomorphism in HO C (or in its full subcategory HOp C).

Proof. Same as that of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 of [Quillen, 1.5].

9.4.17. (Loop and suspension functors.) When C is a pointed model stack
over S, i.e. each fiber C(S) admits a zero object, we can define loop and
suspension objects in the usual way. For example, the suspension #A of a
cofibrant object A % Ob Cc(S) can be defined as the cofiber of A=A $ A-I,
for any cylinder object A-I for A. One checks in the usual manner that !#A
depends (up to a canonical isomorphism in (HOp C)(S)) only on the weak
equivalence class of A, so we get well-defined cartesian functors # = L#
and ) = R) : HOp C $ HOp C, and corresponding functors HOC $ HO C,
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denoted in the same way. When we have (SM5f), we can construct cartesian
functors ) : Cf $ Cf and # : Cc $ Cc as well.

9.4.18. (Fibration and cofibration sequences.) One can define fibration and
cofibration sequences in HOp C for any pointed model category C essentially
in the same way as in [Quillen, 1.3], and extend these definitions to HO C
“by descent” (cf. 9.1.13). Then one can construct associated long exact
sequences of sheaves of abelian groups/groups/sets on S/S , again by repeating
the reasoning of loc.cit. for the homotopic prestack HOp C, and extending to
the associated stack HO C “by descent”.

9.4.19. (Criteria for existence of derived functors.) Of course, we have the
usual criteria for existence of derived functors. Suppose for example that
F : C $ D is a cartesian functor between model stacks over S, transform-
ing acyclic cofibrations between fibrant objects (in fibers of C) into weak
equivalences in D. Then its left derived functors LF = LpF : HOp C $
HOp D as well as LF : HO C $ HOD exist, and the natural morphism
1X : LF (!CX) $ !DF (X) is an isomorphism for any cofibrant X, i.e. LF (X)
can be computed as F (P ) for any cofibrant replacement P $ X. The proof
is essentially that of 8.1.17 and 8.6.3 (cf. also prop. 1 of [Quillen, 1.4]), at
least for LpF : HOp C $ HOp D. Then we construct LF : HO C $ HOD by
extending LpF to associated stacks. In the sequel we’ll refer to these criteria
as “model stack” or “local” versions of 8.1.17 and 8.6.3. Notice that the
possibility to construct LpF on the level of homotopic prestacks is due to the
existence of global factorizations (MS5): its weaker version (MS5l) would
enable us to construct LF , but not LpF .

9.4.20. (Adjoint cartesian Quillen functors.) We have a notion of cartesian
Quillen functors or pairs: these are S-adjoint cartesian functors F : C $ D,
G : D $ C between model stacks over S, such that F transforms weak
equivalences (or just acyclic cofibrations) in fibers of Cc into weak equivalences
in D, and dually G preserves weak equivalences in Df . In this case derived
functors LpF : HOp C $ HOp D and RpG : HOp D $ HOp C exist, can
be computed by means of cofibrant (resp. fibrant) replacements, and are S-
adjoint. Same applies to their stack extensions LF : HO C $ HOD and
RG : HOD $ HO C.

9.4.21. (Fibered products of model stacks.) Whenever C1 and C2 are fibered
categories over S, their fibered product C1-S C2 is another one; this is clearly
the strict product of C1 and C2 in the 2-category of fibered S-categories,
i.e. for any fibered S-category D we have an isomorphism of categories
CartS(D, C1 -S C2) (= CartS(D, C1) - CartS(D, C2). All this means that this
fibered product is a natural replacement of product of categories; in fact, it
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is the “fiberwise product of two families of categories parametrized by S”
since (C1-S C2)(S) = C1(S)-C2(S), and the corresponding pullback functors
$# can be constructed as $#C1

-$#C2
. Therefore, a natural replacement for bi-

functors is given by cartesian functors like F : C1 -S C2 $ D; if we need, say,
a bifunctor contravariant in the first argument and covariant in the second,
we use the fiberwise opposite: G : Cfop

1 -S C2 $ D.
Now similarly to what we had in 8.7.2, C1 -S C2 admits a natural model

stack structure for any two model stacks C1 and C2 over a site S. Of course, we
declare a morphism f = (f1, f2) % Ar(C1-S C2)(S) = Ar(C1(S)-C2(S)) to be
a (co)fibration or a weak equivalence i! both f1 and f2 are. This enables us to
derive functors F : C1-S C2 $ D and G : Cfop

1 -S C2 $ D in the obvious man-
ner. We obtain criteria of existence of derived “bifunctors” similar to 8.7.3

as well, where the corresponding requirements (that of F (P,+) to transform
acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects of C2 into weak equivalences
in D for any cofibrant object P of C1, and the symmetric one) have to be
understood fiberwise (i.e. F (P, f) has to be a weak equivalence in D(S) for
any P % Ob C1,c(S) and any acyclic cofibration f : X $ Y in C2,c, together
with the symmetric condition). In this case LpF (!X1, !X2) (= !F (P1, P2),
where Pi $ Xi are arbitrary cofibrant replacements in Ci(S).

9.4.22. (Cartesian &-structures.) One can define the notion of a &-structure
and of constraints for such a structure for objects of an arbitrary strictly
associative 2-category with strict products, so as to recover the usual defi-
nitions in the case of the 2-category of all categories. On the other hand,
applying these definitions to the 2-category of fibered categories and carte-
sian functors over a fixed category S, we obtain the notion of a cartesian
&-structure on a fibered category C/S. By definition, this is just a cartesian
functor & : C -S C $ C; and, for example, an associativity constraint is an
S-isomorphism of appropriate cartesian functors C -S C -S C $ C. A fibered
&-category over S is by definition a fibered category C $ S with a cartesian
&-structure; we speak about AU, ACU etc. fibered &-categories depending
on the presence and compatibility of appropriate constraints.

If we think of C $ S as “a family of categories parametrized by S”, then,
say, a cartesian ACU &-structure on C is essentially the same thing as an ACU
&-structure on each fiber C(S), together with a &-functor structure on each
pullback functor $# : C(S) $ C(T ) (i.e. some functorial isomorphisms $#(X&
Y ) (= $#X &$#Y , compatible with constraints), the canonical isomorphisms
($*)# (= *#$# being required to be isomorphisms of &-functors.

Sometimes we denote by X&S Y the image of (X, Y ) under &, when both
X and Y lie over S % ObS.

9.4.23. (Compatible cartesian &-structures on a model stack.) Now let
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& : C -S C $ C be a cartesian &-structure on a model stack C over a site S.
We say that this cartesian &-structure is compatible with the model structure
of C if the condition (TM) of 8.7.4 holds in each fiber C(S) of C.

If a compatible cartesian &-structure (fiberwise) preserves initial objects
in each argument, it admits a left derived & : HO C -S HO C $ HO C or
& : HOp C -S HOp C $ HOp C, that can be computed by means of cofibrant
replacements in each argument, by the same reasoning as in 8.7.6. We denote
also by & the induced functors between corresponding categories of global
(cartesian) sections HoC and Hop C, thus obtaining &-structures on each of
these categories, with the same constraints as the original one.

9.4.24. (Compatible external cartesian &-actions.) Of course, we can define
a right external cartesian &-action of a fibered AU &-category C on another
fibered category D over the same base category S as a cartesian functor
> : D -S C $ D, together with external associativity and unity constraints
compatible with those of C. A left external cartesian &-action ! : C-S D $
D is defined similarly. Again, this is essentially equivalent to giving a family
of external &-actions >S : D(S)-C(S) $ C(S), compatible with the pullback
functors.

When in addition C and D are model stacks over a site S, we can define
a compatible (say, right) cartesian &-action > : D -S C $ D, by requir-
ing (TMe) of 8.7.4 to hold fiberwise. Of course, if > (fiberwise) preserves
initial objects in each argument, it can be derived with the aid of cofibrant
replacements in each position, thus defining an external cartesian &-action
of HOp C on HOp D and of HO C on HOD, as well as external &-actions
between corresponding global section categories.

9.4.25. (Equivalent conditions in terms of inner Homs.) Compatibility con-
ditions (TM) and (TMe) have equivalent formulations similar to (TMh) and
(SM7a) in terms of appropriate inner Homs, whenever these exist and are
cartesian. More precisely, let us consider the case of a cartesian external
&-action > : D-S C $ D, with C and D model stacks over a site S. We say
that a cartesian functor HomC : Dfop -S D $ C is an inner Hom for > if we
have functorial isomorphisms

HomD(S)(X >S K, Y ) (= HomC(S)(K,HomC(X, Y ))

for all S % ObS, X, Y % ObD(S), K % Ob C(S) (9.4.25.1)

compatible with all pullback functors, i.e. an S-isomorphism of cartesian
functors Dfop -S Cfop -S D $ Sets - S. These functorial isomorphisms can
be rewritten in terms of corresponding local Hom-sheaves, thus yielding an
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S-isomorphism of cartesian functors Dfop -S Cfop -S D $ SETSS :

HomD/S
(X >S K, Y ) (= HomC/S

(K,HomC(X, Y ))

for all S % ObS, X, Y % ObD(S), K % Ob C(S) (9.4.25.2)

Now > is compatible with model structures involved, i.e. > satisfies
(TMe) fiberwise, i! HomC satisfies (TMh) fiberwise. The proof is still the
same classical interplay of adjointness and lifting properties as before in 8.7.7

or in the classical proof of (SM7)A(SM7b). Of course, now we have only lo-
cal lifting properties, so we have to reason locally; Kripke–Joyal semantics
provides a formal way to transfer this proof to the local case as usual.

On the other hand, we might also have another flavor of inner Hom,
namely, a cartesian functor HomD : Cfop -S D $ D, characterized by

HomD/S
(X >S K, Y ) (= HomD/S

(X,HomD(K, Y ))

for all S % ObS, X, Y % ObD(S), K % Ob C(S) (9.4.25.3)

We usually denote HomD(K, X) by XK ; when such inner Homs exist, (fiber-
wise) condition (TMe) for > is equivalent to (fiberwise) condition (SM7a)
for HomD.

9.4.26. (Deriving inner Homs.) Suppose that > is a compatible external
cartesian &-action as above, (fiberwise) preserving initial objects in each
variable, and that one or both of the above inner Homs exist. Then it is
easy to see that inner Homs HomC and HomD (fiberwise) transform initial
objects in first variable and final objects in second variable into final objects,
hence the same criterion used to derive > is applicable to these inner Homs,
once we replace appropriate stacks by their fiberwise duals and use (TMh)
or (SM7a) instead of (TMe). In this way we obtain right derived functors
R HomC : HODfop -S HOD $ HO C and R HomD : HO Cfop -S HOD $
HOD, and their homotopic prestack counterparts, that can be computed by
taking cofibrant replacements of the first argument and fibrant replacements
of the second one. Now observe that for any cofibrant Q % ObD(S) cartesian
functors K /$ $#Q > K and X /$ HomC($#Q, X), where T

#$ S, K %
Ob C(T ), X % ObD(T ), constitute a Quillen S/S-adjoint pair of cartesian
functors C/S ! D/S, hence their derived are S/S-adjoint as well. This implies
that R HomC and R HomD are inner Homs for > : HOD-S HO C $ HOD.
Of course, we obtain a similar statement on the level of homotopic prestacks,
and for corresponding categories of global (cartesian) sections Hop D, HoD
etc. as well.
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9.4.27. (Possible applications.) The above results would immediately enable
us to derive tensor products and inner Homs on a generalized (commuta-
tively) ringed topos (E , O), and base change with respect to any morphism
of generalized ringed topoi, provided we manage to construct appropriate
model structures on stacks sSETSE and sO-MOD over E .

9.5. (Pseudomodel stack structure on simplicial sheaves.) Throughout this
subsection we fix a topos E and consider the stack SETS = SETSE $ E of
“sets” or “sheaves” over E , characterized by SETSE = Ar E , SETSE(S) =
E/S, and the stack of simplicial sets or sheaves sSETSE (= CARTE(!0 -
E ,SETSE), characterized by (sSETSE)(S) = s(E/S). We would like to de-
fine a reasonable model stack structure on sSETSE . In particular, this would
enable us to speak about (co)fibrations and weak equivalences in its fiber
(sSETSE)(e) = sE . When E = Sets, we must recover the classical model
category structure on sSets; but in general we won’t obtain a model cate-
gory structure on sE , and not even a (local) model stack structure, lifting
properties being fulfilled only locally and under some additional restrictions.

Unfortunately, classical construction of a model category structure on
sSets is not intuitionistic, so we cannot transfer it immediately to the topos
case, i.e. to stack sSETSE over E . It turns out that we have to weaken
either the (local) lifting axiom or the factorization axiom of a model stack.
We chose to sacrifice part of the (local) lifting axiom, thus obtaining the
notion of a pseudomodel stack. Then we can obtain a pseudomodel structure
on sSETSE .

Some of our statements will be proved only for a topos E with su"ciently
many points; while this additional condition shouldn’t a!ect the validity of
our statements, it considerably shortens the proofs. The general case might
be treated either by transferring results from Ŝ to S̃ in the usual manner, or
by using suitable local limits instead of points. This will be done elsewhere.

Notice that we usually don’t consider the site case here; of course, we
don’t lose much, since we can always recover corresponding constructions
over a site S by doing everything over the topos S̃ first and then pulling back
resulting (pre)stacks with respect to S $ S̃ (cf. 9.1.9, 9.3.14 and 9.3.21).

9.5.1. (Simplicial objects in a fibered category.) Given a fibered category pC :
C $ S, we define the corresponding fibered category of simplicial objects sC
by means of the following cartesian square of categories

sC ""

psC

!!

sC
s(pC)
!!

S I "" sS

(9.5.1.1)
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Here sC = Funct(!0, C) and sS are the usual categories of simplicial objects,
and I : S $ sS is the constant simplicial object embedding. By definition
(sC)(S) = s(C(S)) for any S % ObS, i.e. the fibers of sC consist of simplicial
objects over the corresponding fibers of C, and the pullback functors $# of
sC are just the simplicial extensions s($#).

Now if C $ S is a (pre)stack over a site S, then sC is obviously another
one. In particular, for any topos E we obtain a well-defined stack sSETSE
over E , characterized by (sSETSE)(X) = s(E/X).

One can extend cartesian functors F : C $ D over S to cartesian functors
sF : sC $ sD in the usual manner; when no confusion can arise, we denote
this simplicial extension by the same letter F . Moreover, this construction is
compatible with fibered products: s(C1 -S C2) = sC1 -S sC2, so for example
a “cartesian bifunctor” F : C1 -S C2 $ D admits a simplicial extension
F = sF : sC1 -S sC2 $ sD.

Notice that in these constructions !0 can be replaced by an arbitrary
small index category I. For example, I = ! yields the stack of cosimplicial
objects cC.

9.5.2. (Constant simplicial objects.) Let us denote by q : E $ Sets the
canonical morphism of E into the point topos Sets. Then q#X = $(X) =
HomE(eE , X), and q#K is just the constant sheaf or object of E , usually
denoted by KE . Moreover, q# extends to a functor q# = s(q#) : sSets $ sE ;
the image under this functor of a simplicial set K will be also denoted by
KE , or even by K when no confusion can arise.

In particular, we obtain the standard simplices ((n)
E
, for all n 0 0; they

still have their characteristic properties HomsE(((n)
E
, X) = $(Xn) for any

X % Ob sE , and HomsE|S(((n)
E
, X) = Xn for any X % Ob(sSETSE)(S) =

Ob s(E/S).

9.5.3. (Cartesian ACU &-structure on SETS.) Clearly, the fibered prod-
ucts -S : E/S - E/S $ E/S are compatible with arbitrary pullbacks, thus
defining a cartesian “bifunctor” & = -E : SETSE -E SETSE $ SETSE ,
easily seen to be an ACU cartesian &-structure on SETS/E (cf. 9.4.22).
Of course, this cartesian &-structure admits (cartesian) inner Homs Hom =
HomE : SETSfop

E -E SETSE $ SETSE , given by usual local Hom-objects:
HomE|S(X, Y ) = HomS(X, Y ) = HomE/S

(X, Y ) is just the object of E/S

representing the Hom-sheaf HomE/S
(X, Y ) over E/S, for any X, Y % Ob E/S.

9.5.4. (Cartesian &-action of SETS on any flat stack C.) Let C be any flat
stack over E , i.e. we require (MS1) and (MS1+). Then (X, T ) /$ X -S T =

$!$#X, where (T
#$ S) % Ob E/S = ObSETSE(S), X % Ob C(S), defines

a cartesian “bifunctor” > : C -E SETSE $ SETSE , easily seen to be a
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cartesian &-action of SETS on C (cf. 9.3.11 and 9.3.12). Moreover, both
flavors of inner Homs exist in this situation: HomSETS : Cfop-E C $ SETSE
is given simply by the local Hom-objects, i.e. HomSETS|S(X, Y ) represents

the Hom-sheaf HomC/S
(X, Y ), while HomC : SETSfop

E -E C $ C is given

by (T, X) /$ XT/S = $#$#X, for any (T
#$ S) % Ob E/S, X % Ob C(S)

(cf. 9.3.12).
In the sequel the SETS-valued inner Homs will be called local, just to

distinguish them from all other sorts of inner Homs that will appear. We’ll
usually denote local Homs simply by Hom or HomS, or by HomC|S when
we want to indicate the stack C as well.

9.5.5. (Cartesian ACU &-structure on sSETS.) Of course, the above carte-
sian ACU &-structure & = - : SETS -E SETS $ SETS extends to a
cartesian ACU &-structure & := s(&) on sSETS. Whenever we have two
simplicial objects X, Y % Ob s(E/S), their “tensor product” X&S Y is simply
the componentwise fibered product X-S Y , given by (X-S Y )n = Xn-S Yn.

We claim that inner Homs HomsSETS : sSETSfop -E sSETS $ sSETS

do exist for this cartesian &-structure. Indeed, the requirement for this inner
Hom HomsSETS|S(X, Y ), where X, Y are two simplicial objects over E/S, is

HomS(K &S X, Y ) (= HomS(K,HomsSETS|S(X, Y )) (9.5.5.1)

Of course, we are free to choose a simplicial object K after any pullback
S $ $ S as well. Putting here K = ((n), we see that HomsSETS|S(X, Y ) has
to be computed by the classical formula

HomsSETS|S(X, Y )n := HomS(((n) &S X, Y ) (9.5.5.2)

Now the verification of (9.5.5.1) for all K % Ob s(E/T ) can be done directly
in the classical manner, the classical proof being intuitionistic, or by using
an obvious “local Yoneda lemma”.

9.5.6. (&-action of sSETS on sC.) Now let C be a flat stack over E . The
external cartesian &-action > : C -E SETS $ C of 9.5.4 extends to an
external cartesian &-action of sSETS on sC, usually denoted by > or &.
Existence of both flavors of inner Homs with respect to this action can be
shown again in more or less classical fashion (cf. [Quillen, 2.1]); in particular,
HomsSETS : (sC)fop -E sC $ sSETS is still given by (9.5.5.2).

9.5.7. (Standard cofibrant generators of sSets and sSETSE .) Recall that
sSets admits two standard sets of small cofibrant generators (cf. 8.2.10):

I :={(̇(n) $ ((n) |n 0 0} (9.5.7.1)

J :={'k(n) $ ((n) | 0 * k * n > 0} (9.5.7.2)
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Here, of course, I generates the cofibrations, and J the acyclic cofibrations.
Now it is reasonable to expect that for any morphism of topoi f : E $ $ E

the pullback functor f # : sE $ sE $ will preserve cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations. Let’s apply this to q : E $ Sets; we obtain two following sets
of maps of constant simplicial sheaves:

I = IE :={(̇(n) $ ((n) |n 0 0} (9.5.7.3)

J = JE :={'k(n) $ ((n) | 0 * k * n > 0} (9.5.7.4)

Clearly, for any reasonable model stack structure on SETSE these sets
of morphisms I, J ! Ar(sSETSE)(e), as well as all their pullbacks, have
to be cofibrations, resp. acyclic cofibrations. Moreover, we are tempted to
choose these sets I and J as cofibrant generators for this model stack struc-
ture. Unfortunately, in general this doesn’t define a model stack structure on
sSETSE unless topos E is sequential , i.e. lim,+n

Zn $ Z0 is an epimorphism
for any projective system · · · $ Z2 $ Z1 $ Z0 in E with epimorphic tran-
sition morphisms. This condition is almost never fulfilled: for example, a
metrizable topological space X defines a sequential topos i! X is discrete.

9.5.8. (Cofibrant generators of a model stack.) Given a model stack C $ E
and two sets of morphisms I, J ! Ar C(e) in its final fiber, we say that I and
J are cofibrant generators for C if the acyclic fibrations (resp. fibrations) of C
are exactly the morphisms with the local RLP with respect to (all pullbacks
of) all morphisms from I (resp. J). Notice that this condition automatically
implies that I (resp. J) consists of cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations).

We say that C is cofibrantly generated if it admits sets of cofibrant gener-
ators I, J as above. In this case the model stack structure of C is completely
determined by these two sets. Indeed, we can define acyclic fibrations (resp.
fibrations) as morphisms with the local RLP with respect to all pullbacks
of morphisms from I (resp. J), then define acyclic cofibrations (resp. cofi-
brations) as the morphisms with local LLP with respect to all fibrations
(resp. acyclic fibrations), and finally define weak equivalences as morphisms
which can be decomposed into an acyclic cofibration followed by an acyclic
fibration.

If we start from two arbitrary sets I, J ! Ar C(e) and define cofibrations,
fibrations and weak equivalences as above, we’ll still have to check some
of the axioms (MS1)–(MS5) to show that we’ve indeed obtained a model
stack structure; in particular, we need to prove (MS5) (factorization), (MS2)
(localness and stability of weak equivalences under retracts) and (MS3) (2-
out-of-3 for weak equivalences). In addition, we have to check that e.g. acyclic
fibrations are indeed the morphisms that are both fibrations and acyclic.
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Definition 9.5.9 (Distinguished classes of morphisms in sSETSE .) We de-
fine subsets of fibrations, acyclic fibrations, strong cofibrations and strong

acyclic cofibrations in sets of morphisms in fibers of sSETSE by means of the
above construction, applied to standard cofibrant generators I, J of 9.5.7.

This doesn’t define a model stack structure on sSETSE unless E is se-
quential: in general we have to sacrifice either the local lifting axiom (MS4)
or the factorization axiom (MS5). This is due to the fact that the class of
strong cofibrations defined above by the local LLP with respect to all acyclic
fibrations is too small, and in particular it is not closed under infinite sums
and sequential inductive limits.

We deal with this problem by embedding the strong cofibrations into a
larger class of cofibrations, stable under small sums, composition, pushouts,
sequential inductive limits, and pullbacks with respect to arbitrary mor-
phisms of topoi. In other words, we drop the local lifting axiom (MS4)
to be able to obtain factorization (MS5) and even (MS5f).

Definition 9.5.10 We say that a class of morphisms P in fibers of a flat
stack C over S is closed if:

1. P is local, and in particular stable under all pullbacks $#;

2. P contains all isomorphisms in fibers of C;

3. P is stable under pushouts;

4. P is stable under composition;

5. P is stable under “sequential composition”, i.e. whenever A0
i0$ A1

i1$
A2 $ · · · is a composable infinite sequence of morphisms from P, its

“composition” A0
i$ A! = lim+$n

An is also in P.

6. P is stable under retracts (hence also under local retracts);

7. P is stable under arbitrary (small) direct sums;

8. P is stable under all $!, hence under all + &S T = $!$#; notice that
this condition makes sense only for a flat C. (In fact, stability under
+&S T would su"ce for our applications.)

Similarly, a class of morphisms P in a category C is (globally) closed
if it satisfies those of the above conditions that are applicable, i.e. all with
exception of the first and the last. If we omit condition 6) from the above
list, we obtain the notions of a semiclosed and (globally) semiclosed class of
morphisms.
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For example, the classes of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in a model
category C are (globally) closed. Unfortunately, this is not true for model
stacks C/S: in general we don’t have 5), 7) and 8).

Definition 9.5.11 Given a flat stack C/S and any set of morphisms I !
Ar C(e) in the final fiber of C, we denote by Cl I the closure of I in C, i.e.
the smallest closed class of morphisms in fibers of C that contains I. We
define the semiclosure SCl I similarly; and if C is just a category, we obtain
corresponding global notions GCl I and GSCl I, which will be usually denoted
simply by Cl I and SCl I.

Clearly, any intersection of closed sets of morphisms is still closed, so the
closure Cl I always exists and can be constructed as the intersection of all
closed sets of morphisms containing I.

If C is a model category cofibrantly generated by sets I and J of mor-
phisms with small sources, then Quillen’s small object argument shows that
Cl I is the set of cofibrations, and ClJ the set of acyclic cofibrations of C.
Unfortunately, this is not true for model stacks.

Definition 9.5.12 (Acyclic cofibrations of simplicial sheaves.) The set of
cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations) in sSETSE/E is by definition the
closure in sSETSE of IE (resp. JE) of 9.5.7.

Now we are going to check the factorization axiom (MS5f) for these sets
of (acyclic) cofibrations and (acyclic) fibrations, and to prove that all strong
(acyclic) cofibrations in the sense of 9.5.9 are (acyclic) cofibrations in the
sense of above definition. For this we’ll need a version of Quillen’s small
object argument.

Definition 9.5.13 (Sequentially small and finitely presented objects.) An
object X of a category C is (sequentially) small (resp. finitely presented) if
HomC(X,+) : C $ Sets commutes with sequential inductive limits (resp.
filtered inductive limits). Similarly, an object X % C(S) of a fiber of a
stack C/S is locally (sequentially) small (resp. locally finitely presented) if

HomC/T
(X|T ,+) : C(T ) $ SETSS(T ) = /S/T commutes with sequential

(resp. filtered) inductive limits in C(T ), for any T $ S in S.

Evidently, these properties are indeed local in the sense of 9.2.17. When
S = 1 or Sets, we recover the corresponding “global” notions. Notice that
the substacks of locally small and locally finitely presented objects are stable
under finite inductive limits in fibers of C.
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9.5.14. (Small objects in sSETSE .) First of all, notice that the standard
simplices ((n)

E
are locally finitely presented, hence also locally small, in sE

(or, more precisely, in (sSETSE)(e)). Indeed, this follows from the formula
Hom(((n), X) = Xn, valid for any X % Ob sE , and the fact that arbitrary
inductive limits in sE are computed componentwise, hence Hom(((n),+) :
X /$ Xn commutes with arbitrary inductive limits.

Since any finite inductive limit of locally finitely presented objects is again
finitely presented, and the constant simplicial sheaf functor sq# : sSets $ sE
commutes with arbitrary inductive limits, we see that AE is locally finitely
presented for any finite simplicial set A, such simplicial sets being exactly
the finite inductive limits of standard simplices.

Now all simplicial sets involved in standard cofibrant generators I and J
of sSets are finite, hence the sources and targets of all morphisms of IE and
JE are locally finitely presented and locally small.

9.5.15. (Hom(A,+) for a finite simplicial set A.) Before going on, let’s
consider the functors Hom(A,+) : sE $ E , where A is any finite simplicial
set. We can represent A as a cokernel of a couple of morphisms between
finite sums of standard simplices: A = Coker

"Pt
j=1 ((mj) "

Ps
i=1 ((ni)

#

in sSets. Applying exact functor sq# : A /$ A we obtain a similar relation
in sE . Now Hom is clearly left exact in both arguments, hence

Hom(A, X) (= Ker
" s+

i=1

Xni "

t+

j=1

Xmj

#
(9.5.15.1)

In other words, Hom(A, X) is a finite projective limit of the components
of X.

9.5.16. (Fibrations and acyclic fibrations.) This is applicable in particular
to A = (̇(n) = skn+1 ((n), and we obtain Hom((̇(n), X) (= (coskn+1 X)n

for any X % Ob sE , similarly to the classical case 8.2.10. On the other
hand, p : X $ Y has the local RLP with respect to some i : A $ B in C(S),
C/E any stack, i! Hom(B, X) $ Hom(A, X) -Hom(A,Y ) Hom(B, Y ) is an
epimorphism in E/S. Applying this to all i from IE , we see that p : X $ Y is
an acyclic fibration i! the natural morphisms Xn $ (coskn+1 X)n-(coskn#1 Y )n

Yn are epimorphic in E/S for all n 0 0, i.e. a condition completely similar to
its classical counterpart 8.2.10.

Similarly, applying this to all i : A $ B from JE , we obtain a description
of fibrations p : X $ Y in sE in terms of a countable set of conditions each
requiring a certain morphism between finite projective limits of components
of X and Y to be an epimorphism in E/S.
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9.5.17. (Stability of fibrations under pullbacks with respect to any morphism
of topoi.) An immediate consequence is that for any finite simplicial set A
functors Hom(A,+) commute with pullbacks f # with respect to any mor-
phism of topoi f : E $ $ E , i.e. f #Hom(AE , X) (= Hom(AE !, f #X) for any
X % Ob sE . Indeed, this follows from the fact that Hom(A, X) is just some
finite projective limit of components of X, and the exactness of f #. Therefore,
the morphisms between finite projective limits of components of X and Y ,
the epimorphicity of which is equivalent to p : X $ Y being a fibration (resp.
an acyclic fibration), are preserved by f #. Now f # is exact, and in particular
preserves epimorphisms. We conclude that fibrations and acyclic fibrations
in sE are preserved by pullbacks with respect to arbitrary morphisms of topoi
f : E $ $ E .

9.5.18. (One step of Quillen’s construction.) Let I = {i! : A! $ B!}!&I be
a (small) set of morphisms in a fiber C(S) of a flat stack C/E . Then for any

morphism X
f$ Y in C(S) we construct a functorial decomposition X

(f+$
RI,Y (X)

R(f)+$ Y as follows. For any ' % I denote by H! = H!(f) % Ob E/S

the sheaf of diagrams

A!
i" ""

u"

!!
"
"
"

B!

v"
!!
"
"
"

X
f "" Y

(9.5.18.1)

In other words, H! is just the fibered product Hom(A!, X) -Hom(A",Y )

Hom(B!, X) in E/S. Now RI,Y (X) is constructed by means of the following
cocartesian square:

P
! A! & H!

(i")
""

(u")

!!

P
! B! & H!

!!
"
"
"

(v")

770
00

00
00

00
00

00
00

00
0

X
(f ""!!!!!!!

f
,,****************************** RI,Y (X)

R(f)
11

$$1
1

1

Y

(9.5.18.2)

The top horizontal arrow (i!) is simply
P

! i! & idH". As to the left vertical
arrow (u!) :

P
! A! & H! $ X, its components u$! : A! & H! $ X are con-

structed by applying idA" &+ to the natural projection H! $ Hom(A!, X)
and composing the result with the canonical “evaluation” morphism evA",X :
A! & Hom(A!, X) $ X. The arrow (v!) is constructed similarly with the
aid of the second projection H! $ Hom(B!, Y ) and evB",Y , and the commu-
tativity of the outer circuit of the above diagram follows from the definition
of H! and the explicit description of evaluation morphisms involved.
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So let us recall the construction of evA,X : A &S HomS(A, X) $ X,
for any A, X % Ob C(S). Put H := HomS(A, X), and let $ : H $ S
be the structural morphism of H % Ob E/S. Then by definition A &S

H = $!$#A, hence giving evA,X : $!$#A $ X is equivalent to giving some
ev-

A,X : A|H = $#A $ X|H , i.e. an element ev-
A,X % HomC(H)(A|H , X|H) =

(HomS(A, X))(H), i.e. an S-morphism from H into HomS(A, X) = H . Of
course, we put ev-

A,X := idH .

9.5.19. (Sequential closure of Quillen’s construction.) Notice that RI,Y can
be treated as a functor C(S)/Y $ C(S)/Y , and 0f : X $ RI,Y (X) is a
functorial morphism 0 : IdC(S)/Y

$ RI,Y . Therefore, we can iterate the con-
struction: X $ RI,Y (X) $ R2

I,Y (X) $ · · · . Put R!
I,Y (X) := lim+$n

Rn
I,Y (X);

when no confusion can arise, we denote R!
I,Y (X) simply by RI(X) or RI(f).

By construction, we obtain a functorial decomposition X $ RI(f) $ Y

of any X
f$ Y . Furthermore, the construction of RI,Y (X) commutes with

arbitrary pullbacks $# : C(S) $ C(T ), hence the same is true for RI(X), the
stack C being flat. We conclude that functors RI : Ar C(S) $ C(S) define
together a cartesian functor RI : Ar C $ C of stacks over E .

Proposition 9.5.20 (Quillen’s factorization.) If I ! Ar C(e) is a small set
of morphisms in the final fiber of a flat stack C over a topos E , and all
morphisms from I have locally small sources, then X $ RI(f) belongs to
the closure Cl I of I in C, and RI(f) $ Y has the local RLP with respect
to all morphisms from I, for any f : X $ Y in C(S). In other words,
RI : Ar C $ C together with appropriate natural transformations provides a
functorial factorization for all f : X $ Y , similar to that of (MS5f).

Proof. The fact that X $ RI,Y (X) belongs to Cl I is immediate from
(9.5.18.2), 9.5.10 and 9.5.11. Since X $ RI(f) = R!

I,Y (X) is a sequential
composition of morphisms of the above form, it lies in Cl I as well. Now let us
prove that RI(f) $ Y has the local RLP with respect to any i! : A! $ B!

from I. Since the construction of RI(f) is compatible with all pullbacks $#,
we may assume that our lifting problem u : A! $ RI(f), v : B! $ Y is given
inside C(S) itself, and, moreover, may even assume S = e, replacing C and E
with C/S and E/S if necessary. Now A! is locally small by assumption, hence
Hom(A!, RI(f)) = Hom(A!, lim+$n

Rn
I,Y (X)) (= lim+$n

Hom(A!, Rn
I,Y (X)), so

we can find (locally, i.e. on some cover) some n 0 0 and a morphism u$ :
A! $ Rn

I,Y (X) that represents u. Notice that u$ and v define a commutative
diagram (9.5.18.1) with f : X $ Y replaced by fn : Rn

I,Y (X) $ Y , i.e.
w := (u$, v) is a section of H! = H!(fn). Now idB" &w defines a morphism
B! $ B!&H!; composing it with the natural embedding of B!&H! into the
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coproduct
P

"&I B" &H" and the right vertical arrow of (9.5.18.2), we obtain

a morphism h$ : B! $ Rn+1
I,Y (X), making the following diagram commutative:

A!
i" ""

u!

!!

B!

h!

!!

Rn
I,Y (X)

(fn "" Rn+1
I,Y (X)

(9.5.20.1)

Composing h$ with the natural embedding of Rn+1
I,Y (X) into the inductive limit

RI(f), we obtain a (local) solution h : B! $ RI(f) of the lifting problem
(u, v), q.e.d.

Corollary 9.5.21 Any morphism f : X $ Y in sE can be functorially
decomposed both into a cofibration X $ RI(X) followed by an acyclic fi-
bration RI(X) $ Y , and into an acyclic cofibration X $ RJ(X) followed
by a fibration RJ(X) $ Y . In other words, (MS5f) holds in sSETSE/E for
this choice of (acyclic) fibrations and cofibrations.

Proof. Immediate from 9.5.20 and definitions 9.5.12 and 9.5.9.

9.5.22. Unfortunately, in our case the cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations)
are not necessarily strong, i.e. they needn’t have the local LLP with respect
to all acyclic fibrations (resp. fibrations). The reason for this is that, say,
the class of strong cofibrations still contains I, but is not closed (e.g. it is
not closed under infinite direct sums). On the other hand, the opposite
inclusion is still true: any strong cofibration is a cofibration, and similarly
for strong acyclic cofibrations. Indeed, we can apply the classical reasoning
of [Quillen]: any strong cofibration f : X $ Y can be factorized into a
cofibration i : X $ Z and an acyclic fibration p : Z $ Y , and f has the
local LLP with respect to p, hence we can locally find a section " : Y $ Z
of p, hence f is a local retract of i, hence a cofibration, the class of cofibrations
being closed.

Definition 9.5.23 We say that a morphism f : X $ Y in sE , or in sE/S =
(sSETSE)(S) is a weak equivalence if it can be factorized into an acyclic
cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration.

It is not evident from this definition that being a weak equivalence is a
local property, or that weak equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 axiom (MS3).
We are going to check this in a moment, at least for topoi with enough points.
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Proposition 9.5.24 Any acyclic cofibration in sE is both a cofibration and
a weak equivalence, and any acyclic fibration is both a fibration and a weak
equivalence.

Proof. (a) Acyclic cofibrations and acyclic fibrations are weak equivalences
by definition. (b) Let us show that any acyclic fibration in sE is a fibration.
Indeed, any morphism 'k(n) $ ((n) of J can be decomposed into 'k(n) $
(̇(n) $ ((n), and both morphisms of this decomposition are pushouts of
morphisms from I. Clearly, this is still true for IE and JE . Since strong
cofibrations in sE contain IE and are stable under pushouts and composition,
we see that JE consists of strong cofibrations, i.e. any acyclic fibration p :
X $ Y in sE has the local RLP with respect to all morphisms from JE , i.e.
is a fibration.

(c) Now let’s prove that acyclic cofibrations are cofibrations, i.e. Cl JE !
Cl IE . It is enough to show for this that JE ! Cl IE , i.e. that JE consists
of cofibrations. But this is shown by the same reasoning as above: any
morphism of JE is a composition of pushouts of morphisms from IE , hence
lies in Cl IE .

Proposition 9.5.25 Let f : E $ $ E be any morphism of topoi. Then
f # = sf # : sE $ sE $ preserves cofibrations, acyclic cofibrations, fibrations,
acyclic fibrations and weak equivalences.

Proof. (a) The stability of fibrations and acyclic fibrations under f # has
been already shown in 9.5.17, since the property of p : X $ Y to be a
fibration or an acyclic fibration is equivalent to epimorphicity of certain mor-
phisms between finite projective limits of components Xn and Yn. (b) The
stability of weak equivalences will immediately follow from that of acyclic
cofibrations and acyclic fibrations. (c) Let’s deal with the case of, say, cofi-
brations. We want to show that f # maps Cl IE into Cl IE ! . Consider for
this the class of morphisms P in fibers of sSETSE/E defined as follows: a
morphism i : A $ B in (sSETSE)(S) = s(E/S) belongs to P i! f #S(i) is
a cofibration in s(E $/f$S), where fS : E $/f$S $ E/S denotes the induced mor-
phism of topoi. One checks immediately that P is closed and contains IE ,
hence it has to contain Cl IE , i.e. all cofibrations of sSETSE . This proves
the required stability for cofibrations; the case of acyclic cofibrations is dealt
with similarly, with I replaced by J .

We have already remarked that when E = Sets, we recover the usual
model category structure on Sets, i.e. the (acyclic) cofibrations, fibrations
and weak equivalences in sSets obtained from our definitions coincide with
their classical counterparts.
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Proposition 9.5.26 Let f : X $ Y be a morphism in sE . If f is an acyclic
cofibration, cofibration, acyclic fibration, fibration or weak equivalence in
sE , then fp = p#(f) : Xp $ Yp has the same property in sSets for any
point p : Sets $ E of topos E . Conversely, if E has enough points, and all
fp : Xp $ Yp are fibrations, acyclic fibrations or weak equivalences in sSets,
then the same is true for f , i.e. these properties can be checked pointwise.

Proof. (a) The first statement is a special case of 9.5.25, once we take into
account the remark made just before this proposition.

(b) Let’s prove the second statement. The case of fibrations and acyclic
fibrations is evident: indeed, f : X $ Y is a fibration (resp. an acyclic
fibration) i! certain morphisms between finite projective limits of components
of X and Y are epimorphic (cf. 9.5.17). Now if E has enough points, then
u : Z $ W is an epimorphism in E i! all up : Zp $ Wp are surjective; since
p# is exact, we obtain our statement for fibrations and acyclic fibrations.

(c) Suppose that all fp : Xp $ Yp are weak equivalences in sSets. Con-

sider the decomposition X
i$ Z

s$ Y of f into an acyclic cofibration followed
by a fibration, existing by 9.5.21. For any point p the composition sp1ip = fp

is a weak equivalence by assumption, as well as ip, hence sp is a weak equiva-
lence as well by the 2-out-of-3 axiom in sSets, hence sp is an acyclic fibration
for all points p of E , and we can conclude that s is an acyclic fibration in E
by (b). This proves that f = s 1 i is a weak equivalence, q.e.d.

Corollary 9.5.27 If topos E has enough points, then weak equivalences in
sSETSE constitute a local class, stable under retracts and composition, and
satisfying the 2-out-of-3 axiom (MS3). Moreover, in this case f : X $ Y is
an acyclic fibration in sE i! it is both a fibration and a weak equivalence.

Of course, these statements must be true without any assumption on E .
However, when E has enough points, we are able to deduce the above state-
ments easily from the classical (highly non-trivial) fact that sSets is indeed
a model category.

9.5.28. Question. Can cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations be checked
pointwise? We believe that the answer is negative, and even that not all
objects of sE are cofibrant. The reason for our disbelief is the following.
The classical proof of this fact (in sSets) goes as follows: we write A =
lim+$n

skn A, and then write each skn+1 A $ skn A as a pushout of cofibration

(̇(n) & #n $ ((n) & #n, where #n ! An is the subset of non-degenerate
simplices, i.e. the complement of the union of images of all degeneracy maps
si

n : An+1 $ An. Now we observe that this proof is not intuitionistic since
it uses the fact that any simplex is either degenerate or non-degenerate, so
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we see that this proof doesn’t work in sE , i.e. “there is no reason” for A to
be cofibrant. Of course, this doesn’t prove anything from the formal point of
view. We have good candidates for such a non-cofibrant A over topos E = Ŝ,
S = [1] = {0 $ 1}: consider for example the pushout of ((1) & U $ ((1)
and ((1)&U $ ((0)&U , where U is the only non-trivial open object of E ,
but the problem here is that it is quite complicated to show that something
is not a cofibration. . .

9.5.29. Question. Is it true that if f : X $ Y in sE is both a weak
equivalence and a cofibration, then it is an acyclic cofibration? We expect
the answer to this question to be positive, due to the fact that we have
postulated stability of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations under all “local
sums” $!, not just under all +&S T = $!$#.

9.6. (Pseudomodel stacks.) Let us summarize the properties of distinguished
classes of morphisms in sE and sSETSE . We see that these classes do not
satisfy the axioms for a model category or a model stack. The following
definition describes a self-dual subset of properties that we have in sE and
sSETSE :

Definition 9.6.1 (Pseudomodel categories.) We say that a category C with
five distinguished local classes of morphisms (localness understood here as
closedness under isomorphisms), called cofibrations, acyclic cofibrations, fi-
brations, acyclic fibrations and weak equivalences is a pseudomodel cate-

gory if the following conditions hold:

(PM1) The category C is closed under finite inductive and projective limits.
(PM2) Each of the five distinguished classes of morphisms in C is closed un-

der composition and retracts. Acyclic cofibrations and cofibrations
are stable under pushouts and finite direct sums. Acyclic fibrations
and fibrations are stable under pullbacks and finite products.

(PM3) (“2 out of 3”) Given two morphisms f : X $ Y and g : Y $ Z,
such that any two of f , g and g 1 f are weak equivalences, then so
is the third.

(PM5) (Factorization) Any morphism f : X $ Y can be factored both into
an acyclic cofibration followed by a fibration, or into a cofibration
followed by an acyclic fibration: f = p1j = q1i, with i a cofibration,
j an acyclic cofibration, p a fibration, and q an acyclic fibration.

(PM8) Any acyclic cofibration is both a weak equivalence and a cofibration.
Any acyclic fibration is both a weak equivalence and a fibration.
Any weak equivalence can be factorized into an acyclic cofibration
followed by an acyclic fibration.
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9.6.2. Notice the absence of the lifting axiom (MS4). All other axioms but
(PM8) are more or less similar to those of a closed model category; however,
we have to include some stabilities in (PM2), which are consequences of
other axioms for model categories; and we mention five distinguished classes
in this axiom. As to (PM8), notice that we don’t require any of the opposite
implications, summarized in the following stronger condition:

(PM8+) Acyclic cofibrations are exactly the morphisms which are both cofi-
brations and weak equivalences. Acyclic fibrations are exactly the
morphisms which are both fibrations and weak equivalences.

The reason for omitting this stronger condition is that we have shown only
its second half for sE , and we want the axioms of a pseudomodel category to
be self-dual.

Definition 9.6.3 A pseudomodel stack C over a topos E is a flat stack
C/E together with five local classes of morphisms in its fibers, called as
in 9.6.1, satisfying the above axioms (PM1)–(PM3), (PM5), (PM8) in each
fiber C(S).

Notice that each fiber C(S) of a pseudomodel stack C is a pseudomodel cat-
egory.

9.6.4. We know that sE has a natural pseudomodel category structure, and
sSETSE a natural pseudomodel stack structure, at least if E has enough
points. These pseudomodel structures enjoy some additional properties, e.g.
closedness of sets of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, cartesian functorial
factorization (MS5f), and the second half of (PM8+).

9.6.5. (Homotopic category of a pseudomodel category.) Once we have a
class of weak equivalences in a pseudomodel category C, we can define the
corresponding homotopic category Ho C = Ho0 C as the localization of C with
respect to the weak equivalences, at least if we don’t mind enlarging the
universe U . In most cases one can show a posteriori that the homotopic
category will be still a U-category, so this enlargement of universe turns out
to be unnecessary. Therefore, one can define left and right derived functors
LF , RF : Ho C $ HoD of any functor F : C $ D between pseudomodel
categories (cf. 8.1.14). When D is an arbitrary category, without any pseu-
domodel structure, we apply this definition considering isomorphisms in D as
weak equivalences. For example, LF : Ho C $ HoD is also the left derived
functor of !D 1 F : C $ HoD.

When it comes to considering homotopic fibered categories, (pre)stacks
etc., we’ll consider only the fibered category HO0 C, given by (HO0 C)(S) :=
Ho C(S).
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9.6.6. (Cofibrant objects, replacements,. . . ) We define cofibrant and fibrant
objects, (strict) (co)fibrant replacements inside a pseudomodel category in
the same way we did it before for model categories. Notations like Cc, Cf

and Ccf will be used to denote the full subcategories consisting of cofibrant
objects etc. as before. Notice that Cc, Cf and Ccf satisfy all the axioms of
pseudomodel categories except (PM1), if we agree to consider in (PM2) only
those direct sums, pushouts etc. which lie inside these subcategories.

Theorem 9.6.7 Let C be a pseudomodel category, F : C $ B any functor
transforming weak equivalences between cofibrant objects into isomorphisms.
Then F admits a left derived LF : Ho C $ B, which can be computed
with the aid of cofibrant replacements, i.e. 1P : LF (!P ) $ F (P ) is an
isomorphism for all P % Ob Cc, and LF (!X) (= F (P ) for any cofibrant
replacement P $ X of X.

Applying this theorem to B = HoD, we obtain

Corollary 9.6.8 If F : C $ D is a functor between pseudomodel categories,
transforming weak equivalences between cofibrant objects of C into weak
equivalences in D, then F admits a left derived LF , which can be computed
by means of cofibrant replacements.

Proof. (of 9.6.7) The proof is somewhat similar to that of 9.4.13.
(a) First of all, we construct a functor F̃ : C $ B as follows. For any X %

Ob C we choose any its strict cofibrant replacement, i.e. any acyclic fibration
Q

p$ X with a cofibrant Q; such cofibrant replacements exist by (PM5). Now
we put F̃ (X) := F (Q). We have to check that F̃ (X) doesn’t depend on the
choice of Q

p$ X up to a canonical isomorphism. We reason as in the proof

of 9.4.13: if Q$ p!$ X is another strict cofibrant replacement, we consider any
strict cofibrant replacement Q$$ r$ Q-X Q$; composing r with the projections
of Q-X Q$ and taking (PM2) into account, we obtain two acyclic fibrations
" : Q$$ $ Q and "$ : Q$$ $ Q$ between cofibrant objects, such that p" = p$"$.
Hence F (") and F ("$) are isomorphisms in B, so we obtain an isomorphism
$Q!! := F ("$) 1 F (")+1 : F (Q)

,$ F (Q$), compatible with F (p) and F (p$).
Next, we need to check independence of this isomorphism of the choice of
Q$$ r$ Q-X Q$; this is done similarly: if Q$$

1
r1$ Q-X Q$ is another such choice,

we choose any strict cofibrant replacement Q$$
2 of the fibered product of Q$$

and Q$$
1 over Q -X Q$, thus obtaining acyclic fibrations Q$$

2
u$ Q$$ and Q$$

2
v$

Q$$
1. Now $Q!!

2
= F ("$1u)1F ("1u)+1 = F ("$)1F (u)1F (u)+11F (")+1 = $Q!!,

and $Q!!
2

= $Q!!
1

for similar reasons.

(b) Once we have constructed F̃ on objects and have shown independence
of F̃ (X) on the choice of strict cofibrant replacements, we can easily define
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F̃ on morphisms. Indeed, let f : X $ Y be any morphism in C. Choose
any strict cofibrant replacement Q

p$ Y ; since acyclic fibrations are stable
under base change, Q-Y X $ X is still an acyclic fibration, so if we choose
any strict cofibrant replacement Q$ $ Q -Y X, the composite map p$ :
Q$ $ Q -Y X $ X will be still a cofibrant replacement, and the other
composition f̄ : Q$ $ Q -Y X $ Q has the property p 1 f̄ = f 1 p$. Now
F (f̄) : F (Q$) (= F̃ (X) $ F (Q) (= F̃ (Y ) is a natural candidate for F̃ (f).
Its independence on the choice of Q$ $ Q -Y X and Q $ Y is shown as
in (a). After this F̃ (idX) = id is checked immediately (put Q$ = Q), and

F̃ (g 1 f) = F̃ (g) 1 F̃ (f) for some X
f$ Y

g$ Z is checked as follows: we
first choose some strict cofibrant replacement Q $ Z, then a strict cofibrant
replacement Q$ $ Q -Z Y , and finally a strict cofibrant replacement Q$$ $
Q$ -Y X. Then we get morphisms ḡ : Q$ $ Q, f̄ : Q$$ $ Q$, such that
F̃ (g 1 f), F̃ (g) and F̃ (f) are canonically identified with F (ḡ 1 f̄), F (ḡ) and
F (f̄):

Q$$ f̄ ""

!!

Q$ ḡ ""

!!

Q

!!
X

f "" Y
g "" Z

(9.6.8.1)

(c) Notice that the 2-out-of-3 axiom (PM3) together with (PM8) imply
that f̄ : Q$ $ Q is a weak equivalence whenever f : X $ Y is one. Since
Q$ and Q are cofibrant, we conclude that F̃ (f) = F (f̄) is an isomorphism
in B, i.e. F̃ transforms weak equivalences into isomorphisms. By definition,
this means that F̃ can be uniquely factorized through C '$ Ho C. We denote
the arising functor HoC $ B by LF . Thus (LF )(!X) = F̃ (X) (= F (Q) for
any strict cofibrant replacement Q $ X.

(d) We need a natural transformation 1 : LF 1 ! = F̃ $ F . It can be

defined as follows: if Q
p$ X is any strict cofibrant replacement of X, so that

F̃ (X) (= F (Q), we put 1X := F (p). The independence of 1X on the choice
of Q $ X and its compatibility with morphisms follows immediately from
(a) and (b). Notice that 1X is an isomorphism for any cofibrant X since we
can take Q = X. We conclude that (LF )(!X) (= (LF )(!Q) (= F (Q) for any
cofibrant replacement Q $ X (not necessarily strict).

(e) Now we want to show that (LF, 1) is the left derived functor of F .
Let (G, 0), G : Ho C $ B, 0 : G 1 ! $ F be another such pair. We have to
show existence and uniqueness of , : G $ LF , such that 0 = 1 1 (, ) !). By
the universal property of localizations Hom(G, LF ) (= Hom(G1!, LF 1!), so
we have to show existence and uniqueness of ,̃ := , )! : G1! $ F̃ = LF 1!,
such that 0 = 1 1 ,̃.

(f) Uniqueness of ,̃X : G(!X) $ F̃ (X) is shown as follows. Choose any
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strict cofibrant replacement Q
p$ X and consider the following commutative

diagram:

G(!Q)
0̃Q

""

(Q

88

G('(p)) ,
!!

F̃ (Q) *Q

, ""

F̃ (p) ,
!!

F (Q)

F (p)

!!

G(!X)
0̃X ""

(X

99F̃ (X)
*X "" F (X)

(9.6.8.2)

We see that ,̃X = F̃ (p)11+1
Q 1 0Q 1G(!(p))+1, i.e. it is completely determined

by 0.
(g) Now it remains to show existence of ,̃ , i.e. we need to show that the

morphisms ,̃X defined as above do not depend on the choice of Q
p$ X and

are compatible with morphisms in C. Independence on choice of Q is shown
as in (a): we reduce to the case of Q$$ .$ Q

p$ X, with " an acyclic fibration
between cofibrant objects, and a 3- 3-diagram similar to (9.6.8.2), with one
extra horizontal line corresponding to Q$$ shows the required independence.
As to the compatibility of ,̃ with morphisms f : X $ Y in C, it is checked
by choosing Q $ Y , Q$ $ X and f̄ : Q$ $ Q as in (b), q.e.d.

9.6.9. (Construction of Q̄.) Notice that the first part of the above proof,
namely, construction of F̃ : C $ B and LF : Ho C $ B in (a)–(c), works for
any functor F : Cc $ B transforming weak equivalences into isomorphisms.
In particular, we can apply it to !c : Cc $ Ho Cc, thus obtaining a functor
Q̄ : Ho C $ Ho Cc, such that Q̄(!X) is canonically isomorphic to !cQ for any
strict cofibrant replacement Q

p$ X. On the other hand, we have a natural
functor I : Ho Cc $ Ho C induced by the embedding Cc $ C. Clearly,
Q̄ 1 I is canonically isomorphic to IdHo Cc , since one can always take Q = X
while computing Q̄I(!cX) = Q̄(!X) for a cofibrant X. On the other hand,
we have a canonical natural transformation 1 : I 1 Q̄ $ IdHo C, given by
1'X := !(p) : !Q = IQ̄(!X) $ !X as in part (d) of the above proof. Now
it is immediate that this !(p) is an isomorphism in HoC, p being an acyclic
fibration, hence I 1 Q̄ is also canonically isomorphic to the identity functor,
i.e. I and Q̄ are adjoint equivalences between Ho C and Ho Cc. By duality
Ho Cf is also equivalent to Ho C.

9.6.10. (Construction of R̄c.) Notice that the above construction of equiv-
alence Q̄ : Ho Cc $ Ho C still works if we weaken the pseudomodel category
axioms for C by requiring just existence of pullbacks of acyclic fibrations
instead of (PM1). Since Cc satisfies the dual of this condition (it is stable
under pushouts of acyclic cofibrations), we can apply the above reasoning to
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C0
c , thus obtaining an equivalence of categories R̄c : Ho Cc $ Ho Ccf , adjoint

to the natural “embedding” Ho Ccf $ Ho Cc. We conclude that similarly to
the classical case of model categories, Ho C (= Ho Cc

(= Ho Ccf
(= Ho Cf for

any pseudomodel category C.

Lemma 9.6.11 Let C be pseudomodel category satisfying the first half of
(PM8+), i.e. such that the acyclic cofibrations are exactly the cofibrations
which are also weak equivalences. Suppose that F : Cc $ B transforms
acyclic cofibrations between objects of Cc into isomorphisms in B. Then F
transforms weak equivalences in Cc into isomorphisms in B. In particular,
if F : C $ B transforms acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects into
isomorphisms, then 9.6.7 is applicable.

Proof. The statement is essentially that of 8.6.3, but we need to replace
our original argument by another one, attributed in [DwyerSpalinski] to
K. Brown. This argument goes as follows. Let f : X $ Y be a weak equiva-
lence in Cc. Consider the factorization of the “cograph” 6f, idY 7 : X=Y $ Y
into a cofibration q : X = Y $ Z followed by an acyclic fibration p : Z $ Y .
The natural embeddings i : X $ X=Y , j : Y $ X=Y are also cofibrant, X
and Y being cofibrant, and pqi = f , pqj = idY and p are weak equivalences,
hence qi and qj are both weak equivalences and cofibrations, hence acyclic
cofibrations. By assumption F (qi) and F (qj) are isomorphisms in B, as well
as F (pqj) = F (idY ), hence F (p) and F (f) = F (pqi) are also isomorphisms,
q.e.d.

9.6.12. (Computation of Ho C and Ho Ccf by means of mixed fraction cal-
culus.) Quillen remarks in [Quillen, 1.1] that HoC and Ho Ccf do not admit
left or right fraction calculus, but can be computed by a mixture of both.
We claim that a similar statement is true in any of HoC, Ho Cc, Ho Cf and
Ho Ccf . Namely, any morphism $ % HomHo C(!X, !Y ) can be written in

form !(i)+1 1 !(f) 1 !(p)+1, where X $ p$ X is a strict cofibrant replacement,

Y
i$ Y $ is a strict fibrant replacement, and f : X $ $ Y $ a morphism in C, and

similarly for any of the smaller categories. In order to show this one simply
checks that the set of all such $’s is closed under composition and contains
all morphisms from C and the inverses of all weak equivalences of C. Next,
two such expressions !(i1)+1!(f1)!(p1)+1 and !(i2)+1!(f2)!(p2)+1 are equal,

where X
pk, X $

k
fk$ Y $

k
ik, Y are as above, i! one can find a strict cofibrant

replacement X $ $ X $
1 -X X $

2, a strict fibrant replacement Y $
1

P
Y Y $

2 $ Y $

and a morphism f : X $ $ Y $ making the obvious diagram commutative.
This is almost all we can obtain without the lifting properties, which

in the case of model categories enable us to show that any morphism in
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Ho Ccf
(= Ho C comes from some morphism in Ccf .

9.6.13. (Pointwise pseudomodel structure on sE and sSETSE .) Notice that,
while the five distinguished sets of morphisms in sE and sSETSE have been
defined without any reference to points, we have checked that we do obtain
a pseudomodel structure in this way only when E has enough points. But in
this case we can replace acyclic cofibrations and cofibrations by (potentially
larger) classes of pointwise acyclic cofibrations and pointwise cofibrations (of
course, a morphism f : X $ Y in sE is a pointwise cofibration i! fp :
Xp $ Yp is a cofibration in sSets for all points p of E). Enlarging the
three other classes in this manner wouldn’t produce anything new because
of 9.5.26. In this way we obtain another pseudomodel structure on sE
and sSETSE , which will be called the pointwise pseudomodel structure. In
fact, all axioms of pseudomodel structure but (PM5) can be checked now
pointwise, and factorization (PM5), and even the functorial factorization
(MS5f), follows from our previous results 9.5.21. Furthermore, the classes
of pointwise (acyclic) cofibrations are closed, and we even have (PM8+).

We see that in some respects this pointwise pseudomodel structure is even
better than the one we had before; it would be nice to obtain a description of
pointwise (acyclic) cofibrations that would be valid in topoi without enough
points. For example, a positive answer to 9.5.28 would yield such a descrip-
tion, thus actually showing that our original pseudomodel structure on sE is
even better than we thought before.

In any case, the weak equivalences for these two structures are the same,
hence the corresponding homotopic categories Ho sE and derived functors
also coincide, i.e. we can freely use pointwise pseudomodel structures while
computing derived functors.

9.7. (Pseudomodel structure on sO-MODE and sO-Mod.) Let (E , O) be
a generalized ringed topos, i.e. O be an arbitrary (inner) algebraic monad
over a topos E (cf. 5.2.3 and 4.9; notice that we don’t need commutativity
of O here). We want to construct a pseudomodel category structure on the
category sO-Mod of simplicial O-modules in E , as well as a pseudomodel
stack structure on the flat stack sO-MODE .

9.7.1. (Basic definitions.) Since L!(I) and L!(J) are cofibrant genera-
tors of our standard model category structure on s#-Mod, for any algebraic
monad #, we are tempted to take the sets LO(IE) and LO(JE) of morphisms
inside (sO-MODE)(e) = sO-Mod as the “cofibrant generators” for a pseu-
domodel structure on sO-MODE . Here LO denotes both the free O-module
functor E $ O-Mod and its simplicial extension sE $ sO-Mod.

More precisely:
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• A morphism f : X $ Y in (sO-MODE)(S) = sO |S-Mod is a fibration
(resp. acyclic fibration) i! it has the local RLP with respect to all
morphisms from LO(J) (resp. LO(I)).

• A morphism f : X $ Y in sO |S-Mod is a cofibration (resp. acyclic
cofibration) i! it belongs to the closure ClLO(I) (resp. Cl LO(J)) in
the sense of 9.5.11.

• Finally, a morphism f : X $ Y in sO |S-Mod is a weak equivalence i!
it can be factorized into an acyclic cofibration followed by an acyclic
fibration.

9.7.2. Notice that adjoint functors LO and $O between O-Mod and E ex-
tend to adjoint cartesian functors LO and "O between corresponding stacks
O-MODE and SETSE , and the same applies to their simplicial extensions
sO-MODE ! sSETSE ; resulting adjoint cartesian functors will be also de-
noted by LO and "O , or even by LO and $O , when no confusion can arise.

In particular, we obtain the following formulas:

HomsO-Mod(LO(A), X) (= HomsE(A, $O(X)) (9.7.2.1)

HomsO-MODE (LO(A), X) (=HomsSETSE (A, $O(X)) (9.7.2.2)

9.7.3. (Fibrations and acyclic fibrations in O-Mod.) The second of the above
formulas immediately implies that some p : X $ Y in sO-Mod has the local
RLP with respect to LO(i) for some i : A $ B in sE i! $O(p) has the local
RLP with respect to i. Considering here all i from IE (resp. JE), we conclude
that p : X $ Y is an acyclic fibration (resp. fibration) in sO-Mod i! $O(p) is
an acyclic fibration (resp. fibration) in sE . Furthermore, the latter condition
can be expressed in terms of epimorphicity of certain morphisms between
finite projective limits of components of $O(X) and $O(Y ). Now notice that
$O : O-Mod $ E is left exact, and $O(f) is an epimorphism in E i! f is a
strict epimorphism in O-Mod. We conclude that p : X $ Y is an acyclic
fibration (resp. fibration) in sO-Mod i! certain morphisms between finite
projective limits of components of X and Y are strictly epimorphic, and that
p : X $ Y is an acyclic fibration in sO-Mod i! all Xn $ Yn -(coskn#1 Y )n

(coskn+1 X)n are strict epimorphisms in O-Mod.

Proposition 9.7.4 Let f : E $ $ E be a morphism of topoi, O a generalized
ring in E , O $ := f #O its pullback to E $. Then all five distinguished classes
in sO-Mod are stable under the induced pullback functor f # : sO-Mod $
sO $-Mod.
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Proof. The proof is completely similar to that of 9.5.25. (a) Stability
of acyclic cofibrations and cofibrations is shown as in loc.cit.: we consider
the class P of morphisms in fibers of sO-MODE , consisting of those 0 :
X $ Y in sO |S-Mod which become cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations)
in sO $|f$S-Mod after application of f #S, easily check that P is closed and that
it contains LO(IE) (resp. LO(JE)) since f # 1 LO = LO! 1 f #, hence P has to
contain Cl LO(IE) (resp.. . . ), i.e. all cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations)
of sO-MODE . (b) Stability of acyclic fibrations and fibrations immediately
follows from loc.cit. and 9.7.3, since $O! 1 f # = f # 1$O . (c) Stability of weak
equivalences follows from that of acyclic cofibrations and acyclic fibrations.

9.7.5. (Simple cases.) (a) When E = Sets, hence O is just a (constant) alge-
braic monad, then the five distinguished classes in sO-Mod defined in 9.7.1

coincide with those given by the model category structure on sO-Mod de-
fined in 8.4.8. Indeed, this is evident for fibrations and acyclic fibrations;
as to cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations with respect to this model struc-
ture, they clearly constitute closed sets of morphisms containing LO(I) (resp.
LO(J)), hence also the closures of these sets. The opposite inclusion is shown
by Quillen’s small object argument, which establishes that any cofibration
(resp. acyclic cofibration) is a retract of a morphism of LO(I) (resp. LO(J)),
(CM4) being fulfilled in sO-Mod, hence lies itself in LO(I) (resp.. . . ). Fi-
nally, the case of weak equivalences follows from those of acyclic cofibrations
and acyclic fibrations.

(b) On the other hand, we can take O = F", considered as a constant
algebraic monad over any topos E . Then sO-Mod = sE , LO(IE) = IE ,
LO(JE) = JE , and we recover the pseudomodel structure on sE considered
before in 9.7.

Proposition 9.7.6 If f : X $ Y belongs to any of five distinguished classes
of morphisms in sO-Mod, then fp : Xp $ Yp belongs to the same class in
sOp-Mod for any point p of E . Conversely, if E has enough points, and if all
fp : Xp $ Yp are fibrations (resp. acyclic fibrations, weak equivalences) in
sOp-Mod, then f : X $ Y is itself a fibration (resp.. . . ) in sO-Mod.

Proof. Completely similar to that of 9.5.26.

Corollary 9.7.7 If E has enough points, then 9.7.1 defines a pseudomodel
structure on sO-Mod and sO-MODE , satisfying the second half of (PM8+),
the functorial factorization (MS5f), and having closed classes of cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations.

Proof. All statements are deduced pointwise from corresponding state-
ments for sO-Modp, valid since sO-Modp is known to be a model category
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by 8.4.8. The only exception is the (functorial) factorization (MS5f), which
can be again shown by “local” Quillen’s small object argument 9.5.20, ap-
plied to LO(I) and LO(J), provided we show that these morphisms have
locally small sources in sO-Mod. But this is immediate from the fact that
$O commutes with filtered inductive limits, combined with (9.7.2.2), which
actually implies that LO transforms locally small objects of sE into locally
small objects of sO-Mod.

9.7.8. (Pointwise pseudomodel structure on sO-Mod.) When E has enough
points, we can replace cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations with (potentially
larger) classes of pointwise (acyclic) cofibrations, similarly to what we did
in 9.6.13. In this way we obtain a “better” pseudomodel structure on
sO-Mod, which has closed classes of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations,
and satisfies (MS5f) and (PM8+). We call it the pointwise pseudomodel
structure on sO-Mod. Of course, this pseudomodel structure has the same
weak equivalences as before, hence it gives rise to the same homotopic cate-
gory D)0(E , O) = Ho sO-Mod and same derived functors.

9.7.9. (Derived category of (E , O).) We denote by D)0(E , O) or by D)0(O)
the homotopic category Ho sO-Mod, i.e. the localization of sO-Mod with
respect to weak equivalences. If O admits a zero (i.e. a central constant), we
have well-defined suspension functors # on (sO-Mod)c and L# on D)0(E , O);
formally inverting this functor in the usual manner (cf. 8.6.12), we obtain
the stable homotopic category D+(E , O) and a natural functor D)0(E , O) $
D+(E , O).

9.7.10. (Additive case.) Now suppose that O is additive, i.e. it admits a
central zero and addition. Then O is nothing else than a classical ring in E ,
i.e. (E , O) is a ringed topos in the classical sense. In this case O-Mod is ad-
ditive, hence the Dold–Kan correspondence (cf. 8.5.5) establishes an equiva-
lence between the category sO-Mod of simplicial O-modules and the category
Ch'0(O-Mod) of non-negative chain complexes of O-modules. Furthermore,
weak equivalences in sO-Mod correspond exactly to quasi-isomorphisms in
Ch'0(O-Mod), at least if E has enough points: indeed, in this case both
weak equivalences and quasi-isomorphisms can be checked pointwise, and we
are reduced to check this statement over Sets, where it is classical. We con-
clude that Ho sO-Mod is indeed equivalent to the full subcategory D)0(E , O)
of D(E , O) := D(O-Mod), hence the corresponding stable homotopic category
D+(E , O) is equivalent to D+(O-Mod).

9.7.11. (Cofibrant replacements in the additive case.) Furthermore, one
checks immediately that the class of injective chain maps with flat cokernels
is closed in Ch'0(O-Mod) (more precisely, in corresponding stack), and it
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contains complexes corresponding to simplicial objects LO(IE). This implies
that cofibrations in sO-Mod correspond to (some set of) injective chain maps
in Ch'0(O-Mod) with flat cokernels. In particular, cofibrant replacements
Q $ X in sO-Mod yield flat resolutions N(Q) $ N(X) in Ch(O-Mod). This
means that deriving functors by means of cofibrant replacements corresponds
to deriving functors by means of flat resolutions.

We’ll use this remark later to compare our derived tensor products and
pullbacks with their classical additive counterparts.

Theorem 9.7.12 (Derived pullbacks.) Let f = ($, -) : (E $, O $) $ (E , O)
be a morphism of generalized ringed topoi, i.e. $ : E $ $ E is a morphism
of topoi and - : O $ $#O $ is a morphism of algebraic inner monads on E .
Suppose that E $ and E have enough points. Then the pullback functor f # :
sO-Mod $ sO $-Mod admits a left derived Lf # : D)0(E , O) $ D)0(E $, O $),
which can be computed by means of cofibrant replacements. When both
O and O $ are additive, Lf # is identified with its classical counterpart via
Dold–Kan correspondence.

Proof. Let’s endow sO-Mod and sO $-Mod with their pointwise pseudo-
model structures. According to 9.6.7, all we have to check is that f # preserves
weak equivalences between pointwise cofibrant objects. But for any such
u : A $ B in sO-Mod and any point p of E $ we have f #(u)p = (-,

p)
#(uf(p)),

where (-,
p)
# denotes the scalar extension with respect to algebraic monad

homomorphism -,
p : Of(p) $ O $

p. Now everything follows from the fact that
weak equivalences can be checked pointwise and that (-,

p)
# preserves weak

equivalences between cofibrant objects by 8.6.2.

9.7.13. (Functoriality of derived pullbacks.) One can check directly that f #

preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, using the same trick as in the
proof of 9.7.4. In particular, it preserves cofibrant objects and pointwise
cofibrant objects. This immediately implies that whenever g : (E $$, O $$) $
(E $, O $) is another morphism of generalized ringed topoi with enough points,
we have L(fg)# = Lg# 1 Lf #.

9.7.14. (Pullbacks with respect to flat morphisms.) Suppose that f = ($, -) :
(E $, O $) $ (E , O) is flat, i.e. -, : $#O $ O $ is a flat extension of algebraic
monads in E $, i.e. (-,)# : $#O-Mod $ O $-Mod is exact, and in particular
preserves finite projective limits and strict epimorphisms. Since the property
of some p : X $ Y to be a fibration or an acyclic fibration in sO-Mod can
be expressed in terms of such limits and strict epimorphisms, we see that f #

preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations for any flat f . We have already
the same property for (acyclic) cofibrations, hence for weak equivalences as
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well. Now a functor f # that preserves weak equivalences can be derived in
the trivial manner, usually expressed by the formula Lf # = f #.

9.8. (Derived local tensor products.) Henceforth we assume (E , O) to be
a generalized commutatively ringed topos. Then we have a tensor product
functor & = &O : O-Mod - O-Mod $ O-Mod, which canonically extends
to a cartesian functor & : O-MODE -E O-MODE $ O-MODE . Moreover,
the simplicial extensions of these functors define an ACU &-structure on
category sO-Mod and on stack sO-MODE . We want to prove the following
statement:

Theorem 9.8.1 Suppose that E has enough points. Then functor & :
sO-Mod-sO-Mod $ sO-Mod admits a left derived functor & = L&, which
can be computed with the aid of cofibrant replacements in each variable,
i.e. X&X $ (= Q & Q$, for any cofibrant replacements Q $ X and Q$ $ X $

in sO-Mod. Moreover, & defines an ACU &-structure on Ho sO-Mod =

D)0(E , O).

Proof. Of course, the “product” pseudomodel structure on a product of
pseudomodel categories C1-C2 or on a fibered product of pseudomodel stacks
C1-EC2 is defined as in 8.7.2, i.e. f = (f1, f2) : (X1, X2) $ (Y1, Y2) belongs to
one of five distinguished classes of morphisms in C1-C2 i! both fi : Xi $ Yi,
i = 1, 2, belong to the same distinguished class in Ci. Therefore, every-
thing will follow from 9.6.7, provided we manage to show that X & Y is
cofibrant when both X and Y are cofibrant (in sO-Mod), and that a ten-
sor product of weak equivalences between cofibrant objects is again a weak
equivalence. Now this is very easily done for the pointwise pseudomodel
structure on sO-Mod, for which both statements follow immediately from
our former results of 8.7. We know that both pseudomodel structures on
sO-Mod have same weak equivalences, hence same homotopic categories and
derived functors, so we obtain all statements of the theorem for the “smaller”
pseudomodel structure as well, especially if we take into account that cofi-
brant replacements for the “smaller” pseudomodel structure on sO-Mod are
automatically pointwise cofibrant replacements, so they can be used to com-
pute &.

9.8.2. Notice that we didn’t actually show that the tensor product of cofi-
brant simplicial O-modules is cofibrant, since the corresponding statement
for pointwise cofibrant objects su"ces for proving 9.8.1. However, we’ll
show in a moment that this statement is true, and, moreover, that a tensor
product of acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects is again an acyclic
cofibration.
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9.8.3. (Compatible &-structures and &-actions.) Suppose that C1, C2 and
D are three pseudomodel categories, and & : C1 - C2 $ D is a bifunctor,
commuting with inductive limits in each argument. We say that & is com-
patible with given pseudomodel structures if the axiom (TM) of 8.7.4 holds.
This definition is in particular applicable to &-structures on pseudomodel
categories and external &-actions of one pseudomodel category on another.
Moreover, it can be easily extended to the case of pseudomodel stacks C1, C2

and D over a topos E and a cartesian bifunctor & : C1 -E C2 $ D: in this
situation we just require (TM) to hold fiberwise.

Notice that whenever & is a compatible ACU &-structure on a pseudo-
model category, we show as in 8.7.6 that A&X is cofibrant whenever A and
X are cofibrant, and that a tensor product of acyclic cofibrations between
cofibrant objects is an acyclic cofibration.

Proposition 9.8.4 Tensor product on sO-Mod and on sO-MODE is com-
patible with their pseudomodel structure. This applies in particular to
&F" = - on sE .

Proof. When E has enough points, this compatibility for the pointwise
pseudomodel structure is immediate. Let us show the statement for the
“smaller” classes of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, given by Cl LO(IE),
Cl LO(JE), without assuming E to have enough points (strictly speaking, we
haven’t shown that we obtain a pseudomodel structure in this case, but this
isn’t necessary to discuss the validity of (TM)).

(a) Let us denote by Z(i, s) the source of i"s, i.e. the pushout of i& idK :
A & K $ B & K and idA &s : A & K $ A & L. Then Z is a bifunctor
Ar C -Ar C $ C, where C is either sO-Mod or a fiber of sO-MODE , B & L
can be identified with Z(idB, s) and Z(i, idL), and i " s : Z(i, s) $ Z(idB, s)
equals Z((i, idB), (idK , idL)) =: Z(i, idB; s).

(b) Fix any cofibration s and consider the class P, consisting of mor-
phisms i, such that i " s is a cofibration (resp. an acyclic cofibration). Ac-
cording to Lemma 9.8.5 below, this class P is closed, so it contains all
cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations) i! it contains LO(I) (resp. LO(J)).
In other words, it su"ces to check (TM) for i from LO(I) (resp. LO(J)).

(c) Interchanging the arguments in the reasoning of (b), we see that we
can assume that s lies in LO(I) as well, i.e. we have to check that i " s is a
cofibration (resp. acyclic cofibration) whenever i lies in LO(I) (resp. LO(J))
and s lies in LO(I).

(d) Now notice that LO : sE $ sO-Mod commutes with " and preserves
cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, hence we are reduced to proving the
statement in sE for s % I, i % I or J . Furthermore, q# : sSets $ sE also
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commutes with " and preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, so we
are reduced to proving a statement about I and J in sSets, which follows
immediately from the compatibility of sSets with its tensor product & = -,
q.e.d.

Lemma 9.8.5 Let P be a closed class in category C = sO-Mod or in stack
C = sO-MODE , and s : K $ L be any morphism in this category or in the
final fiber of this stack. Then the class Q := (P : s) of morphisms i, such
that i " s lies in P, is itself closed.

Proof. We have to check conditions of 9.5.10 for Q = (P : s) one by one.
(a) Condition 1) (localness of Q) is evident, as well as condition 2) (all

isomorphisms do lie in Q), 3) (if i$ is a pushout of i, then i$ " s is easily seen
to be a pushout of i " s), 6) (if i$ is a retract of i, then i$ " s is a retract of
i " s) and 7) (since + " s commutes with arbitrary direct sums). So only
conditions 4), 5) and 8) remain.

(b) Let us check condition 4), i.e. stability under composition. Let A
i$

B
j$ C be a composable sequence of morphisms in Q. Then ji " s =

Z(ji, idC ; s) : Z(ji, s) $ Z(idC , s) can be decomposed into Z(i, idC ; s) :
Z(ji, s) $ Z(j, s), followed by Z(j, idC ; s) = j " s : Z(j, s) $ Z(idC , s).
Now notice that Z(i, idC ; s) is a pushout of Z(i, idB; s) = i " s : Z(i, s) $
Z(idB, s), just because Z(+, s) is right exact and the following square is
cocartesian in ArC:

i
(i,idB)

""

(idA,j)
!!

idB

(idB ,j)
!!

ji
(i,idC)

"" j

(9.8.5.1)

We conclude that ji" s is a composite of j " s and a pushout of i" s, hence
it lies in P whenever both j " s and i " s do.

(c) Now let us check 5), i.e. stability under sequential composition. Let

A0
i0$ A1

i1$ A2 $ . . . be a composable sequence of morphisms from Q. Put
B := A! := lim+$n

An, and denote by jn : An $ B the natural embeddings,
and by kn : A0 $ An the compositions in+1 · · · i1i0, so as to have jnkn = j0.
We must check that j0 : A0 $ B lies in Q, i.e. that j0"s = Z(j0, idB; s) lies in
P. Notice that (j0, idB) is the inductive limit of (kn, idB), i.e. the sequential

composition of j0
(i0,idB)+$ j1

(i1,idB)+$ j2 $ · · · . Since Z(+; s) commutes with
arbitrary inductive limits, we see that j0 " s is the sequential composition
of Z(in, idB; s) : Z(jn, s) $ Z(jn+1, s) = Z(injn, s). But we have seen in (b)
that each Z(in, idB; s) is a pushout of Z(in, idAn+1 ; s) = in " s, hence lies in
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P, hence the same is true for their sequential composition j0 " s, P being
closed.

(d) It remains to check 8), i.e. the stability under $! in the stack case. This
stability follows from the canonical isomorphism ($!A)&K (= $!(A&$#K),
which enables us to identify $!(i) " s with $!(i " $#(s)), q.e.d.

9.8.6. One checks exactly in the same way as above that the external &-
action of sE on sO-Mod is compatible with pseudomodel structures and
pointwise pseudomodel structures, and that this&-action can be derived with
the aid of cofibrant replacements (or even pointwise cofibrant replacements).

9.8.7. (Fancy description of this method of proof as “devissage”.) We have
already used several times the following method to prove stability of cofibra-
tions or acyclic cofibrations under some functor F : we show that the class
of morphisms which become (acyclic) cofibrations after applying F is closed,
checking conditions of 9.5.10 one by one, and then check that the generators
LO(I) (resp. LO(J)) belong to this class; this is usually done by observing
that functor F essentially “commutes” with LO 1 q# : sSets $ sO-ModE ,
so we are finally reduced to checking the statetement for morphisms from I
(resp. J) in sSets.

Up to now we have applied this method to prove stability of cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations under topos pullbacks and base change, and we have
also applied it to bifunctor & just now in 9.8.4, where we have been able to
use separately the above reasoning first in one variable (fixing the other), and
then in the second, thus reducing (TM) to checking that i"s is a cofibration
for any i, s % LO(I), and an acyclic cofibration for i % LO(I), s % LO(J),
something that we can check in sSets and apply LO 1q# afterwards. However,
we applied this reasoning to an “additive” or right exact functor F (right
exact in each variable in the case of &) so far. Since we are going to apply
it shortly to the much more complicated case of (definitely non-additive)
symmetric powers, we’d like to give a fancy description of this method of
proof.

Namely, one can imagine that cofibrations are just monomorphisms i :
A $ B in some abelian category (e.g. modules over some classical com-
mutative ring ', or complexes of such modules), having a projective coker-
nel P = B/A (one can check that such monomorphisms are just the closure of
one-element set {0 $ '} in '-Mod), and acyclic cofibrations are cofibrations
with “negligible” cokernel P J 0 (something like a complex of projectives

with trivial cohomology). We might think of A
i$ B as a “presentation” of

P in form B/A. If i$ : A$ $ B$ is a pushout of i : A $ B, then B$/A$ (= B/A,
i.e. a pushout just provides another presentation of the same object. Next,
when we decompose a cofibration A $ B into a composition of “simpler”
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cofibrations A = A0 $ A1 $ · · · $ An = B, this essentially means that
we define on P = B/A an increasing filtration FiP = Ai/A0 with “simpler”
quotients Pi = Ai/Ai+1, and try to deduce some property of P from similar
properties of Pi, i.e. do some sort of devissage. When we consider direct sums
of morphisms, they correspond to direct sums of cokernels, and retracts of
i : A $ B correspond to direct factors of P = B/A. Therefore, the above
method of proving statements about cofibrations or acyclic cofibrations can
be thought of as some sort of devissage, where the role of simple objects is
played by the “cokernels” of standard generators from LO(I) or LO(J).

For example, if i : A $ B and s : K $ L are two such “cofibrations”,
with projective cokernels A/B = P and K/L = Q, then i " s : . . . $
B & L of (TM) is injective with cokernel P & Q, i.e. " is just “the tensor
product of projective modules in terms of their presentations”, and (TM)
can be interpreted as saying that P & Q is projective whenever P and Q
are projective, and that P & Q J 0 if in addition either P J 0 or Q J 0,
a very natural statement indeed. Moreover, in classical situation we would
probably show such statements by writing both P and Q as direct factors of
free modules, and decomposing these free modules further into direct sums
of free modules of rank 1; in our situation we reduce to the case where P and
Q are “cokernels” of morphisms from LO(I) or LO(J) instead.

9.8.8. Once we know that derived local tensor product & = &
O

exists
and can be computed by means of cofibrant replacements, we deduce the
usual properties (associativity, commutativity, compatibility with pullbacks
and base change etc.) in the same way as before. In particular, we have
X&K (= X&

O
LLO(K), for any X % ObD)0(E , O) and K % ObHo sE =

ObD)0(E , F"). Notice, however, that we cannot derive inner Homs as we
did in 8.7.7, because inner Homs don’t commute with fiber functors p#, so
we cannot check required properties pointwise. Therefore, we don’t obtain
any inner Homs for the ACU &-structure on D)0(E , O) given by &.

9.8.9. If O admits a zero, then & commutes with the suspension functor
in each variable, hence induces an ACU &-structure & on the correspond-
ing stable category D+(E , O). All formulas and properties mentioned above
extend to the stable case as well.

9.8.10. When O is additive, cofibrant replacements in sO-Mod correspond
via Dold–Kan to some flat resolutions in the category of chain complexes
Ch'0(O-Mod) (cf. 9.7.11), hence our derived local tensor product corre-
sponds to its classical counterpart, once we take into account Eilenberg–
Zilber theorem (cf. 8.5.12).

9.9. (Derived symmetric powers.) This subsection is dedicated to the proof of
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existence of derived symmetric powers LSn = LSn
O : D)0(E , O) $ D)0(E , O),

for any generalized commutatively ringed topos (E , O) with su"ciently many
points (cf. 9.9.2). Notice that, unlike our previous considerations, the results
of this subsection seem to be new even in the additive case.

9.9.0. (Importance of derived symmetric powers.) Existence of derived sym-
metric powers is crucial for the goal of this work, since we want to define
Chow rings by means of the !-filtration, exactly the way Grothendieck did
it in his proof of Riemann–Roch theorem, and a #-ring structure on K0 of
perfect complexes (or rather perfect simplicial modules) is necessary for this.
A #-structure can be described either in terms of exterior power operations
{#n}n'0 or in terms of symmetric powers {sn}n'0. We choose the second
approach for the following reasons:

• Symmetric powers have good properties in all situations, while exterior
powers are nice only for an alternating O (cf. 5.5.4), e.g. Sn

O
(X .

Y ) =
,

p+q=n Sp
O
(X)&O Sq

O
(Y ) is true unconditionally, while a similar

formula for
An requires alternativity of O .

• We don’t want to take care of the ± signs in all our proofs.

• The proof for symmetric powers is ultimately reduced to the basic case
of morphisms from I or J in sSets, which can be dealt with the aid of
topological realization, while the basic case for exterior powers would
be LF±1(I) or LF±1(J) in sF±1-Mod, more di"cult to tackle with.

• Symmetric powers have a long and venerable history of being derived,
and they actually were the first example considered by Dold and Puppe
in their work [DoldPuppe] on derivation of non-additive functors be-
tween abelian categories.

9.9.1. (Notations.) Let us fix a generalized commutatively ringed topos
(E , O). We denote by C the category sO-Mod, endowed with its pseudo-
model structure discussed in 9.7.1 and 9.7.7 (when E doesn’t have enough
points, we cannot speak about a pseudomodel structure, but we still have
well-defined cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in C) and its compatible
ACU &-structure & = &E (cf. 9.8.4). On some occasions C will denote the
corresponding stack sO-MODE , and we’ll deliberately confuse C with its
final fiber C(e) = sO-Mod.

Notice that almost all our considerations will be actually valid for any
pseudomodel category or stack with a compatible ACU &-structure, if we
assume in addition that & : C - C $ C commutes with arbitrary inductive
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limits in each variable (condition automatically fulfilled whenever & admits
inner Homs).

When a finite group G acts (say, from the right) on an object X of C, we
denote by X/G or XG its object of coinvariants, i.e. the largest strict quotient
of X, on which G acts trivially. We can also describe XG as the cokernel of
pr1,' : X - G " X, where ' : X - G =

.
g&G X $ X is the group action.

Right exactness of & implies (X & Y )G
(= XG & Y for any Y with a trivial

action of G, hence

(X & Y )G"H
(= ((X & Y )G)H

(= (XG & Y )H
(= XG & YH (9.9.1.1)

for any G-object X and H-object Y .
We denote tensor powers by T n(A) or A*n, and the symmetric pow-

ers T n(A)/Sn = T n(A)Sn by Sn
O(A) or simply Sn(A). We use these nota-

tions both for these functors in O-Mod and for their simplicial extensions to
sO-Mod.

Theorem 9.9.2 Let (E , O) be a generalized commutatively ringed topos,
n 0 0 be an integer. Then:

(a) Symmetric power functor Sn : sO-Mod $ sO-Mod preserves (point-
wise) cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations between (pointwise) cofibrant
objects.1

(b) If E has enough points, Sn preserves weak equivalences between cofi-
brant objects, and the same is true even for weak equivalences between
pointwise cofibrant objects.

(c) If E has enough points, the symmetric power functor admits a left de-
rived functor LSn : D)0(E , O) $ D)0(E , O), which can be computed
with the aid of cofibrant replacements or pointwise cofibrant replace-
ments.

Proof. We want to show that everything follows from (a), which will be
proved in the remaining part of this subsection by induction in n. (a):(b):
Follows immediately from the fact that weak equivalences can be checked

1We give a complete proof of (a) only in the pointwise case, since the general case would
require a development of certain techniques we want to avoid in this work, and there are
some indications one would need to extend generating sets LO(IE) and LO(JE) in order to
prove it, thus replacing cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations with something more similar
to corresponding pointwise notions anyway. In any case, this doesn’t a!ect validity of (b)
and (c), any cofibration being pointwise cofibrant as well.
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pointwise (cf. 9.7.6), Lemma 8.6.3, and commutativity of symmetric pow-
ers with topos pullbacks and fiber functors p# in particular. (b):(c): Ap-
ply 9.6.7.

Before proving (a), or actually a more precise statement 9.9.9, we want
to introduce some auxilliary constructions.

9.9.3. (Hypercube construction.) Let us fix an ordered set I; usually it
will be a subset of Z with induced order, e.g. [1] = {0, 1}, or some other
[m] = {0, 1, . . . , m}, or 6 = {m : m 0 0} – in short, any ordinal * 6.
We consider ordered sets as categories with at most one morphism between
any two objects in the usual manner. Let us also fix some n 0 1, and
put n := {1, 2, . . . , n} as an (unordered) set. Then the symmetric group
Sn = Aut(n) acts from the right on In = Funct(n, I), hence it also acts
from the left on functors In $ C.

More precisely, if & = (&1, . . . , &n) % In and " % Sn is a permutation,
then &" = (&.(1), . . . , &.(n)), and if P : In $ C is a functor, then "P : In $ C
is given by ("P )(&) := P (&"), i.e. ("P )(&1, . . . , &n) = P (&.(1), . . . , &.(n)).

Now let {Xi : I $ C}1)i)n be any family of functors. For example, if
I = [1] = {0 $ 1}, then each Xi is just a morphism Xi(0) $ Xi(1) in C.
Define X̃ : In $ C by taking the tensor product of values of Xi:

X̃(&1, . . . , &n) = X1(&1) & · · ·& Xn(&n) (9.9.3.1)

When I = [1], we obtain an n-dimensional hypercube of arrows in C, hence
the name for our construction.

9.9.4. (Extension of X̃ to subsets of In.) Let R ! In be any subset of In,
considered here as an ordered set with respect to induced order, or as a full
subcategory of In. We extend X̃ : In $ C from In to the set P(In) of subsets
of In, ordered by inclusion, as follows:

X̃!(R) := lim+$
/&R

X̃(&) (9.9.4.1)

Clearly, X̃!({&}) = X̃(&). More generally, if R has a largest element &, then
X!(R) = X(&). For example, if I = [m], then X!(In) = X̃(m, . . . , m) =
X1(m) & · · ·& Xn(m).

Notice that the right action of Sn on In naturally extends to a right
action on P(In), and we have

X̃!(R") = lim+$
/&R

X̃(&") = ("X̃)!(R) (9.9.4.2)

In other words, "(X̃!) = ("X̃)!, so we can write simply "X̃!.
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9.9.5. (Application: multiple box products.) Let I = [1], and {Xi}1)i)n be
a family of functors I $ C, i.e. a collection of morphisms {Xi(0)

ui$ Xi(1)}
in C. Consider ordered subset R := In + {(1, 1, . . . , 1)} ! In, obtained by
removing the “final” vertex of our hypercube. Then we get a morphism

u1 "u2 " · · ·"un : X̃!(R) $ X̃!(I
n) = X1(1)&X2(1)& · · ·&Xn(1) (9.9.5.1)

We say that u1 " · · · " un is the multiple box product of u1, . . . , un. When
n = 2, we recover the usual "-product u " v of 8.7.4, used in particular to
state (TM).

Now it is an easy exercise to check that (u1 " u2) " u3 = u1 " u2 " u3 =
u1"(u2"u3); the verification is quite formal and uses only the right exactness
of &. In other words, the box-product " : Ar C - Ar C $ Ar C is associative.
It is of course also commutative, & being commutative. (All this would seem
not so unexpected if we use the “fancy language” of 9.8.7 and recall that "

“corresponds to tensor product of cokernels”.)
We conclude by an easy induction using (TM), valid in C = sO-Mod

by 9.8.4, that u1"u2"· · ·"un is a cofibration whenever all ui are cofibrations,
and it is an acyclic cofibration if in addition at least one of ui is an acyclic
cofibration.

9.9.6. (Symmetric hypercube construction.) Let us fix an ordered set I and
an integer n > 0 as above, and any functor X : I $ C. Put all Xi := X,
1 * i * n, and construct X̃ : In $ C with the aid of tensor product in C as
before:

X̃(&1, . . . , &n) = X(&1) & · · ·& X(&n) (9.9.6.1)

The associativity and commutativity constraints for & yield canonical iso-
morphisms 1.,/ : X̃(&) $ X̃(&") = ("X̃)(&), which can be described on the
level of elements as the maps X(&1)& · · ·&X(&n) $ X(&.(1))& · · ·&X(&.(n)),
given by x1 & · · ·& xn /$ x.(1) & · · ·& x.(n).

Clearly, 1.,/ : X̃(&) $ ("X̃)(&) are functorial in &, i.e. they define a
natural transformation 1. : X̃ $ "X̃, for any " % Sn. Moreover, these 1.

satisfy a cocycle relation 1.5 = "(15 ) 1 1. : X̃ $ "X̃ $ "4X̃ .
By taking inductive limits lim+$R

along subsets R ! In, we get induced

morphisms 1.,R : X̃!(R)
,$ X̃!(R") = ("X̃!)(R), i.e. 1. extends to a functorial

isomorphism X̃! $ "X̃!, where X̃! : P(In) $ C is the extension of X̃ defined
by (9.9.4.1). It is immediate that these extended 1. still satisfy the cocycle
relation 1.5 = "(15 ) 1 1., i.e. 1.5,R = 15,R. 1 1.,R.

In particular, for a symmetric R ! In (i.e. stable under Sn: R" = R
for all " % Sn) we get isomorphisms 1.,R : X̃!(R)

,$ X̃!(R") = X̃!(R), and
the cocycle relation implies that these {1.,R}.&Sn define a right action of Sn
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on X̃!(R), hence we can consider the coinvariants of X̃!(R), which will be
denoted by X̃s

! (R):

X̃s
! (R) := X̃!(R)Sn for any symmetric R ! In (9.9.6.2)

We say that Xs
! : P(In)Sn $ C is the symmetric extension of X or X̃.

Notice that the above construction applies to any R ! In, fixed by some
subgroup G ! Sn: we still obtain a right action of G on X̃!(R), hence can
consider the coinvariants X̃!(R)G.

9.9.7. (Application: canonical decomposition of symmetric powers.) Let
us apply the above construction to any morphism u : X(0) $ X(1), con-
sidered here as a functor X : [1] $ C. We obtain some symmetric ex-
tension X̃s

! : P([1]n)Sn $ C. Put Rk := [1]n)k = {& % [1]n : |&| * k},
where |&| denotes the sum

'n
i=1 &i of components of & % [1]n ! Zn. Clearly,

{0} = R0 ! R1 ! · · · ! Rn = [1]n is an increasing filtration of [1]n by sym-
metric subsets. Put FkSn(u) := X̃s

! (Rk) = X̃!(Rk)Sn ; taking into account
obvious identifications of F0Sn(u) = X̃s

! ({0}) with (X(0)*n)Sn = SnX(0)
and of FnSn(u) = X̃s

! ([1]n) with SnX(1), we obtain a canonical decomposi-
tion of Sn(u):

Sn(u) : SnX(0) = F0S
n(u)

$(n)
1 (u)
+$ F1S

n(u)
$(n)
2 (u)
+$ · · ·

· · · +$ Fn+1S
n(u)

$
(n)
n (u)+$ FnSn(u) = SnX(1) (9.9.7.1)

Sometimes we consider also R+1 = [1]n)+1 = ", together with +(n)
0 (u) :

F+1Sn(u) = " $ F0Sn(u) = SnX(0).
We also introduce a shorter notation +n(u) for the “n-fold symmetric box

product” +(n)
n (u) : Fn+1Sn(u) $ SnX(1); we’ll see in a moment that +n(u)

“computes the n-th symmetric power of Cokeru”, hence its importance for
our considerations.

9.9.8. (Fancy explanation.) The meaning of the above decomposition of
Sn(u) is better explained in the “fancy language” of 9.8.7. One can check
that the above construction, when applied to an injective homomorphism
X(0)

u$ X(1) with projective cokernel P (in '-Mod, ' a classical commuta-

tive ring), yields a decomposition of Sn(u) into n morphisms +(n)
k , which corre-

spond to the canonical increasing filtration of CokerSn(u) = SnX(1)/SnX(0)
with quotients isomorphic to SkP & Sn+kX(0). In particular, +n(u) =

+(n)
n (u) corresponds to the last step of this filtration, with quotient SnP ,

i.e. Coker +n(u) (= Sn(Coker u) : +n computes symmetric powers of the cok-
ernel, similarly to the relationship between the box-product and the tensor
product.
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Now the statement (a) of 9.9.2 will be a consequence of the following
more precise statement:

Proposition 9.9.9 Whenever u : A $ B is a cofibration (resp. acyclic
cofibration) between cofibrant objects of C = sO-Mod, the same is true

for all +(n)
k (u) : Fk+1Sn(u) $ FkSn(u), 1 * k * n, hence also for their

composition Sn(u) = +(n)
n +(n)

n+1 · · ·+
(n)
1 : Sn(A) $ Sn(B).

Proof. Induction in n 0 0, cases n = 0 and n = 1 being trivial. The induc-
tion step will occupy the rest of this subsection; its main idea is of course our
usual sort of “devissage” (cf. 9.8.7). However, we want to work with acyclic
cofibrations and cofibrations between cofibrant objects only. The possibility
of doing this is due to the fact that acyclic cofibrations (resp. cofibrations)
between cofibrant objects coincide with the closure of LO(I) (resp. LO(J))
inside the full subcategory Cc of C = sO-Mod, or, more precisely, inside the
full substack Cc of C = sO-MODE , shown in the following lemma:

Lemma 9.9.10 Let C be a flat stack over a topos E , I, J be (small) sets of
morphisms in the final fiber of C, such that J ! Cl I. Let us call morphisms
from Cl I (resp. Cl J) cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations), and denote by
Cc the full substack of C consisting of cofibrant objects. Denote by Clc I
(resp. Clc J) the closure of I (resp. J) in Cc. Then Clc I = Cl I # Ar Cc and
Clc J = Cl J # Ar Cc, i.e. Clc I (resp. Clc J) consists exactly of cofibrations
(resp. acyclic cofibrations) between cofibrant objects.

Proof. It su"ces to show Clc J = Cl J # Ar Cc, since the other formula can
be then shown by invoking this lemma with J := I. Clearly, Cl J # Ar Cc

is a closed class of morphisms in Cc, containing J , hence also Clc J , so one
inclusion is trivial.

To prove the opposite inclusion we consider the class P of morphisms

A
u$ B in (fibers of) C having the following property: all pushouts A$ u!

$ B$

of $#(u) with respect to morphisms $#A $ A$ in C(T ) with cofibrant target
lie in Clc J , where $ : T $ S runs over all morphisms in E with target S,
and u lies in ArC(S).

Clearly, J ! P; if we show that P is closed in C, we would conclude
Cl J ! P, hence also the required inclusion ClJ#Ar Cc ! P#Ar Cc ! Clc J ,
applying the characteristic property of morphisms A

u$ B from P to the
pushout with respect to idA, whenever A is cofibrant.

9.9.11. (Closedness of P.) So we are reduced to proving closedness of P,
i.e. verifying conditions 1)–8) of 9.5.10.
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(a) Condition 1) (localness of P) is obvious from the definition of P;
since all our constructions are also compatible with pullbacks, we need to
check the basic property of morphisms from P only for pushouts computed
in the same fiber, i.e. assume $ = idS while checking 2)–7), but not 8).

(b) Conditions 2) (all isomorphisms do lie in P) and 3) (stability of P

under pushouts) are evident. Conditions 4) and 5) (stability under composi-
tion and sequential composition) are also evident, once we take into account
that Cl J ! Cl I implies that any pushout u$ : A$ $ B$ with cofibrant
source A$ of a morphism u : A $ B from P has a cofibrant target B$ as
well.

(c) Condition 6) (stability under retracts) is somewhat more complicated.
Let v : X $ Y be a retract of u : A $ B from P, i.e. we have a commutative
diagram

X

v
!!

i
""

idX

%%
A

u
!!

p
"" X

v
!!

Y
j ""

idY

((B
q "" Y

(9.9.11.1)

According to Lemma 9.9.12 below, we may assume A = X, i = p = idA, at
the cost of replacing u by its pushout ũ with respect to p. Since ũ still lies in
P, we can safely do this. Now the pushout v$ : A$ $ Y $ of v : A $ Y with
respect to any morphism A $ A$ with cofibrant target A$ is a retract of the
corresponding pushout u$ : A$ $ B$ of u, lying in Clc J by assumption. In
particular u$ % Clc J ! Cl J ! Cl I is a cofibration in C, hence the same is
true for its retract v$, hence the target of v$ lies in Cc, i.e. v$ is a retract of u$

inside Cc, hence it lies in Clc J as well.
(d) Let us prove condition 7) (stability under direct sums). Let {u! :

A! $ B!}!&K be a family of morphisms from P, and put A :=
,

A!,
B :=

,
B!, u :=

,
u! : A $ B. We have to check that u lies in P.

Let " : A =
,

A! $ A$ be any morphism with cofibrant target. Consider
the components "! : A! $ A$ of ", together with their direct sum "̃ :=,

"! : A $ A$ & K =
,

! A$. Denote by B the codiagonal map A$ &
K =

,
! A$ $ A$, and consider the following commutative diagram with

cocartesian squares:

A

u

!!

.̃ "" A$ & K

v
!!

= "" A$

u!

!!
B ""

,
B$

!
"" B$

(9.9.11.2)
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Here v is the direct sum of pushouts v! : A$ $ B$
! of morphisms u!. Each

such pushout lies in Clc J by assumption, hence the same is true for their
direct sum v, and in particular the source and the target of v lie in Cc. On
the other hand, the right square of the above diagram is cocartesian in Cc,
hence u$ lies in Clc J as well. Now we just observe that u$ is exactly the
pushout of u with respect to " = B"̃.

(e) It remains to check 8), i.e. stability under $! or “local direct sums”.
So let us fix some $ : T $ S in E ; we can assume S = e, replacing E and C
by E/S and C/S if necessary. Let u : A $ B be a morphism of C(T ) lying in
P. We want to show that any pushout of $!(u) : $!A $ $!B with respect to
a morphism " : $!A $ A$ in C(e) with cofibrant target lies in Clc J . Denote
by "- : A $ $#A$ the morphism in C(T ) defined by adjointness of $! and $#.
Let v : $#A$ $ Z be the pushout in C(T ) of u with respect to "-; since $#A$

is cofibrant and u lies in P, v lies in Clc J , hence the same is true for $!(v).
Now consider the following commutative diagram in C(e) with cocartesian
squares:

$!A

#!(u)
!!

#!(.
%)

"" $!$#A$

#!(v)
!!

= "" A$

u!

!!
$!B "" $!Z "" B$

(9.9.11.3)

Clearly, u$ : A$ $ B$ is a pushout of $!(v) in Cc(e), hence it lies in Clc J
as well. On the other hand, u$ is exactly the pushout in C(e) of $!(u) with
respect to B 1 $!("-) = ", q.e.d.

Lemma 9.9.12 Suppose that v : X $ Y is a retract of u : A $ B in
some category C, by means of a retract diagram (9.9.11.1). Suppose that the
pushout ũ : X $ Z of u with respect to p : A $ X exists in C. Then v is a
retract of ũ, and one can find a retract diagram (̃ı, :̃) : v $ ũ, (p̃, q̃) : ũ $ v
with property ı̃ = p̃ = idX .

Proof. Consider the following diagram induced by (9.9.11.1), where the
right square is cocartesian:

X

v
!!

i "" A

u
!!

p "" X

ũ
!!
"
"
"

v

::2
22

22
22

22
22

22
22

Y
j "" B

r ""!!!

q
%%$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Z

q̃
-

-

11-
-

Y

(9.9.12.1)
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Put ı̃ := p̃ := idX , :̃ := rj. Then these morphisms (̃ı, :̃) : v $ ũ and
(p̃, q̃) : ũ $ v do satisfy the retract conditions, thus proving that v is a
retract of ũ with required property. Indeed, ũı̃ = ũ idX = ũpi = rjv = :̃v,
vp̃ = v = q̃ũ, p̃ı̃ = idX , and q̃:̃ = q̃rj = qj = idY , q.e.d.

Before proving the induction step of 9.9.9, we need to construct some
decompositions of +(n)

k (u), where u = · · ·u2u1 is a finite or sequential com-
position of morphisms, into some “simple” morphisms.

9.9.13. (Sieves, symmetric sieves and their extensions.) Let I be an ordered
set as before. We say that a subset R ! In is a sieve if x * y and y % R
implies x % R. We say that R is a symmetric sieve if it is fixed by Sn:
R = R" for all " % Sn. An extension of sieves is simply a couple (R, R$) of
sieves in In, such that R ! R$. Finally, an extension R ! R$ of symmetric
sieves will be said to be simple if R 2= R$, but there are no symmetric sieves
R$$, such that R & R$$ & R$.

9.9.14. (Structure of simple extensions of symmetric sieves.) Let I be an
ordinal * 6, i.e. either a finite set [m], or the infinite set 6 of non-negative
integers. Let R & R$ be any non-trivial extension of symmetric sieves.
Choose any minimal element ! = (!1, . . . !n) of the complement R$ + R
of R in R$ (e.g. choose ! with minimal value of |!|). Clearly, ! 2% R, but
! + ek = (!1, . . . , !k + 1, . . . , !n) % R, for any k, such that !k > 0. One easily
checks that whenever we are given a symmetric sieve R ! In and an element
! % In with the above property, then R$$ := R ' !Sn is a symmetric sieve
in In, and, moreover, the extension R ! R$$ is simple.

We conclude that any non-trivial extension of symmetric sieves R ! R$

contains a simple extension R ! R$$ = R ' !Sn ! R$ of the above form; if
R ! R$ is itself simple, then R$ = R$$, i.e. all simple extensions of symmetric
sieves are of form R ! R ' !Sn. Since we are free to replace ! by any !",
we can assume that !1 * !2 * · · · * !n.

9.9.15. (Relation to the symmetric hypercube construction.) Now let us
fix any functor X : I $ C, i.e. a finite or infinite sequence of composable
morphisms, and apply the symmetric hypercube construction. Let R !
R$ = R ' !Sn be a simple extension of symmetric sieves as above, ! =
(!1, . . . , !n) % In, and denote by G the stabilizer StabSn(!) of !. Put W $ :=
{!1 + 1, !1} - · · · - {!n + 1, !n} # In – the “small hypercube at !”, and
W := W $ # R = W $ + {!}, the latter equality being true because of the
characteristic property of !. Clearly, W ! R and W $ ! R$, so we get a
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commutative square
X!(W ) ""

!!

X!(W $)

!!

X!(R) "" X!(R$)

(9.9.15.1)

Notice that W and W $ are stabilized by G, hence G acts from the right on
X!(W ) and X!(W $), as well as on X!(R) and X!(R$), on which in fact a larger
group Sn 3 G acts (cf. 9.9.6), and all arrows are compatible with these
group actions, whence a commutative diagram of coinvariants:

X!(W )G
v& ""

!!

X!(W $)G

!!

Xs
! (R)

uR,& "" Xs
! (R

$)

(9.9.15.2)

We want to prove that this square is cocartesian, and find an expression for
v' in terms of box-products of morphisms uk : X(k + 1) $ X(k) and their
“symmetric box-powers” +d(uk).

Proposition 9.9.16 Square (9.9.15.2) is cocartesian.

Proof. (a) First of all, the above commutative square can be constructed
componentwise in terms of components X(i)k of simplicial O-modules X(i),
so we can check its couniversality componentwise, i.e. replace all X(i) with
X(i)k and consider the corresponding symmetric hypercube construction in
C := O-Mod, not in sO-Mod. This reduction step is in fact not indispensable
(all we actually need is a functor X̃ : In $ C together with a “cocycle” {1. :
X̃

,$ "X̃}, so we can work in any C), but it can simplify the understanding
of the proof.

(b) We have to check that (9.9.15.2) becomes a cartesian square of sets
after an application of contravariant functor hV := HomC(+, V ), for any
V % Ob C. Let us fix such a V and denote by P , P̃ and P̃# the compositions
of X, X̃ and X̃! with hV . Denote by "# the maps hV (1.) : P̃ (&") $ P̃ (&) and
P̃#(S") $ P̃#(S), for any S ! In. Taking into account that hV transforms
inductive limits into projective limits and coinvariants into invariants, we
see that we have to prove that the following commutative square of sets is
cartesian:

P̃#(R$)Sn
u$

""

q$

!!

P̃#(R)Sn

p$

!!

P̃#(W $)G v$ "" P̃#(W )G

(9.9.16.1)
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where P̃#(S) = lim,+/&S
P̃ (&) is a projective limit of sets, i.e. it is just the set

of collections x = {x/}/&S, x/ % P̃ (&), compatible in the following sense:
x/|: = x: for any / * & in S, where of course the “restriction” z|: denotes
the image of z % P̃ (&) under the canonical “restriction” map P̃ (&) $ P̃ (/).

(c) Let us check that an element x = {x/}/&R! of P̃#(R$)Sn is completely
determined by its restrictions u#(x) and q#(x) to R and W $, respectively.
Indeed, u#(x) determines all x/ for & % R, and q#(x) determines x' , hence
also all x'. = "+1

# (x'), x being Sn-invariant. We see that all components of
x are thus determined since R$ = R ' !Sn.

(d) Now it remains to check that given any two such collections y =
{y/}/&R % P̃#(R)Sn and z = {z/}/&W ! % P̃#(W $)G, such that p#(y) = v#(z),
i.e. y/ = z/ for all & % W = W $ # R, one can find a compatible collection
x = {x/}/&R! in P̃#(R$)Sn , which restricts to y on R and to z on W $. Of
course, we put x/ := y/ for & % R and x/ := z/ for & % W $, thus defining x on
R ' W $ = R ' {!}, these two definitions being compatible on R # W $ = W .
Furthermore, the element x being constructed has to be Sn-invariant, i.e.
we must have x'. = "+1

# (x') = "+1
# (z') for all " % Sn. This indeed defines

x on !Sn since if !" = !4 , then 4 = g" for some g % G, hence 4+1
# (z') =

"+1
# (g+1

# (z')) = "+1
# (z') since z was supposed to be G-invariant. We have

thus determined x = (x/) for all & % R$ = R ' !Sn.
(e) Notice that this collection x = (x/) is Sn-invariant as required. In-

deed, for & % R this is evident since y was supposed to be Sn-invariant, and
for & = !" we get x/5 = x'.5 = ("4)+1

# (z') = 4+1
# ("+1

# (z')) = 4+1
# (x/) as

required.
(f) Now let us check that this collection x % (

?
/&R! P̃ (&))Sn is compatible,

i.e. that it lies in lim,+R! P̃ (&) = P̃#(R$). This would finish the proof. So let’s
prove x/!|/ = x/ for any & * &$ % R$ = R ' !Sn. If &$ lies in R, the same
is true for & * &$, R being a sieve, and the required compatibility is evident
since x/ = y/, x/! = y/!, and y was supposed to be a compatible family. So
assume &$ % !Sn. If & also lies in !Sn, then |&$| = |&|, hence &$ = & and
the compatibility is trivial, so we assume & % R. Now the Sn-invariance
of x shows that x/!|/ = x/ i! the same is true for &"+1 * &$"+1, i.e. we can
assume &$ = !. Since & * ! and & 2= !, &i < !i at least for one index i; put
/ := !+ei = (!1, . . . , !i+1, . . . , !n) % W . Now & * / * !, x' |: = x: because
both / and ! lie in W $ and z was supposed to be compatible, and x:|/ = x/

because both / and & lie in R, q.e.d.

Proposition 9.9.17 Let I ! Z, n 0 0, X : I $ C and ! = (!1, . . . , !n)
be as above, and suppose that !1 * · · · * !n. Put G := StabSn(!) ! Sn,
W̃ $ := {!1+1, !1}- · · ·-{!n +1, !n} ! Zn, W̃ := W̃ $+{!}, W $ := W̃ $# In,
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W := W̃ # In = W $ + {!}, and denote by v' the morphism X̃!(W )G $
X̃!(W $)G induced by inclusion W ! W $. Then:

(a) We can extend X to a functor Z $ C, without changing v'. Moreover,
we can do it in such a way that X̃!(W ) (= X̃!(W̃ ) and X̃!(W $) (= X̃!(W̃ $).

(b) If ! = 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0), then v' is the morphism " $ SnX(0).

(c) If !1 = !2 = · · · = !n = k, then v' coincides with +n(uk), where
uk : X(k + 1) $ X(k) is the transition morphism, provided we put
X(+1) = ".

(d) Suppose that !d < !d+1 for some 0 < d < n, and put e := n+ d. Write
! = !$ ) !$$, where ) denotes concatenation of sequences ) : Zd - Ze $
Zn, i.e. !$ = (!1, . . . , !d) and !$$ = (!d+1, . . . , !n). Then v' can be
identified with v'! " v'!! .

(e) Let {k1, . . . , ks} be the set of all distinct components of !, listed in
increasing order, and di > 0 be the multiplicity of ki in !, so that'

i di = n. Then v' can be identified with +d1(uk1) " · · · " +ds(uks),
where uki : X(ki + 1) $ X(ki) are the transition morphisms of X, and
X(+1) := ".

Proof. Notice that (e) follows from (d) and (c) by induction in s, and (b)
is a special case of (c), or just evident by itself. In order to show (a) we
first extend I = [m] to I = 6 if I was finite by putting X(k) := X(m) for
k > m, and uk : X(k + 1) $ X(k) is of course taken equal to idX(m). Then
we extend X to Z by putting X(k) := " for k < 0. Now (a) is trivial except
for statement X̃!(W ) = X̃!(W̃ ); but if we compare inductive limits involved
we see that the diagram of the second inductive limit is obtained from that
of the first by adding some initial objects and some morphisms, all of them
coming from these new initial objects. Of course, this cannot change the
inductive limit. Therefore, we can suppose I = Z while proving (c) and (d).

Now (c) is immediate since it involves only the restriction of X : Z $ C
to the subset {k+ 1, k} (= [1], given by the morphism uk : X(k+ 1) $ X(k),
and W ! W $ corresponds exactly to [1]n)n+1 ! [1]n, hence v' = +n(uk) by
definition 9.9.7 of +n.

Let us show the remaining statement (d). Put G$ := StabSd
(!$), G$$ :=

StabSe(!
$$); then clearly G = G$-G$$ if we identify Sd-Se with a subgroup

of Sn in the usual way. Next, consider W1 ! W $
1 ! Id and W2 ! W $

2 ! Ie,
constructed from !$ and !$$ in the same way W ! W $ have been constructed
from !. Then W $ = W $

1-W $
2 and W = W $

1-W2'W1-W $
2. Now W $

1-W2 and
W1-W $

2 are two subsieves of W $
1-W $

2 with intersection equal to W1-W2; this
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implies formally (using only properties of inductive limits) that the following
square is cocartesian:

X̃!(W1 - W2) ""

!!

X̃!(W $
1 - W2)

!!

X̃!(W2 - W $
2)

"" X̃!(W )

(9.9.17.1)

Clearly, X̃!(R1 - R2) = X̃!(R1) & X̃!(R2) for any subsets R1 ! Id, R2 !
Ie. Applying this observation to the above diagram we see that X̃!(W ) $
X̃!(W $) = X̃!(W $

1) - X̃!(W $
2) = X̃(!$) & X̃(!$$) is exactly the box-product of

X̃!(W1) $ X̃1(W $
1) and X̃!(W2) $ X̃2(W $

2). (One might have also seen from
the very beginning that X̃!(W ) $ X̃!(W $) equals the multiple box product
u'1 " · · ·"u'n and use the associativity of box products mentioned in 9.9.5;
in fact, we have just proved this associativity.) Taking coinvariants under
G = G$ - G$$ with the aid of (9.9.1.1), we obtain v' = v'! " v'!! as required,
q.e.d.

Corollary 9.9.18 Let u : X(0) $ X(1) be any morphism in C, 0 < k * n.

Then +(n)
k (u) : Fk+1Sn(u) $ FkSn(u) is a pushout of idSn#kX(0) &+k(u) =

i " +k(u), where i is the only morphism " $ Sn+kX(0).

Proof. Put I := [1]n, R := [1]n)k+1, R$ := [1]n)k, ! := (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . .1),
|!| = k. Then R ! R$ = R ' !Sn is a simple extension of symmetric
sieves, so we are in position to apply 9.9.16, which tells us that uR,' =

+(n)
k (u) : X̃s

! (R) $ X̃s
! (R

$) is a pushout of v' : X̃!(W )G $ X̃!(W $)G for
G = StabSn(!). Now 9.9.17 yields v' = idSn#kX(0) &+k(u) as required.

Now we are ready to formulate the statement we are really going to prove:

Theorem 9.9.19 For any n 0 1 functors +n preserve (pointwise) cofibra-
tions and acyclic cofibrations in C = sO-Mod and sSETSE .2

9.9.20. (This statement implies the main theorem.) Before proving the
above statement, let us show how it will imply 9.9.9, hence also 9.9.2.
Indeed, applying 9.9.19 to any cofibration u : " $ A and taking into
account that in this case Fn+1Sn(u) = ", and +n(u) : Fn+1Sn(u) $ Sn(A)
can be identified with Sn(u) : " $ Sn(A), we see that Sn(A) is cofibrant for
any cofibrant A. Next, let us take any cofibration (resp. acyclic cofibration)

2We provide a complete proof only in the pointwise case
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u : A $ B between cofibrant objects A and B. Then all Sn+kA are cofibrant,
and all +k(u) are cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations) by 9.9.19, hence the
same is true for all Sn+kA & +k(u) by (TM), hence also for their pushouts

+(n)
k (u), 0 < k * n. Since F0Sn(u) = SnA is already known to be cofibrant,

we prove by induction in k that all FkSn(u) are also cofibrant, i.e. all +(n)
k are

cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations) between cofibrant objects, exactly as
claimed in 9.9.9.

9.9.21. Proof of 9.9.19. Of course, we use our usual sort of devissage,
explained in 9.8.7. Let us denote by P the set of morphisms u : A $ B
in C = sO-Mod (or rather in the fibers of sO-MODE , but we can work in
a fixed fiber throughout all steps of the proof but one), such that +n(u) is a
cofibration (resp. acyclic cofibration) for all n 0 1 (in particular, u = +1(u) is
itself a cofibration, resp. acyclic cofibration). We are going to show that P

is closed and that it contains the standard generators LO(IE) (resp. LO(JE));
this would imply the theorem. So let’s check conditions 1)–8) of 9.5.10 one
by one.

(a) Condition 1) (localness of P) is evident, as well as condition 2), since
+n(u) is an isomorphism whenever u is one. Condition 6) is also evident: if
u$ is a retract of u, then +n(u$) is a retract of +n(u), retracts being preserved
by arbitrary functors Ar C $ Ar C. Now let’s check 3). Suppose that u$ is a
pushout of u; then u$"v is easily seen to be a pushout of u"v for any v, hence
by induction the n-fold box power u$"n = u$ " · · · " u$ is a pushout of u"n,
i.e. we have a cocartesian square relating these two morphisms. Applying
the right exact functor of taking Sn-coinvariants to this square, we see that
+n(u$) is a pushout of +n(u), thus proving 3).

(b) Let’s check condition 5) (stability under sequential composition). Let
X(0)

u1$ X(1)
u2$ X(2) $ · · · be a composable sequence of morphisms from

P, considered here as a functor X : I $ C, where I = 6. Denote the
sequential composition of this sequence by w : X(0) $ X(6) := lim+$k

X(k).
We apply the symmetric hypercube construction to functor X, introducing
notations X̃, X̃! and X̃s

! as before. Next, we construct an infinite sequence of
simple extensions of symmetric sieves R0 ! R1 ! R2 ! · · · in In as follows.
Put R0 := {& % In | Hi : &i = 0}, and define RN for N > 0 by induction.
Namely, we choose any element !(N) % In + RN+1 with minimal possible
|!(N)|; since RN+1 is symmetric, we can assume that !(N)

1 * · · · * !(N)
n .

Now we put RN := RN+1 ' !(N)Sn; according to 9.9.14, RN+1 ! RN is
indeed a simple extension of symmetric sieves. Notice that Xs

! (R0 # [m]n) $
Xs

! ([m]n) can be identified with +n(umum+1 · · ·u1); taking lim+$m
, we see that

Xs
! (R0) $ Xs

! (I
n) can be identified with +n(w). On the other hand, by

construction
(

N RN = In, hence lim+$N
Xs

! (RN ) = Xs
! (I

n) = SnX(6), i.e.
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+n(w) : Xs
! (R0) $ Xs

! (I
n) is the sequential composition of morphisms wN :

Xs
! (RN+1) $ Xs

! (RN). According to 9.9.16 and 9.9.17, wN is a pushout
of v'(N) = +d1(uk1) " · · · " +ds(ukn), where 0 < k1 < · · · < ks are distinct
components of !(N) (all necessarily > 0 since !(N) 2% R0) and di > 0 are their
multiplicities,

'
di = n. (One can even check that each such box product

appears exactly for one value of N .) Since all uk were supposed to be in P,
all +d(uk) are cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations), hence the same is true
for their box products v'(N) by (TM), hence for their pushouts wN and the
sequential composion +n(w) of wN as well. Therefore, w % P.

(c) Condition 4) (stabilitity under compositions) can be either reduced
to 5) by extending X(0)

u$ X(1)
v$ X(2) to the right by infinitely many

copies of idX(2), or proved directly by the same reasoning applied to I = [2].
In the latter case the only di!erence is that the sequence of symmetric sieves
RN stops after a finite number of extensions, i.e. we get RN = [2]n for some
N (actually for N = n + 1), thus obtaining a decomposition of +n(vu) into
pushouts of morphisms +n(u), +n+k(u) " +k(v), where 0 < k < n, and +n(v).

(d) Let {ui : Ai $ Bi}i&T be any family of morphisms from P. We want
to check that u :=

,
ui also lies in P. Consider the following formula for

Sn(B):

Sn(B) = Sn
"-

i&T

Bi

#
=

-

"(N0(T )
|"|=n

Q

!i>0

S!iBi (9.9.21.1)

This formula can be deduced for example from a similar formula for tensor
powers B*n:

B*n =
"-

i&T

Bi

#*n
=

-

#&T n

Q

1)i)n

B*#i
i (9.9.21.2)

The latter formula can be shown first for a finite T by induction, and then the
case of an arbitrary T is shown by taking a filtered inductive limit along finite
subsets T0 ! T . Then the formula for Sn(B) is obtained by re-grouping the
direct summands according to Sn-orbit decomposition of T n, and computing
the Sn-coinvariants, taking into account that T n/Sn = {' % N0(T ) : |'| =
n} (another natural notation for T n/Sn is SnT — symmetric power in Sets).

Reasoning in essentially the same way with box products, box powers and
“symmetric box powers” +n, we obtain a similar formula for +n(u):

+n(u) = +n

"-

i&T

ui

#
=

-

"(N0(T )
|"|=n

*!i>0+!i(ui) (9.9.21.3)

This formula shows immediately that +n(u) is an (acyclic) cofibration when-
ever all +d(ui) are, i.e. P is closed under direct sums.
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(e) Now it remains to check 8), i.e. stability of P under “local direct
sums” $!, for any $ : T $ S in E . We can assume S = e as usual. If we
would be able to check cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations pointwise, we
would simply apply

($!X)p =
-

q&Tp

Xq (9.9.21.4)

and reduce everything to (d). Notice, however, that this remark actu-
ally proves our theorem for the pointwise cofibrant structure on sO-Mod,
thus allowing us to derive symmetric powers with the aid of pointwise cofi-
brant replacements, hence they can be derived with the aid of cofibrant
replacements as well. In general case we need to apply some “local vari-
ant” of formula (9.9.21.1); this is not so easy to do because the proof of
(9.9.21.2):(9.9.21.1) is not intuitionistic, so we postpone this verification
for the time being, since we have just explained how to prove 9.9.2(b) and
(c) without this verification, using pointwise pseudomodel structures instead.

(f) Once we have shown that P is closed, all we need to check is that
it contains the standard generators LO(IE) (resp. LO(JE)). Since symmetric
and tensor powers, cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, and all our other
constructions as well, are preserved by base change functors LO : sE $
sO-Mod and q# : sSets $ sE , we are reduced to check the statement for I
and J in sSets. This is done in Lemma 9.9.22 below, so we can finish the
proof of 9.9.19, which is already known to imply the main theorem 9.9.2.

Lemma 9.9.22 (a) Let u : A $ B be any cofibration in sSets (e.g. a
generator (̇(n) $ ((n) from I). Then +m(u) is a cofibration in sSets, for
any m > 0.

(b) Let u : 'k(n) $ ((n) be a standard acyclic cofibration from J ,
0 * k * n > 0. Then +m(u) is an acyclic cofibration in sSets, for any m > 0.

Proof. (a) First of all, u"n is a cofibration in sSets, and +n(u) is ob-
tained from u"n by taking Sn-coinvariants. Recall that cofibrations in sSets
are exactly the (componentwise) injective maps of simplicial sets. Now
the statement follows from the following fact: if i : X $ Y is an injec-
tive map of Sn-sets, then the induced map of coinvariants (i.e. orbit sets)
iSn : X/Sn $ Y/Sn is also injective.

(b) We prove the statement by induction in m > 0, case m = 1 being
trivial. We know by (a) that +m(u) is a cofibration, and all +k(u), 0 <
k < m, are acyclic cofibrations by induction hypothesis, hence the same is
true for all Sm+kA & +k(u) and for their pushouts +(m)

k (u) : Fk+1Sm(u) $
FkSm(u) (cf. 9.9.18), and we conclude that w := +(m)

m+1 · · · +
(m)
2 +(m)

1 : SmA $
Fm+1Sm(u) is an acyclic cofibration, and in particular a weak equivalence.
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Now Sm(u) = +m(u)w : SnA $ SnB by 9.9.7, so by the 2-out-of-3 axiom it
would su"ce to show that Sm(u) is a weak equivalence.

(c) Let us show that Sm(u) is a weak equivalence, for any u : 'k(n) $
((n) from J . Consider for this the embedding h : ((0) $ 'k(n), defined by
the k-th vertex of 'k(n), and put h$ := hu:

((0)

h
!!

h!

;;3
33

33
33

33

'k(n) u "" ((n)

(9.9.22.1)

By the 2-out-of-3 axiom it would su"ce to show that both Sn(h) and Sn(h$)
are weak equivalences. Now a morphism in sSets is a weak equivalence i! this
is true for its geometric realization; using the fact that |X - Y | = |X|- |Y |
for any two finite simplicial sets X and Y , and that | · | is right exact, we
see that |SnX| = Sn|X| = |X|n/Sn for any finite simplicial set X, so, say,
|Sn(h)| can be identified with Sn(|h|).

(d) Notice that both |h| and |h$| are homotopy equivalences. More pre-
cisely, if we denote by 2 : Z := |'k(n)| $ pt = |((0)| the only map from
Z into a point, then 2 1 |h| = idpt, and |h| 1 2 is homotopic to idZ . In fact
Z = |'k(n)| equals {(#0, . . . ,#n) : all #i 0 0,

'
i #i = 1, Hi 2= k : #i = 0}, and

|((n)| is described similarly without the last condition. The k-th vertex of
((n), i.e. the image of |h| or |h$|, is just the k-th basis vector (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0).
Now we define maps Ht : |Z| $ |Z| for all real 0 * t * 1 by

Ht(#0,#1, . . . ,#k, . . . ,#n) := (t#0, t#1, . . . , 1 + t(1 + #k), . . . , t#n) (9.9.22.2)

Clearly, this formula defines a continuous family of maps Ht : |((n)| $
|((n)|, respecting |'k(n)| ! |((n)|, such that H0 is just the constant map
onto the k-th vertex, and H1 = id, i.e. H = {Ht}0)t)1 yields a homotopy
from id to the constant map both for |'k(n)| and for |((n)|.

(e) Now we put H̃t := Sn(Ht) : SnZ $ SnZ for all t % [0, 1], where Z
is either |'k(n)| or |((n)|. Clearly, H̃t depends continuously on t, hence it
defines a homotopy H̃ between idSnZ and a constant map, hence SnZ $ pt
and pt $ SnZ are weak equivalences, both for Z = |'k(n)| and Z = |((n)|,
q.e.d.
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10 Perfect cofibrations and Chow rings

The aim of this chapter is to define perfect cofibrations and perfect simplicial
objects in sO-Mod, where E = (E , O) is an arbitrary generalized (commu-
tatively) ringed topos, usually assumed to have enough points. Then we
define K0 of the set of isomorphism classes of perfect objects in D)0(E , O) =
Ho sO-Mod and introduce on this K0(E) := K0(Perf(E , O)) a pre-#-ring
structure. We postpone the verification of the fact that this is a #-ring struc-
ture; instead, we provisionally replace K0(E) by its largest quotient which is
a #-ring, and use it to construct ChE as the associated graded with respect
to the !-filtration. In this way we construct a reasonable intersection and
Chern class theory on any generalized ringed topos, and in particular any
generalized scheme.

We finish this chapter by a computation of K0( !Spec Z) and Ch( !Spec Z),
obtaining “correct” answers. The case of a projective bundle will be treated
elsewhere.

10.0. (Notations.) We fix a generalized (commutatively) ringed topos E =
(E , O), usually supposed to have enough points. We denote by C either
the pseudomodel category sO-Mod of simplicial O-modules, or the cor-
responding stack sO-MODE . We denote standard finite ordered sets by
[n] = {0, 1, . . . , n}, and the category of all such finite ordered sets by !;
thus a simplicial object over D is a functor X : !0 $ D. The full subcate-
gory of ! consisting of [n] with n * m will be denoted by !)m (cf. 8.2.4,
where it has been denoted !m), and X)m : !0

)m $ D will denote the m-th
truncation of X.

The standard generating sets for cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in
sSets will be still denoted by I and J . Thus I = {(̇(n) $ ((n) : n 0 0}
and J = {'k(n) $ ((n) : 0 * k * n > 0}, and LO(IE) and LO(JE) are our
generators for the pseudomodel structure of sO-Mod.

10.1. (Simplicial dimension theory.) Up to now we didn’t use much the fact
that C = sO-Mod, usually only using the fact that we can reason compo-
nentwise, and sometimes reducing the statements being proved to basic case
sSets, where the needed statements are usually quite well known. Now we’d
like to construct a simplicial or homotopic dimension theory for objects and
morphisms in C, together with canonical dimension decompositions, similar
to the theory of brute truncations of a complex of modules over an additive
sheaf of rings.

Several first definitions will be in fact valid in any category C = sD of
simplicial objects over a category D with finite inductive limits:

10.1.1. (Morphisms concentrated in dimension > n and * n.) Let f : X $
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Y be any morphism in C = sD. We say that f is concentrated in dimension
> n, if f induces an isomorphism f)n : X)n $ Y)n of n-truncated objects.
This is equivalent to saying that all fi : Xi $ Yi are isomorphisms for
0 * i * n, or that skn(f) : skn X $ skn Y is an isomorphism in C.

We say that f is concentrated in dimension * n, or that f has (relative)
dimension * n, if the following square is cocartesian, where skn X $ X and
skn Y $ Y are the canonical morphisms (cf. 8.2.4):

skn X

!!

skn f "" skn Y

!!
X

f "" Y

(10.1.1.1)

Since skn(f) is completely determined by the truncation f)n, we see that
any f : X $ Y of relative dimension * n is completely determined (up to
a unique isomorphism) by X and f)n, i.e. by the collection fi : Xi $ Yi,
i * n, if X and Y are already fixed.

We extend the above notions to any n % Z, possibly negative, by putting
!n := ", skn X := "C for all n < 0. When f is concentrated in dimension
> n, we also say that it is concentrated in dimension 0 n + 1, and so on. If
f is concentrated in dimension * b and 0 a, we say that f is concentrated
in dimensions [a, b]. When a = b, we say that f is pure(ly) of dimension a
instead. We allow here a = +" and b = +" as well.

When n < 0, any f is concentrated in dimension > n, but only isomor-
phisms are concentrated in dimension * n.

One checks very easily using formula skn 1 skm = skmin(m,n) for any m,
n % Z, itself an immediate consequence of the universal property of skn X,
that whenever m * n, condition “f is concentrated in dimension * m”
implies that “f is concentrated in dimension * n”, and “f is concentrated in
dimension > n” implies “f is concentrated in dimension > m”. In particular,
we can define the (relative) dimension dim f of f as the infimum of all n % Z,
such that f is concentrated in dimension * n. Then f is concentrated in
dimension * n i! dim f * n. Another immediate consequence is that if f is
concentrated in dimensions [a, b] and [a, b] ! [a$, b$], then f is concentrated
in dimensions [a$, b$].

Finally, we extend all the above notions to objects X % Ob C by consid-
ering (X : " $ X, e.g. dimX := dim (X and so on. The only object of
dimension < 0 is the initial object ", which has dim " = +", and the sim-
plicial objects of dimension * 0 (hence pure of dimension 0) are the constant
simplicial objects, since sk0 X is the constant simplicial object X0 for any X.

10.1.2. (Compatibility with composition and inductive limits.) One checks
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immediately from definitions that the above properties are stable under com-
position, and in one case even satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property: if two of f , g,
g 1 f are concentrated in dimension > n, then so is the third. If g 1 f and
f are of relative dimension * n (resp. are concentrated in [a, b]), then the
same holds for g. In particular, if X and Y are of dimension * n, the same
is true for any f : X $ Y .

Since skn commutes with arbitrary inductive limits (and functors $# and
$! in stack sO-MODE for any $ : T $ S, if we want to consider stacks here),
we see that the above properties of simplicial objects are stable under all sorts
of inductive limits, and the property of a morphism f to be concentrated in
[a, b] is stable under pushouts, composition, sequential composition, retracts,
direct sums (and local direct sums $! in the stack situation), hence morphisms
concentrated in dimension [a, b] constitute a closed class in C = sO-Mod or
C = sO-MODE in the sense of 9.5.10.

10.1.3. (Example: standard generators of sSets.) It is easy to see that the
standard simplex ((n) % Ob sSets is of dimension n (i.e. dimX = n), hence
any finite simplicial set has finite dimension, equal in fact to the highest
dimension in which it has non-degenerate simplices.

Consider a standard cofibration in : (̇(n) $ ((n) from I. It is of dimen-
sion * n because both sides are. On the other hand, skn+1 ((n) = (̇(n), i.e.
in is of dimension > n+ 1, hence in is pure of dimension n. One checks sim-
ilarly that the standard acyclic cofibrations 'k(n) $ ((n), 0 * k * n > 0,
are concentrated in dimension [n + 1, n].

Notation. We denote by I)n, I'n, I[a,b], IS (where S ! Z) and I=n =
I[n,n] the subsets of I consisting of generators of specified dimensions.

10.1.4. (Functorial dimensional decompositions.) We claim that any mor-
phism f : X $ Y can be uniquely (up to a unique isomorphism) factorized

into X
g$ Z

h$ Y , where g is of dimension * n and h is concentrated in
dimension > n. Indeed, skn h has to be an isomorphism, i.e. all hi : Zi $ Yi,
i * n, are isomorphisms; we can assume, replacing Zi by isomorphic objects
Yi if necessary, that hi = idYi , for all i * n. Then h)n = id, hence skn h = id
and skn f = skn h skn g = skn g, i.e. skn g is known; since g is of dimension
* n, this completely determines g, which can be identified with the pushout
of skn g = skn f with respect to skn X $ X. In this way we obtain unique-
ness; conversely, we can always define g = sk)n(f) and h = sk>n(f) with
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required properties by means of the following cocartesian square:

skn X
skn f ""

!!
"
"
"

skn Y

!!

22

X
sk)n f

""!!!!!

f
<<44444444444444444444 Z

sk>n f
5

5

==5
5

Y

(10.1.4.1)

Therefore, the above factorization f = sk>n(f) 1 sk)n(f) is functorial in f ,
and commutes with arbitrary inductive limits.

Now suppose that n < m. We can construct a decomposition of f :
X $ Y into X

u$ W
v$ Z

w$ Y , where u is concentrated in * n, v
in [n + 1, m] and w in > m, for example by putting u := sk)n(f), v :=
sk)m sk>n(f), w := sk>m sk>n(f) = sk>m(f). Such decompositions are also
unique (apply previous result first to f = (wv)u, then to wv), and since u =
sk)n sk)m(f) = sk)n(f), v = sk>n sk)m(f), w = sk>m(f) constitute another
such decomposition, we have sk)m sk>n = sk>n sk)m whenever n < m. We
put

sk[n,m](f) := sk)m sk'n(f) = sk'n sk)m(f), for any n * m, (10.1.4.2)

sk=n(f) := sk[n,n](f) for any n. (10.1.4.3)

Since sk)n(f) = sk=n(f) 1 sk)n+1(f), sk<0(f) = id, and lim+$n
sk)n(f) = f ,

we obtain a canonical decomposition of f into a sequential composition of
morphisms sk=n(f), each of pure dimension n:

X = F0X
sk=0 f+$ F1X

sk=1 f+$ F2X $ · · ·F!X = Y (10.1.4.4)

The above decomposition is functorial in f , unique up to an isomorphism, and
we have e.g. sk[a,b](f) = sk=b(f) 1 sk=b+1(f) 1 · · · 1 sk=a(f). In the additive
case this decomposition corresponds to an increasing filtration FkP on a
chain complex P , “cokernel” of f , namely, the brute filtration: (FkP )n = 0
for n 0 k, (FkP )n = Pn for n < k.

10.1.5. (Extension of terminology.) Given any subset S ! Z, we say that f
is concentrated in dimension(s) S if sk=n(f) are isomorphisms for all n 2% S,
i.e. if the corresponding steps of (10.1.4.4) are trivial. In this case f is a
(finite or sequential) composition of morphisms isomorphic to sk=n(f), for
elements n % S listed in increasing order.

Clearly, this definition is compatible with our previous terminology when
S = [a, b].
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Proposition 10.1.6 (a) If a morphism f : X $ Y belongs to Cl LO(IS),
where S ! Z is any subset, then skn(f) and its pushout sk)n(f) belong
to Cl LO(IS5[0,n]), and sk>n(f) belongs to Cl LO(IS5[n+1,!)), hence sk[a,b](f)
belongs to Cl LO(IS5[a,b]).

(b) If f : X $ Y is a cofibration, then skn f , sk)n f , sk>n f , sk[a,b] f and
sk=n f are also cofibrations. Moreover, sk[a,b] f lies in the closure of LO(I [a,b]).

(c) The set of cofibrations concentrated in dimension [a, b] coincides with
the closure (in C = sO-MODE) of LO(I [a,b]).

(d) More generally, the set of cofibrations concentrated in dimensions
S ! Z coincides with the closure of IS.

Proof. (a) is reduced by our usual “devissage” (cf. 9.8.7) to the case of
a standard cofibration in : (̇(n) $ ((n) in sSets with n % S, where it
is immediate, in being purely of dimension n. The ability to apply devis-
sage to skn is due to the fact that skn commutes with any inductive lim-
its, composition, sequential composition, local direct sums ($!) and so on.
Case of sk>n is not much more complicated: the only di!erence is that now
sk>n(gf) = sk>n g 1 (some pushout of sk>n f), similarly to what we had for
u /$ u"i in 9.8.5. We can emphasize this similarity by means of a statement
that contains both these situations, cf. 10.1.7 below.

(b) is now immediate from (a), and (c) follows from (b): one inclusion is
due to the fact that morphisms concentrated in dimensions [a, b] constitute
a closed class, and the other inclusion follows from (b) and the fact that f is
concentrated in dimensions [a, b] i! f is isomorphic to sk[a,b] f .

Let’s show (d). If f : X $ Y lies in Cl LO(IS), then by (a) sk=n(f)
lies in Cl LO(IS5{n}); for n 2% S this means that sk=n(f) is an isomorphism,
i.e. the n-th step of dimensional decomposition is trivial, hence f is concen-
trated in dimensions from S by definition. Conversely, if f is a cofibration
concentrated in dimensions from S, then it is a (finite or sequential) com-
position of morphisms sk=n(f) for n % S; each of these morphisms lies in
Cl LO(I=n) ! Cl LO(IS) by (b), hence the same is true for their composi-
tion f .

Lemma 10.1.7 Let C and D be any two categories closed under (small)
inductive limits, F , G : C $ D be two functors commuting with arbitrary
inductive limits, and 1 : F $ G be a natural transformation. For any
u : X $ Y in C denote by Z(u) the fourth vertex of the cocartesian square
built on F (u) and 1X , and by 1[u] : Z(u) $ G(B) the natural morphism,
thus defining functors Z : Ar C $ D and 1[·] : Ar C $ ArD. Then:

(a) Z(idY ) = F (Y ), and Z((u, idY )) : Z(u) $ Z(idY ) can be identified
with 1[u].
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(b) For any composable X
u$ Y

v$ W the morphism Z(u, idW ) : Z(vu) $
Z(v) is a pushout of Z(u, idY ) = 1[u], and 1[vu] = 1[v] 1 Z(u, idW ).

(c) If u$ : X $ $ Y $ is a pushout of u : X $ Y , then 1[u$] is a pushout of
1[u].

(d) 1
=,

! u!

>
=
,

! 1[u!].

(e) If u is a sequential composition · · ·u2u1u0, then 1[u] is sequential com-
position of pushouts of 1[un].

Proof. Statement (a) is immediate, and (b) is shown by a simple diagram
chase, not involving any properties of F or G. Statement (c) is shown by
another diagram chase, using that F and G preserve cocartesian squares.
Remaining statements are then shown in the same way as in 9.8.5.

Proposition 10.1.8 (a) If i : A $ B and s : X $ Y are cofibrations of
dimension * n and * m, respectively, then i"s is a cofibration of dimension
* n + m. In particular, dim(i " s) * dim i + dim s for any two cofibrations
i and s.

(b) If X and Y are cofibrant, then dim(X & Y ) * dim X + dim Y .

Proof. (b) is immediate from (a) since (X*Y = (X " (Y . Let’s prove (a).
By 10.1.6,(c) we see that i lies in the closure of LO(I)n), and s in that of
LO(I)m). Applying devissage for the box product, first in one variable and
then in the other (application of devissage is made possible by lemma 9.8.5),
we are finally reduced to checking that w := in " im is a cofibration of
dimension * n + m in sSets, for any n, m 0 0. First of all, we see that the
target ((n)&((m) = ((n)-((m) of w is of dimension n+m: its simplices
are order-preserving maps [k] $ [n] - [m], and non-degenerate simplices
correspond to injective such maps, which can exist only for k * m+n. Next,
w is a cofibration, hence componentwise injective; this immediately implies
that it preserves non-degenerate simplices, hence its source can have non-
degenerate simplices only in dimension * n+m, i.e. both the source and the
target of w are of dimension * n + m, hence the same holds for w itself.

10.1.9. One shows even simpler that for any morphism of generalized ringed
topoi f : (E $, O $) $ (E , O), functor f # preserves cofibrations and cofibrant
objects concentrated in dimension [a, b]. This is actually true for arbitrary
morphisms or objects of sE-Mod (not just cofibrant), just because the com-
ponents of skn, sk)n and sk>n are computed with the aid of finite inductive
limits only.
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10.1.10. (Constant cofibrations. Components of cofibrations.) We say that
a morphism f0 : X0 $ Y0 in O-Mod is a (constant) cofibration if it becomes
a cofibration in sO-Mod when considered as a morphism of constant sim-
plicial objects. Since constant objects and morphisms are exactly those of
dimension * 0, we see that f0 is a cofibration i! it lies in ClLO(I=0). Since
Z /$ Z0 commutes with any limits, our usual devissage argument shows that
(constant) cofibrations in O-Mod are exactly morphisms from the closure
in O-Mod of one-element set "O $ LO(1). For example, cofibrations in Sets
are just the injective maps.

Now functor Pn : sO-Mod $ O-Mod, Z /$ Zn, also preserves any limits,
so we can apply devissage again and prove that whenever f : X $ Y is a
cofibration in sO-Mod, all its components fn : Xn $ Yn are cofibrations in
O-Mod, i.e. they belong to Cl{"O $ LO(1)}.

Proposition 10.1.11 Let (E , O) be a generalized ringed topos, not neces-
sarily commutative. Then:

(a) All components fn : Xn $ Yn of a cofibration f : X $ Y in sO-Mod
are monomorphisms.

(b) Any constant cofibration f0 : X0 $ Y0 in O-Mod is a monomorphism.

Proof. Statement (a) follows immediately from (b), since we have just
shown that all components of a cofibration are constant cofibrations. Let’s
prove (b). We assume for simplicity that E has enough points, so it is
enough to prove (b) over E = Sets. Then we can assume that O has at
least one constant, i.e. O(0) = O (0) = "O is non-empty: otherwise we can
do scalar extension with respect to r : O /$ O $ F1 = O6c[0]7 (here we use
the non-commutative tensor product $ of 4.5.17, i.e. c is not required to
commute with any operations of O). Then M $ r#r#M is injective for any
O-module M , since it can be identified with embedding M $ M . LO(1),
which admits a section when M is non-empty, and is injective for trivial
reasons if M is empty (this reasoning wouldn’t be valid over an arbitrary
topos E , where we would have to decompose E into the open subtopos over
which M locally admits a section, and its closed complement). Therefore,
injectivity of r#(i) would imply injectivity of i, and r# preserves cofibrations,
so the reduction step is done.

So let us assume that O admits a constant c. We claim that then any
constant cofibration f0 : X0 $ Y0 admits a left inverse, hence is injective.
This statement is shown again by “devissage”, using that constant cofibra-
tions coincide with the closure of i0 : LO(0) $ LO(1) in O-Mod, and that i0
admits a left inverse 20, defined e.g. by the constant c % LO(0) (elements of
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M are in one-to-one correspondence with O-homomorphisms LO(1) $ M ,
and condition 20i0 = id is automatic, LO(0) = "O being initial).

Proposition 10.1.12 Morphism f : X $ Y is a cofibration i! all (sk'n f)n

are constant cofibrations i! all (sk=n f)n are constant cofibrations, where
n 0 0 runs through all non-negative integers.

Proof. We know that sk'n f and sk=n f are cofibrations whenever f is one
(cf. 10.1.6), and that all components of a cofibration are constant cofibra-
tions (cf. 10.1.10), hence the first condition implies the other two. On the
other hand, sk=n f = sk)n sk'n f is a pushout of skn sk'n f , hence (sk=n f)n

is a pushout of (sk'n f)n, i.e. the second condition implies the third.

Now suppose that (sk=n f)n is a constant cofibration. Since f is a se-
quential composition of the sk=n f , it would su"ce to show that sk=n f is
a cofibration, for all n 0 0. Putting g := sk=n f , we are reduced to check-
ing the following statement: if g : X $ $ Y $ is purely of dimension n, and
gn : X $

n $ Y $
n is a constant cofibration, then g is itself a cofibration. Ac-

cording to Lemma 10.1.14 below, any g : X $ $ Y $ purely of dimension n
is a pushout of gn " in = gn " LO(in), where in : (̇(n) $ ((n) is the
standard cofibrant generator. We know already that " respects cofibrations
(cf. 9.8.4), whence the statement.

During the proof we have obtained the following interesting statement:

Corollary 10.1.13 A morphism f : X $ Y is a cofibration purely of di-
mension n i! it is a pushout of u " in, for some constant cofibration u.

Lemma 10.1.14 If f : X $ Y is purely of dimension n 0 0, then it can
be canonically identified with a pushout of fn " in = fn " LO(in), where
fn : Xn $ Yn is the n-th component of f , considered here as a morphism of
constant simplicial objects, and in : (̇(n) $ ((n) is the standard cofibrant
generator of sSets.

Proof. First of all, f is a pushout of skn f , being of dimension * n, f $ :=
skn f is still purely of dimension n, and fn = (skn f)n, so we can replace f
with skn f and assume that X and Y are of dimension * n. Now consider
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the following commutative diagram:

Xn & (̇(n)
fn*id#̇(n) ""

idXn *in
!!

Yn & (̇(n)

w

>>66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
6

ı̃

!!
"
"
"

idYn *in

&&7
77

77
77

77
77

77
77

77
77

Xn & ((n)
f̃ ""!!!!!!!!!

fn*id#(n)
??8888888888888888888888888888888

ev#(n),X

@@9
99

99
99

99
99

99
99

99
Z

fn"in
:

::

%%:
::

h

AA;
;

;
;

;
;

;
;

;

Yn & ((n)

ev#(n),Y

!!
X

f "" Y

(10.1.14.1)

Here ev'(n),X : Xn &((n) $ X is the “evaluation map”, defined by adjoint-
ness from the canonical isomorphism Hom(((n), X) (= Xn, and ev'(n),Y is
defined similarly, so the only solid arrow left unexplained is w : Yn & (̇(n) $
X. By adjointness it su"ces to construct w- : Yn $ Hom((̇(n), X). First
of all, we have a canonical morphism f# : Hom((̇(n), X) $ Hom((̇(n), Y );
it is even an isomorphism since Hom((̇(n), X) is a certain finite projec-
tive limit of components Xk of X with k * n + 1, and all fk : Xk $ Yk,
0 * k * n + 1, are isomorphisms, f being purely of dimension n by as-
sumption. Composing the inverse of this isomorphism f# with i#n : Yn =
Hom(((n), Y ) $ Hom((̇(n), Y ), we obtain our w-.

Now it is immediate that the subdiagram of the above diagram consisting
of solid arrows is commutative, so we can construct Z by means of a cocarte-
sian square, and define remaining arrows ı̃, f̃ , fn " in and h, thus completing
the construction of the diagram.

We want to show that the square of this diagram with vertices in Z,
Yn & ((n), X and Y is cocartesian. Since all simplicial objects involved
in the diagram are of dimension * n, it would su"ce to show that this
square becomes cocartesian after truncation to dimension * n, i.e. that its
components in dimensions k * n constitute a cocartesian square. When we
truncate to dimensions * n+1, in becomes an isomorphism, hence the same
is true for idXn &in, idYn &in, ı̃, hence (fn " in))n+1 is also an isomorphism,
and f)n+1 is an isomorphism as well, f being concentrated in dimension
> n + 1, so our square is cocartesian in dimensions < n for trivial reasons.

Now it remains to compute the components in dimension n. First of all,
(((n))n consists of all order-preserving maps $ : [n] $ [n], and ((̇(n))n

consists of all such non-surjective maps, i.e. (((n))n = ((̇(n))n ={"}, where
" = idn is the only non-degenerate n-dimensional simplex of ((n). This
immediately implies that (idXn &in)n can be identified with the canonical
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embedding Xn & (̇(n)n $
"
Xn & (̇(n)n

#
. Xn, hence ı̃ can be identified

with Q := Yn & (̇(n)n $ Q . Xn
(= Zn, and a similar description is valid

for (idYn &in)n, with the second summand equal to Yn instead of Xn. This
means that we can identify (fn " in)n with idQ .fn, i.e. we get the following
commutative diagram:

Xn

fn

!!

*. "" Q . Xn

(fn"in)n

!!

hn "" Xn

fn

!!
Yn

*. "" Q . Yn

(ev#(n),Y )n
"" Yn

(10.1.14.2)

The composites of horizontal arrows are equal to identity (because " = idn),
hence the outer circuit is cocartesian, and the left square is cocartesian be-
cause (fn " in)n = idQ .fn, hence the right square is also cocartesian, q.e.d.

10.2. (Finitary closures and perfect cofibrations.) Now we are going to de-
fine and study the basic properties of perfect cofibrations and perfect (simpli-
cial) objects, over any generalized commutatively ringed topos X = (X , O),
sometimes supposed to have enough points. The basic idea behind these
definitions is the following. We define finitarily closed sets of morphisms in a
category or in fibers of a stack by imposing “finitary” versions of conditions
1)–8) of 9.5.10, e.g. we allow only finite direct sums and finite compositions.
Then we can define finitary closure of any set of morphisms; and the per-
fect cofibrations will be exactly morphisms from the finitary closure of the
set LO(IX ) of standard cofibrant generators for sO-MODX , and perfect or
perfectly cofibrant objects X will be the objects for which (X : " $ X is a
perfect cofibration.

Then we are going to prove some basic properties of perfect cofibrations
and perfect objects, essentially applying the same (or even simpler) “devis-
sage” as before (cf. 9.8.7). Since most of the proofs would just repeat some of
the arguments applied before to prove properties of cofibrations, we are going
to give references to our former proofs instead of re-proving the statements
for the perfect case.

10.2.0. (Retract and retract-free versions of the theory.) The theory devel-
opped below can be actually constructed in two di!erent fashions, depending
on whether we allow retracts in the definition of finitary closed sets (“retract
version” of the theory) or not (“retract-free version”). We’ll usually develop
only the retract version, leaving the retract-free version to the reader. Usu-
ally the retract condition in the definition of finitarily closed sets will be
used only to propagate itself, so the proofs for the retract-free theory are
just sub-proofs of those considered by us.
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However, when there will be some subtle points where the retract and
the retract-free variants di!er, we’ll point this out explicitly. One of such
examples will be encountered during the consideration of a"ne generalized
schemes, since a locally free O-module needn’t be globally free, while a locally
projective O-module is globally projective. There is another important point
a!ected by the choice of theory:

Terminology. A vector bundle E over (X , O) will be just any (lo-
cally) finitely presented locally projective O-module (resp. locally free in
the retract-free version of the theory).

Definition 10.2.1 Let C be a stack over a site S, such that finite inductive
limits exist in each fiber of C/S and all pullback functors $# : C(S) $ C(T )
are right exact, and P ! Ar C be any set of morphisms lying in the fibers
of C. We say that P is finitarily closed if the following conditions hold
(cf. 9.5.10):

1) P is local, and in particular stable under base change $# : C(S) $ C(T )
with respect to any $ : T $ S in S.

2) P contains all isomorphisms in fibers of C/S.

3) P is stable under pushouts.

4) P is stable under composition (of two morphisms in a fiber of C).

6) P is stable under retracts (in the retract-free version of the theory this
condition is omitted).

Similarly, a set P ! C of morphisms in an arbitrary category C with finite
inductive limits is said to be (globally) finitarily closed if it fulfills conditions
2), 3), 4) and 6) (in the retract-free version the latter condition is omitted).

When we want to emphasize that we work in the retract-free version, we
speak about finitarily semiclosed sets.

10.2.2. (Stability under finite direct sums.) Notice that conditions 2), 3)
and 4) actually imply a weakened version of 7):

7w) P is stable under finite direct sums.

Indeed, an empty direct sum is an isomorphism " $ ", hence lies in P by
2), and u . v = (u . id) 1 (id.v) is a composition of a pushout of u and a
pushout of v, hence belongs to P by 3) and 4).
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10.2.3. (Examples.) (a) Notice that any closed class of morphisms is also
finitarily closed, e.g. the sets of cofibrations or acyclic cofibrations in pseu-
domodel stack sO-MODX are finitarily closed.

(b) Another example is given by strong cofibrations and strong acyclic
cofibrations, i.e. morphisms with the local LLP with respect to all acyclic
fibrations (resp. all fibrations) in a pseudomodel stack. More generally, any
class of morphisms characterized by local LLP with respect to another local
class of morphisms is finitarily closed.

Definition 10.2.4 Let I be any set of morphisms in a category C with finite
inductive limits. Its (global) finitary closure, denoted by GFinClC I, GFinCl I
or just FinCl I, is the smallest finitarily closed subset of Ar C containing I.
Similarly, suppose C/S be a stack, such that finite inductive limits exist
in each fiber of C/S, all $# : C(S) $ C(T ) are right exact, and that S
admits a final object e. Then for any set I ! Ar C(e) we define its finitary
closure FinCl I or FinClC I as the smallest finitarily closed subset P ! Ar C
containing I.

When we want to emphasize that we work in the retract-free theory, we
speak about finitary semiclosures, and denote them by FinSCl I.

Any intersection of finitarily closed sets is again finitarily closed, hence
FinClC I exist for any I: we just have to take the intersection of all finitarily
closed sets containing I.

Lemma 10.2.5 Let C be a category with finite inductive limits, I ! Ar C.
Then:

(a) The global finitary semiclosure GFinSCl I of I consists of the mor-
phisms f % Ar C that are (isomorphic to) finite (possibly empty) com-
positions of pushouts of morphisms from I.

(b) The global finitary closure GFinCl I consists of retracts of morphisms
from the global finitary semiclosure GFinSCl I. Moreover, by 9.9.12

it is enough to consider here only retracts with fixed source.

Proof. (a) Clearly, all such morphisms have to belong to GFinSCl I; con-
versely, the set of all such morphisms is easily seen to be stable under
pushouts and composition, and to contain all isomorphisms and I, whence
the opposite inclusion.

(b) We may replace I with GFinSCl I and assume I to be already finitar-
ily semiclosed. Denote by Ĩ the set of all fixed source retracts of morphisms
from I; since I is closed under pushouts, lemma 9.9.12 implies that Ĩ con-
tains all retracts of morphisms from I. All we need to check is that Ĩ 3 I is
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finitarily closed. It is obviously stable under pushouts and retracts, so all we
need to check is that Ĩ is closed under composition.

(c) Recall that f $ is a fixed source retract of f i! there exist morphisms
i and ", such that if $ = f , "f = f $, and "i = id. Now suppose that
composable morphisms f $ and g$ are fixed source retracts of morphisms f
and g from I. First of all, if (j, 4) are the retract morphisms for g$, then
the same morphisms satisfy the retract property for gf $ and g$f $, i.e. g$f $

is a retract of gf $, so it would su"ce to prove gf $ % Ĩ, i.e. we can assume
g$ = g % I. Now let (i, ") be the retract morphisms for f $, and denote by
g̃ the pushout of g with respect to i; since "i = id, the pushout of g̃ with
respect to " can be identified with g, i.e. we get the following commutative
diagram with two cocartesian squares, one built on i and ı̃, and the other
built on " and "̃:

B
g̃ ""!!!!!!!

.

22

C̃

.̃
22

<
"
=

A

f

((>>>>>>>>>>>>>> f !
"" B$ g ""

i

BB

C

ı̃

BB

<

"
=

(10.2.5.1)

Now (̃ı, "̃) satisfy the retract relations for gf $ and g̃f , i.e. gf $ is a retract of
g̃f , and the latter morphism belongs to I since g̃ is a pushout of g.

Lemma 10.2.6 Let S be a site with final object e, C/S be a stack with right
exact pullback functors, and I ! Ar C(e) be any set of morphisms. Then a
morphism f : X $ Y in C(S), S % ObS, belongs to the finitary closure
ClC I i! it locally belongs to the global finitary closure of $#I, i.e. i! one can
find a cover {S! $ S}, such that each f |S" belongs to the global finitary
closure in C(S!) of the pullback I|S" of I to S!.

Proof. Clearly, any morphism from GFinClC(S") I|S" lies in FinClC I, and
the latter class of morphisms is local, hence the second condition (“f locally
belongs to the global finitary closure”) implies the first. To show the opposite
inclusion we have to check that the set of morphisms f having this property
is finitarily closed. This fact is immediate, once we take into account that
all $# are right exact: the only non-trivial case is that of compositions, but
if f belongs to the global finitary closure on one cover {S! $ S}, and g on
another {S $" $ S}, then all we have to do is to choose a common refinement of
these two covers. (Notice that such an argument wouldn’t work for sequential
compositions and infinite direct sums, i.e. finitarity is essential here.)

Definition 10.2.7 Let X = (X , O) be a generalized ringed topos. We say
that a morphism f : X $ Y in sO-MODX (S) = sO |S-Mod is perfectly cofi-
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brant, or a perfect cofibration, or just perfect if it belongs to the finitary clo-
sure FinCl LO(IX ) of the set of standard cofibrant generators of sO-MODX .
We say that f is a globally perfect cofibration or just globally perfect if it
belongs to the global finitary closure GFinCl LO|S(IX/S

) of the set of standard

cofibrant generators in sO |S-Mod.
An object X % Ob sO-MODX (S) = Ob sO |S-Mod is said to be perfect

or perfectly cofibrant (resp. globally perfect) if " $ X is a perfect cofibration
(resp. globally perfect cofibration).

Definition 10.2.8 An object X̄ of the homotopic category D)0(X , O) =
Ho sO-Mod is perfect if it is isomorphic to an object of the form !X, for
some perfect X in sO-Mod. Similarly, a morphism in D)0(X , O) is perfect
if it is isomorphic to !(f) for some perfect cofibration in sO-Mod.

If O admits a zero, we extend these definitions to the stable homotopic
category D+(X , O) in the natural way, e.g. an object (X̄, n) of D+(X , O) is
perfect i! for some N 0 0 the object #NX̄ is perfect in D)0(X , O).

Notice that these homotopic category notions are not local, i.e. if X̄ % ObD)0

becomes perfect on some cover, this doesn’t necessarily imply perfectness of
X̄ itself. This is one of the reasons we prefer to work with perfect objects
and morphisms inside sO-Mod and not D)0(X , O) in almost all situations.

10.2.9. (Direct description of perfect objects and cofibrations.) According
to 10.2.6, an object or a morphism in sO-Mod is perfect i! locally it is
globally perfect, i.e. i! it becomes globally perfect on some cover. According
to 10.2.5, a morphism is globally perfect i! it is a (fixed source) retract of a
finite composition of pushouts of morphisms from LO(IX ); in the retract-free
theory, of course, we don’t even have to consider retracts.

This explicit description, together with the fact that strong cofibrations
constitute a finitarily closed set of morphisms containing LO(I), immediately
implies the properties of perfect objects and cofibrations summarized in the
following proposition:

Proposition 10.2.10 (a) All perfect morphisms are strong cofibrations (i.e.
have the local LLP with respect to all acyclic fibrations) and cofibrations (i.e.
lie in Cl LO(I)). All perfect objects are cofibrant and strongly cofibrant.

(b) Any globally perfect cofibration has bounded dimension. Any perfect
cofibration or perfect object has locally bounded dimension; if X is quasi-
compact, any perfect cofibration or object has bounded dimension.

10.2.11. (Dimensional decomposition of perfect cofibrations.) Reasoning in
the same way as in 10.1.6, with “finitary devissage” used instead of “devis-
sage”, we obtain the following statement:
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Proposition. (a) Functors skn, sk)n, sk>n and sk[a,b] of 10.1 transform
perfect cofibration into perfect cofibrations.

(b) A perfect cofibration is concentrated in dimensions S ! Z i! it belongs
to FinCl LO(IS). In particular, perfect cofibrations purely of dimension n
coincide with FinCl LO(I=n).

(c) A perfect cofibration f of bounded dimension N < +" (condition
automatically verified for a quasicompact X ) can be canonically decomposed
into a finite composition of perfect cofibrations sk=k(f), 0 * k * N , each of
them purely of dimension k.

10.2.12. (Constant perfect objects and cofibrations.) Similarly to 10.1.10,
we say that a morphism f0 : X0 $ Y0 in O-Mod is a (constant) perfect
cofibration if it becomes a perfect cofibration in sO-Mod when considered as
a morphism of constant simplicial objects. An object X0 of O-Mod is said
to be perfect if it is perfect as a constant object of sO-Mod.

One checks, reasoning as in 10.1.10, that the constant perfect cofibrations
coincide with the finitary closure FinCl{"O $ LO(1)}. Applying 10.2.6

and 10.2.5, we see that a constant morphism is a (constant) perfect cofibra-
tion i! it can be locally represented as a retract of a standard embedding
X0 $ X0 .LO(n). Therefore, constant perfect objects are just local retracts
of free O-modules of finite rank, i.e. the vector bundles (cf. 10.2.0).

Clearly, all components fn : Xn $ Yn of a perfect cofibration f : X $ Y
in sO-Mod are constant perfect cofibrations (same reasoning as in 10.1.10).
In particular, all components Xn of a perfect simplicial object X are vector
bundles.

10.2.13. (Perfect cofibrations of simplicial sets.) Let’s consider the situation
X = Sets, O = F", i.e. O-Mod = Sets, sO-Mod = sSets.

(a) First of all, (constant) perfect cofibrations in Sets are just injective
maps of sets f0 : X0 $ Y0, such that Y0 + f0(X0) is finite. In particular,
constant perfect sets are just the finite sets (“vector bundles over F"”).

(b) Therefore, a perfect cofibration f : X $ Y in sSets has the following
properties: it is a cofibration (i.e. a componentwise injective map) of bounded
dimension N < +", and all components fn : Xn $ Yn are constant perfect
cofibrations, i.e. all sets Yn + fn(Xn) are finite. Conversely, one easily checks
that whenever f : X $ Y is a cofibration in sSets of bounded dimension
N < +", such that Yn + fn(Xn) is finite (for all n or just for n * N), then
one can represent f : X $ Y as a finite composition of pushouts of standard
generators in. In order to do this just choose a simplex " % Yn + fn(Xn) of
minimal dimension n; then all its faces already lie in X, so we can “glue in”
this simplex to X along its boundary, i.e. decompose f into X $ X $ $ Y ,
where X $ X $ is the pushout of in : (̇(n) $ ((n) with respect to the
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map (̇(n) $ X defined by the faces of "; one can check then that X $ $ Y
is still a cofibration (i.e. componentwise injective map) satisfying the above
conditions for the same N but with smaller value of

'
n)N |Yn + fn(Xn)|.

The proof is concluded by induction in this number.
(c) In particular, a simplicial set X is perfect i! it has bounded dimension

and all its components Xn are finite. This is equivalent to saying that the
set of non-degenerate simplices of X is finite, i.e. that X is a finite simplicial
set. Hence perfect simplicial sets are exactly the finite simplicial sets.

(d) Now let f : X $ Y be any cofibration of simplicial sets, and suppose
Y to be perfect, i.e. finite. Then f maps non-degenerate simplices of X into
non-degenerate simplices of Y , all components of f being injective, hence X
also has finitely many non-degenerate simplices, i.e. it is finite, or perfect.
Now it is immediate that f has bounded dimension, and all Yn+fn(Xn) ! Yn

are finite, hence f is a perfect cofibration. We have just shown that any
cofibration of simplicial sets with perfect target is itself perfect, and its source
is also perfect.

(e) This is applicable in particular to cofibrations in " im with target
((n) & ((m) = ((n) - ((m), i.e. all in " im are perfect cofibrations in
sSets.

Proposition 10.2.14 Let f : X $ = (X $, O $) $ X = (X , O) be any mor-
phism of generalized commutatively ringed topoi. Then f # : sO-Mod $
sO $-Mod preserves perfect cofibrations and objects. Moreover, dim f #(u) *
dim u for any (perfect) cofibration u, and dim f #X * dim X for any (per-
fectly) cofibrant object X.

Proof. The statement about dimensions doesn’t need perfectness, and has
been already discussed in 10.1.9. The fact about perfect objects follows
immediately from that about perfect cofibrations, and the latter is shown by
an obvious finitary devissage.

Proposition 10.2.15 Let X = (X , O) be a generalized (commutatively)
ringed topos. Then:

(a) i" s is a perfect cofibration in sO-Mod whenever i and s are. Further-
more, dim(i " s) * dim i + dim s.

(b) X & Y = X &O Y is perfect for any two perfect simplicial objects X
and Y of sO-Mod. Furthermore, dim(X & Y ) * dim X + dim Y .

Proof. (b) is an obvious consequence of (a) since (X*Y = (X " (Y . The
second statement of (a) has been shown in 10.1.8. The first statement is
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reduced by finitary version of devissage used in 9.8.4 to the case of in " im
in sSets, already dealt with in 10.2.13,(e), q.e.d.

Corollary 10.2.16 (Componentwise criterion of perfectness.) Let f : X $
Y be a morphism in sO-Mod of bounded dimension N < +". Then f
is a perfect cofibration i! all (sk'n f)n, 0 * n * N , are constant perfect
cofibrations i! all (sk=n f)n, 0 * n * N , are constant perfect cofibrations.

Proof. These conditions are necessary by 10.2.11 and 10.2.12. The proof
of the opposite implications goes exactly in the same way as in 10.1.12,
taking into account that in our case the dimensional decomposition of f is
finite: f = sk=N(f)1 · · ·1 sk=1(f)1 sk=0(f), and that u" in = u"LO(in) is a
perfect cofibration whenever u is a constant perfect cofibration by 10.2.15.

Proposition 10.2.17 Let (X , O) be as above. Denote by Sn = Sn
O

the
symmetric power functors, and by +n the “n-th symmetric box power” functor
of 9.9.7. Then:

(a) +n(u) is a perfect cofibration in sO-Mod whenever u is one, for any n 0
0. Furthermore, dim +n(u) * n dim(u).

(b) Sn(X) is a perfect simplicial object whenever X is one. Furthermore,
dim Sn(X) * n dim X.

Proof. Statement (b) is a consequence of (a) since (SnX = +n((X). State-
ment (a) is shown simultaneously for all values of n 0 1 (case n = 0 is
trivial since +0(u) = (LO(1)) by our usual finitary devissage. The only non-
trivial case is that of +n(vu), but according to 9.9.21(c), this +n(vu) is a
finite composition of pushouts of +k(v) " +n+k(u), 0 * k * n. This accom-
plishes the devissage step once we take 10.2.15 into account. The statement
about dimensions is shown similarly, considering only perfect cofibrations of
relative dimension * d, i.e. elements of the finitary closure FinClLO(I)d):
then from dim +k(v) * k dim v * kd, and similarly for +n+k(u), we deduce
dim(+k(v)"+n+k(u)) * nd, hence the same is true for the composition +n(vu)
of pushouts of these morphisms. Therefore, our finitary devissage reduces
everything to the case of +n(im) in sSets; the statement is immediate there
by 10.2.13,(d) and (e). Since the target of +n(im) is Sn((m), itself a quo-
tient of ((m)n, hence nm-dimensional, we see that the same holds for +n(im),
i.e. dim +n(im) * nm. This proves the dimension statement.

10.2.18. (Derived category case.) Since derived functors ., & and LSn

exist and can be computed by means of cofibrant replacements (cf. 9.8.1

and 9.9.2), we can extend our previous results to D)0(X , O) = Ho sO-Mod:
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whenever X̄ and Ȳ are perfect in D)0, the same holds for X̄.Ȳ , X̄&Ȳ and

LSnX̄. Furthermore, left derived pullbacks Lf # with respect to morphisms
of generalized ringed topoi preserve perfectness as well (cf. 9.7.12).

One might try to extend the above results to morphisms in D)0. The
idea is to observe that any morphism in D)0 can be represented or replaced
by a cofibration between cofibrant objects, and to “derive” " and +n with
the aid of such “doubly cofibrant replacements”, using a more sophisticated
version of 9.6.7. We don’t want to provide more details for the time being.

10.2.19. (Perfect cofibrations between perfect objects.) Denote by Cp the
full substack of C = sO-MODX , consisting of perfect objects. Since LO(I) !
Ar Cp, we might ask whether the finitary closure of LO(I) inside Cp coincides
with the set of perfect cofibrations between perfect objects, i.e. whether it is
su"cient to consider pushouts with perfect target while constructing a perfect
cofibration between perfect objects. In fact, 10.2.5 and 10.2.6 immediately
imply that the answer to this question is positive.

10.2.20. (Perfectness of cones and cylinders.) Suppose O to have a zero.
Then for any map f : X $ Y of simplicial O-modules we can construct its
cylinder Cyl(f) and cone C(f) by means of the following cocartesian squares
(cf. 8.6.8):

X & {0} f ""

!!

Y & {0}

!!
"
"
"

X & ((1) ""!!! Cyl(f)

X & {1} ""

!!

Cyl(f)

!!
"
"
"

0 ""!!!!! C(f)

(10.2.20.1)

If X is perfect, then idX &((%0) : X&{0} $ X&((1) is a perfect cofibration,
since ((%0) is a perfect cofibration of simplicial sets. Therefore, Y (= Y &
{0} $ Cyl(f) is a perfect cofibration whenever X is perfect. If f : X $ Y
is a perfect cofibration between perfect objects, then X & ((1) $ Cyl(f) is
a perfect cofibration, being a pushout of f , hence X & {1} $ X & ((1) $
Cyl(f) is also perfect, hence the same holds for its pushout 0 $ C(f), i.e.
the cone of a perfect cofibration between cofibrant objects is perfect.

10.2.21. (Perfectness of suspensions.) Suppose O still has a zero, and let X
be any perfect simplicial O-module. Then X . X $ X & ((1) is a perfect
cofibration, being equal to idX &j = (X " j, since j : ((0)=((0) $ ((1) is
a perfect cofibration of simplicial sets. Hence the cofiber 0 $ #X of idX &j,
i.e. its pushout with respect to X . X $ 0, is a perfect cofibration, i.e. the
suspension #X of any perfect object is perfect.

In particular, this justifies the definition of perfectness in the stable case,
given in 10.2.8.
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10.2.22. (Additive case.) Now suppose that O is additive, i.e. is a classical
sheaf of commutative rings. Then:

(a) Constant perfect cofibrations are just injective maps f : F $ $ F of
O-modules with the cokernel E := Coker f a vector bundle, i.e. a local retract
of a free O-module (resp. a locally free O-module in the retract-free theory).
Indeed, it is evident that any constant perfect cofibration has this property;
conversely, if this is the case, F $ E = Coker f locally splits, E being locally
projective, hence F $ $ F is locally isomorphic to F $ $ F $ . E , i.e. to a
retract of a map F $ $ F $ . O(n).

(b) Simplicial O-modules of dimension * n correspond via Dold–Kan to
chain complexes concentrated in (chain) degrees [0, n]. In order to see this we
just recall that by definition of dimension and of skn the simplicial O-modules
of dimension * n coincide with the essential image of the left Kan extension
In,! of the functor In : !)n $ ! (cf. 8.2.4), and the associated simplicial
object functor K : Ch'0(O-Mod) $ sO-Mod is also defined by means of a
certain left Kan extension J! for J : !+ $ !, cf. 8.5.5 and 8.5.3. Then
our statement follows almost immediately from transitivity of left Kan ex-
tensions and definitions, once we consider the following commutative square
of categories

!+,)n
I+,n ""

Jn

!!

!+

J

!!
!)n

In ""!

(10.2.22.1)

and observe that ((I+,n)!X)m = lim+$[m]"[p],p)n
Xp equals 0 for m > n and Xm

for m * n.
(c) Since skn X $ X can be described as the universal (final) object in

the category of morphisms from simplicial objects of dimension * n into X,
we see that skn X corresponds under Dold–Kan equivalence to the “brute
truncation” "'+nP of corresponding chain complex P . This enables us to
compute the counterparts of sk)n, sk>n, sk=n for chain complexes, since
adjoint equivalences K : Ch'0(O-Mod) ! sO-Mod : N have to preserve
arbitrary inductive limits. For example, a chain map f $ : X $ Y corresponds
to a morphism of simplicial objects of dimension * n i! f $k : Xk $ Yk are
isomorphisms for all k > n.

(d) In particular, if a map of simplicial O-modules f corresponds to a
chain map f $ = Nf : X $ Y , then sk=n(f) corresponds to f $=n : (· · · $
Xn+1 $ Xn $ Yn+1 $ · · · $ Y0) $ (· · · $ Xn+1 $ Yn $ Yn+1 $ · · · $
Y0). Since sk=n(f) can be identified with K(f $=n), formula (8.5.3.2) yields
an identification of (sk=n(f))n with idQ .fn : Q . Xn $ Q . Yn, where Q
is a certain direct sum of Yk with k < n. In particular, description given
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in (a) implies that (sk=n(f))n = idQ .fn is a constant perfect cofibration i!
fn : Xn $ Yn is one.

(e) Combining (b) and (d) with the dimensionwise criterion of perfect-
ness 10.2.16, we see that perfect cofibrations of bounded dimension cor-
respond via Dold–Kan to chain maps f : X $ Y with all components
fn : Xn $ Yn as in (a), such that all fn are isomorphisms for n < 0.
Taking (a) into account we see that perfect cofibrations of bounded dimen-
sion correspond via Dold–Kan to injective chain maps f : F· $ F $

· with the
cokernel a finite complex of vector bundles, i.e. a perfect complex in classical
sense.

(f) Applying the above result to morphisms 0 $ X, we see that perfect
simplicial objects of bounded dimension correspond via Dold–Kan to bounded
chain complexes of vector bundles, i.e. to perfect complexes in the classical
sense. If X is quasicompact, any perfect simplicial object has bounded di-
mension, hence perfect simplicial objects correspond exactly to perfect com-
plexes in the classical sense.

10.3. (K0 of perfect morphisms and objects.) Our nearest goal is to construct
K0 of perfect morphisms and/or objects over a generalized ringed topos X =
(X , O), sometimes assumed to have enough points. We do this in quite
a natural way, suggested by our definition of perfect objects, which may be
thought of as a certain modification of Waldhausen’s construction to the case
when the basic category is not required to have a zero object (cf. 10.3.31 for
a more detailed comparison). In fact, we define three variants of such K0:

• K0 of all perfect cofibrations, denoted by K0
big(X , O).

• K0 of perfect cofibrations between perfect objects K0
perf(X , O) or sim-

ply K0(X , O). It will be also called “K0 of perfect simplicial O-
modules” or “K0 of perfect objects”.

• K0 of constant perfect objects, i.e. vector bundles over X , denoted by
K0

vect(X , O) or K̂0(X , O).

Besides, we can construct the above notions in the retract and retract-free
settings, cf. 10.2.0, and the six arising abelian groups (four of them actually
are commutative pre-#-rings) are related to each other by some canonical
homomorphisms.

Definition 10.3.1 The K0 of perfect cofibrations, or “the big K0” of X =
(X , O), denoted by K0

big(X , O), is the free abelian group generated by all
perfect cofibrations (or just by their isomorphism classes) [u] in sO-Mod,
modulo following relations:
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0) If u is an isomorphism, then [u] = 0.

1) If X
u$ Y

v$ Z are composable perfect cofibrations, then [vu] = [v] +
[u].

2) If X $ u!

$ Y $ is a pushout of a perfect cofibration X
u$ Y , then [u$] = [u].

3) If X
u$ Y is isomorphic to Z

v$ W in the derived category D)0(X ) =
Ho sO-Mod, then [v] = [u].

Notice that condition 0) is actually superfluous, being a special case of 3),
since 1) already implies [idX ] + [idX ] = [idX ], hence [idX ] = 0. On the other
hand, 0) and 1) already imply that [u] actually depends on the isomorphism
class of u in sO-Mod, something that is also immediate from 2). Finally, the
last condition 3) implies that [u] depends only on the isomorphism class of
u in D)0(X , O), i.e. we might say that K0

big(X , O) is generated by isomor-
phism classes of perfect morphisms in D)0(X , O) (cf. 10.2.8), and use only
morphisms in derived category in the above definition (actually condition 2)
is not so easy to state in the derived category). However, we prefer to work
in sO-Mod for technical reasons.

Notice that it is not clear whether K0
big(X , O) admits a small set of gen-

erators, i.e. whether K0
big(X , O) is a (U-)small abelian group. That’s why we

introduce a “smaller” version of K0, which can be shown to coincide with
the previous one in “good situations”.

Definition 10.3.2 The K0 of perfect cofibrations between perfect objects,
or simply K0 of perfect objects, denoted by K0

perf(X , O) or K0(X , O), is the
free abelian group generated by isomorphism classes [u] of perfect cofibrations
u : X $ Y between perfect objects in sO-Mod, subject to the same relations
0)–3) as above, where of course we consider only perfect cofibrations between
perfect objects (e.g. X $ in 2) has to be perfect).

Clearly, [u] /$ [u]big defines a homomorphism K0(X , O) $ K0
big(X , O),

which can be shown to be an isomorphism in all “good” situations (e.g.
if X is quasicompact and O additive, but not only in this case). On the
other hand, it is easy to deduce from 10.2.5 and 10.2.6 that the set of
isomorphism classes of perfect objects of sO-Mod is small, hence K0(X , O)
admits a small set of generators and in particular is itself small. Therefore,
we usually consider this K0(X , O), for example to avoid all possible set-
theoretical complications.

10.3.3. (Image of a perfect object in K0.) Given any perfect object X
of sO-Mod, we denote by [X] the element [(X ] of K0(X , O) or K0

big(X , O)
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(if we want to distinguish these two situations, we write [X] and [X]big,
respectively), where (X : " $ X is the only morphism from the initial
object as before.

Now if X
u$ Y is any perfect cofibration between perfect objects, then

(Y = u 1 (X , hence by 1) we get [Y ] = [(Y ] = [u] + [(X ] = [u] + [X],
i.e. [u] = [Y ] + [X]. In particular, K0(X , O) is generated by elements [X]
corresponding to isomorphism classes of perfect objects. (Of course, this is
not necessarily true for K0

big(X , O).) That’s why we call K0(X , O) the K0 of
perfect objects.

Since [u] = [Y ] + [X], we might define K0(X , O) as the free abelian
group generated by isomorphism classes [X] (either in sO-Mod or D)0 =
Ho sO-Mod) of perfect objects, modulo following relations:

0$) ["] = 0, where " denotes the initial object of sO-Mod.

2$) Whenever we have a cocartesian square (10.3.3.1) of perfect objects in
sO-Mod with perfect cofibrations for horizontal arrows, [Y ] + [X] =
[Y $] + [X $].

X
u ""

!!

Y

!!
X $ u!

"" Y $

(10.3.3.1)

3$) If two perfect objects X and Y become isomorphic in D)0(X , O), then
[X] = [Y ].

Notice that we don’t need to write down relations corresponding to 1), since
[vu] = [Z] + [X] = ([Z] + [Y ]) + ([Y ] + [X]) = [v] + [u] is automatic for
any composable couple of perfect cofibrations X

u$ Y
v$ Z between perfect

objects. On the other hand, condition 3$) implies following weaker conditions:

3w) If f : X $ Y is a weak equivalence between perfect objects, then
[X] = [Y ].

3a) If f : X $ Y is an acyclic cofibration between perfect objects, then
[X] = [Y ].

Notice that 3w) doesn’t imply 3$), since under the condition of 3$) we know
only that X and Y can be connected by a path of weak equivalences, with
intermediate nodes not necessarily perfect.

10.3.4. (Image of direct sums in K0.) Recall that any finitarily closed set of
morphisms, e.g. the set of perfect cofibrations, is closed under finite direct
sums since u . v = (u . id) 1 (id.v) (cf. 10.2.2). Relations 1) and 2)
immediately imply
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4) [u . v] = [u] + [v]

Similarly, relations 0$) and 2$), where we put X := ", Y $ = X $ . Y , imply
[X . Y $] = [X] + [Y $]. We can also deduce this formula from 4) applied to
(X and (Y !.

10.3.5. (K0 of any finitarily closed set of morphisms.) More generally, let C
be any category and P ! Ar C be any (globally) finitarily (semi)closed set
of morphisms in C. Notice that in particular this includes existence in C of
all pushouts of morphisms from P. Then we can define K0(P) as the free
abelian group generated by (isomorphism classes of) morphisms from P,
modulo relations 1) and 2), hence also automatically 0). Moreover, this
K0 is functorial in the following sense: if P $ ! Ar C$ is another finitarily
semiclosed set as above, and F : C $ C$ is any right exact functor such that
F (P) ! P $, then F induces a homomorphism F# : K0(P) $ K0(P $).

However, this construction is insu"cient to describe our K0
perf and K0

big

because of relations 3), which involve isomorphisms in another (namely, de-
rived) category. In order to cover these cases we consider triples (C, P, !),
where P ! Ar C is as above, and ! : C $ C̃ is an arbitrary functor. Then we
can define K0(P, !) by taking the quotient of K0(P) modulo relations 3),
i.e. [u] = [u$] whenever !(u) is isomorphic to !(u$) in C̃. This construction is
also functorial, if we define a morphism (F, F̃ , 1) : (C, P, !) $ (C$, P $, !$) as
a triple consisting of a right exact functor F : C $ C$, such that F (P) ! P $,
its “derived functor” F̃ : C̃ $ C̃$, and a functorial isomorphism 1 : F̃ 1 !

,$
!$ 1 F (usually we just write F̃ 1 ! = !$ 1 F ).

For example, taking C := sO-Mod, P := {perfect cofibrations in C}, C̃ :=
Ho C = D)0(X , O), we recover K0

big(X , O). Abelian group K0
perf(X , O) can

be also constructed in this manner if we take the full subcategory Cperf ! C
instead of C, but keep same C̃ = D)0(X , O). Finally, group homomorphism
K0

perf(X , O) $ K0
big(X , O) is a special case of functoriality just discussed.

10.3.6. (K0 of constant perfect objects, i.e. vector bundles.) In particular, we
can consider K0 of (constant) perfect cofibrations between constant perfect
objects, i.e. vector bundles. The resulting abelian group will be denoted by
K0

vect(X , O) or K̂0(X , O).
Reasoning as in 10.3.3, we see that K̂0(X , O) is generated by isomor-

phism classes [X] of vector bundles over X modulo relations 0$) and 2$),
where of course we consider only constant cocartesian squares (10.3.3.1), i.e.
all four objects involved must be vector bundles, and X

u$ Y must be a
constant perfect cofibration between vector bundles, i.e. it must lie in the
finitary closure of {"O $ LO(1)} (cf. 10.2.12).

Notice the absence of relations 3$). Such relations are actually unnec-
essary due to the following fact: if two constant simplicial objects become
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isomorphic in Ho sO-Mod, then they are already isomorphic in O-Mod. We
are going to check this in a moment.

10.3.7. ("0 of a simplicial O-module.) (a) Given any X % Ob sO-Mod, we
define "0X = "0(X) % Ob O-Mod as the cokernel of dX

0 , dX
1 : X1 " X0 in

O-Mod. Clearly, "0 is a functor sO-Mod $ O-Mod, and "0X0 = X0 for any
constant simplicial object X0.

(b) It is immediate that the set P of morphisms f in fibers of sO-MODX ,
such that "0(f) is an isomorphism, is closed (cf. 9.5.10), "0X being defined
with the aid of a finite inductive limit of components of X. It is equally
obvious that "0 commutes with generalized ringed topos pullbacks. Now the
standard acyclic cofibrations 'k(n) $ ((n), 0 * k * n > 0 from J clearly
induce isomorphisms on 20, both 'k(n) and ((n) being connected and non-
empty, hence LO(J) lies in P, hence P contains all acyclic cofibrations, i.e.
"0(f) is an isomorphism for any acyclic cofibration f .

(c) Now let f : X $ Y be an acyclic fibration in sO-Mod. According to
9.7.3, this means that Xn $ Yn -(coskn#1 Y )n (coskn+1 X)n are strict epimor-
phisms for all n 0 0; in particular, f0 : X0 $ Y0 and X1 $ Y1 -(Y0"Y0) (X0 -
X0) have to be strict epimorphisms, being just special cases of the above
morphisms for n = 0 and n = 1. Notice that "0X = Coker(X1 " X0) actu-
ally depends only on XR ! X0-X0, the image of X1 $ X0-X0, and in our
case XR is the preimage of YR under strict epimorphism X0 -X0 $ Y0 -Y0.
This immediately implies that X0 # Y0 # Y0/YR = "0Y is the cokernel
of XR " X0 as well (indeed, XR contains X0 -Y0 X0, hence X0/XR has to
factorize through Y0, X0 $ Y0 being a strict epimorphism, and the kernel of
Y0 $ X0/XR obviously contains the image of XR in Y0 -Y0, i.e. YR; the rest
is trivial). In other words, "0X (= "0Y , i.e. "0(f) is an isomorphism for any
acyclic fibration f .

(d) Combining (b) and (c) together, we see that "0 transforms weak
equivalences into isomorphisms, hence it can be derived in a trivial manner,
yielding a functor "0 : D)0(X , O) $ O-Mod.

(e) An interesting consequence is that "0 commutes with the forgetful
functor $O : O-Mod $ X , i.e. "0X = Coker(X1 " X0) in O-Mod coin-
cides with the same cokernel computed in topos X . Indeed, one can find
a weak equivalence (even an acyclic cofibration) f : X $ X $, and $O(f)
is a weak equivalence i! f is one by 9.7.6, 9.5.26 and 8.4.8, hence both
"0(f) and "0$O(f) are isomorphisms, and we are reduced to the case of a
fibrant X (fibrant in sO-Mod or sX – this is the same thing). Consider
"0$OX := Coker(X1 " X0) in X ; all we have to check is that X0 $ "0$OX
is compatible with the O-module structure on X0, i.e. that it is compatible
with the structure maps O(n)-Xn

0 $ X0. This is immediate, once we take
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into account that "0(X - Y ) (= "0X - "0Y for any fibrant sheaves of sets
X and Y .

(f) In any case, we have constructed a functor "0 : D)0(X , O) $ O-Mod,
having property "0!A0

(= A0 for any constant simplicial O-module A0, hence
!A0

(= !B0 implies A0
(= B0 in O-Mod for any two O-modules A0 and B0,

exactly as claimed in 10.3.6.

10.3.8. (Morphisms between di!erent versions of K0.) Of course, we get
canonical homomorphisms of abelian groups

K0
vect(X , O) = K̂0(X ) +$ K0

perf(X , O) = K0(X ) +$ K0
big(X , O)

(10.3.8.1)
which can be deduced from general functoriality of 10.3.5. Furthermore,
we obtain similar homomorphisms for the retract-free versions of the above
groups, as well as canonical homomorphisms from the retract-free into the
retract versions, fitting together into a commutative 3- 2-diagram.

10.3.9. (K0
vect in the additive case.) Now suppose O to be additive, so that

X = (X , O) is just a classical ringed topos. In this case constant perfect
cofibrations are just injective maps of O-modules F $ $ F with the cokernel
a vector bundle (cf. 10.2.22,(a)). Consider any short exact sequence of vector
bundles on X :

0 +$ F
$ u+$ F

v+$ E +$ 0 (10.3.9.1)

According to the description just recalled, u is a perfect cofibration between
constant perfect objects, and we get a cocartesian square as in (10.3.3.1):

F $ u ""

!!

F

v
!!

0
u!

"" E

(10.3.9.2)

Relations 0$) and 2$) yield [F ]+ [F $] = [E ]+ [0] = [E ], i.e. we have following
relations in K0

vect(X , O):

5+) [F ] = [F $] + [E ] for any short exact sequence of vector bundles
0 $ F $ $ F $ E $ 0.

Conversely, relations 5+) imply 0$) and 2$). As to 0$), putting F $ = F =
E = 0 immediately yields [0] = 0. In order to show 2$) consider any square
(10.3.3.1) and put E := Coker u. Since u$ is a pushout of u, Coker u$ (=
Coker u = E; on the other hand, E has to be a vector bundle, u being a

perfect cofibration. Relations 5+) for 0 $ X
u$ Y $ E $ 0 and 0 $ X $ u!

$
Y $ $ E $ 0 yield [Y $] + [X $] = [E] = [Y ] + [X] as required in 2$).
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We conclude that in the additive case K0
vect(X , O) coincides with the free

abelian group generated by isomorphism classes of vector bundles modulo
relations 5+), i.e. with the classical (Grothendieck’s) K0 of vector bundles
over X .

10.3.10. (K0
perf in the additive case.) Now let O still be additive, and

consider K0 = K0
perf(X ). Let’s suppose in addition all perfect objects over X

to have bounded dimension (quasicompactness ofX would su"ce for this). In
this case perfect cofibrations between perfect objects correspond via Dold–
Kan equivalence to monomorphic chain maps f : X $ Y of perfect non-
negatively graded chain complexes (i.e. finite chain complexes consisting of
vector bundle) with E := Coker f also a perfect complex, cf. 10.2.22,(e).
Reasoning as above we see that in this case K0

perf(X ) is the free abelian
group generated by isomorphism classes [E] of perfect non-negatively graded
chain complexes, modulo relations 5+), where we consider all short exact
sequences of perfect complexes, and 3$). This is almost the classical K0 of the
triangulated category of perfect complexes (since all distinguished triangles
are isomorphic to triangles defined by short exact sequences of complexes)
up to some minor points.

10.3.11. (Contravariance of K0.) Let f : (X $, O $) $ (X , O) be any mor-
phism of generalized ringed topoi. Recall that according to 10.2.14), the
pullback functor f # : sO-Mod $ sO $-Mod preserves perfect cofibrations
and perfect objects hence also perfect cofibrations between perfect objects.
Furthermore, f # admits a left derived Lf # : D)0(X , O) $ D)0(X $, O $),
which can be computed with the aid of cofibrant replacements (cf. 9.7.12),
i.e. Lf #!X (= !f #X for any cofibrant and in particular for any perfect X.
This means that we are in position to apply general functoriality statements
of 10.3.5, provided we consider only perfect cofibrations between perfect
objects, thus obtaining the following statement:

Proposition. For any morphism of generalized ringed topoi f : X $ $ X
we have well-defined canonical homomorphisms f # : K0

perf(X ) $ K0
perf(X $)

and K0
vect(X ) $ K0

vect(X $), uniquely determined by rule

f #[X] = [f #X], f #[u] = [f #(u)] (10.3.11.1)

Furthermore, these homomorphisms f # are functorial in f , i.e. (f 1 g)# =
g# 1 f #.

Notice that we don’t obtain a similar statement for K0
big; this is probably

due to the fact that a more “correct” definition of K0
big should involve only

perfect cofibrations between cofibrant objects.
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Theorem 10.3.12 (Multiplication on K0.) Let X = (X , O) be a general-
ized commutatively ringed topos. Then the tensor product & = &O induces a
commutative multiplication law (i.e. symmetric biadditive map) on K0

perf(X )
and K0

vect(X ) by the rules

[X] · [Y ] = [X & Y ], [u] · [v] = [u " v] (10.3.12.1)

where X and Y are perfect objects, and u and v are perfect cofibrations
between perfect objects (resp. constant perfect objects and perfect cofibra-
tions between such for K0

vect(X )), hence the same is true for X &Y and u"v
by 10.2.15. Furthermore, K0

perf(X ) and K0
vect(X ) become commutative rings

under this multiplication, and canonical maps K0
vect(X ) $ K0

perf(X ) are ring
homomorphisms, as well as the maps f # induced by generalized ringed topos
pullbacks.

Proof. (a) All we have to check is that (10.3.12.1) really defines a product
on K0

perf or K0
vect; all remaining statements will follow immediately from

associativity and commutativity of tensor products and their compatibility
with topos pullbacks/scalar extension. We’ll discuss only the case of K0

perf ;
K0

vect is treated similarly if we consider only constant perfect objects. Notice
that the formula [X] · [Y ] = [X & Y ] is a special case of [u] · [v] = [u " v] for
u = (X , v = (Y , so we’ll concern ourselves only with the latter formula.

(b) We have to check that the map (u, v) /$ [u " v] is compatible with
the relations 0)–3) in each argument. By symmetry it su"ces to check this
compatibility only in first argument, while assuming v to be fixed. Now
relation 0) is trivial: if u is an isomorphism, so is u " v, hence [u " v] = 0.
Relation 2) is also simple since u$ " v is a pushout of u " v whenever u$ is a
pushout of u, hence [u$ " v] = [u " v] as expected. Relation 1) follows from
the fact that u$u " v can be decomposed into u$ " v and a pushout of u " v
(cf. 10.1.7 or 9.8.5), hence [u$u " v] is indeed equal to [u$ " v] + [u " v] by
1) and 2). So only relations 3) remain.

(c) Before checking compatibility with relations 3) let’s show the following
formula: if X

u$ Y and Z
v$ W are perfect cofibrations between perfect

objects, then [u " v] = [Y & W ] + [X & Z] + [X & W ] + [Y & Z]. Indeed,
consider the diagram used to define u " v:

X & Z
u*idZ ""

!!

Y & Z

!!
"
"
"

77?
??

??
??

??
??

??
??

??

X & W
u!

""!!!!

88@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ T

u"v
1

1
1

$$1
1

Y & W

(10.3.12.2)
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All objects involved in this diagram are perfect, and all morphisms are perfect
cofibrations by 10.2.15; furthermore, 2) or 2$) is applicable to this cocarte-
sian square, yielding [u$] = [u& idZ ] = [Y &Z]+ [X &Z]. On the other hand,
[X &W ]+ [u$]+ [u" v] = [Y &W ] by 1); combining these formulas together,
we obtain the announced formula for [u " v].

(d) Now suppose that perfect cofibrations between perfect objects X
u$

Y and X $ u!

$ Y $ become isomorphic in D)0(X ), i.e. !(u$) (= !(u), and in
particular !X (= !X $ and !Y (= !Y $. Applying the formula of (c) to [u " v]
and [u$ " v], we see that it would su"ce to show the following statement: if
!X (= !X $ and !Y (= !Y $ in D)0(X ), then [X & Y ] = [X $ & Y $].

(e) This statement follows from existence of derived tensor products &
and the fact that they can be computed with the aid of cofibrant replacements
(cf. 9.8.1): indeed, we have !(X &Y ) (= !X&!Y (= !X $&!Y $ (= !(X $&Y $),

hence [X & Y ] = [X $ & Y $] in K0(X ) by 3).
(f) The above reasoning shows that for any fixed v the rule [u] /$ [u " v]

determines a well-defined map hv : K0(X ) $ K0(X ); interchanging argu-
ments, we obtain compatibility with relations 0)–3) in v as well, i.e. show
that [v] /$ hv is a well-defined homomorphism K0(X ) $ End(K0(X )), which
corresponds by adjointness to a Z-linear map K0(X ) &Z K0(X ) $ K0(X ),
i.e. to a Z-bilinear map K0(X ) - K0(X ) $ K0(X ) with required property
([u], [v]) /$ [u " v], q.e.d.

10.3.13. (Identity of K0(X ).) It is worth mentioning that the identity of
K0(X ) under the multiplication just defined is 1 := [LO(1)] = [(LO(1)]. This
is due to the fact that LO(1) & X (= X (i.e. LO(1) is the unit for &) and
K0(X ) is generated by [X], or can be equally easy deduced directly from
(LO(1) " u (= u (i.e. (LO(1) is a unit for ").

10.3.14. (General remarks on pre-#-rings.) Given any commutative ring K,
we denote by Ĝt(K) or by 1+K[[t]]+ the set of formal power series over K in
one indeterminate t with constant term equal to one, considered as an abelian
group under multiplication. We write the group law of Ĝt(K) additively;
when we consider a formal series f(t) of 1 + K[[t]]+ as an element of this
group, we denote it by {f(t)}; thus {f(t)}+{g(t)} = {f(t)g(t)}. In this way
we obtain a functor Ĝt from commutative rings into abelian groups.

Of course, t can be replaced here by any other letter, e.g. Ĝu(K) =
1 + K[[u]]+.

Now recall the following definition (cf. SGA 6, V.2.1):

Definition 10.3.15 A pre-#-ring is a commutative ring K, endowed with
an abelian group homomorphism #t : K $ Ĝt(K) = 1 + K[[t]]+, such that
#t(x) = 1 + xt + · · · for any x % K.
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Recall that the coe"cient at tn of #t(x) is usually denoted by #n(x) or #nx;
thus a pre-#-ring is a commutative ring K together with a family of unary
operations #n : K $ K, n 0 0, called exterior power operations, such that
#0(x) = 1 and #1(x) = x for any x % K, and

#n(x + y) =
%

p+q=n

#p(x)#q(y) (10.3.15.1)

10.3.16. (Symmetric operations on a pre-#-ring.) Given any pre-#-ring K,
one defines symmetric (power) operations sn on K by means of the following
generating series:

st(x) =
%

n'0

sn(x)tn := #+t(x)+1 (10.3.16.1)

Of course, one can write arising relations explicitly:
%

p+q=n

(+1)p#p(x)sq(x) = 0 (10.3.16.2)

Since f(t) /$ f(+t)+1 is an automorphism of 1 + K[[t]]+, st : K $
1+K[[t]]+ is an abelian group homomorphism as well, and st(x) = #+t(x)+1 =
(1 + xt + · · · )+1 = 1 + xt + · · · , i.e. we still have s0(x) = 1, s1(x) = x, and

sn(x + y) =
%

p+q=n

sp(x)sq(y) (10.3.16.3)

In other words, symmetric power operations define another pre-#-structure
on K.

Conversely, given any abelian group homomorphism st : K $ 1+K[[t]]+,
such that st(x) = 1+xt+· · · , or equivalently, a collection of symmetric power
operations {sn : K $ K}n'0 satisfying the above relations, we can recover
#t from (10.3.16.1), thus obtaining a pre-#-ring structure on K. In other
words, pre-#-rings admit an equivalent description in terms of symmetric
operations sn.

Theorem 10.3.17 Let X = (X , O) be as above. There are unique Z-linear
maps sn : K0(X ) $ K0(X ), n 0 0, where K0(X ) denotes either K0

perf(X )
or K0

vect(X ), such that

sn[X] = [Sn(X)], sn[u] = [+n(u)] (10.3.17.1)

where Sn = Sn
O

is the n-th symmetric power functor, and +n(u) is defined
in 9.9.7. Furthermore, these maps sn are compatible with ring homomor-
phisms f # induced by generalized ringed topos morphisms as well as with ring
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homomorphism K0
vect(X ) $ K0

perf(X ), and they satisfy following relations:

s0(0) =1, (10.3.17.2)

s1(0) =0, (10.3.17.3)

sn(0 + 1) =
%

p+q=n

sp(0) · sq(1) (10.3.17.4)

In other words, sn are the symmetric power operations for a unique pre-#-ring
structure on K0(X ).

Proof. We deal again only with the case K0(X ) = K0
perf(X ); the case of

K0
vect is treated similarly, restricting all considerations to constant perfect

objects and cofibrations. Also notice that +n((X) = (SnX , hence formula
sn[u] = [+n(u)] implies sn[X] = [Sn(X)], i.e. it is enough to consider only the
first formula.

(a) First of all, notice that [S0(X)] = [LO(1)] = 1 for any perfect X, and
[+0(u)] = [(LO(1)] = 1 for any u by definition, hence s0 is well-defined and
s0(0) = 1 for all 0 % K0(X ). Similarly, [S1(X)] = [X] and [+1(u)] = [u] just
because +1(u) = u, hence s1 is also well-defined and s1(0) = 0 for all 0.

(b) For any perfect cofibration u between perfect objects we put

st(u) :=
%

n'0

[+n(u)] % 1 + K0(X )[[t]]+ (10.3.17.5)

In order for this expression to make sense we need to know that all +n(u)
are perfect cofibrations between perfect objects; this is true by 10.2.17,
9.9.7 and 9.9.18 (in fact, we obtain by induction in k that all +(n)

k (u) :
Fk+1Sn(u) $ FkSn(u) are perfect cofibrations between perfect objects).
Moreover, the free term s0(u) of st(u) equals one by (a), hence st(u) has
indeed free term equal to one. We write st(X) instead of st((X) for any
perfect X as usual.

(c) Now all we have to check is that [u] $ st(u) is a well-defined map
K0(X ) $ 1+K0(X )[[t]]+, i.e. that the st(u) satisfy relations 0)–3) of 10.3.1.
This is evident for 0); for 2) we just use the fact that +n(u$) is a pushout
of +n(u) whenever u$ is a pushout of u (cf. 9.9.21,(a)). As to 1), we use
that +n(vu) can be decomposed into a composition of pushouts of +k(v) "

+n+k(u), 0 * k * n (cf. 9.9.21,(c)), hence [+n(vu)] =
'

p+q=n[+p(v)][+q(u)],
i.e. st(vu) = st(v)st(u) as required by 1).

(d) So only condition 3) remains. Since for any perfect cofibration be-
tween perfect objects u : X $ Y we have st(u) = st(Y ) · st(X)+1, it would
su"ce to show that !X (= !X $ in D)0(X ) implies st(X) = st(X $). This is
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immediate from existence of derived symmetric powers and the fact that they
can be computed by means of cofibrant replacements (cf. 9.9.2): we obtain
!(SnX) (= LSn(!X) (= LSn(!X $) (= !(SnX $), hence [SnX] = [SnX $] by 3).
This completes the proof of existence of symmetric power operations sn with
required property, and the construction of the pre-#-structure on K0(X ).

(e) We still have to check that the symmetric power operations sn are
compatible with maps f # and K0

vect(X ) $ K0
perf(X ); the latter statement

is evident, and the former is an immediate consequence of commutativity
of generalized ringed topos pullbacks with symmetric powers of O-modules,
q.e.d.

10.3.18. (K0 of an algebraic monad '.) All of the above constructions are
applicable to any algebraic monad ', since it can be considered as an al-
gebraic monad over the point topos Sets. We’ll usually write K0(') and
K0

vect(') = K̂0(') instead of K0(Sets, ') and K0
vect(Sets, '). These are

abelian groups for an arbitrary ', and commutative pre-#-rings for a com-
mutative '. Furthermore, any algebraic monad homomorphism + : ' $ '$

defines a generalized ringed topos morphism (Sets, '$) $ (Sets, '), whence
canonical homomorphisms (even pre-#-rings homomorphisms for commuta-
tive ' and '$) +# : K0(') $ K0('$). Of course, +# is induced by scalar
extension, e.g. +#[P ] = [P($!)] for any projective '-module P of finite type.
When ' is additive, we recover classical K0 of a ring according to 10.3.9.

10.3.19. (Computation of K̂0(F").) In particular, the pre-#-rings K̂0(F") =
K0

vect(Sets, F") and K0(F") are quite important since (Sets, F") is the 2-final
object in the 2-category of generalized ringed topoi, and therefore we obtain
pre-#-ring homomorphisms K̂0(F") $ K̂0(X ) and K̂0(F") $ K0(F") $
K0(X ) for any generalized ringed topos X = (X , O).

We’ll show in several steps that K̂0(F") (= K0(F") (= Z considered as
a pre-#-ring with respect to its only #-ring structure given by #k(n) =

"
n
k

#
,

#t(n) = (1 + t)n, st(n) = (1 + t)+n, sk(n) =
"

n+k+1
k

#
(cf. SGA 6 V 2.5).

Let’s show the statement about K̂0(F") = K0
vect(F"). A perfect (con-

stant) F"-module is just a finite set X, hence K̂0(F") is generated by [X],
for all finite sets X. Since [X . Y ] = [X] + [Y ] by 10.3.4, and any fi-
nite set X is a direct sum (i.e. disjoint union) of |X| copies of 1, we get
[X] = |X| · [1] = |X| · 1 since [1] is the identity of K̂0(F"). In particu-
lar, the canonical ring homomorphism Z $ K̂0(F") is surjective. On the
other hand, the map X /$ |X| obviously satisfies relations 0$) and 2$) since
a constant perfect cofibration is just an injective map u : X $ Y with finite
Y + u(X), and the number of elements in the complement of the image of u
is obviously preserved under any pushouts. This yields a map K̂0(F") $ Z,
[X] /$ |X| in the opposite direction, clearly inverse to the previous one, hence
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K̂0(F") (= Z. This isomorphism is obviously compatible with multiplication;
as to the #-structures, SnX is just the n-th symmetric power X(n) := Xn/Sn

of a set X, hence |SnX| =
"|X|+n+1

n

#
as claimed.

10.3.20. (Computation of [in] in K0(F") and K0(X ).) Now let’s compute [in]
in K0(F"), where in : (̇(n) $ ((n) denotes a standard cofibrant generator
of sSets. Consider for this the standard acyclic cofibration j : 'n(n) $ ((n).

On one hand, it can be decomposed into 'n(n)
u$ (̇(n)

in$ ((n), where u is
a pushout of in+1, hence [j] = [in] + [u] = [in] + [in+1]. On the other hand,
[j] = 0 by 3) and 0) since !(j) is an isomorphism in the derived category, j
being an acyclic cofibration. We conclude that [in]+[in+1] = 0 for any n > 0,
and clearly [i0] = 1, hence

[in] = (+1)n for any n 0 0. (10.3.20.1)

Notice that the above formula holds in any K0(X ) as well, K0(F") $ K0(X )
being a ring homomorphism, where of course [in] is understood as LO(in).

Now we are going to deduce from (10.3.20.1) some sort of Euler charac-
teristic formula:

Proposition 10.3.21 Let X = (X , O) be a generalized (commutatively)
ringed topos, u : X $ Y be a perfect cofibration of bounded dimension
dim u * N < +" between perfect objects. Then all sk=n u are also per-
fect cofibrations between perfect objects, all (sk=n u)n are constant perfect
cofibrations between vector bundles, and

[u] =
N%

n=0

[sk=n u] =
N%

n=0

(+1)n[(sk=n u)n] (10.3.21.1)

In particular, [u] lies in the image of K̂0(X ) $ K0(X ).

Proof. Indeed, the dimensional decomposition (10.1.4.4) of u into sk=n u
consists of finitely many steps, all sk=n u being isomorphisms for n > N , and
all sk=n u : Fn(u) $ Fn+1(u) are perfect cofibrations by 10.2.11, hence by
induction all Fn(u) are also perfect, F0(u) = X being perfect by assumption,
hence [sk=n u] is an element of K0(X ), and the first equality of (10.3.21.1)
follows from relations 1). Furthermore, all components of sk=n u, and in
particular wn := (sk=n u)n, are constant perfect cofibrations between vector
bundles by 10.2.12, hence [wn] makes sense both in K̂0(X ) and K0(X ).
Finally, sk=n u is a pushout of wn"in by 10.1.14, hence [sk=n u] = [wn][in] =
(+1)n[wn] by (10.3.20.1). Computing the sum over all n * N we obtain the
second half of (10.3.21.1), q.e.d.
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In particular, we obtain the following interesting statement:

Corollary 10.3.22 If all perfect simplicial objects over X = (X , O) have
bounded dimension, e.g. if X is quasicompact, then the canonical pre-#-
ring homomorphism K̂0(X ) $ K0(X ) is surjective, i.e. K0(X ) is generated
by elements [P ], where P runs over isomorphism classes of vector bundles
over X .

For example, K̂0(') $ K0(') is surjective for any generalized ring '.

10.3.23. (K̂0 and K0 of a classical field k.) Now let k be a classical (i.e.
additive) field. Then K̂0(k) $ K0(k) is surjective, and Z $ K̂0(k) is an iso-
morphism, the inverse being given by [V ] /$ dimk V (cf. 10.3.9). We claim
that K̂0(k) $ K0(k) is also an isomorphism, i.e. K0(k) = K0

perf(K) is also
isomorphic to Z with its standard #-structure. Indeed, 10.3.10 immediately
implies that 3 : [X] /$

'
n'0(+1)n dimk Hn(NX) is a well-defined homomor-

phism K0(k) $ Z, such that 3(1) = 1, where NX denotes the normalized
chain complex associated to a simplical k-vector space. This 3 is clearly an
inverse to the surjective map Z = K̂0(k) $ K0(k).

10.3.24. (K0(F") = Z.) We already know that K̂0(F") (= Z and that the
homomorphism K̂0(F") $ K0(F") is surjective. We claim that it is in fact an
isomorphism, i.e. K0(F") (= Z with the standard #-structure. Indeed, since Q
is an extension of F", we get a map K0(F") $ K0(Q), [X] /$ [LQ(X)], and
K0(Q) is isomorphic to Z via the map 3, hence the composite map 3 1 LQ

is an additive map K0(F") $ Z mapping 1 into 1, hence the surjection
Z $ K0(F") must be an isomorphism.

10.3.25. (K0(F1n) = K̂0(F1n) = Z.) Now let us compute K̂0(F1n) and
K0(F1n), where F1n is the generalized ring defined in 5.1.16. Recall that
F1n = F1[, [1] | ,n = e} and F1 = F"[0[0]], and F1n-Mod consists of sets
X together with a marked point 0 = 0X % X and a bijection , = ,X :
X $ X respecting 0X , such that ,n

X = idX , i.e. an action of the cyclic
group Cn := Z/nZ. We claim that the canonical #-homomorphisms Z =
K̂0(F") $ K̂0(F1n) $ K0(F1n) are actually isomorphisms, i.e. both K̂0(F1n)
and K0(F1n) are canonically isomorphic to Z.

(a) First of all, a free F1n-module of rank r is just the nr + 1-element set
0= r-Cn, where Cn = Z/nZ is the cyclic group of order n with the obvious
action of , . Conversely, if X is a finite set with a marked point 0, such
that the stabilizer in Cn of any non-zero x % X is trivial, then the Cn-orbit
decomposition of X is of the above form, hence X is a free F1n-module of
finite rank.

(b) An immediate consequence is that any projective F1n-module of finite
type is free. Indeed, any projective module is a retract, i.e. both a quotient
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and a submodule of a free module, and (a) shows that any submodule of a free
F1n-module is free. Furthermore, all constant perfect cofibrations are easily
seen to be of the form X $ X . LF1n (r), i.e. X $ X = r - Cn. This means
that K̂0(F1n) is generated by [LF1n (1)] = 1, i.e. Z = K̂0(F") $ K̂0(F1n) is
surjective, and K̂0(F1n) $ K0(F1n) is surjective by 10.3.22.

(c) It remains to check that these two surjections have trivial kernel. It
would su"ce for this to construct a Z-linear map 3 : K0(F1n) $ Z, such
that 3(1) = 1. We define such a map as follows: put A := Z &F1 F1n =
Z[, ]/(,n + 1), choose any maximal ideal m ! A (such an ideal exists since
A is a free Z-module of rank n > 0, hence a non-trivial commutative ring),
and put k := A/m. Then k is a classical field, and we have a canonical
generalized ring homomorphism + : F1n $ A $ k, which induces a map
+# : K0(F1n) $ K0(k) (= Z with the required property.

10.3.26. (Polynomial functions.) Let A be any abelian group. We denote
by AN0 the set of all A-valued functions f : N0 $ A defined on the set of
non-negative integers. Of course, AN0 has a canonical abelian group structure
given by pointwise addition: (f + g)(n) = f(n) + g(n).

For any f % AN0 we denote by (f % AN0 the A-valued function given by

((f)(n) := f(n + 1) + f(n) for all n 0 0. (10.3.26.1)

We say that f is a A-valued polynomial function if ((nf)(0) = 0 for all
n > N , where N 0 0 is some integer. (The smallest N with this property
is called the degree of f .) An easy induction shows that this condition is
equivalent to (nf = 0 for all n > N , or to (N+1f = 0. Furthermore,
another induction in x 0 0 yields

f(x) =
%

n'0

C
x

n

D
· ((nf)(0) (10.3.26.2)

for any x 0 0 and any f % AN0 . Notice that this sum is finite for any x 0 0
since

"
x
n

#
= 0 for n > x.

Now if f % AN0 is an A-valued polynomial function, all terms correspond-
ing to n > N in the above sum are automatically zero, hence

f(x) =
N%

n=0

C
x

n

D
· cn for some cn % A. (10.3.26.3)

Conversely, if f(x) is given by the above formula for some cn % A, 0 * n * N ,
then ((f)(x) is easily seen to be equal to

'N+1
n=0

"
x
n

#
· cn+1, and an obvious

induction yields ((nf)(0) = cn, where of course cn := 0 for n > N , thus
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proving that f is an A-valued polynomial function, as well as showing the
uniqueness of coe"cients cn.

In other words, we see that the abelian group A[
"

x
n

#
] ! AN0 of A-valued

polynomials is canonically isomorphic to A & Z[
"

x
n

#
], where Z[

"
x
n

#
] ! Q[x]

is the set of all integer-valued polynomials, a free Z-module with basis
"

x
n

#
,

n 0 0.
Another immediate consequence of the above constructions is that any

polynomial function f : N0 $ A can be uniquely extended by (10.3.26.3) to
a polynomial function f : Z $ A, where the coe"cients cn are necessarily
equal to ((nf)(0), i.e. the extension of f is given by the Newton extrapolation
formula (10.3.26.2). In particular, we can consider

f(+1) =
N%

n=0

(+1)ncn =
%

n'0

(+1)n((nf)(0) (10.3.26.4)

10.3.27. (Hilbert function of a perfect cofibration.) Let u : X $ Y be
a perfect cofibration in sO-Mod. We denote by Pu : N0 $ K̂0(X , O) the
Hilbert function of u, given by

Pu(n) := [un], for any n 0 0. (10.3.27.1)

Here un : Xn $ Yn denotes the corresponding component of u; according
to 10.2.12, all un are indeed constant cofibrations between vector bundles,
hence [un] indeed makes sense in K̂0(X ). Furthermore, we have Pu"v = PuPv

(i.e. Pu"v(n) = Pu(n) · Pv(n) for all n 0 0) since (u " v)n obviously equals
un " vn. Similarly, P$n(u) = snPu.

If X is a perfect simplicial object, we define its Hilbert function PX by
PX := P9X , i.e. PX(n) = [Xn]. Then X /$ PX satisfies 0$) and 2$), PX*Y =
PXPY , and PSnX = snPX , i.e. all natural relations of K0(X ) except 3$) are
fulfilled.

Notice that u /$ Pu satisfies relations 0)–2), since for example if u$ is a
pushout of u, then all u$n are pushouts of un, hence Pu!(n) = [u$n] = [un] =
Pu(n) by 2) in K̂0(X ). However, relations 3) are not satisfied, since compo-
nents of a weak equivalence needn’t be isomorphisms.

Proposition 10.3.28 (Hilbert polynomials and Euler characteristic.) Let
X = (X , O) be a generalized ringed topos as usual, u : X $ Y be a perfect
cofibration of bounded dimension dim u * N < +" between perfect objects
(e.g. if X is quasicompact, any such u has bounded dimension). Then Pu %
K̂0(X )N0 is a polynomial function of degree * N ; more precisely,

Pu(n) =
N%

k=0

ck

C
n

k

D
, where ck := [(sk=k u)k] (10.3.28.1)
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Furthermore, the image of Pu(+1) =
'N

k=0(+1)kck under the canonical #-
homomorphism K̂0(X ) $ K0(X ) equals [u]:

[u] = Pu(+1) =
N%

k=0

(+1)k((kPu)(0) =
N%

k=0

(+1)kck =
N%

k=0

(+1)k[(sk=k u)k]

(10.3.28.2)
Similar formulas are valid for a perfect object X of dimension * N , e.g. PX

is a polynomial function of degree * N , and PX(+1) = [X].

Proof. Of course, the statements about PX follow from those about Pu

applied to u = (X , so we’ll treat only the case of Pu. Notice that it would
su"ce to show (10.3.28.1): the remaining statements would then follow from
(10.3.26.2), (10.3.26.4) and (10.3.21.1). Since u /$ Pu satisfies relations 0)–2)
and the dimensional decomposition (10.1.4.4) of u is finite, it is enough to
show (10.3.28.1) for u purely of dimension k. In this case u is a pushout
of w " ik, where w := uk = (sk=k u)k (cf. 10.1.14), hence Pu = Pw"ik =
Pw · Pik = wPik, w being constant, i.e. we are reduced to proving

Pik(n) =

C
n

k

D
in K̂0(F") = Z. (10.3.28.3)

This equality is shown by direct computation: by definition, Pik(n) = [ik,n] =
|((k)n| + |(̇(k)n|, ((k)n consists of all non-decreasing maps $ : [n] $ [k],
and (̇(k)n of all non-surjective such maps, hence Pik(n) equals to the number
of surjective non-decreasing maps $ : [n] # [k], easily seen to be equal
to

"
n
k

#
, such maps being in one-to-one correspondence to k-element subsets

I = {n1, . . . , nk} ! {1, 2, . . . , n} by the following rule: I = {j % [n] : j > 0,
$(j + 1) < $(j)}. This finishes the proof of 10.3.28.

10.3.29. (Relation to Euler characteristic.) Recall that in the additive case
PKA(+1) =

'
k'0(+1)k[Ak] for any perfect complex A, according to the

computation already mentioned in 8.0.11. Therefore, the above formula
[u] = Pu(+1) should be thought of as a counterpart of the Euler characteristic
formula.

10.3.30. (Suspensions, cones and cylinders.) Suppose that O admits a zero,
so that we can construct suspensions, cones and cylinders.

(a) Notice that ((0) $ ((1) is an acyclic cofibration of finite simplicial
sets, hence [((1)] = [((0)] = 1 in K0(F"). We can use this to conclude
[i1] = +1 for i1 : ((0) = ((0) = (̇(1) $ ((1), or just apply (10.3.20.1).

(b) Let X be a perfect simplicial object, hence its suspension #X is also
perfect by 10.2.21. Recall that #X is the cofiber of idX &i1 = (X " i1 :
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X . X $ X & ((1), i.e. 0 $ #X is a pushout of this morphism, hence
[#X] = [(X ] · [i1] = +[X]. If u : X $ Y is a perfect cofibration between
perfect objects, the same holds for #(u), this morphism being a pushout of
u " i1, and [#(u)] = [u] · [i1] = +[u].

(c) Now let f : X $ Y be a perfect cofibration between perfect objects.
Applying 2) to cocommutative squares of (10.2.20.1), we obtain [Y & {0} $
Cyl(f)] = [f ] · [((0) $ ((1)] = [f ] ·0 = 0, hence [Cyl(f)] = [Y ]. The second
square yields [C(f)] = [Cyl(f)] + [X] = [Y ] + [X], exactly what one usually
has in the classical (additive) situation.

10.3.31. (Relation to Waldhausen’s construction.) Our definition of K0

might be thought of as a modification of Waldhausen’s construction of K0

presented in [Waldhausen]. Since Waldhausen defines higher algebraic K-
theory as well, this observation might be used to define higher K-functors in
our situation by modifying Waldhausen’s construction in a suitable way.

Recall that Waldhausen considers categories C with cofibrations and weak
equivalences, sometimes called Waldhausen categories. A Waldhausen cat-
egory is a pointed category C (i.e. it has a zero object 0) with two classes
of morphisms P and W ! Ar C, called cofibrations and weak equivalences,
satisfying certain conditions. Namely, both classes are supposed to contain
all isomorphisms and be closed under composition. Secondly, the following
conditions have to be fulfilled:

Co2) Morphisms 0 $ X, for all X % Ob C, are cofibrations.

Co3) Cofibrations are stable under pushouts (in particular, pushouts of cofi-
brations are required to exist).

We2) (Gluing lemma) If the left horizontal arrows u and v in the diagram

B

,
!!

A
u..

,
!!

"" C

,
!!

B$ A$ ""v.. C $

(10.3.31.1)

are cofibrations, and the vertical arrows are weak equivalences, then the
induced map of pushouts BDAC $ B$DA!C $ is also a weak equivalence.

For any cofibration X
u$ Y we define its cofiber E as Y DX 0. Clearly, if u$ is

any pushout of u, then the cofiber of u$ is also equal to E. Now Waldhausen’s
K0(C) = K0(C, P, W ) can be defined as the free abelian group generated by
objects [X] of C modulo relations (W1) [Y ] = [X] + [E] for any cofibration
X

u$ Y with cofiber E, and (W2) [X] = [X $] for any weak equivalence
X $ X $.
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Now we can see a certain similarity to our construction, where we consider
the category C of all perfect objects, P is the set of perfect cofibrations, and
W is the set of weak equivalences in C, at least in the case when O admits
a zero. Reasoning as in 10.3.9 (with cofibers instead of cokernels), we can
show that relations (W1) are in fact equivalent to relations 0$) and 2$), and
(W2) correspond to our 3w), but not 3$) (i.e. we impose more relations than
Waldhausen).

It is an interesting question whether the axiom We2), which makes sense
for O without a zero as well, holds for our choice of C, P and W . The answer
is extremely likely to be positive (for example, it is positive for the classical
case of pointed simplicial sets, i.e. simplicial F1-modules). If the answer is
positive, we might try to apply Waldhausen’s construction directly to our
situation, thus immediately defining higher algebraic K-groups as well.

10.4. (Projective modules over Z!.) Our next aim is to compute K̂0( !Spec Z).

However, we need to know more about projective bundles E over !Spec Z to
do this. Since E |Spec Z is given by a finitely generated projective (i.e. free)
Z-module, we just have to study finitely generated projective modules over
Z(!) or Z!. In fact, we are going to show that such projective modules are
free as well, and that any constant perfect cofibration between vector bundles
over Z! is of the form Z(n)

! $ Z(n)
! . Z(m)

! (= Z(n+m)
! , and similarly for Z(!)

and Z̄!. This would imply K̂0(Z!) = K0(Z!) = Z, and similarly for Z(!)

and Z̄!.

10.4.1. (Strictly convex archimedian valuation rings.) We are going to treat
our three cases Z!, Z(!) and Z̄! simultaneously. In order to do this we fix
following data:

• A (classical) field K together with a non-trivial archimedian valuation
|·|. Notice that necessarily charK = 0, i.e. K 3 Q. We consider K as
a topological field with respect to the topology given by its norm |·|.

• V ! K denotes the (generalized) valuation ring of | · | in K, defined
as in 5.7.13. In other words, V (n) ! K(n) = Kn consists of # =
(#1, . . . ,#n) % Kn with

'
i |#i| * 1.

• Q̃ denotes the closure of Q ! K in K, and Q̃+ ! Q̃ denotes the closure
of Q+. Since any element of Q̃ is a limit of a Cauchy sequence in Q,
we obtain a natural embedding Q̃ ! R, i.e. we can treat elements of
Q̃ ! K as real numbers.

• We require (K, |·|) to be strictly convex , meaning the following:

|x + y| = |x| + |y| for x, y % K : y = 0 or xy+1 % Q̃+. (10.4.1.1)
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• Finally, we require |x| % Q̃+ for any x % K.

The above conditions are easily seen to be satisfied by K = Q, R and
C with their standard archimedian norms, given by absolute value. In these
cases we have V = Z(!), Z! and Z̄!, respectively.

Theorem 10.4.2 (Projective modules over strictly convex archimedian val-
uation rings.) Let (K, V ) be as above, i.e. V be a strictly convex archimedian
valuation ring, e.g. V = Z!, Z(!) or Z̄!. Denote by V (n) or LV (n) the free
V -module of rank n. Then:

(a) Any projective V -module P of finite type is free of finite rank, i.e.
isomorphic to some LV (n), n 0 0.

(b) If LV (n) is isomorphic to LV (m), then n = m.

(c) Any constant perfect cofibration of V -modules is of the form M $ M.
LV (n). In particular, any constant perfect cofibration between vector
bundles over V is of the form LV (m) $ LV (m).LV (n) (= LV (m + n).

Proof. Notice that (b) follows immediately from existence of embedding
+ : V $ K: applying scalar extension functor +# = K &V + to LV (n) we
obtain LK(n) = Kn, a K-vector space of dimension n, and Kn I Km is
possible only for n = m.

As to the proof of (a) and (c), it will occupy the rest of this subsection.
We are going to obtain matrix descriptions of objects involved in (a) and (c),
reduce (c) to (a) and prove (a). Therefore, we fix K and V as above until
the end of this subsection.

10.4.3. (Finitely generated projective modules over any #.) Let P be a
finitely generated projective module over an arbitrary algebraic monad #.
Fix any finite system f1, . . . , fn of generators of P , or equivalently, a strict
epimorphism $ : L!(n) # P , such that $(ei) = fi, where ei = {i} denotes
the i-th basis element of L!(n). Since P is projective, $ admits a section " :
P $ L!(n), and p := "$ % End!(L!(n)) = M(n; #) = #(n)n is a projector
(p2 = p) with P = Coker(p, id) = Ker(p, id) = p(L!(n)). Conversely, if
p % End!(L!(n)) is a projector, then the corresponding direct factor P of
L!(n) is projective and finitely generated, being a strict quotient of L!(n).
Therefore, any finitely generated projective #-module P with n generators
can be described by means of a projector p % M(n, #) = #(n)n, and any such
projector determines such a projective #-module with n fixed generators.
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10.4.4. (Constant perfect cofibrations over any #.) Similarly, let f : M $ N
be a constant perfect cofibration of #-modules. According to 10.2.12, such
an f is a fixed-source retract of a morphism of the form iM : M $ M.L!(n),
i.e. there are #-homomorphisms " : M.L!(n) # N and j : N $ M.L!(n),
such that "j = idN , jf = iM and "iM = j. Putting p := j", we obtain a
projector p = p2 % End!(M . L!(n)), such that piM = iM ; conversely, any
such projector p defines a direct factor N of M .L!(n), such that M $ N is
a retract of iM , i.e. a constant perfect cofibration with source M . In this way
we obtain a description of constant perfect cofibrations in terms of projectors
as well.

Notice that " : M . L!(n) # N is necessarily a strict epimorphism, i.e.
N is generated by M and elements ui := "(ei), 1 * i * n. Conversely, let
f : M $ N be a constant perfect cofibration, and u1, . . . , um % N be any
system of elements which generates N together with f(M), thus defining a
strict epimorphism "$ : M . L!(m) # N . Recall that any constant perfect
cofibration is strongly cofibrant and in particular has the LLP with respect
to strict epimorphisms (i.e. surjective maps) of #-modules; applying this to
f and "$, we see that f is a fixed-source retract of M $ M . L!(m).

10.4.5. (Projective modules over V .) Now let P be a finitely generated
projective module over V . Choose a system of generators u1, . . . , un of P
with minimal n 0 0. According to the above considerations, this yields a
description of P as a direct factor (retract) of LV (n), given by a certain
projector a = a2 % EndV (LV (n)) = M(n; V ). We will ultimately show that
the minimality of n implies a = id, i.e. P (= LV (n), thus proving 10.4.2,(a).

Since V ! K, M(n; V ) ! M(n; K) = Kn"n, i.e. a is given by a certain
matrix (aij)1)i,j)n with coe"cients in K, such that a(ej) =

'
i aijei. Denote

by )·) the L1-norm in Kn, i.e. )#1e1 + · · ·+ #nen) = |#1|+ · · ·+ |#n|. Then
V (n) can be identified with {# % Kn : )#) * 1}, and a matrix a % M(n; K)
lies in M(n; V ) = V (n)n i! all a(ej) lie in V (n), i.e. i!

n%

i=1

|aij | * 1, for all 1 * j * n. (10.4.5.1)

We fix P and a matrix a = a2 as above, and put uj := a(ej); these
elements generate a V -submodule of LV (n) isomorphic to P , which will be
usually identified with P . Notice that elements uj are identified then with
our original system of generators of P .

10.4.6. (Constant perfect cofibrations over V .) Similarly, let f : M $ N
be a constant perfect cofibration over V . Choose a system of generators u$1,
. . . , u$n % N of N “over M” (i.e. u$i together with f(M) generate N) with
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a minimal n 0 0. Then f is a retract of iM : M $ M . LV (n), given
by a certain projector p = p2 % EndV (M . LV (n)), such that piM = iM .

Denote by a the composite map LV (n) $ M . LV (n)
p$ M . LV (n) $

0.LV (n) = LV (n), or equivalently, the map induced by p on strict quotient
(M . LV (n))/M (= LV (n); clearly, a = a2 is a projector in EndV (LV (n))
defining projective module P , the cofiber of f .

We will ultimately show that p = idM .a, hence f will be identified with
M $ M . P ; this will enable us to deduce 10.4.2,(c) from 10.4.2,(a).

Let us denote u$j := p(ej) % M . LV (n); these elements can be still
identified with our original generators of N , considered here as a submodule of
M .LV (n). The projections uj := a(ej) of u$j to LV (n) will then generate P .

10.4.7. (Elements of direct sums over V .) Let M and M $ be two arbitrary
V -modules. Since M .M $ is generated by M 'M $, any element z % M .M $

can be written in form z = t(x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) for some t % V (m + n),
xi % M , yj % M $, m, n 0 0. Using definition of V we obtain

z =
%

i

#ixi +
%

j

µjyj, where
%

i

|#i| +
%

j

|µj| * 1, xi % M , yj % M $.

(10.4.7.1)
Put # :=

'
i |#i|, µ :=

'
j |µj|, x :=

'
i(#

+1#i)xi % M , y :=
'

j(µ
+1µj)yj %

M $; if # = 0, then all #i = 0, so we put x := 0, and similarly y = 0 if µ = 0.
Then |#| + |µ| = # + µ * 1, and z = #x + µy, i.e. any element z of M . M $

can be written in form #x + µy for x % M , y % M $, |#| + |µ| * 1. This
decomposition is not unique; however, elements #x % M and µy % M $ are
completely determined by z, being its images under projections M.M $ $ M
and M . M $ $ M $.

This is applicable in particular to z % M . LV (n). In this case we put
)z) := )µy) * 1. This number is well-defined, )z) = 0 i! z % M , and )z) =
1 implies |µ| 0 1 since )y) * 1, y being an element of LV (n) = V (n) ! Kn,
hence |µ| = 1, # = 0 in view of |#| + |µ| * 1, i.e. )z) = 1 implies # = 0 and
z % LV (n).

10.4.8. (First consequence of minimality of n.) Now let us return back to the
situation of 10.4.5, i.e. we still have a projective V -module P , determined
by a projector a = a2 % M(n; V ) ! M(n; K) with minimal possible n. Put
I := {i % n : )ui) = 1}, where ui = a(ei) as before.

Let x % Kn be any vector. Then )a(x)) =
'

i |
'

j aijxj | *
'

i

'
j |aij| ·

|xj | =
'

j |xj| · (
'

i |aij |) *
'

j |xj | = )x) since
'

i |aij| = )a(ej)) * 1 for
any j. Now suppose that we have an equality: )a(x)) = )x). This implies
in particular an equality in

'
j |xj| · (

'
i |aij|) *

'
j |xj |, which is possible

only if for any j we have either xj = 0 or
'

i |aij| = 1, i.e. j % I. Therefore,
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if )a(x)) = )x), then xi = 0 for i 2% I.
Since a2 = a, we have a(uj) = a2(ej) = a(ej) = uj for any j, and in

particular )a(uj)) = )uj), so by the above observation aij = 0 for i 2% I and
any j. This means that uj lies in the V -submodule generated by {ei}i&I ;
applying a we see that any uj = a(uj) lies in the V -span of {ui = a(ei)}i&I ,
i.e. P is generated already by {ui}i&I . Since n was chosen to be minimal
possible, we must have I = n, i.e.

)ui) = )a(ei)) =
n%

j=1

|aji| = 1 for all 1 * i * n. (10.4.8.1)

10.4.9. (Consequence for constant perfect cofibrations.) Now let f : M $ N
be a constant perfect cofibration, u$1, . . . , u$n be a minimal system of relative
generators of N over M as before, and define p = p2 % EndV (M . LV (n)),
a = a2 % EndV (LV (n)), P as in 10.4.6. Then u$i = p(ei) % N ! M .LV (n),
hence it can be written in form

u$i = #ivi + µiwi, where |#i| + |µi| * 1, vi % M , wi % LV (n). (10.4.9.1)

Furthermore, µi 2= 0, otherwise u$i would lie in M and we could remove it
from our system of relative generators, thus obtaining a contradiction with
minimality of n, and µiwi equals ui = a(ei), the projection of u$j % M.LV (n)
to LV (n).

Now put I := {i : )ui) = 1} = {i : )u$i) = 1} as before. For any i we have
a(ui) = ui and ui = µiwi for µi 2= 0, hence a(wi) = wi and )a(wi)) = )wi)
as well, and by 10.4.8 we obtain (wi)j = 0 for j 2% I, i.e. wi =

'
j&I(wi)jej,

and
'

j |(wi)j| * 1 since wi % LV (n). Now p(wi) =
'

j&I(wi)ju$j belongs to
the V -submodule N $ of M . LV (n) generated by M and {u$j}j&I , hence the
same is true for u$i = p(u$i) = p(#ivi + µiwi) = #ivi + µip(wi), taking into
account that p|M = idM and |#i| + |µi| * 1. In other words, {u$i}i&I is a
smaller system of relative generators of N over M unless I = n. Since n was
supposed to be minimal, this means )ui) = )u$i) = |µi| · )wi) = 1 for all i,
hence |µi| = 1 and #i = 0, i.e. all u$i actually lie in LV (n) ! M.LV (n). This
means exactly that p = idM .a, i.e. any constant perfect cofibration over V
is of the form M $ M . P for a finitely generated projective P .

Therefore, we have reduced 10.4.2,(c) to 10.4.2,(a) as promised before,
so it remains to show the latter statement.

10.4.10. (Finite Markov chains defined by projective V -modules.) Now let
us forget about perfect cofibrations and deal with a projective V -module P
with a minimal system of generators u1, . . . , un, given by a matrix a =
a2 = (aij) % M(n; V ) ! M(n; K) as in 10.4.5. We have already seen that
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minimality of n implies )uj) =
'

i |aij| = 1 for all j. Put pij := |aij|,
0 * pij * 1, thus obtaining a matrix p = (pij) % M(n; Q̃+) ! M(n; R).
We claim that p is still a projector, i.e. p2 = p. Indeed, a2 = a means
aik =

'
j aijajk, hence pik = |aik| *

'
j |aij| · |ajk| =

'
j pijpjk. On the other

hand, 1 =
'

i pik *
'

i,j pijpjk =
'

j pjk = 1, hence all inequalities under
consideration have to be equalities, meaning that pik =

'
j pijpjk, i.e. p2 = p

as claimed.
Notice that one can associate to p = (pij) a finite Markov chain with n

states by putting the probability of going from state j into state i in one step
equal to pij . Condition

'
i pij = 1 now means that the sum of probabilities

to end up into some state starting from state j equals one, and p2 = p means
that the probability of going from i into j in two steps equals the probability
to go from i into j in one step, so we’ve got some very special Markov chains
here.

We consider also the directed graph $ with n vertices, such that the edge
i $ j belongs to $ i! pij > 0, i.e. i! aij 2= 0.

10.4.11. (Transitivity of $.) We claim that if pij > 0 and pjk > 0, then
pik > 0. Indeed, we know that all pij 0 0, and if pij > 0 and pjk > 0, then
at least one summand in pik =

'
j pijpjk is strictly positive, and the others

are non-negative, hence their sum pik > 0.

10.4.12. (Reflexivity of $.) Another immediate consequence of minimality
of n is that for all i the edge i $ i belongs to $, i.e. aii 2= 0 and pii > 0.
Indeed, if aii = 0, then ui is a V -linear combination of elements {ej}j 0=i,
hence ui = a(ui) is a V -linear combination of {uj}j 0=i, hence {uj}j 0=i already
generate P as a V -module. This contradicts the minimality of n.

10.4.13. (Connectedness of $.) We can suppose that $ is connected. Indeed,
otherwise we can split our index set n into S = T , such that aij = 0 unless
(i, j) % S - S ' T - T . Renumbering our generators in such a way that all
elements of S are listed before all elements of T , we obtain a decomposition
a = a$ . a$$, where a$ and a$$ are two projectors of smaller size, defining a
decomposition P = P $ . P $$; now it would be su"cient to show that both
P $ and P $$ are free to conclude that P is free, so we proceed by an induction
in n, and we have to consider only the case of a connected $.

10.4.14. (Strong connectedness of $.) Now we assume $ to be connected and
show that it can be even supposed to be strongly connected, i.e. pij > 0 for
any i and j. (This is equivalent to the ergodicity of the corresponding Markov
chain.) Indeed, for any j % n consider Sj := {i : pij > 0}. Reflexivity of $
means j % Sj , and transitivity means Sk ! Sj for any k % Sj. Now choose i0,
such that |Si0| is minimal possible, and put S := Si0 . Clearly, S 2= " since
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i0 % S, and Si ! S for any i % S implies Si = S for any i % S in view of the
minimality of |S|. In other words, for any i and j % S we have pij > 0, and
for i 2% S, j % S we have pij = 0. If S = n, $ is strongly connected and we are
done. Otherwise let’s reorder our indices in n so that S = k = {1, 2, . . . , k},
0 < k < n. Since aij = 0 for i > k, j * k, we see that the matrix a is
block-diagonal: a =

"
a!

0
c

a!!

#
. Clearly a$ = (a$)2, and a$ % M(k; V ) since the

sums of valuations of elements taken along columns of a$ coincide with such
sums computed along corresponding columns of a. Similarly, a$$ = (a$$)2 and
a$$ % M(n + k; V ). Denote by P $ and P $$ projective V -modules defined by
a$ and a$$. Then (a$, a) describe f : P $ $ P as a retract of LV (k) $ LV (n),
hence f : P $ $ P is a perfect cofibration between projective V -modules with
cofiber equal to P $$. Clearly the (ui)1)i)k generate P $ as a V -module, and the
(ui)k<i)n constitute a system of relative generators of P over P $. Since the
union of any system of generators of P $ and any system of relative generators
of P over P $ consititutes a system of generators of P , minimality of n for P
implies minimality of k for P $ and of n + k for P relatively to P $. We have
already shown in 10.4.9 that in this situation we have P = P $ . P $$; since
P $ is generated by k < n elements and P $$ by n + k < n elements, they are
free by induction hypothesis, hence P is also free, and we are done.

10.4.15. (All columns of p are equal.) Now we assume $ to be strongly
connected and prove that all columns of p are equal, i.e. pij = pii =: /i > 0
for all i and j. First of all, denote by v % Rn the vector with all components
equal to 1. Then ptv = v: indeed, (ptv)j =

'
i pijvi =

'
i pij = 1. Let

x % Rn be another vector with property ptx = x. We claim that x is
necessarily proportional to v, i.e. all components xi of x are equal. Indeed,
put m := mini xi; replacing x with x + mv, we may assume m = 0, i.e. all
xi 0 0, and xk = 0 for at least one k. We are going to show that x = 0.
Indeed, we know that all xi 0 0, xk = 0, all pik > 0 by strong connectedness
of $, and xk =

'
i pikxi. This is possible only if all xi = 0, i.e. if x = 0.

Now let’s fix any index i and put x equal to the transpose of i-th row
of p: xj := pij . Since p2 = p, we have ptx = x, hence all components of x
have to be equal, i.e. pij = pii for all j and i as claimed.

10.4.16. (Renormalization of a.) Up to now we haven’t used strict convexity,
but only relation “|x| % Q̃+ for all x % K”. Now we are going to use strict
convexity. For any x, y % K# let’s write x ( y and say that x and y are
proportional if yx+1 % Q̃+. Strict convexity now asserts that |x+y| = |x|+|y|
implies x ( y ( x + y. An easy induction shows that |x1 + · · · + xk| =
|x1| + · · ·+ |xk| for xi % K# implies xi ( x1 + · · ·+ xk as well.

Consider now equality aik =
'

j aijajk. Since pik =
'

pijpjk as well, and
|aij| = pij > 0 by strong connectedness of $, we can apply strict convexity
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and obtain aik ( aijajk for any i, j, k. In particular, aii ( a2
ii, hence 1 ( aii,

i.e. aii % Q̃+; we’ll write this as “aii > 0” and “aii = |aii| = pii”.
Put &i := a1i/|a1i|. Clearly, |&i| = 1, hence &i is invertible in V , so

we can replace our original system of generators ui by &iui. This amounts
to replacing a with its conjugate a$ by the diagonal matrix with entries &i,
i.e. a$ij = &iaij&

+1
j . This matrix a$ describes the same projective module P ,

and we have |a$ij| = |aij | = pij . On the other hand, obviously &1 = 1 and

a$1j = |a1j| = p1j % Q̃+ by construction. Therefore, replacing a with a$, we
may assume all a1i ( 1. Since a1iaij ( a1j for any i and j, we obtain aij ( 1,
i.e. aij % Q̃+, or, equivalently, aij = |aij| = pij, i.e. we can identify a with p.
In particular, all columns of a are now equal.

10.4.17. (End of proof.) We have just shown that we can assume all columns
of a to be equal, i.e. u1 = u2 = · · · = un. Since {ui}1)i)n was supposed to
be a minimal system of generators of P , this is possible only if n = 1. Then
a11 = 1 and P = LV (1) is indeed free as claimed in 10.4.2.

10.4.18. (Minimal number of generators.) Notice that the number n of el-
ements in a minimal system of generators of a projective V -module P must
be actually equal to the rank of P , i.e. it is the only integer m 0 0, for which
P I LV (m). Indeed, uniqueness of m follows from 10.4.2,(b), LV (m) obvi-
ously admits a system of m generators, and doesn’t admit a smaller system
of generators just because the K-vector space LK(m) = Km = LV (m)&V K
doesn’t.

10.4.19. (Consequence for K0(V ).) An immediate consequence of 10.4.2 is
that K̂0(V ) = K0(V ) = Z for a strictly convex V as above, e.g. V = Z(!),
Z! or Z̄!. Indeed, since any finitely generated projective V -module is free,
Z = K̂0(F") $ K̂0(V ) is surjective, and K̂0(V ) $ K0(V ) is surjective
for any generalized ring V . On the other hand, we have a map K0(V ) $
K0(K) = Z induced by the embedding of V into its “fraction field” K. Since
the composite of all these ring homomorphisms equals idZ, we see that all of
them have to be isomorphisms as claimed.

10.4.20. (Example over F!.) We have just shown that any finitely generated
projective Z!-module is free, i.e. Z! behaves exactly like a local ring in this
respect. However, its “residue field” F! is not so nice, and it actually admits
not only non-free modules (cf. 5.7.6), but also non-free projective modules
of finite type! Indeed, consider the endomorphism p % EndF"(LF"(2)), given
on the basis elements by p : {1} /$ {1}, {2} /$?{1}+?{2} in the notation
of 4.8.13. Then it is easy to see that p2 = p, and the corresponding projective
module P = p(LF"(2)) is the F!-submodule of LF"(2) generated by {1} and
?{1}+?{2}. It consists of 5 elements, namely, 0, {1}, ?{1}+?{2}, +{1} and
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+?{1}+?{2}. Since |F!(n)| = 3n for any n 0 0 (cf. 4.8.13), P cannot be
a free F!-module. (This example has been communicated to the author by
A. Smirnov.)

10.5. (Vector bundles over !Spec Z.) Now we want to obtain a reasonable

description of vector bundles E over the compactified !Spec Z. It will be used
in 10.5.22 to compute K̂0( !Spec Z).

10.5.1. (Compactified !Spec Z.) Recall that !Spec Z, the “compactification of
Spec Z”, can be constructed as follows (cf. 7.1). Fix any integer N > 1,
put BN := Z[1/N ] and AN := BN # Z(!); then BN is a unary localization
both of Z and AN since BN = Z[N+1] = AN [(1/N)+1], i.e. SpecBN is a
principal open subscheme both in SpecZ and SpecAN . Then generalized

scheme !Spec Z(N)
is obtained by gluing SpecZ and Spec AN along their open

subschemes isomorphic to SpecBN .

This generalized scheme !Spec Z(N)
does depend on the choice of N > 1;

however, we get natural “transition morphisms” fM
N : !Spec Z(M) $ !Spec Z(N)

whenever N | M (cf. 7.1.8), so these !Spec Z(N)
constitute a projective system

of generalized schemes, indexed by the filtered set of integers N > 1, ordered
by divisibility.

Then we define the “true” compactification !Spec Z as lim,+N>1
!Spec Z(N)

.
There are two understandings of this projective limit: we can compute it
either in the category of pro-generalized schemes (cf. 7.1.13), or in the cat-
egory of generalized ringed spaces (cf. 7.1.14). Both approaches are equiva-

lent when we consider only finitely presented objects over !Spec Z (cf. 7.1.17);
since we are now concerned only with perfect simplicial O !Spec Z-modules, all
components of which are vector bundles, hence finitely presented, we may
freely choose between these two approaches.

10.5.2. (Finitely presented O !Spec Z-modules.) Recall that we have an open

embedding Spec Z $ !Spec Z, as well as “point at infinity” 1̂ : Spec Z(!) $
!Spec Z and “generic point” 0̂ : Spec Q $ !Spec Z (cf. 7.1).

Now let F be any finitely presented O !Spec Z-module. Then we put MZ :=
$(Spec Z, F |Spec Z), M! := F! = $(Spec Z(!), 1̂#F ), and finally MQ :=

F( := $(Spec Q, 0̂#F ). Clearly, MZ is a finitely presented Z-module, M!
is a finitely presented Z(!)-module, and MZ &Z Q (= MQ

(= M! &Z(")
Q,

for example because 0̂ : Spec Q $ !Spec Z can be factorized both through
Spec Z ! !Spec Z and 1̂ : Spec Z(!) $ !Spec Z. Therefore, we obtain a canon-
ical isomorphism of Q-vector spaces -M : MZ &Z Q ,$ M! &Z(")

Q.
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In this way we obtain a functor F from the category of finitely presented
O !Spec Z-modules into the category C of triples (MZ, M!, -M), consisting of a
finitely generated Z-module MZ, a finitely presented Z(!)-module M!, and
an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces -M : MZ &Z Q ,$ M! &Z(")

Q. Further-
more, we have seen in 7.1.22 that this functor F is actually an equivalence
of categories. In particular, the category of finitely presented O !Spec Z-modules

doesn’t depend on the localization theory T ? used to construct spectra involved.

10.5.3. (Vector bundles over !Spec Z.) Since any vector bundle E over !Spec Z
is in particular a finitely presented O !Spec Z-module, we can apply the above
considerations, thus obtaining a triple E = (EZ, E!,$), where EZ is a finitely
generated projective (hence free) Z-module, E! is a finitely generated pro-
jective (hence free by 10.4.2) Z(!)-module, and $ : EZ &Z Q $ E! &Z(")

Q
is an isomorphism of their scalar extensions to Q. Conversely, any such triple
(EZ, E!,$) defines a finitely presented O !Spec Z-module, which is locally free
over Spec Z, and free in some neighbourhood of " as well by the inductive
limit argument, since E! = E!

,$ LZ(")
(r) is free. Therefore, E is a vector

bundle. Among other things, we have just shown that any vector bundle
E over !Spec Z is locally free, i.e. vector bundles over !Spec Z in the retract
and retract-free versions of the theory coincide. Therefore, we may limit our-
selves to the consideration of the retract-free version of vector bundles. Using
10.4.2,(c), we see that this is equally true for constant perfect cofibrations
between vector bundles.

10.5.4. (Rank of a vector bundle over !Spec Z.) Another immediate con-

sequence is that any vector bundle E over !Spec Z has a well-defined rank
r 0 0, equal to dimQ E(. In other words, E is locally isomorphic to O

(r)
!Spec Z

=

LO !Spec Z
(r). Indeed, this is obvious over Spec Z, and true over O !Spec Z,! = Z(!)

by 10.4.2, hence true over some neighbourhood of infinity by the inductive
limit argument.

10.5.5. (Matrix description of a vector bundle over !Spec Z.) Let E be a vec-

tor bundle over !Spec Z of rank r. We know that E is completely determined
by (EZ, E!,$), where EZ I Zr, E! I Z(r)

(!), and $ is a Q-isomorphism be-
tween EZ &Z Q and E! &Z(")

Q. Another equivalent description: E = E( is
a Q-vector space of dimension r, EZ ! E is a Z-structure on E (i.e. a lattice
in E), and E! ! E is a free Z(!)-structure on E (i.e. an octahedron inside E
centered at the origin).

Such a situation admits a description in terms of bases and matrices.
Namely, let us choose any base (ei)1)i)r of Z(!)-module E! (i.e. {±ei} are
the vertices of octahedron E!), and any base (fi)1)i)r of Z-lattice EZ ! E.
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Since both (ei) and (fi) are bases of Q-vector space E, they are related to
each other by means of a matrix A = (aij) % GLr(Q):

ei =
r%

j=1

aijfj, aij % Q (10.5.5.1)

10.5.6. (Dependence on the choice of bases.) If we choose another base
(f $i) for EZ, it is related to (fi) by means of a matrix B = (bij) % GLr(Z),
where fi =

'
j bijf $j. Then ei =

'
j,k aijbjkf $k, i.e. A is replaced by A$ = AB.

Similarly, if we replace (ei) by another base (e$i) of E!, these two bases are
related to each other by means of C = (cij) % GLr(Z(!)) = Octr, where
e$i =

'
j cijej , and we obtain A$ = CA. Therefore, multiplying A from the

left by matrices from GLr(Z(!)) = Octr and from the right by matrices from
GLr(Z) doesn’t change corresponding vector bundle E . Conversely, if two
matrices A and A$ define isomorphic vector bundles, we can assume (by
transporting all structure) these vector bundles to coincide, i.e. A and A$

would arise from di!erent choices of bases in same modules E! and EZ,
hence A$ = CAB for some C % GLr(Z(!)) and B % GLr(Z). We have just
shown the following statement:

Isomorphism classes of vector bundles E of rank r over !Spec Z are in
one-to-one correspondence with double cosets GLr(Z(!))\GLr(Q)/GLr(Z).

This description of isomorphism classes of vector bundles in terms of
double cosets of matrices is completely similar to the classical description of
vector bundles over a projective curve over a field.

10.5.7. (Operations on vector bundles in terms of matrices.) All reason-
able operations with vector bundles, such as direct sums, tensor products,
symmetric, tensor and exterior powers, can be computed by means of corre-
sponding operations with matrices. For example, let E and E $ be two vector
bundles of rank r and r$, respectively, and (ei)1)i)r, (fi)1)i)r, (e$j)1)j)r!,
(f $j)1)j)r! be the bases used to construct matrices A % GLr(Q) and A$ %
GLr!(Q) representing E and E $. Then E &O E $ is given by EZ &Z E $

Z and
E!&Z(")

E $
! in E &Q E $, and (fi & f $j)i,j, (ei & e$j)i,j constitute natural bases

for these tensor products of free modules. The matrix relating these two
bases will be exactly the Kronecker product A & A$ of matrices A and A$ as
claimed.

As to the other operations, they can be dealt with in a completely similar
fashion, by considering naturally arising bases. Notice that for the exterior
powers we use alternativity of Z(!) (valid since Z(!) ! Q) to assure that
an exterior power of a free module is still free, with the base given in the
classical way.
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10.5.8. (Picard group of !Spec Z.) Let’s compute Picard group Pic( !Spec Z)

using the description of vector bundles given in 10.5.6. We get Pic( !Spec Z) =
GL1(Z(!))\GL1(Q)/GL1(Z) = {±1}\Q#/{±1} = Q#

+, (cf. also 7.1.36), i.e.

isomorphism classes of line bundles over !Spec Z are parametrized by positive
rational numbers. We have just seen that tensor product of vector bundles
corresponds to Kronecker product of matrices; for line bundles this means
product of rational numbers, i.e. Pic( !Spec Z) (= Q#

+ as an abelian group.

Notice that Q#
+ = Z(P), where P is the set of prime numbers, i.e. Pic( !Spec Z)

is a free abelian group with countably many generators.

Since Pic( !Spec Z) is often written additively, and Q#
+ is written multi-

plicatively, we denote by log Q#
+ the group Q#

+ written in additive form; its
elements will be often denoted by log#, # % Q#

+ (this is just a formal no-
tation, but we can identify log Q#

+ with a subgroup of R+ by means of the
“true” logarithm if we like). Thus log# + log µ = log(#µ).

We denote by O(log #) = O !Spec Z(log #) the line bundle on !Spec Z given by

1-1-matrix (#). Thus x /$ [O(x)] is an isomorphism log Q#
+

,$ Pic( !Spec Z).

10.5.9. (“Serre twists” on Spec Z.) Given any O !Spec Z-module F and any
x % log Q#

+, we denote by F (x) the corresponding “Serre twist” F &O O(x).
Since O(x + y) = O(x) &O O(y), we have F (x + y) = (F (x))(y). This
operation has nearly all the properties one has for Serre twists on a projective
line over a field (with the obvious di!erence that the Picard group of a
projective line is Z, not log Q#

+).
For example, if E is a vector bundle of rank r, so is E (log #); furthermore,

if E is given by matrix A, then E (log #) is given by #A.

10.5.10. (Determinant line bundles.) Let E be a vector bundle of rank r

on !Spec Z, given by a matrix A. In the classical case P1
k of a projective

line over a field we have c1(E ) = c1(det E ), and the first Chern class c1 :
Pic(P1) $ CH1(P1) induces an isomorphism, both sides being isomorphic
to Z. (In this case c1(E ) is actually the degree of E .) Therefore, over P1

we might identify c1(E ) % CH1(P1) with [det E ] % Pic(P1). We can try to

do the same over !Spec Z. In our case det E will be given by detA, and its
class in Pic( !Spec Z) is given by log | det A| % log Q#

+. We’ll see later that

this is indeed a valid computation of degE = c1(E ) over !Spec Z; we’ll just
remark now that this computation already shows us how the logarithms of
volumes appear as arithmetic intersection numbers or arithmetic degrees of
vector bundles in Arakelov geometry.

10.5.11. (Homomorphisms of vector bundles.) Since the functor F : E /$
($(Spec Z, E ), E!,$E ) of 10.5.2 is an equivalence of categories, we can com-
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pute Hom !Spec Z(E , E $) for any two vector bundles E and E $ in terms of their
matrices. In fact, if E is given by EZ and E! inside Q-vector space E,
and E $ is given similarly by E $

Z and E $
! ! E $, then Hom !Spec Z(E , E $) can

be identified with Q-linear maps u : E $ E $, such that u(EZ) ! E $
Z and

u(E!) ! E $
!. If we choose bases as in 10.5.5, thus obtaining matrices

A % GLr(Q), A$ % GLr!(Q), then we can consider the (transposed) ma-
trix U % M(r, r$; Q) of u with respect to bases (ei) and (e$j), defined by
u(ei) =

'
j uije$j. Then the conditions for U to define a homomorphism

E $ E $ are the following:

•
'

j |uij| * 1 for any 1 * i * r (this is equivalent to u(E!) ! E $
!).

• A+1UA$ % M(r, r$; Z) (this expresses u(EZ) ! E $
Z).

10.5.12. (Global sections of E and Mumford-regular vector bundles.) The

above considerations can be applied to $( !Spec Z, E ) = HomO !Spec Z
(O , E ). We

obtain immediately that the F±1-module $( !Spec Z, E ) can be identified with
EZ # E! ! E. Notice that this intersection is always a finite set, more or
less for compactness (or boundedness) reasons.

Similarly, $ !Spec Z(E (log #)) (= HomO(O(+ log #), E ) can be identified with
EZ # #E!, i.e. fE : log # /$ card(EZ # #E!) is the “Hilbert function” of E .

We see that Hilbert functions of vector bundles over !Spec Z are closely related
to the problem of counting lattice points inside polyhedra (octahedra in this
case) with rational vertices. Another interesting thing is that asymptotically
fE (log #) = r log #+log | det A|+log(2r/r!)+o(1) when # $ +", i.e. the rank
and the “arithmetic degree” c1(E ) = log | det A| determine the asymptotic
behavior of fE .

We say that a vector bundle E is Mumford-regular if all the vertices
of octahedron E! ! E lie in lattice EZ, i.e. if E is given by a matrix A
with integer coe"cients. (Usually a vector bundle E over PN is said to be
Mumford-regular if higher cohomology groups Hq(PN , E (+q)) vanish for all
q > 0; any such E is known to be generated by its global sections.) However,
in our case a Mumford-regular vector bundle needn’t be generated by its
global sections (i.e. E! #EZ doesn’t necessarily generate EZ), as illustrated
by the vector bundle of rank 3 defined by

A =

R

S
1

1
+1 +1 2

T

U (10.5.12.1)

Clearly, for any vector bundle E we can find a Serre twist E (log #), which
is Mumford-regular. More precisely, there is a minimal #0 with this property
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(namely, the inverse of the g.c.d. of all entries aij of A, i.e. the generator of
the fractional ideal generated by the aij), and all other #s are precisely the
multiples of #0.

10.5.13. (Mumford-antiregularity and homomorphisms into line bundles.)
Let’s consider the dual problem. Given any vector bundle E of rank r, we
can consider HomO(E , O(log #)). It can be identified with the set of linear
forms u % E#

Z ! E#, such that u(E!) ! [+#,#], i.e. u % E#
Z # #E#

!, where
E#
! is the dual of E!, a cube with rational vertices in E# centered at the

origin. In other words, the “dual Hilbert function”

pE (#) := card HomO(E , O(log #)) = |E#
Z # #E#

!| (10.5.13.1)

counts the number of lattice points of E#
Z inside cubes #E#

!. This function has
somewhat better properties than the “ordinary Hilbert functions” considered
before. For example,

pE2E !(#) = pE (#) · pE !(#) (10.5.13.2)

an equality that has no counterpart for “ordinary Hilbert functions”. Fur-
thermore, we have log pE (#) = r log(2#)+ log | detA|+o(1) asymptotically in
# $ +", without any additional constants, where A is any matrix definin-
ing E .

We say that E is Mumford-antiregular if the dual base (e#i ) of the base (ei)
consisting of vertices of octahedron E!, i.e. the centers of faces of cube E#

!,
lie in dual lattice E#

Z. Clearly, this is equivalent to requiring all coe"cients
of A+1 to be integer.

Of course, there are # % Q#
+, such that E (+ log #) is Mumford-antiregular,

and such #’s are multiples of minimal such #0, equal to the g.c.d. of coe"-
cients of A+1. In particular, if E is Mumford-antiregular, so is E (+ log #) for
all “positive” #, i.e. for all # % N.

It turns out that for any E one can find a polynomial p̃E % Q[T ], such that
pE (#) = p̃E (#) for all # % Q#

+, for which E (+ log #) is Mumford-antiregular.
We’ll return to this question later, indicating a method for computation of
polynomial p̃E .

10.5.14. (Matrix description of perfect cofibrations of vector bundles.) Let
q : E $ $ E be a perfect cofibration with cofiber E $$, i.e. 0 $ E $ q$ E

+$
E $$ $ 0 is a cofibration sequence, and [E ] = [E $] + [E $$] in K̂0( !Spec Z).
We want to obtain a matrix description of such a situation. Let r be the
rank of E $, s be the rank of E $$; then the rank of E equals r + s since
we have a short exact sequence of generic fibers. Let us denote E := E(,
EZ := $(Spec Z, E ) ! E and E! := E! as before, and similarly for E $

and E $$. We identify E $ with a Q-vector subspace of E by means of q(;
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then E $$ can be identified with E/E $. Since Spec Z is additive, a cofibration
sequence of free Z-modules 0 $ E $

Z $ EZ $ E $$
Z $ 0 is nothing else than

a short exact sequence. Therefore, if (f $i)1)i)r is any base of E $
Z, (f $$j )1)j)s

any base of E $$
Z, fi := f $i for 1 * i * r, and fr+i % EZ are any lifts of f $$i

to EZ, 1 * i * s, then (fi)1)i)r+s is a base of EZ. Similarly, E $
! $ E! is

a perfect cofibration of vector bundles over Z(!), hence by 10.4.2,(c) it is
isomorphic to LZ(")

(r) $ LZ(")
(r).LZ(")

(s) = LZ(")
(r+s). In other words,

we can choose a Z(!)-base (ei)1)i)r+s of E!, such that its first r elements
(e$i := ei)1)i)r constitute a base of E $

!; then the images e$$i of er+i, 1 * i * s,
constitute a base of E $$

!.
Now let A % GLr+s(Q) be the matrix relating (ei) to (fi), and define

A$ % GLr(Q) and A$$ % GLs(Q) similarly. Then A, A$, A$$ describe vector
bundles E , E $ and E $$, respectively, and by construction A =

"
A!

#
0

A!!

#
is block-

triangular with diagonal blocks A$ and A$$. Conversely, if a vector bundle
E admits a description in terms of a block-triangular matrix A of the above
form, we obtain morphisms of corresponding vector bundles E $ $ E $ E $$;
this sequence is a perfect cofibration sequence over SpecZ, being just a short
exact sequence of free Z-modules there, and a perfect cofibration sequence
in some neighbourhood of ", since E $

! $ E! $ E $$
! is a perfect cofibration

sequence of free Z(!)-modules by construction.
Therefore, perfect cofibrations E $ $ E between vector bundles and per-

fect cofibration sequences E $ $ E $ E $$ over !Spec Z correspond to block-
triangular decompositions A =

"
A!

#
0

A!!

#
of corresponding matrices. Of course,

we obtain such block-triangular decompositions only for special choices of
bases for E! and EZ, i.e. they hold only for some special representatives
A % GLr+s(Q) of double coset in GLr+s(Z(!))\GLr+s(Q)/GLr+s(Z). How-
ever, A$ and A$$ might have been chosen arbitrarily.

Proposition 10.5.15 (Canonical representatives for GLn(Q)/GLn(Z).)
Any right coset GLn(Q)/GLn(Z) contains exactly one matrix A = (aij) %
GLn(Q) satisfying following conditions:

• A is lower-triangular, i.e. aij = 0 for i < j.

• A has positive diagonal elements, i.e. aii > 0.

• 0 * aij < aii for all 1 * j < i * n.

Proof. (a) First of all, notice that the above conditions are invariant under
multiplication of A by any positive rational number !. Let us choose any
matrix A in given right coset; replacing A by !A if necessary, we can assume
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A % M(n; Z), det A 2= 0. Then the right coset of A consists only of matrices
with integer coe"cients.

(b) We are free to replace A with A$ = AB for any B % GLn(Z). This
amounts to applying the same matrix B to all rows of A, or to performing
some linear operations with columns of A. In particular, we are allowed to
permute two or more columns, change the sign of a column, and add to a
column any integer multiple of another one.

(c) Consider the matrices A from given right coset with a11 > 0, and
choose one with minimal a11 (this is possible since a11 % Z). Then all elements
a1i of the first row of A must be divisible by a11: otherwise we would subtract
from the i-th column a multiple of the first column and make 0 < a1i < a11;
then we would permute the first and the i-th column and obtain a matrix A$

in the same right coset with 0 < a$11 < a11. This contradicts the minimality
of a11. Therefore, any a1i is divisible by a11; subtracting from the i-th column
a1i/a11 times the first column, we obtain a matrix A with a11 > 0, a1i = 0
for 1 < i * n.

(d) Now consider the submatrix of A formed by its rows and columns with
indices from 2 to n. Using only operations with these columns, i.e. considering
the coset of A in GLn(Q)/GLn+1(Z), we can make a22 > 0 and a2i = 0 for
i > 2 by the same reasoning as in (c). Furthermore, subtracting from the
first column [a21/a22] times the second column, we can make 0 * a21 < a22.
Notice that all these manipulations do not a!ect the first row.

(e) Next, we can make a33 > 0 and a3i = 0 for i > 3 by manipulations
with columns 0 3, and then subtract suitable multiples of the third column
from the first and the second column so as to have 0 * a3i < a33 for i < 3.
These operations don’t a!ect the two first rows. We proceed further by
induction, making the fourth, . . . , n-th row of A of the form indicated in
the proposition. This proves the existence of a representative with required
properties.

(f) Now let us show the uniqueness. Let A = (aij) and A$ = (a$ij) be two
matrices with the above properties, and suppose that they lie in the same
right coset with respect to GLn(Z), i.e. A$ = AB for some B % GLn(Z).
First of all, B is lower-triangular with positive diagonal entries, just because
A and A$ are such. Next, all coe"cients of B are integers, hence bii 0 1,
and the product of bii equals det B = ±1, hence all bii = 1, i.e. B is lower-
unitriangular, and a$ii = aii > 0 for all i. Now suppose that A 2= A$, i.e.
B 2= E. Then bij 2= 0 for some i > j. Choose indices (i, j), such that bij 2= 0,
i > j, with minimal i. Then a$ij =

'
k aikbkj = aij + aiibij since bkj = 0 for

k < j, bjj = 1, bkj = 0 for j < k < i, and aik = 0 for k > i. On the other
hand, 0 * aij < aii and 0 * a$ij < a$ii = aii, hence |aiibij | = |a$ij + aij | < aii.
This contradicts bij % Z, bij 2= 0, q.e.d.
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10.5.16. (Vector bundles of rank n.) The above result enables us to choose
some canonical representatives A % GLn(Q) for the isomorphism class of a
vector bundle E of rank n. Namely, we know (cf. 10.5.6) that the set of

isomorphism classes of vector bundles of rank n over !Spec Z can be identi-
fied with Octn \GLn(Q)/GLn(Z), where Octn = GLn(Z(!)) is the octahe-
dral group, and in particular is finite. Since Octn is finite, any such double
coset is a finite union of right cosets GLn(Q)/GLn(Z), and these right cosets
can be identified with the set of their canonical representatives in GLn(Q)
by 10.5.15. Therefore, any isomorphism class of vector bundles canonically
corresponds to a finite set of “canonical” matrices as in 10.5.15.

We would like to choose one canonical matrix from this finite set. In
order to do this notice that when we study representatives A of such double
cosets as above, we are allowed not only to multiply A from the right by
matrices B % GLn(Z), i.e. to permute columns of A and add multiples of
one column of A to any other, but to multiply A from the left from matrices
C % Octn, i.e. by permutation matrices with non-zero entries equal to ±1.
In other words, now we are allowed to permute rows and change their sign
as well.

If we would find a canonical way of ordering the rows of A, preserved
under multiplication by matrices from GLn(Z) from the right, we would re-
order the rows in this way by means of a matrix from Octn, and then all the
freedom left would be to change the sign of a row, something that must be
immediately compensated by changing the sign in the corresponding column
if we insist to mantain all matrices in the canonical form of 10.5.15.

Denote by di > 0 the g.c.d. of all elements (aij)1)j)n of the i-th row of A.
Clearly, the sequence (d1, . . . , dn) doesn’t change when we replace A by AB
with B % GLn(Z). Therefore, “generically” (if all di are distinct), we obtain
a natural ordering of the rows of A, and we can require d1 < d2 < · · · < dn

in order to make the choice of A more canonical. If not all di are distinct,
we can still require d1 * d2 * · · · * dn, but now there might be some degree
of freedom left: we may still permute rows with equal values of di.

10.5.17. (Decomposition of a vector bundle into line bundles.) Let E be
a vector bundle of rank n. According to 10.5.6 and 10.5.15, E can be
described by a matrix A % GLn(Q) of canonical form. In particular, we
can suppose A to be lower-triangular with aii > 0. On the other hand, any
block-triangular decomposition of A corresponds by 10.5.14 to a perfect
cofibration of vector bundles. Since A is completely triangular, we obtain a
finite filtration 0 = E0 ! E1 ! · · · ! En = E of E by vector bundles, such
that each Ek+1 $ Ek is a perfect cofibration of vector bundles with cofiber
equal to line bundle O(log akk).
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In particular, [E ] =
'n

k=1[O(log akk)], i.e. K̂0( !Spec Z) is generated by line

bundles. Furthermore, K̂0( !Spec Z) $ K0( !Spec Z) is surjective by 10.3.22,
!Spec Z being quasicompact, hence the same is true for K0( !Spec Z).

10.5.18. (Semistable filtration.) If all di = gcd(ai1, . . . , ain) of 10.5.16 are
distinct, we can make the above filtration on E canonical by choosing a
canonical representative A in such a way that d1 < d2 < · · · < dn. In general
if d1 = · · · = di1+1 < di1 = · · · = di2+1 < di2 = · · · , then only the sub-
filtration consisting of the Eik is canonical. Let’s say that E is semistable
of slope log d if all di = d. Then the sub-filtration we’ve just discussed
has semistable cofibers, i.e. is some sort of Harder–Narasimhan filtration.
Notice, however, that in general the slope logd of a semistable E needn’t
equal deg E / rankE : all we can say is that dn is a divisor of detA, i.e.
deg E + rankE · log d is “positive” (log of a natural number).

Lemma 10.5.19 (Relations between line bundles in K̂0( !Spec Z).

(a) Let a, b, a$, b$ % Q#
+ be such that ab = a$b$. Then

[O(log a)] + [O(log b)] = [O(log a$)] + [O(log b$)] in K̂0( !Spec Z).
(10.5.19.1)

(b) The map log # /$ [O(log #)] + 1 is an abelian group homomorphism

log Q#
+ = Pic( !Spec Z) $ K̂0( !Spec Z).

Proof. (a) First of all, notice that it su"ces to prove (10.5.19.1) under the
additional assumption b/b$ % Z. Indeed, in the general case we can always
find a common divisor b$$ > 0 of both b and b$, and put a$$ := ab/b$$; then it
would su"ce to show (10.5.19.1) for a, b, a$$, b$$ and for a$, b$, a$$, b$$.

So let us assume b/b$ % N. Consider the line bundle E of rank 2 over
!Spec Z defined by matrix A =

"
a
b! b

#
. Since this matrix is triangular, we have

[E ] = [O(log a)] + [O(log b)] by 10.5.17. On the other hand, we are free to
multiply A by matrices C % Oct2 from the left; taking C =

"
0
1

1
0

#
, we get

A$ = CA =
"

b!

a
b
#
. Let A$$ = A$B =

"
b̃!

c ã!

#
be the canonical form of A$ in

the sense of 10.5.15. Since the row g.c.d.s of A$ and A$$ must be equal, we
get b̃$ = gcd(b$, b) = b$; since b$ã$ = det A$$ = ± det A = ±ab = ±a$b$ and all
numbers involved are positive, we have ã$ = a$ as well, i.e. A$$ =

"
b!

c a!

#
. Since

A$$ still defines the same vector bundle E , we get [E ] = [O(log b$)]+[O(log a$)]
by 10.5.17, whence (10.5.19.1).

(b) This statement is immediate from (a): we have to check [O(log # +
log µ)] + 1 = [O(log #)] + 1 + [O(log µ)] + 1, and this is a special case of (a)
for a = #, b = µ, a$ = #µ, b$ = 1.
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10.5.20. (#-ring Ã defined by an abelian group A.) Let A be an arbitrary
abelian group. Denote by Ã the ring Z - A, where the multiplication is
determined by the requirement A2 = 0 in Ã, i.e. (m, x) · (n, y) = (mn, nx +
my), and in particular (1, x) · (1, y) = (1, x + y). The addition is of course
defined componentwise: (m, x) + (n, y) = (m + n, x + y). We identify Z
with subring Z - 0 in Ã, and A with 0 - A ! Ã, so we can write n + x
instead of (n, x) if we like. Clearly, Ã is a commutative ring with unity
(1, 0). Furthermore, it has a unique pre-#-structure, such that #k(1, x) = 0
for k 0 2: indeed, uniqueness is evident since elements (1, x) generate Ã
as an abelian group, and writing (n, x) = (n + 1) + (1, x) we get #t(n, x) =
(1+t)n+1#t(1, x) = (1+t)n+1(1+t(1+x)), whence #k(n+x) =

"
n
k

#
+
"

n+1
k+1

#
x for

any k 0 1, and of course #0(n + x) = 1. It is immediate that these formulas
do define a pre-#-ring structure on Ã. Furthermore, this is actually a #-ring
structure (cf. SGA 6 V): indeed, we have to check that #t : Ã $ 1 + Ã[[t]]+

is a #-homomorphism; it is already an abelian group homomorphism, and
elements 1+x generate Ã, so by linearity it is enough to check compatibility
of #t with #-operations and multiplication on these generators, where it is
evident since #k(1 + x) = 0 for k > 1.

Lemma 10.5.21 Let X = (X, OX) be a generalized ringed space. Put A :=
Pic(X), and construct #-ring Ã = Z - A as above. Suppose that the map
c1 : A = Pic(X) $ K0 := K̂0(X) given by L /$ [L ]+1 is a homomorphism
of abelian groups. Then:

(a) The map $ : Ã $ K0 given by (n, L ) /$ n + 1 + [L ] = n + c1(L ) is
a ring homomorphism and even a #-homomorphism.

(b) If K0 is generated by line bundles, then $ is surjective, and K0 is a
#-ring.

(c) If both Z $ K0 and c1 : A $ K0 are injective, then $ is injective. If
in addition K0 is generated by line bundles, then $ : Ã $ K0 is an
isomorphism.

(d) All of the above applies if we put K0 := K0(X) instead of K̂0(X).

Proof. (a) Map $ is an abelian group homomorphism by construction; since
the multiplication and #t are Z-(bi)linear, it is enough to check compatibility
of $ with these maps on any system of generators of Ã as an abelian group.
Elements 1 + x % Ã where x = cl L constitute such a system of generators,
we have $(1 + x) = [L ], (1 + x)(1 + x$) = 1 + (x + x$) and $(1 + x + x$) =
[L & L $] = [L ][L $] = $(1 + x)$(1 + x$) whence the compatibility with
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multiplication. As to the #-operations, we notice that snL = L *n for any
n 0 0, whence st([L ]) =

'
n'0[L ]ntn and #t([L ]) = s+t([L ])+1 = 1+[L ]t;

since #t(1 + x) = 1 + (1 + x)t in 1 + Ã[[t]]+, we obtain compatibility with
#-operations as well.

(b) Since $(Ã) contains all [L ], the first statement is obvious. Now Ã is
a #-ring, K0 is a pre-#-ring and $ : Ã $ K0 is a surjective #-homomorphism,
hence all necessary relations between #-operations are fulfilled in K0 as well,
i.e. K0 is a #-ring.

(c) Let a ! Ã be the kernel of $. Suppose that a 2= 0, and let 0 2=
(n, x) % a. Clearly n 2= 0 since $(0, x) = c1(x) 2= 0 for x 2= 0. If n < 0,
then +(n, x) = (+n,+x) also lies in a, so we can assume n > 0. Since $ is
a #-homomorphism, a is a #-ideal, hence #n(n, x) % a. Clearly #n(n, x) =
(1, y) for some y % A. Now (1, 0) = (1,+y)(1, y) also lies in ideal a, hence
$(1) = $(1, 0) = 0. This contradicts injectivity of Z $ K0.

(d) Obvious since we used only that K0 is pre-#-ring and the formulas for
multiplication and symmetric powers of images of line bundles in K0, valid
for K0(X) as well.

Theorem 10.5.22 Let A = log Q#
+, denote by Ã = Z - log Q#

+ the #-ring

constructed in 10.5.20, and define $ : Ã $ K̂0( !Spec Z) by n + log # /$
n + 1 + [O(log #)]. Then $ is an isomorphism of #-rings, and in particular

K̂0( !Spec Z) and K0( !Spec Z) are #-rings.

Proof. (a) Recall that Pic( !Spec Z) = log Q#
+ = A, and the isomorphism

A $ Pic( !Spec Z) is given by log # $ [O(log #)], cf. 10.5.8. Furthermore,

the map c1 : A $ K0 := K̂0( !Spec Z) given by log# /$ [O(log #)] + 1 is a
homomorphism by 10.5.19, so we are in position to apply 10.5.21. Thus
$ : Ã $ K0 is a #-homomorphism. It is surjective by 10.5.21,(b) and

10.5.17. Since !Spec Z is quasicompact, K̂0( !Spec Z) $ K0( !Spec Z) is also

surjective; this already implies that pre-#-rings K̂0( !Spec Z) and K0( !Spec Z)
are actually #-rings.

(b) Now it remains to show injectivity of $. According to 10.5.21,(c),
it would su"ce to show injectivity of Z $ K0 and c1 : A $ K0. The

injectivity of the first map follows from existence of map Spec Q $ !Spec Z,
which induces a map K0 $ K̂0(Q) = Z. In order to show injectivity of c1 we

construct a degree map deg : K̂0( !Spec Z) $ log Q#
+, such that deg 1c1 = id.

Namely, for any vector bundle E (of some rank n) over !Spec Z, described by
a matrix A, we put deg E := log | detA|. This number is well-defined since
matrices from GLn(Z) and Octn = GLn(Z(!)) have determinants ±1. Next,
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for any cofibration sequence E $ $ E $ E $$ we have A =
"

A!

# A!!

#
for a suitable

choice of bases by 10.5.14, hence log | detA| = log | det A$| + log | detA$$|,
i.e. deg E = deg E $ + deg E $$. In other words, E /$ deg E is an additive
function on vector bundles, hence it induces an abelian group homomorphism
deg : K̂0( !Spec Z) $ log Q#

+, K̂0( !Spec Z) being the abelian group generated
by elements [E ] and relations [E ] = [E $]+ [E $$], and obviously deg O(log #) =
log #, i.e. deg 1c1 = id as claimed, q.e.d.

10.5.23. (K0( !Spec Z).) We have just shown that K̂0( !Spec Z) = Z . log Q#
+,

and that K0( !Spec Z) is a quotient of this #-ring. We would like to prove

that K0( !Spec Z) is also isomorphic to Z . log Q#
+. Since Z $ K0( !Spec Z) is

injective for the same reason as before, all we have to do for this is to construct

a degree map deg : K0( !Spec Z) $ log Q#
+. It is quite easy to define deg X

for any perfect simplicial O !Spec Z-module X: we might for example consider
the function uX : N0 $ log Q#

+ given by uX(n) = deg Xn, all components Xn

being vector bundles by 10.2.12. Then we can show that uX is a polynomial
function of degree * dim X by the same reasoning as in 10.3.28, and put
deg X := uX(+1). The map X /$ deg X thus defined is easily seen to satisfy
relations 0)–2) of 10.3.1, but relation 3), which asserts that deg X = deg Y
whenever !X is isomorphic to !Y in the derived category, seems much harder
to prove. If we would have used Waldhausen’s definition of K0 instead, we
would have to show that deg X = deg Y whenever there is a weak equivalence
X $ Y , a weaker but still complicated statement. Therefore, we leave this
topic for the time being, even if we think equality K0( !Spec Z) = Z . log Q#

+

to be highly plausible.

10.6. (Chow rings, Chern classes and intersection theory.) Our next step is to
recover the Chow ring CH(X) of a generalized ringed space or topos X (e.g.
a generalized scheme) from K0(X) or K̂0(X), considered as an augmented
#-ring, and obtain a theory of Chern classes ci : K0(X) $ CH i(X) satisfying
all classical relations. We do this by an application of the classical procedure
due to Grothendieck: define !-operations, use them to define the !-filtration
on K0, and finally define CH(X) as the associated graded gr' K0(X). Chern
classes can be defined then by ci(0) := cl !i(0) % CH i(X). The intersection
theory thus constructed can be shown to be universal among all intersection
theories admitting Chern classes (i.e. “orientable”), at least after tensoring
with Q, and, when applied to smooth algebraic varieties, coincides (again
after tensoring with Q) with any other intersection theory with rational co-
e"cients, admitting Chern classes and such that the Riemann–Roch formula
is valid. These results of Grothendieck show that CH(X, Q) = gr' K0(X)Q

is in all respects a reasonable definition of the Chow ring of X with rational
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coe"cients.

10.6.0. We are going to recall some of the constructions involved here; we
refer to SGA 6 V for the proofs. However, there are some complications in
our situation that we need to deal with:

• We have shown that K0(X) and K̂0(X) are pre-#-rings, but in order to
apply Grothendieck’s construction we need a #-ring. We deal with this
problem by replacing K0(X) with its largest quotient K0(X)% which
is a #-ring. In all situations where we are able to prove that K0(X) is
already a #-ring, K0(X)% coincides with K0(X), hence our result will
coincide with the classical one.

• We need in fact an augmented #-ring, i.e. we need an augmentation
& : K0(X) $ H0(X, Z) given by the rank of vector bundles. For this we
need to know that the rank of a vector bundle over X is a well-defined
locally constant integer-valued function. Sometimes we can achieve this
by considering the retract-free version of K0 (then all vector bundles
are automatically locally free), but this is not su"cient (we might have
LO(n) (= LO(m) for n 2= m). We’ll discuss what can done about it.

10.6.1. (#-structure on Ĝt(K).) Let K be any commutative ring with unity.
Recall that one defines a pre-#-ring structure on the set Ĝt(K) = 1+K[[t]]+

of formal series with free term equal to one, considered as an abelian group
under multiplication, by imposing the following requirements:

• Ĝt(K) depends functorially on K.

• {1 + Xt} 1 {1 + Y t} = {1 + XY t} in Ĝt(Z[X, Y ]), where 1 denotes the
new multiplication on Ĝt(K), as opposed to the usual multiplication of
formal series, which corresponds now to the addition of ring Ĝt(K).

• #k{1 + Xt} = {1} = 0 in Ĝt(Z[X]) for any k 0 2.

• Operations 1 and #k are “continuous” with respect to the natural fil-
tration on Ĝt(K). In other words, the first n coe"cients of f 1 g and
#k(f) are completely determined by the first N coe"cients of f and g
(resp. f) for some N = N(n) > 0.

One can show that these conditions uniquely determine operations 1 and
#k on Ĝt, and that Ĝt(K) is a pre-#-ring with respect to these operations
(cf. SGA 6 V). Furthermore, these operations can be expressed by means of
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certain universal polynomials with integer coe"cients, which can be found
by means of elementary symmetric polynomial calculus:

{1 + x1t + x2t
2 + · · · } 1 {1 + y1t + y2t

2 + · · · } = 1 + P1(x1; y1)t+

+ P2(x1, x2; y1, y2)t
2 + · · · + Pn(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yn)t

n + · · · (10.6.1.1)

Each Pn = Pn(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yn) is isobaric of weight n both in (xi)
and (yi), where the weight of xi and yi is set equal to i. For example,
P1(x1; y1) = x1y1, and P2(x1, x2; y1, y2) = x2y2

1 + y2x2
1 + 2x2y2 (cf. loc.cit.).

The #-operations are also given by some universal polynomials:

#k{1+x1t+x2t
2+ · · · } = 1+Qk,1(x1, . . . , xk)t+ · · ·+Qk,n(x1, . . . , xkn)tn+ · · ·

(10.6.1.2)
These universal polynomials Qi,j(x1, x2, . . . , xij) are isobaric of weight ij. For
example, Qk,1 = xk, and Q2,2(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1x3 + x4 (cf. SGA 6 V 2.3).

Definition 10.6.2 (#-rings.) A pre-#-ring K is a #-ring if the abelian group
homomorphism #t : K $ Ĝt(K) is a #-homomorphism with respect to the
#-structure on Ĝt(K) just discussed.

In other words, #n(xy) and #j(#i(x)) in K must be given by the same uni-
versal polynomials:

#n(xy) = Pn(x,#2x, . . . ,#nx; y,#2y, . . . ,#ny) (10.6.2.1)

#j(#ix) = Qi,j(x,#2x, . . . ,#ijx) (10.6.2.2)

Almost all pre-#-rings considered in practice are #-rings. For example,
Ĝt(K) is actually a #-ring for any commutative ring K. Another example:
K0(X) is a #-ring for any classical ringed space or topos X. Unfortunately,
we cannot generalize the proof of this classical statement to our case, at least
until we compute K0 of projective bundles.

10.6.3. (#-ring associated to a pre-#-ring.) Given any pre-#-ring K, we
denote by K% the quotient of K modulo the #-ideal generated by relations
(10.6.2.1) and (10.6.2.2). Clearly, K% is the largest #-ring quotient of K; if
K is already a #-ring, then K% = K.

10.6.4. (Binomial rings and their #-structure.) We say that a commutative
ring K is binomial (cf. SGA 6 V 2.7) if it is torsion-free as an abelian group,
and if for any x % K and any n 0 1 the element x(x + 1) · · · (x + n + 1) is
divisible by n! in K. The quotient is then denoted by

"
x
n

#
.

We endow a binomial ring by its canonical #-ring structure, given by
#nx :=

"
x
n

#
. In other words, #t(x) = (1 + t)x, hence st(x) = (1 + t)+x

and sn(x) = (+1)n
"+x

n

#
=
"

x+n+1
n

#
. For example, Z and H0(X, Z) (for any

topological space or topos X) are binomial rings.
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10.6.5. (Adams operations on a pre-#-ring.) Given any pre-#-ring A, we
define the Adams operations *n : A $ A, n 0 1, by means of the following
identity:

!%

n=1

(+1)n+1*n(x)tn+1 =
d

dt
#t(x)

I
#t(x) =

d

dt
log #t(x) (10.6.5.1)

We can rewrite the above relation coe"cientwise:

n#n(x) =
n%

k=1

(+1)k+1*k(x)#n+k(x) (10.6.5.2)

These relations allow one to express easily the Adams operations in terms
of exterior power operations, or conversely. In any case, *n(x) is given by a
universal polynomial with integer coe"cients in x, #2(x), . . . , #n(x), isobaric
of weight n.

Symmetric and exterior power operations are related by st(x)#+t(x) = 1,
so we have

!%

n=1

*n(x)tn+1 = + d

dt
st(x)

I
st(x) = + d

dt
log st(x) (10.6.5.3)

This equality enables one to express symmetric operations in terms of Adams
operations and conversely.

The usual properties of logarithmic derivatives together with #t(x+ y) =
#t(x)#t(y) imply

*n(x + y) = *n(x) + *n(y), *1(x) = x (10.6.5.4)

Conversely, if A 3 Q, then any family of abelian group homomorphisms
{*n : A $ A}n'1, such that *1 = IdA, defines a pre-#-ring structure on A
by means of (10.6.5.1). A #-homomorphism f : B $ A can be described
then as a ring homomorphism commuting with all Adams operations *n.

10.6.6. (Adams operations on a #-ring.) One easily shows, starting from

*n{1 + Xt} = 1 + Xnt in Ĝt(Z[X]) (10.6.6.1)

that whenever A is a #-ring, its Adams operations satisfy

*n(1) = 1, *n(xy) = *n(x)*n(y), *i(*j(x)) = *ij(x) (10.6.6.2)

For example, *n = idK on any binomial ring K.
Conversely, if a pre-#-ring A is Z-torsion-free and if its Adams operations

satisfy the above relations, A can be shown to be a #-ring. Therefore, a
#-ring structure on a commutative ring A 3 Q can be described as a family
of ring endomorphisms {*n : A $ A}n'1, such that *n 1 *m = *nm and
*1 = id. This is probably the simplest way to define a Q-#-algebra.
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10.6.7. (!-operations.) Given a pre-#-ring A, we define !-operations !n :
A $ A, n 0 0, by means of the following generating series:

!t(x) =
!%

n=0

!n(x)tn := #t/(1+t)(x) (10.6.7.1)

Since #t(x) = !t/(t+1)(x), the #-operations completely determine the !-opera-
tions, and conversely. Formal manipulations with power series, using #t(x +
n + 1) = #t(x + n)/(1 + t), yield

!n(x) = #n(x + n + 1) (10.6.7.2)

10.6.8. (Augmented K-#-algebras.) Let K be any binomial ring. An aug-
mented K-#-algebra is by definition a K-#-algebra A together with an aug-
mentation & : A $ K, supposed to be a K-#-homomorphism. If A is Z-
torsion-free, the latter condition can be expressed with the aid of Adams
operations; taking into account that all *n

K = idK , we get & 1*n = & for any
n 0 1. Let’s identify K with a subring of A. One can put *0 := &, consid-
ered as a ring homomorphism A $ A. Then *n 1 *0 = *0 = *0 1 *n for all
n 0 0, i.e. an augmentation can be considered as an extension *0 of Adams
operations *n to n = 0. Conversely, K can be recovered from A and *0 as
the image of *0, or as the set of all x, such that x = *0(x), and relations
*n 1 *0 = *n imply that K is a binomial ring, at least if A is torsion-free.

10.6.9. (Augmented K-pre-#-algebras.) If A is just an augmented K-pre-
#-algebra over a binomial ring K, #-homomorphism & : A $ K factorizes
through the largest #-ring quotient A% of A, discussed in 10.6.3, since K
is a #-ring. Therefore, A% becomes an augmented K-#-algebra, and we can
apply to it all the constructions that follow.

10.6.10. (Important example: augmented K0.) Let X = (X, OX) be a
generalized ringed space or topos. Put A := K̂0(X) or K0(X) and consider
binomial ring K := H0(X, Z). We have natural #-homomorphisms K $
K̂0(X) $ K0(X), given by n /$ [LO(n)], i.e. A is a pre-#-algebra. Let’s
assume the following:

• Any vector bundle E over X is locally free. Notice that this holds over
any classical locally ringed topos. In general we might either prove it
or use the retract-free version of the theory, where this statement is
automatic.

• The rank of a vector bundle E over X is locally well-defined, i.e. for
any non-empty open subset U ! X (object of X in the topos case)
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and any n 2= m the free OX |U -modules LOX |U(n) and LOX |U(m) are not
isomorphic. Notice that this condition is automatic if OX is alternating
(cf. 5.5.4) and if OX(U) is non-subtrivial for all U 2= ", since then the
rank of E = LOX |U(n) can be recovered as the largest integer k, such

that
Ak

E 2= 0.

Under these conditions the rank of a vector bundle is well-defined and ad-
ditive, hence it defines an additive map & : K̂0(X) $ H0(X, Z) = K. In
some cases it can be extended to a map K0(X) $ K, for example if X is
quasi-compact and has a dense open subset U ! X isomorphic to a classical
scheme, such that the restriction map H0(X, Z) $ H0(U, Z) is an isomor-

phism, a condition usually fulfilled by all our “arithmetic models” X / !Spec Z
of algebraic varieties X/Q.

Therefore, we obtain an augmented K-pre-#-algebra A. If it is not a
#-ring, we can consider augmented K-#-algebra A% instead.

10.6.11. (!-filtration.) Let A be any augmented K-#-algebra over a binomial
ring K. We define a decreasing filtration F i

' on A, called the !-filtration, as
follows: F n

' A is the ideal in A generated by elements

!k1(x1)!
k2(x2) · · · !ks(xs), where

%

i

ki 0 n, xi % A, &(xi) = 0

(10.6.11.1)
In particular, F 0

' A = A and F 1
' A = Ker &.

Since F' depends functorially on A, we’ve obtained a functorial construc-
tion A /$ gr' A of a graded commutative ring from an augmented K-#-
algebra A. We’ll see in a moment that under some additional restrictions K
and A can be recovered from graded commutative ring gr' A, thus establish-
ing an equivalence of categories.

10.6.12. (Chow ring.) In particular, if X = (X, OX) satisfies the conditions
of 10.6.10 we can apply the above construction to K = H0(Z, X) and
A = K̂0(X)% or A = K0(X)%, thus obtaining the Chow ring of X:

CH(X) := gr' K̂0(X)%, CH(X, Q) := CH(X)Q = CH(X) &Z Q
(10.6.12.1)

Usually we cannot expect to obtain a reasonable intersection theory with
integer coe"cients unless X is an algebraic variety over a field, so we prefer
to consider only CH(X)Q.

By construction CH(X) and CH(X)Q are contravariant in X, i.e. if f :
Y $ X is a morphism of generalized ringed spaces or topoi satisfying the
conditions of 10.6.10, we obtain pullback maps f # : CH(X) $ CH(Y ).
Under some very special conditions for f (e.g. being a “regular immersion” or
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“projective locally complete intersection”) one can hope to construct “Gysin
maps” f! : CH(Y ) $ CH(X) in the opposite direction.

10.6.13. (Example: Chow ring of !Spec Z.) Let A be any abelian group
(say, A = log Q#

+). Consider the #-ring Ã = Z - A of 10.5.20, given by
(n, x) · (m, y) = (nm, ny + mx), #k(n, x) =

""
n
k

#
,
"

n+1
k+1

#
x
#
. Clearly Ã is an

augmented Z-#-algebra with augmentation & : (n, x) /$ n, so we can apply
the above construction to it.

First of all, we know that F 0
' Ã = Ã and F 1

' Ã = Ker & = 0-A (= A. Since

!k(0, x) = #k(k+1, x) = (0,
"

k+2
k+1

#
x) = 0 for k 0 2 and any x % A, we see that

F 2
' Ã is the ideal generated by products !1(x)!1(y) for x, y % Ker & = A; since

!1 = id and A2 = 0 in Ã, we obtain F 2
' Ã = 0. This implies gr' Ã = Z . A,

which is isomorphic as a ring to Ã itself.

Now let’s apply this to K̂0( !Spec Z), equal to Ã for A = log Q#
+ by 10.5.22.

We obtain

CH( !Spec Z) = CH0( !Spec Z).CH1( !Spec Z) = Z. log Q+
# = Z.Pic( !Spec Z)

(10.6.13.1)

We can compute CH0( !Spec Z)Q = Q and CH1( !Spec Z)Q = Q &Z log Q#
+ as

well, but in this special situation we obtain the “correct” result even without
tensoring with Q, just because we have F 2

' A = 0 in this situation, i.e. “the

intersection theory of !Spec Z is one-dimensional”.

10.6.14. (Chern ring and formal computations with Chern classes.) Let
C = .n'0Cn be any graded commutative K-algebra (e.g. a Chow ring
CH(X)) over a binomial ring K (in most cases we’ll have K = C0). Consider
the completion Ĉ :=

?
n'0 Cn = {c0 + c1 + · · ·+ cn + · · · | ci % Ci} and multi-

plicative subgroup 1+Ĉ+ = 1-
?

n'1 Cn = {1+c1 +c2 + · · ·+cn + · · · } ! Ĉ.
Define the Chern ring Ch(C) by

Ch(C) := K - (1 + Ĉ+) (10.6.14.1)

The operations on Ch(C) are defined as follows:

• Addition is defined componentwise: (a, f) + (b, g) = (a + b, fg).

• Action of K on Ch(C) (i.e. restriction of multiplication to K -Ch(C))
is given by

(a, 1) 5 (b, 1 + f) = (ab, (1 + f)a), a, b % K, 1 + f % 1 + Ĉ+,
(10.6.14.2)
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where the power (1 + f)a is defined by the Newton binomial formula

(1 + f)a =
!%

n=0

C
a

n

D
fn (10.6.14.3)

• Multiplication satisfies

(1, 1 + x) 5 (1, 1 + y) = (1, 1 + x + y) for any x, y % C1. (10.6.14.4)

• #-operations satisfy

#n(a, 1) =
"Ca

n

D
, 1
#

for any a % K, n 0 0, (10.6.14.5)

#n(1, 1 + x) = 0 = (0, 1) for any x % C1, n 0 2. (10.6.14.6)

• Ch(C) is a commutative pre-#-ring depending functorially on graded
K-algebra C. Its operations 5 and #n are continuous in the same sense
as in 10.6.1.

One can check that the above conditions determine a unique #-ring structure
on Ch(C), and that the coe"cients of products and exterior powers can be
expressed with the aid of some universal polynomials with integer coe"cients
(cf. SGA 6 V.6).

If we think of an element c̃(E ) = (n, 1 + c1 + c2 + · · · ) of Ch(C) as the
rank n and the collection ci of Chern classes of a vector bundle E , then these
universal polynomials are nothing else than the classical rules for the Chern
classes of tensor product of two vector bundles or the exterior power of a
vector bundle, given in [Gr1]. In other words, if C = CH(X), we can expect
the completed Chern class c̃ : K̂0(X) $ Ch(C) to be a #-homomorphism.

10.6.15. (Formal definition of Chern classes.) Let A be again an augmented
K-#-algebra over a binomial ring K. (Our principal example is still K =
H0(X, Z), A = K̂0(X)% for a suitable generalized ringed space X.) Put
C := gr' A and define the Chern classes ci : A $ Ci, i 0 1, by

ci(x) := clgri
& A !i(x + &(x)) % Ci, for any x % A. (10.6.15.1)

We define the completed total Chern class c̃ : A $ Ch(C) by

c̃(x) :=
"
&(x), 1 + c1(x) + c2(x) + · · ·+ cn(x) + · · ·

#
(10.6.15.2)

Then c̃ : A $ Ch(C) is a #-homomorphism of augmented K-#-algebras (cf.
SGA 6 V.6.8), i.e. the formal Chern classes thus defined satisfy all classical
relations of [Gr1].
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In particular, applying this to K = H0(X, Z), A = K̂0(X)% or K0(X)%
as above, we obtain reasonable Chern classes ci : A = K̂0(X) $ CH i(X) =
gri

' K̂0(X)% and the completed total Chern class c̃ : K̂0(X) $ Ch(CH(X)).
When E is a vector bundle over X, we write ci(E ) and c̃(E ) instead of ci([E ])
and c̃([E ]).

10.6.16. (Example: Chern classes over !Spec Z.) Applying the above con-

struction to X = !Spec Z, we obtain exactly the answer we expect: ci(E ) = 0

for i 0 2, and c1(E ) = deg E for any vector bundle E over !Spec Z, where the
degree of a vector bundle is defined as in the proof of 10.5.22.

10.6.17. (Additivity of c1 on line bundles.) One has classical formula for c1

of a product:
c1(xy) = &(x)c1(y) + &(y)c1(x) (10.6.17.1)

This implies that the restriction of c1 onto the multiplicative subgroup {x :
&(x) = 1} is a homomorphism of abelian groups. Applying this to our
favourite example A = K̂0(X)%, we see that the first Chern class induces
a homomorphism c1 : Pic(X) $ CH1(X).

10.6.18. (Chern character.) Let C be a graded commutative algebra over
a binomial ring K as before. We define a functorial homomorphism ch :
Ch(C) $ ĈQ (or to K . Ĉ+

Q ), where ĈQ := !C &Z Q, by requiring ch to be
“continuous” and imposing following relations:

ch(a, 1) = a, a % K, (10.6.18.1)

ch(1, 1 + x) = exp(x) =
%

n'0

xn

n!
, x % C1 (10.6.18.2)

ch(u + v) = ch(u) + ch(v), u, v % Ch(C) (10.6.18.3)

We say that ch is the Chern character; it satisfies ch(u 5 v) = ch(u) ch(v) for
any u, v % Ch(C), and it can be also defined by

ch(a,$) = a + 1(log $) (10.6.18.4)

where log : 1 + Ĉ+ $ Ĉ+
Q is defined by the usual series, and 1 is the additive

endomorphism of Ĉ+
Q multiplying the degree k component ak of an element

a = a1 + a2 + · · · of Ĉ+
Q by (+1)k+1/(k + 1)! (cf. SGA 6 V.6.3).

One can check that ch is compatible with the multiplication on Ch(C),
i.e. ch is a ring homomorphism (cf. loc.cit.). Furthermore, if K 3 Q (e.g.
if we tensorise everything with Q from the very beginning), and if C0 = K,
then ch is a K-algebra isomorphism (since both 1 and log are isomorphisms
in this case).
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Applying this construction to C = gr' A obtained from an augmented K-

#-algebra A, we obtain a K-algebra homomorphism ch : A
c̃$ Ch(C)

ch$ ĈQ,

e.g. ch : K̂0(X) $ !CH(X)Q, called Chern character. Thus ch(x + y) =
ch(x) + ch(y) and ch(xy) = ch(x) ch(y) as in the classical case. Of course,
if A = K̂0(X), we write ch(E ) or ch E instead of ch([E ]). In this way we
obtain a reasonable Chern character on K0(X) or K̂0(X) in a completely
formal fashion.

10.6.19. (Adams operations on Ch(C).) One can compute the Adams op-
erations *n on Ch(C). Since K is binomial, we have *n(a, 1) = (a, 1) for
any n 0 1 and any a % K. Next, let’s compute over C = Z[T1, . . . , Tn],
K = Z, graded by putting deg Ti = 1. Since #t(1, 1 + Ti) = 1 + (1, 1 +
Ti)t, we get *k(1, 1 + Ti) = (1, 1 + Ti)#k = (1, 1 + kTi) by definition of
multiplication on Ch(C) and by general rule #t(x) = 1 + xt : *k(x) =
xk. Since *k are additive, we can conclude *k(0, 1 + Ti) = (0, 1 + kTi),
hence *k(0,

?
i(1 + Ti)) = (0,

?
i(1 + kTi)). Taking Sn-invariants we obtain

*k(0, 1 + X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn) = (0, 1 + kX1 + k2X2 + · · · + knXn) over
C = Z[T1, . . . , Tn]Sn = Z[X1, . . . , Xn], graded by deg Xi = i. Using univer-
sality of such algebras Z[X1, . . . , Xn] together with “continuity” of *k we
get

*k(a, 1 + c1 + c2 + · · ·+ cn + · · · ) = (a, 1 + kc1 + k2c2 + · · ·+ kncn + · · · )
(10.6.19.1)

inside any Ch(C). Notice that this equality extends to k = 0 if we define
*0 := &.

10.6.20. (Adams operations on Ĉ via ch.) Let’s still suppose K 3 Q, C
be a graded K-algebra with C0 = K, Then ch : Ch(C) $ Ĉ is a ring
isomorphism, so we can transfer the #-ring structure from Ch(C) to Ĉ 3 C.
Since Ĉ 3 K 3 Q, this #-structure is completely determined by its Adams
operations.

Proposition. Adams operations *k on Ĉ with respect to the #-structure
just discussed are given by

*k(c0 +c1 +c2 + · · ·+cn + · · · ) = c0 +kc1 +k2c2+ · · ·+kncn + · · · (10.6.20.1)

In other words, *k are continuous on Ĉ and restrict to kn on Cn.

Proof. Both sides are “continuous” and additive, and *k restricted to C0 =
K is trivial just because K is binomial, so we can suppose c0 = 0. Next, ch
is an isomorphism, hence it is enough to check the statement on “universal
elements” ch(0, 1+X1+· · ·+Xn) of C = Q[X1, . . . , Xn], graded by deg Xi = i.
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Let’s embed Q[X1, . . . , Xn] into C $ = Q[T1, . . . , Tn], deg Ti = 1, by means of
elementary symmetric polynomials. Then (0, 1 + X1 + · · · + Xn) = (0, 1 +
T1) + · · · + (0, 1 + Tn), so by additivity we are reduced to check (10.6.20.1)
on elements ch(0, 1+ t), t % C1, or on elements ch(1, 1+ t) = 1+ch(0, 1+ t).
By definition ch(1, 1 + t) = exp(t) =

'
n'0 tn/n!, and #k(1, 1 + t) = 0 in

Ch(C) for k 0 2, again by definition of #-operations in Ch(C), whence
*k(1, 1 + t) = (1, 1 + t)#k = (1, 1 + kt) as before, and ch 1*k(1, 1 + t) =
ch(1, 1 + kt) = exp(1 + kt) =

'
n'0 kntn/n! = *k 1 ch(1, 1 + t), if *k on Ĉ

are defined by (10.6.20.1). This proves our statement.

Notice that these Adams operations *k : Ĉ $ Ĉ respect C ! Ĉ, i.e.
*k(C) ! C, hence C is a K-#-subalgebra of Ĉ in a natural fashion.

10.6.21. (Weight decomposition with respect to Adams operations.) Notice
that the homogeneous component Cn can be easily recovered from #-ring C
or Ĉ as the subgroup Ĉ(n) of elements of weight n with respect to Adams
operations:

Ĉ(n) = {x % Ĉ : *k(x) = knx for any k 0 1}. (10.6.21.1)

Furthermore, the above formula holds for k 0 0 if we put *0 := &. On the
other hand, if we fix any k 0 2, Ĉ(n) is already completely determined by
requirement *k(x) = knx for this fixed value of k since all kn are distinct.
In particular, binomial ring K = C0 = Ĉ(0) is completely determined by

the #-structure of C or Ĉ, and is the largest binomial ring contained in this
#-ring.

The above construction is valid for any Q-#-algebra A: we obtain weight
subgroups A(n) ! A, and the sum A(·) :=

'
n&Z A(n) ! A will be always

direct (e.g. because of the non-degeneracy of Vandermond matrices), but in
general it needn’t coincide with A. In any case, A(n) · A(m) ! A(n+m) for
any n, m % Z just because all *k are ring homomorphisms, i.e. A(·) is an
augmented graded K-#-subalgebra of A over binomial ring K = A(0).

Since ch : Ch(C) $ Ĉ is a #-ring isomorphism (we still assume C0 =
K 3 Q), we see that Cn might be equally easily recovered from Ch(C) by
Cn = Ch(C)(n).

10.6.22. (Classification of augmented K-#-algebras with discrete !-filtration
over K 3 Q.) Let fix a binomial ring K 3 Q. If C is a graded K-algebra
with C0 = K, then the !-filtration on Ch(C) is easily seen to coincide with
the natural one (e.g. using the Chern character isomorphism):

F n
' Ch(C) = {(0, 1 + cn + cn+1 + · · · ), ci % Ci} (10.6.22.1)
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Hence gr' Ch(C) (= C, at least as a graded K-module. In fact, this is an

isomorphism of K-algebras if we define gr' Ch(C)
,$ C with the aid of ch,

i.e.

clgrn
& Ch(C)(0, 1 + cn + cn+1 + · · · ) /$ (+1)n+1

(n + 1)!
· cn (10.6.22.2)

In other words, we have a functorial isomorphism gr' Ch(C)
,$ C.

Conversely, if A is a graded K-#-algebra, the completed total Chern class
c̃ : A $ Ch(C) = Ch(gr' A) is a homomorphism of augmented K-#-algebras,
which can be shown to induce an isomorphism on associated graded with
respect to the !-filtration. Modulo some additional verifications we obtain
the following statement:

Theorem. For any integer N 0 0 and any K 3 Q functors A /$ gr' A
and C /$ Ch(C) are quasi-inverse equivalences between the category of aug-
mented K-#-algebras A, such that F N+1

' A = 0, and the category of graded
K-algebras C, such that C0 = K and Cn = 0 for n > N .

Proof. More details can be found in SGA 6 V 6.11.
Therefore, the category of augmented K-#-algebras A with discrete !-

filtration is equivalent to the category of graded K-algebras C, such that
C0 = K, Cn = 0 for n < 0, i.e. any such A is isomorphic to the Chern
ring Ch(C) of a suitable C. Furthermore, under these conditions the Chern
character ch : Ch(C) $ Ĉ = C is an isomorphism, i.e. the Chern character
induces an isomorphism between A and a graded K-algebra C, considered as
a #-ring via Adams operations *k given by *k|Cn = kn. Since the graded
components Cn of C come from the weight decomposition with respect to
Adams operations, and C is isomorphic to A as a #-ring, we see that grn

' A =
Cn = C(n) is canonically isomorphic to abelian group A(n). This is essentially
the construction of Soulé (cf. [Soulé1]): CH i(X)Q = K0(X)Q,(n). Actually
Soulé considers weight decomposition of higher algebraic K-groups as well,
something we don’t discuss in this work.

If A is complete with respect to its !-filtration, i.e. A = lim,+n
A/F n

' A,

then A (= Ch(C) by taking projective limits, and ch : Ch(C) $ Ĉ is still
an isomorphism, i.e. augmented K-#-algebras, complete with respect to !-
filtration, are isomorphic to Ch(C) or Ĉ for graded K-algebras C with C0 =
K. In this case we still have Cn = grn

' A (= A(n).
If the !-filtration on A is just separated, we can still embed A into its

completion Â' and obtain Â'
(= Ch(C) (= Ĉ for C = gr' A' = gr' A. Then

Cn is still equal to Â',(n), but A(n) might be smaller, i.e. Soulé’s construction
might give di!erent (smaller) result.
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Finally, if we don’t know anything about the !-filtration on A, we still
have a K-#-algebra homomorphism A $ Â', which induces maps A(n) $
Cn = grn

' A, as well as a homomorphism of graded K-algebras A(·) $ C =
gr' A. In general we cannot expect this homomorphism to be injective or
surjective, so we get two di!erent “Chow rings” A(·) and gr' A.

10.6.23. (Consequences for K0.) If X is a “nice” generalized ringed space,
so that A := K0(X) is an augmented K-#-algebra for K = H0(X, Z) with
discrete !-filtration, then the Chow ring C = gr' AQ = CH(X, Q) is con-
centrated in bounded degrees (Cn = 0 for n < 0), and C can be recovered
from A via Soulé’s construction: Cn

(= AQ,(n) ! AQ, AQ =
,N

n=0 AQ,(n).
We know that under the above conditions the completed Chern class

c̃ : K0(X)Q $ Ch(C) is an isomorphism, i.e. an element 0 % K0(X) is
completely determined (up to Z-torsion) by its rank &(0) and its Chern classes
ci(0) % Ci = CH i(X, Q), 0 < i * N , and all combinations of rank/Chern
classes are possible.

10.6.24. (Equivalent description of augmented #-algebras with discrete !-
filtration.) We have just seen that whenever A is an augmented K-#-algebra
over a binomial ring K 3 Q, and the !-filtration of A is discrete (i.e. finite),
then A =

,N
n=0 A(n) for some N > 0, and Cn = grn

' A (= A(n). In particular,
K = A(0) is also determined by the #-structure of A.

Conversely, if A is a Q-#-algebra, such that A =
,N

n=0 A(n) for some
N > 0, then A is isomorphic to graded K-algebra C, where we put K := A(0),
Cn := A(n) and define the Adams operations on C by *k|Cn = kn as before.

This implies A (= C (= Ĉ (= Ch(C), i.e. A is an augmented K-#-algebra with
discrete !-filtration.

10.6.25. (Relation to Chern character.) Let A be as above, i.e. a Q-#-algebra
with weight decomposition A =

,N
n=0 A(n), or, equivalently, an augmented

K-#-algebra with F N+1
' A = 0 over some K 3 Q. One might ask what the

components x(n) in A(n)
(= Cn = gr'n A of an element x % A are. The answer

is very simple: the isomorphism between A and C (or A(n) and Cn) was given
by the Chern character, hence the x(n) are identified with the components of
the Chern character ch(x), and x is identified with ch(x) itself.

10.6.26. (Duality and Adams operations.) Let A be an augmented K-#-
algebra. A duality on A is just an involution x /$ x# on A compatible with
all structure. If we have such a duality, we can put *0 := &, *+1(x) := x#,
*+n(x) = *n(x#), thus defining ring endomorphisms *n : A $ A for all
n % Z, such that *1 = idA and *nm = *n 1 *m for all m, n % Z.

For example, if we start from a graded K-algebra C, we can define a
duality on Ch(C) by requiring it to be “continuous”, functorial, and such
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that (1, 1 + x)# = (1, 1+ x) for any x % C1, (a, 0)# = (a, 0) for any a % K. If
K 3 Q, we can transfer this duality to Ĉ via ch; we obtain x# = (+1)nx for
x % Cn, i.e. the formula *k(x) = knx for x % Cn is valid for all k % Z, not
just for k 0 1. Then C =

,
Cn is a weight decomposition with respect to

the family of all Adams operations {*k}k&Z.
In our favourite situation A = K̂0(X), K = H0(X, Z) we have a natural

duality, at least if X is additive, induced by duality of vector bundles: [E ]# :=
[Ě ]. One checks immediately (e.g. reducing to the case of line bundles by
Grothendieck projective bundle argument) that cn(x#) = (+1)ncn(x), i.e. this
duality on A is compatible via the completed Chern class c̃ with the duality
on Ch(C) (and on ĈQ via Chern character) just discussed.

If X is non-additive, Ě = Hom(E , O) needn’t be a vector bundle. How-
ever, if the !-filtration on AQ (or AQ,%, if A is not a #-ring) is discrete, we
get ch : AQ

(= CQ, so we can still transfer the duality just discussed from CQ

to AQ (or AQ,%) in a completely formal fashion.

10.7. (Vector bundles over !Spec Z: further properties.) Vector bundles over
!Spec Z and related generalized schemes appear to possess some very inter-
esting number-theoretic properties by themselves. We cannot discuss them
here in much detail, but we would like to mention at least some of their
properties.

10.7.1. (Formal duality and dual parametrization.) For any A % GLn(Q)
put A# := (At)+1. Then A /$ A# is an involution on group GLn(Q), compat-
ible with multiplication and preserving subgroups GLn(Z) and GLn(Z(!)) =
Octn. Therefore, A /$ A# induces an involution on Octn \GLn(Q)/GLn(Z),

i.e. the moduli space of vector bundles of rank n over !Spec Z. This involution
can be used in two di!erent ways:

• We can use it to define a “formal duality operation” E /$ E # on vector
bundles: if E is given by some matrix A, then E # will be the vector
bundle of the same rank given by A#. In general E /$ E # is not
a contravariant functor, and E # 2(= Ě = HomO(E , O) as one would
expect in the additive case (indeed, Ě! is the dual of octahedron E!,
i.e. a cube, hence Ě is not even a vector bundle if rankE > 2.) However,
E /$ E # is compatible with all isomorphisms of vector bundles, and,
furthermore, if E $ $ E $ E $$ is a cofibration sequence, then A ="

A!

# A!!

#
, whence A# =

"
A!$ #

A!!$

#
, so we get a dual cofibration sequence

E $$# $ E # $ E $#. This means that [E ] /$ [E #] induces an involution

on K̂0( !Spec Z) = Z . log Q#
+, easily seen to coincide with the “formal

duality” n + log # /$ n + log # discussed in 10.6.26.
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• On the other hand, we can use E /$ A# as another parametriza-
tion of vector bundles of rank n over !Spec Z by double coset space
Octn \GLn(Q)/GLn(Z). For example, we can reduce A# to its canoni-
cal form of 10.5.15, consider the set of row g.c.d.s of A#, construct the
“dual Harder–Narasimhan filtration” using the canonical form of A#,

and define the “cosemistable” vector bundles over !Spec Z of slope log #
by requiring all row g.c.d.s of A# to be equal to #. This dual parame-
trization and dual notions seem to be more convenient in some cases.

10.7.2. (Application: HomO(E , O) of a Mumford-antiregular E .) Let E be

a Mumford-antiregular vector bundle of rank n over !Spec Z, i.e. let’s suppose
all elements of A+1 (or its transposed matrix A#) to lie in Z (cf. 10.5.13).
Let’s denote by (ei) and (fi) the bases of E! = E! ! E = E( and EZ =
$(Spec Z, E ) ! E used to construct A from E , cf. 10.5.5. Let (e#i ) and
(f #i ) be the dual bases in E#; since ei =

'
j aijfj , the dual bases are related

by e#i =
'

j a#ijf
#
j , where A# = (a#ij). Clearly, (f #i ) is a base of dual lattice

E#
Z ! E#. On the other hand, since E! was an octahedron with vertices ±ei,

its dual E#
! consists of all linear forms u =

'
uje#j , such that |6±ei, u7| * 1

for all i. This condition is obviously equivalent to |uj| * 1 for all j, i.e. E#
!

is the cube with rational vertices ±e#1 ± e#2 ± · · ·± e#n. Since all a#ij % Z, all e#i
lie in E#

Z, hence the same is true for all vertices of cube E#
!.

Now let’s compute the number pE (0) = card HomO(E , O) = |E#
Z # E#

!|,
discussed in 10.5.13. Since all e#i lie in lattice E#

Z, we can replace E#
! by

cube E#
!+ e#1 + · · ·+ e#n = [0, 2e#1]- · · ·- [0, 2e#n]. This cube is a fundamental

domain for lattice 2' generated by {2e#i }i, and this lattice contains E#
Z, hence

its fundamental domain contains exactly (E#
Z : 2') = | det 2A#| = 2n| detA#|

points of E#
Z.

However, this reasoning is slightly imprecise since we consider the closed
cube [0, 2e#1] - · · · - [0, 2e#n], while a fundamental domain for ' would be
given e.g. by product of semi-open intervals (0, 2e#1]- · · ·- (0, 2e#n]. In order
to compensate for this we introduce for any point u =

'
i uie#i its support

I = supp u := {i % n : ui 2= 0} and write

pE (0) = |E#
Z # E#

!| =
%

I(n

card{u % E#
Z : 0 * 6ei, u7 * 2, supp u = I} =

%

I(n

2|I|(E#
I # E#

Z : 'I) =
%

I

2|I|cI(A) (10.7.2.1)

Here E#
I ! E# denotes the span of {e#i }i&I , and 'I = E#

I #' is the Z-span of
the same set. We have put

cI(A) = cI(E ) := (E#
I # E#

Z : 'I) (10.7.2.2)
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This expression makes sense even if E is not Mumford-antiregular, i.e. if
E#

I # E#
Z doesn’t contain 'I : indeed, we can always take the absolute value

of the determinant of any matrix relating any two bases of these two lattices
in E#

I .

10.7.3. (Computation of cI(A).) We want to explain how cI(A) = (E#
I #

E#
Z : 'I) can be computed in terms of matrix A. Consider the embedding

.I : E#
I $ E#. Its dual .#I is the canonical projection E $ EI ,

'
xiei /$'

i&Ic xiei, where EI ! E denotes the Q-span of {ei}i&I . Then E#
I # E#

Z =
.+1

I (E#
Z) = {u % E#

I | 6x, .I(u)7 % Z for all x % EZ} = {u % E#
I | 6.#I(x), u7 % Z

for all x % EZ} = (.#I(EZ))#. In other words, for any I ! n, |I| = r, the
positive rational number cI(A) can be computed as follows:

• Consider the n - r-submatrix A#
I of A#, consisting of rows of A# with

indices in I. Since A# % GLn(Q), the r rows of A#
I are linearly inde-

pendent, i.e. rankA#
I = r.

• Consider the Z-sublattice .#I(EZ) in Qr generated by the n columns
of A#

I . Since these rows span Qr as a Q-vector space, this is indeed
a sublattice, so we can find a matrix B % GLr(Q), the rows of which
constitute a base of this lattice. In fact, the usual “integer Gauss elim-
ination process” (similar to that used in 10.5.15) yields a triangular
matrix B with this property.

• Now cI(A) = | det B#|+1 = | det B|, and we are done.

Notice that the above algorithm yields a positive rational number cI(A)
for any matrix A % GLn(Q), and cI(#A) = #+|A|cI(A) for any # % Q#

+.

10.7.4. (Dual Hilbert polynomial of a vector bundle.) Let E be a vector

bundle over !Spec Z, given by a matrix A % GLn(Q). Recall that we have
defined in 10.5.13 the dual Hilbert function pE : log Q#

+ $ N of E (or A) by

pE (log #) = card HomO(E , O(log #)) = card |E#
Z # #E#

!| (10.7.4.1)

If # is such that E (+ log #) is Mumford-antiregular (we know that such #s
are exactly the integer multiples of #0, the g.c.d. of all a#ij), then

pE (log #) = card HomO(E (+ log #), O) =

=
%

I(n

2|I|cI(#
+1A) =

%

I(n

2|I|#|I|cI(A) = p̃E (2#) (10.7.4.2)

where p̃E = p̃A % Q[T ] is the polynomial given by

p̃E (T ) =
%

I(n

cI(A)T card I (10.7.4.3)
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It is natural to call this p̃E = p̃A the dual Hilbert polynomial of E or A.
Clearly, p̃E (T ) is a polynomial of degree n = rankE , all its coe"cients are

positive rational numbers, its free term p̃E (0) = c"(A) = 1, and its leading
coe"cient is cn(A) = | detA#| = | det A|+1.

10.7.5. (Examples of dual Hilbert polynomials.) The dual Hilbert polyno-
mial p̃E = p̃A can be easily computed for any matrix A % GLn(Q), at least
with the aid of a computer. If A is in canonical (or just lower-triangular)
form, the computation is even more simple. For example, p̃O(log %)(T ) =
p̃(%)(T ) = 1 + #+1T . Another example:

p̃A(T ) = 1 + (a + gcd(c, d))T + adT 2 for A# =

C
a
c d

D
(10.7.5.1)

Consider the vector bundle E given by A =
"
1
0

1/2
1

#
, A# =

"
1

+1/2
0
1

#
. Then

p̃E (T ) = 1 + 3
2T + T 2 2= (1 + T )2 = p̃O(T )2, regardless of the existence

of cofibration sequence O $ E $ O . Therefore, E /$ p̃E is not additive.

Actually we could expect this from our knowledge of K̂0( !Spec Z): all additive
functions of E can be expressed with the aid of the rank &(E ) and its degree
deg E = c1(E ), but clearly p̃E (T ) contains much more information than that.

Since pE (log #) coincides with pE (2#) for infinitely many values of #, we
see that E /$ pE is also non-additive.

10.7.6. (Properties of dual Hilbert functions and polynomials.) By definition
of coproduct . for any two vector bundles E and E $ and any # % Q#

+ we
have

HomO(E . E
$, O(#)) = HomO(E , O(#)) - HomO(E , O(#)) (10.7.6.1)

Counting elements of these sets we obtain

pE2E !(log #) = pE (log #) · pE !(log #) (10.7.6.2)

Since we can find a rational #0 > 0, such that pE (log #) = p̃E (2#) for all
integer multiples # of #0, and similarly for E $ and E .E $, we obtain equality
of polynomials

p̃E2E ! = p̃E · p̃E ! (10.7.6.3)

One might also prove this equality directly, by showing

cI(A) = cI5k(A
$) · cI5kc(A$$) for A = A$ . A$$ =

C
A$

0

0

A$$

D
. (10.7.6.4)

Here A$ % GLk(Q), A$$ % GLn+k(Q), and kc := n+ k.
When A =

"
A!

#
0

A!!

#
, essentially the same computation shows that cI(A)

divides cI5k(A$) ·cI5kc(A$$), hence we have a coe"cientwise inequality of poly-
nomials p̃E (T ) * p̃E !(T )p̃E !!(T ) for any cofibration sequence E $ $ E $ E $$.
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10.7.7. (p̃E*E ! .) One might ask whether it is possible to compute p̃E*E !(T )
knowing only p̃E (T ) and p̃E !(T ), and similarly for exterior and symmetric
powers. If E $ = O(log µ), then E &O E $ = E (log µ) is given by matrix µA,
and we get p̃E (log µ)(T ) = p̃E (T/µ). However, in general p̃E (T ) and p̃E !(T )
are insu"cient to compute p̃E*E !(T ), as illustrated by the following example.
Let E and E $ be vector bundles of rank 2 given by matrices A# =

"
2
2

0
6

#

and A$# =
"
1
3

0
12

#
. Then p̃E (T ) = 1 + 4T + 12T 2 = p̃E !(T ); however, direct

computation shows that polynomials p̃E*E (T ) and p̃E*E !(T ) di!er.

10.7.8. (Di!erence between pE and p̃E .) We know that the deviation /E (#) :=
pE (log #)+ p̃E (2#) equals zero for all # divisible by some #0. However, values
of /E (#) for # 2% #0Z might have also some interesting number-theoretical
properties, e.g. if we study /E (#) for # % Z when #0 = N > 1. It might be
even possible to obtain /E (a) =

"
a
p

#
for all a > 0, a % Z, as illustrated by one

of elementary proofs of the quadratic reciprocity law given by Gauss, based
on a problem of counting points in a triangle:

C
a

p

D
= (+1)d(a,p), where (10.7.8.1)

d(a, p) =
%

0<k<p/2

V
2ak

p

W
= card

J
(x, y) % N2 : x @ 1 mod 2,

x

p
+

y

a
* 1

K

(10.7.8.2)

In general it might be interesting to study the algebra of functions Q#
+ $ Q

generated by all dual Hilbert functions pE .

10.7.9. (Torsion-free finitely presented O !Spec Z-modules.) Let F be a torsion-
free finitely presented O !Spec Z-module. By 10.5.2, the category of such F ’s
is equivalent to the category of triples (F, FZ, F!), where F is a finite-
dimensional Q-vector space, FZ ! F is a lattice in F , and F! ! F is a
finitely presented torsion-free Z(!)-submodule generating F , i.e. a symmet-
ric convex polyhedron inside F (with rational vertices), not contained in any

hyperplane of F . We see that in this respect !Spec Z di!ers from the projective
line P1: a torsion-free finitely presented O !Spec Z-module F needn’t be a vector

bundle. Notice that the problem of computing card $( !Spec Z, F (log #)) is
nothing else than the classical problem of counting points of lattice FZ inside
a convex polyhedron #F!.

If we cease to require finite presentation at ", and use Z! instead
of Z(!), we obtain the problem of counting lattice points inside any sym-
metric convex set F! ! F , e.g. a ball. Even if we don’t obtain an equiv-
alence of categories, we still get a sheaf of O !Spec Z-modules F given by
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F (Spec Z[1/N ]) = FZ[1/N ], F (Spec(Z(!) # Z[1/N ])) = FZ[1/N ] # F!, and
F |Spec Z will be a vector bundle. However, in general F won’t be even quasi-
coherent in the neighbourhood of ".

10.7.10. (Relation to euclidean metrics.) In particular, euclidean lattices,
i.e. lattices EZ embedded into a finite-dimensional real space ER, equipped
with a positive definite quadratic form Q, can be expressed in this form,
by using E! := {x % ER : Q(x) * 1}. This corresponds to the classical
understanding of Arakelov geometry and archimedian structure as explained
in 1.5.3.

In general, however, there are much more Z!-structures (i.e. norms) on
ER in our sense than quadratic forms, and the euclidean structures just dis-
cussed are not given by finitely presented Z!-modules. We can compensate
this as follows. Given a Z!-structure E!, i.e. a compact convex body inside
a finite-dimensional real space ER (cf. 2.4.1), we can construct an euclidean
structure, i.e. a positive definite quadratic form Q on ER by one of the fol-
lowing methods:

• If E! is free, i.e. if E! = Z(n)
! is a octahedron centered at the origin,

we can choose any its basis (ei) and declare it an orthonormal basis
for Q. Since Octn ! On(R), Q does not depend on the choice of basis
for E!.

• We can define Q by averaging over the dual convex set E#
! = {u % E# :

u(E!) ! [+1, 1]}:

Q(x) =
cn

µ(E#
!)

X

E$
"

6x, u72 du (10.7.10.1)

for some positive constant cn > 0 depending on n = dim ER.

• Dually, we can define Q# : E# $ R by averaging over E!, and then
consider the dual quadratic form of Q#.

In general these methods give di!erent results. The second and the third
method have the property to reproduce the original quadratic form Q$ (up
to a constant) if E! was already quadratic (i.e. if E! = {x : Q$(x) * 1}), so
the constants may be chosen so as to have Q = Q$ in this case.

On the other hand, if E! is a free Z!-module, and we fix any basis (ei)
for E!, then the resulting quadratic form will be necessarily invariant under
AutZ"(E!) (= AutZ"(Z(n)

! ) = Octn, and any quadratic form Q invariant
under Octn is easily seen to be given by a diagonal matrix. Therefore, we
can always choose the constants in the second and the third method so as to
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make them coincide with the first method for free Z!-modules. We’ll adopt
this approach for simplicity.

If E(!) is a Z(!)-structure inside a Q-vector space E, we can extend it to
a Z!-structure E! inside ER = E &Q R (e.g. by taking the closure of E(!)

in ER) and apply any of the above constructions. Notice that if E(!) was
finitely presented, then E! is a symmetric convex polyhedron with rational
vertices, and any of the above methods will produce a quadratic form with
rational coe"cients.

10.7.11. (Relation to Shimura varieties.) The above construction induces a
map on moduli spaces

( : Octn \GLn(Q)/GLn(Z) $ On(R)\GLn(R)/GLn(Z) (10.7.11.1)

with dense image, so, for example, a continuous function f on the RHS
is completely determined by the function g := f 1 (, continuous and con-
stant on the fibers of (. Conversely, any continuous function g on the
LHS determines a function on the RHS: we first extend it by continuity to
Octn \GLn(R)/GLn(Z), and then integrate it over the fibers. If we consider
vector bundles E up to a Serre twist, and euclidean lattices up to similarity,
we obtain another map with dense image

( $ : Octn ·Q#
+\GLn(Q)/GLn(Z) $ On(R)·R#

+\GLn(R)/GLn(Z) (10.7.11.2)

The target is the Shimura variety of GLn without level structure, so we
obtain some relation between e.g. automorphic forms with respect to GLn

and sections of certain bundles over the moduli space of vector bundles of
rank n over !Spec Z.

We can introduce a level N structure on this moduli space, so as to
make it rigid. This means that we fix a Z/NZ-base of EZ/NEZ, i.e. an
isomorphism EZ/NEZ

(= (Z/NZ)n. Equivalently, we consider vector bundles

E over !Spec Z of rank n together with a trivialization of E |Spec Z/NZ. Then
the target of corresponding map ( $$ will be the Shimura variety of GLn with
respect to the (full) level N structure. We can consider a “level " structure”

on vector bundles E / !Spec Z if we like: this corresponds to choosing a Z(!)-
base of E!. The corresponding moduli space is GLn(Q)/GLn(Z); it is rigid.

10.7.12. (Operations with euclidean lattices.) Choosing a lifting E of an eu-
clidean lattice ' ! E with respect to the map ( : Octn \GLn(R)/GLn(Z) $
On(R)\GLn(R)/GLn(Z) roughly corresponds to fixing an orthonormal base
in the euclidean space E. Then we might do some operations with E (which

is either a vector bundle over !Spec Z, or can be approximated by such), and
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in some occasions the image of the result under ( would not depend on the
choice of lifting E , thus defining an operation with euclidean lattices. For
example, E /$ E # corresponds to the operation of taking dual euclidean
lattice. Operations SkE ,

Ak
E , E . E $ and E & E $ have this compatibil-

ity property as well, giving rise to corresponding operations with euclidean
lattices. This probably explains why it was possible to establish a working
Arakelov geometry using vector bundles with suitable hermitian metrics, and
also establishes some relationship between classical Arakelov geometry and
its version discussed in this work.

10.7.13. (Automorphisms of vector bundles.) We have already remarked
that the moduli space Octn \GLn(Q)/GLn(Z) is not rigid, i.e. a vector bundle

E / !Spec Z may have a non-trivial automorphism group. However, this group
is always finite since AutO(E ) ! AutZ(")

(E!) = Octn. Fixing a “level "
structure” makes the moduli space GLn(Q)/GLn(Z) rigid.

10.7.14. (Generalization to other number fields.) Let K be any number field.

Then we might attempt to construct !SpecOK in di!erent ways. The most
canonical of them is to consider the “semilocal ring” OK,!, the intersection
of all archimedian valuation rings Ov inside K. Then SpecOK,! is one-
dimensional, and its closed points correspond to some families of v|" (some
or all archimedian valuations can be glued together; this happens already for
real quadratic fields K/Q; but if K is a CM-field, this never happens, thus
suggesting another connection to Shimura varieties). In any case, we can

construct !SpecOK
(N)

by choosing any integer N > 1 and gluing Spec(OK)
with Spec(OK,!#OK [1/N ]) along their common open subset Spec(OK [1/N ]).
The generalized schemes thus constructed depend on the choice of N > 1,
but they constitute a projective system over the set of integers N > 1 ordered
by divisibility, so we can still define !SpecOK as the projective limit of this
system, either in the category of pro-generalized schemes, or in the category
of generalized ringed spaces.

This !SpecOK has one generic point, and its closed points correspond to
all valuations of K, but with some archimedian valuations glued together.
This suggests that the “true” !SpecOK should be constructed in a more so-
phisticated way. In the fancy language of “infinite resolution of singularities”
introduced in 7.1.48 one might say that this time the singularity over " is
even more complicated than a cusp of infinite order, so we need more com-
plicated resolution of singularities, which will “disentagle” di!erent points
lying over ", thus yielding the “smooth” model of !SpecOK .

It would be interesting to classify vector bundles over !SpecOK and to
compute K0. Unfortunately, we cannot even apply 10.4.2, since the condi-
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tion “|x| % Q̃+ for all x % K” is not fulfilled. This problem might become

simpler after the “correct” !SpecOK is constructed.

10.7.15. (Cyclotomic extensions.) Another possibility is to study the “cy-

clotomic extensions” Zn := !Spec Z &F1 F1n . Such generalized schemes are
not “integral” (their generic fiber is Spec Q[T ]/(T n + 1)), but their struc-
ture (especially over ") seems to be simpler than that discussed in 10.7.14.
They have the following nice property: a vector bundle of rank r over Zn

corresponds to a vector bundle E of rank rn over !Spec Z together with an
action " : E $ E of the cyclic group Cn = 6"7, i.e. an element of order n
inside Aut(E ) ! Octnr. However, not all such couples (E , ") correspond to
a vector bundle over Zn, i.e. we have just a fully faithful functor, not an
equivalence of categories. In any case, the computation of K̂0(Zn) shouldn’t
be too di"cult.

10.7.16. (Intersection theory of !Spec Z(N)
.) Another interesting possibility

is to study vector bundles and perfect cofibrations over SN := !Spec Z(N)
for

some N > 1, and to compute the Chow ring CH(SN) afterwards. If any
vector bundle over SpecAN , where AN = Z(!) # Z[N+1], had been trivial,

then we would obtain results similar to those obtained above for !Spec Z: vec-
tor bundles over SN would be parametrized by GLn(AN)\GLn(BN)/GLn(Z),
where BN := Z[N+1], and CH0(SN) = Z, CH1(SN ) (= Pic(SN) (= log B"

N,+
(=

Zr, where p1, . . . , pr are distinct prime divisors of N (cf. 7.1.35), and
CH i(SN) = 0 for i 0 2. However, even proving Pic(AN) = 0 has been
much more complicated than proving Pic(Z(!)) = 0 (cf. 7.1.33), and we see
no reason for all finitely generated projective modules over AN to be free,

since SN is sort of a “non-smooth version” of !Spec Z (cf. 7.1.48).
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